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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 

the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77) ; notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77).

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77); despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _ By MLtfcws 0, NARS. Date U-18-7S

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 851.248/159_____ _______________  for Tel. #276, 10 p.m.

FROM____France.____________  (....Bullitt.___ .) DATED ._.E&t.»1.3<..lS55___
TO NAME 1—1127 er®

OJ

REGARDING:
<0

Situation produced by the Japanese seizure of the 
island of Hainan; Discussion of-Daladier stated 
that France could not be expected to do more than 
to ask the Japanese to promise to get out of 
Hainan when the war with Qiina should come to an 
end.

147 
I I

mb
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!><n. iiq

DEPARTMENT OF S’

^VISION OF zV I • , .....

EUROPEAN aFFA^ ‘V ’ ^gJ^TMENT OF STATE L
JAH 27 1932/ •hpartment of state— VK ’ J°- ))

SW pl VISION OF FAR EASTERN AFF«^OTûf
AM IO 41 January 25, 1939

REGIONAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN COUNCIL, INSTITUTE OF z"' 'x 
PACIFIC RELATIONS,J-HELJ) AT CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, 
ON JANUARY , TO DISCUSS AMERICAN POLICY——

z>*-i»~.RSLATION TOjr'roNFLICT IN THE FAR EAST 
Z\s DiviSiOnof , -

I I ’ j
The discussion of American policy in relation

-the'^rxEast, which took place at the Regional Confe 

ence of American Council, Institute of Pacific Rela

tions, held at Cambridge,

and 22, 1939, brought out

Massachusetts, on January 21 

expressions of view which are

not without interest.

There was general unanimity of opinion that Japan’s 

objective was to establish a Far Eastern bloc of states 

subservient to Japan, which would give Japan complete 

control of China, and that economic and financial diffi

culties, in the absence of application of sanctions by 

third Powers, gave no promise of causing Japan to dis

continue its aggression or to offer sufficiently moderate 

terms to be acceptable to the United States and Great 

Britain. On the question of China’s capacity success

fully to resist without foreign assistance, there was no

793.94/14712

unanimity of opinion. The view was advanced by Dr. Hopper 

of Harvard University without any dissent that a German- 

Soviet combination would change the course of affairs in 

the Far East, that this was a practical possibility as 

Russia was smarting from the effects of having been q
"blackballed"
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" blackballed*1 by the Western Powers and desired to re

taliate against England and France. He felt that 

Chamberlain favored a policy of appeasement in the Far 

East, as elsewhere, although he advanced no definite 

views as to what form such a policy toward Japan might 

take.

There appeared to be considerable confusion and 

differences of views as to what constituted American ob

jectives in the Far East. The view was generally ac

cepted that if Japan was successful Japan would become a 

menace to the United States, a circumstance constituting 

a source of concern to us which should be taken into 

account. The Council was overwhelmingly in favor of 

granting further aid to China as a means of assisting 

orderly processes. There was general agreement, how

ever, that it was undesirable that we should take mili

tary action against Japan, but views on whether we 

should take single-handed action against Japan in apply

ing economic sanctions were divided. Those opposed to 

such a course pointed out that it was unlikely that 

economic sanctions imposed by the United States alone 

would be effective in curbing Japan, and it was, there

fore, considered desirable that this Government explore 

the possibilities of obtaining the cooperation of Great 

Britain, the Netherlands, and France. Others, however, 

pointed
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pointed out that the United States was the real pivot 

in the situation, that the other Powers would not be 

likely to join with us unless we took the lead, and it 

was believed that if the United States should implement 

the principles set forth in its note of December 31 to 

Japan the other Powers would follow. There was general 

agreement that further conferences, such as the Brussels 

Conference, were undesirable as they merely served to 

confirm Japan in the view that the Powers did not mean 

business. It was pointed out that at the time of the 

Washington Conference, this Government had plenty of 

"blue chips", but not so many now, and that we should 

proceed all steam ahead to fortify Guam to promote our 

bargaining position. At the same time, it was desirable 

that this Government take some action to get the Soviet 

Union "back into the club" and tie up the par Eastern 

problems with those of Europe.

FE: Ballant ine:HES
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No 539

Subject:

The Honorable

Sir

AMERIC.

;b Ü.S.A.
**. j

Hankow, China, December 16, 1938

Conditions in Wuhan Following Japanese 
Occupation en. October 26.

The Secretary of state

Washington

I have the

this area as

(«S'® MWB

Oepartmwt of \

honor to report on local conditions

Ar 
2 Sgeeks since the 
a|r. October 26, 1938:

they have existed during the eight

Japanese occupation which took place

As previously stated in despatches and telegrams

occupât! on of Hankow was effected without resistance

SI .
almost literally without a shot being fired, in

-Wuchang, while there was no organized resistance the

Japanese indulged in some shooting of Chinese stragglers

as well as civilians. In Hankow the Mayor and all

Chinese civil and military officials and practically

all Chinese business nen of importance had left prior

to the Japanese arrival. All the police had left except

those in the French Concession and in S. A. D. No. 3

(ex-British Concession). All public utilities (tele-

phone, telegraph, water and electric light) had dis

continued functioning, except the electricity supplied

by the nr it ish-owned Hankow light and Power Company

which supplies the French Concession and S. A» D» 2

and 3. It was estimated that there were about 400,000

people

793.94/14713
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people (bO percent of the normal population) in Hankow 

on October 26. The majority of these had taken refugee 

in the ex-concession areas and the French Concession, 

which areas were greatly over-crowded.

Almost immediately after their arrival the 

Japanese expressed dissatisfaction at this arrangement 

as by it the most desirable part of Hankow was occupied 

by Chinese refugees. The Japanese at once set about 

remedying this situation, and within a few days Hankow 

had been divided into various sections. The Japanese 

Navy took jurisdiction over the ex-German and ex-Russian 

Concessions (S. A. D. 1 and 2). The Japanese army 

controlled the remainder of Hankow, including the 

ex-British Concession IS. A. D. 3). Although on 

account of the Chen-O’Malley Agreement jurisdiction 

by them in the latter area was, in theory at least, x 

somewhat limited. The area bordering on the Han River 

was designated as a refugee zone. AH Chinese who had 

sought refuge in the ex-concession areas were required 

to remove there. Residence certificates were issued to 

those Chinese in the ex-concession areas who could 

provide proof that they had hitherto legitimately 

resided there, and the remainder were forced to leave. 

The area immediately west of the ex-British concession 

was designated as a "commercial area” where it is expected 

the Japanese will establish the bulk of their shops and 

business houses. Beyond the "commercial area" is the 

so-called "Japanese-Chinese section" the purposes of 

which are not yet entirely clear. At Hie present time 

the so-called refugee zone is inhabited by some 80,000- 

90,000 Chinese, the greater part of whom are indigent.

They
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They are being cared for by the Hankow Refugee Zone 

Committee. The original Chinese police of S. A. D. 3 

who were withdrawn on board a British steamer when 

the policing of that arsa was turned over to the 

Japanese, returned to duty about December 1. No 

Chinese police are functioning however in other areas. 

The water supply was resumed on a limited scale at the 

end of November. The telephone service is still dis

continued.

Traffic and Communication Difficulties.

Previous to the occupation of Hankow street gates 

had been erected between the various ex-concessions and 

between the ex-concessions and the so-called “native 

city”. These were erected largely at the instigation 

of the foreign residents who thought that they might 

prove useful against Chinese mobs etc. The Japanese 

have found these street gates extremely useful for 

their purpose in controlling traffic and communications 

of both foreigners and Chinese. These gates are closed 

at night and no communication is allowed. During the 

day time Chinese are allowed through the gates only by 

presenting their residence certificates and bowing with 

doffed hats to the Japanese sentry on duty. This, 

together with the absence of telephones, makes the 

delivery of messages and general transaction of business 

slow and somendiat uncertain, in addition certain streets 

are entirely cleared of all traffic - both foreign and 

Chinese - for lengths of time varying from 1 to 3 hours 

to permit the safe travel of whatever high Japanese 

officials may be in that region. This occurs at least

once
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once and sometimes several times daily in front of 

this Consulate General. 

French Concession.

The diminutive French Concession, with an area of 

approximately 60 acres, is by far the most crowded 

section of Hankow, now containing a population of 

approximately 50,000. It is completely barricaded, and 

admission is allowed only to Chinese by pass. Japanese 

soldiers and transport are permitted to pass along the 

French Bund but not to enter the rest of the concession. 

The water supply, which the Japanese turned on at the 

end of November in certain other parts of Hankow, 

including the ex-Concessions, is denied to the French 

Concession. Recently no food supplies are permitted 

to pass Japanese sentries into the concession. The 

alleged reason for this attitude on the part of the 

Japanese is that the Concession is stated to be harboring 

certain "bad characters" which the Japanese desire to 

take jurisdiction of.

it may be stated also that while the accumulation 

of dirt and filth throughout the city has been enormous, 

the French Concession has suffered in this respect the 

worst of any part of ihe city. Disease has been severe 

and these conditions show no sign of abatement. Although 

it is now the middle of December, the accumulated dirt 

and filth has brought on an unprecedented plague of 

flies which are not only extremely uncomfortable and 

annoying,. but a great menace to health. 

Conditions in Wuchang.

The city of Wuchang which normally has a population 

of approximately 550,000 is looted hare and practically 

deserted
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deserted. There were some 6000 - 8000 refugees in 

various mission compounds in Tfuchang, the Central 

China College of the American Church Mission and the 

American Catholic Mission having the largest numbers. 

These remained on the premises up to a few days ago. 

However, owing to the Japanese policy of not permitting 

food to be transported to them, they have recently been 

compelled to remove to an area outside Wchang which the 

Japanese had designated as a refugee camp. One American 

resident in Wuchang who has travelled about the city 

extensively tells me that he estimates there are not 

more than 1000 Chinese in Wuchang city itself. The 

premises of the Wuhan Sanitarium, outside Wuchang, were 

harboring about 10,000 refugees at last accounts and had 

been able to transport certain food stuffs to them, but 

it is not known how long the Japanese will permit this 

situation to continue.

Business.

As can be imagined from the foregoing business 

in Hankow, except for the supply of daily necessities 

is absolutely at a stand still and will probably continue 

so for some time.

Respectfully yours,

' ’fyCy» Josaelj» 
American Consul General

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.

800

PRJ/OES
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Telegram Sent TO BE TRANSMITTED 

uXfoNFIDENTIAL CODE 

NON6ONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to 

$ Washington, 
©39 FEB 15 PM 6 17February 15, 1939.

AMEMBASSY, DlVioiüh üh 
z t COMMENTIONS 

TOKYO (Japan). a^.x-J^DS

CONFIDENTIAL.

I t f,; cu/iha-Hciai i
t st onld CnNui’v Paraphrased before *

The Department desires that, unless you perceive

substantial objection! you seek an early interview with

the Minister for Foreign Affairs and make, as under'

instruction from your Governmentf an oral' statement

substantially as follows:

The Government of the United States has not failed

795.94/ 
I 47 I3A

to noté the statements which the^Japanese Government^has 

from time to time made tha^Japan^has no^repeat^no^ 

territorial/ambitions/in China,X/With reference tc/the 

recent announcement of <JapaneseZoccupation of'the Island 

of^Hainan^ attentionz is'invited to "the fact that^there 

are ’substantial/American'missionary“and^educational*''' 

interestszand numerous Amer i c ar^re s ident s chiefly'"’" 

missionaries^ in thezIsland/and that^the American
/ _z ✓ / x z / Z ,

Government maintains no consular representation in Hainan.
In view of these'^circumstances'^and having^in mind also 

the^general^question of the'relationship's'among the^powers, 

including the United States'fwhich hawZimportant interest/" in

0
Enciphered by —---- ---------------------------

Sent by operator-------------------M.,-------------------- , 19----- ------------------------------------

D. O. R.—NO. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

F
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PREPARING OFFICE TELEGRAM SENT TO BE TRANSMITTED

WILL INDICATE WHETHER
_____________ _ CONFIDENTIAL ©ODE 

CCt__________________________________________________________________________________________________ NON6ONFIDENTIAL CODE

Charge Department Of farta.r
°” PLAIN

Charge to
c - 2 - Washington,

and with Reference tc/ the £acif icZarea,^relationship// 
which have 'formed the basis/of^various /internationalz 
agreements/ the Government of the United States/vould be z 
glad^to be/informed^as to the^intentions/of the Japanese 

Government ''in connection with^the occupation of/jainén./

FE:JWB:EJL

X 74-

-USW PM

Enciphered by------------- -

, _____ M..........
Sent by operator----------

n. O.R.-No. 50

7^

|FE , PA/H U

--------------- 19.____ ________________________

1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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No. 3628.

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, January 21, 1939.

SUBJECT: SHIUNSO OPEN LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT.

; ", r . 1I a '■ H 1. j ■" |----- ?
I ONI AÎ7& ‘ i----- -------------------- ,—__ __ I

The Honorable —-A—-—“" T
I t\ °' |

The Secretary of State! AUAbt I

’.Washington. | \\ i C

' 'c
In telegram 25 of January 17, 1939, 4 p.m., the Embassy 

summarized an advertisement of the patriotic society known 

as the Shiunso which appeared in the NICHI NICHI newspaper 

on January 17, A somewhat more detailed newspaper translation 

of that advertisement is now transmitted herewith.

The Shiunso is the organization referred to in the

Department’s telegram 360, October 25, 1938, noon, and in the

Embassy’s telegram 688, October 28, 9 a.m.

Enclosarej
Respectfully yours,

Clipping, "Norld Disturbance 
Blamed on Britain,”
JAPAN ADVERTISER, 
January 8, 1939.

Joseph C. Grew.
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Enclosure No.l , to despatch 
No.3638 , dated Jan.21 ,1939 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Advertiser.
Tokyo, Wednesday, January 18, 1939.

WORLD DISTURBANCE 
BLAMED ON BRITAIN

Open Letter to Roosevelt Says 
‘There Is No Greater Ag

gressor Nation’

DENIES DEMOCRACY CLAIM

U.S. Reminded of Past Japa
nese Friendliness and Effect

Of Late Events

Branding Great Britain, as the great
est aggressor nation in the world, an 
open letter addressed to President 
Roosevelt in the Nichi Nichi yesterday j 
advises him to direct his talk of ag
gressor nations elsewhere than at Ger
many, Italy and Japan.

The open letter was publshed in a 
half-page advertisement by the Shi- 
unso, a small private organization 
headed by Mr. Tetsuma Hashimoto, the 
chief activity of which seems to be the 
arranging of such advertisements, 
which seek to influence public opinion 
on outstanding national and interna
tional questions.

Blaming most of the world’s modern 
ills on Britains’ economic and politi
cal stranglehold cn a fourth of the । 
earth’s territory, the Shiunso suggests ! 
that President Roosevelt’s efforts to
ward world peace might bear greater 
fruit were they aimed at correcting the 
one-sided distribution of world re
sources and trade.

The letter points out that the Japa
nese people have always held their 
“commercial neighbor” in high esteem 
for its sense of justice unmotivated by 
profit and regret that recent words and 
actions by the United States have rais
ed doubts of its impartiality.

Text of Letter
The essential points of the lengthy 

article follow:
‘‘The Japanese people had always en

tertained a comparatively large mea
sure of respect for the United States 
among the various countries of the 
world.

“Because, firstly, the United States 
and Japan are commercial neighbors 
between whom there is the least fear 
of a clash of interests, and, secondly, 
the United States, unlike Britain, is not 
swayed merely by a sense of profit and 
loss but is capable of acting in the 
cause of justice from a comparative- 
ly impartial standpoint. The fervent ' 
manner in which the Japanese apo’o- 
gized for the Panay affair amply de
monstrated the temper of Japanese 
sentiment toward the United States.

“Of late, however, there is no deny
ing that the Japanese people have come 
to harbor doubts about Your Excel
lency’s words and actions as the re- 
nresentative of the American people. 
Thus, we regret to say, the feeling has 
spread over Japan that the United 
States is no longer an impartial third 
nation, but one which deliberately 
abuses Japan and deliberately tries to 
impede Japan’s actions, an unfriendly 
neighbor against whom it is well to 
be on guard.

Talk of Aggressor Nations
“Since the year before last, Your 

Excellency on frequent occasions has 
discussed the problem of the world’s 
aggressor nations, led American public 
opinion in advocating isolation of ag
gressor nations, taken up the problem 
of the right to designate aggressor na
tions, urged the revision or abolition of 
the Neutrality Act and even brought 
up the issue of so-called economic 
sanctions against aggressor nations. In 
that by aggressor nations Your Excel
lency has always in view Germany, ’ 
Italy and Japan, we feel we must ask 
for your views on the following points:

“If Your Excellency has at hand a 
map of the world, please take a look 
at it. You* will immediately see that 
there is no greater aggressor nation 
than Britain, possessing more than a 
fourth of the total territory of the 
world. You will also see that Britain 
is actually holding the fruits of past 
aggressions.

“We repeat that although the fact of 
British aggression belongs to the past, 
the state of aggression is still being 
maintained in India, Palestine, Africa 
and elsewhere by means of British 
arms and rule of force. We believe, 
therefore, that unless Your Excellency 
utterly ignores so patent a fact recorded 
cn the map of the world, your campaign 
against aggressor nations must be direct
ed above all against Great Britain. We 
feel that Your Excellency, in passing 
over this grave fact entirely and in 
concentrating your fire on Germany, 
Italy and Japan, is committing what is 
referred to in the Bible as filtering the 
worm and swallowing the camel. What 
is Your Excellency’s view on this mat
ter?

British Economic Bloc
“As if acting in concert with Prime 

Minister Neville Chamberlain of Bri
tain. Your Excellency is ardently ad
vocating the solution of international 
problems by peaceful discussion, but 
do you not perceive that Britain has 
not only blockaded its vast territory 
and overflowing resources against the 
rest of the world but has also form
ed an economic bloc wih its colonies 
and is frustrating freedom of trade? 
Do you not see that such is a most 
unnatural state of affairs and contrary 
to the way of world peace and world : 
prosperity?

“Still more plainly put, can Your Ex
cellency not believe that the frequent 
disregard of the Kellogg-Briand anti
war pact and all other instruments of 
collective security is largely due & the 
greedy and selfish self-prosperity poli
cy of Britain?
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“Vim-ing this in the light of the 
Far Eastern situation, Britain, not con
tent with closing the door to its own 
vast territory, is attempting even to 
turn Japan’s neighbor, China, into a 
British colony, not stopping with con
spiring against Jaoan. It cannot be 
that Your Excellency, who is so 
anxious to preserve the peace of the 
world, is not aware that the main cause 
of the China incident, is due to such 
conspiracies on the part of Britain? 
If so. then. Your Excellency’s efforts 
to establish world peace should pro
perly begin with urging Britain to re

flect^ on its greedy self-prosperit; 
policy, and, if Britain fails to adopt a 
policy of international co-prosperity, 

| you should publicly proclaim that the 
| problem of redistribution of the vast 
British territory and overflowing re
sources should be brought up for peace
ful discussion among impartial Powers. 
We believe that this is the most urgent 
step if a new order of peace is to be 
constructed in the world. What is 
Your Excellency’s view on this matter?

“If Your Excellency, while recogniz
ing the great source of evil so daftiag- 
ing to world peace, should tacitly1 
countenance it because of such mere 
technicalities as that it is a matter of 
British domestic ipoliqy, and should 
continue building on uneven ground, 
leaving the sources of struggle between 
nations unremedied, Your .Excellency’s 
effort, for all its admirable intentions, 
cannot in the end escape the criticism 
that the United States is playing 
watch dog for maintenance of the un
natural staus quo of wily Britain.

Democracy Claim Challenged
“That Your Excellency should clamor 

for the defense of Democracy is only 
natural from the American standpoint, 
but if Your Excellency’s so-called de- 

। fense of Democracy includes also the 
defense of the British brand of Demo
cracy, we must express amazement at i 
Your Excellency’s disregard of reali
ties.

“As Your Excellency must be aware, 
the British brand of Democracy is one 
in which, as a certain American has 
pointed out, ‘A mere 40,000,000 Eng
lishmen exploit the 400,000,000 people 
of its territory scattered over thé face 
of the globe, and by means of their 
sacrifices the people of Britain live 
the life of the nobility—a most strange 
doctrine.’ If Your Excellency intends 
to defend such brand of Democracy 
besides the American Democracy, it 
must be said that Your Excellency 
is defending mere animalism, the 
principle of the strong living on the 
u\eak, utterly contrary to the peace of 
the world.

“That Britain, a self-avowed Demo
cratic nation, while exposing its hand, 
smeared with past aggressions and vio
lent oppression of its colonies, should 
have the brazen effrontry to call other 
nations aggressors in order that it may 
hold the fruits of its past aggressions, 

! presents to us a picture of a burglar 
! trying to put his pursuers off the scent 
by crying ‘Stop thief!’ Does Your Ex
cellency believe that, by making the 
United States an abettor of this geta
way, Your Excellency is defending 
American Democracy and adding glory 
to the history of the United States?

‘Of late, Britain, despite its Demo- I 
cratic signboard, is hastening to ex- I 
pand its armaments in order to give 
weight to its international utterance, 
but armaments cannot be built up 
merely by money and materials. * * * 
When, in the near future, the rest of 
the world combines against the greedy 
self-prosperity policy of Britain and 
the anti-British sentiment of the Brit
ish colonies themselves reaches the j 
breaking-point, the lot of the people । 
of Britain who have been dancing on 
a volcano in repudiation of the policy 
of world coprosperity will be a most 
pitiable one. Consequently, we believe 
that if Your Excellency would sound ' 

(the warning to Britain and urge it to • 
reconsider, you would not only be do
ing signal service to the peace of the 
world but would be benefiting the re
vival of Britain itself. What is Your 
Excellency’s view on this matter? >

Proposition to Japan
“According to the American note to ‘ 

Japan from the United States Govern
ment on December 31 regarding the 
open doer in China—and there can be 
no doubt that the foolish British note 
of January 14 was calculated to cot- 
respond with it—the American Gov
ernment seems to be desirous that 
Japan should put up to the various 
Powers concerned its claim for revi
sion of the Nine-Power Treaty. Ac
cording to our experience, however, an 
international conference called to deal 
with Japan invariably is aimed at de
fending the unnatural status quo se
cured by Britain through its past ag
gressions, a conference in which * * * 
Britain may resort to its usual crafty 
methods for the oppression of Japan 
by a sheer numerical majority. What 
is Your Excellency’s view on this 
point? Is it Your Excellency’s wish 
that Japan should forever struggle in 
the net spread by Britain, in a state 
akin to being completely bound and 
gagged?

“In our opinion, if Your Excellency 
truly desires the peace of the Far East 
and of the world, it is incumbent on ' 
Your Excellency to make a 180-degree 
change of course, so that the prestige 

^off/Bie United States may be used s 
P rightly and in a just cause.
r “First, the United States should in
duce other Powers to'- ' refrain' from 
political intrigue in China _ behind 
Japan’s back, in view of the bitter ex
perience of the past.

“Second, if Britain will not volun
tarily adopt a new policy of world 
^prosperity in its vast territory and 

( overflowing resources, the United 
■ States should put up to the principal 
Powers of the world the problem of 
redistribution and endeavor -at least 
to open British resources and markets 
to tlie rest of the world.

“Third, the United States should re
commend to the Soviet Union that it 
cease its bolshevizing activities and, if 
the Soviet Union refuses, should join 
the anti-'Comintern pact with Germany, , 
Italy and Japan * * * '

the United States would approach 
Japan on the basis of these three prin
ciples, what pending question in 1he ; 
rar East could not be solved now? At ' 
~?sJ’,.pea'ce Far East Would be 
established at once, and Japan and 
China will progress on the road
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existence and co-prosperity. The field 
of economic activities of the Powers in 
China would be expanded and the 
.rights and interests of the United i 
States would unquestionably increase. ’

Accountable for Future !
“The right and wrong of interna-1 

tional relations today is extremely j 
clear, as we have pointed out. Can ; 
you wonder, then, that so long as Your i 
Excellency persists in disregarding such i 
obvious reasoning and leading public I 
opinion in the United States towards [ 
a common front with Britain, a de
fendant in the world’s tribunal, in 
advancing loans to the Chiang Kai- 
shek regime, which is substantially no 
different from a Communist Govern
ment, and so long as Your Excellency, 
oblivious of your grave responsibility, 
continues to irritate Japan by ill- 
advised and inflammatory words and 
actions, the relations between Japan 
and the United States and Britain 
should be aggravated?

“Thus, the responsibility for what
ever retaliatory measures Japan may 
take as a last resort in the face of the

> anti-Japanese economic sanctions Bri- 
! tain and the United States are con
templating must lie with Your Ex
cellency.

“Such a state of affairs would be 
most regrettable for us, who have for 
many years held the United States in 
high esteem and who have been con
vinced that there can be no war be
tween Japan and the United States. 
Unless, therefore, Your Excellency and 
those about Your Excellency, recon
sider your attitude, we must be pre
pared even for such a situation, in 
order that the detestable modern 
world in which selfish struggles hold 
sway may be ended, and a new era of 
world co-prosperity and human co
existence ushered in. It may be that 
such suffering must be endured as 
birth-pangs of that new era. It may 
be that only after Japan, standing on 
the Imperial Way, the absolute truth 
df the universe—the way of self-nego- 
tion and great love—has with the force 
of a charging lion freely given play 
to its great creative warfare, and has 

Î shattered the cancerous illusion of the 
Xmodem people who would measure the i 

of justice and righteousnes/by 
j'the quantity of material goods one has, 
I ban the Garden of Eden, which man- 
1 kind has lost since the Day of Crea- 
j tion be regained.’*
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Secretary of State

' ashington

From

300, February 16, 5 p.m
The Foreign Office tells us

Olv,-,

PARIS
D0W«£ni

Dated February 16, 1939
Rec/d 4 :55 p,m.

that ~tHFy ”’’■<5’6

AR EASTERN AFFA!R3^$

FEB 17 1939

Division of

not believe
for a moment" the Japanese assurances that the occupation
of Hainan is merely a temporary measure taken for military
reasons. Chauvel, Chief of the Far Eastern Division, said
that if the primary purpose of the Japanese was to shut off

793.94/14715

foreign supplies from reaching China via the southwest
coast this could have been accomplished much more effectively
by seizing Pakhoi and pushing on to Nanning He believes
that the occupation of Hainan is part of "axis policy" and
that the Japanese have no intention of abandoning their hold.
on the island

The French Government, however, does not contemplate
taking any further step at present and while placing no
reliance in the Japanese assurances is at least glad to have 

op
them on the record for possible use in the future. H

Chauvel said that since the occupation of Hainan the -n 
0

French
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French Government had modified somewhat its instructions 

regarding the passage of supplies over the Indo-China Rail

way and that certain material which had hitherto been held 
up was now going forward.

Chauvsl said that upon hearing that a United States 

destroyer had left Hong Kong to investigate the situation 

of American missionaries in Hainan, the French had proposed 

to the British that the’’ should each send a vessel as well, 

believ-ing it helpful to show "the three flags" there at 

this particular time, To reply has yet been received 

from the British.

BULLITT

NPL
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American Consulate General

Shanghai, January 4, 1939.

SUBJECT: Intelligence Summaries for the 
Month of December 1938.

The Honorable

The Secretary of state,

; ; Washington.

SIR:
<

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no.
1852/of December 5, 1938, and to enclose, as of

ible interest to the Department, copies of in-
igence summaries for the month of December 1938,
?ared by the Intelligence Officer of the United
yes Fourth Marines.

Respe ully yours,

Gauss 
American Consul General

Enclosure:
1/- Intelligence 

for December
summaries' 
1938.

800
EFS MB
In Single Copy
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.

793.94/ 14716 
F /FG

^
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6 December 1938 T" c£> &
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--------------------------------------------

R-2 REPORT, JÿALcP„°-8_Q9_ TO _°_800_ AJ^£L3®2ù lJ138

OPERATIONS

The situation in Central China apparently remains un
changed. In South China the Chinese command continues its 
preparations to meet an anticipated Japanese drive into 
southern l.wangsi. Thu civilian population living in the 
Pahhoi and Luaichow (Haikang) vicinities of Lwangtung has 
been ordered to evacuate because of the probability of a 
Japanese landing.

IN LEA.T-TUNG, according to a Chinese communique, Chinese 
troops have launched an offensive against the Japanese south 
of fsunghua. Leanwhile mopping-up operations continue around 
Canton and in the west Pearl River delta, since the dis
ruption of the transportation of arms by the Lowloon-Canton 
railway and the Jest River to Samshui, arms have entered by 
a new route through the western section of the Pearl River 
delta via Chaoching by way of Koming. Lopping-up operations 
in the west of the delta is thought being directed against 
this arms traffic.

Il NORTH.i^ST klnEGSU fighting occurred on the 2nd and 
3rd in the vicinity of Sutsien southeast of Esuchow.

IN HOPEI a skirmish took place on the 3rd near Laiyuan 
on the Shansi-Hopei border northwest of Paoting. ■

IN SHANSI ...ND HOPEI provinces, during mopping-up oper
ations from July to November, the Japanese claim the Chinese 
lost 56,079 dead and 3,090 prisoners.

IN SHENSI the Ja anese claim that the Chinese have been 
forced to discontinue work on the Paoki-Lanchow railroad 
caused by repeated .ir-raids of Japanese planes.

AVIATION
K’.ffilLIN was attacked on the 2nd. This city is located / 

in northeastern l.wangsi province.
Five Japanese air squadrons routed Chinese troops on 

the left bank of the Jest River near Sichiaoshan, Kwanshanhui, 
and Kowkong, December 3rd. Chinese entrenched north of 
ï/aichow and Tsengching were also bombed. BECUSSIF.’ED

£.0.11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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Aerodromes at Yushan. in northeastern Kiangsi and Tian, 
in the central part of the province, were bombed on the 3rd.

ITingsiang, in TZunan, south of Tungting Lake, was 
bombed on the same day.

Naval aircraft blew up godowns in and around Ichang 
in Eupeh province on the 4th. On the same day naval air
craft operating in south China bombed a Chinese gunboat 
near Chaoching in western Kwangtung.

Army aircraft continues harassing Chinese troops in 
northwestern Shansi and southern Suiyuan. In Shansi they 
have attacked troops near Paoteh and at Hoku north of 
Paoteh while in Suiyuan Chinese have been attacked near 
Tungsheng.
POLITICAL

Llarshal Ju Pei-fu is reported to have changed his 
attitude with regard to his acceptance of the Presidency of 
the new Central Government of China which General Doihàra 
is endeavoring to form.» This change threatens to upset 
the plans for formation of this new government.

LOCAL
Guerilla fighting of severe nature was reported as 

having occurred on the 5th near Sa Tsang Ying Tso, a small 
fishing village located in the vicinity of Tsungming Is
lands in the mouth of the Yangtze.

Iiajor,/U.S. Narine Corps 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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IN k.,.J\GTUI’G, with operations against Chinese remnants in 
the East pearl River Delta completed, they have been extended to 
the west of the Delta. Reports state that Kowkong, 27 miles 
southwest of Canton, Longmoon, 40 miles northwest of Macao, were 
captured on the 3rd and 5th. ‘ In the vicinity of Samshui Japanese 
forces are said to be concentrating to the ^southwest of the city. 
An offensive toward Chaoching (Raoyao), on the Zest River above 
Samshui, is believed to be imminent. After capturing Kiukiang, 
south of Canton, Japanese troops occupied Chiangmen, north of 
Sinhui on December 5th.

IN SHa/SI, a Japanese Communique states thc.t Northwest China 
has been placed under the command of communist militarjr leaders. 
In addition Chiang Lai-shek has ordered the Central Governments 
divisions of the 9th, 14th and 166th to transfer from the north 
bank of the Yangtze to the south bank. Another report states that 
Japanese divisions are concentrating on the north b nk of the Fen 
River where it enters the Yellow River. It is thought that the 
Japanese may attempt to cross into Shensi at Yumentu. The Chin
ese are concentrating near Hanchen, opposite the Japanese concen
trations.

IN L.IANGSU, southeast of Taihu Lake Japanese information 
states th:t large numbers of guerillas have surrendered due to 
increasing difficulties in obtaining food supplies and in win
ning the support of local communities.

IN ANMIEI, the .uerilla leader 
ese irregulars in the northern part 
to have surrendered recently to the 
vice Section at ,/uhu. In return he 
the Zuwei autonomous Committee.

Fu Shao-ling leader of Chin- 
of the province is reported 
Japanese Army Special Ser- 
was appointed president of

AVIATION
On the 4th Chinese troops were heavily bombed near Ping- 

kiang in Northern Hunan. In Kwangtung, Namyung and Shiuhing 
were raided on the 5th. On the 6th Japanese naval planes attack
ed an airdrome at Liuchow in Central Liangs!.

POLITICAL
a ./omens’ Peace Maintenance Commission was inaugurated in 

Canton on the 4th.

An attempt was made to assassinate Er. Chi Kuo-chen, Chair
man of the Hankow Peace Maintenance, in Hankow on the 6th.

/y j. / p 
for

1st Lieut.,

J.S. if 0 NAH AN
Major, U.S. Marine Corps,

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIC 173

h. hn'GTUwG; Fighting continues south and southnest of Xn- 
ton. The Chinese are reported to have systematically destroyed 
a section of she canton-Hankow railroad, extending from a small 
station north of Canton to another small station south of Ying- 
tak. Fighting continues in the vicinity of Tsunghua about 37 
miles north of Canton. In the vicinity of Chuencho..' channel be
tween Hainan and the mainland Japanese gunboats have been bom
barding coastal settlements.

HOPEI: The Japanese announced in a Communique of the Sth 
that the triangular area between Paoting, provincial capital in 
the .zest, Peking to rhe nor ah ana Tientsin to the east has been 
successfully cleared of Guerillas. Detachments of Japanese in 
this area occupied Liungsien 25 miles east of paoting on the 7th. 
Previous to the capture of this town they occupied 3incbeng 19 
miles north of ITiungsien on the 6th and pahsien, halfway between 
Tientsin and Paoting, earlier in the week.

3H.JJ3I: a skirmish occurred near P^ngyaotow south of Tai
yuan on the 5th. .mother clash occurred near jonlootue in the 
southwestern part of the province on the 7th. Fighting is also 
taking place in the southwestern part of the province in the vi
cinities of Linfeng, Giangling and 3ihchiang. kiangling which 
is southwest of Linfeng on the Fen River was captured by the Jap
anese on 4 December, meanwhile the Japanese stationed ^t Chuwu 
and l-Iouma are moving southward along the Tungpu railroad.

HURAL: The Chinese continue massing troops and preparing 
defenses in the piac,kiang sector in the northeastern part of the 
province, bn the 9th a Japanese column attacked Chinese posi
tions on the north bank of rhe 3intsiang River. C. • the same day 
another column made an unsucessful attempt ao land on the East 
shore of Tungting L-ke near Lukoshih behind the left flank of the 
Chinese forces defending the gintsiang River.

Chinese aircraft is reported to have bombed J panese troops 
in the vicinity^ of 3amshui on December 6th. more than t ;enty J p- 
anese bombers mass attacked Chinese troops and position in the 
vicinity of Pingkiang on the 7th. I addition another aircraft 
unit bombed about 700 military vehicles on the highway7 linking. 
Changsha with jjnnchang in northwestern Kiangs!.
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On the 8th Chinese troops on the Ranking-Pingklang Highway 
in northeastern Ecnan were bombed as well as Chinese troops at 
jintsiaag 28 miles south of Yochow and at Yanglinchieh io"miles 
east of Sintsiang. In southern Lunan, on the following day, 
military establishments and rolling stock on the Canton-Hankow 
railroad_were bombed at Chen-hsien. In south China on the 7th 
air raiders in the vicinity of kweiping in eastern hnangsi des
troyed and damaged military junks as well as military establish
ments. On the 8th Lokchong, in northern kwangtung and tho vici
nities of Yingtak and Tsingyun in Central H nagtung were bombed.

POLITICAL:

There has been no new development in the past week with re
gard to the formation of the new Central Government fostered by 
the Japanese, Earshal ,’u Pei-fu has not as yet accepted the Jap
anese request to become the fir.t President of the Hew Government.

I Ioo-j-jLTAITLcUo :

Lieutenant General Ghigeatsu Yamaoka, who was recalled to 
Japan from Forth China, arrived at lîoji, Japan on the 6th.

The Army department of the Imperial readquarters officially 
announced on the 9th, the appointment of General Sugiyama as the 
Supreme Commander of the Japanese Expeditionary forces in Forth 
China in place of General Count Terauchi.

' .y* / >L' /' IXa !/ .( 
J. 3. LiCKAKAH ■' '

major, U.S. marine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Cfficer.
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OPERATIONS
KifANGTUNG: Japanese forces continue pushing along the 

Jest River toward Chaoching. North of Canton, in the 
Tsunghua sector east of the Canton-Hankow railroad, the sit
uation remains unchanged. The Chinese claimed the recapture 
of Waichow, east of Canton on December 9th. The Japanese 
are said to have moved west to Foklo.

HUNAN: Following attacks along the north bank of the 
Sintsiang River on the 8th, Japanese forces resumed the off
ensive on Chinese positions in this area east of the Canton- 
Hankow railroad the next day. Another Japanese force con
centrating at Chiuling is said to have renewed the drive 
along the Hankow-Changsha highway toward Pingkiang. The 
Chinese are holding positions in the Mafushan mountain range 
north of Pingkiang.

KIANGSU: Southeast of Esuchow the Chinese, after being 
driven further to the southeast during mopping-up operations, 
are now said to be concentrating around Hwaian on the Grand 

Canal. Elaborate defense works have been prepared here, 
according to the Japanese. A Japanese army spokesman on 13 
December announced that between November 15th and November 
30th engagements with Chinese irregulars occurred in nine 
localities of kiangsu, namely: Jusih, Changchow, :;uinsan, 
Jukao (north of the Yangtze), Tungchow, Hainan, Chuansha in 
Pootung, L'inghong and at Tsinpu west of Shanghai. In the 
operations a total of about 11,600 Chinese surrendered in the 
area between Shanghai and Lake Taihu.

SHANSI: Chinese troops scattered through the 
Chungtiaoshan mountain range in southwestern Shansi continue 
harassing the Japanese along the Tungpu railroad.

SHANTUNG: In a Japanese communique of the 12th the 
northern and western part of this province was announced 
cleared of guerillas as a result of mopping-up operations.

AVIATION
Chuanhsien station on the Hengyang-kweilin railroad in 

i.wangsi province was attacked 10 December by Japanese planes. 
Also bombed were Chinese military vessels at Suikowshu on 
the Jest River in kwangtung. On 11 December railroad loco
motives at Yingtak on the Canton-Hankow railroad, in north
ern Iwangtung, were bombed. On the same day, in northern 
Hunan, Japanese ^rmy planes again attacked G inese positions 
in the Sintsiang vicinity.

POLITICAL
" A third session of the Joint Commission of the 

Reformed Government of Central China and the Provisional 
Government of North China is to meet on Dec. 23rd to continue 
work on the amalgamation of the two governments into a 
Central Government of China. This 3rd session will be held 
in Peking.

«H. S. LONAHuiN
Major, U.S. Narine Corps

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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IN HUPEH, fighting has been noted about 70 miles northwest 
of Hankow, where the Chinese claim the recapture of Tsaoshih and 
Cheho. In the southern part of the province, Japanese troops 
are said concentrating at Tungcheng.

IN NGRTE2.A.STERN HUNAN the situation remains at a standstill.
127 SCUHARN oIIANSI, Chinese and Japanese troops clashed near 

Henglingchen on the 12th. It is believed in Chinese quarters 
that the Japanese are waiting for the Yellow river to freeze over 
before beginning a drive into southern Shensi.

IN LwANGTUNG, Japanese troops are reported-concentrating in 
the Jest River area near Samshui. Other reports state that the 
Japanese forces on the ^ast River are withdrawing toward the Can- 
ton-Lowloon Railroad. Closely following up the withdrawing Jap
anese, the Chinese are nearing Tsengchen. Small clashes have al
so been noted southwest of Canton near Kaoming and Hoshan.

IN SHaÎ<TUNG, Japanese mopring up operations have shifted to 
the southwestern part of thu province.

IN NORTHERN CHEKIANG, the Lashing vicinity is reported now 
cleared of Guerillas due to the efforts of Reformed Government 
troops. A Chinese report of the 13th claims the capture of Juchen, 
north of Tsungteh, as well as Yenmou ^nd Sinteng villages near 
Lashing.

IN KIaNGSU, according to. Chinese sources a drive against 
Chinese guerillas in Pootung has again been launched by the Jap-» 
anese.
AVIATION

Japanese planes raided the communist bases at Yenan and 
Yenchwan in northern and northwestern Shensi on December 13th. 
The next day, in Central China, Japanese army aircraft attacked 
Lienli, 30 miles northwest of Yochow, PZunan.

S. VoNAHAlt b' " 
Major, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.

,,W
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HUNAN: according to Chinese information; luaanshan and 
Shihtanpai, on the Eunan-Eupeh border have been recaptured 
by Chinese troops. This statement is taken with reserve. 
These troops are now consolidating their positions and pre
paring to advance northward on Tungcheng in southern Hupeh. 
The Japanese, it is further stated, have withdrawn their 
main forces northward to Tsungyang in southern Hupeh.

HUPEH: A communique from Hankow stated on the 15th that 
the Hankow Bund was the scene of considerable activity when 
Japanese mechanized Army units consisting of over a hundred 
tanks, apparently proceeding up the Yangtze, moved along the 
Bund. Japanese aerial reconnaisance units reported large 
scale withdrawals of Chinese troops are being made in the 
areas of Suihsien and hingshan.

K.iANGTUNG: It is stated that Generals Li Tsung-jin and 
Pai Chung-hsi, anticipating Japanese offensives on Kwangsi 
from Pakhoi in southwestern Lwangtung, have ordered the de
struction of all bridges in western Kwangtung.

SHANSI: A guerilla leader by the name of Yuan Chen Fang 
along with 1,500 men recently surrendered to the Japanese 
garrison at Eanyangchen in the southern part of the province.

According to a Chinese report, units of the Chinese 8th 
Route Army successfully counter-attacked Japanese troops east 
of Jutai in northeastern gjhansi on the 13th.

KIANGSU: Intensified anti-guerilla operations have occ
urred during the past ten days: in the area north of Hangchow 
(northern Chekiang); in the Pootung Peninsula; on Tungming 
island in the mouth of the Yangtze and in the area north of 
Nanking.

A conference of the Guerilla Commanders was held some
where in the kiangsu-Chekiang area on the 13th to discuss 
measures for strengthening their organizations, the insti
tution of Political Training and the promotion of armed re
sistance by the local population.

A Japanese spokesman in Shanghai states that the re
organized 4th Route Army is beino u.irected by a base located 
in Shanghai.

CHEKIANG: Chinese guerillas crossing the Fuchun River 
on the 12th launched an attack northwards against the Japan
ese garrison at Lingkiakiao on the Eangchow-Fuyang highway. 
To guard against counter-attacks the Japanese have erected 
defenses in the Fuyang sector.

AVIATION
Chinese planes raided Japanese positions in the East 

River sector of kwangtung on the 13th. while flying over 
S .eklung a Japanese squadron was encountered. In the engage
ment that followed one Japanese plane was shot down. All 
Chinese planes returned safely to their bases.

Yenan was heavily bombed by Japanese planes on the 13th.
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Japanese planes mass bombed Chinese troop remnants in 
the Shangcheng sector of the Tapieh mountains on the 14th.

Cn the same day the Kienli sector, northwest of Yochow 
in Hupeh, was bombed. Army planes also aided anti-guerilla 
operations in Anhwei north of .inking.

Communist bases located at Ishui in southeastern Shan
tung, Yenan in northern Shensi, Julannaopao in southwestern 
Suiyuan and Tuhingkung in central Suiyuan were raided by 
Japanese army aircraft on 14 December.

On the 15th Japanese Naval bombers patrolling along 
the Canton-Hankow railroad attacked areas south of Shakow 
and Hotowyu stations.

Japanese Naval planes on the 13th carried out widespread 
bombing and reconnuisance flights over Sumshui and at 
Yeungkong, on the sea coast in southwestern Hwangtung.

MISCELLANEOUS
Changes in the high Japanese naval ranks were announced 

as follows on the 15th:
Vice Admiral Loichi Shiozawa from CinC of Japanese Naval 

Forces in South China and ordered attached to Naval General 
Staff.

Rear Admiral Eijiro Kondo from CinC Japanese Yangtze 
River units transferred to Yokosuka Naval Base, under Vice 
Admir;.l Aiyoshi Hasegawa former CinC of Japanese China Seas 
Fleet.

Rear admirals Takoshi Tokuri, Minoru Tuyui and hiichi 
Endo to duty with General Stuff.

Rear Admiral Rokuro'Horiye to command of 11th Combined 
Air Squadron.

Rear admiral Ichiro Cno joins the Easumigauru Naval Air 
Station.

Rear Admiral Toshihisa Nakamura appointed Chief of Staff 
at Kure Naval Base.

Rear Admiral Koki Abe to head of the Naval Academy Faculty.
Rear Admiral Matone Ugaki becomes Chief of the Naval Gen

eral Staff.
Mr. Musayuki Tuni, Minister at Large in Shanghai, it was 

announced on the 15th, h..s been recalled to Japan. It is 
believed he will be appointed Ambassador to France in place 
of Dr. Yotaro Sugimura who is reported to be in poor health.

The ’’Asia Development Board” was inaugurated in Tokyo 
on 16 December. The new board will deal with the Political, 
Economic and Cultural affairs arising out of the present 
Sino-Japanese conflict. The heads of the board are: Lieut
enant General Heisuke Yonaguwa, the Secretary General; Major 
General Teiichi Suzuki, Director of the Political Bureau; Mr. 
Shinrokuro Hidakc, Director of the Economic Bureau; Mr. 
Takenosuke Miyamoto, Director of the Technical Bureau.

3. S. MONAHAN
Maj or./U.S. Marine CorpsRegiment^ Intelligence Officer
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IL/AkGTULG: ? hting between Chinese end Japanese forces in 

the area east of Canton along, the Bast River continues to be re
ported. rhe Chinese alleged the c.pture of Tamshui and Pingshan 
in the area northwest and north of Bias Bay on the 16th.

SEAI’SI : A detachment of Japanese were reported attacked on 
the 12th by Chinese troops in the western part"of the province 
at Lochengchen on the Taiyuan Feny„ng highway.

Chinese remnants of the 40th, 41st and 42nd divisions were 
engaged by the Japanese about 10 miles northeast of ciahsien in 
southwestern ôhunsi recently.

tn the 14th the Japanese claim Chinese troops of the 68th 
and 70th divisions were ambushed and routed on the Lishih-Liu- 
linchen highway in the southwestern part of the province.

Troops of rhe 65th division were engaged near nanhan on the 
east bank of the Feng River on the 15th.

ukxJ.7TUi.ZG: Japanese detachments reported a buttle with guer
illas west of ,/eishan Lake near the Jh.ntung-kiangsu border, north 
of Zsuchow, December 12th. Chinese guerillas are reported active 
along the Z ieo-tsi railroad running between Tsingtao and Tsinan.

x-IJ-î.ZEI: Fighting between Japanese and Chinese troops on the 
south bank of the Ye.ngtze east of .inking in the Tsingyang sector 
./us noted from December luth to the 16th.

A Japanese anti-guerilla drive was conducted December 10th 
and 11th against remnants of the Chinese 144th and 145th divisions 
operating about six miles southwest of ,'uhu. The Chinese ere said 
to have withdrawn southeastward toward Kanling.

L..JZSU: The Japanese report that increased joviet aid to China 
is noticeable at Lanchow where Soviet Officers nd i en are ap ear
ing. Large quantities of war materials are also said arriving 
here. It is further claimed by the Japanese tlmm General Chiang 
L.ai-shek has established the general headquarters of the 8th ./ar 
/jOne at Lanchow with himself as Commander-in-Chief and General Chu 
Shao-lianu as his assistant.
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HU11.J7: There has teen no changes in the situation in the 
northern part of this province since last report. Sporadic fight
ing continues in the area south of Yocho and east along the Sui 
Biver in northwestern hiangsi.

HCEAF: The Chinese still hold positions on the Pinghan rail
road between Sinyang, near the Eupeh border, and Chengchow on the 
Yellow River. Cn the 13th, Chinese guerillas are reported to have 
attacked the Japanese garrison at Lcnfeng 32 miles east of Kai
feng the provisional c pital of I"onan.

LI-sâ’GSU: During the mopping up operations north of Funking 
(mentioned in last report) the Japanese claim they routed approx
imately 3,500 Chinese in the Liuho and Tienchang areas between 
the 8th and 16th of December. The Chinese withdrew northward. 
The Japanese announced on the ISth that the anti-guerilla drive, 
against the Chinese, on the Pootung Peninsula southeast of Chang- 
hai begun on the 13th, has been completed.

ECPEI: m clash between Chinese guerillas and Japanese troops 
occurred near Eiunghsien east of Paoting in Central Yopei on De
cember 12 th.

.iVI.jTICK: There have been no statements concerning Japanese aerial 
â~ctrVitÿ"'since the last report. Chinese planes however, were claim
ed active in the Canton vicinity on the 17th.

l..ISCDLL._E^CUS_: General Pai Chung-hsi, Deputy Chief of the General 
Staff dx the Chinese ._rmy, declared to a Reuters Correspondent 
that the Chinese were about to change their tactics. Instead of 
attempting to fight positional warfare with the Japanese they are 
going to harass the Japanese in all areas similar to the tactics 
employed by the Chinese 8th Route .hrmy in Forth China

They are planning to resist on all fronts and will not attempt 
to hold any one point.

General i-.'sueh Yo, Group .^rmy Commander, is slated for appoint
ment of the Eunan Provincial Government, succeeding General Chang 
Chih-chung. Esueh will also be appointed concurrently Comnander- 
in-Chief of the 1 upeh-Eunan Par gone.

General Lwok Shih-ping has replaced the recently executed 
Fingpc garrison Commander.

( i r

J. 8. l.Cx.
Ilajor, U.S. Farine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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SHANTUNG: Japanese Naval Landing parties and members of a 
Peace Preservation Corps attacked Chinese troop remnants south
east of Chefco on December 11th and 12th.

K. ..J.ÇGTUNG: In this province, Japanese Naval Landing parties 
have been occupied since December 14th in blasting Chinese Pill
boxes along the Pearl Hiver.

ornANSI: according to Japanese information remnants of the 
104th and 178th Chinese Divisions have been scattered in Couth- 
western Shansi in the Siahsien, Changtienchen and .ja-i triangle. 
Japanese detachments also recently engaged Chinese irregulars 
near Tsinghochen. i.opping-up operations continue along the north 
bank of the Fen Hiver near Sintien which is northeast of Lotsin. 
The Japanese are said to be constructing a highway fron Hotsin 
to Yumen on the eastern bank of the Yellow Biver.

SUIYU..N: A Chinese communique states that Japanese garri
sons at painao’C in the , uyang sector of northern ouiyuan and at 
paotow in the central ">art of the province on the western end of 
the Pingsui Railroad have been reinforced.

NAV-tL

In Cential China Japanese warships on the Yangtze continue 
their work of removing obstructions, such as mechanical mines, 
which have come to the surface du.j to a lower water level of the 
1 sag c ze.

avi^nirl;
From December 11th to 12th Japanese ..aval aircraft attacked 

Chinese remnants in .reas southwest of Tengchow in ohangtung and 
in northeastern . ,iunosu. In ..wangtung, from the 15th to the 18th 
Naval Planes i.ombed the vicinities of Yeunghon^ , Lukfung, loyiu, 
Shakowyu, iakhoi and Ln'antoukiao. Cn*the 16 th, Japanese _j?my 
Planes bombed the Railroad at Lokchong, 142 miles north of Canton.
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In addition bombing attacks were also carried out against Chin
ese troops entrenched north of Poklo and opposite Sawshui to the 
west of Canton. Cn the saiae day Japanese Naval Planes tombed an 
iron Bridge on the Canton-Hankow Hallroad, south of shal.owyu and 
Chinese military Junks near Yingtak. In southwestern Suiyuan 
Japanese Planes bombed the Taolimiso-Tungsheng districts on the 
16 th.

LISCELLkNECUS
The formation of a Canton Peace maintenance Commission was 

officially announced in Canton on the 20th. This body succeeds 
the Provisional Committee of the Canton Peace maintenance Com
mission organized on November 27th. The Japanese consider the 
new commission as the nucleus around which "the ne-.; regime in 
South China will be built.

reorganization of the hwangtung Provincial Government has 
been ordered by the Chinese Central Government. In the reshuffle 
of personnel General Li Han-hwen is to replace General ,.u Te-chr-»n 
as govenor of the province. General Li will hold concurrently 
the position of Commissioner of Civil affairs of Lwangtung. Gen
eral Yu Han-Nou will remain Deputy commissioner of Chinese forces 
in the province './hile General Chang Fa-kwei continues as the Com- 
monder-in-Chief of Chinese forces around Canton.

/7 J ZÀ- 'Mor 1st Lieut.

J. S. NCNAEIAN
Najor, U.S. Narine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Cfficer.
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HOPEI: A Chinese report announces that passenger traffic 
has been suspended completely for several days on the peiping- 
L'.aoning and Tientsin-Pukow railroads due to* heavy troop move
ments. The report further states that an average of 6 troop 
trains per day totalling about 3,000 troops passed through Tient
sin toward Manchuria the past week. This report is taken with 
reserve. Large Japanese troop movements, however, are admitt
ed by the Japanese down the Pinghan railroad.

L. JANGS I : IN anticipation of a Japanese invasion, this pro
vince has been divided into 12 guerilla districts, people liv
ing near lines of communication have been ordered to move into 
the interior taking their supplies with them and burning any
thing left behind. Students over 18 years of age have been or
ganized into a coms for political woik in conjunction with the 
Army.

SHANTUNG: ^coordin^ to a Chinese report Chinese guerillas 
are again active in the outskirts of Tientsin.

HUPEH: .. Chinese communique from Chungking states that the 
Japanese have concentr ted 5 Divisions near Hankow for the pur
pose of driving westwards along the Hankow-Ichang highway. Three 
newly formed Japanese Divisions are reported to have arrived in 
the Hankow area. In addition, two more are said to have left Ja
pan for the same area.

Chinese guerillas were reported active 
tor the 20th to the 22nd.

in the Yingshan sec-

HCNAN: It is reported through Chinese news services that 
fresh Japanese troops have begun advancing nest along the Lung- 
hai railroad from the Chengchow sector.

NAVAL
A Chinese report of the 23rd from Hongkong states that more 

than 100 Jmnanose warships including armed cutters and transport 
ships have appeared off pakhoi.
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âVLuTICN
There have been no rerorts of bombiny. activities the last 

few days.
POLITICAL xxFD HCOiTCnlC

FI3KHRY >U23TICI': The Japanese have claimed repeatedly that 
the Fishery Question must be settled before the first of the year 
However, the case is not; deadlocked with the Russians demanding 
that ten percent of the wat.rs must b« excluded for strategic rea 
sons and that full ■'urch.Sc ■■'rice of the Chinese lasturn Railway 
Must be made by h.rohuoi.uo. Japan wishes to renew th. convention 
under the treaty of Portsmouth and. has considered recalling âra- 
bassador Togo from 1 oseo'i in the event of failure. Thu fishing 
rights are nccessai; to the Japanese in rhe supply of Japan’s 
staple diet and it is not believed she will nermit their aboli
tion. The Russians appear to teke theii present attitude as a 
retaliation for the Anti-Comintern pact of Hovember 1935.

xaOGIXLIC : Retaliation for the recent hiavrican and British 
credits may emerge from the United Council of the provisional and 
Reformed Governments, which opened in Peiping on the 22nd of De
cember. The reprisals are likely to take the form cf up warn re
vision of Tariffs on goods imported from these two countries, in
to the occupied areas.

Thu Japanese military authorities have found it necessary to 
postpone indefinitely t..e proposed merger of the various regional 
Governments into a Federal Government. This decision is neCessa- 
r- in view of their complete failure ^to. persuade well known Chin
ese personnel to emerge as leaders.

(Note; The ilap attached includes the period covered by the 
reports of the 20th, 22nd and the 24th.)

/'/ ; Ct t,C( {CCt<- . 

S. IfGlwXhlT
Major, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS

The fronts in South, Central and North Chinia<3/n'tinu'3 be 
unchanged. In Central China, a Hankow report states, approxi
mately 100,000 Japanese troops are assembled in the ,<uhan-Sin- 
yang-Yochow areas.

SHANSI : The Chinese have destroyed the tracks of the Tatung- 
Puchow railroau from a point 37 miles south of Taiyuan to Feng- 
lingtu.

Continuing with mopping-up operations in the southwestern 
pzrt of the province, the Japanese claim they have gained control 
of the hilly region on the north bank of the Fen River opposite 
Linfen. This was accomplished through the capture of four small 
towns west of Linfeng on the 25th. cn the same day in the ^en
trai part of the province, other Japanese units attacked Chi\nese 
troops of the 72nd Division in an area 12 miles east of Taikfct.

Chinese forces attempted to recapture positions near Fengp 
lingtu near the Shansi-Shensi-Honan border.

ANHwEI : Bitter "winter weather has caused fighting to aeasè 
in the Tsingyung sector, on the southern bank of the Yangtze \
east of Anking.

The following Chinese reports concerning Shantung, Honan 
and Hunan are taken with reserve.

SHA'TUnG: Japanese troops recently attacked Chinese po
sitions at Tancheng. The Chinese claim they succeeded in driv
ing the J.-.panese northward to Tapuho 6 miles from Tancheng.

HCN.H’: Two regiments of Chinese puppet troops stationed 
at Taokow, the eastern terminus of the Taokow-Chinghua railroad 
in northern Honan,' are reported to have turned against their 
Japanese Officers about the 23rd,slaughtered them, and then re
joined the Central Government.

HUNAN: The Chinese claim th : t Chinese troops are engaged 
in counter-attacking Ja^anesa troops near Yochow. m-.tang is 
declared to have been captured.

HUPEH: Guerillas are reported to have been active west of 
H nkow the past few days.
AVIATION

The cities of Zweilin and ,/uchow in K .angsi province and 
Sian in Shensi were bombed on the 24th by Japanese àir a.-uadrons. 
In addition Military j&Stablishments in K-.-angtung were bombed in 
the vicinity of Chikanpu and Sinchang on the bank of the Ching- 
tan River.

■MMiak IMM.
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kang Ching-wei, Deputy General .Executive of the Kuomintang, 
is reported, to be in Hanoi.

POLITICAL

Soviet-Japanese Boundary Commission.

The Boundary Commission, set up after the August 1938 hos
tilities is entirely inactive and probably will never function. 
The Soviets have become the De Facto possessors of the disputed 
territory. Changkufeng Heights is the scene of extensive forti
fications with trucks arriving and leaving at the rate of thirty 
per hour. Neutral observers state that from these heights So
viet artillery commands the Kirin Yuki railway and the Tumen 
river valley. The Japanese have withdrawn for at least five
miles along this entire sector. The Japanese, last August, claim
ed to have occupied the disputed territory after inflicting se
vere losses upon thu Russians. They no : admit the existing sit
uation, but offer no explanation.

Fishery Question:

Any hope the Japanese may have entertained, pertaining to 
a favorable settlement of tne fishery dispute, vanished with the 
termination of the tenth and latest conference. The Russians 
declare that the grounds in question must come up for auction 
during the coming'year, but refuse to specify conditions. In 
any event they st ,.te that ten percent (forty lots) must be en
tirely closed for strategic reasons. The Japanese Ambassador, 
in an attempt to reach an agreement, stated that Japan would 
agree to the forty lets providing the Soviets would concede to 
Japan, forty fishing lots now worhea by Russian fishers. The 
Soviets, in reply, stated that only three of the forty lots 
might be made exceptions, nor could more than seven grounds opme 
into question for an exchange. The Japanese Ambassador, in re
jection to the Soviet proposal, pointed out th t the new status' 
would confine the Japanese fishina companies to the Sea of Japan. 
Moreover, that Japan would never accept the auctioning off of 
the Orounds now worked by the Japanese.

. i , /

J. S. MONAHAN
Major, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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NORTHERN HUNAN: The Chinese are reported, to have renewed 

their offensive in the Yochow sector. However, the front lines 
in this sector remain practically the same.

k./.iNCTUirC: Fighting reported in this sector centers east 
and northeast of Canton around Tsengcheng. The Chinese continue 
to claim successes here.

h.AA.’GSI : Japanese mopping-up operations around the base 
of Lushan mountain, south of hiukiang were renewed on the 27th.

SHaUoI: Yumenkow, a ferry point on the Yellow River was 
occupied by Japanese troops on the 26th, after driving off Chin
ese units ’which Lad been entrenched there for the past 6 months.

A southward drive «..gainst Chinese troops in Central Shansi 
commanded by Gener.-.l Yen ksi-shan, former Paciïication Commis
sioner, was reported begun on the 27th by four Japanese columns 
on a line running from Fenyang to Chunyang.

SCUTlHAxSTHRN IxUTEH : Guerillas are making nightly attacks 
on hushihkiang near the Y^nghsin sector.

l.IxJiGSl : Chinese troops along the Siu River attacked the 
Japanese at Chelin on the 24 th.

SIYiNSI : Japanese infantry units attacked Chinese positions 
at Pingtaotow, north of .R-.siang in southeastern Shansi, on the 
2bth. T..e Chinese succeeded in driving them off after severe 
hand to hand fighting. In southwestern Shansi during the past 
few days Japanese rtillery has incessantly shelled the Lunghai 
railroad near Tungkwan as well as the outskirts of the latter 
city. Chinese troops crossing the Yallow River have claimed the 
recapture of several villages near Fenglingtu.

AVIATICK

Japanese army planes from Paotow in Suiyu-.n raided Tengkow 
in eastern Ninghsia on the 23rd. The next day theybombed Julan- 
naopao and Jukiaho in western Suiyuan.

Sian in Shensi and Kweilin in Kwangsi were raided by Jap
anese planes on the 14th.

According to a Chungking report 36 Japanese planes, on 26 
December, were seen Leading toward this city. A squadron of 12 
of these bombed a village northwest of Chungking; the remaining 
24 circled north of the city finally returned to their base with
out attacking the Chinese Capital. A Japanese report from Han
kow states that Chungking was heavily bombed on the 26th.

.4M*.'»
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Lamyung aerodrome in northern Lv/angtung was attacked on 
the 26th. The following day Japanese naval aircraft raided 
Liuchow, a Chinese aerodrome in central hwangsi.

Other Kwangtung cities bombed recently include Yingtak and 
Lukpo (western Lwangtung).

Cn the 26th 
straffed Chinese 
cheng, northeast

and 27th Japanese army airplanes bombed and 
troops in the area east and northeast of Tseng- 
of Canton.

PCLITICAL

The Trench Government on December twentieth prohibited the 
transportation of war supplies to China by way of Indo China. 
Since the fall of Canton the French Colony has been the major 
channel of imported ;;or materials. This prohibition is causing 
sixteen thous^nu tons of badly needed Guns, Ammunition, Explo
sives and Airplane ports to lie useless at Haiphong, the Indo 
China terminal of the Yunnanfu railway. Fourteen hundred trucks, 
mostly American, are rapidly deteriorating at the border as a 
result of the French ban, Last week the French modified the ban 
to permit one hundred 'Tucks to cross the border each month. 
This number is hopelessly inadequate and has caused the Chinese 
to turn to the costly transfer of the material to Burma for en
trance into China over the Burma-Yunnan highway. The French au
thorities have not entirely closed down on the sup «lies entering 
China but the quantity is very small. It is thought that the 
reason, for French re frictions being in force, is to keep the 
Japanese from occupying the island of Iluimen which strategically 
dominates Indo Chi,.a as a possible Japanese naval base. The feel
ing is that as long as the French do not permit large quantities 
of supplies to be transported into China the Japanese will leave 
Eaimen island alone. Some supplies are slipped surreptiously 
through to China, however, there are so many Japanese agents in 
Indo China that they are immediately aware of any large shipment 
and make protests to the Paris authorities.

The Burma Government stated it is unaware of any obligation 
to interfere with the transfer of war supplies. Supplies will 
be transfered over the Burma Yunnan railway until such time as 
this trade has an adverse effect upon the people of Burma.

,J. S. EC Nil! AN 
llaj'or, U.S. Karine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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SHANSI: Detachments of Japanese troops operating in the 
area northwest of Linfen in the'southwestern part of the pro
vince captured important positions at Tuning on the 29th. Pre
vious to the capture of the latter city the towns of puhsien 
and Jucheng were taken.

Operations against Chinese stragglers in the Eotsin vicini
ty in the area about Yumenkou continue. A Japanese column mov
ing from the Hotsin area took Chienchiachen, a ferry point on 
the Yellow River.

The Japanese columns which started south from Fengyang and 
Chungyang (mentioned in last report) are reported to have routed 
Chinese troops near Jenshuyuan.

IN HUPEH, NORTHERN HUNAN AND IN LJANGTUx.'G : The military sit
uation remains unchanged. In the latter province it appears 
however that both sides are busily engaged in concentrating troops 
and otherwise preparing for a Japanese offensive.

KIANGSU: The Japanese garrison stationed at Soochow con- "x 
ducted a guerilla drive on the 24th and 25th.

HOPEI: Two Japanese freight trains carrying military sup
plies on the pinghan railroad were derailed north of Paoting on 
the 29th. The rolling stock was b^dly damaged. The number of 
casualties is unknown.
m I oCm U > Aim m CU o

A communique fro. Paris, France states that, in view of the 
Soviet-Japanese tension growing out of the dispute over fisheries^, 
the Soviet government has sent 50,000 troops as reinforcements 
to Vladivostok.

A Peiping report states that all freight and passenger■traf
fic on the pinghan railroad (north to south) has been stopped 
since the 24th of December due to Japanese troop movements. . . .

AVIATION
Japanese Naval aircraft operating in North China bombed 

villages in northeastern Kiangsu on the 26th and 27th.
Kweiyang, in Kweichow province was riaded on the 29th'of 

December by Japanese Army airplanes ’which had previously bombed 
Chungking, and Liangshan in Szechwan; and, Ichang and Enshih in 
western Hupeh. On the return trip to their bases these planes 
attacked Changteh, Taoyuan and Lungyang in northern Hunan.

Japanese Army planes are working in conjunction with land 
troops in Shansi mopping up drives. They recently bombed Taning, 
kihsien, and Sihsien.

Kweilin in Kwangsi was heavily bombed on the 29th. On the 
same day other Japanese planes attacked the cities of Chuehiang 

•' and Lienchiang, in northern Kwangtung. \ '
b'. ■' ’ •

Major, U.S-. Marine Corps, 
. Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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NOTE

SEE______ W.J90/2B.9__________________ FOR___ Despatch #511

FROM___ ___________________ _ ______ ) DATED Jan.7.1959
TO NAME 1—1127 e»o

REGARDING* delations between Japan and China. Comment in the press on 
' Japan which is seldom of a sympathetic nature j troubles in China 
are regarded with general sympathy for that nation aid little for 
Japan.
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Japan. Throughout th» month Japan has, in one way 
or another, been the source of a good deal of cornent by 
the press. It is seldom that such cement is of a sym
pathetic character. Troubles in China arc regarded with 
general sympathy for that nation and little for Japan - 
but with complete general satisfaction that Japan, being 
thoroughly occupied as she is, is becoming less of a 
menace to Australia. Recently an unconfirmed story 
of a Japanese bribe of something like £20,000 being 
offered to the Premier of Queensland, Mr. Forgan Smith, 
was circulated and given some consideration without 
anything having come from it up to the present. It 
is alleged that this was part of the Japanese attempt 
to gain control of iron ore deposits on Queensland 
Islands and the DAILY NEWS gives some countenance to a 
statement that a spy organization exists that is centered 
around "a man living in Brisbane” who is stated to be 
the guiding mind behind a fleet of Japanese sampans 
systeiaatioally ohartsBing the Queensland coast and 
Barrier Reef. The allegation that this same person 
controls an Australian drug ring is also made.

A brief statement of Tokyo dateline of December 30 
to the effect that the Ministry of Goraounlcations expects 
before long to complete arrangements for a Japanese* 
Australian through airmail by way of Taihoku and Bangkok 
has caused comment. If the plan develops it may have an 
important bearing on the Consionwealth Government’s atti

tude
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tude towards the application of the Royal Dutch lines 
to extend its 11and-Java line from Batavia to Sydney,
because, if the Commonwealth Government permits the 
Dutch line to begin an air service between Holland 
and Australia, it will find It difficult to refuse 
landing rights to French, German and Japanese services. 
An early decision on the part of the Commonwealth 
Government is not expected.

Under a Noumea dateline of December 29, the SYDNEY 
MORNING HERAW (December 30) published the following 
in connection with the export of metals from New Caledonia 
to Japan»

"The Japanese-owned iron mines at Goto, 
New Caledonia, are ready to forward their first 
shipments, amounting to 26,500 tons, on three 
ships, which are expected on December 50 and 
January 3 and 5. A Japanese steamship left 
Noumea for Japan on Boxing Day with 1,344 tons of 
nickel ore and 500 tons of scrap iron. A German 
steamship arrived at Noumea on December 28 to load 4,000 tons of nickel ore for Krupps. A \ 
Japanese steamer is expected on January 12 with | 
1,700 tons of material to modernise the nickel t 
works at Kua, on the east coast.* f
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Subject:

J 
EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Chungking, December 6, 1938.

Actual Control in Terr it ory Occupied 
by Japanese Forces.

Sir:

X/ 1
by the

The Honorable 
The Secretary of state, 

Washington. 
- ; H 

0 

have the honor to enclose a copy of a news release 
semi-official Central News Agency dated November 16, 

1938, purporting to give an estimate by the Executive Yuan 
of the portions of China’s territory nominally occupied by 
Japanese forces that are under Japanese and Chinese actual 
control, respectively.

It will be noted that according to this estimate in 
nine provinces under Japanese military occupation in the

793.94/14718
 

F/FG

month
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month of October the Chinese Government asserted its 
complete control of mere than 61% of the total number 
of districts and partial control of over 31%, while it 
conceded complete Japanese control of between 7% and 

8%.

Respectfully yours,

Nelson Truster Johnson

Enclosure*""
1/ Copy of news release 

as stated.

Original and two copies to the Department 
Copy to American Embassy at Peiping.
800

WRPîMCL
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Enclosure No. 1 
To despatch No.100 
Dated Deo. 6, 1938

EXECUTIVE YUAN PUBLISHES STATISTICS REGARDING 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION IN «OCCUPIED” artcas

Chungking, Nov. 16: On the basis of reports 
received from nine Provincial Governments in the 
"occupied" areas in the first part of October, the 
Executive Yuan bas just published statistics in regard 
to hsien or district administration In those areas.

The number of districts in which the Chinese 
Government still exercises complete political control 
in the nine provinces of Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, 
Kiangsi, Shantung, Honan, Shansi, Hupeh and Hopei is 
489 or 61.44% and partial control, 248 or 31.15% out 
of a total of 796 districts.

The number of districts under complete Japanese 
control is the biggest in Hopei or about 44 out of a 
total of 132 districts. The Japanese also control 9 
districts in Kiangsu, 2 in Chekiang, 3 in Honan and 1 
in Shansi. In other words, the number of districts 
under complete Japanese control amounts to 7.41%.

In the compilation of these statistics municipalities 
such as Shanghai, Nanking, Hangchow, Tsinan, Hankow and 
Tsingtao are not included.

The following table shows the total number of districts 
in each province, the number of districts under complete 
Chinese control, those under partial Chinese control and 
those under complete Japanese control, together with per
centages:

TABLE
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TABLE SHOWING CONDITIONS IN "OCCUPIED” AREAS 
(up to October, 1938)

Province
Total 
Number 
of 
Dis
tricts

Under 
Complete 
Chine se 
Control

Per
cent
age

Under 
Partial 
Chinese 
Control

Per
cent
age

Under 
Complete 
Japanese 
Control

Per
cent
age

Kiangsu 61 16 27 36 59 9 14
Chekiang 75 61 81 12 16 2 3
Anhwei 62 41 66 21 34
Kiangs! 83 78 94 5 6
Shantung 107 73 70 34 30
Honan 111 66 59 42 39 3 3
Shansi 95 46 44 48 55 1 1
Hupeh 70 60 86 10 14
Hopei 132 48 36 40 30 44 33

Total 796 489 61.44 248 31.15 59 7.41
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Department of state

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

x February 28, 1939

JWÉ:

' Hankow's despatch no. 541 of Decem
ber 21, 1938, encloses a copy In translation 
of an article purportedly written by 
General Doihara and published at Hankow 
which attempts to show that Japan Is fight
ing for the sake of China. The point of the 
article is contained in the sentence which 
reads: "this incident may be called a war 
of renaissance in the Orient to oppose the 
Occidental civilization".

The article is interesting as showing 
how the Japanese military employ a vague and 
unconvincing idealism to cloak its 
militarism.

FE: Sa^Jÿry :HJN
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NO. 541.

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hankow, China, December 21, 1938.

Subject; Transmitting Newspaper Article by 
General Doihara on the Basic prin
ciples of Japan’s Attitude toward

• — China. ■ - >

r \ ..
The Honorable • 1 /A, s' < ..

-■ -------------LâlitZÎ'f. ' ’
The Secretary of state,

Washington. . . X \
1 X“ - A 1 

Sir: , L'- ;; '

I have the honor to transmit herewith a trans

lation made in this office of an article published 

in the WUHAN PAO, Hankow, on December 13 and 14, 

1938. The article which purports to have been 

written by General Doihara is an exposition of the 

basic principles which underlie the present attitude 

of japan toward China. While it is not unlikely 

that articles of the same tenor have appeared in the 

press in japan and elsewhere and so been made avail

able to the Department, the enclosed article may be 

of interest in that it appears to have been written 

for Chinese and to a certain extent for Japanese who 

are opposed to the China «incident”. The WUHAN PAO 

is the only newspaper at present published in Chinese 

in the Wuhan area, and therefore enjoys a monopoly 

among the Chinese living here.

The main argument advanced is that japan is 

fighting for the freedom of the Orient and for an 

Oriental renaissance. The history of the Orient since 

the end of the 19th century has been a history of

plunder
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plunder and conquest by Occidental countries. However, 

the continental policy of japan, while it may seem 

similar to that of the Occidental nations, has been 

to build up the Orient for the Oriental races, japan 

assumed this responsibility because it had more than 

other Oriental countries, imbibed western civilization 

and had at the same time preserved the Buddistic and 

Confucian cultures of India and China. Totalitarianism, 

as it exists in the west, is not suitable for the 

Orient, but a totalitarianism which is akin to the 

clan ana village systems of the Orient with euçhasis 

on mutual help and neighborly love would make a kind 

of universal and brotherly State which would be vastly 

beneficial to Oriental civilization and culture. If 

japan should fail in the present war the Orient would 

relapse into a state of slavery to the Occidental 

peoples from which it could never hope to emerge. On 

the other hand if japan is victorious there will be no 

oppression for the «new China”. So runs the argument.

, Respectfully yours,

/ /P. Rijosse^n

/ Ameriç^n Consul General

Enclosure;

Translation of an article appearing in the 
WUHAN PAO, Hankow, December 13, and 14, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department;
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

800
PRJ/MÏH
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Enclosure to despatch No. 541, December 21, 1938, from 
Consul General P. R. josselyn, Hankow, China, to the 
Department of State, Washington, Transmitting Newspaper 
Article by General Doihara on the Basic Principles of 
Japan’s Attitude toward China.

Translation of an article appearing in the WüHAN PAO, 
Hankow, December 13, and 14, 1938.

Basic principles of the Japanese Nation toward china; 
The present Incident is a war of renaissance, by 
General Dolharal

The present incident is really a war of renaissance. 
\ The press in Europe and America, which does not under

stand this point and which refuses to understand it - 
under the mask of a destroyer of civilization or in the 
name of humanitarianism - raises objection to the 
military activities in China by the Japanese Empire, in 
addition, those Chinese culturalists who have imbibed 
European and American thought and who cannot free them
selves therefrom, have mistaken as aggression Japan’s 
attempt to obtain joint existence ana joint prosperity 
of Japan and China and to secure real peace for the 
races in the Orient, ana have seen fit to take unplanned 
provocative activities. A part of the culturalists of 
Japan also take war and culture as opposite things; they 
consider their Mother country’s war with suspicion and 
have turned anarchists or communists.

This attitude is caused by a lack on their part of 
appreciation of the cultural, political, or economic 
history of the incident.

Although the direct cause of this incident was the 
clash between Japanese and Chinese armies at Lou Kou 
Chiao, yet in the background there are great historic 
causes which concern culture, politics ana economics.

A glance over the Modern History of the Orient will 
convince one of this point. Since the last days of the 
19th century, most of the modem history of the Orient 
is of plunaer and conquest by Occidental countries. The 
plunder and conquest by Occidental countries in the 
Orient, with the exception of japan, have reduced all 
the races east and west of japan to slavery so far as 
their accomplishments from primitive ages, their liveli
hood, property, and culture are concerned.

During the conquest of the Orient by the Occident, 
the former imbibed new culture of the Occident, creating 
the possibility of turning Occidental property and 
livelihood into Oriental. On the other hand only Japan 
has been able to preserve the civilization and tradition 
of the Orient.

Consequently, although Japan has ostensibly adopted 
a policy similar to the continental policy of the 
Occidental countries, yet its purpose and position are 
quite different. The development of the continental 
policy of the Occidental countries in the Orient is not
1 only
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only ambitious for plunder and conquest, but also 
quite unreasonable. But the development of the 
continental policy of -Japan is for the purpose of 
building up the Orient for the races in the Orient. 
The special point in this object and reasoning may 
be seen from the decrease in the population of 
India and the increase in the population of Formosa, 
Korea and Manchuria. Japan has resolutely concluded 
that it is imperative to realize this theory with 
noble spirit and self-awakening. This resolution 
was made at the time of the Manchuria Incident. Ever 
since japan has gambled for this super-national iaea 
at the sacrifice of the fate of the country. This 
Japanese-Chinese incident is an extension of Japan’s 
efforts along this line. If so, with the Manchurian 
incident as a turning point, why cannot Japan seek 
to exist for the establishment of the Orient for the 
races of the Orient and to perform this historic 
mission for them?

The following points may be dwelt upon. Since 
the European War the democratic civilization which 
formed the basis of culture, politics, and economics 
of the modern world has lost its progressiveness. It 
has succeeded in bringing the world into rivalry and 
confusion, but no country in the world today has 
proposed any means which may bring relief for the 
disaster from rivalry and the clash of rights. Thus 
the entire world has fallen into a state of disorder. 
The Orient suffers especially from this oppression.

At first Japan not only attempted to save the 
Orient from such disorder and confusion in the world, 
but hoped to contribute to the new world order and 
new peace, hence the Manchurian incident and the 
present incident, and war therefrom. Only japan in 
the Orient can undertake this mission and can assume 
this responsibility. Why? Because Japan is the 
country which has imbibed most of civilization of the 
modern world, and it has preserved most satisfactorily 
Buddhist culture of India and Confucian culture of 
China of the Oriental civilization, and has used them 
as most important essentials in the livelihood of the 
people. —•

Since the Manchurian incident, japan has begun a 
war of renaissance in order to emancipate Oriental 
civilization, which has been under the domination of 
the Occidental countries since the end of the 19th 
century and to create a new Oriental civilization for 
the Oriental races. Only through a victory in this 
war of renaissance can the livelihood and property of 
the races in the Orient be saved from the oppression 
of the Occidental countries.

Among those who do not appreciate the present 
realistic situation of Oriental civilization are the 
Chinese intelligentsia, students, and all the anti
Japanese elements. The person who does not wish to 
appreciate it is Tagore of India.

The
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The democratic idea in the Occident is coming 
to its last day and has lost its ability to save the 
world from its present danger. But Chiang Kai-shek 
is attempting to aevelop China on the basis of 
democracy, and at the same time does not know the 
present and future of the objective history of a 
division of power ana the airection of the current 
thereof toward America, Europe and Asia.

Since Chiang Kai-shek has made this mistake, 
although japan and China shoulu cooperate for the 
Orient, yet the two countries have taken antagonistic 
positions toward each other, hence the present 
incident. Especially the Chinese intelligentsia 
and students, having been affected by thinking of 
the Third Internationale and the Chinese Communist 
party and by the so-called colonial and semi-colonial 
racial emancipation - a measure adopted to turn the 
worlu communistic - which is emphasized by Moscow, 
seek China’s development by a war with japan. When 
they blindly took the adventure, the conflict between 
China and japan has become inescapable.

Hence, it may be stated that japan, by fighting 
this incident, is lodging a protest against the 
unprogressiveness of democracy and against the 
Occident which is oppressing Oriental civilization 
through the instrumentality of Chiang Kai-shek at the 
instigation of the Bolshevik!. These take the Orient 
to be an area for communistic confusion and disorder 
and to this end make use of the Chinese intelligentsia 
and students.

Therefore, this incident may be called a war of 
renaissance in the Orient to oppose the Occidental 
civilization.

The reason why japan has taken this incident as 
a cause for the war of renaissance in the Orient or 
the compulsory cause for the war may be seen from the 
objective current of the world today.

On the basis of movements of nomaaic tribes and 
the movements of rights, capital, and commercial 
commodities the political and economic thoughts of 
the Occident have developed to date, and now liberalism, 
democracy, socialism, and communism have appeared. But 
these isms have long knocked their heads against the 
wall, and the collective security produced by these 
isms has become bankrupt. Up to date no ism has been 
produced in Europe or America which can save the entirely 
bankrupt world order. At most only a proposal has been 
made to the world i.a.totalitarianism. Can this ism 
assume the responsibility?

Generally speaking, Occidental thoughts have come 
from a combination of nomadic life and development of 
rights, capital, and commercial commodities. Throughout 
the history of Occidental thought is materialism, indivi
dualism, rival thoughts, and the doctrine of rights.

These
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These thoughts and isms at most can only cause 
repetition of disputes between races, wars between 
countries, and class struggles. Therefore, the 
latest ana newest thought produced by these Occidental 
thoughts and isms - totalitarianism - contains all 
kinds of problems.

In order to bring the world out of disorder and 
to make it an orderly world, it is necessary that 
totalitarianism should remain. Especially it seems 
that at present the world is on the line of danger; 
all the countries are ready for war, or are fighting. 
It is the more necessary that totalitarianism should 
rule. Or it may be stated that modern war itself has 
made totalitarianism natural, but irrespective of 
conditions, a so-called orderly world of course can 
embrace the various governments ana races of the world 
and safeguard their peace and happiness.

According to this sense, the so-called totalita
rianism must be a world aoctrine which can extend 
relief to the world.

But a totalitarianism which comes out of materialism, 
individualism, rival thoughts, and the doctrine of rights 
cannot extend relief to the world. If so, where can a 
totalitarianism, which can save the world ana is genuine, 
be found?

It is to be found in the clan system of the Orient.

The clan system of the Orient is different from 
the nomadic life in the Occident or the thought arising 
from rights, capital and commercial commodities. It 
has developed from a fixed and immovable land and 
agricultural life.

In primitive ages villages were built up; the people 
used land as their life field and were busy in farming. 
In order to protect their land and property, the clans 
and families would cooperate in their struggles against 
disasters and calamities and the spread of sickness. The 
rights and privileges of the people of a village surpass 
those of an inaividual. A village while standing in the 
clan totalitarianism forms a part of the race, and while 
standing in the super-clan is an inaividual village, and 
while stanaing in the country it is a super-village.

In the patriarchal system there exist relations of 
orders, power, responsibility, obedience, obligations, 
and reliance, but in the clan system, totalitarianism 
stands not only in a superior position, but also on 
equal opportunities. This relation is most mysterious 
and is growing organically. Especially is this true with 
spiritualism among Japanese. They take persons as their 
neighbors, they love animals ana things, they serve 
society, and they are ready to sacrifice their lives for 
their country. These have come from the clan system. 
Therefore clan system may be called totalitarianism, or 
universalism.

Chiang
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Chiang Kai-shek only for the sake of his military 
tactics saw fit to break the dikes of the Yellow River 
and the Yangtze River, thus drowning his own nationals 
as well as their property. On the other hand, the 
Japanese troops, who were being unowned, risked their 
own lives to save the good people of China from the 
floods, as well as their property. This shows that it 
is not individualism of the Occident or materialism 
which are the basis of Chiang Kai-shek’s thinking, which 
saves China ana the world, but that it is totalitarian 
thinking, spiritualism, and the universalism of the 
clan system, on which the Japanese officers anu men base 
their thinking, which can save china ana the world.

Communists, counter-revolutionists, or political 
offenders in the Occident, irrespective of their being 
compatriots or not, are all cruelly executed, but Japan 
permits them to turn to the road of self-reform ana 
expects them to become those who can work for the 
country. This is simply due to the clan system, which 
teaches love for neighbors and animals or articles, and 
service for society, and sacrifice for the country.

If such is the case, to use civilization, tradition 
anu history preserved by the clan system of the Orient 
as a motive force for the development of new history, is 
inevitably considered as an important problem of the 
creation of a new civilization in the Orient.

According to the foregoing, Japan is pursuing the 
present war in order to save China and the world. At 
the same time this war of renaissance of the Orient is 
for the purpose of building up a new and a world civili
zation.

According to this it may be seen that this incident 
is not merely a destructive war. <hen monasteries, 
schools, or libraries at the battle fields were aestroyed 
by bombs, it is assumed that war destroys civilization. 
And when anti-japanese Chinese troops were seen exter
minated by the Japanese troops, it is harshly stated that 
the Chinese race is being exterminated. These persons 
have not investigated war and civilization, and have not 
taken any cognizance of the meaning of this incident in 
the history of civilization.

It is needless to say that there have been in 
history purely destructive wars, but it is not right to 
deny, on this account, the relationship of progress to 
wars for civilization.

In the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars Japan 
fought risky wars, with the result that it has been able 
to stand among world powers, and has attained the position 
of a director of relief to the aggrieved of the world. 
This has become the basis of modern civilization in japan. 
Even the Russo-Japanese war, in which Russia was defeated, 
convinced the people of Russia of the meaning of the 
history of constitutional civilization.

Moreover
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Moreover today Japan is fighting for the renais
sance of Oriental civilization. There is no incon
sistency between this Incident and civilization. 
Simply because of this, the civilized people of japan 
should, take up the responsibility of fighting and dying 
for civilization in the present war.

In the extension and development of the war 
situation, the war has undergone a change in nature. 
The victory or failure of this war is not only the 
key to cultural life anu the life or death of japan, 
passively speaking, but this war has become a war of 
Oriental culture ana of life and death. Therefore 
whether or not the culturists of Japan can struggle 
until death and can secure victory in this war of 
culture is an important deciding factor in the history 
of the world.

If the Japanese culturists fail in the cultural 
war, then the Orient will completely and perpetually 
fail and be oppressed by Occidental culture. But this 
is not the only question.

When that is the case, the Orient will surely be 
placed under a condition of slavery forever and will 
be doomed to an order, which will be beneficial only 
to the Occident. This order is now unlawful and 
improper, and has been based since the 19th century 
upon plunder and conquest.

Moreover Occidental civilization has come to a 
dilapidated condition, bankrupt, and degenerate. From 
it the Orient cannot get any favor, happiness or progress. 
Therefore all that can be reached is to knock our heads 
against the wall, bankruptcy, and degeneration.

On the contrary if the Japanese culturists can 
obtain victory, Japan will be able to fix, to direct, 
and to construct anu there will be no tendency to 
oppress new China. The New Order of the Orient ana the 
New Politic Body of the Orient, to be constructed for 
the Oriental races will be decided upon, and important 
contributions to the peace and culture of the world 
will be made.

For this reason the Japanese culturists should in 
the spirit of the Japanese officers and men, sacrifice 
their lives for the country, and struggle for victory 
in military operations. On the basis of securing 
Japanese progress in the Orient should be established 
the standard of action which Japan must develop for 
the Orient, that is to say, Japanese culturalists should 
struggle for culture by offering their lives for their 
country and winning the war.

From the points described above it is plain that 
military affairs, culture, politics, ana economics 
cannot be separated; they can decide the real victory 
in a war. The saying that war is the mother of civili
zation is because military affairs and culture are closely

related
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related. Therefore whoever auvocates disarmament 
for the sake of culture, anu those who advocate 
reduction in euucation for the sake of military 
affairs have not obtained a proper knowledge that 
military affairs can develop a positive and construc
tive power in culture. They have placed war and 
culture in mutually antagonistic positions.

Therefore, finally I will say again that Japan 
must secure victory in this incident, which is a 
holy war. In order to obtain this object it must 
engage in a cultural war and secure a victory in 
this cultural war. The victory in this cultural war 
will not only show Japan’s development, but by it the 
Orient will give to the world an ideal example.

(The Chinese text, having been translated from Japanese, 
is not clear for translation into English.)
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INFO: AHO ON CANTON

’ ASTALUSNA SHANGHA 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 

ft/ USS MINDANAO 
/ FOURTH MARINES

0016* Your 0016 1405 Hoihow and Kiungchow were
occupied on tenth with practically no opposition and very 
little damage. Situation quiet with satisfactory food 

and health conditions. American Presbyterian Mission 
caring for approximately three thousand refugees. All 
third power nationals in these two places well and proper
ties intact. Japanese authorities state they will give 
adequate protection and assistance. Port of Hoihow 
closed commercially at present. Sama and Yulin Bays in 
south of Island occupied on fourteenth. At Kachek, in 
the interior, there are seven American adults and eight 
children at the American Presbyterian Mission. At Nodoa 
there are five American adults and three children 
connected with the Presbyterian Mission. At present 
communications are interrupted with these two places 
and Hoihow. Japanese authoriti es"* have stated that they

rn will verify situation of our nationals at both places
at first opportunity and will facilitate the transmission^ 

to
of a report in regard to them. 2122. '-Q
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA GRAY

v Instructions carried out in an interview with the 793»94/I 472 I

Minister for Foreign Affairs this afternoon.
The Minister said that the purpose of the occupa

tion of Hainan Island’ is to strengthen the blockade of the 
South China coast and to hasten the suppresion of the 
Chiang Kai Shek "regime”. Arita repeated the former 
statements of the Jajpanese Government that Japan has 
no territorial ambitions in China and added that the

\ 
occupation "will not go beyond military necessity".' A

GREW

RR :'T7C
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Reference Consul Jarvis' report 
entitled "Developments in French Indo-China 
in connection with the Sino-Japanese Con
flict" submitted from Shanghai under date of 
January 13.

Consul Jervis visited Haiphong and 
Hanoi, Langson and Dong Dang (on the Kwangsi 
border) and Pakhol in Kwangtung. His report 
indicates (1) that the Haiphong-Yunnanfu 
Railway's capacity is to be increased from 
7,000 metric tons a month to 10,000 metric 
tons a month; (2) that the docks of Haiphong 
are congested with freight awaiting shipment; 
(3) that work is progressing rapidly on a 
railway from Dong Dang north through Kwangsi 
Province; (4) that the motor road from 
Dong Dang north to Nanning is "not bad", and 
that foreigners have driven from Hanoi to 
Chungking in four days; (5) that the motor 
road is Just beginning to be appreciated and 
exploited as a means for making shipments, 
especially petroleum products, into China; 
(6) and that, in connection with French 
restrictions on the trahsit of war material 
through Indochina, there has been some con
fusion in the matter of shipping motor cars 
and trucks, but that motor vehicles now are 
apparently being allowed to pass in transit. 
At Pakhol Mr. Jarvis found that about

90 percent
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90 percent of the population had fled and 
that about 80 percent of the shops had 
closed because of the fear of Japanese 
occupation. Fifteen foreigners are residing 
there, Including two Americans (the Commission- 
er^of„JustQias:.a.o4 bls wife).

In conclusion, Mr. Jarvis remarks that 
the general French attitude In Tonkin "seems 
to be less one of sympathy with China than 
dislike of Japan".

FE: VlVcentiEJN

£....... ....... , . . ........ . ................ . A
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SUBJECT; inDevelopments 
in connection with the 
Conflict.

Indo-Ch|na 
Sino-J

THE HONORABLE

The secretary of state,

Washington^, S(

Pivision of \ 
AR £ASTER« AFfAiwa 

jf&B20W : 
Department

<D 
(H■gÏR

I have the honor to submit the following obser-

ions on recent developments in French Indo-China 

connection with the Sino-Japanese conflict as noticed

my visit to Tonkin. During my stay of a week

XI fHcember 15-22) I visited Haiphong, the chief port;

(0

h)

Hanoi, the capital (and also the seat of the Govern-

ment of the Union of French Indo-China); Tam Dao, the

summer capital; Langson and Dong Dang, on the Kwangsi

border; and, on my way back to Hong Kong, Pakhoi, in

southwestern Kwangtung

Since the fall of Canton and severing of the main

artery of communication Tonkin, whose northern fron

tiers march with

southern Kwangsi

the borders of southwestern Kwangtung 

and southern Yunnan, offers the most

direct access to that part of China not occupied by 

Japanese. The two main avenues are northwest into

the
11

n 
0

»

Yunnan, by the railway that runs from Haiphong to

Yunnanfu
1—1221
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Yunnanfu and Unies Yunnan with the sea, and north 

into Kwangsi through Port de Chine, the historic 

gateway between China and Tonkin.

Haiphong-Yunnanfu Railway.

The Haiphong-Yunnanfu Railway is a metre-gauge, 

single track line, 863 kilometres in length. Its lim

ited capacity, the remoteness of its Chinese terminus, 

the difficulties of transport from Yunnanfu to Central 

China, end the attitude of the French authorities made 

it relatively unimportant as long as the Canton-Kowloon 

and Canton-Hankow railways were bringing in supplies. 

It is now, however, the only railway connecting the ter

ritory under control of the Chinese Government with a 

neutral port, and the question of its capacity and use 

have become important.

I was given various estimates of the railway’s 

capacity ranging from 7,000 metric tons a month to 400 

tons à day, the most circumstantial stating that 7,000 

tons a month was the normal capacity, that this had 

been increased, by the use of 4th class passenger cars 

for freight, to 8,000 tons, and that it would be in

creased still further to 10,000 tons through the purchase 

of new cars, in April. A railway official told me that 

50 new cars had been ordered.

Whatever its present capacity there is no doubt that 

the railway is unable to meet the demands being made on 

it. The docks at Haiphong were congested with freight 

awaiting shipment, one estimate putting the amount as 

high as 20,000-25,000 tons, and the railway also

reported
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reported congestion at Yunnanfu due to a shortage of 

trucks with which to haul goods away. Some of the 

congestion at Haiphong may be ascribed to restrictions 

imposed by the French authorities on the transit of 

war material.

Access to Kwangsi.

Kwangs! is more accessible than Yunnan from Hai

phong; both the railway and a good motor road go as 

far as the border, and it is only six hours by car 

from Haiphong to Dong Dang. A new railway is being 

constructed from Dong Dang through Kwangsi to connect 

with the recently completed Changsha-Kweilin line. 

Work on this new line is progressing rapidly; much of 

the roadbed has been completed and rails were being 

laid north from Dong Dang when I was there (December 21, 

1938). A French company has the contract for bridge and 

other structural work. Meanwhile a large volume of traf

fic is passing into Kwangsi by road. It consists large

ly of motor trucks and ambulances for various departments 

of the Chinese Government, gasoline and fuel oil, and 

material for use in the construction of the new railway.

The road from Haiphong to Dong Dang is asphalted 

for all but a short stretch near the frontier and al

though somewhat narrow is well engineered. Beyond 

Dong Dang, in Chinese territory, it deteriorates but is 

not bad, and foreigners are accustomed to drive from 

Hanoi to Nanning (Kwangsi) in a day and have driven 

from Hanoi to Chungking in four days. The possibilities 

of
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of this route, however, are just beginning to be ap

preciated and exploited. One of the foreign oil com

panies is sending gasoline and fuel oil into Kwangs! 

this way, forwarding it by rail as far as Dong Dang 

and from there by truck to Lungchow, Nanning and be- 

yond. This was proving so successful that the com

pany was acquiring more trucks for this service, and 

its principal competitor, which had tried shipping 

into Kwangs! by junk from Nacham (railhead), was plan

ning to imitate it. The trucks which went into Kwangs! 

loaded were coming out empty, and no attempt was being 

made by the Chinese to use this route for the export of 

commodities like wood oil which are readily turned into 

foreign exchange or are required for barter. The possi

bilities along this line were being investigated by one 

of the large British firms and had been brought to the 

attention of Chinese officials in Hanoi and Haiphong.

Restrictions on Transit of War Material.

It has several times been reported in the press, 

since the commencement of hostilities, that in defer

ence to Japanese protests the French authorities had 

forbidden the transit of arms and munitions to China 

through French Indo-China. In return for this Japan 

is supposed to have agreed not to occupy Hainan Island. 

I gathered that while the transit of arms and munitions 

is prohibited this does not apply to material contracted 

for before hostilities began or for the use of the 

Yunnan Government (under an old agreement by which the 

French undertook to supply that Government with arms),

that
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that these exceptions are Interpreted liberally, and 

that the scope of the prohibition is restricted to 

weapons, including aeroplanes, and ammunition. A re

cent shipment of aeroplane parts was refused entry and 

had to be re-loaded at Haiphong and reshipped to Rangoon 

for despatch to China by the Burma road. On the other 

hand large shipments of aviation and ordinary gasoline 

pass freely through Tonkin, and great numbers of motor 

trucks.

For a while trucks were held up. They had been 

coming in through Kwangchowwan, the French-leased port 

in southern Kwangtung, in small batches for the Salt 

Gabelle and other Chinese Government departments. After 

the fall of Canton they began to arrive at Kwangchowwan 

and Haiphong in large consignments, and the Japanese are 

said to have protested. During the first week of last 

November instructions were received from Paris to stop 

the transshipment of motor cars for military use in 

China. Kwangchowwan was also closed to the transship

ment of commercial vehicles. This led to congestion at 

Haiphong, as cars shipped before this order was issued 

continued to arrive; there was delay in determining 

whether they were for military use and, on the Chinese 

side, confusion and delay in getting away cars which had 

been allowed to enter, for which lack of coordination 

among the various Chinese agencies, an inadequate supply 

of drivers, and the French requiring cars to make the 

journey from Haiphong to Dong Dang at night can be blamed. 

On December 22nd, the day I left Tonkin, I was informed

that
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that the embargo had been lifted, which was being in

terpreted as the removal of all restrictions on the im

port of motor cars, except at Kwangchowwan, where the 

ban still stood (the road from Kwangchowwan into the 

interior was cut by the Chinese about December 11th 

in anticipation of a Japanese landing at Pakhoi so 

that this is not important).

Hainan Island.

The Japanese have made no attempt to occupy Hainan 

Island. They have dropped a few bombs and small parties 

have landed occasionally in search of food and water 

but otherwise, according to General Martin, who commands 

the French troops in Indo-China, they have left the is

land alone. He told me that they had recently landed 

on Waichao Island, south of Pakhoi, and tried to make a 

landing field but had withdrawn without accomplishing 

much, according to reports brought him by a ’plane which 

he had sent to observe. (Press despatches report that 

the Japanese have again landed on the island.)

Chinese Activities.

Hanoi is now connected by air with Yunnanfu and 

Chungking. Eurasia Aviation Company maintains a service 

twice a week between Hanoi and Yunnanfu, connecting at 

Hanoi with Air France for either Hong Kong or Europe. 

This is now the usual route for Chinese officials and 

others passing between Chungking and Hong Kong. China 

has a consulate general at Hanoi, with a large staff, 

and a number of Chinese Government departments and or

ganizations, such as the Central Trust, have representa

tives in Hanoi or Haiphong to look after incoming

supplies
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supplies and financial matters. The Bank of China 

on November 24, 1938, opened a branch in Hanoi; it 

also has one in Haiphong and plans to establish a 

third at Saigon. There is the usual shifting group 

of unofficial representatives and liaison officers 

holding vague commissions from officials of the Chung

king Government. Some of the difficulties which have 

hampered the smooth conduct of Chinese affairs in 

French Indo-China have resulted from lack of coordina

tion among the Chinese agents in Tonkin and also be

tween the agents and their principals in China.

Japanese Activities.

The Japanese have a consul general in Hanoi as

sisted by a small staff. Their chief function is in- 

telligence work. A Domei report from Hanoi dated 

January 3, 1939, stated that the chancellor of the 

Japanese Consulate General, while travelling near Chen- 

nankwan on the Tonkin-Kwangsi border on an inspection 

tour of the frontier districts, was kidnapped by Chi

nese troops and carried off into Chinese territory.

Pakhoi.

The Chinese have for some time expected the Japan

ese to land at Pakhoi, in southern Kwangtung, and thrust 

northwards to cut the Hanoi-Nanning road. Pakhoi has 

been visited by both Japanese aeroplanes and ships, but 

these visits were desultory and obviously intended mere

ly to feel out the strength of the Chinese and establish 

their positions. Aeroplanes came over on December 4th
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5th, and again on the 19th, when the ‘plane was sup

ported by a warship which shelled the Chinese positions 

on Kwantai Point; the ’plane dropped several bombs out

side town and on the crowded foreshore, killing eleven 

people; this was the first visit of a Japanese warship 

for over six months, Pakhoi harbor is a wide, shallow, 

open roadstead, and landing will have to be made in 

small boats; any serious attempt should succeed, and the 

Chinese in anticipation have evacuated a large propor

tion of the inhabitants, destroyed the bridge behind the 

town, and damaged the road by cutting trenches across 

it. Only about 3,000 of Pakhoi*s 30,000 inhabitants re

main, and 80$ of the shops are closed. There were about 

15 foreigners there, including two Americans (the Commis

sioner of Customs and his wife). The one American 

mission property, the Pentecostal Holiness Mission, was 

in charge of a Chinese caretaker; the American flag was 

flying over the property and was also painted on the 

roof of the main building.

Before the road was cut considerable quantities of 

wood oil and other exports were coming out through Pak

hoi, and some is still coming down, by wheelbarrow and 

pack, but whereas it used to take only seven hours to 

reach Nanning by car, mail is now taking as much as two 

weeks. Mails are being forwarded in large quantity 

through Pakhoi to the interior, and a large number of 

bags were unloaded from my steamer. There were three 

British coastal steamers in harbor (one Jardine and 

two Butterfield & Swire) but there are only nine

lighters

«

■-
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: »
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lighters and handling of cargo is slow. The fishing 

junks still put out regularly although the Japanese 

have burnt a number of them and from time to time de

prive others of their catch.

French Attitude:

The general French attitude, in Tonkin, seems to 

be less one of sympathy with China than dislike of 

Japan. There does not appear to be any wide compre

hension of the changes that have taken place or the 

progress that has been made in China in recent years, 

and French reactions seem still to be influenced by im

pressions acquired over many years through dealing with 

Yunnanese officials and the Chinese in French Indo-China 

Dislike of Japan is tinged with apprehension, the fear 

of isolation and attack in the event of a European war, 

and Hanoi’s policy is determined in Paris largely in 

the light of European conditions. Hanoi may still be 

expected to defer to some extent to Tokyo, though the 

American and British credits to China and the refusal 

of the Government of Burma to recognize any obligation 

to interfere with the passage of arms through Burma 

into China may bring a stiffer attitude.

Respectfully yours,

R. Y. Jarvis 
American Consul

RY J: eb

Original and four copies to the Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 1, 1939

Tsingtao’s despatch No. 391 
of January 17 cites a press arti
cle reporting reopening of rail 
service between Hsuchow and rengpu 
(on the Tsinpu line) as further 
proof of the Consul!s frequently 
reiterated contention that guer
rilla warfare is ineffectual in 
preventing the Japanese from re
lentlessly developing their domi
nation of China’s economic resourc
es. While admitting the many 
problems still facing the Japanese, 
the Consul notes evidence that 
trade with the hinterland is 
already considerably greater than 
quarters hostile to Japan like to 
believe.

FE:Chase ;JFS
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No 391. Copy for Department ,Qf.^terte
3'..

AMERICAN C01BULATE 0-t

Tsingtao, China, January 17, 1939

*G
Subject: Japanese Railway Control.

a

%

s-

3E

Wileys R. Peck, Esquire,

Chai£g^d’Affaires ad interim, 
cc

' American Embassy,

Peiping, China

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS ] 

FEB 20 193^2 
)epartmed oi OTraÿÇX

I have the honor to refer to this consulate’s

cU »atch no. 384 of December 6, 1938, file no. 800,

Ject: Conditions in Anhui Province, particularly

egard, to the observations therein on the hold
g? yVylw!^ :h the Japanese are maintaining on the Tientsin-

£3
2.

^1
 7

^6
’26

Z.
>w Railway

] There is now quoted below an item which appeared

in the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS of January 13, 1939:

"TSINPU SERVICE BEING EXTENDED.

Line Between Hsuchow and Hwai River Planned

"Peiping, Jan. 12.
With peace restored along the Tientsin- 

Pukow Railway, the North China office of the 
South Manchuria Railway Company has decided 
to run a passenger train on the 164-kilometre 

the 
January

stretch of the line between Hsuchow and 
Hwai River at Pengpu in Anhwei starting 
15, it was learned today.

make"For the time being the train will 
but one return-journey each day. This section 
of the railway has eleven stations along its- 
route in the midst of a rich agricultural 
district. , ’ll

With ’ll

»•
Uf

??3 ’

h
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’•With the resunption of traffic along 
this line, there is only 175 kilometres of 
the line to Pukow to reopen. - Domei.” 

Risking the charge of repititious emphasis of 

the Japanese control of the railways of North China, 

this consulate finds in the item quoted continued 

confirmation of the view that guerrilla warfare is 

quite ineffective in preventing the Japanese from 

extending their influence and strengthening their 

position, that guerrilla warfare in this region in 

the more important aspects of repelling the invaders 

has been of no consequence, that the Japanese are 

relentlessly pursuing a policy of the domination of 

the principal Chinese economic resources of the region, 

and that this policy is the keystone of the Japanese 

plans for "a new order" in China.

Japan is confronted with many problems in North 

China; fear, distrust, disorder, currency, trade, 

government and the plan of Jealousies between Japanese 

officials. Yet trade moves in and out of the hinterland. 

Depressed as the markets may be at the moment, trade is 

far from dead. Reports from those whose dislike of 

Japan and the Japanese is great might indicate that 

business is at a standstill and that marketing in the 

interior is impossible. If such reports were true, 

seme of the major foreign firms should be altogether 

inactive, and yet on the very day that the newspaper 

item quoted above has come to the attention of this

consulate a representative of a great foreign business 

organization
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organization in China informed this office that its 

chief difficulty and problem is that of obtaining 

sufficient space on the railways for the conveyance 

of its product, sales of which are reaching in some 

districts figures ufaich were considered maxima a few 

years ago. There is less chaos behind the Japanese 

lines than one mi^it expect, and there is a greater 

zone which the Japanese dominate than some would have 

the public believe.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

800/877

SS/CHS

Original to Embassy, Peiping,
Copy to Btabassy, Chungking,
5 copies to Department of State,
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo,
Copy to Consulates, Tsinan and Chefoo.

A true copy of 
the signed orig
inal. . ,
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NO. 10

SUBJECT:

ro

' A A
THE FOREIGN SERVICE /I/)

OF THE / / - *
UNITED STATES OF AME 'CZ-'M/ -J

American Consulate general

Canton, China, January 18, 1939

Attempt to Establish a Refugee Area 
at Yeungkong.

ffiE Honorable

g3 The secretary of State.

Division of

o?

SIR:

I

WASHINGTON. \oepartm«rt oiSt»

have the honor to refer to this Consulate General’
telegram Ko. 87 of December 20, 1938, 3 p.m. to the

American Embassy at Chungking (repeated to the Department)
and to

o
the Embassy’s reply telegram of January 16, 1939,

concerning a proposal to make the American Presby- 
at Yeungkong ), Kv/angtung,Mission Compound■v terien

a jrSj igee camp.
YA®:Por the completion

52Cthere are enclosed
of the Department’s file in this-

I/- x
t.ho .YlkipanRSP. Consul General at Canton dated December 20

a copy of this office’s letter to

2/- 1938, and a copy of this office’s letter to Dr. \i. H

Dobson, of the American Presbyterian Mission at Yeungkong

dated January 17, 1939

Enclosures:
1/- Copy of
1/- Copy of

yours,Respectfully

General
M 

American Con

letter 
letter

to 
to

■

Japanese Consul General,Canton 
Dr. W. H. Dobson, Yeungkong.

Original and 4
1 copy to Embassy, Peiping.
1 copy to Embassy, Chungking
1 copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
S^/ccw

copies to Department

793.94/14724
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ENCLOSURE NO. 1 TO DESPATCH NO. 10 OP JANUARY 18, 1939 
FROM M. S. MYERS, AMERICAN CONSUL GENERAL, CANTON, CHIN ON TEE SUBJECT'’ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH A REFUGEE AREA AT “* 
YHUNGKONG”.

(COPY)

American Consulate General, 
Canton, China, December 20, 1938.

Sir and dear Colleague :

I have the honor to advise you that this
Consulate General is in receipt of a communication dated 
December 5, 1938 from Dr. W. E. Dobson, Secretary of the 
Forman Memorial Hospital, .American Fresbyterian Mission, 

Yeungkong, Kwangtung, China, in which he states:
“This is to advise you that the local charity 

authorities in consultation with this Mission have 
arranged to make this American Presbyterian Mission 
Compound a Refugee Camp.

This Compound is situated about one-quarter
of a mile east of the city on the highway running 
to Cheungsha from which boats leave oi-dinarily for 
Canton. We are entirely separate from the city. 
American flags are painted on the roofs and on wall 
corners and gate entrances; a flag will also be 
flown on approach of hostilities. Consular certi
ficates are posted.on Compound and on the Motorboat 
in the river. This boat has a large flag painted 
on the roof.

'./ill you kindly inform the proper Japanese 
and Chinese authorities ?”.

I have the honor to request that the informa
tion contained in the preceding paragraphs be conveyed to 
the appropriate Japanese Military authorities.

I have the honor to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 

Your obedient servant,

K. Okazaki, Esquire,
Consul General for Japan, 

Canton, China.

SJF/ccw
<rf t

I thA
* ï). J.

M. S. Myers,
American Consul General
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EImCLOSURE NO. 2 TO DESPATCH NO. 10 OF JAI'iU^RY 18 1939 
FROM M. S. ITERS, AMERIGaN CONSUL GENERAL,CaNTCN’CHUTA’ 
On THE SUBJECT "aTTEEET TO ESTABLISH REFUGEE AREA AT* 
YAUNGNONG'.’

(COPY)

^merican Consulate General, 
Canton, China, January 17, 1939.

Dr. J, h. Dotson,
The Forman Memorial Hospital, 

American Presbyterian Mission, 
Yeungkong, Kwangtung.

Sir:

Acknowledgment is made of your letter of December 
5, 1938 (received in this office on December 19, 1938) 
advising this Consulate General that the local (Yeung
kong) charity authorities in consultation with the 
American Presbyterian Mission have arranged to make the 
American Presbyterian Mission Compound a refugee camp.

The contents of your letter were communicated to 
the Japanese Consulate General at Canton on December 
20, 1938, but up to the present time it has not been 
acknowledged. It is not believed that the Japanese 
Consulate General will reply to the letter, since in a 
similar case (proposed refugee camps at Shiuchow) it was 
orally indicated to this office that the Japanese atti
tude in such cases was to the effect that while foreign 
properties would not be molested, no refugee zones would 
be recognized by the Japanese as being entitled to any 
special treatment nor would any assurances be given that 
the Chinese in such refugee zones would be treated more 
favorably than Chinese outside of the refugee zones.

The contents of your letter were also communicated 
to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Chungking, 
through the American Embassy, and this office is now in 
receipt of a telegram dated January 16, 1939, from the 
American Embassy at Chungking, advising this Consulate 
General that the Chinese Foreign Office states the exis
tence of the refugee camp has been brought to the atten
tion of the appropriate Chinese military authorities by 
telegraph.

Very truly yours,

814.4
SJF/ccw

M. S. Myers,
American Consul General.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Chungking via N.r,
ML 1—1330 PLAIN

From

Referency my 114, February 17, 2 p. m.

Following is text of Central News Agency release 

dated February 15 regarding interview given by Prince 

Sha correspondent at Chungking.

"Firm determination of twelve million Mongols to 

fight the Japanese aggressors with one heart and under 

793.94/14725the guidance of Generallissimo Chiang Kai Shek was affirm»- 
ed by Prince Sha, President of the Ikh Chao Leaguê-iof^. 

Inner-Mongolia, in a speech given before foreign press! 

representatives this afternoon.

The grey-bearded sixty four-year-old Mongol dignitary, 

who arrived in Chungking on February 8th, spoke in his 

native tongue, ’The Japanese, since the Mukden outrage 

on September 18th, 1931,’ Prince Sha said,’have been 

leaving no stone unturned in scheming for a dismember

ment of Mongolia from China, by means of political in

trigues and propaganda, but I can say that except a few 
black "B 

CP 
h
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ML -2- Chungking Feb.17,1939 7:30 a.m. 18th #115

!

black sheep, no upright Mongol has bittEn the bait1”, 
ThE sell-out of PrincE TEhj PrincE Sha statEd^ was 

an EVEnt unanimously condEmnEd by thE Mongol pEoplE, 
’Howevet, hE addEd, ’PrincE TEh is a man of no influencE, 
and doEs not command thE rEspEct of thE Mongols’,

EvEn thEp, PrincE Sha rEportEd, quitE a numbEr of 
thosE who had blindly followEd PrincE TEh's footstEps 
havE rECEntly again come back to thE ChinESE fold, such 
as banner chiEf Yu Chun and rEgimental commandEr Ma Tse 
Hse, now serving as vanguards in thE war of rEsistance 
against thE JapanESE.

Not only guErilla units and self-defense corps havE 
bEEn organizEd among thE mEnfolks in InnEr-Mongolia, 
PrincE Sha statEs with pridE, but two princESSES, widows 
of thE latE PrincE Shis and thE latE PrincE Erh, are at 
thE hEad of two bannEr armiES, rEsisting JapanESE in
vasion,

InstEad of succEEding in slicing off InnEr-Mongolia 
from China, thE PrincE said, thE JapanESE invadErs havE 
ronoed.thE giant Mongol lion from its slumbEr, and once 
morE brought forth from thE Mongol's thE intErprising 
spirit that charactErizEd Genghis Khan. ’All these,’ 

PrincE Sha statEs, ’havE provEd conclusivEly that nothing
can
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can change the fact that Mongolia is a part of China* 
At whatever sacrifices we Mongols are out to prove to 
the world that we are a part of Chinai^

The Mongols, the Prince said, have taken up arms 

to do their part in preserving the territorial integrity 
of China. Though they have not achieved exceptional 
victories during the past nineteen months of the war of 
resistance, nevertheless they have been fighting in the 
Chinese national spirit of sacrifice.

’We are all determined to lay down our lives,’ the 
Prince asserted, ’and our horsemanship and marksmanship 
are not to be slighted*.

For about five months last year, Prince Sha revealed 
the Japanese had, by means of bribing a few important 
chieftains, succeeding in occupying the Orgos territory, 
and two other banners were in danger of being seized, 
*1 wired to the central army authorities in Sian and 

Yulin,’ the Prince reported, ’asking for the dispatch of 
reinforcements to west Suiyuan. Meanwhile I gave orders 
to the Mongolian chieftains to closely cooperate with 

the Chinese units’.
So under close cooperation between the Chinese and 

Mongolian units, the Prince said, the situation was saved 

And since then the Japanese have not dared to push
further
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ML -4- Chungking Feh.17,1939 7:30 a.m. 18th #115

further westward, following the capture of Paotow, and 
particularly following several setbacks at the hands of the 
Chinese forces under General Ma Chan Hsan and the Mongol 
troops under Brigadier GEneral Pai Hai Feng.

Recently, Prince Sha said, the Japanese have once 
more sent strong reinforcements, numbering over two full 
divisions, to the Kweihua-Paotow region, waiting for a 
chan.Ce to push westward.

But, the Prince pointed out, western Suiyuan abounds 
in hills and desert land, which are not suitable for the 
operation of Japanese mechanized units. Furthermore, over 
fifty thousand armed Mongols have been trained for both 
positional and Mongol warfare.

As regards his mission to Chungking, Prince Sha said 
to

that while he is here to reporv Generallissimo Chiang and 
the authorities on Mongolian affairs as well as to assume 
his new post as State Councillor, the most important work 
is to receive instructions regarding the war of resistance 
in Inner-Mongolia,

He is here also to discuss with the authorities as 
to how to improve education in Inner-Mongolia, consolidate 
the party and military and political administrations and to 
cement closer relations between the Mongols and the Central 
Government*

’I
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»I repeat in conclusion,’ he said, ’That we Mongols 

are one hundred percent loyal to the Central Government 

and to our supreme leader» It is our firm conviction that 

only by great sacrifices can we win our national independ

ence and liberty’”.

Repeated to Peiping,

PECK

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

_ GRAYFrom
MJD 1—1333

One, Japanese army proclamation published today warns
public Japanese will^not only destroy such villages but 
will slaughter all male inhabitants between the ages of 12 
and 40 of villages found to be harboring guerrillas*

Two. This action probably result of attempted poli
tical assassinations reported in my telegram No* 6, Feb
ruary 10, 9 p, m. and current rumors of impending guer
rilla uprising during Chinese New Year holidays.

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking. By mail to Tokyo.

HAWTHORNE
RGC
HTM

-FÜ

03 

w

02 
to

795.94/14726
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TELEGRAM received

JR GRAY
1—1336 From Tokyo

FEB 2 0 1939

Washington
Secretary of State,

'V
Dated February 20, 1939
Ec'd _.43ja.n.' Tett.

Division of \ F£g 0 n'
M EASTERN ÀfFAiHS 5/ " u 1939

EB 2 0 1939 .^L

99, February 20 6 p,m.

, ■ W'A

An International News Service report from Paris 
to the effect that the United States was pressing Great
Britain and France for a common naval demonstration against 
the Japanese occupation of Hainan Island, was prominently 
featured in the Saturday, February 18, evening edition of 
the YOMIURI. The HOCHI SHIMBUN and the CHUGAI,SHIMBUN, 
evening editions, February 19, published an emphatic 
denial said to have been made by Mr. Welles, Under 
Secretary of State, in refutation of the INS report, 
A careful search of the press does not reveal that either 
the original report from Paris,or the denial from 
Washington was given any publicity in the vernacular 
press other than the above. Si

AGROT 
DDMjKLP

793.94/14727
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to 

$

Telegram Sent

£teparittwni of ^tafo
Washington,

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

February 20, 1939.

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO (Japan).

4 5 i
Your^ 99, February 20, 6 p.m^

Denial ^of the'truth "of the 'INS Report ''was madefy the 

Under Secretary'on February^island a ^report of the/ienial/^is 

contained^ irrRadio Bulletinzlloil <5f^ the same'elate

793.94/14727

3 
$
m co

FEJJWBzJPS

Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator_____________M.,_____________ » 19___ ____________________

D. C. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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E.O. 11652, Sec. ar' •'= : ■ 01 © 

!/ OSO letter. Moy 3, .yi/ //

i-

■J4yt. of Inform* ion 
D^at^ 

«oiwebor SO - !-wauber a. 1938
^SfERK MfAlftS ]¥V0

a. The general situation remains unohan.^d aincelastWeeK. The 
Japanese amies are halted on all front». In the Canton area the Jap
anese have completed the sopping-up of the apace between the Canton-
Kowloon Hallway and the Wrl River. Zron the Lujtu&al Hsllwey zone 
there have cone mmorous reporta of minor notions between the Japanese 
and Chinese j^ierrlllas, but no important results are elalmed by either
side.
?.. MX3CKUAIWUM.

a. vn November SS Joneml To jo, Japans no Vioe-ninlater of War, 
was quoted as saying that Japan must turn out munitions» on a seals 
sufficient to continue to supply the present war with China and aiisul- 
taneously to undertake operations against Russia. In view of the 
possibility that General Tojo’e sail for a step-up in production w 
have been evoked by present rather than future needs, the following 
atatejaeat published by Sta-derd ctatietlea, Inc., on November hfi, my 
be of interest:

"Despite recent successes in southern China, Japanese officials 
have indicated that a long struggle In China my yet be expected. 
Prolongation of the conflict merely «sauras further deterioration 
of tbs ecJMMlo and financial position of Japan, which Is now on 
a full war tine basis. < ro<;uctive capacity has been strained to 
meet war needs at the expense of both peace time consumption 
«oods and export products. a result, the economic difficul
ties of the civil population have increased, and a heavy loss 
of exports has occurred. Kurwwer, although Japan recently has 
amounoed plans for creating an economic bloe In eastern Asia, co 
the benefits of the latter would not be fortheoaing In the near eo 
future. 0

co"The cost of Military operations la china has been wstlnated 
at about ¥17,800,000 dally, or sone ¥6,300,000,000 per year. 
,.ctu»lly, total budgeted approprlatiens for this purpose since 
July, 1937, have amounted to ¥7,379,000,000, of which ¥*,880,f^ 
000,000 la Included in the 1938-39 budget. The Magnitude of • < 
these sums, all but a snail portion of which oust be covered 
by borrowing, is apparent when compared with a total govwranent 
debt of ¥10,^80,300,000 before hostilities began. /Mi of Septem
ber 8, 1938, the total debt amounted to ¥16,891,193,300, the 
latter figure inducing ¥3,£00,(XX),000 of China Incident Ikmds, 
issued to finance current war coats."

793.94/
I 47
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b» roliticul developments have euatinuad in those parts of China 
under Japanese domination without, however, any clear out algae ns to 
the Tom of governneat which Japan dentines for Chins or ns to the 
personnel who will assume office. In feot all al^ns indicate that 
the matter is still la a state of flux. On ’lovenber Kb there was 
forned at henfcow » "•■uhan Peace Maintenance ooiety” as th® nucleus 
of a local governswmt in that recently conq ered arc», heading, this 
society, which raised the fire-barred flag of th© pre-<uonlntang 
republic of China, was one Chi îuo-cheng, en obscure business san. 
îîo definite progress fees been nude toward Integrating this ■mvern- ssent, ths existing Japextcui© creations et :>h«nfàsat and Peiping, and 
presumably the one projected for Canton. On Novenbor H9 there met 
st Henking the "Jiatlonsl 1'oople‘a Forty Congress" with 437 delegntes, 
mostly dram from the lower Ynugtaw» provinces. This confi rmas, which 
any be regarded ea a deliberative continuation of the "Joint iossalssion 
of the republic of Chinn" that mt et Nanking î&vœiber 1-K, had an
nounced its purpose ns being to wrk for the establishment of a Central 
ïov® rasent of China. The eonferonc© ended on ’ec«.-sber 1 with resolu
tions for th® inpeaabmnt of "hl&ng .\al-ahek and for a federnllsed Chine 
No imedlate effective results are expected froa Its activity, keen- 
while in North China there ere eoutlBuing evidences of friction between 
the three Japanese empire-builders, <»®a«r«ls uoihure, ^ite and Terauchi. 
In the forefront of their contentions is th® dispute as to the degree 
of federaliretion to b® adopted by the nw tfciueae «overrent, behind 
this are the fortunes of the competing Chinese politicians who have 
jlven thea personal alleglnnoe, wnd still farther in the background 
but «cuit potent is the struggle for prwatl,^» «nd power between the 
three Japanese themselves. ?n leceaber 1 <fe*neral Tersuehl was relieved 
from the North China coraar.nd and replaced by ;ienorul MugLywaa, Jap
anese »r Minister, 1937-36, thereby narking another phase in this 
obscuxe struggle, strong but unconfirmed xtasors relate that »®neral 
u i!«l-fu, ex-warlord and president of China In the 19«X)*s, has agreed 
to bead the national >$overmcnt which Japan is desirous of forning.

c. ^«rnnwhil® In Tokyo on «’ovumbar 30 there was held an laperiel 
conferanci la which the laperur, ^'rcaler honoye, the heads of th« Array 
and navy and key wnbers of the cabinet took part. 3uch e «gathering 
is exceedingly rare and laplies the formulation of basic policy. bile 
the details of the decisions reached were not wade public, it my be 
assumed that a policy was enunciated broad enough to cover Japan's 
future relations with China, the interlocking of Japan, China and Man
churia, and their future attitude toward western nations in the Orient. 
In other words the basis of "a now order In Asia" has been formally 
established.

d. )n ’kmmber f?9 Vice Adairs! oshlra Oikawa, Coxewtnder In Chief 
of the Jepenose Fleet in China notified the senior third-power naval 
officers in ^han^jai that the Yongtse «Ivor would be closed to foreign 
commercial vessels for the duration of hostilities in China. kilo
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CONFIDE'

admitting that Japan»»* military and »nl vmmIi wn carrying mm 
comaroial products, to maintained that these artiol** only acxraplsd 
surplus cargo »pac* and rIbo that often ttoae goods war* ultimately 
intended for military us*. Asids from its obvious purpose of putting 
oooaeade pressure on foreigners with vested interest* in China, Ad- 
mirai Ottawa*» *tatew*at ton a suggestive overtone. It is believed 
that this is the first tine that a lapaaoss offisial has stated that 
raw Materials are munitions or iastrwMsats of war beoaue* they will 
ho processed into artielea of Military utility. Admiral Ottawa*» noti
fication was alas furnished third-power dlplawctle ageneiee by tto Jap- 
ftnsM Kssbaaay in Shanghai.

On Hwvontor SO adalntl Ottawa intorwed British, Freaoh and 
Prison senior naval affinors that, subject to oertaia elaborate re- 
strlotions tto Japenee* Wvy was prepared to facilitate tto noveasnt 
of foreign gunboat* cm tto ïangtao.
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2T - February 10,

»

9C**~: valuation Map daws not «hie report.

1.

20 
1939

Qi;

a. On February 10 offioial 6&nouae®mnt mm sad» in Tokyo that * 
landing had been soda et en undlseloasd point on the island of Heinen 
by Japanese military end naval forces. bubseçuent «*”• report» indicate 
the emptsire of the port of ttoihow on th* northeast emat of the island. 
Thia avast mm in sequence to the announced oeaupution of Vaiehcw Island, 
îiô rsilna south of i'ukhoi on January 51, on which n landing field ms 
inotelled, and the rnportod presenw in that vicinity of » mter-bor»» 
expedition, eatlmted by mne source» to be as large a» ft divinion end 
» half. It is believed thsvt the esaximaa also of the si li ter? expedition 
la one division. The Chin»»» garrlttcn of Hainan Island is estinated at 
one division. TUs island is large, coepersbls in *i»e to Fomosa, and 
tea a population eatimted at 3,CX)O,0OQ. Its topogreptiy is Kountelnous, 
with a single centre! range sloping down in all directions to a coestnl 
plain, vhirih is largely devoted to the growing of rie». Hoihow, the 
principal port, is the outlet for the protium of that section uf the 
plain which is widest wsw. noet intensively cultivated. In Inna, 1S3B 
it ®a fiiiaounccd in tbo British Parlimsent that iireet Britain and France 
had inforaed the J&punase ^wriBscnt that a Japanese ouaupation of this 
iaVuxd would be "likely to cause undesirable cwnplimtions."1

Comsat: Militarily the lislnan expedition is a dispersion of 
force. lolitioally it ®ey nark the adoption to senne entent of the policy 
advocated by the Japanese Wvy of advene» to the -outh. .van sore in» 
portant politically are the inplicHtlons viiwt-vifi ijw’t Britain and 
France. Kalnan h«« long been elaiaed by the letter country ms «rwsing 
within her sphere of influence. The island effectively blocks thn -htlf of Tonsking «nA Ites on the flank of ths eownunicatiens linei SimSr 
pars—non_'tam«. It is omit likely that the invasion has as me of its 
objects the intensifitmtion of pressure on France to prevent ths i»» 
portation of mudtlons into China thrmMjh Indo-Uhina. It is possible 
that the opérâtioa is a portent of other prsssurs shout to be axereined 
•gainst -'îrsat Britain and i'rwnos by ths axis powers. 7

b. «he 2«5»e.3-so ooncludad their punitive expedition into Lorth» 
east .'hfoatUB;’, and i»a February 6 narked its conclusion by lifting ths. ■ 
naval blockade pmelnlwA over tbs coast frm Teagshow to Chikov. This 
expedition appears to bave achieved nothing beyond the Inflietim of a 
United nwktor of Clxineae cneoalties. Ho extension of territorial oceu» 
setiou has occurred.
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«♦ The Japenoso ere reported to have Uuaohad a Boppiu.T»up expe
dition in the Hopei pinin In the area bounded by the Mn-mn and Tsln- 
l-u railway*, the ?alping>«Tt»nt»ln railway, and a lino about 100 Miles 
s;>uth thereof. :«o reports of results are forthoowlng as y«t.

d. ><aahsi«n, ;*aehwsn ?rovia«e, ms severely botnbad o® ?ebruftry 4» 
The civilian death toll was set at 1,000. objective of the btssblne: wee 
probably a consUorsble eoecnulatlcn of Military and industriel supplies 
roved up ths ¥«ngtse, via lohsng, as a consequence of ths fall ©f iinnko*. 
rwolynng ms also boebeS on the hmw dets. Tha planes involved my 
have see» fraa sishow Island.

»• thins»» pressure In the hsngebaw area continuas, end has stow 
developed into a oombinatioa of a vseak Military orfsnslve and sffsetive 
guerrilla tastlse. The guerrilla effort has spread about 40 Milas up 
th® 'jhsaghelwliant’ebot? railway and is oauMn# the Japanese an unusual 
amount of troubla» On February 6 the Fekin^-TiftRtein yellroad was a^in 
eut by gusrrilliui and truffle ws held up six hours. It is believed 
that thin rwprscents little wore than a belated moo.tfiition by the chi- 
nene »f ths prope«p*nda value of action against this line which is under 
elose foreign observation»

f. ell euthSBtloaned reporte indicate that the panose have 
weakened their luhen garrison by 8 1/8 divisions nod the Canton garri
son by 1 l/fi divisions» Ci» of the ?-‘uhon divisions has «roved east to 
Anhwei Iroviaee. Of the remising three divisions, tw have been sent 
to Wrth Chinn and one to Maae hurla.

Cpryent: The foregoing indieetus that the recent relnforos- 
Kent of Manchuria woo less then we currently believed» The vithdrewl 
of forces from canton «nd ‘ uhsn TWld seen to Indleate that the Japanese 
do not oontw.plnte for tho «ament any large-noals offensives in ths 
vleiBity of canton or in Central china. The punitive operations in 
Hopeh and -ThMtung suggest the use for whloh the reinforcing divisions 
are fillocwtcd.

:$• Lvidense is accuMulwting that substantial huaoian aid is again 
forthcoming to China. In addition to eviction and to wehnlocl lu?Ip, 
oonslderable gruund*»foree mterisl is believed to bo flowing Into Chensi 
Province.
s*

a. Ths fifth plenary «osai©» of the Central liseoutiv» and Central 
Standing CosMittoos of the £uanljnta»< ended oa January ft. In odd!tie» 
to a manifesto or soafideuoo la Chiang Kal-ahoh*» leadership and a ro» 
afflrœtloa of Chloe»» deteiKination to resist, th» following Measures 
wro tekoat
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U) i-seffirantion of tbs "open door” «nd of the established 
rishte s>i* forai ijnars la -Mmi.

Kefuewl to open nonberahip in the xuMintsng to nex^ere 
of the oassalit party. J-esifflrrntlon km nedo of welcons to 
the collaboration of Boanmists in the struggle agsinat ^ayaa.

(3) fraction of a auvraso Wtioaal asfanee CcmnMl, eoapoaed 
of th* (taneralisalm ns shuiraan and a standing aomlttee of 11 
raa«ber«t the presidents of the five gov^rmentsl Vonn», the üiais- 
ter of Xaroign Affaire, the Chief of Staff and the Assistant 
Chief of :!taff of the Military Affaire selon and throe as»- 
bore of the standing oomlttes of the Central Aæeeutiw -terni ttoe. 
/•rnvialon la «ado for the atteudaneo at oeotln^a of MKbore of 
the steading eoonittees of the Central Axscutive and Supervisory 
Oasaaittess of the .'^wsaiutwig. Chang < hun, bioo-tihalnaan of the 
executive Yuan. has bona designated oouonmaîlÿ an soerotery 
of the council. Itao functions of the Cmnsil hare not been an- 
nouneod es yet. but its erection la obviously n step toward 
tightening the grip of Chisng Khi»eh»k end the (’entrai .^xeeutive 
cowBittee on the oenduet of the mr.
b. In the period Feimry 31 « February Ô « awebar of istaM-^anehou- 

tttioss frontier clashes have been reported nt c point on the Argon hirer 
about &0 Mies northeast of tmeJajli. nly timll fores» h«-»n been «!>• 
gs?Wd to dets. However the fact that hostilities hero continued for « 
considerable period of tine »»k»o the Keurrence wore noteworthy than is 
the case with neat of these eonstsatly recurring frontier incident».

c. The Japanese have bean zudcins persistent efforts to indues, 
faeilitete or force the evseuwtloa of the approximately 100 remining 
foreign residents of Ruling. hi»ng««i ?mvine*, prior te an etteck on 
Chineso troops said to number L.ODC *ha have been wrroundad in the vi
cinity of that resort since last October. ;>rigiMlly the Japanese Mt 
February 10 as a dfecd-llno far the evacuation, but have wince intimated 
that the Oats would he extended. V. '. A. 0AHÜ has been orflored to 
Liuitiang to assist in novtng A^srieen citloona. Ude is the aeoond 
opportunity whioh the faponoso have offered foreign nationals to ovneuato 
Muling. Use first effort, made early in Deeersber. resulted in the evneun 
tlon of oom ih /iBorioan i»timals.

d. on February a tenoral uciyam, JapeMse coKmadcr, ordered a 
relaxation of the fapeMso "bioa&ude" of the Tientsin foreign eenoM» 
siens, whish bad been in offset for alnost two soatiie. Tho order oane 
when the eoneeMione* authorities were ontielpating even nore atriwwnt 
iwasuroa to foree compliance with demands for the surrender of asserted 
-.ruerrill» loaders and for control of < hlueno {sovornneatal funds. It 
is reported that ths authorities era «till apprehensive, however, that 
other fnpeMeo ectlon to fares ths Imus inpenda.
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«. husn&ra and spéculât lor. concerning the partlolyation of wu 
•»l-fa la « ijovwramat aoeoptable to th* Japuuewe haw «tmtlnued. i rlor 
to January Sl, the Moat canslatent report® wre to the offset that W 
wult accept the ehalrmnship of e Paelflmtion comT;sloa to be estab
lished at Kaifeng» Honan, There he would bring under M« control cer
tain Chinos. Oavoranoat troop* reputed to be dimffweted, It was 
thought probable that eveutuslly tta» Knlfeag regim Might bo expanded 
into th® leng yrojootod Control Federal ikrrorment. This nebulous 
situation was nude «von nor® obscura by « press ««nforenoo hold by
u oa January Si. nt th» meting 1* «aid to h«*o tola th® aorro*» 
psndsats that he is enxious to work for p.«w and stated that th* e«- 
Mntials for a mieoeasful effort oa his past were his unqualified con
trol of civil affaira, «nintonanoo of « fhis.es < ray »nd location of 
the capital at Piping, It is now uncertain whether U has set these 
obviously vffl.eoept.blft taM as ft polite wsh« of refusing to cooper
ate with the J®panose, or whether they surely represent his neximuai 
demads la a bassin for yowr.

»• &i^g«
Despite the iutlaun expedition, there is «mralative, if not «m- 

' elusive, erideno. that the Japuwoe hop® for end perhaps expect th. dis- 
inte®r&tlca of the Chinese ifetlnnal towrmaat ao the remit of th* 
blows already delivered. There my be wishful thinking in this, «s 
they have no mana of bringing the chinos. nmios to decisive battle, 

no finit, territorial objectives rmaia within their reach. How
ever th»y are uns-.tmhtadly relying on the d»f»ctlonc of individualists 
eush as i'ena Ching****! <^d of political cliques, such as the "t.'.-c.” 
grouy, and of eM tine imrlords, such us Pu Ftl-ftu They else «Mt 
find ocKtfort in th® fun&smntal cleaves batmen th® iuKmiateag and 
the oomwalatB. in ths light of tbo foregoing their notion in stripping 
the Cantm a.nd uîutn ^srriacmo is *p«a to interpretation a» a &»«ialon 
to halt tlx® offensive la those arms and 1st th. hationsl govemmnt 
stew la its awn Juice for a «hile, ^n increase in punitive and r»cl- 
fleatlon eporetiom in Hurth chino, wrmro the iafluenee of the oosmmlst 
amies is strmgsr, wuld olse be conmuant with the basis dealsion 
referred to.

CONFl DLi ; i i :

fhis.es
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SEE —-89^O-0-^K’-irAingtaa/L2S— FOR —#388—ta-Btabassjr-

FROM -jpfl-iafetae- 
TO

(.—-gokabin------) DATED —Jan»-?v-l&39-

REGARDING: Military activities in Tsingtao district during December,
1938, reported. Comments on Japanese plans for the 
development of Shantung. Reports increase in Japanese 
community in Tsingtao.

793.94/14730

O>
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«5. Japan,

In the military sphere the feature or the 

«on th was the Influx oi a large contingent of Japanese 

soldiers. The men are being put through a training 

course which sotte observers feel presages a possible 

Japanese ol'x’easive at some point where there is ut 

pr esen t iau c tivity.

Ju eh has been written in the past of Japan's 

military throat to the Occident by virtue of its 

domination of China, yet it is of interest to note 

that in Tsingtao, after a year’s occupation of the 

city, no Japanese military or a? vsl works have been 

construe ted in this region with the exception of the 

extension of the air field, which from present ap

pearances can hardly be called a military air port 

and which Is also used by the commercial planes of 

th<’ Japn Air Transport Company. And while it is 

to be noted that Chinese mercenaries are no'-f serving 

the Japanese in shantung, these mercenaries it would 

appear function more as a buffer between the Japanese 

troops holding the T si ng too-Tsinan hallway and the 

guerx'illas on each aide of that line. There is no 

evidence that the Japanese have ta&en any steps 

to give military training to any group of Chinese. 

3ut perhaps the Japanese ht-ve deferred any such 

intention until more favorable times.

Japanese Plans for Development of shantung.

The president of the North China Development

Company.
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Company p«id Tsingtao a brief visit following a tour 
of the Tientsin-Pelplng-Kalgan region-* In Tsi&gtao 
the president is reported to have stated that further 
study must be given to the plans for the ’’development” 
of Chantung; subsidiary companies would be organized 
to operate coal mines in shantung and that a decision 
was still to be reached on the question of amalgamat
ing the Tsingtao -harf Company (see Tsingtao coi.sulate'as 
despatch no. 225 of July 18, 1938, file no. 815.Ô, 
subject: Formation of >harf Company in Tsingtao) with 
the subsidiary of the Development Company which has 
been organized to develop communications in North 
China.

Japanese Community in Tsingtao Increases.
The latest census of the Japanese community 

In Tsingtao shows a population of more than 20,000. 
Prior to the outbreak of hostilities in July 1937 
the Japanese population of Tsingtao was between sixteen 
end seventeen thousand, there has been a noticeable 
increase in Japanese retailers whose trade depends 
not on their fellow nationals but on the Chinese public.
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2. Japan.
Comment appears on page 8 regarding the large 

increase in the Japanese population of Tsingtao and 
the noticeable addition of Japanese retailers whose 
trade dep ends on the Chinese public. One large 
Japanese department store firm is now engaged in re
novating a large building which has been closed 
ever since the last occupants, a Chinese department 
store, failed some three years ago.

In large scale activity work went on apace 
in the reconstruction of the Japanese cotton spinning 
and weaving mills, ell but two of which are completed. 
A Japanese leaf tobacco re-drying plant is one of the 
principal new enterprises undertaKen by Japanese in 
Tsingtao, while reports sporadically appear in regard 
to a paper mill to be constructed by Japanese interests.

In spite of the absence of new large scale Japanese 
enterprises which might have been expected as a result 
of the occupation of Tsingtao for the past your, 
there was noticeable at the end of the year a quicken
ing of the tempo of the commercial life of the city.

A...
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A further speeding up may be expected when the 
plans of the North China Development Company for 
the exploitation of Shantung (see page 8) are 
completed.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE____ 893.51/6814____________________ FOR__ #l?20

FROM__ Shanghai_______________ <_____Causa_____y dated _ Jan 11, 1939
TO NAME 1-1127

REGARDING: Conditions in North China.
Report by Henri Bar, Manager of the China branches of the 

Banque Franco-Chinoise pour le Commerce et l’industrie on-, 
Encloses copy, with memorandum of his conversation with 
Manager of Yee Tsoong Tobacco Distributors, Ltd*, together 
with translations.

795.94/ 
| 473 I

FRG.
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This telegram must be 
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Secretary of State
Washington

From TOKYO

Dated February

100, February 20, 7 p.m.
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL,

' 545b

20. 1939
Received 9s35 a.m.

FEB 20 193
uapartmeirtof

Division of 
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

The Minister of Foreign Affairs in the course of a
recent conversation with my British colleague said that
talk of foreign economic pressure on Japan tended to
stimulate the movement here for economic self-sufficiency
or at least to lessen Japan’s reliance on foreign powers.
On Craigie’s observing that too much attention should
not be paid to press talk, the Minister replied that
he understood that the Government^.- of Great Britain
and the United States had been exchanging views on this
subject» The Ambassador responded that despite the
unfair treatment of our interests during eighteen months
the fact remained that economic pressure had not (repeat
not) been applied although it was his opinion that such

made overwhelming in present circum-.’- 
(simple?) co

stances» In any case the simply remedy of dealing more
pressure could be 3

reasonably with the rights and interests of foreign
powers remained with Japan»

793.94/14732
 

F/FG

GREW
WWC:KLP
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February 28 >93^

In reply refer toFE 793.94/14733~

My dear Mr. Turner:
The receipt le acknowledged of your letter of Feb

ruary 18, 1939, in which you request that you be supplied 
with information "as to what treaties, if any, have been 
abrogated by Japan's policy in China”.

For your information there are enclosed copies of 
various documents, as listed below, ràiich, it is believed, 
will be in large measure responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely yours. 
For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

793.94/14733

(For enclosures, 
see following page. )

Mr. George B. Turner,
3421a Belt Avenue, 

St. Louis, Missouri.
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Enclosures:
1. Press statements of July 16, 

August 23, October 6, 1937.
2. Address by the Secretary of 

State on March 17, 1938.
3. Press statements of April 26 

(no. 197), August 27 (no. 403), 
October 26 (no. 619), Novem
ber 19 (no. 663), December 31 
(no. 636) 1938.

4. Press statement no. 30 of 
January 26, 1939.

5. Pamphlet entitled "The Conference
of Brussels*.

FE:E(M3:HJN 
2/23/39
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AMEHISAM COMKRffcATE/^

assistant s&sx
O

r STAÎË

Tsinan, China, January 11, 1939.

Sir
Supplementing thia office’s despatch no 10, of

December 8, 1938, on the above subject, I have the honor 
to quote the following excerpt from a letter addressed 

793.94/14734

to the Consulate on January 2, 1939, by an American 
missionary stationed at Xchowfu: 

"Conditions here leave a great deal to be • 
desired. Ye are not molested, but the Chinese 
in the employ of a certain group prey on their 
fellow countrymen in a manner which makes the 
bandits of ten years ago seem like the veriest 
amateurs. They are not paid a salary, but are 
given leave to rustle their own. X personally 
know some of the local gang. At least one was 
caught while robbing Woodberry’s house a couple 
of years ago. Most of the troops have left and 
the guerrillas are within eight 11 of the city 
and sometimes much closer. Their conduct also 
leaves much to bo desired. Our greatest diffi
culty is in getting supplies. With the city 
practically destroyed there are no markets and 
we have to send to the country for eggs and vege
tables. Some faction frequently arrests our 
servants or employees and we have plenty of trouble 
in having them released. de have groat difficulty 
in getting sufficient currency for our needs as 
there is no business with either Taingtao or Shanghai. 
The endeavor to make the people use Federal Reserve 
notes was a complete failure. The villages are 
having a hard time of it. They have been ordered

to ®
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to bring huge amount» of eggs ana cabbage to 
the city daily. If they fan to do ao thay 
threaten to burn.*
By "Chinese in the employ of a certain group," 

who "prey on their follow countrymen in a Banner which 
sakes the bandits of ten years ago seen like the veriest 
amateurs," the writer no doubt means ex-guerrillas who 
have declared allegiance to the Peiping régime. In 
this connection reference is made to this Consulate's 
Political Report for December 10S8, In which it wee 
stated (page £) that "It appears that once armed guer
rilla bands declare allegiance to the now government 
they are permitted to retain their arms and pillage 
the country side." such le the sad plight of the long- 
suffering masses of Shantungs

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

Original to Bmbasay, Peiping, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
S copies to Department.
800
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No. 23

AMEHICaN consulate

Tainan, Chine, January 12, 1939

ASSISTAN
T 

SEC
R

ETAR
Y 

O
F SI ATE

o f

3' SUBJECT: JAPANESE PW-ANKD TO RESQHT TO

t- -M
<z>

Sir:

EXTREME IEàSÜHKo TO GAIN ECONOMIC 
ADVANTAGES.

rs R. Peck, Esquire^....M"’

American Charge d‘Affaires 
Peiping. •

Ç-K»PIF-S r<E\'T TO f

V'

ad In1erin

7f 3- ^7 ^0 «7
I have the honor to refer to thia Consulate's

despatch no. 13, of December 13, 1938, subject: 
"Japanese Consolidate Their Economic Position in 
Tainan," in which It was reported that "Japanese have 
obtained a 31 per eent share (usually without Investing 
any capital) in the majority of the former Chinese- 
owned industrial enterprises" at Tainan, end that "In 
addition, all publie utilities ...........  are under
Japanese control." The Chinese-owned eleetrie light 
company at Chowtaun ( /£] ), east of Tsinan on the
Tslngtao-Tsiaan Railway, was placed under slno«Japanese 
management in Decenter, and the SHANTUNG H3IN MIN PAO of 
December 14, 1938, carried a news item on the subjoet, 
of whieh the following is a translation:

"Sjno-Jananese Management of ChowtlUR MootrioitX Company.After several months’ discussion ths Chinese 
Manager of the Company has signed an agreement with the 
Japanese Manager of the Lu Tung Electricity Company at Tsingtao, by idiloh the former Company is to be placed 
under Slno-Japanese management. The Company will be

793.94/14735
 

F/rG
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capitalised at >400,000 la which the Chinese end 
Japanese will each obtain a 60% share. Electric 
wires are being laid between Chowtsun and Pcshan 
and it will take about 6 months to complete the 
project.*

In this connection, the Consulate is reliably 
informed by an American citizen that the "several months* 
discussion" with the Chinese manager, included such tor
ture of the latter by the Japanese authorities (presumably 
military) as to bring about his death in Tsinan a few days 
previous to the publication of the article quoted above. 
The "anti-Japanese attitude" displayed by this Chinese 
gentleman, who was a partner in the concern, in endeavor
ing to protect his own interests against Japanese domina
tion, resulted in his death.

The foregoing is Indicative of the extreme measures 
to which the Japanese are prepared to resort in order to 
gain economic advantages in this part of China.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. liawthoxne, 
American Vice Consul.

800COB/KCC
Original to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
5 copies to Department.

i A trua cosy z:
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR GRAY
From Hong Kong via N. R.

Dated
Rec’d

February 21, 1939

Secretary of State,
Washington.

58, February 21, 
Japanese bombing 

frontier this morning

11 a.m.
planes flew over 
and according to

Division of X 
FMEASIïMAFFàjü ]/>

FEB 211939

the HongVong^

usually reliable
sources of information did considerable damage at 
Shumchum and dropped bombs at a train on the British 
section of the Kowloon-Canton Railway which was in 
movement on this side of the frontier. Our information
also indicates that police station on the British side 
of the frontier was struck by bomb and one British Indian
constable killed and others wounded. Various Americans
are living or spending the current Chinese New Year 
holidays in the neighborhood of the bombed area but so 
far as we are able to learn at this hour neither they nor 
their property suffered damage* Repeated to Chungking, 
Peiping, Canton.

rr 
SOUTHARD

WC :RR

793.94/14736
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FROM Dated February 21, 1930
ll B»m,

Difteiono

2
*s

p»mt (SECTION ONE),
telegram No wuary 12

observation that far from exhi

EDA 
This telEgram must be 
closflly paraphrased 
before being communi* 
cated to anyone (BR)

Secretary of State
Washington

123, February 21, 
Reference Embassy 

noon»
It is the Embassy

biting general trepidation over the Japanese invasion of 
Hainan, Chinese official circles are viewing the matter 
with a minimum of concern if not with a certain amount 
of complacency. These impressions on the part of the 
Chinese may be ascribed to (1) a belief that the Japan- 
nese landing on Hainan will have no material effect on 
the war on the mainland but will rather keep a certain 
number of Japanese troops occupied on the island, and 
(2) a sonviction that the Japanese invasion of Hainan is 
a diplomatic blunder which cannot but result in exacerba* 
tion of relations between Japan and the United States 
Great Britain and France» O

(END OF SECTION ONE)» Q

Repeated to Peiping»

793.94/ 
I 4737

KLP
PECK

Tl
*T| 
0
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< TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ----------
This telegram must be Chungking via N. R.
closely paraphrased be- 'sb
fore being communicated FROM Dated February 21, 1939 
to anyone. (br)

Rec'd 10:46 a.m.
Secretary of State, 

Washington.

123, February 21, 2 p.m. (SECTION TWO).

There appears to be no (repeat no) unanimity of 

opinion in Chungking in relation to Japanese motives in 
occupying Hainan. One popular view is that it was the 
consummation of a step in the development of the Rome- 
Berlin-Tokyo axis, another is that occupation was 
undertaken with a view to gaining an added bargaining 
point in future diplomatic negotiations, a third that 
it was executed with a view to bringing pressure on 
France and a fourth that the operations were undertaken 
to propitiate the Japanese navy in its desire for 
expansion to the south.

(END MESSAGE).
Repeated to Peiping for mailing of code text to 

Tokyo.

PECK 

KLP
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE < « •. r

A telegram (no. 123) of February 21, 1939, from the 
American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 
follows:

Opinions In Chungking In regard to the motives which 
prompted Japan to occupy the Island of Hainan do not seem 
to be unanimous. That the operations were undertaken to 
appease the Japanese navy In Its wish to expand toward the 
south Is one popularly held opinion. Another opinion Is 
that the occupation was carried out for the purpose of 
bringing pressure on France, while a third la that It was 
the completion of a step In the growth of the Berlin-Rome- 
Tokyo axis. Still a fourth opinion is that the purpose 
back of the occupation of the island was to obtain an 
addition!point which could be used in bargaining In future 
diplomatic negotiations. Far from being perturbed on 
account of Japan’s occupation of the island, Chinese In 
official circles are, according to the Embassy’s observa
tion, looking at the matter with little concern If not with 
some satisfaction. This feeling on the part of the Chinese 
my be attributed to confidence that the occupation of 
Hainan by Japan Is a diplomatic error which will be sure 
to bring about irritation in relations between Japan and

France,
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France, Great Britain and the United States and to a 
belief that not only will the occupation not affect the 
conflict on the mainland materially but will serve to 
keep some Japanese troops busy on Hainan.

793.94/14737

FE : E(FC : HJN 
2/24/39.
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b. Halations with Jnaaiu

1. VWFiUgM»

Th* data* of Japan*»* o*oapatlon of principal town* 
ar* shown on th* att*«h*d up. üo»t of th* data* ara froa 
Japan*a* sour***.

Th* nain
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political report 
November 1938 
Hankow, China

The main Japanese force In the middle Yangtze area 
during the forepart of November continued to pursue the 
Chinese armies retreating south, north and vest. They 
encountered slight resistance. According to Chinese reports 
from Chungking which appear to be borne out by subsequent 
developments, by the third wesk in November the Japanese 
offensive apparently slackened and cams to a near stand* 
still. North of the Yangtze river the Japanese bad 
penetrated to a distance of about ICO kilometers west of 
and roughly parallel to tne Peiping-Hankow railway, south 
of the Yangtze, they had penetrated to a short distance 
south of Yoyang which is at the junction of the
Yangtze river end the Tung ting lake. Yoyang was reported 
taken by the Japanese on November 11. So far as can be 
determined, the Japanese did not have sufficient forces 
at their disposal to advance further and garrison towns 
along new lines of communication. This situation con
tinued until tne end of the month.

One of the most important developments during the 
month was the burning by the Chinese of the Important 
oity of Changsha, capital of Hunan Pro/lnoe. Information 
regarding the precise reason far thia wholesale destruction 
of property is lacking but according to a press despatch 
from Chungking It was done to prevent its falling into 
Japanese hands, from the somewhat meager reports which 
have reached Bankow through British Naval sources in 
Chsngsha, fires were set in the city on November 12 and 
burned for several days resulting la the destruction of 
a substantial part of the city. No details have been 
received concerning the losses of foreign property which

are
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Political report 
hoverabor 1938 -10-
Hankow, China

are bellewed to be severe. Tne foreigners in the city 
either took refuge at toe oil company Installations below 
the town or In soxe oases remained in tn® city, nil 
foreigners, including ^inerlcsns, «ore understood to be 
safe but still remained at their concentration points st 
the end of the month.

Virtually nothing Is known of military devolopmoats 
in thia district south of the ïaagtsa and behind the 
Japanese lines. Sorth of the river, however, and in the 
Taplch mountains the Japanese are known to nave conducted 
operations against the Chinese troops and guerillas 
remaining in that area, fheir efforts are understood thus 
far to have been inconclusive. The Japanese occupied 
Lotion ) oa hoveæber 17, but oa the other hand,
the Chinese claim to have recaptured it on November 2b 
sud a number of other towns, including Kushlh (<^ )

and uhangchong ) in Honan and Tsungyang ( )
in Hupeh. In late November Chinese units were reliably 
reported to ba a scant 20 nilas from Hankow, but their 
strength and composition was unknown.

In the triangle bounded by the Peiping-Hankow railway 
and the Han river as far upstream as Chunghoiang 
small Japanese unite are known to have moved about without 
encountering serious opposition. It was reliably stated 
that had the Japanese deelred to dispatoh a column to 
>h®sl, they could probably have done so, there being 
during tho early part of Kovombcr no organised, well-armed 
Chinese army in their path. Tho Japanese, however, would 
not so extend their position with only those troops 
available in tho b'ohan area until they had completed

mopping-up
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lolitioal report 
i.ova.afear 1JS8 -Il-
Hankow , Dilina 

mopping-up operations to tae cast of the lelpJd^i-Janxow
railway.

ute Japanese .avy continued la îSovaabur th® effective 
cooperation It bad during previous aonths ronuerad Japanese 
land forces. Its aativltles ware, however, Halted by 
falling water. Late In November there were at ana above 
aaakow eight Japan©»® destroyers, four alnelaycra, five 
gunboat», four torpedoboat», two minesweepers and two 
auxiliaries. Of other vessels, Including those used by 
the army, there were at and upstream frosa H&nkow b3 
transports, 1,30» small ©raft of various description, 2£ 
tugs, three tankers, 67 supply ships and one hospital ship.

a-

Japanese anti-aircraft fire at Hankow on the morning» 
of November 11 and 28, suggested that Chinese aircraft 
visited Hankow on those days, «Ithou^h there were rumours 
that bomba had been dropped on or near the air-field, there 
was no conclusive evidence of Chinese raids.

The Japanese conducted aerial operations throughout 
the month bombing troop concentrations In Hupeh and Hunan, 
as well as cities end towns over a wide area behind the 
Chinese lines. In this Consular District, Icthang is known 
to have suffered heavily while Japanese bomber» also 
visited Ghengtu and Chungking Ln Sxeohuan Province, Hanehang 
in klangsl irovince and Kingman in Hupeh. Other towns la 
the district were also visited by Japanese pianos whore

Aaorioan
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kolltloal report
Moveaber 1Î2M® 
Bankov, China

.« «.W1»S «° »“• «° r,>x>r“ Ot

h.v« r.e.l«4 “■ *4os»«>
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(b! delations with Japan.
1. Military ctjvity.

There was no military activity of aignlficanoe 
in this Consular district during the month of jeoember. 
ilanes were seen over Amoy on six different occasions 
but it is believed that these were doing routine recon- 
nolssance flying. Guns were hoard on only a few 
occasions during the month.

2. Japanese rrest Thirteen in Kulangsu.
On December 14 and Id, thirteen Chinese 

were arrested in Kulangsu and taken to moy; allegedly 
for distributing anti «-Japanese hand bills. In view 
of the Japanese Consulate General's recant demand 
that Japanese police bo added to the Kulangsu police 
for the protection of Japanese subjects In toe Settle
ment, some Chinese claimed that the bills originated 
from Japanese sources to support their claim that the 
Kulangsu authorities were not taking adequate means 
to suppress elements dangerous to Japanese and Formosan 
residents. It was reported that the bills were dis

tributed
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tribute! by young illiterate Chinese.
3. License Tees Increased in Kulangsu.

As stated in this Consulate's political 
report for November, the Kulangsu Municipal Council 
informed the Japanese Consul General that his demand 
that twelve Japanese and Formosans be added to the 
police force at once, could not be entertained until 
the matter of increasing the budget by $30,000 be 
taken up with the rate payers, to meet the extra 
cost for police. The Council was apparently coerced 
by the Japanese threat of landing Japanese marines 
in the Settlement if ways ana means were not found 
to hire Japanese police, for residents in Kulangsu 
have been notified that the following Increase in 
license fees will be operative in 1939:

1 - Licenses to sell native liquor to be 
increased from $3.00 to $6.00 per quarter 
year.

2 - Pawnbrokers licenses to bo increased 
from $50 to $100 per year.

3 - Theatre licenses to be increased from 
$1.00 to $2.00 for afternoon programmes 
and from $2.00 to $5.00 per evening 
programme.

4 - Slaughter house fees to be Increased 
from 50 cents to tl.00 for a goat killed, 
from $1.00 to |2.00 for every pig or calf 
killed, and from $2.50 to $3.50 for every 
cow killed.
These rates were Increased to raise $30,000 

to meet the extra cost of adding twelve Japanese to 
the Kulangsu police force.

4. Population of Amoy City - Refugees in Kulangsu. 
The Japanese "Fukien Dally News" of December
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2nd estimated that ths population of Amoy City . 
had reaahed 80,000 at the end uf November, and 
that the population would reach 100,000 by the 
end of Deoaabar. Tiara are no offloial statistios 
available, but It la balteved that the abate 
figuras are exaggerated. Forty thousand would 
appear to be a liberal estimate of the population 
at the present tine.

According to a report fro® tha International 
Relief Committee, there are now 13,000 refugees in
Kulangau
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* ’ 1.
(a) Military Situation.

Thara was no ohange in tha military situation at
Chofoo during tha aonth of Daosiabar. Tha Japanaae

oontinuad
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continued to hold Jhefoo, Toiheiwel, Fushan and kuping 
without being able to extend their control beyond the 
two outposts of Muping and x'uahan. There were no signa 
of special activity about the Japanese headquarters 
during the south and it appeared that the occupying 
forces had koto or less settled down for the winter.

In the guerrilla controlled territory periodic 
attacks wore made on the coastal towns by Japanaae war 
vessels and air craft which dropped shells, bombs and 
leaflets, a hill near ?englai upon which the guerrillas 
had dug trenches and placed duaaay guns was a favorite 
point of attack for the Japanese, Travellers report 
little or no damage from the Japanese fire on this hill 

(b) Anti«Gcnaaexjlm Activities.
The Japanese officials and their Chinese puppets 

were active early in December in the campaign against 
comuniœa. The Kusaian coanmity was persuaded to form 
an antiocoommlam association which took in about one 
hundred of the leading Russian residents of Ohefoo. A 
meeting under Japanese auspices was held December 4, 
1938. prominent Japanese and Chinese officials address» 
ed the Russians in attacks on Generalissimo Cldang Kai- 
oh<sk«

a manifestation on a such large scale was a series 
of street nestings culalnatlng la a monster mass meeting 
of December 5, 193B. The loading schools of chefoo were

compelled
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compelled to send teachers and pupils to make anti» 
ooEEualam and anti-Chi&ng Kai-chek speeches on the 
street corners* The material for the speeches was 
supplied by the Japanese*

The mass meeting was well organized by the Japanese.
>action leaders required householders, business liras, 
guilds and schools to scad definite quotas to the demonstra 
tian* Japanese sources claim 30,000 attended tha mass 
meeting* «All of the leading nunioipal and Japanese of
ficials were present and dalivarad speeches* iwaong the 
Japanese was th» Qhief of the Special Jerri co Masion at 
Tsingtao*

(e) Guerrilla Activities.
Ghefoo was free from guerrilla attacks during the 

Kjonth although there were persistent rumors that the 
Chinese ware planning a serious attack on the Japanese 
occupying forces at the end of the year. Fear of 
guerrilla attack was given by the Japanese Commander as 
a reason for not lifting the curfew from 12: GO midnight 
to 5sGO a*M* during the holidays as was done in Shanghai.

At Penglai I 5^ ) where the guerrillas

said to bo under officers of the eighth Route /.ray were 
fighting with the local guerrillas for control of the 
Fenglaihsien, a truce was declared, as an outcome of 
this truce the local forces acting under orders of the

hationallst
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Nationalist Government appear to haw triumphed over 
the so-oalled. Eighth Haute -ray forces. The magi«trata 
of Penglai la reported to have accepted an appointment 
under Admiral ^hen Eung-lieh, Governor of Shantung, re
presenting the hatlonoliat Government. Tinal settlement 
of the local differences was made in a ceremony at which 
the local officials and the magistrate pledged allegiance 
to the central government.

American Missionaries operating schools in the 
Penglai-Hwonghsien district are Jubilant over the success 
of the central govenuaent faction. They feared the 
activities of the so-called Eighth Route ^rsy crowd, 
particularly the interference with and the use of schools 
for military and political purpose». These ^oaerioans 
in close touch with the local population are convinced 
that they have less to fear from the officials installed 
by the Central Government.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVEDm?? . -, Hong Kong via N, R.
This telegram must be---------- 1 •-
closely paraphrased Dated February 22/1939
before being communicated . 'a»ii . c
to anyone. (br) FRO,ftec»d 7‘ a.m. ~

Secretary of Stat

Washington >.

S&, February

In continuation of my telegram number S&'February 
21, 11 a.m., official figures indicate that one British 
Indian policeman and eleven Chinese were killed in
British territory by the Japanese bombing yesterday. 
Many wounded are reported, some apparently by the 
machine gunning in which local officials assert the 
Japanese indulged when swooping low over the railway 
tracks on the British side of the frontier» The local 
government appears more disturbed by this incident than 
by any of those which have occurred during more than a 
year and has taken a very serious view of it in the-n 
report cabled to London. I have had a confidential ’ P 
intimation from a responsible source that the Hong Kong 
Government report takes the view that the violation of' 
British territory could not have been in error because 
of the quite visible river marking the boundary and 
because the planes came down low enough for machine 
gunning on the British side of1 the river. Further 

Japanese military activity along the frontier is 
anticipated and there have been some minor Japanese

w »
ID

I 4741

landings
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RFP #69, February 22, 10 a.m. from Hong Kong via

landings on the east bank of the Pearl River not far 
north of Hong Kong. The Japanese are said to claim that 
Shumchun and other points on the frontier have become 
stations for the transit of war materials into Chinese 
territory. In the meanwhile British military and police 
guards along the frontier have been considerably 
strengthened ostensibly to handle the increased flow of 
refugees into British territory. Repeated to Canton, 
Chungking, Peiping.

SOUTHARD

EMB
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A telegram (no. S3) of February 22, 1939, from the 
American Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially 
a® followst

Reference Is made to the flifht on February 21 of 
Japanese bombing planes ever the Hong Kong frontier and 
the bombing by theta in British territory. In its cabled 
report to London the Hong Kong Government has taken a 
very serious view of the incident and seems more dis
turbed over the matter than over any of the incidents 
which have taken place for over a year. It le reported 
that many were wounded, some evidently by the machine 
gunning which, according to Kong Kong officials, the 
Japanese carried on when they swooped low above the 
railway line on the British side of the frontier. As a 
result of the bombing eleven Chinese and one British 
Indian policeman were killed in British territory, ac
cording to official figures. There have been seme small 
landings of Japanese a short distance north of Hong Kong 
on the east side of the Pearl Fiver and it 1® expected 
that there will be further military activity on the part 
of the Japanese along the frontier. It is said that the 
Japanese assert that ear materials have been transported 
into Chinese territory through various frontier points, 
including ^humohun. For the avowed purpose of taking 
care of the increased passage into British territory of 
refugees the British police and military guards have been 
strengthened considerably along the frontier.

The
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th» Consul General has received confidenttally troa 
a reliable souroe a hint that the Heng Kong Government 
feels that the bombing on British territory could not 
have been the result of error on the <»art of the Japanese 
because the river marking the boundary Is quite visible 
and because the Japanese planes flee low enough on the 
British side of the river for machine gunning there*

793.94/14741

FE:Christenson:HES 
2-24
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3» Japan.
a# Japanese Policy Pronouncements. The various exposi

tions of policy made during the month by members of the 
Japanese Cabinet were noted with much interest locally and 
were extensively commented upon by the local press.* It 
was generally felt that although these pronouncements were 
vague as to details, perhaps designedly so, they made clear 

Japan's determination to establish a new hegemony in the 
Pay East in which both politically and economically she 
will play a dominating if not exclusive role. Considerable 

) significance was attached to a statement Issued by the 

Headquarters of the Japanese Expeditionary Forces in
Central

f * Telegram to Department, no. 1493, December 23, 3 p.m#
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Central China in the r»rsa of a ocMmmt^ry upon Presaler 
Kcsnoye*':- statealant of «embsr K2. The aomtmtnry &?t««rted 
thAt the Pr«Kivr*s stnteswent oould not be regarded ”®s 
indicating -'-ny ns*’ ■-cvelotw»nts occurring or ny prospects 
of their taking place within the occupied araws of Central 
China.” *

Tn general, theae pron<Mxnoments incraesaed th© appre
hension felt in local foreign circle» snd this glooa 
wae lightened only hr ths hope that the fliwer attitude 
•ham by the .sawrlcsa and British -Serve-nmnts would bring 
abcut sm®» mesure of appes34®Mat Ln th« situation.

b. &UEMraai£aiiaft^^
The gave coasidcrable publicity during the mnth
to the opar-.stl4.n3 carried out by thsir rorcea against 
Chinese guerrillas. ’ceordlng to these reports, exten
sive ®aâ sucoecnfal operations undertaken ««ainet 
the guerrilla© in the Tcotung. area, the Jr.oeh<m«Telhu 
lake district, th® ïlangohow-Buchor are®, the Knnklng» 
Whu area both to the north and the 3mth of ths Yangtze 
Flyer, in th® vicinity of the cities of JuKpo -mA Laho 
in 'i&agau snd in the eree betwen Hauohow and utaien 
in northern Kîangnu In connect ion with the latter 
district it nay tee MBtfaud th«t a atrip npproximtely 
fifty niles in width lying bet^on Hmehcw «nd Haicbow, 
h^a never be«m watered by the Japanese reporta 
oelved from Asserlean sdnslcaari<»-s residing in th«t general 
area Lndleeto that the msnber of ^apnaese troops 1» 
MlievM Insufficient to drive out the Chinese troop 
rornants «nd guerrillas.

* Telerrsjs. to ’-epuTtmmt, no. 1500, '..wesaber ae, 12 atxm,
J* *
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Japanese -'©ports Indicate th -t <?persti ns wre 
cerrird out agaînst approximtely eighty thousand 
guerrillas, th-1 several thousand re"» killed and 
wun-®d uad th-1 approximately twelve. thousand rtuur~ 
rendered*’. Japanese claiss ure substantiated In part 
by independent .foreign observe a «he state that severe! 
thousand Chinese guerrillas 2n the ’’’aihu Lake area 
«est of :?ooehow were raoantly bcrudst ©v^r by the Japanese. 
These souroes state further that the Chinese guerrillas 
in the lewmr Ttagtre area, ihoojt* still very maaerous, 
hs.’Ve boon mioh le?«a active &£ late «nd th t may of 
them are nos? seemingly less aonoerne-d «1th harassing 
the Japanese than preying on the country peoplej this 
does not apply, hoew, to t-he ao-ealled 'nd” and 
ether organlxed units, 

c- ^oagglaa.u.£m, ..< M.tJa
"e-fcratod Ccyrerwaent ” . 'Wrosentatlves of the ’’Teforewd 
^Gve’UKroaV, upon returning to Shanghai fro© the various 
ocaferenees which they attended in Japan during V e 
nenth of Kovenber, Inforarf the local press that eooacaio 
nusstims were discussed nt Osaka and political problems 
st Tokyo. The results of the conferences wre chnrao- 
terlaM ’’highly satisfactory* and it was stated thot 
further oonfereneea *ould take plaoe either at 'hnnghal 
or Hmking in Marsh or April, IPS*»

There wa-s ocnsldewble Japaa®3®»lnspired propaganda 
emoeralng the foawtlon of & unifiai central govemamt 
but shortly after the departure ©f the official reprea®»- 
tetiws ©r the "Reforaed Govensneat* to attend a conference 
at Poipiag, it becas» ftpparent that the intricate Jspaas ss 

plans for th«? a établi absent of a ne*-' central govern» 
meat had again g<n® ’«ry mi that such a gcvwrnmat 
rould not sake It» jppearanoe la the near future.
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(b) «elation» with Japan.
scouting and reconnaissance by Japanese naval 

vessels along the coast line of ^astern Kwangtung 
together with numerous aerial visits to various parts 
of the district constituted the only real evidence of 
the hostilities during the month of December, 1938. 
It is believed that the listing of these activities 
In tabular form at the end of the report will satis
factorily reflect their extent and nature. Appendix
A shows the ’’Visits of Japanese Airplanes to eastern
Kwengtung" while Appendix B lists the "Movements of
Japanese Naval Vessels along Coast of eastern Kwang- 
tung”. Ibis information has been obtained from the 
local vernacular newspaper.

such information as could be gained locally re
garding the course of the 31no-Japanose hostilities 
continued to bo the principal subject of conversation 
and discussion, the belief remaining that as far as 
awatew is concerned the tine is not yet at hand for 
its occupation by Japanese forces.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____ .893^00/14332________________ FOR_____ jfcelagi®m.#.JL2Q>-2-aJIL.

FROM__ jQhina-^ChungkingJ------ (.—üack..i------ -) DATED ._.J,jah*..21^..ia3S^._.
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Military standpoint of 

Japan,with a view to achieving the"political 
subjegation" of the Chinese people. Summary of 
opening address, delivered by Chiang Kai Shek, 
Chairman of the Peoples Political Council, which 
opened at Chungking Feb. 12.

aa
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JR PLAIN
Chungking via N, R.
Dated February 21, 1939
Rec'd 8:40 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

120, February 21, 9 a.m.
The. local press yesterday published its first 

hEws concerning the third session of the Peoples Political 
Council which opened at Chungking on February twelfth 

and which was attended by one hundred sixteen delegates. 
The text of the opening address given by the Chairman 
of the Council, General Chiang Kai Shek, was also 
published. His address may be summarized as follows: 
he began by saying that Japan is in a difficult position 
from a military standpoint and is therefore resorting 
to political measures with a view to achieving the 
"political subjugation" of the Chinese people. To cope 

with this new threat China should apart from continuing 
military operations and reconstructing lay special 
emphasis on "special resistance" through integral 
mobilization of national spirit and national will. Only 
through spiritual organization of the people, he said, 
can China utilize to the maximum its latent man power

and
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and. resources to drive out the invader and lay the 

foundation for a rejunivated China. He asserted that the 

greatest contribution the Coundil can make in this 

regard lies in promoting a united national spirit and 

in elevating the traditional Chinese morality among 

the people so as to inspire an unbending will, to kindle 
a common hatred of the invader and to inculcate in the 

people self-confidence of the bright future of China. 

General Chiang elaborated on the task of spiritual 

mobilization saying that it is essential for the people 
to embrace a "common morality" by which is meant that 

individual Interest should be subordinated to those of 

the community, that common faith should be centered on 

the three people principles and that the common goal 

should be the Chinese political philosophy of "world 
brotherhood". He complimented the Council for its 

past achievements in supporting resistance and 

reconstructing and urged the delegates to participate 

in the second period of hostilities with a view to 

mobilizing the resources of the free and occupied areas 

in order to complete the program of national independence 
and reconstruction. In conclusion he admonished the 

delegates freely to present the opinions of the people

to
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to the government in order to cement relations 
between the government and the people. 

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Secretary of State
Washington

GRAY
FromT0KY0 r '■•wc ■ '

Dated February 23, 1939^1

Recelved 6:5
. -1

fEB23 1939 
Departs^ °*

My British colleague informs me that he receavEd
106, February 23, 7 p.m,

today from the Minister for Foreign Aff(i^rs an ex
pression of regret on the part of the Japanese Govern-
ment for the recent instance of bombing by Japanese
airplanes near Hong Kong, an undertaking to pay indem-
nification for loss of life and property, and assurance
against rEcurrencE of such incidents in British terri
tory.

?
RR

GREW

-■J
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Divisiqi^f Far Eastern Affairs

February 28, 1939.

Reference letter of December 30, 
1938, from W. H. Donald to H. J. Timperley

In this lengthy communication Mr.
Donald gives much information which has al
ready reached the Department from other 
sources.

Of outstanding interest is Mr. Donald’s 
story of the Wang Ching-wei episode which 
you may wish to read in its entirety (pages 
10-12 and page 15). Mr. Donald concludes 
that Wang does not have the courage to head 
a new puppet government even if he possesses 
the desire. Mr. Donald also believes that 
Wang is being used by the Italians and Ger
mans who wish to get Japan out of China be
cause they sorely need her army and navy 
for the consummation of their expansion 
plans in Europe, which are sure to crash 
into Russian interests before they go far.

In discussing X Japanese-occupied ter
ritory Mr. Donald points out that "so far 
as foreign interests are concerned Japan 
has, in reality, ’occupied’ that area, but 
so far as the Chinese are concerned she has 
not".

Considerable space is devoted to de
scriptions of general conditions, communica
tions, "new life in the far west", and in
dustrial development, including detailed

description
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description of the industrial cooperatives 
which are being set up in many sections of 
the country.

Mr. Donald states that China will go 
on fighting and that the present military 
loH does not indicate that the Japanese 
intend to stop where they are. The Chinese 
believe that if the democracies would help 
China they would at the same time destroy 
the menace of the dictators both in Europe 
and in Latin America.

FE:Perff ieldjHES
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The subjoined letter written by Mr. W.H-.Donald,
Confidential Adviser to Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek, gives a detailed account of the presen 
situation in China. It has been received by 
Mr. H.J.Timperley from Chungking.

It is communicated to you on the understanding 
that it is for your private information and,
whilst judicious quotation is permissible, it
is not to be published in extenso 0)

-zWV':KH.

Wo 3 ” 1939

' Vast»-/’ & 41,. t s ?■> *■ ■' 1 !>><*■«
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE GENERALISSIMO

Chungking, Szechwan 
China
December 30, 1938

Dear Timperley,

It is a long time since I have been able to attend to personal 
correspondence. I was ill from July to the middle of October with fever. 
In consequence of that I was absent in Yunnan and Indo-China, and therefore 
far away from mail deliveries. I returned to Hankow on October 23, and left 
the next night, the 24th, with Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 
Since that time we have been visiting various fronts in Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, 
and Kwantung, reaching Chungking in December. Not till we got here was I 
able to attend to correspondence. Therefore this long delay in acknowledging 
letters which you addressed to me.

Since I last wrote, innumerable cities in China have gone up in smoke and 
dust, and veritable rivers of blood have flown on various fronts.

My last letters were written before the fall of Hankow. At that period 
the Chinese army was fighting everywhere with great courage and determination. 
They had to fall back whenever concentration of Japanese artillery and bombing 
planes threatened the annihilation of large forces, but the Chinese made the 
Japanese pay a high price for whatever advances they made.

The strategical policy for the first phase of the war was to hold positions 
as long as possible and then withdraw to new lines. This policy ended after 
the withdrawal from Hankow and the capitulation of Canton.

The first phase lasted from the outbreak of the war in July, 1937, to the 
end of October, 1938.

The second phase is now developing. The strategy now being followed is 
that of nation-wide mobile fronts, with intensification of guerrilla warfare 
and reinforcement of Chinese military and political strength behind the 
Japanese lines - or, in that territory which the Japanese claim to have 
"occupied."

After the fall of Hankow reconditioning of divisions, and readjustment of 
various military units, was undertaken. Henceforth there is to be more 
intensive training of the fighting forces before they go into action.
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Political workers will operate on a large scale in the "occupied” terri
tories to fortify the morale of the people; to effect the collapse of the 
puppet regimes; to eradicate traitors, and to disaffect the Japanese subsidised 
troops - the Manchurian Chinese and Mongol soldiers who have been enlisted by 
the Japanese.

The Japanese now claim that they have "occupied" 75 per cent of China’s 
territory, but they still call the war they have waged to effect that "occupa
tion" an "incident."

When the Japanese began the invasion they avowed that they would win a 
quick victory over China. They declared that they were not seeking any 
territory, had no intention of injuring or affecting the interests of foreign 
powers, and were, above all, not fighting against the Chinese people.

The 18 months since the war began have proved the Japanese to have lied 
in every way except with regard to their claim that the aggression was merely 
an "incident". Time has demonstrated that the Japanese have desolated more 
territory, killed more non-combatants, destroyed more cities, stolen more 
property, and caused a greater displacement of human beings than probably has 
been ever accomplished by any war in history.

Not only have the Japanese inflicted these tragedies and losses upon China 
but they have studiously operated to destroy the commercial and vested interests 
of democratic powers, and, to crown it all, have at last confessed that their 
definite intention is to set up "a new order in East Asia" under which only 
those nations who subscribe to its conditions will be accorded commercial 
facilities and freedom of action within certain limits.

All of this destruction of life and property and trade has been carried 
out in accordance with the threat made by the Japanese Premier, Prince Konoye, 
on August 28, 1937, when he declared that it was the intention of Japan to 
"beat China to her knees so that she may no longer have the spirit to fight."

Japan has pursued that purpose with calculated and sinister intensity.
And in connection with the revealing developments that have taken place since 
Japan’s opening declarations and promises it is interesting to recall that on 
September 12, 1937, when Madame Chiang Kai-shek was broadcasting to America, 
she hazarded a forecast based upon information available here, that Japan was 
bent upon conquering China in order to establish a new empire in Asia. Her 
words were :

"They (the Japanese) are convinced that the powers dare not oppose 
them. So they are proceeding with plans of conquest confident that 
they will be able to devastate China, and, in time, drive out 
western cultural and commercial influences, so that, if we Chinese 
cannot prevent them, they may erect upon the ashes of China a world
shaking Japanese continental empire. It will not be founded upon 
international ethics (for Japan has already crippled those), but
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upon militarised force. At least they expect to control all lands 
where the Oriental races live, and eventually determine international 
conduct and policies."

At the time that Madame Chian Kai-shek made that forecast it was scoffed 
at by people in the outside world, and was denounced by the Japanese, who 
asserted again and again that they were actutated in their struggle by noble 
intentions motivated by a desire and determination to secure peace in Asia 
free from Red menaces, where all foreign countries could pursue their rightful 
ways in commerce and in culture.

Within a year of their aggression the Japanese falsified their declara
tion. And just a fortnight ago they took their courage, or their audacity, 
in their hands to announce to the world that the old order had passed, and 
that they were busily engaged setting up a new one which would give them the 
control of the whole of Asia, and, indeed, the Pacific.

In the meantime those foreign powers who have substantial and time-honored 
interests in China have found those interests not only flouted by the Japanese 
but deliberately menaced. Indeed Japan has given expression to the inuendo 
that it is her intention to let foreign interests go by the board unless the 
powers concerned expressly agree to her hegemony of Asia and the Pacific.

During the past 18 months China has been fighting a single-handed war 
against a nation who was believed by the world to have built up a military 
and naval organisation of a calibre well-nigh invincible. Not only has China 
fought this mightily armed Japan, but she has, in addition, in fact, been 
engaged against those democratic powers who have consistently succored Japan by 
supplying her with equipment and material designed to shatter to pieces the 
lives and property of the Chinese.

That support of Japan by the democracies is the worst aspect of this war, 
which the Japanese keep calling an "incident", and which designation none of 
the powers have had the temerity to challenge.

China rushed into action, with what appeared to be reckless bravery, with 
her troops ill-armed, to meet the great aggregation of strength which Japan 
put into the field - with the specific and declared object of delivering one 
smashing coup de main to finish the job quickly - but as time has gone on China 
has shown her ability and courage to meet her enemy, though she has been unable 
to replace her losses of equipment, especially aerial, or acquire new modern 
arms.

The navy of Japan, like a sledge hammer crushing a mosquito, blockaded all 
the coast of China. Time has demonstrated that she was merely patrolling 
empty ports so far as the Chinese were concerned, but had incidentally, if not 
intentionally, scored a major point against ths foreign powers by crippling 
their import trade into China and ruining their economic connections in all 
directions.
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The Japanese military machine discovered, too, that with its advance into 
China, costly and slow and exasperating though it might he, it was accomplish
ing the wreckage of foreign commercial and political connections with interior 
China, and, in the majority of cases, had managed to tear up foreign prestige 
hy the roots. This in itself was a triumph for Japan, and, perhaps, an ample 
measure of compensation for her inability to wreck Chinese morale, or her 
slowness in breaking down Chinese resistance. Japan has been able, until now, 
to prevent foreigners from employing their ships upon the waters of the Yangtze, 
and the Pearl and West rivers, to say nothing of her success in forbidding 
foreigners from going about their lawful business throughout the 75 per cent 
of the Chinese territory which Japan now claims to have"occupied".

Japanese "Occupation" Precarious

So far as foreign interests are concerned Japan has, in -reality, "occupied" 
that area, but so far as the Chinese are concerned she has not. Her "occupation" 
has been confined to precarious lines of communication, and some cities. All 
lines of communication are constantly being torn up or interrupted by attacks 
by Chinese troops or guerrillas, and in the case of every city "occupied" the 
Japanese dare not go outside of their defences after dark, and only may do so in the 
daylight in large well-armed units. In all the rest of the territory the 
Chinese go about as they please, especially after dark.

What this "occupation" amounts to is indicated by significant figures given 
out by the President of the Executive Yuan. They show that

the withdrawal of Chinese troops before the overwhelming armament 
of the Japanese has, after 18 months of resistance, left 796 hsien 
(or counties) in the nine provinces of Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, 
Kiangsi, Shantung, Honan, Shansi, Hupeh, and Hopeh, unprotected by 
the regular Chinese army.

Falsifying the Japanese claim that they have "occupied" these 
counties is the fact that in 489 of them the District Magistrates 
appointed by, and working under, the Central Government, are still 
exercising full authority; in 248 of them the Magistrates are ex
ercising partial authority, whi1e only in 59 districts have the 
Magistrates been unable to function at all.

Not on.; y have the Japanese troops not gained mdisputab■e domination of 
these so called "occupied" areas, but it is impossible for the Japanese army 
to control even a portion of the territory.

With gradual restoration of Chinese Government political control in these 
areas (revealed with remarkable impressiveness in articles on "Resurgence in 
China" pub1ished in "The Times" on October 12 and 13 last) there will be sown, 
as the President of the Executive Yuan put it, "one of the seeds of Japan's 
downfall."
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At no time during the past 18 months have the Japanese been able peace 
fully to exploit any of these regions. The actions of the Japanese military 
in trying to force down prices of raw materials have been met by passive re
sistance manifested in many cases, for instance, by farmers ploughing in their 
cotton to plant wheat, and wool-growers in west China and Inner Mongolia allow
ing the wool to spoil on the backs of their sheep rather than submit to low 
prices being forced upon them. Adulteration of beans and grain purchases with 
dirt and water is rampant.

Guerilla activity and passive resistance, to say nothing of sabotage and 
general hostility will, in the end, prevent the Japanese exploiting China, 
and will certainly ruin any foreign interests who seek profits by financial 
or other cooperation with the Japanese. This significant fact has at last 
been discovered by the British merchants concentrated at Shanghai, as they 
are reported to have demonstrated in no uncertain way in their recent confer
ences with the British Ambassador and the British Admiral at Shanghai. They 
realize that the Japanese will, if they succeed in creating puppet regimes, 
use those organizations as instruments to flout, and undermine, and destroy, 
foreign vested interests and commercial and industrial undertakings.

Puppet Regimes

The Japanese have, ever since they occupied Peiping and Nanking, been 
trying to set up puppet regimes which would appear convincing to foreign 
powers, and be able to carry influence with the Chinese people. The Japanese 
have so far failed to do this because they have not been able to persuade any 
Chinese sufficiently respectable to take up office. Neither in Peiping nor 
Nanking does the puppet regime carry any weight outside the walls of those 
cities. It is questionable if they hold sway within the walls. The Japanese 
had made great preparations for a unity of the two puppets a few months ago, 
but had to cancel it because General Wu Pei-fu, upon whom they depended, 
refused, at the eleventh hour, to come out.

It is interesting to note that General Wu Pei fu demanded uncontrolled 
command of 60,000 troops, well-equipped and paid. It is more interesting to 
realize that Prince Konoye, so anxious to have some kind of "government” es
tablished, urged that General Wu Pei-fu's requirements be met. The Japanese 
military, having learned a few painful lessons in the past, refused to arm 
General Wu Pei-fu so that he, or the officers under him, could successfully 
turn and bite the hand that fed tnem. So the amalgamation of the two regimes 
is, at this writing, still unaccomplished.

However, the Japanese, convinced that the amalgamation would be effected, 
and that the "new government” would be launched about Christmas time with great 
pomp and circumstance and authority, began counting their chickens before they 
were hatched. Cocksure of success, they (to be Irish) opened their mouths and 
let the cat out of the bag.
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It was Prince Konoye who awakened the diplomatic world to the menace 

behind Japanese activities when, on December 22nd last, he defined "the new 
regulation of the relations between Japan and ’new China1." In this revelation 
of policy the Prince callously swallowed all of Japan’s previous declarations 
to foreign powers. His announcement that a "new order" would be established 
in East Asia, was emphasised by the implication that business could only be 
done with the "new order" by nations who toed the line.

The puppet officials at Nanking promptly answered the whip -crack of their 
new masters by publicly proclaiming that the "new China" would support the"new 
order" by abrogating unequal treaties, by abolishing foreign concessions and 
extraterritoriality, and by compelling the withdrawal of foreign troops from 
China. The "new order in East Asia" will, in time, embrace complete domination 
by Japan of all Asiatic countries and peoples, as well as mastery of the Pacific 
for th$ mention of the cardinal point "East" can be disregarded. All this, 
without a "by your leave or beg your pardon" from Japan to any of the democratic 
foreign powers, though, no doubt, with loud applause and fervid encouragement 
from those of totalitarian tinge.

However, as I have indicated, suitable instruments which were to have been 
used as the 3.ever and the fulcrum to hoist this "new order" into being have not 
yet materialised from the dreams of the Japanese. Whether or not the demo
cratic foreign powers, who have been permitted to discover from these declara
tions the fate that the Japanese have in store for them, will now act to 
frustrate the plans for their undoing remains to be seen.

The Japanese have, with vicious ferocity, desolated vast areas of China, 
have massacred hundreds of thousands of innocent Chinese, have demolished their 
homes and their businesses, have caused millions of peaceful and 'poor people to migrate 
westwards, and, even worse than that, have Deen guilty of unparallelled rape 
and rapine, and have, with calculated remorselessness, set about the demorali
zation as vieil as the impoverishment of survivors by destroying or removing 
means of livelihood and setting loose a deluge of opium and narcotics upon the 
land. That is a summary of the gross inhumanities which the whole world is 
tolerating.

China’s New Spirit

China has been able to survive during the past 18 months and keep armies 
resisting in the field quite contrary to the ideas and expectations, not only 
of foreign nations and observers, but of the Japanese themselves. She has 
been able to do so because foreigners, including the Japanese, have failed to 
recognise the new spirit that has been born in China. That spirit is manifest
ed in the heroic stand Chinese troops have been making with unshaken bravery 
against concentrations of death-dealing weapons as great as, if not greater than, 
any that were used in the Great War. The Chinese soldiers have proved,by valor
ous manual combat, that man to man they are superior to the Japanese. Testimony 
on this point comes from foreign observers who witnessed fighting in many 
places on many fronts.
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Foreigners have laughed with scorn at the New Life Movement, and other 
measures, which have been responsible for transforming China from a nation of 
pacifists, or cowards, into a nation prepared to shed streams of its blood in 
defence of its heritage.

As Japanese superior armament decimated the Chinese forces new troops kept 
on filling the trenches until China now has, for the first time in her history, 
a citizen’s army. This force has been recruited during the war. The young 
soldiers know why they have joined the army, and they are prepared to give their 
lives in trying to defend their country against occupation or subjugation by the 
Japanese. This army is now wholly composed of youth, with a large proportion 
of students. They march in singing from all the provinces, and with them - 
which is a striking development in China - march hundreds of girls and younger 
students, from middle and high schools, who go to the front lines for various 
services, some carrying arms and using them. This appearance of the girls on
battle fronts is a departure which may prove a surprise to the world but which 
has proved to be of great value to China. One of the commanders at Tierchwang 
said that the victory there (which was China’s first big victory over Japanese 
forces) was due to the efforts of the young people who were working among the 
soldiers and officers. The sight of these young people marching from distant 
provinces - some of them hundreds of miles of mountainous roads away -to the 
front is a thrilling one. But an even more stimulating sight is that of the 
girls and women who are training in thousands behind the lines, in near and far 
distant villages and towns, for later service in the cause of their country.

When Japan began what she thought would be a simple task to subjugate 
China she apparently overlooked the tremendous obstacle which 450,000,000 human 
beings would be to her advance and her attempt to conquer the country, even if 
they passively laid their bodies upon the railways and highways. Japan with all her 
professed intimate knowledge of China, never expected the Chinese to exert them
selves, especially in war against the super-soldiers - the sacred and invincible 
army - of Japan. But the Japanese seem to have been the only foreigners who 
know China who could not see that a new spirit was fast developing in this 
country. Or did their amazing conceit blind them ?

Financial Measures

In addition to what flesh and blood are contributing to the resistance 
of the Japanese invaders certain steps taken by the government at the outset 
enabled the coffers to stand the strain of expenditure. The fiscal measures 
introduced to prevent a possible crisis in the currency market included, the 
Minister of Finance says, the creation of a joint discount and credit extension 
through the four issuing banks - Central Bank, Bank of China, Bank of Communi
cations, and Farmer’s Bank - which enables them to grant discounts on bills and 
securities and extend credit in order to facilitate the circulation of capital 
and to assist trade, industry, and agriculture adversely affected by the war.

Last April regulations were issued to improve the local currency structure
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to permit agriculture, timber, industrial and mining industries in the interior 
to obtain capital for the exploitation of natural resources.

In March last foreign exchange control was introduced to stabilize foreign 
exchange and promote export trade. Special measures were adopted to increase 
the export of Chinese products - measures governing exporters’ purchase of 
foreign exchange.

Revenue derivable from the Customs, Salt and Consolidated Tax Administra
tions has been considerably affected. To cope with the situation Customs 
authorities readjusted the Transit Duty by setting up more collecting stations 
at important overland and waterway towns. The Consolidated Tax revenue has 
materially increased following the promulgation of regulations governing the 
collection of the Stamp Tax and the enforcement of the Consolidated Tax in the 
four provinces of Yunnan, Chinghai (Kokonor), Sikong (western Szechwan), and 
Sinkiang (Chinese Turkestan).

The Income Tax for the 25th fiscal year (July 1, 1936, to June 30, 1937), 
is reported to have exceeded the budgeted income. Although the returns for 
the 26th fiscal year are not yet in the Minister of Finance says the indications 
are that they will triple those of the previous year. The chief new sources 
of revenue to be tapped are the Inheritance Tax and War Profit Tax, for which 
regulations have just been passed by the Legislative Yuan. Despite the financial 
difficulties the Government has exempted the peasants from paying the Farm Tax 
in arrears before 1936, and has also abolished the new Farm Tax introduced in 
1937.

With regard to loans, the Minister of Finance points out, the government 
has so far floated only approximately $1,500,000,000. These are $500,000,000 
Liberty Bonds for 1937; $500,000,000 National Defence Loan for 1938; Customs 
Gold Unit $100,000,000; $50,000,000 (United States Currency); £10,000,000, and 
$30,000,000 Relief Loan.

An unending stream of patriotic contributions from Overseas Chinese serves 
to bolster Chinese finance and economy.

Economic reconstruction is being pursued as effectively as circumstances 
permit, the Minister of Economics asserts. To develop agriculture, industry, 
commerce and mining, and to expand war-time production and promote foreign 
trade, commissions have been formed under the title of Agricultural Commission, 
Industrial and Mining Commission, and Foreign Trade Commission. The Ministry 
of Finance provided $30,000,000 capital for the Agricultural Commission, 
$10,000,000 for the Industrial and Mining Commission, and $20,000,000 for the 
Foreign Trade Commission to readjust domestic trade and maintain the export 
market•

Coupled with foreign exchange control the Government instituted trade 
control to build up its foreign exchange reserve in order to meet the demand 
for foreign exchange to pay off the heavy inflow of munitions from abroad.
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The total export between January and July, 1938, was valued at more than 
$90,000,000, while the foreign exchange accumulated up to September last had 
reached $60,000,000.

To promote productive enterprises in the interior and mobilize the 
entire country’s farmers and larorers, the Commission for the Promotion of 
Agriculture and the National Indsutrial Co-operative Society are to conduct 
research and introduce scientific methods of production. Attention, meantime, 
is being directed toward the construction of a net-work of trade routes with 
the outside world, and to the betterment of foreign trade machinery.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs is devoting its efforts to the strength
ening of rural economy, the readjustment of transportation and markets ng of 
farm products, the rationalization of agricultural organization, and the 
migration to, and reclamation of, waste lands by refugees from the war zones. 
The Ministry is also reinforcing the machinery of commerce and trade, and 
fostering the market for native goods. Irrigation and construction of 
communication routes are also being undertaken.

I have given these facts, just gleaned from a statement by the President 
of the Executive Yuan, to indicate how this country has hung on for 18 months, 
and what it is doing to persevere with its resistance.

Munitions Supply

The cost should be less now than it was during the first phase of the 
war, but expenditure on munitions and equipment will be higher owing to the 
increased rates due to road transport from the Burma border. However, there 
were, on hand, sufficient munitions to keep the armies supplied for nine 
months or a year when Canton fell.

The road from Burma is now operating, and the transport authorities on 
the Chinese side are arranging for stations to be established along the way 
for the service of the transport. These will include medical stations every 
60 kilometres^/with quinine and other necessities to be given free of cost 
to anyone who reports with illness), repair stations for trucks, and stables 
for relays of transport animals.

In addition to trucks the transport people will use bullock carts and 
pack animals to carry material for which there is no particular hurry. An 
effort is being made to get second-hand motor car axles and wheels to be 
fitted to bodies and shafts to be drawn by animals. One such vehicle, 
having ball-bearings, will carry a ton or more with two animals hauling it - 
so it is said. * Every means of transport available will be tested out. 
Another new road has been made from Kunming, Yunnan, to the Yangtze river, 
near Luchow. The grades are easier and the route is shorter than the high
way passing through Kweichow. Also, the Yangtze river can be used for quite
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a distance to • Chungking, or the Min river can carry cargo up to Chengtu for 
transport into Shensi by road.

Ambassador Nelson T. Johnson, of the United States of America, was re
called to Washington by President Roosevelt, and was instructed to travel 
by car over the road from Chungking to Rangoon, in Burma. The Ambassador 
left in company with Major J. M. McHugh, the Assistant Naval Attache, and 
one Chinese driver. I had letters from them from Kweiyang and Kunming, and 
a wire came from Lake Tali, reporting an interesting journey. They arrived 
at Rangoon yesterday morning, according to a radio broadcast from London, 
having travelled 2,100 miles in 13 days. Apparently the American authorities 
were desirous of having first-hand information regarding the feasibility 
of the road as a transport artery. As the new road will soon be opened from 
Yunnan to the Yangtze river at Luchow, transport will be easier, and speedier 
by several days.

Whether or not transport along the Burma-Yunnan road is going to be 
smooth remains to be seen. There is reliable evidence that the Japanese are 
working strenuously to arrange for the disruption of traffic. They long ago 
started to stir up the Burmese, using their usual methods, and they are try
ing to arm the tribesmen, who live in the part of Yunnan traversed by the 
road, to destroy truck or other caravans, and cut the bridges and roadway. 
What success will attend their efforts cannot be told yet, but already they 
have managed to have demonstrations of Burmese in Rangoon which have led to 
bloodshed. The "Burma for the Burmese" slogan that was being cried is part 
and parcel of the "Asia for the Asiatics" which Japan herself is now crying. 
Burma is one of the Asiatic states Japan expects to have in her "East" Asiatic 
"New Order". She shows thus that the "East" is but dust for the eyes of the 
stupid foreign devils. Already Japan thinks she has Siam in her scheme and 
she also aims at and counts upon getting India.

Wang Ching-wei Episode January 1, 1939

All this should indicate to you that resistance is going on, and any 
talk about peace should be discounted unless suggestions for peace that will 
safeguard China*s complete sovereignty emanate directly from the Japanese side. 
There has been much gossip about Wang Ching-wei being on a peace mission for 
the Chinese Government. He certainly left Chungking, and did say something 
in Yunnan about trying for peace, but he is without authority. I personally 
believe, however, that the Japanese are very anxious for peace.

For your information the present story is this : Wang is one of the 
small pro-Japanese party which has always existed. They are credited with 
thinking more of themselves, their profit and power, than of their country. 
Be that as it may, most of them have been ostentatiously displaying their 
patriotism since the war began. But Wang Ching-wei has been out of the picture 
for some time so far as real political influence goes. He probably feels that
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Japanese there will be a large 
they can be secured in whatever they

if he can arrange acceptable terms with the 
element ready to accept anything so long as 
may be holding. This particular attitude of Wang was apparently crystallized 
recently by his acceptance of the views of some of his followers who keep in 
touch, possibly indirectly, with the Japanese. Some of that group were in 
Hankow after the withdrawal. The one-armed Father Jacquinot, of ’’neutral zone” 
fame, was there also. His story here is that he was inspired to thoughts of 
peace by the sight of Japanese troops coming into Hankow down-at-heel, and war- 
weary, many bearing the scars of old wounds. He saw the Japanese Admiral, then 
in command at Hankow, and asked, what about peace ?

Said the Japanese Admiral to Jacquinot (ineffect): ”We of the Japanese navy 
want peace; this war is leading Japan to suicide; but we are under the Government, 
and the Government is under the military. But if the Chinese 
it can be arranged.”

desire peace maybe

The energetic Jacquinot promptly decided to try to be the 
spoke to Wang Ching-wei’s representatives in Hankow suggesting 
chance was good for Wang to emerge from the political shadows and achieve 
renewed national prominence. They were eager for that, and, willingly enough, 
they wired to Wang suggesting that Jacquinot go to Chungking for a conference 
with him. They also took the precaution to wire similarly to the President of 
the Executive Yuan. The latter did not openly encourage 
Padre, but, apparently, Wang acquiesced.

peacemaker, 
to them that

He 
the

the expedition of the

Jacquinot appeared here in due course. He did not* 
and Madame Chiang Kai-shek was ’’too busy” to see him when 

for an interviewtransmitted to her on his behalf a request

see
one

the Generalissimo, 
of the secretaries

’’she would not see 
get peace at the expense of China.” 

In the talk Jacquinot

Madame Chiang told the secretary that 
trying to work with the Japanese to try to 
But the President of the Executive Yuan saw him. 
explained what happened at Hankow, as related above, but got nothing in the way
of encouragement- Instead, the old Father was told very plainly that the 
Chinese were fighting for their lives and their heritage and intended to keep on 
fighting while ’’invaders occupied their country.”

anyone who was

The Generalissimo had to go to the Shensi front, and took off for Sian on 
December 20. On the 18th Wang Ching-wei saw the Generalissimo, who was to have 
left the following day, and told him that he (Wang) was going to Chengtu to 
address a gathering, 
in Sian. (It was, by 
detention there.) He 
Yunnan province saying 
had told the Governor that he (Wang) thought there was a chance to have peace; 
asked the Governor to support him; said that the Generalissimo had twice told 
him (Wang) that peace with Japan was acceptable so long as China was not 
destroyed, and thus gave some verisimilitude to the genuineness of his ’’mission.” 
But the Governor suspected him, wired the details of the statement to the

The next the Generalissimo heard of Wang was while he was 
the way, the second anniversary of the Generalissimo’s 
wax surprised to receive a telegram from the Governor of 
that Wang had appeared there, having arrived by airplane;
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Generalissimo, and asked: "Do you know anything about this?"

The Generalissimo replied that he did not know anything about it, and 
added that there was no question of peace on Japan1s terms; that he had not 
discussed the question as Wang reported, and that China was continuing with her 
resistance with intensified determination.

The Generalissimo and Madame Chiang arrived from Sian on the afternoon of 
Christmas Eve» (Two years ago we got out of Sian on Christmas Day.) That 
evening at dinner we were talking about Wang when the Generalissimo told me that 
I could inform both the British and American Embassies that Wang was not empow
ered to talk peace to anyone; that if he did so he spoke on his own behalf and 
had no authority to speak on behalf of the Government or the Party; that China 
was not only not thinking of peace on Japan’s terms, but-was actively preparing 
to continue her resistance with intensified effort. I gave this message by 
telephone to J.D.Greenway, of the British Embassy, about 7.30 p.m. on the night 
of Christmas Eve, and asked him to pass it on to the American Charge (Willys R. 
Peck) whose telephone number I did not know. Greenway informed Peck later 
that evening.

The air was thick with rumors, mostly circulated by the Japanese radio 
services. They reported that Wang had "escaped" from Chungking; was the victim 
of political intrigue, and so on.

So far as we then knew Wang was in Hanoi. The news given out here was 
that he had gone on a- private trip to Kunming at the invitation of the Governor 
of that province. Speculation was rife in Hongkong, where Wang was expected 
to turn up at any moment and enter into peace negotiations with the Japanese. 
The Japanese said so. No doubt they will talk peace with anyone whom they 
think might serve their purpose.

The Generalissimo sent a gentle message to Wang suggesting that he return 
as soon as he had recovered from the illness which took him to the French doctors 
at Hanoi.

Chiang’s Answer to Konoye

It was on December 22 that Prince Konoye made his declaration at Tokyo 
"telling the world" that Japan had triumphantly enmeshed "new China" in a "new 
order in East Asia," and was more determined than ever to annihilate "the 
Chiang Kai-shek regime." The patronizing Prince also announced that Japan 
would be glad to see any foreign nation who would subscribe to that "new order" 
doing business in China.

On December 26 the Generalissimo definitely scotched the idea that the 
Chinese Government was bent upon initiating peace talks. He "took occasion by 
the hand" to speak at the regular Monday Memorial Meeting at the Central 
Kuomintang Headquarters. He referred to Wang Ching-wei, and traversed the
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whole of Prince Konoye’s statement, branding it as a confession of Japan's 
ambition completely to subjugate China and dominate the Far East»

The Generalissimo stated that on all war fronts the fighting morale of 
the troops was extremely high since the soldiers were fully cognizant of Japan's 
intentions, and understood that China must oppose her enemy with all her 
resources in order to save the country. The people, he said, were also fully
aware of Japan’s dangerous and aggressive design, and knew that ”we cannot 
expect to survive without seeking life through risking death.”

While stating that Prince Konoye’s pronouncement was ’’scarcely worthy of a 
reply,” the Generalissimo asserted that since the issue of the manifesto by the 
Japanese Government on November 3, there had appeared ’’strange and illogical 
statements” made by the Japanese Prime Minister, Minister of War, Minister of 
Navy, and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Their intention was, he added, "to mis
guide their own people and hoodwink the world.”

The Generalissimo said that he was rather concerned ’’lest sections of people 
throughout the world may not understand the danger that lurked behind the Konoye 
smoke-screen, and may regard the issues raised as rather innocuous.”

When Konoye talked about a ’’new China,” explained the Generalissimo, he 
meant that "it was the intention of the Japanese militarists to exterminate the 
independent China and create a vassal China. By using the threat of a Red 
peril as a pretext, the Japanese wanted to control China’s military affairs. 
By alleging an intention to uphold Oriental civilization they aimed to uproot 
China’s racial culture. By claiming to eliminate economic barriers they 
designed to undermine American and European prestige’ so as to dominate the 
Pacific. By utilizing the so-called ’economic unity of Japan, Manchukuo, and 
China,’ or, 'economic bloc,’ they aspired to strangle China’s economic arteries.”

Simply speaking, said the Generalissimo, this so-called ’’new order in East 
Asia,” may be regarded as ”an all-inclusive term for doing away with international 
order in East Asia, creating a vassal China with which to dominate the Pacific, 
and to dismember the other States of the world.”

When Konoye was talking, the Generalissimo said, his intended audience was 
obviously the American and European countries and the world at large. Konoye 
exercised special care in the choice of words, pretending that what he wanted of 
China was neither territory nor war indemnity, and-that Japan was planning not 
for her own-private .interests but for the benefit of the general situation in 
the Far East." Konoye even ventured to say that he desired China to become a 
completely independent state. Konoye’s calculations seemed to be based upon 
the assumption that the world still does not understand the real meaning of the 
so-called ’’new order in East Asia.”

The Generalissimo declared that when Japan entered the Anti-Comintern bloc 
it was neither to oppose Communism nor to prepare for war against Soviet Russia, 
but to borrow the term to exterminate China.
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"If China could now consent to Japanese troops being stationed in North 

China," he added, "and allow Inner Mongolia to be set aside as a special area, 
as Japan now demands, China would not have begun the armed resistance on July 
7, 1937. If, too, China were prompted by fear to allow Japan to station forces 
in North China, the Nationalist troops would not have fought their way to Peiping 
when the Revolutionary troops were stopped by Kanaka in Tsinan in 1928. For 
the same reason," the Generalissimo emphasized, "China would have allowed Japan 
to take North China and Inner Mongolia. For her to make such demands at the 
present time betrayed a poor understanding of modern China."

The Generalissimo stigmatized Konoye’s terms as "many times more comprehen
sive and viciously severe than Hirota’s much advertized ’three principles.’ 
Since even before the war," asked the Generalissimo, "China could not accept 
Hirota’s ’three principles,’ how could the enemy entertain the unwarranted hope 
that China is going to accept the Konoye demands which were aimed at her national 
subjugation?"

"In so far as plans and imagined means for subjugating China are concerned, 
the Japanese militarists have them all. What is still lacking, however, is a 
China which can be deceived or threatened into surrender. The situation being 
as it is, if we hope to live under a tiger’s chin, and to secure independence 
and equality for our nation through peace and compromise, we shall not be 
different from a lunatic talking in his dream." Thus the Generalissimo, and he 
asked, "how could a nation of 60,000,000 people destroy a large country which 
has thousands of years of history and a population of 450,000,000 people?"

"The aims of this war, in so far as China is concerned," he added, "are 
to complete the task of national revolution and to secure for China independence, 
liberty, and equality, and internationally to uphold right and justice, to 
restore the sanctity of treaties, and to rebuild peace and order. This is war 
between might and right, it is a war between a law observer and a law breaker. 
It is a war between justice and brute force. A Chinese proverb says, ’The 
virtuous one is never alone; instead he always has neighbors.* Right and 
justice must emerge victorious. We must hold fast to our stand, fix our eyes on 
our goal, and be firmly determined. The greater the difficulties are, the 
stronger we resist. The entire nation carries on the struggle. The final 
victory must be ours. I hope our comrades, and the armies, and the people of 
the nation as a whole will redouble their efforts to attain our goal."

That is China’s answer to Prince Konoye*s proposition for a "new order in 
East Asia" at the expense of China.

In referring, during this speech, to Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s departure and 
alleged peace talk, the Generalissimo said that he was confident "that none of 
our people, knowing the major issues at stake, and familiar with the situation 
itself, still cherish the idea of a compromise for peace with Japan. Mr. Wang, 
fully aware of the Japanese militarists’ designs to conquer China, will naturally 
feel all the more antagonistic to the Japanese militarists," and he added that 
he felt sure Mr. Wang would display "the spirit of common effort in the country’s
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service by seeing the war through and sharing the responsibility of surmounting 
the national crisis."

This statement by the Generalissimo not only knocks talk of peace on the 
head, but, also, settles the question of Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s authority to talk 
peace on behalf of China.

Japanese Intrigue

The Japanese are working hard upon Mr. Wang, and maybe they will try to 
persuade him to wear the mantle of a puppet and head their "new government." 
I think, however, that Wang has not the courage to do that, even if he possesses 
the desire.

The Japanese have, however, previously made several efforts to involve 
Wang Ching-wei in peace talks. When the direct German efforts on behalf of 
Japan failed about Christmas Day, 1937, the Japanese eventually got the Italians 
to sound Wang. At first he was approcahed by the Italian Ambassador, and, 
later, by the Italian Charge d’Affaires, who suggested that if the Generalissimo 
would retire and Wang would write a letter to the Foreign Minister in Tokyo 
saying that when the war concluded, China would have no resentment against Japan 
and that there would be no more anti-Japanese feeling or agitation, the Japanese 
would be content to withdraw their troops upon terms easy for China.

At that time Wang was wise enough to ask why the Italian Charge approached 
him. The reply was that they could not very well ask the Generalissimo to 
write such a letter.

Wang, to his credit, be it said, informed the Generalissimo of this over
ture. He also informed him of a second effort, when the Italian Charge did 
not suggest the retirement of the Generalissimo and suggested that the Japanese 
would be content with a letter from Wang Ching-wei.

However, I heard later, from a foreign diplomat, that Wang Ching-wei did 
set down in writing some peace suggestions to the Italian Ambassador. Whether 
or not the Ambassador passed them on to Japan, I do not know. If he did, the 
Japanese apparently did not then make anything public, or try to act upon them, 
obviously knowing that Wang’s weight did not count for much in the scale against 
the weight of resistance under way to save China’s national honour.

That the Japanese entertained hopes that sonner or later they would be able 
to catch and use Wang is clear from what has just happened. They probably 
believe they can compromise him so much that he might be ready to succumb to 
their allures and allow himself to head a peace movement to break down national 
unity, if not to be set up as the head of the new puppet regime. Again, I say, 
I cannot believe that Wang, no matter what his mood may be, possesses sufficient 
courage to accept any Japanese proposal that will involve the collapse of China’s 
solidarity even if he has the will to do so. I am reluctant to believe that
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he would be content to be a party to anything likely to affect China adversely 
no matter how much he might feel the urge to try to climb over the Generalissimo 
into a dominant political position.

Daventry broadcasted on the night of December 30 that Wang Ching-wei was 
reported by Hongkong to have sent a message to the Generalissimo urging the 
prompt exchange of peace terms with Japan. Wang is said to have claimed that 
three points had been put forward by Konoye, namely, peace to be conditional 
upon the withdrawal of Japanese troops from China; economic co-operation in 
North China with Japan, and the signing by China of the Anti-Comintern pact not 
to affect relations between China and the Soviet. I heard the broadcast 
(midnight from London) which came through here at 7.40 on the morning of 
December 31, and at once sent a note upstairs to Madame Chiang to ask the 
Generalissimo if he had received such a telegram. Promptly Madame Chiang wrote 
back: "Generalissimo has received no such telegram from Wang. You can have 
Reuter or some other source deny this." So thatTs that.

The origin of the broadcast news item we discovered later in the day. It 
came in a Reuter wire from Hongkong. It appears that on December 30, at 
Hongkong, the "followers of Mr. Wang Ching-wei" released "a lengthy and involved 
message addressed to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the members of the 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang" advising them "promptly to ex
change peace views with Japan upon the basis of the three points which Prince 
Konoye set out in his December 22 declaration - (1) resumption of diplomatic 
relations between China and’Manchukuo,’ (2) the conclusion of a Sino-Japanese 
Anti-Comintern pact, and (3) effective Sino-Japanese co-operation in the 
economic sphere on the basis of equal rights."

In his analysis of Prince Konoye’s statement, Mr. Wang overlooks Konoye’s 
renewed assertion "that the Japanese Government has not altered its determina
tion to continue military operations in China until the anti-Japanese Kuomintang 
government is completely exterminated," and a specific statement that "Japan, 
however, desires to bring about a new order in East Asia through co-operation 
with those far-sighted Chinese who are pursuing the same aims as the Japanese." 
To wit, the puppets.

Wang seems ready to swallow the recognition of "Manchukuo" and interprets 
Konoye’s remarks as a readiness on the part of Japan to deal with the very 
government that he avows the Japanese will continue to crush - namely, the 
Kuomintang and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.

By some strange process of reasoning Wang comes to the conclusion that 
Konoye is saying one thing and meaning another, for while Konoye specifically 
stated that "for the entire duration of the pact Japanese troops were to remain 
at certain points in China, and that Inner Mongolia should be regarded as a 
special anti-Communist zone," Wang, in his statement assumes that the Japanese 
would consent to "the withdrawal from China of the Japanese army in totality," 
restricting the stationing of Japanese troops to special areas in the vicinity 
of Inner Mongolia."
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Wang also believes, or pretends to believe, that the Japanese would, 
"in exchange for freedom for the Japanese to live and pursue their business in 
China, surrender concessions and consent to the abolition of extraterritori
ality*" Konoye did not say anything of the kind as part of his declaration, 
so far as we here have seen. The reference to the "abolition of foreign 
concessions" was made by the puppet regime of Nanking, as I have mentioned above.

Wang further makes out that he is naive enough to believe that if China 
signed an Anti-Comintern pact with Japan the latter would not, in any way, 
interfere with Chinese military or political affairs. Nor, Wang says, would 
the signing of such a pact "affect our relations with Soviet Russia." And, 
he adds, "since the Chinese Communist party has already pledge itself to 
support the Three People’s Principles, it should abandon its party organization 
and propaganda work, abolish its frontier government and special military 
system, and be absolutely subject to the legal institutions of the Republic of 
China." He should have added: and quietly subject itself to the domination 
of Japan, or be driven into Inner Mongolia by Japanese troops.

Wang thinks that Konoye’s third point could be accepted in principle.

Wang does not say one word about the inhumanities of the Japanese and their 
desolation of vast areas of China, but is apparently willing to forget the 
fiendish slaughter, the rape, the rapine, and the ruin, inflicted by the Japan
ese, and embrace them on the basis that "we should co-operate with all interest
ed in the common cause of promoting international friendship and mutual interests."

So, Wang goes on record as a believer that Japan is interested in the 
"common cause of promoting international friendship and mutual interests," 
after she has been asserting herself for the past 18 months to destroy his 
people and his country, and strives to oust Democratic interests from Asia.

Italy and Germany

Wang Ching-wei’s interpretation of Konoye*s declaration is markedly at 
variance with that of the Generalissimo, as outlined above. But Wang is a 
politician, and he is being used by politicians - the Italians and the Germans, 
who have been trying to get Japan out of China for a long time now.

Both Germany and Italy sorely need Japan’s army and navy for the consumma
tion of their expansion plans in Europe, which are sure to crash into Russian 
interests before they go far.

Japan alone could not extricate herself from China, so the Italians and 
the Germans are trying to use Wang Ching-wei as the instrument to pry her loose 
with the maintenance of some "face" and gains. They tried before for peace, 
but the Generalissimo would have none of it while Japanese troops were ravag
ing the land.
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The Italians in particular have been exercising their influence for some
time upon Wang Ching-wei. One of their High Priests in Hongkong declared some
time ago that there would be peace by Christmas, or a damaging split in the 
Chinese Government scheme of things, and gave out recently that Wang would be 
in Hongkong very soon# I mentioned above that as a result of the Italian 
Embassy’s efforts Wang became involved in the peace intrigues and wrote a 
statement of his ideas of terms to the Italian Ambassador. They are using 
Wang against the Generalissimo, that is certain. Of course, Japan may step 
down from the platform embodied in Konoye’s declaration regarding the "new order 
in East Asia," but if the "new order" is established it will hit the democracies 
and favor the dictators.

I wonder if the democracies will understand what is happening now and 
hasten ostentatious assistance to China to enable her to keep on fighting, at 
the same time placing embargoes of some kind upon Japan 2

So much for the peace talk and the question of whether or not China intends 
to continue with her resistance.

A Narrow Escape

I will write a few words about the past few months. When fever overtook 
me in July and it looked as if the Hankow summer was going to put me in a 
hospital, as the fever did for six months a couple of years ago, I left by 
airplane for the higher and cooler altitude of Yunnan. I was too ill to do 
any writing, and I separated myself effectively from any mail. Two months 
elapsed without any improvement, and doctors sent me down to sea level. I 
went to Indo-China to revisit scenes with which I became familiar in 190b 
(Russo-Japanese war) when I was at Camranh Bay with Rozdesvensky’s fleet, later 
destroyed by the Japanese fleet at the battle of Tsushima. Incidentally, 
Camranh Bay is now being converted into France’s Far Eastern Naval Base, in 
emulation of Singapore. There the main cause of my trouble was discovered, was 
treated, and quickly I began to re-cover.

Just about that time the Japanese made their first and only bombing raid 
upon Kunming, the capital of Yunnan. I got back there as quickly as I could. 
What for, I do not know.

That was about the most distant raid that the Japanese had so far attempted. 
It was not successful for them since they lost at least three big bombers in 
the vicinity of Kunming, and it was stated that at least one other had crashed 
on the mountains some distance away. That is what the leader of a mule caravan 
reported sometime later on his arrival at Kunming.

Whether or not the newspapers abroad now refrain from publishing accounts 
of the bombing of undefended towns, I do not know, but I seem to have an idea that 
not much is now said about these inhuman attacks upon non-combatant life and 
property. Raiding by the Japanese has never been modified, and, since they
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have been ab±e to use the airfields at Nanking and Wuhu, it has been going 
on more intensely than ever» But the bombers now range in regions far 
removed from observant foreigners, and where correspondents are not. I was 
able, later on, to have more than enough first-hand sight of the extent of the 
damage done to undefended towns by these Japanese bombers.

I flew from Hanoi on October 20 to Kunming, and from there for Hankow on 
October 22, planning to arrive about sunset, when Japanese raiders have 
generally gone back to their base. On this day, however, they must have been 
waiting for my plane to arrive, because when we were over Changteh we received 
a radio that several Japanese pursuits were in the air above Hankow. They were 
still there near sunset while we were delaying progress by cruising in wide 
circles southwest of the Wuhan cities. When sunset came we decided to go up
river and spend the night there. Before daylight on October 23 I was on the 
field to take off, but we did not leave till the break of dawn. That brought 
us to Hankow about 6.45 a.m., where the field appeared to be covered with blue 
fog. It rather intrigued me, since I had never before seen "blue fog", es
pecially a type clinging so tenaciously to the ground. I casually observed 
that there were no people, no airplanes, and no motor cars on or near the field. 
We went down, and were feeling conspicuously lonely in the morning calm, when 
one of the field staff was seen to be coming toward us as fast as he could make 
a bicycle travel. He was frantically signalling something with his arms. Before 
he arrived, however, we smelt the "fog" and detected it to be smoke from ex
ploded bombs. The bicycle rider was yelling at us to clear out as a raid was 
still on. By this time I could see smoke coming from freshly made bomb holes. 
I got my baggage out of the plane, and the machine took off at once for Chung
king. A short while after I had left the field Japanese bombers reappeared 
and dropped further explosives on the place, doing no material damage.

I was later informed that seven Japanese planes had gone up-river after 
the first raid. To this day I cannot understand how they missed me, unless 
the mists hanging over the Yangtze shielded me. Had the Japanese encountered 
me that would surely have been the end, for they have a habit of shooting down 
any plane, armed or not, and for me to have been even forced down would have 
meant disaster since the whole country between Hankow and Ichang was under 
water with the usual floods.

Hankow and Canton

When I got into Hankow I found it completely changed. The evacuation of 
thousands of people, the crowding of thousands more into the ex foreign con
cessions, and the daily raids by Japanese bombers, made the erstwhile clean 
Bund look like a back alley of a poverty-stricken town. Refugees were camped 
there, men, women and children, their belongings scattered higgledy-piggledy 
everywhere. The Japanese forces were within gun-sound. Admiral Holt showed 
me, from his balcony, where Japanese planes were bombing Tiger Hill, down
river. He estimated that the Japanese troops could get into Hankow next day
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since the Generalissimo had decided not to risk the destruction of the city 
by defending it-

The capitulation of Canton, which took place unexpectedly some days 
before, completely changed things. It compelled the Generalissimo to revise 
his plans, and he decided to close the book so far as Hankow was concerned 
and withdraw the troops to new lines. This saved Hankow from destruction by 
Japanese artillery and bombers, but it was a sad dislocation of the Chinese 
strategy. Had Canton held out the story today would certainly have been 
different, and, perhaps, we would still be in Hankow.

The tragedy of Canton was enacted before I got back to Hankow. Apparent
ly General Yu Han-mou did not have the energy to fight, or did not want to 
fight. There were those who declared that he had bolted, or had been bought. 
He had not bolted, and, to speed matters up, the Generalissimo took the blame 
for the collapse upon his own shoulders. But, later on, when we were in 
Kwangtung, he relieved Yu Han-mou of his position, but not of his responsi
bility, and, also, removed Wu Te-chen from the governorship. Pai Chung-hsi 
was put in command, with Chang Fa-kwei, the Commander of the old "Ironsides", 
as in charge on the field. Yu Han-mou has a small command under Chang Fa-kwei. 
He has to try and redeem himself.

Canton’s collapse meant withdrawal from Hankow, and, late on the night of 
October 24, we flew out, "we" being the Generalissimo and Madame Chiang and 
myself. At two o’clock the next morning we landed in Hunan province, and then 
began a tour of all the fronts which lasted until December 8, when we got to 
Chungking.

Air Raids Cause Widespread Havoc

In Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, Kwangtung, and Kwangsi provinces we were con
stantly encountering bombing raids. We saw human agony everywhere, and wherever 
we went we were- confronted with a poignant panorama of gaunt monuments to Mars 
in the form of towns and villages which had been completely blown up or burned 
by the raiders. Most of these towns had nothing to do with the war, contained 
no military objectives, and had nothing at all with which to defend themselves. 
But the quarry of the Japanese is people, whether the world wants to believe 
that or not, and throughout this vast region there are millions of people.

The Japanese report their various bombing expeditions, always adding that 
they have wiped out "military establishments". Recently they announced that 
they had dropped "tons of bombs on military establishments, destroying the 
towns so badly that they will not be able to recover". The broadcaster’s own 
words. Similarly they talk with regard to the constant bombing of the habita
tions of the Chinese farmers and merchants in regions far removed from the 
fighting lines, but there are no ’fmilitary establishments" to bomb in them. 
So the bombs drop on the busiest sections of the towns, and what ruination the
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explosions of the bombs begin the supervening fires complete.

At Kweilin, when we were there early in December, the main streets were 
already marked with skeletons of shops and houses, but still another batch of 
raiders came, and dropped bombs which destroyed some 300 shops and houses in 
one of the few remaining whole sections of the commercial part of the city. 
There was a veritable holocaust. The mounting flames seemed voracious enough 
to destroy completely the remaining parts of the city. They were fortunately 
stopped, but since then the Japanese have been back twice, and, according to 
their accounts, did further great damage to the "military establishments," 
which is the terminology understood in Japan, and realized in China, to indi
cate the homes of the population. What is left of Kweilin now I do not know. 
Not much, if I can judge by what I last saw of that provincial capital and the 
ruins of other cities we passed through that the Japanese had previously done 
to desolation.

Kweilin was bombed some days after we left, and again on December 29. 
This raid seemed to be designed by the Japanese to put the quietus to Kweilin's 
life. Over 100 incendiary bombs constituted Japan’s New Year gift which was 
reported to have been dropped upon the city’s busiest remaining streets. The 
bombs started terrific conflagrations which razed to the ground 1,800 houses, 
and rendered homeless over 10,000 people.

That was the fifth raid upon Kweilin. In all, 2,500 houses have been so 
far destroyed. The bulk of the population must now be homeless. But Kweilin 
is fortunate in that it is built on the banks of a river threading through a 
unique limestone mountain formation. Grotesque individual hills' of all manner 
of shapes which rise abruptly from the earth exist inside and outside of the 
city walls. They all have caves - small ones and large ones. I went with the 
Generalissimo and Madame Chiang through one which could hold up to 2,000 people. 
The authorities had stagings built at various places along the walls of the 
city to enable the populace to get to the caves when an air raid alarm sounded. 
As many of the people who could do so took advantage of these quick exits. 
Many of the caves have been provided with doors and windows, and families now 
permanently live there - a spelean society. Those caves will prove a Godsend 
to the homeless people now. But what of the thousands of cities that have been 
destroyed whose populations have no naturally provided troglodytical facilities? 
1 answer that question later.

In Kwangtung province there were many such ruined towns and cities and 
villages, and there will be many more of them because the world does not seem 
to care to exert itself to stop the massacres and the ruin. Widespread des
truction and death and poignant human suffering are being precipitated from the 
skies upon every place that looks prosperous or capable of holding many people. 
This is all in accordance, of course, with the declaration of the intentions 
of the Japanese to "beat China to her knees and break her spirit of resistance."

Refugees on Trek
What becomes of the people of all the bombed areas ? Thousands of them
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are blown to fragments, of course, and those who die, to tell the truth, are 
fortunate in the sudden death that overtakes them, for there are continual 
thousands being maimed and who live with their terrible wounds, while millions 
more are made destitute and have to move from the ruins of their homes, their 
shops, their little factories, or their big ones, and from their homesteads. 
They take what they can on their backs, or on barrows, or any wheeled vehicles 
that they can use, their surviving babies being carried in baskets or piled on 
top of salvaged household chattels. People in flight fill the highways, and 
they crown the mountain trails, climbing like ants westward and further westward, 
hoping to achieve immunity from raiders and find safety from the tortures of 
war.

In these western mountains, and they are real mountains, there is some 
relief at this time of the year owing to the low cloud formations which con
stantly blanket the earth. So thick is the cloud layer that not even a 16,00u 
foot peak sticks through. Many times we have climbed through and travelled 
for hours over 18,000 feet of cloud, and that is too thick for bombers. There 
is an old saying in Szechwan that if the sun shines during the months of winter 
the dogs bark at it in fright. The Szechwanese, and there are some 80,000,000 
of them, pray to their gods that the dogs will have no temptation to bark while 
this war is on.

The Japanese have lost many planes in these wild cloud-covered mountains. 
So have the Chinese. Madame Chiang Kai-shek has just suffered a serious loss 
herself. The big Boeing plane which was presented to her, which was shipped 
from America to Australia, which the Australian Government refused permission 
to erect there, owing to some strange fear of Japan, and which was shipped to 
Hongkong after months of delay on Cockatoo Island, or some such place, in 
Sydney Harbor, has just crashed and been destroyed. Its pilot (an American 
named Johnston), a Russian mechanic named Tarantin - who was refused a visa by 
the Australian Government when it was desired to send him to Sydney to assist 
in erecting the plane - a Chinese wireless operator, and a Chinese mechanic 
were all killed. That plane was being flown to Yunnan. The last radio said 
that darkness was coming on, the cloud mass was impenetrable, the radio was not 
working, and the pilot was going to fly blind to try to edge down to earth. 
No news of the plane came for days. Then on December 30 the charred remains 
were found in the southern part of Yunnan province. The plane had crashed on 
a hillside and had burned. A tragic business, but all of us who fly in this 
region risk our lives every time we go up.

Into these cloudy western provinces of Kweichow, Szechwan, Yunnan, and 
Kansu, refugees are flocking by the thousands. Other elect to stay in the 
mountainous places of Shensi, Kiangsi, Hunan, Hupeh, Kwangsi, and Kwangtung 
provinces. Those who come to Kwangsi, Kweichow, Szechwan, and Yunnan, are, as 
a result of. their migration, filling up empty spaces, and are constituting the 
foundation of what will certainly be a new China.

Highways and Railways
Hitherto all these provinces have been remote, inaccessible, except for
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difficult trails over high ranges - which make all the region an ocean of 
mountains - or by way of the Yangtze river. The latter directly serves 
Szechwan river ports, but until recently, travellers wishing to go further rode 
in chairs or walked, and all cargo that could not be transferred to junks 
traversing smaller streams, was transported, sometime thousands of miles, on 
the backs of coolies, or mules, or diminutive ponies. 1 have seen strings of 
these little animals faithfully following their gaudily bedecked leaders, carry
ing salt from Szechwan, hundreds of miles from where they took on their loads. 
Coolies carry cargo right to Lhassa over the giant ranges whose crests are 
permanently hidden from sight by perpetual snow.

Now these western provinces are all connected by motor highways, and, as 
I have mentioned before, there is a new way out and in through Burma. In 
times of peace one can drive a car not only into all of the provinces of China, 
but through Indo-China, Siam, and Malaya to Singapore; to Rangoon, and through 
Kansu province and Sinkiang to any city in Europe and the British Isles, pro
vided, of course, there are no political obstructions in the territory of the 
Soviet.

Railways, too, are gradually extending westward. Kweilin is now connected 
by an operating railway with the main line from Canton to Hankow, at Hengyang. 
This new line is laid with rails which were pulled up from the bed of the 
railway connecting Kiukiang, on the Yangtze, with Nanchang, to prevent them 
falling into the hands of the Japanese. From Hengyang another railway has 
been started toward Kweiyang in Kweichow province. The concrete piers for a 
bridge have already been erected in the river at Hengyang. Another railway 
is being built from the border of Indo-China at Langson to Nanning, in Kwangsi 
province. Whether it will materialize depends upon the ability of the Japanese 
to penetrate the region from the seaboard at Pakhoi. They w^nt to cut these 
connections, and no doubt their probable landing at Pakhoi is designed to stop 
work on the line and cut the road, as well as to block the French line in 
Yunnan. The bed of the Langson-Nanning line is already laid, I am told. If 
a railway can, by some means, be pushed in from Burma (as it should be if the 
British shopkeeper has the stuff in him that made him famous) the whole of the 
western provinces will be opened up.

The highways are, however, going to be a tremendously important factor in 
opening up the natural resources of the provinces, especially the new road from 
Burma to Kunming (Yunnan) and the new link from the latter place to the Yangtze 
at Luchow. This will cut out the heavy grades on the existing route from 
Chingking to Kweiyang. With these means of transport available the measures 
that are under way to settle the refugees and employ them on the development 
of the natural resources will ensure a success that but a few years ago could 
neither, have been expected nor achieved.

Untapped Resources

There are magnificent mineral and agricultural resources to be developed.
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Yunnan has, as is well known, one of the world’s largest tin deposits. It is 
rich in copper, iron and coal. In Szechwan, gold is in great abundance. The
upper Yangtze has been known for centuries as the "River of Golden Sand." The
great beds of detritus, brought down by the summer floods, are worked for gold 
as far down as the west of the Wind Box Gorge. Out in the great mountains 
forming part of the Himalayas which leap up from the foothills all along the 
western boundaries of Yunnan, Szechwan and Kansu, there are gold deposits which 
some day are destined to astonish the world. The lodes have never been touched. 
The placer deposits are always being worked with primitive appliances by the 
Chinese, and gold dust is a commodity sold and bought in the mountain townships. 
In the Muli Kingdom (altitude between 11,000 and 15,000 feet) west of NingyuanfU, 
in south western Szechwan, gold is so plentiful that it can be washed in any 
stream. The Muli King pays all his "tips" in packets of gold dust. It is 
estimated that in the upper Yangtze there are 800 miles of placer deposits to 
be dredged, and elsewhere inestimable deposits. But there are many other 
minerals virgin in their remoteness. The western part of Kansu is also rich 
in gold, as is Sinkiang (Chinese Turkestan).

Yunnan is said to be able to grow mulberry leaves better than any of the 
well-known silk producing provinces near the coast, or in the world, for that 
matter, the experts say. The cocoons are said to be twice the size of the 
down-river variety. Szechwan is already a great silk producer. These pros
pects are being studied now, and already the Women’s Organization, under Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek, has teachers out in the districts showing how silk production 
can be improved, and instructing the villagers to make the improvements.

The tung tree, from the nuts of which the famous wood-oil is crushed, 
flourishes abundantly everywhere out in the west. That region is the original 
home of the tree. Plantations are being improved and extended, and, with time, 
will be installed improved equipment for extracting the oil and enhancing its 
value.

Szechwan is famous for its lush agricultural production. It harvests four 
crops every year. Drought is almost unknown. Between Szechwan and Yunnan, 
in the west, are the vast potentialities of Sikong.

Sikong is a new province which is, in all respects, reminiscent of Canada. 
Its first provincial government was inaugurated only today (January 1, 1939) 
after three years of preparation. It has the highest capital city of any 
province in China - Kanting, formerly known as ^Tatsienlu, with an elevation of 
12,400 feet. General Liu Wen-hao is the Governor. The province has an area 
of 182,510 square miles. It embraces the old Marches of Tibet, and was recently 
known as Chwanpien. It is bordered by Szechwan on the east, by Tibet on the 
west, by British Burma on the south, and by Kansu and Chinghai (Kokonor) on the 
north.

Sikong is generally high, and is particularly difficult in the west and 
north where are great barriers of perpetually snow-clad mountains. It is, 
however, possessed of immense rolling grass lands similar to the great wheat
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and grazing regions of Canada. Cattle and wheat raising are destined, in time, 
to be developed on a large scale, but any great riches will come from its 
deposits of gold and various other minerals, which are said to be present in 
abundance. Timber is also plentiful. A railway from Burma through Yunnan 
running into or near to this region will make it, as a Chinese publication puts it, 
"a self-sustained reservoir of food and man-power for continued armed resist
ance.” But such a railway will have to penetrate.mountains like the Rockies. 
Now the direct approach is by motor road from Riating or Chengtu (in Szechwan) 
through Yachow, to the foothills near Ranting. Over a year ago work was start
ed on a motor road through the mountains to Ranting. Trade has, however, been 
going on for centuries, goods being carried on the backs of men and yaks® As 
for rivers, the province is highly honored, for it is the source of three great 
streams, which tear through its gorges and run a couple of thousand miles or 
more to the sea - the Yangtze (which cuts China in half), the Salween, and the 
Mekong, which both carve their way south-eastwards to the sea through Yunnan 
and Indo-China.

There is scope for almost startling production of all manner of requisites 
in all these western provinces of China. Indeed, economic sufficiency can be 
achieved provided that capital can be secured. As it is, work is already 
being begun to meet war needs and emergencies with the simple means available 
to the refugees who are streaming into the region, and to the inhabitants who 
have, till the past year or two, been almost isolated and content to work the 
soil for sustenance.

The refugees, who are finding their way into this great reservoir of 
human effort and future national greatness, have among them many artisans and 
craftsmen. Some have brought tools with them, and those who could not will 
benefit by the GovernmentYs great efforts to transport machinery and workshop 
equipment from the areas in the east threatened to be overwhelmed with des
truction. How this has been done is a story both dramatic and romantic. It 
is a common sight to see on the highways streams of vehicles, from donkey carts 
to trucks, piled with machinery, steadily and laboriously trekking westward 
through the mountains, with thousands of men, women and children, mostly heavily 
laden, patiently trudging after them.

The pictures of the pioneer days of the old west of the United States are 
being re-acted here every day, though the covered wagons are now mostly trucks, 
of limping rickety mule and donkey carts, hand-trucks and barrows, or the none 
too sturdy backs of men and women themselves. Up the waters of the Yangtze 
river, steamers, and every type of junk, carried full cargoes of machinery from 
far down-river. From Hankow was taken the bulk of machinery that was portable, 
and Madame Chiang Kai-shek saw to it that 30,000 women and girl mill workers 
alone, to say nothing of thousands upon thousands of others, were transported 
to the west to save them from the fury, the bestiality, and the brutality of 
Japanese troops.

Stupendous Migration
Fear of assault and murder by Japanese frightened most of the non-combatants
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out of all the invaded areas» This stupendous migration of millions is the 
most startling and significant commentary upon the declarations with which the 
Japanese flood the world that they are warring and laying waste in China in 
order to save the common man - the Chinese people. But the lust and blood 
with which the Japanese stained Nanking and other cities of the littéral pro
vinces was observed and noted by foreign witnesses who proclaimed the horror to 
the world. Everywhere else that the Japanese make their way similar vicious 
crime is committed, but most of it is not reported to the world because there 
are no foreign witnesses of it to make the exposures.

The remarkable and outstanding feature of this great migration is the 
fortitude of the sufferers in their adversity. They live or they die, as the 
case may be, but they do not complain. The philosophy which they exhibit in 
the midst of crushing calamity approaches the sublime. We have seen, during
the whole of the past 18 months, human suffering that is incredible. No one 
living in lands smiling with peace can possibly imagine the torture that is 
being borne by the helpless masses of China. In peaceful countries it is 
calamity to have one solitary house burn down and incinerate its occupants, 
but here in China in thousands of cities whole streets and blocks, of houses and 
shops, densely inhabited, are, in one instant, suddenly blown to the sky in 
dust and flame by crashing, ear-splitting bombs. And, most of the time, many 
of the families are blown to eternity with all they own, while hundreds of 
corpses are strewn in the vicinity. Those who survive the terrific tumult, 
the showering debris and broken flesh, and the fires that supervene, see in 
place of their homes great piles of shattered brick, plaster, tiles, and, if 
fire did not devour everything,splintered timber, shattered furniture, and 
desolated personal possessions. Worse than that is the sight of dead and 
wounded relatives, mutilated or burned to cinders, and the sound of the groans 
of others pinned beneath the wreckage.

Yet, it is amazing to see that after the first shuddering shock is over 
the survivors are agitated into activity to rescue the injured, recover what 
they can of their possessions, and, if it is possible, erect shacks on the ruins, 
or start business on the pavement, if any pavement or anything with which to do. 
business, is left.

It is this inherent faculty for enduring desperate suffering, this power 
of recuperation, that makes it impossible for Japan to subjugate or conquer 
China. Natural calamities, which have had a habit through the centuries of 
wiping out thousands, and hundreds of thousands, sometimes millions, of people 
in one fell swoop, have bred in the blood and the bone of the Chinese race 
those powers of survival that enable them quickly to subdue and overcome the 
effects of appalling catastrophies. These are the qualities which will enable 
them to triumph over the enormous and disastrous losses which the Japanese 
have deliberately inflicted upon them, and which will fortify survivors in 
their efforts to rebuild their nation upon a better and more enduring foundation.

New Life in the Far West
The beginnings of the rebuilding of China are proceeding as rapidly as is
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possible in the west, while the war is still being waged in the north, south, 
east, and center of the country. Even in those regions where the wrath of war 
has left indelible marks, and the enemy menaces survivors with terror, recon 
structional efforts are being made.

But in the west, around Kunming, in Yunnan, and Chungking and other places 
in Szechwan, new life is appearing. There is an amazing growth of factories - 
and other buildings which are for educational purposes. The march, or crawl, 
westwards of the machines has been accompanied by the intellectuals. Univer
sities and cultural institutions are now appearing in places in the west where 
:ittle of the kind existed a year ago.

Students, 400 of them, of the Nankai University of Tientsin (the first 
university to be deliberately destroyed by the Japanese) found their way to 
Changsha and walked all the way from there to Kunming - a forty-*day tramp through 
endless mountains. Students of a military school also walked there all the way 
from Nanking, while boy and girl students in crowds, from other schools and 
colleges in other parts, have all walked westward. Hundreds went northwest
ward to Yennan, in Shensi province, where they live in caves. But they are all 
going through fires that will burn out of them, it is hoped, the old time fool
ishness, and temper them for sterner duties in the upbuilding of their country, 
in forging in the west a new order to sustain their ancient nation and enhance 
its prestige and its power.

Japan has been responsible for a new outlook in China - and that outlook 
is westward. Other modern empires have been built up by movements in the same 
direction. "Westward the course of empire takes its way," was written of one 
empire. In her own west China is destined to find the means for her rejuvena 
tion, and time will tell the story.

Women1 s War Work

The resurgence of China is being fostered not only by the organizations 
controlled by men, but is becoming more and more a particular care of the women, 
who are being mobilized by Madame Chiang Kai shek, under the aegis of the New 
Life Movement, for service both in the "occupied” areas and behind the lines. 
Early in the war Madame Chiang Kai-shek realized that the terror of the Japanese, 
and ignorance of the measures which should be taken in the circumstances, might 
so demoralize those left in the regions from which the Chinese forces from time 
to time withdrew that it was vital to have stimulating encouragement and in
struction given to them.

The business of women helping in the winning of the war was taken up in 
earnest soon after the beginning of the invasion by the Japanese. Leading 
women were called Together by Madame Chiang at Nanking, and, later on, in other 
cities. She outlined practical programs of action for them to take up. This 
involved teaching girls and women how to work and contribute support to the 
defence of the country both in the rear and in the regions that fell under the 
influence of the enemy. Classes were inaugurated, girls and women were trained
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as instructors, and they, in time, set out, full of high spirit, to fulfill 
their tasks.

That spirit of resolute endeavour in the face of ëver-present danger is 
best illustrated by the last words of one (Of three girls who were killed in 
a bombing raid in which they became involved in Hunan the day after they were 
sent on their way to work among the villages along a section of the Canton- 
Hankow railway. One girl who had been shockingly mutilated by a bomb that 
crashed through the roof, exploded, and killed outright two of her comrades and 
wounded three others, regained consciousness only to say with her last breath: 
"I have been trained to work, I have come to work, but before I could even start 
I have to die.”

The survivors, instead of being paralysed with fright at the death and ruin 
about them, rescued their wounded comrades from the wreckage, found coffins for 
their dead ones, and took from themselves clothing to enshroud them. They then 
set to work to help others attend to the hundreds of people who had been wounded 
by the bombs, and collect from the debris the 200 who had been killed. Next 
night, when Madame Chiang visited the survivors, they were busy teaching and 
helping villagers to make bandages and warm clothing, working late into the 
night by the feeble light of vegetable oil lamps. Always all these women who 
are working before and behind the Chinese lines are running the risk of sudden 
death - or worse, if they are near or in the territory occupied by the Japanese.

The mobilization of women has been done under several headings for different 
types of endeavour, the most important being War Area Service, Rescue of Refugee 
Orphan Children, Promotion of Village Industries, and War Relief Work. Those 
trained for War Area Service are high school and college girls, who, in groups 
of ten and fifteen, work in the villages far behind the lines teaching the 
peasant women what to do if they become involved in the war, how to render first- 
aid, how to change the dressings of wounded soldiœs falling back from the lines, 
and how to help them on their way. Also they are taught the necessity of provi
ding constant supplies of hot tea and rice for soldiers going forward, and how 
to do the numerous things that have to be done to contribute to the easy progress 
of the army through the country.

The rescue of war orphans from near the front is one of the most important 
tasks. This is done by the War Refugee Association, of which Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek is the director as well as an indefatigable worker. So far, over 
14,000 children have been rescued from the war zones and transported back to the 
western provinces. Here they are put in Refugee Homes for Children, provided 
with proper supervision, and given vocational education and training to fit them 
to be useful citizens capable of assisting in national rehabilitation. Orphan 
ages in many parts of other provinces also house and train children collected 
from various war areas. Funds for this purpose come not only from the people 
of China but from every democratic country in the world. How necessary that 
help is might be gauged by the increasing intensity and widening of the areas of 
Japanese bombing raids. Each raid produces additional numbers of orphans and 
destitute.
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Village Industries Promoted

The promotion of village industries is designed to increase production so 
as to assist in war-time economy. The shutting off of foreign imports and the 
destruction of factories by the Japanese has caused a dearth of supplies which 
can be partly filled, for the time being, by the people themselves. But they 
have to be taught. With the aid of improved hand and foot operated machinery 
the women trained by the New Life Headquarters are now instructing country women 
and girls how, among other things, to weave cotton textiles and spin wool yarn. 
From the commonly grown ramie fibre (China grass) they are not only making cloth, 
but are producing absorbent cotton that is proving highly satisfactory for use 
in army hospitals.

With the old hand machine a woman could spin only eight ounces of yarn in 
a day, but with the new one developed and provided by the New Life Movement, a 
woman can produce 15 pounds in a day. More and more cotton is being grown, 
and new areas are under experimental cultivation. Large supplies of cotton 
come into Szechwan from Paochi in Shensi. Ramie fibre is produced in abundance 
throughout these provinces. Wool comes down from the north, and from Sikong.

The activities of these women seem likely to develop important changes in 
the China silk trade. They are transplanting the silk industry from the coastal 
provinces to Szechwan and Yunnan where they will soon be in a position to supply 
some of the demand for silk. As the women have secured the services of one of 
their sex who has specialized for years in silk production - one who spent 
several years in the silk industry in Japan, and has experience of production 
elsewhere ■ there is every reason to believe that there will be considerable 
improvement in China silk in course of time. Filatures with modern equipment 
are sure to be set up in these regions in the near future.

All these industrial activities in the villages have a double purpose: 
(1) the organization of the village workers into co-operatives to improve their 
earnings and their livelihood; and (2) the meeting of the demand for supplies 
at home and export abroad. The outlet overseas will be by the new road to 
Burma if freight costs are attractive.

It is understood, and it is borne in mind, that handicraft products can 
never compete with those that are machine-made, but for-the duration of the war < 
the women of China are organizing themselves to meet the requirements of the 
hour. When the time comes for peace and further industrial development they 
will be all the more ready to play an intelligent part in the modernization of 
the country, and in paying attention to the welfare and the economic standards 
of the workers.

One of Madame Chiang Kai-shek’s chief aims in organizing the women is to 
establish a condition guaranteeing t-o the working women better living conditions 
and better pay and treatment. The war has given her a chance that she could 
not miss to begin the institution of necessary reforms. One of her triumphs 
was to make the directors of a large cotton mill at Wuchang, opposite to Hankow,
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not only submit to having the machinery removed from their big mill but also pay 
$350,000 for the removal and care of the thousands of workers» For a year other 
Government organizations had failed to move this mill or the directors. The 
latter were making too much profit to be ready to close down and seemed willing 
to let the Japanese take the mill as a going concern when they should enter.
Madame Chiang shamed them by visiting the mill at 5 a.m. in the morning, as the 
night shift was coming off duty, and exposing the conditions under which the 
women worked.

Creation of Industrial Co-operatives

The discovery, soon after the war began, that the Japanese were conducting 
systematized and extensive marauding - shipping all valuables to Japan (especi
ally machinery and scrap-iron) and destroying everything that might be used by 
Chinese survivors at the end of the war to sustain their livelihood - caused 
the wholesale dismantling and removal, or burial, of small industrial plants. 
Yes, unhappy owners, in certain places, in their dilemma, having no means of 
transport, and not knowing what to do or where to go, buried their machinery, 
and did it without coffins or shrouds of any kind, earth being the winding-sheet. 
What was transported away will, in time, be re-erected in western or central 
•provinces.

A significant development for war-time purposes which is making marked 
progress and which is certain to have incalculable influence upon the future in
dustrialization of China, is the establishment of Chinese Industrial Co-opera
tives. The idea was born in Shanghai out of the confusion that marked the 
deliberate break-up by the Japanese of the numerous factories and workshops 
which had their being in that metropolis, and the consequent dissipation of the 
great army of artisans who formed the skilled workers in these destroyed indus
tries. A group of foreigners and Chinese developed the idea. Connected with 
this group was Mr. Rewi Alley, a New Zealander, who was employed by the Shanghai 
Council as its Inspector of Factories. He knew all of the factory owners, and 
was intimately connected with the leading artisans and had ideas of how to 
collect and use them. ^r® Alley and the scheme were taken under the wing of 
the Government, but I will jet him tell the story of the scheme, for he happened 
to arrive in Chungking yesterday, dropped in on me just as I had reached this 
part of this lengthy letter, and I forthwith compelled him to sit down and write 
a summary of the scheme and the first steps of its application.

What Mr Alley adds will make this letter longer, but I must first tell you 
how he came to be associated with the active implementation of the scheme by 
the Chinese Government. A copy of the proposition the group in Shanghai 
prepared was sent to the British Ambassador, Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, who, in 
turn, forwarded it to Madame Chiang Kai-shek. When Madame Chiang read it she 
saw that it followed a line of development once conceived for the Peoples 
Economic Reconstruction Movement, which was launched in 1936 in Kweichow, by the 
Generalissimo, but which later got held up for a variety of reasons.

Madame Chiang literally jumped at the scheme, placed it personally before
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Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the Executive Yuan and Minister of Finance, and 
strongly urged its adoption. When Dr. Kung read the scheme he also favored it. 
He has long been actively interested in the building up of small industries, 
and consequently needed no urging to sponsor the idea. The services of Mr.Alley 
were promptly sought through the British Ambassador - who was telegraphed to - 
and Mr» Alley was in Hankow a day or so afterwards. The Shanghai Municipal 
Council released him - but begrudgingly. Here is the story as it is told by 
Mr. Alley himself :

The idea. During the early months of the year 1938 a group of Chinese 
and foreign residents in Shanghai met together. They had watched the terrible 
havoc wrought amongst China’s industry, 70 per cent, of which was concentrated 
in their area. They met to discuss what could be done to reconstruct that 
which had been destroyed.

It was decided to forma Shanghai Promotion Committee for Indsutrial 
Co-operatives in China, it being realized that the only way industry could be 
made to operate all over the country would be in the form of small industrial 
co-operatives.

The Committee was headed by the gifted Shanghai banker, Hsu Shing-loh.
Mr. Hsu was later to meet his death at the hands of the Japanese who shot down 
the airplane in which he was travelling.

First stages. A plan was drawn up and was submitted to the Central 
Government. It was accepted, and so in the month of August the Chinese 
Industrial Go-operatives - fathered by Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the 
Executive‘Yuan, and with the kindly encouragement and interest of Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek - came into being.

A headquarters was set up in Hankow, and Liu Kwang-pei came to act as 
Général Secretary. Mr. Liu, an American returned student, came with experience 
as a banker, an administrator, an engineer, and a soldier. Rewi Alley, 
formerly Chief Factory Inspector in the Shanghai Municipal Council, was in
vited to assist.

Northwest headquarters. A headquarters was set up on the south Shensi- 
Kansu border to which Lu Kwang-mien, a returned student from Edinburgh, and 
formerly with the Hopei Co-operatives, went as organizer. Wu Chu-fei, of the 
Shanghai Power Company and of the Ford Motor Company’s works in the United 
States, went as engineer.

Machines were sent from Hankow and the Lunghai railway line, and within 
the next three months some 80 small industries were set up in the area. One 
village was lit by co-operative electric light. A co-operative printing works 
published the first newspaper in another little hsien (county) city. Alcohol, 
weaving, spinning, knitting, tanning, mining, and transport co-operatives were 
soon set up. Unemployed workers found relief in constructive work after their 
enforced idleness. Wheels that had been silent were made to turn again. Empty
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shelves in village stores were stocked once more. New hope entered into the 
lives of many as they gathered together, sometimes only in caves, in the loess 
hillsides to reconstruct their old lives by work.

The fall of Hankow, and the consequent dislocation of communications, 
made for various difficulties in these headquarters, but due to the fine 
spirit that prevailed these were surmounted, and work continued even in the 
face of financial difficulty.

It was found that in the areas worked there was ample raw material avail
able, wealth that had lain hidden in the past and only awaited the energy of 
man to exploit. Refugees from many provinces came. One group of a small 
Christian sect came in its entirety, and with energy proceeded to take ad
vantage of the technical and organizational advice provided by the Chinese 
Industrial Co-operatives, and to use the capital lent with great advantage.

Arrangements have been made here to set up a school for training in
dustrial co-operative workers in what they are expected to do. Other arrange
ments are being made to take over a testing laboratory for a fixed period to 
assist the co-operatives with the best scientific information available.

Depots were set up in the country as well as one in the city of Sian. 
Efforts are being made to make for improvement in production - newer methods, 
better organization.

New depots are being planned in Kansu and Shensi provinces from which it 
is hoped that a network of small industry will radiate in 1939.

South viest headquarters. Shortly before the fall of Hankow, Lem Foh-yu 
came from the Shanghai Power Company to head the Technical Section of the 
Chinese Industrial Co-operatives. Mr. Lem had had long experience in the 
United States as a mechanical engineer, and is highly qualified in every way 
for this position. He also took over the responsibility for organizing these 
headquarters in west Hunan, and soon had gathered around him a band of co
operators and technicians who proceeded to make a survey of the industrial 
possibilities and to organize workers into production units for the manufacture 
of consumer goods needed locally.

The visitor to one little city would perhaps have been surprised to find 
that several of the small industries in the locality carried the red triangular 
"Co-operative Work" sign, and that workers he met on the street would be proudly 
wearing the same badge in miniature on their coats.

Outside a pen-maker's establishment he would find a little crowd looking 
with interest at a poster showing an intellectual wielding a great pen in his 
hands sweeping the Japanese off the map of China. Then at a leather goods 
maker's shop he would see more people staring at another poster depicting a 
Chinese soldier wearing a great leather boot, stamping out Japanese 
Imperialism.
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Shoe making for the army was found to be needed here. Dry-cell making, 
leather tanning, towel weaving, hosiery knitting, and printing co-operatives 
were all successful. Work on medical supplies for hospital use was commenced.

The events at Changsha greatly affected the initial work at these head
quarters, but in spite of the temporary paralyzing of communications, work 
went on as usual. Some of the societies found difficulties in distribution, 
so society members simply went out into villages and sold their products them
selves, finding that their ultimate profit was greater than they usually had 
been getting.

At the present time industries are being moved from threatened areas to 
safer ones, and plans are being made to place depots in provinces near by.

Experiments are being made in these headquarters to improve the multiple 
manual spinning machines, and when successful to manufacture these.

A new winder to wind from hanks to warperfs bobbins has been introduced, 
and a 50 per cent, time saving has been effected. A warping machine has been 
introduced to> take the place of the old frame, and about 60 per cent, time saving 
has thus been effected.

Other efforts are being made to speed up production so that rural industry 
will be able to stand solidly on its feet under any circumstances.

Plans for the immediate investment of some $300,000 in sma11 industry 
have been made here which should do much to alleviate the distress caused by 
war, and to maintain the morale of the people.

This headquarters hopes shortly to extend its work into the Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces.

Southeast headquarters. Following the establishment of the southwest 
headquarters a communication was received from the Shanghai-Hongkong committee 
offering $200,000 capital for use in these headquarters. The offer was 
accepted and a representative was sent to Hongkong to arrange for this and to 
establish a headquarters in the southeast. This was done before the fall of 
Canton city, but work was delayed due to the original staff having contracted 
dengue fever, epidemic at the time in the chosen locality. After a number of 
other obstacles had been surmounted, work was started and representatives sent 
to excavate machines which had been buried in threatened areas, buy them, and 
transport them to safer quarters to be used in a first machine and founding 
co operative with which it is hoped smaller machines can be constructed for use 
in other centers.

It was found that there was no shortage of raw materials. Technical 
workers and equipment in this area are difficult to obtain in the first instance. 
Plans have been made to remedy this deficiency. There are all kinds of 
mineral products available, and a good market for produced goods. A tannery
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and leather goods co-operative was the first to be organized here. Others in 
the process of organization at the moment include a $30,000 machine shop, 
spinning and weaving for refugees, a printing and a cigarette making co-oper
ative for crippled soldiers, sugar refining, boat building, and a food preserves 
co-operative.

There are possibilities for small mining ventures, for there are many old 
mines in this area - copper, silver, lead, gold etc., which were once worked 
and which could again be opened and worked by simple processes which would 
provide sustenance for the workers and some raw material.

Then, too, there are excellent opportunities for small cement, glass, 
pottery, and chemical co-operatives here. Facilities for old-time river 
transportation in this area are especially good. There are good chances for 
paper and alcohol co-operatives. Promotion work, essential before organizing 
is done, is being ably assisted by the Rural Welfare Service, headed by Mr. 
Chang Fu-liang, well known for his work in the Kiangsi countryside.

These headquarters hope to be able to assist branches in Anhwei, Chekiang, 
Kiangsi, Fukien, and Kwangtung.

Already work has been financed behind the enemy lines, and it is hoped 
that such work will be extended so that communities in those areas will be made 
self-supporting and not be forced-to buy enemy goods.

Central headquarters. General headquarters was moved from Hankow in 
October. It first went to Wanhsien, but on the arrival of K.P. Liu in 
Chungking, was moved to that city. This headquarters will act as National 
Headquarters, and, at the same time, as headquarters for the Hupeh-Szechwan- 
Sikong-Yunnan districts. Preparations are now made to commence work, and a
start can be expected in the New Year. Raw materials and demand are here in 
plenty. . ^t is hoped that in these headquarters something may be done toward 
assisting in next winterTs textile requirements - especially for the soldiers 
who give their all for us.

Then, too, some of the millions of refugees who have migrated to the west 
will find in co-operative industry new life - creative life - in a new way.

Finance. Funds used by the Chinese Industrial Co- operatives are in three 
kinds, capital funds, promotion funds, and special funds. Capital is lent out 
to groups which have been organized at 6 per cent, for short term, and 8 per 
cent, for long term, loans.

Promotion funds are those officially provided for the payment of staff, 
travel and general headquarter maintenance.

Special funds are those which have been donated and are used for removal 
of essential workers, machinery, etc., which cannot be considered a charge on 
the co-operative, as well as those expenses which come outside the budgeted
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promotional funds. These funds are also sometimes used as straight non
interest bearing loans to workers, and also form a fund which can be borrowed 
from by the regional headquarters should official promotion funds, by some 
break-down in communications, not be available at the required time.

It is of interest to know that in many of the areas work, in the past, 
could not be started unless interest ranging from 18 to 30 per cent, was paid.

Phillipine Overseas Chinese have been very helpful in giving to this 
special fund, after they had had its use explained by a member of the Shanghai- 
Hongkong Promotional Committee.

The International Alliance of Trade Unions in Paris also gave a very use
ful sum which was of great assistance in the early stages.

Other private donors have also assisted, such amounts being used for 
special cases - an existing group has its machines shattered by a bomb, it must 
move elsewhere. Another needs some help in travel; there is some promotion 
printing to be done, and so on.

Organization. Efforts have been made to procure staff for organization 
work who are experienced in the co-operative field. Members of this section 
of the work of the Chinese Industrial Co-operatives have to deal with the 
workers in the field. They have to be men of sympathy and tact. They have 
to travel under very adverse circumstances in dangerous war-time conditions. 
They must know something of industry, and be able to learn as they go. They 
must become missionaries of the idea of self-help. There have already come to 
headquarters many stories of devotion and courage exercised by these organizers. 
The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives look forward to the time when the engineer 
and the co-operator together will bring to rural-China something of the fuller 
and better life it deserves.

Procedure in organizing local co-operative societies. (1) Registration 
of unemployed craftsmen. (2) Selection of individuals based upon health, ex
perience, and character. (3) Grouping according to crafts such as weavers, 
shoe-makers, etc. (4) Investigation of the business to be organized for a 
selected group as to raw material supply, market for finished goods, avail
ability of equipment, production cost and profit. (5) Selection of organizing 
committee. (6) Formal organization exercise. (7) Registration of co-oper
ative society in hsien government. (8) Signing of contract. (9) Money 
loaned to co-operative societies is deposited in bank and any withdrawal 
requires the signatures of the headquarters* co-operator and accountant. Sound 
business principles are always strictly followed in the organization of co 
operatives, and money is carefully loaned out and safely guarded.

Supervision of co-operative societies. Co-operative societies are care
fully supervised in order to develop self-imposed discipline and committee 
system of management within each society. They are taught how to conduct 
business meetings and how to keep books. They are also taught to sing
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patriotic songs. They all feel now it is their duty to take part in this 
war of resistance.

The technical staff. An excellent example has been set by the Chief and 
Assistant Chief of the Technical Section, both of whom left good positions,their 
families, and all the comforts of Shanghai to come to the interior and face all 
the difficulties that present themselves in war-time in any constructive effort.

The crying need is for men who will sacrifice and who have the ability to 
do things that make that sacrifice worth-while. Action, not theory; practical 
engineering ability coupled with initiative and drive.

The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives have been fortunate indeed to have 
been able to induce many such to throw in their lot with this movement.

The future. The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives hope that by the end of 
1939 it will have been able to construct and connect up a chain of small industry 
that will reach from Inner Mongolia to the Eastern Sea. It expects that in this 
year it will be able very materially to assist in the supply of essentials and 
of consumer goods; to translate slogans into action; to put many idle hands to 
workj to give employment to at least some who crave for it; to supply technical 
assistance for existing small enterprises that need it, and to organize them 
into units that can stand the stress of war; to organize refugee and crippled 
soldier labor when possible; to provide new sources for raw materials, and to 
assist simpler transport. The obstacles in front of a realization of this plan 
are tremendous. But with the support of earnest minds at home and abroad, the 
backing of a Government determined in its resistance, and with the devotion of 
its staff of engineers, co-operators, and technicians, the Chinese Industrial 
Co-operatives still have every chance of fulfilling the role it has assigned 
itself.

This is the end of Mr. Alley’s present story, but it is only the beginning 
of the new movement.

Kweichow’s Potentialities

In connection with the development of the western provinces, which I have 
emphasized without much reference to Kweichow province, Mr. Alley says that 
this province, poor as it is, is full of potentialities for industrial enter
prises. There are all kinds of mines. A recent exhibition of native products 
in Kweiyang showed that good handicrafts were very popular among the people, 
including the aborigines. The kinds of paper produced in Tuyun and Longtai 
are just as fine as can be expected. But the scale is very small because of 
lack of capital. Cotton goods are the dearest there. A movement for growing 
cotton has been commenced by the provincial authorities and it is expected that 
this province will produce enough cotton for its own consumption in a year or 
two. Hand spinning and weaving will soon be in fashion there. Other plans 
for industrializing Kweichow have also been considered, but so far little has 
been done. It is again a question of capital. The Chinese Industrial
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Co-operatives have been invited to go to help, and it is thought necessary to 
set up an office in Kweiyang, the capital of the province. Some wood oil is 
produced in Kweichow. It was learned in Kweiyang that wood-oil could be shipped 
out, via Kunming, at a profit. The price is about $30.00 at Kweiyang, $60.00 
at Kunming (all Chinese National Currency), and H.K. $48.00 at Hongkong.

Today (New Year’s Day) the Ministry of Finance issued measures to foster 
the trade of the western provinces. Exporters of peanuts, sesame seeds, timber, 
bamboo, almonds, eggs and egg products, hair nets, cotton, tobacco, and straw 
hats were exempted from selling the resultant foreign exchange to the Government; 
and another order cancelled export duty on wood oil, bristles, hides, skins, tea, 
minerals, gallnuts, herbs, wool, silks, hemp and ramie fibre, intestines and 
feathers. All these are products of the provinces of the west?

Chinese Reactions to Democratic Inaction

So far, I have not emphasized the reactions of the Chinese to the attitude 
of the Democracies toward their diffcult plight of the past 18 months. While 
Chinese leaders have been definitely disappointed at the failure o.f the League 
of Nations to implement its resolutions, and have been concerned at the failure 
of Great Britain, America and France, as great Democracies, to do something 
practical to uphold treaties and restrain the inhuman activities of Japan, they 
understand that lack of armaments to back up decisions to act, has been the 
principal restraining factor.

Nevertheless, the Chinese find themselves unable to understand why it is 
that none of the Powers who are menaced by and suffering the brunt of totali
tarian abuse and expansions, has moved to effect a combination of such Powers 
with the object, if nothing else, of restraining the Japanese from acquiring 
such materials as iron and steel, or pig-iron and scrap-iron, from which they 
fashion the bombs that wreak such ruthless and inhuman devastation in China.

The Chinese feel that humanitarian impulses should be sufficient to prompt 
such a step, and common decency should, in itself, be enough to influence 
Democracies not to stain their hands with profits made from the spilled blood 
and wrecked homes of hundreds of thousands, indeed millions, of helpless Chinese.

What the Chinese see is the great Democracies expressing sympathy with 
China while they are taking these profits, and, at the same time, are inactively 
witnessing the deliberate undoing of al 1 their vested interests and trade in 
China, as well as the undermining of their influence and prestige.

At least, the Chinese think, the Democracies might have taken their 
Ambassadors from Tokyo just to indicate to Japan that she was not a nice enough 
nation to be considered as an equal.

Consolation comes to the Chinese, however, from the efforts which sections 
of the people of the Democracies make to prevent shipments of weapons and 
material going to Japan, and from the financial contributions democratic people
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make to the funds for the relief of the suffering of their millions. That is 
a gratifying action for which they are profoundly appreciative. Yet it does 
not compensate for the failure of the Governments of the Democracies to stand 
together to stop Japan continuing with her murderous follies and inhuman crimes.

The Chinese are of the opinion that if the Democracies would help China 
with supplies of equipment and munitions to cripple Japan they would, at the 
same time, destroy the menace of the Dictators, both in Europe and inthe Republics 
of South America, which the Lima Conference revealed was seriously worrying the 
United States.

China herself has already crippled Japan. Only today comes the announce
ment over the Daventry broadcast that the Government of Japan is not only adding 
to the weight of the burden of the people another £290,000,000 in the form 
of national bonds "to meet the cost of the China war,” but is considering in
creasing taxation by another £11,000,000. The Government of Japan has also had 
to "warn the people not to expect a rapid reduction of taxation even after peace 
has been secured on Japan’s terms."

Despite her disappointment about Democratic inertia China is fighting with 
all her might. She will go on fighting, and it is encouraging to her, after 
18 months of it, to see that both Great Britain and America are marking the 
birth of this new year by speaking more freely and significantly. Both now 
seem to be showing signs of resenting in some practical form or other the im
pertinences and the truculence and the destructiveness of Japan. Had that been 
done long ago, it is thought here, there would have been a great saving of money 
on armaments, and a complete dislocation of the axis that seems to be heading 
for more and more trouble as time goes on.

The credit advances by America to China, and those promised by Great Britain 
had a very heartening effect, and gave the Chinese reason to hope.

The Chinese newspapers expressed themselves as full of confidence in the 
outcome of 1939. This year, they feel, will mark a turning point in Chinese 
history. China has"laid an unshakeable foundation through the sufferings and 
privations which she has been called upon to undergo," and has already proved 
that "the superior arms of the Japanese could not overcome the tensile Chinese 
spiritual strength, which will be the source of the power for a general Chinese 
counter-offensive and a turn-about from defeat to victory." At the beginning 
of 1937, one paper points out, "Japan was riding on the crest of the wave of 
military victories and was expecting China to surrender. But the conclusion of 
the year finds Japan at the crossroads not knowing where to turn after paying a 
high price in the form of 600,000 casualties, and nearly Yen 10,000,000,000 on 
military expenditure. On the contrary the morale of the Chinese army has never 
been higher."

The note which the United States sent to Japan as a New Year present is 
read by the Chinese as definite indication that Washington has made up its mind 
to give Japan pause. It was stern enough to shake Japap. in the old days, and
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may do something now, but the Japanese are a peculiar people and believe that 
they really have conquered and hold more than half of China, and will soon bring 
the Central Government to heel. So they may not be so upset about America's 
denunciation of their schemes to tie Asia up for the so-called "Asiatics” under 
the domination and direction of Japan. I wonder if the Japanese contemplate 
embracing the Polynesians in their "Asia.”

Military Situation on New Year's Day

Regarding the military situation, one of the Chinese newspapers wrote that 
"militarily the Chinese seemed to have failed outwardly and geographically. 
But factually the Chinese spirit is becoming more unbendable, and the Chinese 
strategy is improving as the days roll by. Contrasted with this the Japanese 
are finding themselves deeper and deeper in the Chinese quagmire, while China 
has advanced from the stage of "prolonged resistance” to that of "counter- 
offensive.”

"Politically,” the paper adds, "the opening of the Emergency Kuomintang 
Congress, the inauguration of the People's Political Council, the Generalissimo’s 
rebuttal of Premier Konoye’s statement of December 22 and his open message to 
the Chinese people after the fall of Canton and the withdrawal from Wuhan, have 
pointed the way to armed resistance and national reconstruction. They have 
strengthened national unity and augmented the nation's will to resist to the 
last, and have demonstrated to the Chinese people and the world the impossibility 
of a compromise for peace with Japan and the reasons why ultimate victory for 
China is absolutely possible."

"Economically and financially, public confidence in the Chinese legal tender 
has been further heightened as a result of the enforcement of the foreign exchange 
and foreign trade control. At the same time, the execution of the 'Armed Resist
ance and National Reconstruction Program' has been facilitated by the successful 
conclusion of the Anglo-American credit loans. Meanwhile, the economic develop
ment of the Southwest has been carried out at an accelerated pace.”

Military headquarters today report the situation on both fronts in Central 
and South China as remaining unchanged, but indicate that the Japanese are busy 
with a definite drive to cross the Yellow river out of Shansi into Shensi. The 
objective is, of course, the line of communication for supplies from Russia via 
Sinkiang. Two columns are conducting this drive along parallel routes, with a 
third column operating in another direction. All are being engaged by Chinese 
forces.

A military observer says that the present lull on the two fronts mentioned 
does not, by any means, indicate that the Japanese intend to stop where they are. 
On the contrary there is reason to believe that they are making preparations to 
resume their military advances in the south along the West river on the one hand, 
and up the railway line from Canton on the other, and down the railway from 
Yochow on the Yangtze.
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The Japanese are expected to meet with difficulties in the latter adventure. 
There is low water in the Tunting Lake, and the country is very mountainous. In 
addition, the railway has been thoroughly destroyed by the Chinese. Strong 
Chinese mobile units are in the region harassing the invaders. Heavy reinforce
ments are being brought in by the Japanese to aid in the execution of the advance 
when the time comes. Probably, too, they may attempt a further advance up the 
Yangtze river. They have, I am told, "thousands" of shallow draft power boats. 
I fancy these are primarily due to the determination to capture the whole length 
of the railway from Canton to Peiping, and the boats will be used on the river 
from the Yangtze to Changsha. The railway has been destroyed and the roadway 
is kept in a state of impassability by mobile units of Chinese. The Japanese 
are apparently moving large forces up the Yangtze, for they have had 800 steam
ers plying on the stream during recent weeks.

Unless the Japanese take the whole of the Canton-Hankow-Peiping railway 
they cannot claim any sort of victory, and cannot even pretend to be in a 
position to control or administer any province in China. So far, the Japanese
troops have found it impossible to take any of the country between the Yangtze 
and Changsha, and they have to take it all before they can start "marching as 
far as Tibet," as one of the boasting generals said they would do. Well, it 
is colder near Tibet than it is in Hokkaido, in Japan, and they do not like that 
country, even for occasional military manouvres.

Pai Chung-hsi, who is, as I have mentioned, now in command of the forces 
for the defence of Kwangtung and Kwangsi, has just reported that although the 
Japanese are sitting tight round about Canton - digging in for defence against 
the Chinese forces slowly closing in on them - they are preparing for a move 
against the railway northwards through Kwangtung, and also an advance into 
Kwangsi. General Pai thinks they are aiming at Nanning by way of the West river 
to cut the Chinese supply lines from Kwanchowan and Indo-China. As he is a 
native of Kwangsi he ought to know what he is talking about when he says that 
the people of his province will all resist. He has divided the province into 
sections, and all able-bodied men have long been trained to look after themselves 
and their localities. Now, the General says, he is having a number of oaths 
prepared for the people of Kwangsi to take voluntarily, such as "I swear not to 
be a traitor," "I swear not to buy Japanese goods," etc. Unless the Japanese 
tackle Kwangsi with heavy units they are not going to have an easy time of it. 
But they are not having that anywhere except when they walked into Canton from 
Bias Bay. Curiously the Japanese are parading that unresisted march as a 
"great victory" which"surprised the world." They mean their valor caused the 
surprise.

The longer this war goes on the clearer it is becoming that the Japanese 
"invincibility" was a myth worked up in the imagination of the Japanese themselves. 
They have not even learned how to use modern implements, and German advisers 
long ago stigmatized them as knowing nothing about soldiering. If their navy 
is as bad as their army has turned out to be what will happen to it if a British 
or American fleet falls foul of it one of these days ? Reports are that the 
navy of Japan is a real wash-out.
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But whatever the military plans of the Japanese are much speculation has 
been aroused by the recent movement of some six divisions out of China to, it 
is reported, Manchuria. No one seems to know, however, whether or not these 
were being replaced, for the Peiping-Hankow railway was closed to traffic for 
six days and what went on the observers at Peiping were not allowed to see. 
Foreign military experts think transfers were going on.

Chinese guerillas have just derailed two Japanese military trains north 
of Paotingfu and one on the Tientsin-Pukow railway, and caused serious losses 
according to reports, all the cars having been reported as destroyed. It is 
interesting to note that the guerillas have informed the Chinese public that 
they may use the railways, as the guerillas were confining their attention 
solely to military trains.

As I have mentioned above, guerilla activities are being intensified, from 
Kwangtung in the south, to Hopei in the north. The Eighth Route Army is claim
ed by the Japanese to have been dispersed. If so, then their ghosts seem to 
be thorns in the Japanese side.

This reminds me to mention that Japanese propaganda has not changed since 
the beginning of this invasion. They never report losses, always have victor
ies, and even their victories they exaggerate out of all recognition. If 
foreigners abroad have to estimate from Japanese reports the nature of the sit
uation they must be puzzled to understand how it is that the Japanese army is 
still floundering about in the middle of China, with a Chinese army in being 
to oppose it. Japanese reports added up would account for the complete anni
hilation of several Chinese armies. Yet, Chinese are reported fighting near 
Hangchow and Shanghai, outside the walls of Nanking, throughout all the in
vaded provinces from Canton to the Great Wall, and constantly doing damage 
along all the railway lines and roads.

If the Japanese are accomplishing the annihilation of the Chinese as 
effectively as they proclaim, why are they making so little progress in getting 
out of the so-called "conquered" country, and still demanding so much money 
from their own people in order to stay in it ? The simple truth is, of course, 
that 18 months after they started their invasion they are in a worse position 
and condition than when they began. The Japanese have to keep fighting and 
the Chinese are determined that they are not going to stop until victory comes 
to them some way or other.

Wang Ching-wei’s Expulsion

The Wang Ching-wei bolt from Chungking into the arms of the Italian and 
Japanese talkers of peace has brought a swift sequel in the shape of Wang’s 
ignominious expulsion from the party. On New Year’s Day there was much going 
and coming among the members of the Standing Committee of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang Party as a result of Wang’s statement. Eventually 
they decided in meeting assembled to expel him for life and deprive him of all 
his posts.
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Wang was condemned for "the desertion of the important post entrusted to 
him; for betrayal of public confidence placed in him during this critical 
period of the war of resistance, and for issuing a statement in Hongkong on 
December 29 suing for peace with Japan on the basis of Premier Konoye’s 
declaration"•

His conduct was, the decision said, "tantamount to conniving with the 
enemy and seeking, in effect, to undermine the foundation of the States". The 
decision recalled that "China had suffered such precedents in the Sung and Ming 
dynasties, the fall of which had not been caused by the demoralization of the 
army or the submission of the people but by the intrigues of a handful of court 
officials".

"As long as the people remain unyielding in action and unswerving in faith 
the final victory will logically be China’s", says the decision. And it 
"emphatically declares that the national policy shall be based on General 
Chiang Kai-shek’s speech of December 26" (summarized above).

Following the expulsion of Wang Ching-wei, the Government issued an order 
for the arrest of "all traitors", who are to be permanently outlawed. This is 
directed at those followers of Wang who may deem it wise or necessary to adopt, 
or pretend to adopt, his policy.

The Chinese newspapers are unmercifully flaying Wang. That was to be 
expected of the papers at the present capital, but elsewhere, telegraph reports 
state, they are also strongly against him, particularly those in Shanghai. 
They say, variously, "his deviation from the revolutionary cause will not 
affect the outcome of the war"; "it will help to strengthen, rather than 
weaken, the cause"; "he has made his funeral oration so far as his political 
life is concerned"; "his punishment will enhance Party discipline". Papers 
refer to his "stupidity", to his "abhorrent action"; others describe him as 
a "Japanese tool", as a "piece of rotten meat", and "undesirable horse". The 
Huamei Morning Post, Shanghai, says "Wang is out of his mind". The Standard 
describes him as "a worse traitor than Chin Kwei, who betrayed the Sung Dynasty, 
or than Wu San-Kwei" - whose memory is detested by all Chinese - "who betrayed 
the Ming Dynasty. He is worse even than Wang Keh-min, and Liang Hung-chih", 
who are the respective heads of the present Peiping and Nanking puppet 
"governments".

"Foreign friends of China", said one paper, "may rest assured that China 
will never surrender to Japan and become her slave." The Hsin Min Pao says: 
"People at home and abroad will know that Wang’s actions and opinions do not 
represent those of the Government but are entirely his own."

All of the newspapers are screaming for continuance of the war of re
sistance. So, at this dawn of the new year, China determines to fight on.
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Will the Democracies Help ?

To save their interests from complete ruination the Democratic Powers 
should make up their minds to help China. Customs figures just issued show 
that as a result of the Japanese blockade and invasion foreign trade slumped 
by $400,000,000 during the first seven months of 1938, as compared with the 
same seven months of 1937. From January to July, 1937, before hostilities 
started, the total foreign trade showed in Customs revenues at $1,301,795,830, 
but for the same seven months in 1938 the figures were $911,015,317. The heavy 
blow came during the four months of 1937 after hostilities started. In the 
same months of 1938 trade had picked up. Compared with 1937 foreign tracts 
during the eleven months of 1938 (December returns are not yet available) w&3 
reduced by a total of $164,948,926. Imports fell by $84,924,516 and exports 
by $80,006,410. This return enables the Ministry of Finance to report that: 
"As a result of the National Government’s efforts to increase export trade and 
to restrict the supply of foreign exchange only to legitimate import Grade, the 
balance of trade has turned in favour of China since June of 1938, the months 
of June to September each registering an excess of exports over imports. This 
fact should be noted by critics of the Government’s policy of exchange control. 
For the eleven month period under comparison, the total excess of imports was 
reduced from $117,750,125 in 1927 to $112,814,019 in 1938. This must be re- 
garded as a healthy feature of China's war economy.”

Of course, after the effective closure of the connections between Hongkong 
and Canton a further slump took place, and will be shown when the figures are 
out. A filip to trade may be given by the use of the Burma road, if it proves 
practicable and immune to interruption by tribesmen, but that remains to be 
seen.

In the meantime, the Japanese are going ahead expanding their radius of 
destruction of both Chinese and foreign trade, impoverishing the people of 
China, destroying their purchasing power.

When the trading nations stop the sale of materials to Japan, or impose 
upon her financial embargoes of some sort, maybe they will curtail the power 
for harm that the Japanese have wielded unchecked for so long to everyone’s 
disadvantage.

The News Chronicle, London, has just sent a telegram to Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek inviting her to send a message expressing her hopes for 1939. These 
are the hopes that Madame Chiang is wiring :

”1 hope that 1939 will witness the emergence of a 
victorious China from the unjust war of aggression 
that is bleeding her to death.

”1 hope that the courage of our soldiers, the spirit of 
resistance of our people, and the whole-hearted support
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of our overseas countrymen and friends will endure until 
we prove that right is greater than might.

”1 hope that the clouds of war which are now overshadowing 
Europe as a direct consequence of the unchecked employment 
of force for the conquest of Manchuria, in defiance of 
sacred international instruments, will be peacefully and 
wisely dissipated.

"I hope that 1939 will see all the Democracies of the 
world solidly united and able, by the sheer weight of that 
unity, to prevent the arbitrary abridgment of those prin
ciples of international justice, freedom and equality, 
which so profoundly influence the happiness and security 
of mankind.*

With best regards, and compliments of the season,

Sincerely,

(Sgd) W.H. Donald
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE GENERALISSIMO

Chungking, Szechwan 
China
December 30, 1938

Dear Timperley,

It is a long time since I have been able to attend to personal 
correspondence. I was ill from July to the middle of October with fever. 
In consequence of that I was absent in Yunnan and Indo-China, and therefore 
far away from mail deliveries. I returned to Hankow on October 23, and left 
the next night, the 24th, with Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 
Since that time we have been visiting various fronts in Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, 
and Kwantung, reaching Chungking in December. Not till we got here was I 
able to attend to correspondence. Therefore this long delay in acknowledging 
letters which you addressed to me.

Since I last wrote, innumerable cities in China have gone up in smoke and 
dust, and veritable rivers of blood have flown on various fronts.

My last letters were written before the fall of Hankow. At that period 
the Chinese army was fighting everywhere with great courage and determination. 
They had to fall back whenever concentration of Japanese artillery and bombing 
planes threatened the annihilation of large forces, but the Chinese made the 
Japanese pay a high price for whatever advances they made.

The strategical policy for the first phase of the war was to hold positions 
as long as possible and then withdraw to new lines. This policy ended after 
the withdrawal from Hankow and the capitulation of Canton.

The first phase lasted from the outbreak of the war in July, 1937, to the 
end of October, 1938.

The second phase is now developing. The strategy now being followed is 
that of nation wide mobile fronts, with intensification of guerrilla warfare 
and reinforcement of Chinese military and political strength behind the 
Japanese lines - or, in that territory which the Japanese claim to have 
"occupied."

After the fall of Hankow reconditioning of divisions, and readjustment of 
various military units, was undertaken. Henceforth there is to be more 
intensive training of the fighting forces before they go into action.
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Political workers will operate on a large scale in the "occupied’* terri
tories to fortify the morale of the people; to effect the collapse of the 
puppet regimes; to eradicate traitors, and to disaffect the Japanese subsidised 
troops - the Manchurian Chinese and Mongol soldiers who have been enlisted by 
the Japanese.

The Japanese now claim that they have "occupied" 75 per cent of China*s 
territory, but they still call the war they have waged to effect that "occupa
tion" an "incident."

When the Japanese began the invasion they avowed that they would win a 
quick victory over China. They declared that they were not seeking any 
territory, had no intention of injuring or affecting the interests of foreign 
powers, and were, above all, not fighting against the Chinese people.

The 18 months since the war began have proved the Japanese to have lied 
in every way except with regard to their claim that the aggression was merely 
an "incident". Time has demonstrated that the Japanese have desolated more 
territory, killed more non-combatants, destroyed more cities, stolen more 
property, and caused a greater displacement of human beings than probably has 
been ever accomplished by any war in history.

Not only have the Japanese inflicted these tragedies and losses upon China 
but they have studiously operated to destroy the commercial and vested interests 
of democratic powers, and, to crown it all, have at last confessed that their 
definite intention is to set up "a new order in East Asia" under which only 
those nations who subscribe to its conditions will be accorded commercial 
facilities and freedom of action within certain limits.

All of this destruction of life and property and trade has been carried 
out in accordance with the threat made by the Japanese Premier, Prince Konoye, 
on August 28, 1937, when he declared that it was the intention of Japan to 
"beat China to her knees so that she may no longer have the spirit to fight."

Japan has pursued that purpose with calculated and sinister intensity. 
And in connection with the revealing developments that have taken place since 
Japan's opening declarations and promises it is interesting to recall that on 
September 12, 1937, when Madame Chiang Kai-shek was broadcasting to America, 
she hazarded a forecast based upon information available here, that Japan was 
bent upon conquering China in order to establish a new empire in Asia. Her 
words were :

"They (the Japanese) are convinced that the powers dare not oppose 
them. So they are proceeding with plans of conquest confident that 
they will be able to devastate China, and, in time, drive out 
western cultural and commercial influences, so that, if we Chinese 
cannot prevent them, they may erect upon the ashes of China a world
shaking Japanese continental empire. It will not be founded upon 
international ethics (for Japan has already crippled those), but
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upon militarised force. At least they expect to control all lands 
where the Oriental races live, and eventually determine international 
conduct and policies.”

At the time that Madame Chian Kai-shek made that forecast it was scoffed 
at by people in the outside world, and was denounced by the Japanese, who 
asserted again and again that they were actutated in their struggle by noble 
intentions motivated by a desire and determination to secure peace in Asia 
free from Red menaces, where all foreign countries could pursue their rightful 
ways in commerce and in culture.

Within a year of their aggression the Japanese falsified their declara
tion. And just a fortnight ago they took their courage, or their audacity, 
in their hands to announce to the world that the old order had passed, and 
that they were busily engaged setting up a new one which would give them the 
control of the whole of Asia, and, indeed, the Pacific.

In the meantime ^ko^e foreign powers who have substantial and time-honored 
interests in China have found those interests not only flouted by the Japanese 
but deliberately menaced. Indeed Japan has given expression to the inuendo 
that it is her intention to let foreign interests go by the board unless the 
powers concerned expressly agree to her hegemony of Asia and the Pacific.

During the past 18 months China has been fighting a single-handed war 
against a nation who was believed by the world to have built up a military 
and naval organisation of a calibre well-nigh invincible. Not only has China 
fought this mightily armed Japan, but she has, in addition, in fact, been 
engaged against those democratic powers who have consistently succored Japan by 
supplying her with equipment and material designed to shatter to pieces the 
lives and property of the Chinese.

That support of Japan by the democracies is the worst aspect of this war, 
which the Japanese keep calling an "incident”, and which designation none of 
the powers have had the temerity to challenge.

China rushed into action, with what appeared to be reckless bravery, with 
her troops ill-armed, to meet the great aggregation of strength which Japan 
put into the field - with the specific and declared object of delivering one 
smashing coup de main to finish the job quickly - but as time has gone on China 
has shown her ability and courage to meet her enemy, though she has been unable 
to replace her losses of equipment, especially aerial, or acquire new. modern 
arms.

The navy of Japan, like a sledge hammer crushing a mosquito, blockaded all 
the coast of China. Time has demonstrated that she was merely patrolling 
empty ports so far as the Chinese were concerned, but had incidentally, if not 
intentionally, scored a major point against the foreign powers by crippling 
their import trade into China and ruining their economic connections in all 
directions.
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The Japanese military machine discovered, too, that with its advance into 
China, costly and slow and exasperating though it might be, it was accomplish
ing the wreckage of foreign commercial and political connections with interior 
China, and, in the majority of cases, had managed to tear up foreign prestige 
by the roots. This in itself was a triumph for Japan, and, perhaps, an ample 
measure of compensation for her inability to wreck Chinese morale, or her 
slowness in breaking down Chinese resistance. Japan has been able, until now, 
to prevent foreigners from employing their ships upon the waters of the Yangtze, 
and the Pearl and West rivers, to say nothing of her success in forbidding 
foreigners from going about their lawful business throughout the 75 per cent 
of the Chinese territory which Japan now claims to have"occupied"•

Japanese "Occupation" Precarious

So far as foreign interests are concerned Japan has, in’reality, "occupied" 
that area, but so far as the Chinese are concerned she has not. Her "occupation" 
has been confined to precarious lines of communication, and some cities. All 
lines of communication are constantly being torn up or interrupted by attacks 
by Chinese troops or guerrillas, and in the case of every city "occupied" the 
Japanese dare not go outside of their defences after dark, and only may do so in the 
daylight in large well armed units. In all the rest of the territory the 
Chinese go about as they please, especially after dark.

What this "occupation" amounts to is indicated by significant figures given 
out by the President of the Executive Yuan. They show that

the withdrawal of Chinese troops before the overwhelming armament 
of the Japanese has, after 18 months of resistance, left 796 hsien 
(or counties) in the nine provinces of Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, 
Kiangsi, Shantung, Honan, Shansi, Hupeh, and Hopeh, unprotected by 
the regular Chinese army.

Falsifying the Japanese claim that they have "occupied" these 
counties is the fact that in 489 of them the District Magistrates 
appointed by, and working under, the Central Government, are still 
exercising full authority; in 248 of them the Magistrates are ex
ercising partial authority, while only in 59 districts have the 
Magistrates been unable to function at all.

Not on s y have the Japanese troops not gained indisputab e domination of 
these so-called "occupied" areas, but it is impossible for the Japanese army 
to control even a portion of the territory.

With gradual restoration of Chinese Government political control in these 
areas (revealed with remarkable impressiveness in articles on "Resurgence in 
China" published in "The Times" on October 12 and 13 last .) there will be sown, 
as the President of the Executive Yuan put it, "one of the seeds of Japan*s 
downfall."
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At no time during the past 18 months have the Japanese been able peace 
fully to exploit any of these regions» The actions of the Japanese military 
in trying to force down prices of raw materials have been met by passive re
sistance manifested in many cases, for instance, by farmers ploughing in their 
cotton to plant wheat, and wool-growers in west China and Inner Mongolia allow
ing the wool to spoil on the backs of their sheep rather than submit to low 
prices being forced upon them. Adulteration of beans and grain purchases with 
dirt and water is rampant»

Guerilla activity and passive resistance, to say nothing of sabotage and 
general hostility will, in the end, prevent the Japanese exploiting China, 
and will certainly ruin any foreign interests who seek profits by financial 
or other cooperation with the Japanese. This significant fact has at last 
been discovered by the British merchants concentrated at Shanghai, as they 
are reported to have demonstrated in no uncertain way in their recent confer
ences with the British Ambassador and the British Admiral at Shanghai. They 
realize that the Japanese will, if they succeed in creating puppet regimes, 
use those organizations as instruments to flout, and undermine, and destroy, 
foreign vested interests and commercial and industrial undertakings.

Puppet Regimes

The Japanese have, ever since they occupied Peiping and Nanking, been 
trying to set up puppet regimes which would appear convincing to foreign 
powers, and be able to carry influence with the Chinese people. The Japanese 
have so far failed to do this because they have not been able to persuade any 
Chinese sufficiently respectable to take up office. Neither in Peiping nor 
Nanking does the puppet regime carry any weight outside the walls of those 
cities. It is questionable if they hold sway within the walls. The Japanese 
had made great preparations for a unity of the two puppets a few months ago, 
but had to cancel it because General Wu Pei-fu, upon whom they depended, 
refused, at the eleventh hour, to come out.

It is interesting to note that General Wu Pei -fu demanded uncontrolled 
command of 60,000 troops, well-equipped and paid. It is more interesting to 
realize that Prince Konoye, so anxious to have some kind of "government" es
tablished, urged that General Wu Pei-fu’s requirements be met. The Japanese 
military, having learned a few painful lessons in the past, refused to arm 
General Wu Pei-fu so that he, or the officers under him, could successfully 
turn and bite the hand that fed tnem. So the amalgamation of the two regimes 
is, at this writing, still unaccomplished.

However, the Japanese, convinced that the amalgamation would be effected, 
and that the "new government" would be launched about Christmas time wilh great 
pomp and circumstance and authority, began counting their chickens before they 
were hatched. Cocksure of success, they (to be Irish) opened their mouths and 
let the cat out of the bag.
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It was Prince Konoye who awakened the diplomatic world to the menace 
behind Japanese activities when, on December 22nd last, he defined "the new 
regulation of the relations between Japan and ’new China’®” In this revelation 
of policy the Prince callously swallowed all of Japan1s previous declarations 
to foreign powers. His announcement that a "new order" would be established 
in East Asia, was emphasised by the implication that business could only be 
done with the "new order" by nations who toed the line.

The puppet officials at Nanking promptly answered the whip crack of their 
new masters by publicly proclaiming that the "new China" would support the"new 
order" by abrogating unequal treaties, by abolishing foreign concessions and 
extraterritoriality, and by compelling the withdrawal of foreign troops from 
China. The "new order in East Asia" will, in time, embrace complete domination 
by Japan of all Asiatic countries and peoples, as well as mastery of the Pacific 
for the mention of the cardinal point "East" can be disregarded. All this, 
without a "by your leave or beg your pardon" from Japan to any of the democratic 
foreign powers, though, no doubt, with loud applause and fervid encouragement 
from those of totalitarian tinge.

However, as I have indicated, suitable instruments which were to have been 
used as the ever and the fulcrum to hoist this "new order" into being have not 
yet materialised from the dreams of the Japanese. Whether or not the demo
cratic foreign powers, who have been permitted to discover from these declara
tions the fate that the Japanese have in store for them, will now act to 
frustrate the plans for their undoing remains to be seen.

The Japanese have, with vicious ferocity, desolated vast areas of China, 
have massacred hundreds of thousands of innocent Chinese, have demolished their 
homes and their businesses, have caused millions of peaceful and .poor people to migrate 
westwards, and, even worse than that, have Deen guilty of unparallelled rape 
and rapine, and have, with calculated remorselessness, set about the demorali
zation as well as the impoverishment of survivors by destroying or removing 
means of livelihood and setting loose a deluge of opium and narcotics upon the 
land. That is a summary of the gross inhumanities which the whole world is 
tolerating.

Chinav s New Spirit

China has been able to survive during the past 18 months and keep armies 
resisting in the field quite contrary to the ideas and expectations, not only 
of foreign, nations and observers, but of the Japanese themselves. She has 
been abie to do so because foreigners, including the Japanese, have failed to 
recognise the new spirit that has been born in China. That spirit is manifest
ed in the heroic stand Chinese troops have Deen making with unshaken bravery 
against concentrations of death- dealing weapons as great as, if not greater than, 
any that were used in the Great War. The Chinese soldiers have proved,by valor
ous manua^ combat, that man to man they are superior to the Japanese. Testimony 
on this point comes from foreign observers who witnessed fighting in many 
peaces on many fronts.
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Foreigners have laughed with scorn at the New Life Movement, and other 
measures, which have been responsible for transforming China from a nation of 
pacifists, or cowards, into a nation prepared to shed streams of its blood in 
defence of its heritage*

As Japanese superior armament decimated the Chinese forces new troops kept 
on filling the trenches until China now has, for the first time in her history, 
a citizen’s army. This force has been recruited during the war. The young 
soldiers know why they have joined the army, and they are prepared to give their 
lives in trying to defend their country against occupation or subjugation by the 
Japanese. This army is now wholly composed of youth, with a large proportion 
of students. They march in singing from all the provinces, and with them - 
which is a striking development in China - march hundreds of girls and younger 
students, from middle and high schools, who go to the front lines for various 
services, some carrying arms and using them. This appearance of the girls on
battle fronts is a departure which may prove a surprise to the world but which 
has proved to be of great value to China. One of the commanders at Tierchwang 
said that the victory there (which was China’s first big victory over Japanese 
forces) was due to the efforts of the young people who were working among the 
soldiers and officers. The sight of these young people marching from distant 
provinces - some of them hundreds of miles of mountainous roads away - to the 
front is a thrilling one. But an even more .stimulating sight is that of the 
girls and women who are training in thousands behind the lines, in near and far 
distant villages and towns, for later service in the cause of their country.

When Japan began what she thought would be a simple task to subjugate 
China she apparently overlooked the tremendous obstacle which 450,000,000 human 
beings would be to her advance and her attempt to conquer the country, even if 
they passively laid their bodies upon the railways and highways. Japan with all her 
professed intimate knowledge of China, never expected the Chinese to exert them* 
selves, especially in war against the super-soldiers - the sacred and invincible 
army - of Japan. But the Japanese seem to have been the only foreigners who 
know China who could not see that a new spirit was fast developing in this 
country. Or did their amazing conceit blind them ?

Financial Measures

In addition to what flesh and blood are contributing to the resistance 
of the Japanese invaders certain steps taken by the government at the outset 
enabled the coffers to stand the strain of expenditure. The fiscal measures 
introduced to prevent a possible crisis in the currency market included, the 
Minister of Finance says, the creation of a joint discount and credit extension 
through the four issuing banks - Central Bank, Bank of'-China, Bank of Communi
cations, and Farmer’s Bank - which enables them to grant discounts on bills and 
securities and extend credit in order to facilitate the circulation of capital 
and to assist trade, industry, and agriculture adversely affected by the war.

Last April regulations were issued to improve the local currency structure
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to permit agriculture, timber, industrial and mining industries in the interior 
to obtain capital for the exploitation of natural resources.

In March last foreign exchange control was introduced to stabilize foreign 
exchange and promote export trade. Special measures were adopted to increase 
the export of Chinese products - measures governing exporters’ purchase of 
foreign exchange.

Revenue derivable from the Customs, Salt and Consolidated Tax Administra
tions has been considerably affected. To cope with the situation Customs 
authorities readjusted the Transit Duty by setting up more collecting stations 
at important overland and waterway towns. The Consolidated Tax revenue has 
materially increased following the promulgation of regulations governing the 
collection of the Stamp Tax and the enforcement of the Consolidated Tax in the 
four provinces of Yunnan, Chinghai (Kokonor), Sikong (western Szechwan), and 
Sinkiang (Chinese Turkestan).

The Income Tax for the 25th fiscal year (July 1, 1936, to June 30, 1937), 
is reported to have exceeded the budgeted income. Although the returns for
the 26th fiscal year are not yet in the Minister of Finance says the indications 
are that they will triple those of the previous year. The chief new sources 
of revenue to be tapped are the Inheritance Tax and War Profit Tax, for which 
regulations have just been passed by the Legislative Yuan. Despite the financial 
difficulties the Government has exempted the peasants from paying the Farm Tax 
in arrears before 1936, and has also abolished the new Farm Tax introduced in 
1937.

With regard to loans, the Minister of Finance points out, the government 
has so far floated only approximately #1,500,000,000. These are $500-,000,000 
Liberty Bonds for 1937; $500,000,000 National Defence Loan for 1938; Customs 
Gold Unit #100,000,000; $50,000,000 (United States Currency); £10,000,000, and 
#30,000,000 Relief Loan.

An unending stream of patriotic contributions from Overseas Chinese serves 
to bolster Chinese finance and economy.

Economic reconstruction is being pursued as effectively as circumstances 
permit, the Minister of Economics asserts. To develop agriculture, industry, 
commerce and mining, and to expand war-time production and promote foreign 
trade, commissions have been formed under the title of Agricultural Commission, 
Industrial and Mining Commission, and Foreign Trade Commission. The Ministry 
of Finance provided $30,000,000 capital for the Agricultural Commission, 
$10,000,000 for the Industrial and Mining Commission, and $20,000,000 for the 
Foreign Trade Commission to readjust domestic trade and maintain the export 
market•

Coupled with foreign exchange control the Government instituted trade 
control to build up its foreign exchange reserve in order to meet the demand 
for foreign exchange to pay off the heavy inflow of munitions from abroad.
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The total export between January and July, 1938, was valued at more than 
$90,000,000, while the foreign exchange accumulated up to September last had 
reached $60,000,000.

To promote productive enterprises in the interior and mobilize the 
entire country's farmers and larorers, the Commission for the Promotion of 
Agriculture and the National Indsutrial Co-operative Society are to conduct 
research and introduce scientific methods of production. Attention, meantime, 
is being directed toward the construction of a net-work of trade routes with 
the outside world, and to the betterment of foreign trade machinery.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs is devoting its efforts to the strength
ening of rural economy, the readjustment of transportation and marketing of 
farm products, the rationalization of agricultural organization, and the 
migration to, and reclamation of, waste lands by refugees from the war zones. 
The Ministry is also reinforcing the machinery of commerce and trade, and 
fostering the market for native goods. Irrigation and construction of 
communication routes are also being undertaken.

I have given these facts, just gleaned from a statement by the President 
of the Executive Yuan, to indicate how this country has hung on for 18 months, 
and what it is doing to persevere with its resistance.

Munitions Supply

The cost should be less now than it was during the first phase of the 
war, but expenditure on munitions and equipment will be higher owing to the 
increased rates due to road transport from the Burma border. However, there 
were, on hand, sufficient munitions to keep the armies supplied for nine 
months or a year when Canton fell.

The road from Burma is now operating, and the transport authorities on 
the Chinese side are arranging for stations to be established along the way 
for the service of the transport. These will include medical stations every 
60 kilometres (with quinine and other necessities to be given free of cost 
to anyone who reports with illness), repair stations for trucks, and stables 
for relays of transport animals.

In addition to trucks the transport people will use bullock carts and 
pack animals to carry material for which there is no particular hurry. An 
effort is being made to get second-hand motor car axles and wheels to be 
fitted to bodies and shafts to be drawn by animals. One such vehicle, 
having ball-bearings, will carry a ton or more with two animals hauling it - 
so it is said. Every means of transport available will be tested out. 
Another new road has been made from Kunming, Yunnan, to the Yangtze river, 
near Luchow. The grades are easier and the route is shorter than the high
way passing through Kweichow. Also, the Yangtze river can be used for quite
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a distance to ' Chungking, or the Min river can carry cargo up to Chengtu for 
transport into Shensi by road.

Ambassador Nelson T. Johnson, of the United States of America, was re
called to Washington by President Roosevelt, and was instructed to travel 
by car over the road from Chungking to Rangoon, in Burma. The Ambassador 
left in company with Major J< M. McHugh, the Assistant Naval Attache, and 
one Chinese driver. I had letters from them from Kweiyang and Kunming, and 
a wire came from Lake Tali, reporting an interesting journey. They arrived 
at Rangoon yesterday morning, according to a radio broadcast from London, 
having travelled 2,100 miles in 13 days. Apparently the American authorities 
were desirous of having first-hand information regarding the feasibility 
of the road as a transport artery. As the new road will soon be opened from 
Yunnan to the Yangtze river at Luchow, transport will be easier, and speedier 
by several days.

Whether or not transport along the Burma-Yunnan road is going to be 
smooth remains to be seen. There is reliable evidence that the Japanese are 
working strenuously to arrange for the disruption of traffic. They long ago 
started to stir up the Burmese, using their usual methods, and they are try
ing to arm the tribesmen, who live in the part of Yunnan traversed by the 
road, to destroy truck or other caravans, and cut the bridges and roadway. 
What success will attend their efforts cannot be told yet, but already they 
have managed to have demonstrations of Burmese in Rangoon which have led to 
bloodshed. The "Burma for the Burmese" slogan that was being cried is part 
and parcel of the "Asia for the Asiatics" which Japan herself is now crying. 
Burma is one of the Asiatic states Japan expects to have in her "East" Asiatic 
"New Order". She shows thus that the "East" is but dust for the eyes of the 
stupid foreign devils. Already Japan thinks she has Siam in her scheme and 
she also aims at and counts upon getting India.

Wang Ching-wei Episode January 1, 1939

All this should indicate to you that resistance is going on, and any 
talk about peace should be discounted unless suggestions for peace that will 
safeguard Chinai complete sovereignty emanate directly from the Japanese side. 
There has been much gossip about Wang Ching-wei being on a peace mission for 
the Chinese Government. He certainly left Chungking, and did say something 
in Yunnan about trying for peace, but he is without authority. I personally 
believe, however, that the Japanese are very anxious for peace.

For your information the present story is this : Wang is one of the 
small pro-Japanese party which has always existed. They are credited with 
thinking more of themselves, their profit and power, than of their country. 
Be that as it may, most of them have been ostentatiously displaying their 
patriotism since the war began. But Wang Ching-wei has been out of the picture 
for some time so far as real political influence goes. He probably feels that
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if he can arrange acceptable terms with the Japanese there will be a large 
element ready to accept anything so long as they can be secured in whatever they 
may be holding. This particular attitude of Wang was apparently crystallized 
recently by his acceptance of the views of some of his followers who keep in 
touch, possibly indirectly, with the Japanese. Some of that group were in 
Hankow after the withdrawal. The one-armed Father Jacquinot, of "neutral zone" 
fame, was there also. His story here is that he was inspired to thoughts of 
peace by the sight of Japanese troops coming into Hankow down-at-heel, and war- 
weary, many bearing the scars of old wounds. He saw the Japanese Admiral, then 
in command at Hankow, and asked, what about peace ?

Said the Japanese Admiral to Jacquinot (ineffect): "We of the Japanese navy 
want peace; this war is leading Japan to suicide; but we are under the Government 
and the Government is under the military. But if the Chinese desire peace maybe 
it can be arranged."

The energetic Jacquinot promptly decided to try to be the peacemaker. He 
spoke to Wang Ching-wei’s representatives in Hankow suggesting to them that the 
chance was good for Wang to emerge from the political shadows and achieve 
renewed national prominence. They were eager for that, and, willingly enough, 
they wired to Wang suggesting that Jacquinot go to Chungking for a conference 
with him. They also took the precaution to wire similarly to the President of 
the Executive Yuan. The latter did not openly encourage the expedition of the 
Padre, but, apparently, Wang acquiesced.

Jacquinot appeared here in due course. He did not see the Generalissimo, 
and Madame Chiang Kai-shek was "too busy" to see him when one of the secretaries 
transmitted to her on his behalf a request for an interview.

Madame Chiang told the secretary that "she would not see anyone who was 
trying to work with the Japanese to try to get peace at the expense of China." 
But the President of the Executive Yuan saw him. In the talk Jacquinot 
explained what happened at Hankow, as related above, but got nothing in the way 
of encouragement. Instead, the old Father was told very plainly that the 
Chinese were fighting for their lives and their heritage and intended to keep on 
fighting while "invaders occupied their country."

The Generalissimo had to go to the Shensi front, and took off for Sian on 
December 20. On the 18th Wang Ching-wei saw the Generalissimo, who was to have 
left the following day, and told him that he (Wang) was going to Chengtu to 
address a gathering. The next the Generalissimo heard of Wang was while he was 
in Sian. (It was, by the way, the second anniversary of the Generalissimo’s 
detention there.) He war surprised to receive a telegram from the Governor of 
Yunnan province saying that Wang had appeared there, having arrived by airplane; 
had told the Governor that he (Wang) thought there was a chance to have peace; 
asked the Governor to support him; said that the Generalissimo had twice told 
him (Wang) that peace with Japan was acceptable so long as China was not 
destroyed, and thus gave some verisimilitude to the genuineness of his "mission." 
But the Governor suspected him, wired the details of the statement to the
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Generalissimo, and asked: "Do you know anything about this?"

The Generalissimo replied that he did not know anything about it, and 
added that there was no question of peace on Japan’s terms; that he had not 
discussed the question as Wang reported, and that China was continuing with her 
resistance with intensified determination.

The Generalissimo and Madame Chiang arrived from Sian on the afternoon of 
Christmas Eve. (Two years ago we got out of Sian on Christmas Day.) That 
evening at dinner we were talking about Wang when the Generalissimo told me that 
I could inform both the British and American Embassies that Wang was not empow
ered to talk peace to anyone; that if he did so he spoke on his own behalf and 
had no authority to speak on behalf of the Government or the Party; that China 
was not only not thinking of peace on Japan’s terms, but was actively preparing 
to continue her resistance with intensified effort. I gave this message by 
telephone to J.D.Greenway, of the British Embassy, about 7.30 p.m. on the night 
of Christmas Eve, and asked him to pass it on to the American Charge (Willys R. 
Peck) whose telephone number I did not know. Greenway informed Peck later 
that evening.

The air was thick with rumors, mostly circulated by the Japanese radio 
services. They reported that Wang had "escaped" from Chungking; was the victim 
of political intrigue, and so on.

So far as we then knew Wang was in Hanoi. The news given out here was
that he had gone on a private trip to Kunming at the invitation of the Governor 
of that province. Speculation was rife in Hongkong, where Wang was expected 
to turn up at any moment and enter into peace negotiations with the Japanese. 
The Japanese said so. No doubt they will talk peace with anyone whom they 
think might serve their purpose.

The Generalissimo sent a gentle message to Wang suggesting that he return 
as soon as he had recovered from the illness which took him to the French doctors 
at Hanoi.

I
Chiang’s Answer to Konoye

It was on December 22 that Prince Konoye made his declaration at Tokyo 
"telling the world" that Japan had triumphantly enmeshed "new China" in a "new 
order in East Asia," and was more determined than ever tô annihilate "the 
Chiang Kai-shek regime." The patronizing Prince also announced that Japan 
would be glad to see any foreign nation who would subscribe to that "new order" 
doing business in China.

On December 26 the Generalissimo definitely scotched the idea that the 
Chinese Government was bent upon initiating peace talks. He "took occasion by 
the hand" to speak at the regular Monday Memorial Meeting at the Central 
Kuomintang Headquarters. He referred to Wang Ching-wei, and traversed the
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whole of Prince Konoye’s statement, branding it as a confession of Japan’s 
ambition completely to subjugate China and dominate the Far East»

The Generalissimo stated that on all war fronts the fighting morale of 
the troops was extremely high since the soldiers were fully cognizant of Japan’s 
intentions, and understood that China must oppose her enemy with all her 
resources in order to save the country. The people, he said, were also fully 
aware of Japan’s dangerous and aggressive design, and knew that ”we cannot 
expect to survive without seeking life through risking death.”

While stating that Prince Konoye’s pronouncement was ’’scarcely worthy of a 
reply,” the Generalissimo asserted that since the issue of the manifesto by the 
Japanese Government on November 3, there had appeared ’’strange and illogical 
statements” made by the Japanese Prime Minister, Minister of War, Minister of 
Navy, and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Their intention was, he added, ”to mis
guide their own people and hoodwink the world.”

The Generalissimo said that he was rather concerned ’’lest sections of people 
throughout the world may not understand the danger that lurked behind the Konoye 
smoke-screen, and may regard the issues raised as rather innocuous.”

When Konoye talked about a ’’new China,” explained the Generalissimo, he 
meant that ”it was the intention of the Japanese militarists to exterminate the 
independent China and create a vassal China. By using the threat of a Red 
peril as a pretext, the Japanese wanted to control China’s military affairs. 
By alleging an intention to uphold Oriental civilization they aimed to uproot 
China’s racial culture. By claiming to eliminate economic barriers they 
designed to undermine American and European prestige- so as to dominate the 
Pacific. By utilizing the so-called ’economic unity of Japan, Manchukuo, and 
China,’ or, ’economic bloc,’ they aspired to strangle China's economic arteries.”

Simply speaking, said the Generalissimo, this so-called ’’new order in East 
Asia,” may be regarded as ”an all-inclusive term for doing away with international 
order in East Asia, creating a vassal China with which to dominate the Pacific, 
and to dismember the other States of the world.”

When Konoye was talking, the Generalissimo said, his intended audience was 
obviously the American and European countries and the world at large. Konoye 
exercised special care in the choice of words, pretending that what he wanted of 
China was neither territory nor war indemnity, and that Japan was planning not 
for her own-private Interests but for the benefit of the general situation in 
the Far East. Konoye even ventured to say that he desired China to become a 
completely independent state. Konoye’s calculations seemed to be based upon 
the assumption that the world still does not understand the real meaning of the 
so-called ’’new order in East Asia.”

The Generalissimo declared that when Japan entered the Anti-Comintern bloc 
it was neither to oppose Communism nor to prepare for war against Soviet 
but to borrow the term to exterminate China.
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"If China could now consent to Japanese troops being stationed in North 
China," he added, "and allow Inner Mongolia to be set aside as a special area, 
as Japan now demands, China would not have begun the armed resistance on July 
7, 1937. If, too, China were prompted by fear to allow Japan to station forces 
in North China, the Nationalist troops would not have fought their way to Peiping 
when the Revolutionary troops were stopped by Kanaka in Tsinan in 1928. For 
the same reason," the Generalissimo emphasized, "China would have allowed Japan 
to take North China and Inner Mongolia. For her to make such demands at the 
present time betrayed a poor understanding of modern China."

The Generalissimo stigmatized Konoye’s terms as "many times more comprehen
sive and viciously severe than Hirota’s much advertized ’three principles.’ 
Since even before the war," asked the Generalissimo, "China could not accept 
Hirota's ’three principles,’ how could the enemy entertain the unwarranted hope 
that China is going to accept the Konoye demands which were aimed at her national 
subjugation?"

"In so far as plans and imagined means for subjugating China are concerned, 
the Japanese militarists have them all. What is still lacking, however, is a 
China which can be deceived or threatened into surrender. The situation being 
as it is, if we hope to live under a tiger’s chin, and to secure independence 
and equality for our nation through peace and compromise, we shall not be 
different from a lunatic talking in his dream." Thus the Generalissimo, and he 
asked, "how could a nation of 60,000,000 people destroy a large country which 
has thousands of years of history and a population of 450,000,000 people?”

"The aims of this war, in so far as China is concerned,” he added, ’’are 
to complete the task of national revolution and tc secure for China independence, 
liberty, and equality, and internationally to uphold right and justice, to 
restore the sanctity of treaties, and to rebuild peace and order. This is war 
between might and right, it is a war between a law observer and a law breaker. 
It is a war between justice and brute force. A Chinese proverb says, ’The 
virtuous one is never alone; instead he always has neighbors.’ Right and 
justice must emerge victorious. We must hold fast to our stand, fix our eyes on 
our goal, and be firmly determined. The greater the difficulties are, the 
stronger we resist. The entire nation carries on the struggle. The final 
victory must be ours. I hope our comrades, and the armies, and the people of 
the nation as a whole will redouble their efforts to attain our goal.”

That is China’s answer to Prince Konoye’s proposition for a ’’new order in 
East Asia” at the expense of China.

In referring, during this speech, to Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s departure and 
alleged peace talk, the Generalissimo said that he was confident ’’that none of 
our people, knowing the major issues at stake, and familiar with the situation 
itself, still cherish the idea of a compromise for peace with Japan. Mr. Wang, 
fully aware of the Japanese militarists’ designs to conquer China, will naturally 
feel all the more antagonistic to the Japanese militarists,” and he added that 
he felt sure Mr. Wang would display "the spirit of common effort in the country’s
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service by seeing the war through and sharing the responsibility of surmounting 
the national crisis#"

This statement by the Generalissimo not only knocks talk of peace on the 
head, but, also, settles the question of Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s authority to talk 
peace on behalf of China.

Japanese Intrigue

The Japanese are working hard upon Mr. Wang, and maybe they will try to 
persuade him to wear the mantle of a puppet and head their "new government." 
I think, however, that Wang has not the courage to do that, even if he possesses 
the desire.

The Japanese have, however, previously made several efforts to involve 
Wang Ching-wei in peace talks. When the direct German efforts on behalf of 
Japan failed about Christmas Day, 1937, the Japanese eventually got the Italians 
to sound Wang. At first he was approcahed by the Italian Ambassador, and, 
later, by the Italian Charge d’Affaires, who suggested that if the Generalissimo 
would retire and Wang would write a letter to the Foreign Minister in Tokyo 
saying that when the war concluded, China would have no resentment against Japan 
and that there would be no more anti-Japanese feeling or agitation, the Japanese 
would be content to withdraw their troops upon terms easy for China.

At that time Wang was wise enough to ask why the Italian Charge approached 
him. The reply was that they could not very well ask the Generalissimo to 
write such a letter.

Wang, to his credit, be it said, informed the Generalissimo of this over
ture. He also informed him of a second effort, when the Italian Charge did 
not suggest the retirement of the Generalissimo and suggested that the Japanese 
would be content with a letter from Wang Ching-wei.

However, I heard later, from a foreign diplomat, that Wang Ching-wei did 
set down in writing some peace suggestions to the Italian Ambassador. Whether 
or not the Ambassador passed them on to Japan, I do not know. If he did, the 
Japanese apparently did not then make anything public, or try to act upon them, 
obviously knowing that Wangfs weight did not count for much in the scale against 
the weight of resistance under way to save China’s national honour.

That the Japanese entertained hopes that sonner or later they would be able 
to catch and use Wang is clear from what has just happened. They probably 
believe they can compromise him so much that he might be ready to succumb to 
their allures and allow himself to head a peace movement to break down national 
unity, if not to be set up as the head of the new puppet regime. Again, I say, 
I cannot believe that Wang, no matter what his mood may be, possesses sufficient 
courage to accept any Japanese proposal that will involve the collapse of cfhina’â 
solidarity even if he has the will to do so. I am reluctant to believe that
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he would be content to be a party to anything likely to affect China adversely 
no matter how much he might feel the urge to try to climb over the Generalissimo 
into a dominant political position*

Daventry broadcasted on the night of December 30 that Wang Ching-wei was 
reported by Hongkong to have sent a message to the Generalissimo urging the 
prompt exchange of peace terms with Japan. Wang is said to have claimed that 
three points had been put forward by Konoye, namely, peace to be conditional 
upon the withdrawal of Japanese troops from China; economic co-operation in 
North China with Japan, and the signing by China of the Anti-Comintern pact not 
to affect relations between China and the Soviet. 1 heard the broadcast 
(midnight from London) which came through here at 7.40 on the morning of 
December 31, and at once sent a note upstairs to Madame Chiang to ask the 
Generalissimo if he had received such a telegram. Promptly Madame Chiang wrote 
back: "Generalissimo has received no such telegram from Wang. You can have 
Reuter or some other source deny this." So that’s that.

The origin of the broadcast news item we discovered later in the day. It 
came in a Reuter wire from Hongkong. It appears that on December 30, at 
Hongkong, the "followers of Mr. Wang Ching-wei" released "a lengthy and involved 
message addressed to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the members of the 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang" advising them "promptly to ex
change peace views with Japan upon the basis of the three points which Prince 
Konoye set out in his December 22 declaration - (1) resumption of diplomatic 
relations between China and’Manchukuo,’ (2) the conclusion of a Sino-Japanese 
Anti-Comintern pact, and (3) effective Sino-Japanese co-operation in the 
economic sphere on the basis of equal rights."

In his analysis of Prince Konoye’s statement, Mr. Wang overlooks Konoye's 
renewed assertion "that the Japanese Government has not altered its determina
tion to continue military operations in China until the anti-Japanese Kuomintang 
government is completely exterminated," and a specific statement that "Japan, 
however, desires to bring about a new order in East Asia through co-operation 
with those far-sighted Chinese who are pursuing the same aims as the Japanese." 
To wit, the puppets.

Wang seems ready to swallow the recognition of "Manchukuo" and interprets 
Konoye’s remarks as a readiness on the part of Japan to deal with the very 
government that he avows the Japanese will continue to crush - namely, the 
Kuomintang and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.

By some strange process of reasoning Wang comes to the conclusion that 
Konoye is saying one thing and meaning another, for while Konoye specifically 
stated that "for the entire duration of the pact Japanese troops were to remain 
at certain points in China, and that Inner Mongolia should be regarded as a 
special anti-Communist zone," Wang, in his statement assumes that the Japanese 
would consent to "the withdrawal from China of the Japanese army in totality," 
restricting the stationing of Japanese troops to special areas in the vicinity 
of Inner Mongolia."
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Wang also believes, or pretends to believe, that the Japanese would, 
"in exchange for freedom for the Japanese to live and pursue their business in 
China, surrender concessions and consent to the abolition of extraterritori
ality." Konoye did not say anything of the kind as part of his declaration, 
so far as we here have seen. The reference to the "abolition of foreign 
concessions" was made by the puppet regime of Nanking, as I have mentioned above.

Wang further makes out that he is naive enough to believe that if China 
signed an Anti-Comintern pact with Japan the latter would not, in any way, 
interfere with Chinese military or political affairs. Nor, Wang says, would 
the signing of such a pact "affect our relations with Soviet Russia." And, 
he adds, "since the Chinese Communist party has already pledge itself to 
support the Three People’s Principles, it should abandon its party organization 
and propaganda work, abolish its frontier government and special military 
system, and be absolutely subject to the legal institutions of the Republic of 
China." He should have added: and quietly subject itself to the domination 
of Japan, or be driven into Inner Mongolia by Japanese troops.

Wang thinks that Konoye’s third point could be accepted in principle.

Wang does not say one word about the inhumanities of the Japanese and their 
desolation of vast areas of China, but is apparently willing to forget the 
fiendish slaughter, the rape, the rapine, and the ruin, inflicted by the Japan
ese, and embrace them on the basis that "we should co-operate with all interest
ed in the common cause of promoting international friendship and mutual interests.”

So, Wang goes on record as a believer that Japan is interested in the 
"common cause of promoting international friendship and mutual interests," 
after she has been asserting herself for the past 18 months to destroy his 
people and his country, and strives to oust Democratic interests from Asia.

Italy and Germany

Wang Ching-wei’s interpretation of Konoye’s declaration is markedly at 
variance with that of the Generalissimo, as outlined above. But Wang is a 
politician, and he is being used by politicians - the Italians and the Germans, 
who have been trying to get Japan out of China for a long time now.

Both Germany and Italy sorely need Japan’s army and navy for the consumma
tion of their expansion plans in Europe, which are sure to crash into Russian 
interests before they go far.

Japan alone could not extricate herself from China, so the Italians and 
the Germans are trying to use Wang Ching-wei as the instrument to pry her loose 
with the maintenance of some "face" and gains. They tried before for peace, 
but the Generalissimo would have none of it while Japanese troops were ravag
ing the land.
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The Italians in particular have been exercising their influence for some
time upon Wang Ching-wei. One of their High Priests in Hongkong declared some
time ago that there would be peace by Christmas, or a damaging split in the 
Chinese Government scheme of things, and gave out recently that Wang would be 
in Hongkong very soon. I mentioned above that as a result of the Italian 
Embassy’s efforts Wang became involved in the peace intrigues and wrote a 
statement of his ideas of terms to the Italian Ambassador. They are using 
Wang against the Generalissimo, that is certain. Of course, Japan may step 
down from the platform embodied in Konoye’s declaration regarding the ’’new order 
in East Asia,” but if the "new order” is established it will hit the democracies 
and favor the dictators.

I wonder if the democracies will understand what is happening now and 
hasten ostentatious assistance to China to enable her to keep on fighting, at 
the same time placing embargoes of some kind upon Japan I

So much for the peace talk and the question of whether or not China intends 
to continue with her resistance.

A Narrow Escape

I will write a few words about the past few months. When fever overtook 
me in July and it looked as if the Hankow summer was going to put me in a 
hospital, as the fever did for six months a couple of years ago, I left by 
airplane for the higher and cooler altitude of Yunnan. I was too ill to do 
any writing, and I separated myself effectively from any mail. Two months 
elapsed without any improvement, and doctors sent me down to sea level. I 
went to Indo-China to revisit scenes with which I became familiar in 1905 
(Russo-Japanese war) when I was at Camranh Bay with Rozdesvensky’s fleet, later 
destroyed by the Japanese fleet at the battle of Tsushima. Incidentally, 
Camranh Bay is now being converted into France's Far Eastern Naval Base, in 
emulation of Singapore. There the main cause of my trouble was discovered, was 
treated, and quickly I began to recover.

Just about that time the Japanese made their first and only bombing raid 
upon Kunming, the capital of Yunnan. I got back there as quickly as I could. 
What for, I do not know.

That was about the most distant raid that the Japanese had so far attempted. 
It was not successful for them since they lost at least three big bombers in 
the vicinity of Kunming, and it was stated that at least one other had crashed 
on the mountains some distance away. That is what the leader of a mule caravan 
reported sometime later on his arrival at Kunming.

Whether or not the newspapers abroad now refrain from publishing accounts 
of the bombing of undefended towns, I do not know, but I seem to have an idea that 
not much is now said about these inhuman attacks upon non-combatant life and 
property. Raiding by the Japanese has never been modified, and, since they
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have been able to use the airfields at Nanking and Wuhu, it has been going 
on more intensely than ever. But the bombers now range in regions far 
removed from observant foreigners, and where correspondents are not. I was 
able, later on, to have more than enough first-hand sight of the extent of the 
damage done to undefended towns by these Japanese bombers.

I flew from Hanoi on October 20 to Kunming, and from there for Hankow on 
October 22, planning to arrive about sunset, when Japanese raiders have 
generally gone back to their base. On this day, however, they must have been 
waiting for my plane to arrive, because when we were over Changteh we received 
a radio that several Japanese pursuits were in the air above Hankow. They were 
still there near sunset while we were delaying progress by cruising in wide 
circles southwest of the Wuhan cities. When sunset came we decided to go up
river and spend the night there. Before daylight on October 23 I was on the 
field to take off, but we did not leave till the break of dawn. That brought 
us to Hankow about 6.45 a.m., where the field appeared to be covered with blue 
fog. It- rather intrigued me, since I had never before seen "blue fog", es
pecially a type clinging so tenaciously to the ground. I casually observed 
that there were no people, no airplanes, and no motor cars on or near the field. 
We went down, and were feeling conspicuously lonely in the morning calm, when 
one of the field staff was seen to be coming toward us as fast as he could make 
a bicycle travel. He was frantically signalling something with his arms. Before 
he arrived, however, we smelt the "fog" and detected it to be smoke from ex
ploded bombs. The bicycle rider was yelling at us to clear out as a raid was 
still on. By this time I could see smoke coming from freshly made bomb holes. 
I got my baggage out of the plane, and the machine took off at once for Chung
king. A short while after I had left the field Japanese bombers reappeared 
and dropped further explosives on the place, doing no material damage.

I was later informed that seven Japanese planes had gone up-river after 
the first raid. To this day I cannot understand how they missed me, unless 
the mists hanging over the Yangtze shielded me. Had the Japanese encountered 
me that would surely have been the end, for they have .a habit of shooting down 
any plane, armed or not, and for me to have been even forced down would have 
meant disaster since the whole country between Hankow and Ichang was under 
water with the usual floods.

Hankow and Canton

When I got into Hankow I found it completely changed. The evacuation of 
thousands of people, the crowding of thousands more into the ex- foreign con
cessions, and the daily raids by Japanese bombers, made the erstwhile clean 
Bund look like a back alley of a poverty-stricken town. Refugees were camped 
there, men, women and children, their belongings scattered higgledy-piggledy 
everywhere. The Japanese forces were within gun-sound. Admiral Holt showed 
me, from his balcony, where Japanese planes were bombing Tiger Hill, down
river. He estimated that the Japanese troops could get into Hankow next day
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since the Generalissimo had decided not to risk the destruction of the city 
by defending it.

The capitulation of Canton, which took place unexpectedly some days 
before, completely changed things. It compelled the Generalissimo to revise 
his plans, and he decided to close the book so far as Hankow was concerned 
and withdraw the troops to new lines. This saved Hankow from destruction by 
Japanese artillery and bombers, but it was a sad dislocation of the Chinese 
strategy. Had Canton held out the story today would certainly have been 
different, and, perhaps, we would still be in Hankow.

The tragedy of Canton was enacted before I got back to Hankow. Apparent
ly General Yu Han-mou did not have the energy to fight, or did not want to 
fight. There were those who declared that he had bolted, or had been bought. 
He had not bolted, and, to speed matters up, the Generalissimo took the blame 
for the collapse upon his own shoulders. But, later on, when we were in 
Kwangtung, he relieved Yu Han-mou of his position, but not of his responsi
bility, and, also, removed Wu Te-chen from the governorship. Pai Chung-hsi 
was put in command, with Chang Fa-kwei, the Commander of the old "Ironsides", 
as in charge on the field. Yu Han-mou has a small command under Chang Fa-kwei. 
He has to try and redeem himself.

Canton’s collapse meant withdrawal from Hankow, and, late on the night of 
October 24, we flew out, "we" being the Generalissimo and Madame Chiang and 
myself. At two o’clock the next morning we landed in Hunan province, and then 
began a tour of all the fronts which lasted until December 8, when we got to 
Chungking.

Air Raids Cause Widespread Havoc

In Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, Kwangtung, and Kwangsi provinces we were con
stantly encountering bombing raids. We saw human agony everywhere, and wherever 
we went we were confronted with a poignant panorama of gaunt monuments to Mars 
in the form of towns and villages which had been completely blown up or burned 
by the raiders. Most of these towns had nothing to do with the war, contained 
no military objectives, and had nothing at all with which to defend themselves. 
But the quarry of the Japanese is people, whether the world wants to believe 
that or not, and throughout this vast region there are millions of people.

The Japanese report their various bombing expeditions, always adding that 
they have wiped out "military establishments". Recently they announced that 
they had dropped "tons of bombs on military establishments, destroying the 
towns so badly that they will not be able to recover". The broadcaster’s own 
words. Similarly they talk with regard to the constant bombing of the habita
tions of the Chinese farmers and merchants in regions far removed from the 
fighting lines, but there are no "military establishments" to bomb in them. 
So the bombs drop on the busiest sections of the towns, and what ruination the
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explosions of the bombs begin the supervening fires complete.

At Kweilin, when we were there early in December, the main streets were 
already marked with skeletons of shops and houses, but still another batch of 
raiders came, and dropped bombs which destroyed some 300 shops and houses in 
one of the few remaining whole sections of the commercial part of the city. 
There was a veritable holocaust. The mounting flames seemed voracious enough 
to destroy completely the remaining parts of the city. They were fortunately 
stopped, but since then the Japanese have been back twice, and, according to 
their accounts, did further great damage to the "military establishments," 
which is the terminology understood in Japan, and realized in China, to indi
cate the homes of the population. What is left of Kweilin now I do not know. 
Not much, if I can judge by what I last saw of that provincial capital and the 
ruins of other cities we passed through that the Japanese had previously done 
to desolation.

Kweilin was bombed some days after we left, and again on December 29. 
This raid seemed to be designed by the Japanese to put the quietus to Kweilin's 
life. Over 100 incendiary bombs constituted Japan's New Year gift which was 
reported to have been dropped upon the city’s busiest remaining streets. The 
bombs started terrific conflagrations which razed to the ground 1,800 houses, 
and rendered homeless over 10,000 people.

That was the fifth raid upon Kweilin. In all, 2,500 houses have been so 
far destroyed. The bulk of the population must now be homeless. But Kweilin 
is fortunate in that it is built on the banks of a river threading through a 
unique limestone mountain formation. Grotesque individual hills' of all manner 
of shapes which rise abruptly from the earth exist- inside and outside of the 
city walls. They all have caves - small ones and large ones. I went with the 
Generalissimo and Madame Chiang through one which could hold up to 2,000 people. 
The authorities had stagings built at various places along the walls of the 
city to enable the populace to get to the caves when an air raid alarm sounded. 
As many of the people who could do so took advantage of these quick exits. 
Many of the caves have been provided with doors and windows, and families now 
permanently live there - a spelean society. Those caves will prove a Godsend 
to the homeless people now. But what of the thousands of cities that have been 
destroyed whose populations have no naturally provided troglodytical facilities? 
I answer that question later.

In Kwangtung province there were many such ruined towns and cities and 
villages, and there will be many more of them because the world does not seem 
to care to exert itself to stop the massacres and the ruin. Widespread des
truction and death and poignant human suffering are being precipitated from the 
skies upon every place that looks prosperous or capable of holding many people. 
This is all in accordance, of course, with the declaration of the intentions 
of the Japanese to "beat China to her knees and break her spirit of resistance."

Refugees on Trek
What becomes of the people of all the bombed areas ? Thousands of them
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are blown to fragments, of course, and those who die, to tell the truth, are 
fortunate in the sudden death that overtakes them, for there are continual 
thousands being maimed and who live with their terrible wounds, while millions 
more are made destitute and have to move from the ruins of their homes, their 
shops, their little factories, or their big ones, and from their homesteads. 
They take what they can on their backs, or on barrows, or any wheeled vehicles 
that they can use, their surviving babies being carried in baskets or piled on 
top of salvaged household chattels. People in flight fill the highways, and 
they crown the mountain trails, climbing like ants westward and further westward, 
hoping to achieve immunity from raiders and find safety from the tortures of 
war.

In these western mountains, and they are real mountains, there is some 
relief at this time of the year owing to the low cloud formations which con
stantly blanket the earth. So thick is the cloud layer that not even a 16,00u 
foot peak sticks through. Many times we have climbed through and travelled 
for hours over 18,000 feet of cloud, and that is too thick for bombers. There 
is an old saying in Szechwan that if the sun shines during the months of winter 
the dogs bark at it in fright. The Szechwanese, and there are some 80,000,000 
of them, pray to their gods that the dogs will have no temptation to bark while 
this war is on.

The Japanese have lost many planes in these wild cloud-covered mountains. 
So have the Chinese. Madame Chiang Kai-shek has just suffered a serious loss 
herself. The big Boeing plane which was presented to her, which was shipped 
from America to Australia, which the Australian Government refused permission 
to erect there, owing to some strange fear of Japan, and which was shipped to 
Hongkong after months of delay on Cockatoo Island, or some such place, in 
Sydney Harbor, has just crashed and been destroyed. Its pilot (an American 
named Johnston), a Russian mechanic named Tarantin ~ who was refused a visa by 
the Australian Government when it was desired to send him to Sydney to assist 
in erecting the plane - a Chinese wireless operator, and a Chinese mechanic 
were all killed. That plane was being flown to Yunnan. The last radio said 
that darkness was coming on, the cloud mass was impenetrable, the radio was not 
working, and the pilot was going to fly blind to try to edge down to earth. 
No news of the plane came for days. Then on December 30 the charred remains 
were found in the southern part of Yunnan province. The plane had crashed on 
a hillside and had burned. A tragic business, but all of us who fly in this 
region risk our lives every time we go up.

Into these cloudy western provinces of Kweichow, Szechwan, Yunnan, and 
Kansu, refugees are flocking by the thousands. Other elect to stay in the 
mountainous places of Shensi, Kiangsi, Hunan, Hupeh, Kwangsi, and Kwangtung 
provinces. Those who come to Kwangsi, Kweichow, Szechwan, and Yunnan, are, as 
a result of. their migration, filling up empty spaces, and are constituting the 
foundation of what will certainly be a new China.

Highways and Railways
Hitherto all these provinces have been remote, inaccessible, except for
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difficult trails over high ranges - which make all the region an ocean of 
mountains - or by way of the Yangtze river. The latter directly serves 
Szechwan river ports, but until recently, travellers wishing to go further rode 
in chairs or walked, and all cargo that could not be transferred to junks 
traversing smaller streams, was transported, sometime thousands of miles, on 
the backs of coolies, or mules, or diminutive ponies. I have seen strings of 
these little animals faithfully following their gaudily bedecked leaders, carry
ing salt from Szechwan, hundreds of miles from where they took on their loads. 
Coolies carry cargo right to Lhassa over the giant ranges whose crests are 
permanently hidden from sight by perpetual snow.

Now these western provinces are all connected by motor highways, and, as 
I have mentioned before, there is a new way out and in through Burma. In 
times of peace one can drive a car not only into all of the provinces of China, 
but through Indo-China, Siam, and Malaya to Singapore; to Rangoon, and through 
Kansu province and Sinkiang to any city in Europe and the British Isles, pro
vided, of course, there are no political obstructions in the territory of the 
Soviet.

Railways, too, are gradually extending westward. Kweilin is now connected 
by an operating railway with the main line from Canton to Hankow, at Hengyang. 
This new line is laid with rails which were pulled up from the bed of the 
railway connecting Kiukiang, on the Yangtze, with Nanchang, to prevent them 
falling into the hands of the Japanese. From Hengyang another railway has 
been started toward Kweiyang in Kweichow province. The concrete piers for a 
bridge have already been erected in the river at Hengyang. Another railway 
is being built from the border of Indo-China at Langson to Nanning, in Kwangsi 
province. Whether it will materialize depends upon the ability of the Japanese 
to penetrate the region from the seaboard at Pakhoi. They want to cut these 
connections, and no doubt their probable landing at Pakhoi is designed to stop 
work on the line and cut the road, as well as to block the French line in 
Yunnan. The bed of the Langson-Nanning line is already laid, I am told. If 
a railway can, by some means, be pushed in from Burma (as it should be if the 
British shopkeeper has the stuff in him that made him famous) the whole of the 
western provinces will be opened up.

The highways are, however, going to be a tremendously important factor in 
opening up the natural resources of the provinces, especially the new road from 
Burma to Kunming (Yunnan) and the new link from the latter place to the Yangtze 
at Luchow. This will cut out the heavy grades on the existing route from 
Chingking to Kweiyang. With these means of transport available the measures 
that are under way to settle the refugees and employ them on the development 
of the natural resources will ensure a success that but a few years ago could 
neither, have been expected nor achieved.

Untapped Resources

There are magnificent mineral and agricultural resources to be developed.
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Yunnan has, as is well known, one of the world’s largest tin deposits. It is 
rich in copper, iron and coal. In Szechwan, gold is in great abundance. The
upper Yangtze has been known for centuries as the "River of Golden Sand." The
great beds of detritus, brought down by the summer floods, are worked for gold 
as far down as the west of the Wind Box Gorge. Out in the great mountains 
forming part of the Himalayas which leap up from the foothills all along the 
western boundaries of Yunnan, Szechwan and Kansu, there are gold deposits which 
some day are destined to astonish the world. The lodes have never been touched. 
The placer deposits are always being worked with primitive appliances by the 
Chinese, and gold dust is a commodity sold and bought in the mountain townships. 
In the Mali Kingdom (altitude between 11,000 and 15,000 feet) west of Ningyuanfti, 
in south western Szechwan, gold is so plentiful that it can be washed in any 
stream. The Mu: i King pays all his "tips" in packets of gold dust. It is 
estimated that in the upper Yangtze there are 800 miles of placer deposits to 
be dredged, and elsewhere inestimable deposits. But there are many other 
minerals virgin in their remoteness. The western part of Kansu is also rich 
in gold, as is Sinkiang (Chinese Turkestan).

Yunnan is said to be able to grow mulberry leaves better than any of the 
well-known silk producing provinces near the coast, or in the world, for that 
matter, the experts say. The cocoons are said to be twice the size of the 
down-river variety. Szechwan is already a great silk producer. These pros
pects are being studied now, and already the Women’s Organization, under Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek, has teachers out in the districts showing how silk production 
can be improved, and instructing the villagers to make the improvements.

The tung tree, from the nuts of which the famous wood-oil is crushed, 
flourishes abundantly everywhere out in the west. That region is the original 
home of the tree. Plantations are being improved and extended, and, with time, 
will be installed improved equipment for extracting the oil and enhancing its 
value.

Szechwan is famous for its lush agricultural production. It harvests four 
crops every year. Drought is almost unknown. Between Szechwan and Yunnan, 
in the west, are the vast potentialities of Sikong.

Sikong is a new province which is, in all respects, reminiscent of Canada. 
Its first provincial government was inaugurated only today (January 1, 1939) 
after three years of preparation. It has the highest capital city of any 
province in China - Kanting, formerly known as Tatsienlu, with an elevation of 
12,400 feet. General Liu Wen-hao is the Governor. The province has an area 
of 182,510 square miles. It embraces the old Marches of Tibet, and was recently 
known as Chwanpien. It is bordered by Szechwan on the east, by Tibet on the 
west, by British Burma on the south, and by Kansu and Chinghai (Kokonor) on the 
north.

Sikong is generally high, and is particularly difficult in the.west and 
north where are great barriers of perpetually snow-clad mountains. It is, 
however, possessed of immense rolling grass lands similar to the great wheat
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and grazing regions of Canada* Cattle and wheat raising are destined, in time 
to be developed on a large scale, but any great riches will come from its 
deposits of gold and various other minerals, which are said to be present in 
abundance. Timber is also plentiful. A railway from Burma through Yunnan 
running into or near to this region will make it, as a Chinese publication puts it, 
”a self-sustained reservoir of food and man-power for continued armed resist
ance.’1 But such a railway will have to penetrate.mountains like the Rockies. 
Now the direct approach is by motor road from Kiating or Chengtu (in Szechwan) 
through Yachow, to the foothills near Kanting. Over a year ago work was start 
ed on a motor road through the mountains to Kanting. Trade has, however, been 
going on for centuries, goods being carried on the backs of men and yaks. As 
for rivers, the province is highly honored, for it is the source of three great 
streams, which tear through its gorges and run a couple of thousand miles or 
more to the sea - the Yangtze (which cuts China in half), the Salween, and the 
Mekong, which both carve their way south-eastwards to the sea through Yunnan 
and Indo-China.

There is scope for almost startling production of all manner of requisites 
in all these western provinces of China. Indeed, economic sufficiency can be 
achieved provided that capital can be secured. As it is, work is already 
being begun to meet war needs and emergencies with the simple means available 
to the refugees who are streaming into the region, and to the inhabitants who 
have, till the past year or two, been almost isolated and content to work the 
soil for sustenance.

The refugees, who are finding their way into this great reservoir of 
human effort and future national greatness, have among them many artisans and 
craftsmen. Some have brought tools with them, and those who could not will 
benefit by the Government’s great efforts to transport machinery and workshop 
equipment from the areas in the east threatened to be overwhelmed with des
truction. How this has been done is a story both dramatic and romantic. It 
is a common sight to see on the highways streams of vehicles, from donkey carts 
to trucks, piled with machinery, steadily and laboriously trekking westward 
through the mountains, with thousands of men, women and children, mostly heavily 
laden, patiently trudging after them.

The pictures of the pioneer days of the old west of the United States are 
being re-acted here every day, though the covered wagons are now mostly trucks, 
of limping rickety mule and donkey carts, hand-trucks and barrows, or the none 
too sturdy backs of men and women themselves. Up the waters of the Yangtze 
river, steamers, and every type of junk, carried full cargoes of machinery from 
far down-river. From Hankow was taken the bulk of machinery that was portable 
and Madame Chiang Kai-shek saw to it that 30,000 women and girl mill workers 
alone, to say nothing of thousands upon thousands of others, were transported 
to the west to save them from the fury, the bestiality, and the brutality of 
Japanese troops.

Stupendous Migration
Fear of assault and murder by Japanese frightened most of the non-combatants
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out of all the invaded areas. This stupendous migration of millions is the 
most startling and significant commentary upon the declarations with which the 
Japanese flood the world that they are warring and laying waste in China in 
order to save the common man - the Chinese people. But the lust and blood 
with which the Japanese stained Nanking and other cities of the littéral pro
vinces was observed and noted by foreign witnesses who proclaimed the horror to 
the world. Everywhere else that the Japanese make their way similar vicious 
crime is committed, but most of it is not reported to the world because there 
are no foreign witnesses of it to make the exposures®

The remarkable and outstanding feature of this great migration is the 
fortitude of the sufferers in their adversity. They live or they die, as the 
case may be, but they do not complain. The philosophy which they exhibit in 
the midst of crushing calamity approaches the sublime. We have seen, during
the whole of the past 18 months, human suffering that is incredible. No one 
living in lands smiling with peace can possibly imagine the torture that is 
being borne by the helpless masses of China. In peaceful countries it is 
calamity to have one solitary house burn down and incinerate its occupants, 
but here in China in thousands of cities whole streets and blocks, of houses and 
shops, densely inhabited, are, in one instant, suddenly blown to the sky in 
dust and flame by crashing, ear-splitting bombs. And, most of the time, many 
of the families are blown to eternity with all they own, while hundreds of 
corpses are strewn in the vicinity. Those who survive the terrific tumult, 
the showering debris and broken flesh, and the fires that supervene, see in 
place of their homes great piles of shattered brick, plaster, tiles, and, if 
fire did not devour everything,splintered timber, shattered furniture, and 
desolated personal possessions. Worse than that is the sight of dead and 
wounded relatives, mutilated or burned to cinders, and the sound of the groans 
of others pinned beneath the wreckage.

Yet, it is amazing to see that after the first shuddering shock is over 
the survivors are agitated into activity to rescue the injured, recover what 
they can of their possessions, and, if it is possible, erect shacks on the ruins, 
or start business on the pavement, if any pavement or anything with which to do 
business, is left®

It is this inherent faculty for enduring desperate suffering, this power 
of recuperation, that makes it impossible for Japan to subjugate or conquer 
China. Natural calamities, which have had a habit through the centuries of 
wiping out thousands, and hundreds of thousands, sometimes millions, of people 
in one fell swoop, have bred in the blood and the bone of the Chinese race 
those powers of survival that enable them quickly to subdue and overcome the 
effects of appalling catastrophies. These are the qualities which will enable 
them to triumph over the enormous and disastrous xosses which the Japanese 
have deliberately inflicted upon them, and which will fortify survivors in 
their efforts to rebuild their nation upon a better and more enduring foundation.

New Life in the Far West
The beginnings of the rebuilding of China are proceeding as rapidly as is
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possible in the west, while the war is still being waged in the north, south, 
east, and center of the country. Even in those regions where the wrath of war 
has left indelible marks, and the enemy menaces survivors with terror, recon
structions! efforts are being made.

But in the west, around Kunming, in Yunnan, and Chungking and other places 
in Szechwan, new life is appearing. There is an amazing growth of factories - 
and other buildings which are for educational purposes. The march, or crawl, 
westwards of the machines has been accompanied by the intellectuals. Univer
sities and cultural institutions are now appearing in places in the west where 
little of the kind existed a year ago.

Students, 400 of them, of the Narikai University of Tientsin (the first 
university to be deliberately destroyed by the Japanese) found their way to 
Changsha and walked all the way from there to Kunming - a forty-day tramp through 
endless mountains. Students of a military school also walked there all the way 
from Nanking, while boy and girl students in crowds, from other schools and 
colleges in other parts, have all walked westward. Hundreds went northwest
ward to Yennan, in Shensi province, where they live in caves. But they are all 
going through fires that will burn out of them, it is hoped, the old-time fool
ishness, and temper them for sterner duties in the upbuilding of their country, 
in forging in the west a new order to sustain their ancient nation and enhance 
its prestige and its power.

Japan has been responsible for a new outlook in China - and that outlook 
is westward. Other modern empires have been built up by movements in the same 
direction. "Westward the course of empire takes its way," was written of one 
empire. In her own west China is destined to find the means for her rejuvena
tion, and time will tell the story.

Women*s War Work

The resurgence of China is being fostered not only by the organizations 
controlled by men, but is becoming more and more a particular care of the women, 
who are being mobilized by Madame Chiang Kai- shek, under the aegis of the New 
Life Movement, for service both in the "occupied" areas and behind the lines. 
Early in the war Madame Chiang Kai-shek realized that the terror of the Japanese 
and ignorance of the measures which should be taken in the circumstances, might 
so demoralize those left in the regions from which the Chinese forces from time 
to time withdrew that it was vital to have stimulating encouragement and in
struction given to them.

The business of women helping in the winning of the war was taken up in 
earnest soon after the beginning of the invasion by the Japanese. Leading 
women were called together by Madame Chiang at Nanking, and, later on, in other 
cities. She outlined practical programs of action for them to take up. This 
involved teaching girls and women how to work and contribute support to the 
defence of the country both in the rear and in the regions that fell under the 
influence of the enemy. Classes were inaugurated, girls and women were trained
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as instructors, and they, in time, set out, full of high spirit, to fulfill 
their tasks.

That spirit of resolute endeavour in the face of ever-present danger is 
best illustrated by the last words of one <o f three girls who were killed in 
a bombing raid in which they became involved in Hunan the day after they were 
sent on their way to work among the villages along a section of the Canton- 
Hankow railway. One girl who had been shockingly mutilated by a bomb that 
crashed through the roof, exploded, and killed outright two of her comrades and 
wounded three others, regained consciousness only to say with her last breath: 
”1 have been trained to work, I have come to work, but before I could even start 
I have to die."

The survivors, instead of being paralysed with fright at the death and ruin 
about them, rescued their wounded comrades from the wreckage, found coffins for 
their dead ones, and took from themselves clothing to enshroud them. They then 
set to work to help others attend to the hundreds of people who had been wounded 
by the bombs, and collect from the debris the 200 who had been killed. Next 
night, when Madame Chiang visited the survivors, they were busy teaching and 
helping villagers to make bandages and warm clothing, working late into the 
night by the feeble light of vegetable oil lamps. Always all these women who 
are working before and behind the Chinese lines are running the risk of sudden 
death - or worse, if they are near or in the territory occupied by the Japanese.

The mobilization of women has been done under several headings for different 
types of endeavour, the most important being War Area Service, Rescue of Refugee 
Orphan Children, Promotion of Village Industries, and War Relief Work. Those 
trained for War Area Service are high school and college girls, who, in groups 
of ten and fifteen, work in the villages far behind the lines teaching the 
peasant women what to do if they become involved in the war, how to render first- 
aid, how to change the dressings of wounded soldiers falling back from the lines, 
and how to help them on their way. Also they are taught the necessity of provi
ding constant supplies of hot tea and rice for soldiers going forward, and how 
to do the numerous things that have to be done to contribute to the easy progress 
of the army through the country.

The rescue of war orphans from near the front is one of the most important 
tasks. This is done by the War Refugee Association, of which Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek is the director as well as an indefatigable worker. So far, over 
14,000 children have been rescued from the war zones and transported back to the 
western provinces. Here they are put in Refugee Homes for Children, provided 
with proper supervision, and given vocational education and training to fit them 
to be useful citizens capable of assisting in national rehabilitation. Orphan 
ages in many parts of other provinces also house and train children collected 
from various war areas. Funds for this purpose come not only from the people 
of China but from every democratic country in the world. How necessary that 
help is might be gauged by the increasing intensity and widening of the areas of 
Japanese bombing raids. Each raid produces additional numbers of orphans and 
destitute®
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Village Industries Promoted

The promotion of village industries is designed to increase production so 
as to assist in war-time economy. The shutting off of foreign imports and the 
destruction of factories by the Japanese has caused a dearth of supplies which 
can be partly filled, for the time being, by the people themselves. But they 
have to be taught. With the aid of improved hand and foot operated machinery 
the women trained by the New Life Headquarters are now instructing country women 
and girls how, among other things, to weave cotton textiles and spin wool yarn. 
From the commonly grown ramie fibre (China grass) they are not only making cloth, 
but are producing absorbent cotton that is proving highly satisfactory for use 
in army hospitals.

With the old hand machine a woman could spin only eight ounces of yarn in 
a day, but with the new one developed and provided by the New Life Movement, a 
woman can produce 15 pounds in a day. More and more cotton is being grown, 
and new areas are under experimental cultivation. Large supplies of cotton 
come into Szechwan from Paochi in Shensi. Ramie fibre is produced in abundance 
throughout these provinces. Wool comes down from the north, and from Sikong.

The activities of these women seem likely to develop important changes in 
the China silk trade. They are transplanting the silk industry from the coastal 
provinces to Szechwan and Yunnan where they will soon be in a position to supply 
some of the demand for silk. As the women have secured the services of one of 
their sex who has specialized for years in silk production - one who spent 
several years in the silk industry in Japan, and has experience of production 
elsewhere - there is every reason to believe that there will be considerable 
improvement in China silk in course of time. Filatures with modern equipment 
are sure to be set up in these regions in the near future.

All these industrial activities in the villages have a double purpose: 
(1) the organization of the village workers into co-operatives to improve their 
earnings'and their livelihood; and (2) the meeting of the demand for supplies 
at home and export abroad. The outlet overseas will be by the new road to 
Burma if freight costs are attractive.

It is understood, and it is borne in mind, that handicraft products can 
never compete with those that are machine-made, but for*the duration of the war 
the women of China are organizing themselves to meet the requirements of the 
hour. When the time comes for peace and further industrial development they 
will be all the more ready to play an intelligent part in the modernization of 
the country, and in paying attention to the welfare and the economic standards 
of the workersv

One of Madame Chiang Kai-shek’s chief aims in organizing the women is to 
establish a condition guaranteeing to the working women better living conditions 
and better pay and treatment. The war has given her a chance that she could 
not miss to begin the institution of necessary reforms. One of her triumphs 
was to make the directors of a large cotton mill at Wuchang, opposite to Hankow,
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not only submit to having the machinery removed from their big mill but also pay 
$350,000 for the removal and care of the thousands of workers. For a year other 
Government organizations had failed to move this mill or the directors. The 
latter were making too much profit to be ready to close down and seemed willing 
to let the Japanese take the mill as a going concern when they should enter. 
Madame Chiang shamed them by visiting the mill at 5 a.m. in the morning, as the 
night shift was coming off duty, and exposing the conditions under which the 
women worked.

Creation of Industrial Co-operatives

The discovery, soon after the war began, that the Japanese were conducting 
systematized and extensive marauding - shipping all valuables to Japan (especi
ally machinery and scrap-iron) and destroying everything that might be used by 
Chinese survivors at the end of the war to sustain their livelihood - caused 
the wholesale dismantling and removal, or burial, of small industrial plants. 
Yes, unhappy owners, in certain places, in their dilemma, having no means of 
transport, and not knowing what to do or where to go, buried their machinery, 
and did it without coffins or shrouds of any kind, earth being the winding-sheet. 
What was transported away will, in time, be re-erected in western or central 
provinces.

A significant development for war-time purposes which is making marked 
progress and which is certain to have incalculable influence upon the future in
dustrialization of China, is the establishment of Chinese Industrial Co-opera
tives. The idea was born in Shanghai out of the confusion that marked the 
deliberate break-up by the Japanese of the numerous factories and workshops 
which had their being in that metropolis, and the consequent dissipation of the 
great army of artisans who formed the skilled workers in these destroyed indus
tries. A group of foreigners and Chinese developed the idea. Connected with 
this group was Mr. Rewi Alley, a New Zealander, who was employed by the Shanghai 
Council as its Inspector of Factories. He knew all of the factory owners, and 
was intimately connected with the leading artisans and had ideas of how to 
collect and use them. Mr. Alley and the scheme were taken under the wing of 
the Government, but I will let him tell the story of the scheme, for he happened 
to arrive in Chungking yesterday, dropped in on me just as I had reached this 
part of this lengthy letter, and I forthwith compelled him to sit down and write 
a summary of the scheme and the first steps of its application.

What Mr Alley adds will make this letter longer, but I must first tell you 
how he came to be associated with the active implementation of the scheme by 
the Chinese Government. A copy of the proposition the group in Shanghai 
prepared was sent to the British Ambassador, Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, who, in 
turn, forwarded it to Madame Chiang Kai-shek. When Madame Chiang read it she 
saw that it followed a line of development once conceived for the Peoples 
Economic Reconstruction Movement, which was launched in 1936 in Kweichow, by the 
Generalissimo, but which later got held up for a variety of reasons.

Madame Chiang literally jumped at the scheme, placed it personally before
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Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the Executive Yuan and Minister of Finance, and 
strongly urged its adoption. When Dr. Kung read the scheme he also favored it. 
He has long been actively interested in the building up of small industries, 
and consequently needed no urging to sponsor the idea. The services of Mr.Alley 
were promptly sought through the British Ambassador - who was telegraphed to - 
and Mr. Alley was in Hankow a day or so afterwards. The Shanghai Municipal 
Council released him - but begrudgingly. Here is the story as it is told by 
Mr. Alley himself :

The idea. During the early months of the year 1938 a group of Chinese 
and foreign residents in Shanghai met together. They had watched the terrible 
havoc wrought amongst China’s industry, 70 per cent, of which was concentrated 
in their area. They met to discuss what could be done to reconstruct that 
which had been destroyed.

It was decided to form a Shanghai Promotion Committee for Indsutrial 
Co-operatives in China, it being realized that the only way industry could be 
made to operate all over the country would be in the form of small industrial 
co-operatives.

The Committee was headed by the gifted Shanghai banker, Hsu Shing-loh. 
Mr. Hsu was later to meet his death at the hands of the Japanese who shot down 
the airplane in which he was travelling.

First stages. A plan was drawn up and was submitted to the Central 
Government. It was accepted, and so in the month of August the Chinese 
Industrial Co-operatives - fathered by Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the 
Executive Yuan, and with the kindly encouragement and interest of Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek - came into being.

A headquarters was set up in Hankow, and Liu Kwang-pei came to act as 
General Secretary. Mr. Liu, an American returned student, came with experience 
as a banker, an administrator, an engineer, and a soldier. Rewi Alley, 
formerly Chief Factory Inspector in the Shanghai Municipal Council, was in
vited to assist.

Northwest headquarters* A headquarters was set up on the south Shensi- 
Kansu border to which Lu Kwang-mien, a returned student from Edinburgh, and 
formerly with the Hopei Co-operatives, went as organizer. Wu Chu-fei, of the 
Shanghai Power Company and of the Ford Motor Company’s works in the United 
States, went as engineer.

Machines were sent from Hankow and the Lunghai railway line, and within 
the next three months some 80 small industries were set up in the area. One 
village was lit by co-operative electric light. A co-operative printing works 
published the first newspaper in another little hsien (county) city. Alcohol, 
weaving, spinning, knitting, tanning, mining, and transport co-operatives were 
soon set up. Unemployed workers found relief in constructive work after their 
enforced idleness. Wheels that had been silent were made to turn again. Empty
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shelves in village stores were stocked once more. New hope entered into the 
lives of many as they gathered together, sometimes only in caves, in the loess 
hillsides to reconstruct their old lives by work.

The fall of Hankow, and the consequent dislocation of communications, 
made for various difficulties in these headquarters, but due to the fine 
spirit that prevailed these were surmounted, and work continued even in the 
face of financial difficulty.

It was found that in the areas worked there was ample raw material avail
able, wealth that had lain hidden in the past and only awaited the energy of 
man to exploit. Refugees from many provinces came. One group of a small 
Christian sect came in its entirety, and with energy proceeded to take ad
vantage of the technical and organizational advice provided by the Chinese 
Industrial Co-operatives, and to use the capital lent with great advantage.

Arrangements have been made here to set up a school for training in
dustrial co-operative workers in what they are expected to do. Other arrange
ments are being made to take over a testing laboratory for a fixed period to 
assist the co-operatives with the best scientific information available.

Depots were set up in the country as well as one in the city of Sian. 
Efforts are being made to make for improvement in production - newer methods, 
better organization.

New depots are being planned in Kansu and Shensi provinces from which it 
is hoped that a network of small industry will radiate in 1939.

Southwest headquarters. Shortly before the fall of Hankow, Lem Foh-yu 
came from the Shanghai Power Company to head the Technical Section of the 
Chinese Industrial Co-operatives. Mr. Lem had had long experience in the 
United States as a mechanical engineer, and is highly qualified in every way 
for this position. He also took over the responsibility for organizing these 
headquarters in west Hunan, and soon had gathered around him a band of co
operators and technicians who proceeded to make a survey of the industrial 
possibilities and to organize workers into production units for the manufacture 
of consumer goods needed locally.

The visitor to one little city would perhaps have been surprised to find 
that several of the small industries in the locality carried the red triangular 
"Co-operative Work" sign, and that workers he met on the street would be proudly 
wearing the same badge in miniature on their coats.

Outside a pen-maker’s establishment he would find a little crowd looking 
with interest at a poster showing an intellectual wielding a great pen in his 
hands sweeping the Japanese off the map of China. Then at a leather goods 
maker’s shop he would see more people staring at another poster depicting a 
Chinese soldier wearing a great leather boot, stamping out Japanese 
Imperialism.
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Shoe making for the army was found to be needed here. Dry-cell making, 
leather tanning, towel weaving, hosiery knitting, and printing co-operatives 
were all successful. Work on medical supplies for hospital use was commenced.

The events at Changsha greatly affected the initial work at these head
quarters, but in spite of the temporary paralyzing of communications, work 
went on as usual. Some of the societies found difficulties in distribution, 
so society members simply went out into villages and sold their products them
selves, finding that their ultimate profit was greater than they usually had 
been getting.

At the present time industries are being moved from threatened areas to 
safer ones, and plans are being made to place depots in provinces near by.

Experiments are being made in these headquarters to improve the multiple 
manual spinning machines, and when successful to manufacture these.

A new winder to wind from hanks to warper’s bobbins has been introduced, 
and a 50 per cent, time saving has been effected. A warping machine has been 
introduced to take the place of the old frame, and about 60 per cent, time saving 
has thus been effected.

Other efforts are being made to speed up production so that rural industry 
will be able to stand solidly on its feet under any circumstances.

Plans for the immediate investment of some $300,000 in small industry 
have been made here which should do much to alleviate the distress caused by 
war, and to maintain the morale of the people.

This headquarters hopes shortly to extend its work into the Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces.

Southeast headquarters. Following the establishment of the southwest 
headquarters a communication was received from the Shanghai-Hongkong committee 
offering $200,000 capital for use in these headquarters. The offer was 
accepted and a representative was sent to Hongkong to arrange for this and to 
establish a headquarters in the southeast. This was done before the fall of 
Canton city, but work was delayed due to the original staff having contracted 
dengue fever, epidemic at the time in the chosen locality. After a number of 
other obstacles had been surmounted, work was started and representatives sent 
to excavate machines which had been buried in threatened areas, buy them, and 
transport them to safer quarters to be used in a first machine and founding 
co-operative with which it is hoped smaller machines can be constructed for use 
in other centers.

It was found that there was no shortage of raw materials. Technical 
workers and equipment in this area are difficult to obtain in the first instance. 
Plans have been made to remedy this deficiency. There are all kinds of 
mineral products available, and a good market for produced goods. A tannery
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and leather goods co-operative was the first to be organized here* Others in 
the process of organization at the moment include a $30,000 machine shop, 
spinning and weaving for refugees, a printing and a cigarette making co-oper
ative for crippled soldiers, sugar refining, boat building, and a food preserves 
co-operative.

There are possibilities for small mining ventures, for there are many old’ 
mines in this area - copper, silver, lead, gold etc., which were once worked 
and which could again be opened and worked by simple processes which would 
provide sustenance for the workers and some raw material.

Then, too, there are excellent opportunities for small cement, glass, 
pottery, and chemical co-operatives here. Facilities for old-time river 
transportation in this area are especially good. There are good chances for 
paper and alcohol co-operatives. Promotion work, essential before organizing 
is done, is being ably assisted by the Rural Welfare Service, headed by Mr. 
Chang Fu-liang, well known for his work in the Kiangsi countryside.

These headquarters hope to be able to assist branches in Anhwei, Chekiang, 
Kiangsi, Fukien, and Kwangtung.

Already work has been financed behind the enemy lines, and it is hoped 
that such work will be extended so that communities in those areas will be made 
self-supporting and not be forced-to buy enemy goods.

Central headquarters. General headquarters was moved from Hankow in 
October. It first went to Wanhsien, but on the arrival of K.P® Liu in 
Chungking, was moved to that city. This headquarters will act as National 
Headquarters, and, at the same time, as headquarters for the Hupeh Szechwan- 
Sikong Yunnan districts. Preparations are now made to commence work, and a 
start can be expected in the New Year. Raw materials and demand are here in 
plenty. It is hoped that in these headquarters something may be done toward 
assisting in next winter's textile requirements especially for the soldiers 
who give their all for us.

Then, too, some of the millions of refugees who have migrated to the west 
will find in co-operative industry new life - creative life - in a new way.

Finance. Funds used by the Chinese Industrial Co-operatives are in three 
kinds, capital funds, promotion funds, and special funds. Capital is lent out 
to groups which have been organized at 6 per cent, for short term, and 8 per 
cent, for long term, loans.

Promotion funds are those officially provided for the payment of staff, 
travel and general headquarter maintenance.

Special funds are those which have been donated and are used for removal 
of essential workers, machinery, etc., which cannot be considered a charge on 
the co-operative, as well as those expenses which come outside the budgeted
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promotional funds. These funds are also sometimes used as straight non
interest bearing loans to workers, and also form a fund which can be borrowed 
from by the regional headquarters should official promotion funds, by some 
break-down in communications, not be available at the required time.

It is of interest to know that in many of the areas work, in the past, 
could not be started unless interest ranging from 18 to 30 per cent, was paid.

Phillipine Overseas Chinese have been very helpful in giving to this 
special fund, after they had had its use explained by a member of the Shanghai- 
Hongkong Promotional Committee.

The International Alliance of Trade Unions in Paris also gave a very use
ful sum which was of great assistance in the early stages.

Other private donors have also assisted, such amounts being used for 
special cases - an existing group has its machines shattered by a bomb, it must 
move elsewhere. Another needs some help in travel; there is some promotion 
printing to be done, and so on.

Organization. Efforts have been made to procure staff for organization 
work who are experienced in the co-operative field. Members of this section 
of the work of the Chinese Industrial Co-operatives have to deal with the 
workers in the field. They have to be men of sympathy and tact. They have 
to travel under very adverse circumstances in dangerous war-time conditions. 
They must know something of industry, and be able to learn as they go. They 
must become missionaries of the idea of self-help. There have already come to 
headquarters many stories of devotion and courage exercised by these organizers. 
The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives look forward to the time when the engineer 
and the co-operator together will bring to rural China something of the fuller 
and better life it deserves.

Procedure in organizing local co-operative societies. (1) Registration 
of unemployed craftsmen. (2) Selection of individuals based upon health, ex
perience, and character. (3) Grouping according to crafts such as weavers, 
shoe makers, etc. (4) Investigation of the business to be organized for a 
selected group as to raw material supply, market for finished goods, avail
ability of equipment, production cost and profit. (5) Selection of organizing 
committee. (6) Formal organization exercise. (7) Registration of co-oper
ative society in hsien government. (8) Signing of contract. (9) Money 
loaned to co-operative societies is deposited in bank and any withdrawal 
requires the signatures of the headquarters* co-operator and accountant. Sound 
business principles are always strictly followed in the organization of co 
operatives, and money is carefully loaned out and safely guarded.

Supervision of co-operative societies. Co-operative societies are care
fully supervised in order to develop self-imposed discipline and committee 
system of management within each society. They are taught how to conduct 
business meetings and how to keep books. They are also taught to sing
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patriotic songs» They all feel now it is their duty to take part in this 
war of resistance»

The technical staff » An excellent example has been set by the Chief and 
Assistant Chief of the Technical Section, both of whom left good po s11 i on s,thejr 
families, and all the comforts of Shanghai to come to the interior and face all 
the difficulties that present themselves in war-time in any constructive effort»

The crying need is for men who will sacrifice and who have the ability to 
do things that make that sacrifice worth-while» Action, not theory; practical 
engineering ability coupled with initiative and drive.

The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives have been fortunate indeed to have 
been able to induce many such to throw in their lot with this movement.

The future. The Chinese Industrial Co-operatives hope that by the end of 
1939 it will have been able to construct and connect up a chain of small industry 
that will reach from Inner Mongolia to the Eastern Sea. It expects that in this 
year it will be able very materially to assist in the supply of essentials and 
of consumer goods; to translate slogans into action; to put many idle hands to 
work} to give employment to at least some who crave for it; to supply technical 
assistance for existing small enterprises that need it, and to organize them 
into units that can stand the stress of war; to organize refugee and crippled 
soldier labor when possible; to provide new sources for raw materials, and to 
assist simpler transport. The obstacles in front of a realization of this plan 
are tremendous. But with the support of earnest minds at home and abroad, the 
backing of a Government determined in its resistance, and with the devotion of 
its staff of engineers, co-operators, and technicians, the Chinese Industrial 
Co-operatives still have every chance of fulfilling the role it has assigned 
itself.

This is the end of Mr. Alley’s present story, but it is only the beginning 
of the new movement.

Kweichow’s Potentialities

In connection with the development of the western provinces, which I have 
emphasized without much reference to Kweichow province, Mr. Alley says that 
this province, poor as it is, is full of potentialities for industrial enter
prises. There are all kinds of mines. A recent exhibition of native products 
in Kweiyang showed that good handicrafts were very popular among the people, 
including the aborigines. The kinds of paper produced in Tuyun and Longtai 
are just as fine as can be expected. But the scale is very small because of 
lack of capital. Cotton goods are the dearest there. A movement for growing 
cotton has been commenced by the provincial authorities and it is expected that 
this province will produce enough cotton for its own consumption in a year or 
two. Hand spinning and weaving will soon be in fashion there. Other plans 
for industrializing Kweichow have also been considered, but so far little has 
been done. It is again a question of capital. The Chinese Industrial
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Co-operatives have been invited to go to help, and it is thought necessary to 
set up an office in Kweiyang, the capital of the province. Some wood oil is 
produced in Kweichow. It was learned in Kweiyang that wood-oil could be shipped 
out, via Kunming, at a profit. The price is about $30.00 at Kweiyang, $60.00 
at Kunming (all Chinese National Currency), and H.K. $48.00 at Hongkong.

Today (New YearTs Day) the Ministry of Finance issued measures to foster 
the trade of the western provinces. Exporters of peanuts, sesame seeds, timber, 
bamboo, almonds, eggs and egg products, hair nets, cotton, tobacco, and straw 
hats were exempted from selling the resultant foreign exchange to the Government; 
and another order cancelled export duty on wood oil, bristles, hides, skins, tea, 
minerals, gallnuts, herbs, wool, silks, hemp and ramie fibre, intestines and 
feathers. All these are products of the provinces of the west»

Chinese Reactions to Democratic Inaction

So far, I have not emphasized the reactions of the Chinese to the attitude 
of the Democracies toward their diffcu.lt plight of the past 18 months. While 
Chinese leaders have been definitely disappointed at the failure o.f the League 
of Nations to implement its resolutions, and have been concerned at the failure 
of Great Britain, America and France, as great Democracies, to do something 
practical to uphold treaties and restrain the inhuman activities of Japan, they 
understand that lack of armaments to back up decisions to act, has been the 
principal restraining factor.

Nevertheless, the Chinese find themselves unable to understand why it is 
that none of the Powers who are menaced by and suffering the brunt of totali
tarian abuse and expansions, has moved to effect a combination of such Powers 
with the object, if nothing else, of restraining the Japanese from acquiring 
such materials as iron and steel, or pig-iron and scrap-iron, from which they 
fashion the bombs that wreak such ruthless and inhuman devastation in China.

The Chinese feel that humanitarian impulses should be sufficient to prompt 
such a step, and common decency should, in itself, be enough to influence 
Democracies not to stain their hands with profits made from the spilled blood 
and wrecked homes of hundreds of thousands, indeed millions, of helpless Chinese.

What the Chinese see is the great Democracies expressing sympathy with 
China while they are taking these profits, and, at the same time, are inactively 
witnessing the deliberate undoing of all their vested interests and trade in 
China, as well as the undermining of their influence and prestige.

At least, the Chinese think, the Democracies might have taken their 
Ambassadors from Tokyo just to indicate to Japan that she was not a nice enough 
nation to be considered as an equal.

Consolation comes to the Chinese, however, from the efforts which sections 
of the people of the Democracies make to prevent shipments of weapons and 
material going to Japan, and from the financial contributions democratic people

diffcu.lt
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make to the funds for the relief of the suffering of their millions. That is 
a gratifying action for which they are profoundly appreciative. Yet it does 
not compensate for the failure of the Governments of the Democracies to stand 
together to stop Japan continuing with her murderous follies and 1rhuman crimes.

The Chinese are of the opinion that if the Democracies would help China 
with supplies of equipment and munitions to cripple Japan they would, at the 
same time, destroy the menace of the Dictators, both in Europe and in the Republics 
of South America, which the Lima Conference revealed was seriously worrying the 
United States.

China herself has already crippled Japan. Only today comes the announce
ment over the Daventry broadcast that the Government of Japan is not only adding 
to the weight of the burden of the people another £290,000,000 in the form 
of national bonds "to meet the cost of the China war,” but is considering in
creasing taxation by another £11,000,000. The Government of Japan has also had 
to "warn the people not to expect a rapid reduction of taxation even after peace 
has been secured on Japan’s terms."

Despite her disappointment about Democratic inertia China is fighting with 
all her might. She will go on fighting, and it is encouraging to her, after 
18 months of it, to see that both Great Britain and America are marking the 
birth of this new year by speaking more freely and significantly. Both now 
seem to be showing signs of resenting in some practical form or other the im
pertinences and the truculence and the destructiveness of Japan. Had that been 
done long ago, it is thought here, there would have been a great saving of money 
on armaments, and a complete dislocation of the axis that seems to be heading 
for more and more trouble as time goes on.

The credit advances by America to China, and those promised by Great Britain 
had a very heartening effect, and gave the Chinese reason to hope.

The Chinese newspapers expressed themselves as full of confidence in the 
outcome of 1939. This year, they feel, will mark a turning point in Chinese 
history. China has"laid an unshakeable foundation through the sufferings and 
privations which she has been called upon to undergo," and has already proved 
that "the superior arms of the Japanese could not overcome the tensile Chinese 
spiritual strength, which will be the source of the power for a general Chinese 
counter-offensive and a turn-about from defeat to victory." At the beginning 
of 1937, one paper points out, "Japan was riding on the crest of the wave of 
military victories and was expecting China to surrender. But the conclusion of 
the year finds Japan at the crossroads not knowing where to turn after paying a 
high price in the form of 600,000 casualties, and nearly Yen 10,000,000,000 on 
military expenditure. On the contrary the morale of the Chinese army has never 
been higher."

The note which the United States sent to Japan as a New Year present is 
read by the Chinese as definite indication that Washington has made up its mind 
to give Japan pause. It was stern enough to shake Japan in the old days, and
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may do something now, but the Japanese are a peculiar people and believe that 
they really have conquered and hold more than half of China, and will soon bring 
the Central Government to heel. So they may not be so upset about America’s 
denunciation of their schemes to tie Asia up for the so-called "Asiatics" under 
the domination and direction of Japan. I wonder if the Japanese contemplate 
embracing the Polynesians in their "Asia."

Military Situation on New Year’s Day

Regarding the military situation, one of the Chinese newspapers wrote that 
"militarily the Chinese seemed to have failed outwardly and geographically. 
But factually the Chinese spirit is becoming more unbendable, and the Chinese 
strategy is improving as the days roll by. Contrasted with this the Japanese 
are finding themselves deeper and deeper in the Chinese quagmire, while China 
has advanced from the stage of "prolonged resistance" to that of "counter- 
offensive."

"Politically," the paper adds, "the opening of the Emergency Kuomintang 
Congress, the inauguration of the People’s Political Council, the Generalissimo’s 
rebuttal of Premier Konoye’s statement of December 22 and his open message to 
the Chinese people after the fall of Canton and the withdrawal from Wuhan, have 
pointed the way to armed resistance and national reconstruction. They have 
strengthened national unity and augmented the nation’s will to resist to the 
last, and have demonstrated to the Chinese people and the world the impossibility 
of a compromise for peace with Japan and the reasons why ultimate victory for 
China is absolutely possible."

"Economically and financially, public confidence in the Chinese legal tender 
has been further heightened as a result of the enforcement of the foreign exchange 
and foreign trade control. At the same time, the execution of the ’Armed Resist
ance and National Reconstruction Program’ has been facilitated by the successful 
conclusion of the Anglo-American credit loans. Meanwhile, the economic develop
ment of the Southwest has been carried out at an accelerated pace."

Military headquarters today report the situation on both fronts in Central 
and South China as remaining unchanged, but indicate that the Japanese are busy 
with a definite drive to cross the Yellow river out of Shansi into Shensi. The 
objective is, of course, the line of communication for supplies from Russia via 
Sinkiang. Two columns are conducting this drive along parallel routes, with a 
third column operating in another direction. All are being engaged by Chinese 
forces.

A military observer says that the present lull on the two fronts mentioned 
does not, by any means, indicate that the Japanese intend to stop where they are. 
On the contrary there is reason to believe that they are making preparations to 
resume their military advances in the south along the West river on the one hand, 
and up the railway line from Canton on the other, and down the railway from 
Yochow on the Yangtze.
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The Japanese are expected to meet with difficulties in the latter adventure. 
There is low water in the Tunting Lake, and the country is very mountainous. In 
addition, the railway has been thoroughly destroyed by the Chinese. Strong 
Chinese mobile units are in the region harassing the invaders. Heavy reinforce
ments are being brought in by the Japanese to aid in the execution of the advance 
when the time comes. Probably, too, they may attempt a further advance up the 
Yangtze river. They have, I am told, ’’thousands” of shallow draft power boats. 
I fancy these are primarily due to the determination to capture the whole length 
of the railway from Canton to Peiping, and the boats will be used on the river 
from the Yangtze to Changsha. The railway has been destroyed and the roadway 
is kept in a state of impassability by mobile units of Chinese. The Japanese 
are apparently moving large forces up the Yangtze, for they have had 800 steam
ers plying on the stream during recent weeks.

Unless the Japanese take the whole of the Canton-Hankow-Peiping railway 
they cannot claim any sort of victory, and cannot even pretend to be in a 
position to control or administer any province in China. So far, the Japanese
troops have found it impossible to take any of the country between the Yangtze 
and Changsha, and they have to take it all before they can start ’’marching as 
far as Tibet,” as one of the boasting generals said they would do. Well, it 
is colder near Tibet than it is in Hokkaido, in Japan, and they do not like that 
country, even for occasional military manouvres.

Pai Chung-hsi, who is, as I have mentioned, now in command of the forces 
for the defence of Kwangtung and Kwangsi, has just reported that although the 
Japanese are sitting tight round about Canton - digging in for defence against 
the Chinese forces slowly closing in on them - they are preparing for a move 
against the railway northwards through Kwangtung, and also an advance into 
Kwangsi. General Pai thinks they are aiming at Nanning by way of the West river 
to cut the Chinese supply lines from Kwanchowan and Indo-China. As he is a 
native of Kwangsi he ought to know what he is talking about when he says that 
the people of his province will all resist. He has divided the province into 
sections, and all able-bodied men have long been trained to look after themselves 
and their localities. Now, the General says, he is having a number of oaths 
prepared for the people of Kwangsi to take voluntarily, such as ”1 swear not to 
be a traitor,” ”1 swear not to buy Japanese goods,” etc. Unless the Japanese 
tackle Kwangsi with heavy units they are not going to have an easy time of it. 
But they are not having that anywhere except when they walked into Canton from 
Bias Bay. Curiously the Japanese are parading that unresisted march as a 
’’great victory” which”surprised the world.” They mean their valor caused the 
surprise.

The longer this war goes on the clearer it is becoming that the Japanese 
’’invincibility” was a myth worked up in the imagination of the Japanese themselves. 
They have not even learned how to use modern implements, and German advisers 
long ago stigmatized them as knowing nothing about soldiering. If their navy 
is as bad as their army has turned out to be what will happen to it if a British 
or American fleet falls foul of it one of these days ? Reports are that the 
navy of Japan is a real wash-out.
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But whatever the military plans of the Japanese are much speculation has 
been aroused by the recent movement of some six divisions out of China to, it 
is reported, Manchuria. No one seems to know, however, whether or not these 
were being replaced, for the Peiping-Hankow railway was closed to traffic for 
six days and what went on the observers at Peiping were not allowed to see. 
Foreign military experts think transfers were going on.

Chinese guerillas have just derailed two Japanese military trains north 
of Paotingfu and one on the Tientsin-Pukow railway, and caused serious losses 
according to reports, all the cars having been reported as destroyed. It is 
interesting to note that the guerillas have informed the Chinese public that 
they may use the railways, as the guerillas were confining their attention 
solely to military trains.

As I have mentioned above, guerilla activities are being intensified, from 
Kwangtung in the south, to Hopei in the north. The Eighth Route Army is claim
ed by the Japanese to have been dispersed. If so, then their ghosts seem to 
be thorns in the Japanese side.

This reminds me to mention that Japanese propaganda has not changed since 
the beginning of this invasion. They never report losses, always have victor
ies, and even their victories they exaggerate out of all recognition. If 
foreigners abroad have to estimate from Japanese reports the nature of the sit
uation they must be puzzled to understand how it is that the Japanese army is 
still floundering about in the middle of China, with a Chinese army in being 
to oppose it. Japanese reports added up would account for the complete anni
hilation of several Chinese armies. Yet, Chinese are reported fighting near 
Hangchow and Shanghai, outside the walls of Nanking, throughout all the in
vaded provinces from Canton to the Great Wall, and constantly doing damage 
along all the railway lines and roads.

If the Japanese are accomplishing the annihilation of the Chinese as 
effectively as they proclaim, why are they making so little progress in getting 
out of the so-called "conquered" country, and still demanding so much money 
from their own people in order to stay in it ? The simple truth is, of course, 
that 18 months after they started their invasion they are in a worse position 
and condition than when they began. The Japanese have to keep fighting and 
the Chinese are determined that they are not going to stop until victory comes 
to them some way or other.

Wang Ching-wei * s Expulsion

The Wang Ching-wei bolt from Chungking into the arms of the Italian and 
Japanese talkers of peace has brought a swift sequel in the shape of Wang’s 
ignominious expulsion from the party. On New Year’s Day there was much going 
and coming among the members of the Standing Committee of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang Party as a result of Wang's statement. Eventually 
they decided in meeting assembled to expel him for life and deprive him of all 
his posts.
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Wang was condemned for "the desertion of the important post entrusted to 
him; for betrayal of public confidence placed in him during this critical 
period of the war of resistance, and for issuing a statement in Hongkong on 
December 29 suing for peace with Japan on the basis of Premier Konoye’s 
declaration".

His conduct was, the decision said, "tantamount to conniving with the 
enemy and seeking, in effect, to undermine the foundation of the States". The 
decision recalled that "China had suffered such precedents in the Sung and Ming 
dynasties, the fall of which had not been caused by the demoralization of the 
army or the submission of the people but by the intrigues of a handful of court 
officials".

"As long as the people remain unyielding in action and unswerving in faith 
the final victory will logically be China’s", says the decision. And it 
"emphatically declares that the national policy shall be based on General 
Chiang Kai-shek’s speech of December 26" (summarized above).

Following the expulsion of Wang Ching-wei, the Government issued an order 
for the arrest of "all traitors", who are to be permanently outlawed. This is 
directed at those followers of Wang who may deem it*wise or necessary to adopt, 
or pretend to adopt, his policy.

The Chinese newspapers are unmercifully flaying Wang. That was to be 
expected of the papers at the present capital, but elsewhere, telegraph reports 
state, they are also strongly against him, particularly those in Shanghai. 
They say, variously, "his deviation from the revolutionary cause will not 
affect the outcome of the war"; "it will help to strengthen, rather than 
weaken, the cause"; "he has made his funeral oration so far as his political 
life is concerned"; "his punishment will enhance Party discipline". Papers 
refer to his "stupidity", to his "abhorrent action"; others describe him as 
a "Japanese tool", as a "piece of rotten meat", and "undesirable horse". The 
Huamei Morning Post, Shanghai, says "Wang is out of his mind". The Standard 
describes him as "a worse traitor than Chin Kwei, who betrayed the Sung Dynasty 
or than Wu San-Kwei" - whose memory is detested by all Chinese - "who betrayed 
the Ming Dynasty. He is worse even than Wang Keh-min, and Liang Hung-chih", 
who are the respective heads of the present Peiping and Nanking puppet 
"governments".

"Foreign friends of China", said one paper, "may rest assured that China 
will never surrender to Japan and become her slave." The Hsin Min Pao says: 
"People at home and abroad will know that Wang’s actions and opinions do not 
represent those of the Government but are entirely his own."

All of the newspapers are screaming for continuance of the war of re
sistance. So, at this dawn of the new year, China determines to fight on.
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Will the Democracies Help ?

To save their interests from complete ruination the Democratic Powers 
should make up their minds to help China. Customs figures just issued show 
that as a result of the Japanese blockade and invasion foreign trade slumped 
by $400,000,000 during the first seven months of 1938, as compared with the 
same seven months of 1937. From January to July, 1937, before hostilities 
started, the total foreign trade showed in Customs revenues at $1,301,795,830, 
but for the same seven months in 1938 the figures were $911,015,317. The heavy 
blow came during the four months of 1937 after hostilities started. In the 
same months of 1938 trade had picked up. Compared with 1937 foreign trad^ 
during the eleven months of 1938 (December returns are not yet available) was 
reduced by a total of $164,948,926. Imports fell by $84,924,516 and exports 
by $80,006,410. This return enables the Ministry of Finance to report that: 
"As a result of the National Government's efforts to increase export trade and 
to restrict the supply of foreign exchange only to legitimate import brade, the 
balance of trade has turned in favour of China since June of 1938, the months 
of June to September each registering an excess of exports over imports. This 
fact should be noted by critics of the Government’s policy of exchange control. 
For the eleven month period under comparison, the total excess of imports was 
reduced from $117,750,125 in 1927 to $112,814,019 in 1938. This must be re
garded as a healthy feature of China’s war economy.”

Of course, after the effective closure of the connections between Hongkong 
and Canton a further slump took ‘place, and will be shown when the figures are 
out. A filip to trade may be given by the use of the Burma road, if it proves 
practicable and immune to interruption by tribesmen, but that remains to be 
seen.

In the meantime, the Japanese are going ahead expanding their radius of 
destruction of both Chinese and foreign trade, impoverishing the people Of 
China, destroying their purchasing power.

When the trading nations stop the sale of materials to Japan, or impose 
upon her financial embargoes of some sort, maybe they will curtail the power 
for harm that the Japanese have wielded unchecked for so long to everyone’s 
disadvantage.

The News Chronicle, London, has just sent a telegram to Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek inviting her to send a message expressing her hopes for 1939. These 
are the hopes that Madame Chiang is wiring :

”1 hope that 1939 will witness the emergence of a 
victorious China from the unjust war of aggression 
that is bleeding her to death.

"I hope that the courage of our soldiers, the spirit of 
resistance of our people, and the whole-hearted support
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of our overseas countrymen and friends will endure until 
we prove that right is greater than might.

"I hope that the clouds of war which are now overshadowing 
Europe as a direct consequence of the unchecked employment 
of force for the conquest of Manchuria, in defiance of 
sacred international instruments, will be peacefully and 
wisely dissipated.

”1 hope that 1939 will see all the Democracies of the 
world solidly united and able, by the sheer weight of that 
unity, to prevent the arbitrary abridgment of those prin
ciples of international justice, freedom and equality, 
which so profoundly influence the happiness and security 
of mankind."

With best regards, and compliments of the season,

Sincerely,

(Sgd) W.H. Donald
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7 Division of 
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a pharaphrasE of a memorandum
Abie ri can
February

I met Dr. Joyeux the Chief
the Municipality of Hanoi

recently come from Tonkin# (The
made by Consul Flood : I went on
to pay my respects to Dr.

Consul at Saigon
14 : on the 12th
of the Service d*
who had only

following
board the

notation was
FELIX ROUSSEL

Joyeux who was sailing for
France and while there I met Mr. Nouailhetas, the Secretary
General of the Government of Indo-China, I am informed
orally by the Foreign Office that Mr. Nouailhetas will

not return to French Indo-China'
Dr. Joyeux informed me that he ived„

through official channels Japan had consulted Great Britain 
and France with respect to the occupation of Hainan and F 

that both Governments had accepted it.
& rDr.

5>

793.94/14747
 

F/FG
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2-#64, From Hong Kong, Feb,24,9a>f

Dr, Joyeux added that Japan had discussed with Great 
Britain and France the question of Japanese military action 
against Nanning and the despatch of Japanese troops as 
far as the border of Indo-China, As a result of these 
conversations Mr.'Fontaine, the engineer who is charged 
with the construction of the Dongdang-Nanning Railway, 
has brought his European staff back to French Indo-China.

From the same source it was learned that activities 
are on foot at Hanoi jointly between the Government and 
financial circles to support the puppet Government in 
China and at the same time to withdraw support from Chiang 
Kai Shek.

It is believed that Dr. Joyeux obtained some of this 
information from Mr. Nouailhetas the second ranking official 
in the French Indo-China Government,

Repeated to Chungking, Yunnanfu.

SOUTHARD

HPD
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A telegram (no. 64) of February 24, 1333, fro® the 

American Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially 

as folio»®!

On February 23 th® Consul General rsoeived from the 

Consul at Saigon a letter under date of February 14 en— 

closing a meaorandua the substance of which 1c as 

ÎO11W0Î

On February 12 Hood (Consul at Saigon) boarded the 

3,s. —11» housed to jay his respecte to th® head of 

the Hygiene "«ervloe of the Fnnoi Municipality (Cr. Joyeux) 

who had recently cane frotn Tonkin and »a« sailing for 

France. The Consul we told by Er, Joyeux that he had 

received informâtion through official channels to the 

effect that both the British and French Government# bad 

accepted the occupation of Hainan Island, after having 

been consulted in regard thereto by Jaj&ru It was also 

learned from Hr. Joyeux that Joint activities between 

financial circles and the Government are on foot at 

hanoi « 1th a view to withdrawing support from Chiang 

Kai-shek and at the same time lending support to the 

uhlneee juppet government. Br, Joyeux further stated 

that, as a result of Japanece discussions with France 

and Great Britain in regard to the question of despatch

ing Japanese troop® a® far as the Indochina border and 

of military action by Jaoan against Hanning, the engineer
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In charge of Dongdang-Nanning Railway construction, 
U. Fontaine, has withdrawn his European staff to Indo
china.

«hile on board the Felix Roussel the Consul also 
met Mr. Nouallhetes, the Secretary-General of the Gov
ernment of Indochina and the second ranking official of 
this Government, and It Is believed that some of the 
above information wae obtained by Dr. Joyeux from this 
official. Ur. Noua 11betas will not return to Indochina 
according to oral advice which the Consul obtained from 
the Foreign Office.

793.94/14747

FE:Penfield:HES
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The Honorable
William 0. Bullitt,

American Ambassador, 
Parle. 

Sirs z</"7//

There ie enclosed for the information of the Embassy 
a paraphrase of a telegram no. 64 of February 24, 9 a.m., 
received from the American Consulate General in Hong Kong 
reporting rumored developments with regard to the situation 
in the Far East. Although the Department is not inclined 
to attach undue weight or give serious consideration to 
the report, the Department is forwarding the paraphrase 
of the telegram to the Embassy for its Information. Should 
the Embassy deem it advisable to make discreet inquiries 
in regard to the rumored developments, it will appreciate, 
of course, that reference to the persons mentioned in the 
telegram or to the American Consul at Saigon ae a source 
of the information would be inadvisable.

Very truly yours.
For the Secretary of State:

^'7 Suninsr Welles
1939.

Enclosure:
Paraphrase of telegram 
no. 64 of February 24 
from Hong Kong.

FEîJÇVîHJN 
sA/39
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

yDivision ot\ February 28, 1939. 
UfAR EASTERN IFFAiftS |

FEB 2 C 1939 î
is of course a 

question primarily of interest to FE, 
we are not inclined to believe that 

'The matter should be brought to the 
attention of Paris in exactly this 
form. The information does not ap
pear to be well substantiated; FE does
not appear to attach much importance 
to it; if sent by telegram in its pre
sent form, Bullitt might gather the 
impression that we do attach importance 
to it, and, consequently, might use it 
otherwise than if he knew the details.

Accordingly, if FE desires that 
the matter be brought to the attention 
of Paris, it is suggested that this 
might better be accomplished by an 
ordinary mail instruction.
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Division of far eastern Affairs
February 27, 1939

Hong Kong* s telegram no. 64, February 24, 
9 a.m., reports information received from 
the American Consul at Saigon. Officers in 
FE have given the telegram careful thought 
and are of the opinion that the information 
contained therein is not worthy of serious 
consideration. With regard to the report of 
activities at Hanoi to support the puppet 
government of China and to withdraw support 
from Chiang Kai-shek, it is felt that, 
although there probably are officials and 
business men in Hanoi who might be favorably 
Inclined towards an adjustment along the 
lines mentioned, special weight need not be 
given to their opinions. It is not unlikely 
that there are a number of officials and 
business men of various nationalities in the 
Far East who are advocates of according some 
degree or form of recognition to Japan’s 
program in China, but evidence is lacking 
that their views are being favorably enter
tained by their respective Foreign Offices 
at this time.

FE:Vincent:HJN
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S PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER 

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to 

$

AMEMBASSY,

Telegram Sent

department nt ^tate

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

(/ CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR
PLAIN

Washington, nBr”
February 27, 1939

PARIS (France).

The Department has received a telegram from the Far 

East reporting, as a matter of hearsay, that activities 

are on foot at Hanoi jointly between the Government of 

French Indochina and financial circles support the 

puppet government in China and at the same time to with- 
/ 

draw support from Chiang Kai-shek; that Japan had consulted 
/ 

Great Britain and France with regard to the occupation of 

Hainan and both Governments had accepted it; and that the 

French engineer who is charged wiyii the construction of 

the Dong Dang-Nanning Railway has brought his European 

staff back to French Indochinafollowing discussions by 

Japan with Great Britain and France of the question of 

Japanese military action against Nanning.

Enciphered by_________________

Sent by operator

D. C. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT printing office
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A telegram (no. 64) of February 24, 1939, from the 

American Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially 

as follows:

On February 23 the Consul General received from the 

Consul at Saigon a letter under date of February 14 en

closing a memorandum the substance of which is as 

follows:

On February 12 Flood (Consul at Saigon) boarded the 

S.S. Felix Roussel to pay his respects to the head of 

the Hygiene Service of the Hanoi Municipality (Dr. Joyeux) 

who had recently come from Tonkin and was sailing for 

France. The Consul was told by Dr. Joyeux that he had 

received information through official channels to the 

effect that both the British and French Governments had 

accepted the occupation of Hainan Island, after having 

been consulted in regard thereto by Japan. It was also 

learned from Dr. Joyeux that Joint activities between 

financial circles and the Government are on foot at 

Hanoi with a view to withdrawing support from Chiang 

Kai-shek and at the same time lending support to the 

Chinese puppet government. Dr. Joyeux further stated 

that, as a result of Japanese discussions with France 

and Great Britain in regard to the question of despatch

ing Japanese troops as far as the Indochina border and 

of military action by Japan against Nanning, the engineer
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in charge of Dongdang-Kanning Railway construction, 

M. Fontaine, has withdrawn his European staff to Indo

china.

Vhile on board the Felix Roussel the Consul also 

met Mr. Nouailhetas, the Secretary-General of the Gov

ernment of Indochina and the second ranking official of 

this Government, and it is believed that some of the 

above information was obtained by Dr. Joyeux from this 

official. Mr. Mouailhetas will not return to Indochina 

according to oral advice which the Consul obtained from 

the Foreign Office.

793.94/14747
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VISER

Canton via N
From oc-Dated February

a.m.

Rec’d

to the senior

■ '«a»»*»

In notification dated February 23
consul at Canton the Japanese Consul General stated 
"that military operations are now under way in the
area in and around Hoihow, Hainan Island, and there-
fore it is requested that not only merchant vessels
but warships of third powers refrain from entering

'A
the port of Hoihow for some time.

If, however, there arises any special necessity
for a warship to enter the said port, at least 48 hours
previous notice is requested to be given to the appro
priate Japanese authorities for agreement, notifying
them the proposed date, and time of arrival at and
sailing from the said port together with any such
special reasons for doing so.

I have further the honor to state that the third
power warships entering the port of Hoihow must do so
at their own risks".

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping^ Hong Kong# 
Hong Kong please inform Comsopat»

DDMjWWC
MYERS

793.94/14748
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see____ 890.00/130 for _ Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

FROM ( Salisbury ? dated Feb 9, 1939
TO NAME 1-1137 ...

REGARDING. situation in Far East: Sino-Japanese relations.

Developments for the past week, in summary.

793.94/ 
14749

FRO.
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NOTE

see___ 5?.9j.99./1?1____________________ for___ Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division 

FROM __ .) DATED Feb 16, 1959
TO NAME 1-H27

REGARDING: Situation in Far Bast: Sino-Japanese relations.

Developments for past week, in summary.

FRG.

793.94/ 
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE .. ..asa^QQZusaz..-. FOR__ .AaapatLCh.^-124.

FROM____ _GhLna__{.Chungkiiig-).— (------Pack.---------- .) DATED-----Jjan^..24^-L93S^.

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese hostilities:

^Encloses copy of article entitled 
"Kung Reviews Work of Si no War-time 
Government", published in the CHINA 
FORTNIGHTLY issued Jan. 16,1939, 
showing economic achievements of the 
Chinese during -♦

aa

793.94/ |475
|
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FROM-----_____________________  (....P.?.Yies_____ } DATED Feb. 11, 1939

7777 NAME ™

REGARDING:
Suggestions made by Germany to Japan in letter written 

by member of the German Foreign Office, in pursuing the war 
and fight against communism in China. Cites amount of help 
Germany is able to extend.

ml
--- ^7" - ;--- ---- .
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SEE 895-°°/143Sg _________________ FQR tel # 129, 3 p.m,

FROM Chipa (Dhuggking) ( Peck > DATED___Feb* 23, 1939

TO NAME 1—1127 tro
Ü 
•

Sino-Japanese relations. 
4-^

REGARDING: activities in Southeastern Shansi
where the Chinese Communists are now in 
control and the area garrisoned by the —.
Eighth Route Army under Chu Teh and Peng 
Teh Huai: Comments made by an American after 
spending five months in Liaohsien, concerning-. (jj

04

aa

Vi
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Department of state

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 1, 1939

Mr. Thomas of CI has Informed me that 
the local office of the United Press Associatior 
has addressed an inquiry to its representative 
at Manila for Information in regard to the 
origin of the report contained in the United 
Press news broadcast of February 22 at Manila 
to the effect that there was a likelihood 
of concerted action against French Indochina 
by Japan and Slam.

FE:Sa !ury:HJN
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-ttM&GRPM RECEIVED

Evening, reported likelihood of concerted action on Indo

EDA From
JW*1'

GRAY h

BANGKOK
Dated February 28 j 1939
Received 7:15 fyjn»*

Secretar of State fS M EmSàFFMBÎil &
Washington LAEEB^ 1939 ] M

4, February 28, 2 p.m.
United Press news broadcast froA^Manila February 26,

china by Japan from Hainan and Siam across western border.
Foreign Minister here deplores this report as false 
because Siam contemplates no military aàtion.against
Indo-China. Can origin of this report be traced?

NEVILLE

DDIvi :WWC

o

co
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The Honorable

Edwin L. Neville

American Minister

Bangkok

Sir:

With reference to your telegram no. 4, February 28 co
Ci

2 p.m., reporting an allegation made on February 26 in a CO
United Press news broadcast from Manila to the effect

that there was likelihood of concerted action against 4'-
French Indochina by Japan and Slam and inquiring whether

the origin of the report could be traced, the Department

learns that the local office of the United Press has

addressed an inquiry to its representative at Manila in

an attempt to obtain the desired information. The Depart-

ment expects that the reply to that inquiry will be made

available to the Department, at which time a further

oomuni oat ion on the subject under reference will be

addressed to you

Very truly yours

For the Secretary of State:

FE-.tES’REK 
4/4/39

*• À. BEBLE, JR,

©
#

L
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see___ .aas..QQZi433a. for

FROM . J3hina._(£hungkingl.
TO

Seek---------.) DATED —Eeh.„£â,...Lâ32...
NAME 1—1127 ,ro

REGARDING: Chinese resistance of Japan: Third Session of People’s 
Political Council unanimously adopted a resolution 
calling for continued resistance» The resolution 
stated that the government should issue orders to the 
entire people and army to obey the points as emphasized 
by Generalissimo Chiang in his speech of December 26th.

793.94/ 
14755
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JR PLAIN

Chungking via N. R

Dated February 25, 1939

Rec’d 2:35 p,m
Secretary of State

^hington.

135, February 25, 10 a.m

Reference Embassy’s 122
/I 433 f

February 21, noon.

The third session of the People’s Political Council
adjourned February twenty-one

eighty-two resolutions nt the

after having adopted

nine meetings held

Delegates attending totalled one hundred thirty-three

General Chiang Kai Shek in capacity of Chairman

delivered a final address of which

gist of the text as published: He

to the spirit of unity and harmony

the following is the

began with a reference

that prevailed

throughout the session declaring that the detailed

reports presented by the various officials had gained

the confidence of the Council while the proposals

introduced by Council delegates were of material aid

to the Government. He went on to say that with such

cooperation he was confident "we are equal to the

(a!
OJ

OQ

responsibility, heavy though it be, of consummating the
task of national resistance and reconstruction". The

remainder of this address was devoted largely to a
dissertation on democracy. He emphasized the desirability

of developing a democracy in China based on the principles

expounded
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Expounded by Sun Yat Sen and declared that after the 

emergency of the National Government the first aim vzas 

to achieve national unity following which a period of 

tutelage was to be instituted. But? foreign aggression had 

retarded the realization of the program, he said, adding 

"We are now starting all over again. Strictly speaking 

we are again in the midst of a revolution. We must 

concentrate our efforts in overthrowing the aggressors, 
eradicate the traitors and puppets and destroy all 

reactionary forces". He asserted that the work of tutelage 

for democracy must be carried on simultaneously with the 

military program of resistance but so as not to interfere 

with the latter. With the recovery of all lost territory 

he promised his listeners "we will begin building up a 
real democratic government, one which fits in with the 
ideals of our late party leader."

With regard to the question of continued resistance 

a joint resolution was unanimously adopted at the meeting 

hEld on February nineteen voting support of Chiang Kai 

Shek’s speech of December twenty-sixth repudiating the 

Konoye statement of December twenty-two and the Council 

resolved on the following: "That the basic national 

policy should be supported to the end; that the entire 

people

y
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people should firmly support the government in the 

execution of the second period resistance policy; 
that the government should issue orders to the entire 

people and army to obey the points ns emphasized by 
Generalissimo Chiang in his speech of December twenty

sixth so that their confidence may be further enhanced, 

their action coordinated, and one and all in unison and 

unceasingly carry on the struggle for the restoration of 

national territorial and administrative integrity and 

completing the task of national resistance and 

reconstruction."

At the meetings held from February nineteen to 

twenty-one a number of additional resolutions was adopted 
in regard to internal affairs, economic and financial 

affairs and educational and cultural affairs. 

Resolutions concerning internal affairs dealt chiefly 
with improvement of local government administration and 

the administration of relief to war refugees. Resolutions 

touching on economic matters urged acceleration of 

reconstruction in the Southwest Amalgamation of all 

economic research organs institution more effective 1
measures for control of commodity prices and formulation |

of an economic policy for the occupied areas. Resolutions |
of a cultural nature called for the compilation of a É

-a 
history of the war for the increase of educational j|

appropriations' -J.
■■ ■
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appropriations for the promotion of education in the 

occupied areas.
Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

KLP
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NEW YORK TIMES — January 16, 1939.

Text of Great Britain’s Note to Japan
'{ ------ r~~7— t

LONQQN, Jan: 15 f APj.U-J&Z- 
lowing i&Jhe text of the British 
note to Jafpn, dekyexed^ yesterday 
in Tokyo Ambas
sador, Sir RooeHf^Migie. t^ 
eign Minister

I
I am instructed by His Majes

ty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to inform 
Your Excellency of the uncertain
ty and grave anxiety in which His 
Majesty’s Government in the 
United Kingdom have been left 
by study of Japan’s new policy in 
Far Eastern affairs as set out in 
recent statements by the late 
Prime Minister and other Jap
anese statesmen.

I am to refer more particularly 
to Prince Konoye’s statements of 
Nov. 3 and Dec. 22, and to the 
communication made by Your Ex
cellency to foreign press corre
spondents Dec. 19. This uncer
tainty has not been removed by 
conversations on this subject 
which I have had with Your Ex
cellency from time to time.

II
From these pronouncements 

and from other official informa
tion issued in Japan His Majes
ty’s Government infer that it is 
the intention of the Japanese 
Government to establish a tri
partite combination or bloc com
posed of Japan, China and Man
churia in which supreme author
ity will be vested in Japan and 
subordinate roles will be al
lotted to China and Manchuria.

So far as China is concerned, 
it is understood that the Japanese 
Government is to exercise con
trol, at least for some time, 
through the Asia Development 
Council in Tokyo, which is 
charged with the formulation 
and execution of policy connected 
with political, economic and cul
tural affairs in China.

Your Excellency’s own com
munication to the press indi
cates that the tripartite combina
tion is to form a single economic 
unit and economic activities of 
other powers are to be subjected 
to restrictions dictated by re
quirements of national defense 
and economic security of the pro
posed bloc.

Ill
According to Prince Konoye, 

the hostilities in China are to 
continue until the present Chinese 
Government has been crushed or 
will consent to enter the pro
posed combination on Japanese 
terms.

China, he said, will be required 
to conclude with Japan an anti
Comintern agreement and Japa
nese troops are to be stationed at 
specified points in Chinese terri
tory for an indefinite period, pre
sumably to insure that Japanese 
conditions for the suspension of 

^hostilities are observed.
* Moreover, his Excellency stated 
that the Inner Mongolian region 
must be designated as a special

anti-^ommunist area. It if not 
clear Jwhat is meant by this, but 
in the absence of fuller informa
tion; 4t can only be assumed that 
Inhér Mongolia is to be subjected 
to an even greater degree of Jap
anese military control than other 
parts of China.

IV
His Majesty’s Government are 

at a loss to understand how 
Prince Konoye’s assurance that 
Japan seeks no territory, and re
spects the sovereignty of China, 
can be reconciled with the de
clared intention of the Japanese 
Government to compel the Chi
nese people by force of arms to 
accept conditions involving the 
surrender of their political, eco
nomic and cultural life to Jap
anese control, indefinite mainte
nance in China of considerable 
Japanese garrisons and the vir
tual detachment from China of 
the territory of Inner Mongolia.

V
For their part, His Majesty’s 

Government desire to make it 
clear that they are not prepared 
to accept or to recognize changes 
of the nature indicated which are 
brought about by force.

They intend to adhere to the 
principles of the Nine-Power 
Treaty and cannot agree to uni
lateral modification of its terms.

They would point out that, 
until the outbreak of the present 
hostilities, the beneficial effects 
which the. treaty expected to 
produce were steadily being 
realized.

The Chinese people were main
taining and developing for them
selves an effective and stable gov
ernment and the principle of equal 
opportunity for commerce and in
dustry of all nations was bring
ing prosperity to China and to 
her international trade, including 
that with Japan.

His Majesty’s Government there
fore cannot agree, as suggested in 
Japan, that the treaty is obsolete 
or that its provisions no longer 
meet the situation, except in so 
far as the situation has been 
altered by Japan in contravention 
of its terms.

VI
While, however, His Majesty’s 

Government maintain that modi
fication cannot be effected uni
laterally and must be by negotia
tion between all the signatories, 
they do not contend that treaties 
are eternal.

If, therefore, the Japanese Gov- 
ernment hâve any constructive 
suggestions to make regarding 
modification of any of the multi
lateral agreements relating to 
China, His Majesty’s Government 
for their part will be ready to con
sider them. In the meantime, His 
Majesty’s Government reserve all 
their rights under existing treaties.

VII
I am further instructed to refer 

to that portion of Prince Konoye’s

statement of Dec. 22 which states 
that Japan is prepared to give 
consideration to the abolition of 
extraterritoriality and rendition 
of foreign concessions and settle
ments in China.

This inducement to China to 
accept Japan’s demands would 
appear to entail but little sacri
fice on the part of the Japanese, 
for, if they succeed in their plans 
for control of the country, they 
will have no further need for 
extraterritoriality or concessions.

On the other hand, His Maj
esty’s Government would recall 
that they undertook and nearly 
completed negotiations with the 
Chinese Government in 1931 for 
abrogation of British extraterri
torial rights.

The negotiations were suspend
ed by the Chinese Government in 
consequence of disturbed condi
tions following the seizure of 
Manchuria by Japanese forces in 
that year, but His Majesty’s Gov
ernment have always been ready 
to resume negotiations at a suit
able time and are prepared to 
discuss this and other similar 
questions with a fully indepen
dent Chinese Government when 
peace has been restored.

VIII
In conclusion I am to state that 

if, as is possible, His Majesty’s 
Government have in any way 
misinterpreted the intentions of 
the Japanese Government, they 
feel that it is because of the am
biguity with which those inten
tions have so far been expressed 
and they would welcome more 
precise and detailed exposition of 
the Japanese conditions for ter
minating hostilities and of the 
Japanese policy toward China. I

94/
I 4756
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EBOMVIsD
( 2 ' 1939^>W'^(NOT FOR THE PRESS)

- ^/(FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY)
DIVISION OF

x^Ar/c/lf(OîiS wao Department of State
<==;:=- Division of Current Information No. 32

MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1939 
SINO-JAPANESE - HAINAN ISLAND

At the press conference this afternoon, Under Secretary 
Welles stated that after information was received that the 
Island of Hainan had been occupied by the Japanese Government, 
the American Ambassador in Tokyo was instructed to obtain an 
Interview with the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
make a statement along the following general lines: The Gov
ernment of the United States has not failed to note the state
ments which the Japanese Government had made from time to time 
to the effect that Japan has no territorial ambitions in China; 
that with reference to the recent announcement of the Japa
nese occupation of the Island of Hainan, attention was invited 
to the fact that there were substantial American missionary 
and educational interests and a number of American resi
dents, chiefly missionary, on the island and that the Ameri
can Government maintains no consular representation there; 
that in view of these circumstances the Government of the 
United States would bo glad to be informed of the intention 
of the Japanese Government in connection with the occupation.

The Under Secretary continued saying that Ambassador Grew 
had now reported that In his conversation with the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Arita repeated the former state
ment of the Japanese Government that Japan has no territorial 
ambitions in China and that the occupation of the Island 
would not go beyond military necessity.

The Under Secretary informed the correspondents that a 
report had been received from the Commander of the South China. 
Patrol on board the American destroyer which had visited the 
Island of Hainan, the details of which would be furnished to 
the correspondents later. (The correspondents were later in
formed that the Commander of the South China Patrol had re
ported that the situation at Hoihow and Kiungchow was quiet, 
all third power nationals in the two places being well and 
their properties intact and that the American Presbyterian 
Mission was caring for approximately 3,000 refugees. He said 
that at the American Presbyterian Mission at Kachek there 
were seven American adults and eight children and at the 
Mission in Nodoa there are five American adults and three 
children, but as these places were in the interior, communi
cations have been interrupted.)

793.94/14757
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REGARDING: As long as Great Britain continued to recognize Chiang 
Kai Shek as head of the Chinese National Government 
it was not clear how Great Britain could at present 
assist in promoting peace seeing that state of Japanese 
public opinion rendered negotiations with Chiang 
impossible. Statement of Japanese foreign Minister that-

793.94/ 
14758
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AMEMBASSY CHUNGKING / Tq,qDated March 1, ly,5y
AMEMBASSY PEIPING

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

2, March 1, 5 p.m.

Rec’d 10:32 a.m.

During prolonged scouting flight over Swatow single

Japanese naval bomber plane dropped four bombs vicinity 

railway station causing slight damage but no casualties.

793.94/I 4759

YOUNG

CSB
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. ' DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of far Eastern affairs

March 13, 1929.

Hankow’s despatch No. 554 of Jan
uary 27 encloses, as but partially 
complete, a list of 71 Japanese firms 
known to be establishing themselves 
at Hankow. It states that these firms 
include many activities, banking, 
insurance, transportation, manufactur
ing (textiles and vegetable oils) and 
merchandising (especially foodstuffs); 
that the Japanese have.made no progress 
in reviving manufacturing at Hankow; 
that the allegations of Japanese that 
they only bring in military supplies 
are disproved by the quantities of goods 
on sale and other evidence; that the 
clandestine commerce cannot be estimat
ed as it is subject to no customs exam
ination.

FSiGbterae : JPS

W'-
L ;V" “ 1939
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No

Subject;

Honorable

554.

H

C(

■ÿhâ'Secretary of State,
jp^.on of \ ] 
FERM Âffftihà
.2“-

\ Department oi Mv A 
7tl&^

Establishment of Japanese business'

MR. HORNBECK
APR - 8 1939

^4#^

________ Washig
NCI H- BK .OFFICIAL iNTCfwVh)

OtMMEHi Of STATE

oig 
?

^.As being indicative of the scope of Japanese 

ercial activity at Hankow since the occupation

his city by Japanese armed forces on October 26,

, I have the honor to enclose a list showing the

s, addresses and the nature of the business of

Japanese firms known by this Consulate General to

stablishing themselves now at Hankow.

list is believed to include all the larger

Japanese firms but is not exhaustive as regards the

smaller traders, whose places of business are not 

always easily recognizable as such. It will be noted ' p! 

from the list that these firms are interested in an y q 

extremely wide field of business activity, including 

banking, insurance, transportation, manufacturing 

(cotton yarn and piece goods, vegetable oils), and 

the import, export, wholesale and retail of merchandise.

The activity of Japanese merchants is most notice

able in the sales of foodstuffs, fairly large quantities 

of canned goods, fresh fruits (especially apples and 

mandarin oranges), beer, and sugar having been widely

distributed

793. 94/14760
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distributed in Hankow for sale by small storekeepers 

and street hawkers.

In the field of manufacturing no progress is yet 

known to have been made by the Japanese at Hankow. 

The two manufacturing firms mentioned on the enclosed 

list, owing to the damage done to their plants since 

the outbreak of hostilities in 1937, are unable to 

resume production. It has been rumored that Japanese 

business interests approached at least one Chinese 

flour mill owner with the object of getting him to 

resume manufacturing, the Japanese to assure him of 

wheat (of local origin) and coal for operating the 

factory. The Chinese mill owner is understood to have 

rejected the overture and the exact nature of the 

proposition put forward by the Japanese has never been 

made public.

Despite the fact that all Japanese vessels operat

ing on the Yangtze River are allegedly in the service 

of the Japanese Government ano. their presence is 

explained as one of military necessity for the trans

portation of military supplies and personnel, it has 

been noted that in approved cases tickets are sold to 

Chinese (but not to occidentals) who wish to obtain 

transportation on the Yangtze river and that numerous 

Japanese of both sexes with an apparent civilian status 

travel on Japanese river vessels plying the Yangtze 

River between Hankow and Shanghai. Occidental business 

interests have not been successful in arranging for the 

shipment of cargo into or out of Hankow by the Nisshin 

Kisen Kaisha river steamer service. It has been heard, 

however,
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however, that shipment by small independent Japanese 

vessels might be arranged sub rosa if an occidental 

firm were willing to pay enough and to take the risks 

involved, but no instances of any shipments having 

actually been made in this manner have come to this 

office’s attention.

The Chinese Maritime Customs Service at Hankow 

has had no control over shipping activity and the 

movement of cargo into or out of Hankow since the 

occupation of the city by the Japanese in October. 

Allegedly cargo arrivals and departures at Hankow are 

military or naval supplies and stores. That this is 

not a true statement of actual conditions is easily 

ascertainable from the appearance of quantities of 

newly imported Japanese goods in local stores for sale 

to the general public. The actual extent of this 

clandestine commerce is impossible to gauge as it is 

apparently entirely unaer Japanese military or naval 

control, with no shipments subject to customs examina

tion at Hankow.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

< List of Japanese Firms at Hankow.

Original and 4 copies to Department;
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to consulate General, Shanghai;
Copy to Commercial Attache, Shanghai.

610.
RMT/MÏH
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List of Japanese Firms at Hankow.

Name in English & Chinese Address in English Kind of Business

*The Bank of Taiwan
< 6 *«>

Kianghan Road, 
S.A.D. No. 3.

Bank

Hankow Bank, Ltd. 
( )

National Industrial 
Bank of China Bldg., 
Kianghan Road, 
S.A.D. No. 3.

Bank

♦Yokohama Specie Bank, Ltd. The Bund, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Bank

Eikwa & Co.*
( /À # >1 ft}

17 Poyang Road, 
S.A.D. No. 3.

General Importers

^Foo* Chang & Co.
( 13 )

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

General Importers

♦Hibino & co.
( a a # Vs )

Ming Sun Road, Native Plumbing Supplies,
City. Porcelain Ware.

Horri & co.
( M '.S t >

Peking Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Printing supplies

*C. Itoh & CO. 17 poyang Road, Cotton Yarn and
( 4^- ft) S.A.D. No. 3. Cloth Importers

♦Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha, Ltd. Kianghan Road, S.A.D. Importers and
No. 3. Exporters

♦Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Ltd.
( j. fl if tjl

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Importers and

Mitzuta . . .
( * & ft) 4 Chung Foo Lee, Crude Lacquer

Faucheong Road, 
S.A.D. NO. 3.

Exporters

Jintan Co.
H- <4 'A )

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Medicine Importers

C. Mori . Chung Shan Road, jewellers and
Native City. Watch-makers

Nagakiyo photo Studio
( A ?t 3»«<)

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Photo Co.

Nikka Seiyu Kabushiki Kaisha Yokohama Specie Bank Vegetable Oil
(japan China Oil Refining Co.) 
( 4

Bldg., S.A.D. No. 3. Refiners and 
Merchants

♦Nippon Menkwa Kabushiki Kaisha Yokohama Specie Bank Cotton, Cotton 
Yarn, Cloth and 
Sundry Goods

(Japanese Cotton Trading Co., 
Ltd.) .
(a /M 4 ft)

Bldg., S.A.D. No. 3.

’•‘Large firms. 1
^English name is not knowni characters romanized according to 

Chinese pronunciation.
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Name in English & Chinese Address in English Kind of Business

♦Nippon Yusen Kaisha 
(4 >£* Jy **•)

Uhion Bldg., S.A.D.
No. 3.

Japan Mail 
Steamship co.

♦Nisshin Eisen Kaisha
(4 Âtë >a~ )

The Bund, S.A.D. No. 3. Steamship co.

*0kura & Co. (Trading) Ltd. 
(A fè & 44T)

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Importers and 
Exporters

Saitoh & Co.
Ufr /Ü- <5 ^5 )

E-Wo Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Kobe Marine Trans
port & Fire insu
rance co.

Samaya & Co.
(A & 15}

Ming Sun Road, Native 
City.

General Importers 
and Exporters

Shikiyen Nursery Co. 
(# £ $ £ )

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Flower Merchant

Shimeiao &, Co., Dispensary 
(â "X 'T & & )

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Dispensary

^Shih Yieh General Storekeeper 
(< < <5 -St Ü )

Continental Bank Bldg., 
Hupeh Road, S.A.D.No.3.

General Goods 
Department

Suzuki & Co.
(^ >4- In

S. A. D. NO. 3. General Importers 
and Exporters

*Taian Spinning Co., Ltd. Yokohama Specie Bank 
Bldg., S.A.D. No. 3.

Cotton Mill

Takashima & Co.
(^ & # Zf )

E-No Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

General Brokers

*Toyo Menka Kaisha, Ltd. 
# Jtf)

Yokohama Specie Bank 
Bldg., S.A.D. No. 3.

Cotton Merchant

♦Yoshida & Co.
(£ # &}

14 Poyang Road, S.A.D. 
No. 3.

Importers and 
Exporters

#Yu Tsung Photo Co.
O A M fâ)

Kianghan Road, S.A.D. 
No. 3.

Photo Co.

Anshoh & co.
(^ £ ^)

Kianghan Road, S.A.D. 
No. 3.

Sugar and Fancy 
Piece Goods 
Importers

Gyokuen & co. 
(j& )

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Chemic als, woolen 
and Cotton Goods 
Importers

^English name is not known; characters romani zed according to 
Chinese pronunciation.
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Name in English & Chinese Address in English Kind of Business

Iwai & Co., Ltd.
‘ 4 * 5W

Ming Sun Road, Native 
City.

General Goods 
Importers

Katai yoke
। À 4- J* « 1

Ming Sun Road, Native 
City. Transportation co.

Oishi & Co.
< A £ « >

Kianghan Road, S.A.D. 
No. 3.

General Store
keeper

Oye Bicycle co.
< *. :x ?| « i

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Bicycle & Rubber 
Tire Importers

Sanpoo printing Office
1 i'ff *f >

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Printing Office

#Kao Chiao Photo Studio Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Photo Co.

$Ta Ho photo Studio
( 4 mh >

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Photo co.

#Chung Chuen Photo Studio 
i >

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Photo Co.

#Chih Tien Photo Studio 
( jttb & ^44^ )

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Photo Co.

#Ta Shih Tai Photo Studio Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Photo Co.

#Chien Tai & Co.
( ft}

Kianghan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Photo Supplies & 
General Goods

*$Kiang Shang & Co.
( ’•* 4 « >

Hunan Road, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Cotton Yarn and 
Cloth Importers

#Totien & Co.( ) )
Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Cotton Yarn, Cloth, 
and Sundry Goods 
Merchants

,-®No.l Drug Manufacturing K&isha Kianghan Road, S.A.D. 
No- s-

Medicine Merchants

#Chung Sung Dispensary
(4

Hua Lou Street, Native 
City.

Dispensary

Kamogawa & Co.
( >»| >4 ft }

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Sugar, Soap, Can
dles, Cigarettes, 
et cetera

Itoh & Co.
(</ < 'W >

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

C ig are tt e s,Rubber 
Shoes, et cetera

’Large firm.
.^English name is unknown; 
‘ Chinese pronunciation.

characters romanized according to

■•«pt
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#1 Chuan & co.
(*  >i # &) Chung Shan Road, 

Native City.
Cigarettes,canned 
Goods, et cetera

#Chien Tien & Co.
($■ \$J Chung Shan Road, 

Native City.
Cigarettes,Canned
Goods, Wheat
Flour, et cetera

#Chi Bai & co.
il $ $ Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
C i gare tt es,Sugar, 
et cetera

yBr Hua & Co.
( Â/ ) Szeming Street, S.A.D.

No. 2.
Wholesale of 
Cigarettes

#Yuan Now & co.
(4 V # #) Iping Li, S.A.D. No. 2 Bicycle Repairing 

Shop
#Yuan Kee & co.
& fâ)

Hunan Roan, S.A.D.
No. 3.

Canned and Sundry 
Goods

#Ping Shan & Co.
(^ 4* Hupeh Road, S.A.D.

No. 3.
Electrical Supplies 
and Battery

#Kung Tai & Co.
<%■ Jfr)

Chung Shan Road, 
Native City.

Canned Goods ano. 
Sundries

#San Yih & Co.
( X M } Kianghan Road, S.A.D.

No. 3.
Wines, Beer, and 
Cigarettes

#Hou Chang & co.
(4*  ® 6^ Chung Shan Road, 

Native City.
Sugar, Cigarettes 
and Sundry Goods

#San Ho & Co.
(- & & 4t) Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
Sugar, Cigarettes 
ana Sundry Goods

#Chai Tien & co.
(■^ Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
Cigarettes, Canned 
Goods and Sundries

Chuan & Co.
* 'U 5T 4f) Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
Wines, Beer, and 
Sundries

c^ang &, Co ♦
« #-} Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
Wines, Soaps, 
Candles, Canned 
Goods, et cetera

$Han Ho & Co.
& Jfr )

Ming Sun Road, Native 
City.

General Goods 
Shop

j^Teh Ta & Co.
a # Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
General Goods 
Shop

#Shun Ho & co.
(»•© Ming Sun Road, Native 

City.
General Goods 
Shop

*Large firm J -------------------------------------------------------------------------
name is unknown; characters romanized according to 

Chinese pronunciation.
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$Yung Qüang & Co. Ming Sun Road, Native 
City.

Paper an
Goods

id General
( 4<. â i* «•)

#Tai Hsin
( It

& Co.
# ft )

Ming Sun 
City.

Road, Native Paper and General 
Goods

$Yu^ Tai & Co.
# )

Ming Sun 
City.

Road, Native General Goods

$Chen Kuo
( &

& Co.
*T>

Ming Sun 
City.

Road, Native General Goods

$Nan Chin
( 4j

& Co.
K « )

Ming Sun 
City.

Roaa, Native General Goods

’Large firm. ~~
^English name is unknown; characters romanized according to 

Chinese pronunciation.
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v Tokyo’s despatch 3684 of February 15, 
1939, discusses the reasons for Japanese 
occupation of Hainan and the significance 
thereof.

The Embassy states that tactically the 
possession of Hainan facilitates Japanese 
attacks on the routes leading into China from 
French Indochina and that Strategically it 
makes possible the checking of all traffic in 
and out of Hanoi in case a blockade is 
resorted to and, if converted into a well- 
equipped naval and air base, helps control 
the South China Sea between the mainland and 
Luzon while limiting the sphere of Singapore. 
The Embassy states that the occupation was 
not made without due consideration of possible 
consequences and may have been decided on at 
an Imperial Conference in early February. The 
French Embassy regards the action as directed 
mainly against French and British interests, 
as a direct reply to the American, British and 
French notes of last October and November, and 
as a partial retaliation for the French atti
tude toward Mr. Tani as Japanese Ambassador to 
France. The British are more inclined to view 
the occupation as the latest step in the 
southward advance policy and possibly as a 
definite move to fit in with whatever 
Mussolini may have in mind with regard to 
Europe. The Embassy states that, whether or 
not the occupation is a reply to our various

notes
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notes, it is a clear indication of Japanese 
indifference to rumors of joint Anglo-American 
action against Japan and may be a threat to 
the Philippines and perhaps a direct reply to 
proposals to fortify Guam. It concludes with 
the statement that Tlespite their present 
statements that the occupation is of 
temporary nature, there is reason to believe 
that they will«ever voluntarily withdraw”.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No. 3684 Tokyo, February 15, 1939
SUBJECT: FRENCH-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

CONFIDENTIAL

The Honorable
The Secretary of State

Washington
Sir:

It was officially announced on February 10* 
that early in the morning of that day the Japanese 
military and naval forces had landed on, and occu-& 
pied, the Island of Hainan, a strategically placed 
island roughly the size of Formosa, lying adjacent-»: 

to ’’

♦Embassy’s telegram no. 83, February 10, 5 p.m.’"
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to the ^southern coast of the Chinese province of 

Kwangtung. The news of the occupation came unex

pectedly although the element of surprise lay in 

the timing of the action rather than in the fact, for 

it must be recalled that as far back as last June 

the then Minister for Foreign Affairs, General Ugaki, 

informed the British Ambassador, Sir Hebert Craigie, 

that while Japan had no immediate intention at that 

time of seizing the island, the military forces would 

do so at a later date if circumstances required it. 

It is needless to say that the news was ill received 

by the French and the British Embassies, the more 

especially in view of the fact that both the French 

and the British Ambassadors had in the past made re

peated representations xo the Japanese Government,* 

indicating the seriousness with which their respective 

governments and peoples would regard such an act. 

Furthermore, it was tacitly understood that the 

Japanese would refrain from seizing Hainan in return 

for the French Government’s stoppage of all arms and 

munitions shipments into China across the Indo-Chinese 

border. The French feel that the quid pro quo should 

have been sufficient to satisfy the Japanese and, 

despite Japanese assertions to the contrary, the best 

evidence available here tends to show that the French 

kept their part of the bargain in a most scrupulous 

manner•

As

♦Embassy’s despatch no. 3092, dated July 11, 1938
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*Embassy’s telegram no. 88, February 14, noon.
**Department’s telegram no. 38, February 13, 7 p.m
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As was to be expected, the French Ambassador, 
under instructions from his Government, called on 
the Foreign Minister on February 13, and inquired 
as to the purpose, character, and duration of the 
occupation by Japanese forces of Hainan.*  This, it 
may be observed parenthetically, is far from con
stituting the "energetic protest" referred to by 
Monsieur Hoppenot in his recent conversation with 
our Embassy at Paris.**  On the following day a 
similar inquiry was instituted by the British Am
bassador, Sir Robert Craigie. To both these repre
sentations the Japanese made the same reply, namely, 
that "the measure was executed for military reasons 
to tighten the South China blockade in order to bring 
about the early suppression of the Chiang Kai-shek 
regime, and that the nature and duration of the occu
pation will not go beyond military necessity."

In attempting properly to evaluate the Japanese 
reply, which falls far short of being a satisfactory 
or full explanation of the reasons for taking Hainan, 
it is necessary to examine the several implications 
of this action. They may be said to be (1) tactical, 
(2) strategical, and (3) political.

(1) Tactical. Although as early as September 
1938 the Japanese occupied the small island of Waichow 
in the Gulf of Tongking, which is much closer to the 

mainland
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mainland than is Hainan, the latter island affords 

far better facilities for installation in the way 

of bases than does Waichow. With Japanese bases 

on Hainan the routes leading into China from Indo- 

China can be much more easily attacked than they 

can at the present time from the vicinity of Hong 

Kong which is at the southernmost limit of Japanese 

advance. Although overwater flights have certain 

obvious disadvantages, it is thought that the dif

ference in distance between Hainan and the routes 

through Indo-China as compared to the distance of 

those routes from existing Japanese air bases render 

this consideration a minor one, and that, in the 

tactical field, the occupation of Hainan is directed 

at the Chinese sources of supply via Indo-China.

(2) Strategical. The island of Hainan dominates 

the whole coast of the Chinese mainland between Hong 

Kong and the southern tip of the Indo-China peninsula. 

Its holders are in a position to check all traffic 

into and out of Hanoi should a blockade be resorted to. 

Furthermore, if converted into a well-equipped naval 

and air base, possession of it by the Japanese would 

have a great effect on the matter of the control of 

the South China Sea between the mainland and the 

island of Luzon to say nothing of limiting the sphere 

or area dominated by Singapore. Hong Kong is, of 

course, cut off and the British lines of defense 

thrown back upon Singapore. A naval base at Hainan

would
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would extend by some six hundred miles southward 

the effective radius of naval operations and thus 

the seizure of this important island is in direct 

harmony with and constitutes the most logical next 

step in the development of the so-called ’’southward 

advance policy” of the Japanese.

(3) Political. As the political aspects of the 

Japanese action in occupying Hainan are examined, 

it becomes more and more evident that this important 

step was not taken without the most serious con

sideration being given to it. In fact, there are 

persistent, though unconfirmed, rumors that another 

Imperial Conference was held during the first days 

of February and that the decision to take Hainan 

was among those reached at that time. In any case, 

the step was not taken lightly nor without due con

sideration to the possible consequences. In the 

French view the Japanese action was directed mainly 

against French and British interests and constitutes 

a direct reply to the American, British, and French 

notes of last October and November. They also believe 

that it is in partial retaliation for the difficulties 

in connection with the desired appointment last month 

of Masayuki Tani as Japanese Ambassador to France.* 

It will be recalled that the French Government with

held consent to the agrément demanded for Mr. Tani

until

*Embassy’s telegram no. 49, January 27, 7 p.m
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until explanations were forthcoming concerning some 

of his alleged statements regarding French policies 

while Minister-at-large in China in 1938.

The British share the French appraisal to a 

certain extent but they are more inclined to view 

the seizure of Hainan as the latest step in the 

southward advance policy and as, in effect, the 

threat of a potentially hostile naval base some six 
» 

hundred miles nearer to Singapore. They, too, 

believe that the Japanese timed this action to be 

in the nature of a reply to the British and other 

notes of last November. There is also some dis

position on their part to see in this action a 

definite move in support of the Rome end of the 

Berlin-Tokyo-Rome axis and one which fits in with 

whatever Mussolini may have in mind with regard to 

the European scene.

Whether or not the Japanese action may be 

looked upon as a reply to our various notes of 

last fall, it is admittedly a clear indication of 

the indifference with which the Japanese regard the 

recent rumors of Anglo-American joint action against 

Japan. So far as the United States is concerned 

we may choose to see in the occupation of Hainan a 

threat to the Philippines, an ominous development 

of the southward advance policy, and perhaps a direct 

reply to our recently discussed proposal to fortify Guam.

In
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In all this speculation concerning the motives 

for Japan’s action there emerges the inescapable 

fact that the Japanese are now in possession of an 

island which is potentially capable of being de

veloped into a formidable air and naval base and 

that their radius of operations is thus brought some 

six hundred miles nearer to American, British, French, 

and Dutch territories. Hong Kong is cut off, Manila 

is vzithin easier reach, sfiid oral protests or repre

sentations by the Powers 7/111 not dislodge the 

Japanese from the island. In fact, despite their 

present statements that the occupation is of a tem

porary nature, there is reason to believe that they 

will never voluntarily withdraw.

710
ESC:mg

Joseph C. Grew

Copy to Embassy, Paris 
Copy to Embassy, London
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Shanghai’s despatch no. 1978 of February 8 
encloses Marine intelligence summaries which 
report the following Items of interest:

Three new Kwangtung divisions have been 
formed north and west of Canton, (page 7)

A special bureau to organize and 
coordinate all guerrilla operations was estab
lished in Chungking, headed by Li Chi-sen 
(under Chiang Kai-shek) and is expected 
greatly to increase guerrilla activities, 
(page 14, bottom)

Chang Fa-kwei was made commander-in-chief 
of all troops operating in Kwangtung. (page 17)

Russian munitions and military Instructors 
arrived at Chungking, (page 14)

Chinese planes damaged three Japanese 
warships off Waichow. (page 17)

The first three of the above items have 
inspired me to venture the attached observa
tions on a believed significant development 
in guerrilla warfare, with particular refer
ence to south China.

FE:Chase:HJN
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r. , American Consulate General
!.'■ VlS <JN Or

COMMUN CATIONS Shanghai, February 8, 1939.
AND RECORDS

Subject: Intelligence Summaries for the

/ \ I have the honor to 
1902 ©f January 4, 1939, 
possible interest to the

refer to my despatch no. 
and to enclose, as of 
Department, copies of

intelligence summaries for the month of January
1939, prepared by the Intelligence Officer of the
United States Fourth Marines.

Respectfully yours,

/ /

Enclosure :
1/- Intelligence summaries 

for the month of January 
1939.

0. E. Gauss 
American Consul Gener

800
EFS MB
In Single Copy.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

793.94/14762
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JSi./am HLAD^LY-RTERo, FCURIE !.. -RILES
SEÏANGiAI, CHILE.

21 January, 1939.
RESTRICTED

-i—2 REPORT <J AhlE-R ï xIth—■JANUARY 21s t, 1939 : 

MILITARY OPERATIONS

NORTE CHINA

SHANSI
It is believed that the

LECLASSiFIED
EX). 11652. Sec. 3© and 50» a ®

doned efforts to cross the YELLO.i RIVER at HCTSIK and will, 

for a while, be content to hold the railroad between TAIYUAN 

and FUCHO.iFU. bn January 15th Japanese forces concentrated 
in HOTSIN began to move northwards toward YUNENTU on the east 

bank of the YELLC i RIVER. The Chinese, in view of their suc
cessful prevention of Japanese crossing the river and possible, 

but unlikely, military assistance from Russia, have gained in 

morale.
Cn January 16th two squadrons of Japanese bombers raided 

the LUNGExI railway between TbTGh.kxk, on the south bank of the 
YELLO,. RIVER, and mll'CHIII, near the SHENSI-SH-xNSI border. The 

objective being th- Chinese positions along the railway. Loco

motives and freight trains at .AJvTICHxA' and kIKCHIH were damaged. 

These two towns and HSlACLICEx-N received the most attention of 

the bombers whose main mission was thu Chinese heavy artillery 

positions in the vicinity of these towns. The Japanese batter

ies across the river have been trying to silence the Chinese 
guns for several weeks. TUNGh'JAN has been heavily shelled by 

the Japanese.
Fighting continues at T..NING, x.IHSIEN, SHIELCJ, YU'ENtC..', 

LUhOJ and .«UJ-JOTU.
Chinese claim to have retaken LISEIE and CHUNGYANG on the 

FEN RIVER.

.. k ..
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During the past week the following places in SHANSI were 
bombed by the Japanese:

The LUNGEAI railway between LINCHIF and TUNG1UAÎ', parti
cularly JENTIC;..ah, EoI.XLICIâàî* and NE'CEIH. Transportation 
was completely disrupted.

Troop concentrations at SHENESI-N.
Headquarters of the 8th Route Army, (Location not known).
During the r..-,st week guerrillas have been active at the 

following places in SHANSI:

KIANGESIEN, ANYxTSIEN, KIÆSHU, HUNGTUNG, JEKSI, AKYI, 
SIAHSIEI.', LINFEN, HCTSIN, SIAHGNIKG, LLxKGSIAN, KU..’C, YUNGHC, 
....NGN.; AN, T^TlU , KIEHSIU, SNCHSIEN, T„IESIEN. 
oriAh ol

SE-Jv was heavily bombed on January 18th. The headquarters 
of the 7th, 8th and 14th Chinese Divisions were damaged caus
ing more than 200 casualties and acre than 300 houses destroyed, 
here than EO bombs were dropped on the city. Twenty-three planes 
took part in the raid.

PACT I and TUNGhJAN were bombed on January 10 th.
KANSU

A new division, the new 14th, is being formed. It will be 
commanded by General LU CHUN CBLNG. It’s headquarters is not 
yet known.
SHANTUNG

In spite of the Japanese claims to the contrary regular 
railroad communicc.tion beteveen TIENTSIN and PU1LCJ cannot be ex
pected for a long time to come as the guerrillas continue dis
rupting activities.

The 3rd Route army of the PEIPING Provisional Government 
occupied YÆSIEN on the southern coast of LAICHC.7 Bay. Guerril
la forces attacked at YANGSIN, YEH HSIAN, YUTAI, LAÎCHC'.ï, CHANGYI.
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SUIYUAN

At KUSkAIi ST...TICK, on the PEIPING-3UIYUAN railway, south 
of F_FGCEEN in southeastern SUIYUAN, guerrillas attacked Jap
anese positions, destroyed several coaches and killed about 
90 Japanese soldiers.
HOPEI

Guerrillas continue operations along the PEIPING-TIENTSIN 
railway and on January 11th caused a derailment. LING3HCJ in 
western HCPEI, has been besieged by guerrillas since January 
7th. Japanese reinforcements from CH-uNGTING ‘were ambushed and 
driven back. 

CENTRAL CHINA 
HUPEH

Japanese have begun an offensive to the ‘west of HANKCJ. 
They are advancing in three columns. The first is moving toward 
CIIING6HAN; the second along the ICEANG-HANE.C..' road; and the 
third towards TINT!. NN. The Japanese vanguards have occupied 
SANYANGTINN, north of CHING3HAK, and JANIAOTSI, west of TSACSHIH 
(on the H^.l'QvC.o-ICI-LLNG ROUTE). The Chinese are resisting stub
bornly.

At YINGSHAN, and near the HANLCJ-CHENGCHC 'i railroad, the 
guerrillas killed 30 Japanese soldiers, destroyed by fire Jap
anese military supplies, felled telegraph poles, seized large 
quantities of food and provisions, destroyed highway bridges 
between YINGSL'Jf and RAPING, and, at the latter place, killed 
twenty Japanese soldiers. Other guerrilla units attacked at 

FEN3HUG-IU, RANCH .«AN, CHENT^.,«N, LCTIEN.
HUNAN

HEKGY^NG suffered serious damage by Japanese air bombing 
on January 12th.

Unimportant skirmishes have taken nlace south of YCCHO‘7.
The Japanese attacked Chinese positions at PINGTI, twelve miles 

southeast of YCCH07.
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HUNAN (CCNT'D)
The following places have been tombed by Japanese during 

the nast week: Œ1UCHC.7, BINGSIANG, LILING.

Three Japanese gunboats shelled Chinese positions at 

NANT3INKIANG on the east bank of TUNGTIKG LAKE.

HCILAN
Between H./AIY^JIG and LIULINTSI guerrillas attacked Jap

anese forces causing numerous casualties and. capturing two 

field guns. Guerrillas have attacked at LIULUTTSI, H.ZaIYANG, 

TAKaKTSI, luyi.

CHEKIANG
Guerrillas have attacked ...t .7UCHEN, and 1IKGHCNG.

AHHJEI
Severe fighting for vossessicn of SUAKCHENG, r-ilway and 

highway junction southeast of ,jUHU> resulted in the town being . 

recaptured by the Chinese. Guerrillas have been active at 

HCHSIEN.
KIANGSU

At NANKING Japanese authorities admit that the local gar
rison had 26 engagements with guerrillas during the first ten 

days of January. Other guerrilla units have been active on 

the FAIS;SIAN-TANGSHAN highway.

KIANGSI
Guerrillas have been active, during the -last week, in the 

vicinity of LUSHAK.

SEECHJAN

On January 15th CHUNGKING was bombed for the first time by 
Japanese planes. They met with heavy anti-aircraft fire, which 
apparently prevented bombs from being drowned on the Chinese air

drome. Jhether these were army or navy planes is not known. 

They were engaged by Chinese pursuit -clones but there were no 
aircraft losses on either side, although the Japanese later claim

ed five Chinese nl.;nes were shot down. Cne Japanese bomber was 

damaged by anti-aircraft fire.
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SZECHJAN (CCNT’D)

JAKSIEN and ICHAKG waterfronts were heavily bombed on 
January 14th and 15th» .-.bout 150 casualties were noted in ’.7AN- 
SIEN.

The 'waterfront of CHIAOTIENIÛEN was bombed on January 15th 
and many coolies killed.

SOUTH CHINA

FUKIEN ’ ’

On January 14th two Japanese warships ungeared off CHU.iNCHG'J, 

50 miles northeast of ALOY, and shelled that locality. This re
port has not been confirmed.

KJANGTUNG

SZEJUI, west of CANTON, was subjected to intensive air-raids 

on the 12th of January. This appeared to indicate the Japanese 

plan to land large numbers of troops in preparation for a drive 
to the northwest.

On January 12th Japanese forces in the NORTH RIVER sector 
began an offensive toward TSUNGHUA.

After canturing FAYUN, twenty-three miles north of CANTON, 

are advancing on Chinese nosit ions west of FAYUN. Japanese 

planes are assisting in the advance. CHUNGTIEN and FAHSIEN have 

fallen to the Japanese.

In the .TEST RIVER sector from TUNGKUNGASIEN to TSUNGFA to 
TSENGCFIEN the Chinese counter-attacked the Japanese positions 

but with no appreciable results.
Jest of Samshui the Japanese continue to advance towards 

3HUI HIi'G on the north bank of the SIklAXG RIVER.
It is believed that the Japanese are consolidating their 

positions north and east.of CaLTCN and will either begin a drive 

to the north to effect a junction with forces at YCCHCJ, or a 

drive in KjANGSI. The Japanese cannot carry on two large scale
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K'VANGTUKG (CCNT'D)

maneuvers in the south at the same time due to the fact that 
they have not more than 60,000 troops (ulus recent reinforce

ments if any) in and near CANTON. A successful drive into K7ANG- 

SI would permit the Japanese to establish air bases and operat

ing bases 400 miles nearer their next logical strategical ob

jectives, namely, t_.e railro ,d from YUNKANFU to HCKO 7 and the 

highway from YUKILiKFU to KIANG HUNG which runs on to RANGOON.

Many Japanese reinforcements are reported to have arrived in the 
CANTON area during the oast week. 

Three new Chinese divisions are in the process of formation.

Their respective commanders and headquarters are'f j
f 

General TAN CHI HSIU at YEUNGCEUN; \

General CHxiHG YIN at FAH3IEN;

General CHIÂN CHUN HANG, at T3INGYUN.
Luring the past week the following places have been bombed; 

Military establishments at SHACK.ïAK;

Junks on the NORTH RIVER ( PEHLI.J’G) ;

Chinese troops concentrated ut SINFENG, 45 miles 

east of YINGTAK, and at TANGT-.NG, 31 miles south of YINGTAK; 

3ZE.ÏUI, HEUNGKC KU, FCKANG, SEUHIING, TINKAFIFG, FAKHCI, YANG- 
YUNG, (YAkHSIEN) , SUN.7EI (KCNGL1C0N) STATION', (this is the ter

minus of the SUI7/KI-TCJÆAN railxvay) ;

EEUNGSAxN (on the PE^RL RIVER DELTA); 
Junks in the CIIINGNIEN RIVER; 

FAHSIEN, (FATKm-G) north of CANTON. 
On January 17th twenty Japanese warships were anchored off 

CELNGSHANKCNG, north of kAC.iO. A landing is expected in this 
region. This report has not been confirmed.

oCELLAaWi CLE
According to TOKYO reports sixty thousand tons of Rritish 

■Jar supplies are movin0 through RUR1.-A into YUNNAN. A like amount 
was shipped during the last two months of 1938.
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klSCALLAKEOUS ( COIN1 T)

Japanese at TxUYU.xN claim th_t Soviet military assistance 

in the northwest, SUTfU.2’, SH.iNSI, and StLENSI, is increasing. 

This renort is either true or is just an excuse for failure of 

Japanese forces in cL'ATSI to gain control of the YSLLO.Z RIYNR 

between SHANSI ana S.ÆSI. TAIYUAN is probably the headquarters 

of Japanese forces in the northwest.

It is believed that General CHIaKG KAI-SHEK will have com

pleted moving his headquarters from CNUNGlsING to CHE1TGTU by the 

end of January. .hether this move is motivated by the necessity 

cf nailing a last stand of cohesive Nationalist government at a 

place more inaccessible to Japanese forces or to allow the Jap

anese to penetrate further inland, cannot be determined at present 

Japanese headquarters announced that durino the month of 

December, 1938 the Chinese losses in Central China resulting from 

the numerous engagements durino that month totaled 15,000 dead 

and the following captured: One mountain gun, 4 machine-guns, 

13 automatic Rifles and a large quantity cf Rifle amnuntion. 

Japanese losses were not disclosed.

Japanese rencrt th-..t the Chinese have only 3C0 planes of 

•which only 100 are in good condition. Actually, there are near

ly 90 planes concentrated ..t NnNCHEI’G in 3HEI7SI. There 21 other 

airdromes now being used by the Chinese air force. Some of these 

are located at:

CH INI IANG in HUM;

h.ÆILIN and LIUCHOJ in KJ.-JJGSI;

LLA;GSIhNT, CHUNG ING, IPIN and CII2KGTU in 
SZECH.L.N;

KUNKING and LENGTH in YUNNAN;

K..EIYANG in K.-’nlCIIC J; 

LaNCHCj in laiHSU;

N.J'JYu.NG.

There is no map included in this week’s rencrt, as there 
has been no material changes in troon positions since the lust
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POLITICAL
Probably the most important event on the political hori

zon is the long awaited Japanese answer to the protests of 
America, England ana France.

The Japanese nave not answerer formally as yet but have 
released through spokesmen, to the press, the probable pro

positions to be included in this answer. According to these 

spokesmen Japan will meet the demands of the .,'estem Powers 

in full, providing they will accede to three conditions.

First the complete emancipation of Oriental nations, in

cluding the removal of China’s colonial st.tus and freedom of 

travel and residence for oriental neoples. Second complete 

freedom of trade throughout the world, including abolition 

of existing economic blocs and removal of tariff barriers

and import quotas. Third impartial and fair redistribution 
p

of raw materials including free access to raw materials which 
are indispensable to national existence.

Spokesmen for Japan declare Japan would accept the Anglo- 

American offer for a multi-lateral conference to consider pos
sible revision of the Uine Power Pact only if Britain and the 

United States accent J.man's three noints as a basis for re
vision of this treaty.

If these three joints are accepted it will mean that such 

legislation as America’s Oriental Exclusion Laws be abolished, 
that preferential tariffs and quotas be discontinued and that 

economic blocs such as the British Empire and the Pan-American 

system be disolved.

In view of the inacceptability of the Japanese policy, 

Janan’s re^ly to the notes of the nrotesting powers will be 
tantamount to rejection of their demands for a multi-lateral 

settlement of pending problems in the Far East. This it appears 

will leave the ’western powers the choice of taking action a- 
gainst Ja^an, nrobably in the form of economic sanctions, or 
remaining quietly aloof from the Far East, while Ja^an complétés 
her hegemony on the Asiatic Continent.
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Japan at present is now attempting to hold four-fifths 
of the wealth producing territory of china, and exploit this 
territory with the aid of Chinese puppets. The puppet govern

ments are therefor an ever increasing source of interest to 
destern hations.

2iSide from the natural repugnance with which most Chin

ese regard political cooperation with the invaders-, acceptance 

of office in the various nupnet regimes is exceedingly perilous. 
For those who have accepted office under Japanese compulsion, 
persuasion or bribery there are worse penalties to the Chinese 

than loss of life by assassination.

±t good insight to the make up of the muppet official is 

given in the case of hr. Fu diao-en, now mayor of Greater shang
hai. There have been two attempts on hr. Fu’s life si^ce he 

took office. But even worse, for a Chinese, the citizens of his 

native city, l’in£yo, have shown their detestation Of his poli

tical alliance with the Japanese by breaking open his ancestral 

tombs, and strewing the ground with the broken bones of his 

forefathers, in addition to this, hr. Fu’s very considerable 

properties in areas still controlled by the Chungking government 

have been confiscated by the State.

A case history of Lr. Fu shows that in 19S6 he was a weal

thy and respected resident of Shanghai. .^_ong other things he 

;was president and chief stockholder in a Chinese company operat

ing about, twenty steamers along the bangtsze and im and down the 
couse of Central China.

At this time he incurred the lasting emnity of General 

Chiang l.ai-shek and the nationalist whe.i he permitted General 
Sun Chuan-furig, then warlord of the Shanghai-Kanking area, to 

use aaa. of bis ships us txunsperts. ..ten Chiang l.ai-shek was 

victorious l.r. Fu saved his life by fleeing northward to Japanese 
controlled Dairen in manchuria, where he remained as an exile.
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The Chiang Kai-shek regii^e immediately ’’nationalized'1 his 

steamship company, and confiscated his other properties. It is 

only natural that men of this type are ready and even eager to 

take office under the Japanese, whose ;!immut<_ble intention is 

the destruction of Chiang kai-shek and his Nationalist Regime".

In the exploitation of this wealthy territory the "cooper
ation" of Chinese business men is even more important than that of 

puppet officials. _n example of the type of "cooperation" going 

on in Central China at present, is the Central China Gas Company, 

which was reorganized on 27 December with a capital stock of 
.^3,000,000. Cf this total only ,500,000 was allotted to the 
Chinese ana the balance to Japanese stockholders.

To present the clearest picture ’of the methods em-nloyed by 

the Japanese, consider a hypothetical case which is typical of 

such transactions.
A Chinese owned power house in an interior city was damaged 

during the hostilities, and the Chinese o;/ners lacked funds to 

i.mke the necessary repairs. In addition there are Japanese sol

diers billeted in the company’s compound.

The plant was capitalized at ,.1,000,000 before the war and 

was making « very good profit. The Japanese promoters approach 

the Chinese owners and suggest a deal something like this;- 

"Let us reorganize as a Sino-Japanese enterprise, with a 
capital of ^3,000,000 of which we will t~ke ,?1,00^ ,000 in pre- . 

ferred stock and ..,1,000,000 in co. mon stock. You, as payment 
for your damaged nroperty, will be allowed .,,1,000,000 in common 

stock, .ie, in return for our ;2,000,000 stock, will guarantee 
to have the military move out, will furnish the money for repairs 
and will obtain military permits for bringing in necessary new 

machinery". The new company, of course, must have a Japanese 
manager, Japanese technical experts and a majority of the direc

tors must be Japanese.

■■ I ' ---------- 11 ----------- ; -
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Chinese business u.en have the alternative of ’’coopéra tion" 

under these terms or the complete loss of their nro-nerty.
Unfortunately che most genuine cases of Chinese cooperation 

with the Japanese arc. caused by mistreatment of Chinese peasants 

and villagers b; t. air own armed forces, since Chiang hai-saeh’s 

organized armies have been driven fur into the interior, and since 

the Jarunese effectively hold or blockade the coastal regions, 

the Chinese guerrillas have been experiencing a shortage of 

money, munitions and supplies* Their method of solving this 

problem is to raid or occupy villages in which there are no Jap

anese garrisons. They then force the inhabitants to give them 

food and clothing. They confiscate all the money that c^.n be 

found, on what they term a patriotic levy. .'ith a people already 
nearly destitute these actions arouse no feelings of patriotism, 

but rather disgusted revulsion.

2CCITC1..IC
Following the conclusion of an .niglo-Ja-n^nese Customs Pact 

on l.ay 3rd, 1938, tie revenue of the shanghai I.aritime Customs 
was deposited ./ith ti.e Yokohama Specie Bank instead of with the 

Hongkong and si.ng. ai ranking Corporation. Up to tlie present 

over ^20,000,000 are on deposit with the Yokohama Specie Bank.

The Japanese recently refused to use the revenues deposited 

for repayment of foreign loans for the following reasons

China’s failure to pay the monthly installments for the 

Eoxer indemnity of approximate!; «.IOC, 000 which under instruc

tion from the National Government i being with held in a spe

cial trust fund in the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank. The fund now 
totals about u.10,000,000. Also the failure of the Chinese to 

transfer ...20,000,000 held at the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank in 
the name of the Customs Commissioner, Sir Frederick laze to the 
Yokohama Bank. This sum represents the customs collections at
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Shanghai between early November 1937 and. Lay 3rd, 1936. The 

Japanese contend that under the .jiglo-Japanese customs Pact when 
they agreed to service China’s foreign obligations, that fund 

would be transferred to their bank. ±.either of these funds can 

be transferred without the specific order of II.H. i.ung, Finance 

Minister of the National Government.

The principal long terri debts involved ^re ,?600,U0G,oU0 of 

foreign currency loans, ^100,000,000 for Boxer Indemnities., and 

more than ,,1 ,£00,000,000 in Chinese currency loans. These loans 

were secured on the Customs revenue, which during 1938 amounted 

to ^254,570,000. Four-fifths of these collections, however, were 

made at ports subject to Japanese interference.

The Linistr; .f Finance of the national Government has 
drawn up measures to deal with this guestion, and has issued 

an order that in the future no more overdrafts to refund foreign 
loans secured on Customs revenue will be passed. That the Chin

ese, however, are prepared to remit, ■proportionately from the 

area they control, custom’s money to meet foreign obligations.

The Chinese Customs besides the usual function of examining 

cargo and the collection of duties also controls the harbours, 
acts as trustees for the funds to liquidate China's foreign in

debtedness, operates lighthouses on a coastline in excess of two 
thousand miles and erects navigational signs in navigable rivers.

Contrary to general supposition the Japanese have not swamp

ed the customs administrative personnel with their o :n Nationals. 

The customs administrative st ff consists of only seven and a 

half percent Japanese. However, in the customs inspector class 
they have greatly increased the number of their Nationals until 
at ^resent customs inspectors number about fifty percent J-nanese.

I... I.. LIAHCHEY • i 
Cant, U.S.I..C. Asst. R-2 

for
J. 3. I.’onahan 

i..ajor, U.S. I arine Corns 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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NORTH CHINA
Having recently cressed the YELLOJ RIVER in the vicinity 1 

of JENSIANG AND LING!AO, the Japanese have feegun operations 
in the mountainous regions of CHUNGSHU in northern HONAN. It 
is believed that the Japanese intend to use this force as a 
left column in a drive to the west with SIAN as the objective. 
Although this gain by the Japanese is slight, it-is the first 
actual gain of ground for several weeks.

It is believed that the Japanese need more reinforcements 
or more assistance from their tombing planes to facilitate 
their advance on SIAN. However the Japanese did bomb 
TUNGKAAN, LOYANG, (headquarters of 2nd Chinese Division), the 
Chinese positions in the vicinity of YUHSIANG and the railway 

from, and including, LCYANG and SIAN, particularly the stations 
of SINAN, i INCHIE, TUNGK.7AN and HAINAN, has been bombed almost 
daily during the past week-

On January 18th and 19th some fighting took nlace near 
T.-SHU13AN and TCkCTO, in SUIYUAN, 75 miles southwest cf KJEIHUA. 
Chinese volunteers have become active in the vicinity of 
EEKGCHEN and SARATSI, in the KALGA1-RACTC.7 railway zone, and 
in the itAlTSAOKOJ regions in the north of the province.

The Japanese continue their operations against guerrillas 
in the vicinity northeast cf TSINAN, in 2E-1ANTUNG, and on Jan
uary 23rd occupied PINESIEN on the north bank of the YELLOW 
RIVER. A group cf guerrillas .vas routed at .UTING (H.7EININ), 

northwest cf HINHSIEN.
On January 22nd the Japanese bombed the 8th Route army 

and Communist Tarty headquarters in SHENSI. Chinese supply 
depots and troops at LCCHWANHSIAN were severly damaged during
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On January 21st, the National Military Council officially 

announced the atclition of CZ1UNGLING headquarters office. 

The new headquarters is now at CKzKGTU in S_JECH'.ÏAN.

Turing the oast week, the guerrillas in IICPEI have 

launched attacks on several Japanese garrisons along the var

ious railways. A section of the Pl I UNG-TIENTSIN and PEIPING- 

LI-XNING railways at CE-LNGCHkAl.'G, north of TIENTSIN was des

troyed. A Japanese troop train on the TIEl'TSIN-FUKOW rail
road was derailed south of TSANGCHO'J. Guerrillas are active 

in YU^NSIH, TAMING, TÆCHCW, and vicinity of TSINGSING.
A report from YULIN, northern SHENSI, stated that large 

numbers of Japanese reinforcements arrived at KANKCJ PxiSS. 

The same report stated that the Japanese are rushing military 

supplies and gasoline from KALGAN to FAILINGMIAG. This town 

is atout one hundred Ales north of x-ACTOJ, the terminus of 

the PEIPING-PA OTCÏÏ railroad.
Chinese reports state that Japanese troops from 

CE-uNGTIENCHEN and HC'./.«ANGTSUN, southeast of ANYI under cover 
of heavy artillery barrage, attacked Chinese positions at 
MAJENLEI, YUhOJ, and GEUNLIaTSEN, southeast cf SIAHSIÆ.

The Chinese aircraft, after being inactive for several 

weeks, bombed munition durons and military trucks near 

Y.J’GCHCJ in northern KIANGSU.

Last week the Japanese renorted that Russia had been 

aiding the Chinese in the form of arms and military supplies. 
This renort seems to have been correct. The Chinese report ।
that forty Soviet trucks of military equipment, accomnanied j

by Soviet officers arrived in SIAN. Cn January 24th, fifty . 

foreign volunteer instructors in aircraft and mechanized 

warfare arrived in CNUNGEING. A snecial bureau charged with 
the coordination of guerrilla operations was instituted in
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CHUNGKING. The head of this s-necial bureau is General 

CH I. JOG K„I SL'-JI. and the seccnd in co.jr.and is General LI CHI 

iHHN, one of the L.UvGSI military leaders. The tureau has 

divided the Japanese occupied territories into several 
“Special Jar zicnes". As soon as the organization and coo

rdination cf these zones has teen completed, it is telieved 

that guerrilla activities will te greatly increased.

General LU CHUNG LIUG, forever president cf the HCPAI- 

Prcv’.ncial Government has teen made commander of the Hopei- 
Charhar zone. General SUH YU SAI is seccnd in comma nd.

General YU HSUÆ CHUNG, commander of the 51st Army (old 
northeastern troops), has teen made commander cf the KIANGSU- 

SEANTNNG zone. The seccnd in command is Admiral SUN HUNG 

LIEE, fermer president of the SHANTUNG provincial govej;nment. 
CENTP4L _CE INA

The Japanese advance to the west from HANKO’J has not 
progressed appreciably during the past week. Since January 

loth they occupied kINGSEAN. Cn the 23rd, the Japanese van

guards reached SUKLI..O, 10 miles west cf 1IKGSEAN, ar.d occu
pied TIAH.EN and continued toward SIASI. On the twenty- 

fourth, captured SANLIIIzN cn th«ir advance toward CHUNGSIANG 
SAKLITI2N is west of KIKGSEAU.

Ta st north of HANLCJ, the Japanese continue their oper

ation > against the guerrillas, especially in the EAmKGEûI 
.regions, and occupied two bases northeast of this vicinity.

In ANE.ÆI, the guerrillas have made several feeble 

• attacks on several Japanese garrisons. Cn January IS th, 

attacked a treer train south of LII.'GL..'.J7G on the TILFTSIK- 

PUKOJ railroad. Communication over the road was resumed 
.. J 

the;same day. A small skirmish took place at LIUFUTSI, 13 

miles south of PENCIL.

In the LU3HAN mountains in hl^KGSI the guerrillas are 
active, particularly’ in the vicinity of HJALGLACI.3N in the 

N..NC-.iNG-kIUKI-xNG railway zone.
On January7 2Cth the Japanese in HONAN announced their
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preparedness to cross the YELLOW RIVER and begin an attack 
on the Chinese positions on the LUIICHAI railway between 
CHENGCHOW and TUNGR.7AN. The only crossing took place in 
the vicinity of ’,7ENSIA1>TG and LINGPAO. This is covered in 
the report of military operations in North China.

At PCCTUNG, during the night of January 19th and 20th, 
an engagement took place near CEANGKAPANG between a Japanese 
detachment and Chixiese troops. Losses were: Chinese thirty, 
and Japanese six dead and twenty wounded.

In KIANGSU, the Japanese have begun a systematic 

clearing out of Chinese guerrillas in the LUNGHAI railway 
zone east of HSUCECW. Fighting took place in the vicinity 
of PEUI3IEN, YUNHO and YA07AN on the GRAND CANAt.

1ft. JEN YUAN TAG, pacification minister of the 
Reformed Government of NANKING, declared that during the 
last ten months twenty-five thousand irregulars who have 
been operating in the provinces of KI/iNGSU, ANEJEI and 
CEEKIANG have surrendered to the new regime and have been 
reorganized into the^local military.

Chinese guerrillas attacked and pillaged SHIHPAHCHENG, 
a locality near CHANGSHU. A group of guerrillas at 
HUSHU'PAI, 2C mil^s northwest of KUIKIANG were dispersed, 
and on January 21st the Japanese attacked irregulars en
trenched in the mountainous regions of KUNSHAN, also north
west of KUIKIANG.

In the KIANGNAN region, fighting took place some days 
ago in the environs of KUYUNG, east of K.JXING, between the 
Japanese and a mobile unit of the new 4th Army (ex-communist). 

One handred of the Japanese soldiers, v/ounded during the 
battle, arrived at the North Station, (SHANGHAI), and were 

transferred to a hospital in HONGKEtf.
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SCUTE CHINA
Cn January l'-'ùn several Japanese warshins anchored off 

ïSAI CHAC island, and, between January 21st and 24th, landed 

about two thousand troons.
Chinese aircraft, probably from HENGYANG, bombed the 

Japanese shins at the mouth of the PEARL RIVER near BCCCA 
TIGRIS, and, on the 23rd, attacked the Japanese shins off 
WAI CHAO. Three shins were damaged.

The Japanese advances to the north from CANTON have 
reached FAHSIEN, and to the west as far as MAFANG, seven 
miles west of SAMSHUI. There has been practically no 
fighting in this sector during the nast week.

General PAI CHUNG HSI, commander-in-chief of the 
troops operating in kJANGTUNG (4th Jar Zone), who has been 
made director of the southeastern headquarters by the pres
ident of the military affairs commission, has been replaced 

by General CHANG FAH K .IEI. The headquarters of General 
CHANG FAH KOI is to he at SHAOKJAN in northern KJANGTUNG. 
General YU HAN LCU, is to be made commander of the eastern 

group. General HSIA E.'ffil, commander of the K'JANGSI mili
tary, has been made commander of the western groun. His 
headquarters is located at CHAOKING. 

POLITICAL
The United Council of the Heining and Nanking Japanese 

sponsored governments held their third regular session at 
Peiping, which was concluded on the 24th of January.

The meeting was for the purpose of discussing ways and 
means of effecting the proposed new Central Government of 
China. Postal and Financial matters were discussed.

The meeting was presided over by Jang Keh-min, Chair
man of the peining provisional Government. The council con

sisted of forty officers and delegates of the Provisional and 
Reformed Governments of which twenty were Japanese.

>5 -
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The complete account of the enactments at the meeting, 
are as yet not made public, however it is known that the 
Japanese under Lieut-General Kenji Doihara will intensify 
their attempt to have ,/u Pei-fu take an active part in the 

new regime.
The present plan is to have Ju Rei-fu head the new 

"National Anti-Communist Salvation Meeting", which is to be 
held in Peiping. This meeting will then resolve itself into 
a "National peoples Assembly”। which will in turn form the 
new "Central Government of the Republic of China".

The United Council issued a manifesto calling Chiang Kai- 
shek China’s public enemy number one and another manifesto 
recommending peace with Ja-^an on the basis ex-Premier Konoyoe 
advanced. The Council also extended an invitation to the 
Kuomintang and to join in the ...nti-Communist and peace move
ments.

The Japanese declare they will recognize nothing but a 
Central Chinese government, silencing rumors that Japan in
tended to create two or more separate governments in China.

The Japanese further contend, that if Japan .should re
nounce her extraterritoriality privileges in China and returned 

her concessions the new Central Government of China would un
doubtedly demand that other foreign powers concerned follow 
suit.

ECONOMIC
Of all the devices used by the Japanese to close the 

"Open Door" none have excelled the forcible circulation, by 
the Japanese-controlled Federal Reserve Eank in Peking, of 
the new Yuan Currency. This currency is backed by little 

else than Japanese force.
The bank was opened last March and gradually its notes 

have been pressed by the spending agencies of the Japanese 
Army upon an ever growing, but extremely reluctant, group of 
Chinese in North China. *
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The effect of the issue of this ’’currency" nay follow 
the pattern of the "Currency'Bloc" in Manchuokuo, which has 
been an overwhelming success.

In lianchuokuo, Japan is buying much more than she is 
% 

selling. In addition large Japanese investments are cons
tantly being made, so that the current balance of payments 
runs heavily in favor of Kanchuokuo. As Japan does not wish 

to nay the debit balance in gold or foreign currency she 

nays in her own currency 'which is accented by the local 
banks and retained as cover for the local currency. The two 

currencies are kent in stable relation by Japanese military 

force.
Ja^an is in effect taking from Kanchuokuo short-terra 

credits, which later on may be either consolidated or 
settled by larger Jananese sales, when the country is suff
iciently develcned.

This method of exchange affords relief to Janan’s inter
national trading balance, for the more goods bought for Yen 
in luanchuokuo, the less have to be bought for foreign curr
ency in other countries, w’hile it seems naradoxical exnorts 
to L'anchuokuo are actually being restricted in order to re
serve more goods for sale where they will bring in foreign 

currency.
This bloc method of economy is useful only where Janan 

overbuys. As in the present case in North China, while this 
method is comparable to the subtlest devices of thu German 
clearing trade it is only the heavy disbursements cf the Army 

that make this system possible.

” ' i i '■ ' ' . i tS. MONAHAN 
Majorj*U.S. Marine Corps 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.

■ -
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OPERAT ICIIS
NCR'ÆEASTERK KI.n.NGSI : Japanese Naval Landing parties aided 

by naval aircraft have continued their guerilla drives in this 
sector the past few days. According to the Japanese, Chinese 
guerillas have been routed from the vicinity of Lienyunchiang; 
from an area west of a mount Yuntai , and from the vicinities of 
Sunchiashan and Sucheng villages.

K».'ALGTUKG: A Chinese report of the 30th, which should be 
taken with considerable reserve, claims that Chinese forces have 
captured Tsunghwa, about 36 miles northeast of Canton.

NORTHERN L.IANGSI: According to Chinese reports Chinese ■ 
guerillas have been active at Cutangshih, east of Changkungtu, 
on the northern bank of the Siu River. Another report states 
that a convoy of Japanese military trucks proceeding out of Jui- 
chang were attacked near Fankiapu on the 28th of December.
AVIATION

In Shansi the environs of Tungyumen on the eastern bank of 
the Yellow River and the vicinity of Taning were attacked by Jap
anese planes on the 26th. Two days later, on the 28th, Japanese 
planes raided l.ihsien in central Shansi. In northeastern kiangsu 
naval nlanes bombed military bases in the vicinity of Lehtzukow 
village while in southern Shantung field artillery positions near 
Tengchow were attacked by naval planes. '■

In South China, on the 30th, naval planes carried out re
connaissance and bombing flights over Yeungkong on the southwest
ern kwangtung coast, tn the 31st of December another naval Squad
ron bombed Chinese military boats near Kwanghcichai village iîj,’ - 
southern kwangtung. Military junks in western Kwangtung east \of ' 
,/uchow were also attacked on the 31st.

The Shensi towns of Yenchwan and Tsingkien in northeastern 
Shensi and Yenan in the central part of the,province were bombed 
on the 1st of January.
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MSCjjLLÆCTS
Lieutenant-General Li Han-bun, newly appointed Chairman of- 

the hwangtung Provincial Government assumed office on 1 January, 
relieving General Ju Te-chen, the retiring Chairman.

The China Press, announced on 3 January that General Shun- 
roku Hata, Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Army in Central 
China, has returned to Japan and that he will be relieved by a 
younger General whose name has not as yet been announced.

The Japanese Army, having completed the repair of the Canton- 
Hankow railroad from Wuchang south to Yochow, opened train traffic 
between the two cities on the 1st of January,

PCLITIC^L
JANG CHING Jnl: The abrupt departure of Jang Ching Wei, chairman 
of the Central Political Council and Deputy Chief Executive of the 
loumintang from Chungking for Hanoi, French Indo-China, has given 
rise to considerable speculation. The Japanese interpreted his 
leaving as an offer of General Chiang Kai-shek to negotiate peace 
with Japan.

Continued speculation, concerning Jang, was having a detri
mental effect upon the guerillas, causing them to hover between 
banditry and true guerilla practices.

All further rumors, were spiked by the Central executive com
mittee on the night of January 1st. The committee, with Chiang 
Lai-shek presiding, expelled Jang from the Koumintang and further 
stipulated that he will never be reinstated,

INDC-CHINA
Spurred by the recent extension of loans to China by the 

United States and England, the French of Indo-China are frantical
ly trying to circumnaviagte the Paris restrictions regarding using 
Indo-China as an arms supply corridor for large amounts of muni
tions. The latest ruse is to unload freighters anchored along the 
northeastern coast of the Kwangsi border. Military equipment col
lected in Liangshan is distributed to Nanning by way of Liuchow 
in Central Kwangsi, or to Kunming over the recently opened highway 
linking Kunming and Liucho..' by way of poseh in western Kwangsi.

J. S. KCNÆAN 
luajor, U.S., liarine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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KCRlEmRN 1 I„FGoI; Chinese troops counterattacked the Jap
anese forces along the Siu River in the Nanchang sector on Jan
uary 1st, The Ju"kiies. claim that this attack was rebelled 
causing heavy casualties to the Chinese, Farther west near Loki, 
also on the Siu River, another Chinese attack was renulsed.

LLPFE : xx local reycrt claims that the Chinese troops in 
the Tapieh mountain re0ion of the northern part of this province 
continue to surrender to Japanese forces in increasing numbers. 
At the end of December 2,000 are purported to have surrendered 
in the Hwangan area while 3,000 surrendered in the Lotien sector 
and COO at L__ cheng.

IJORTFARl' hCRLxF: A Chinese communique of the 3rd reports a 
skirmish between Tsiny^ng (Hwuiuing) and henghsien in which heavy 
casualties were inflicted on _ J_ anese garrison.

In this s. me area, Sinsiang the juncture of the Finghan and 
Taokow-Chinghua railroads was re; or ted .ttacked by guerillas, on 
the 30th.

HCFal: According. to Chinese information guerillas caused 
a Japanese troop tiain to be derailed south of Tientsin between 
Ringtsi and Tsinghsien on the night of 26 December.

K..lxNG7DKG : Fighti . has again been noted near Tsunghwa, 39 
miles northeast of C ..nton. engagements have taken place east of 
Tsunghwa and near Sin ' ong, and laohui, south ox Tsunghwa where 
Chinese troops ...re era reached. Signs of increasing disorder wouth 
and east of Canton 1 as been rgjiMSlfi®1 by Chinese returning from the 
country to the CLtv . KO. 11654 Sec. 3(E) and 8©) W ®

Japanese aircraft on the 29th bombed the town of Sansheng- 
kung in western Suiyu_.n.

From a base in Shansi, Japanese air squadrons raided Yenan, 
ixi northern Shensi on 1 January.

POLIxICAL

The Japanese Cabinet has been disolved during the present 
crisis. The new premier is the pro-fascist Earon Hiranuma, Pres
ident of the Privy Council ’who has been selected as the new 
premier.

The crisis first apoe„red a monta ago when the militarist 
forced through __rticle 11 of the Rational Mobilization ^ct over 
the strenuous objection of the retiring premier rrince honoye. 
This article c.lls for tae militarization of cue entire Japanese 
financial miu eccno...ic life. This will permit the Army to ride 
rough she., over Jm?..a’s economic structure and eventually mort-' . 
gage rhe n. tion into bankruptcy, _ •

Baron riiranuma is generaly believeu to _gree with .-xdnira^ 
Eobumasa Suetsugu ..ho is pressing for national mobilization on 
a politic! b.sis. This plan would fuse the two political par
ties Seiyukai -im Liaseito into one National Party thereby mak- 
in •. fascism complete.

The Japanese, realize that in order to ease their interna
tional situation -..a... win Chinese cooperation they must lift the 
restrictions th.t are delaying prosperity. These restrictions 
while giving the J p/.nese virtual monopolies on all vital enter
prises have practically strangled business in the occupied areas.
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Unimpeachat’ '“^panese authorities sti •' .at if Americas ) 
note of October six.u had not been publiciseu, _anan would have 
met the reasonable demands of this note and even reopened con
siderable lengths of the Yangtze to merchant ships of third 
powers.

The Japanese, however, cannot place themselves in the po
sition of appearing to yield under pressure. This would cause 
them to lose face with the Provisional and Reformed Governments. 
Such yielding would undoubtedly be interpreted by the Chungking 
regime as weakness, causing the Chinese to resist with renewed 
vigor.

The objectionable restraints, in the occupied ureas of China 
must remain until such time us trie American and British gover
nments follow the example of other governments making equally ve
hement protests. These governments handed their notes to the 
Japanese Ambassadors in their respective capitals, where they 
•were then coded ana cabled to Tokyo .ithout any public furor. 
This method enables the Japanese to meet the demands of third par. 
ties without losinfc face, by appearing to yield under pressure.

Leading Japanese statesmen fear that with the U.S. Congress 
in session and the constantly more harshly worded notes, plus the 
nubile utterances of jingoes, relations -will be increasingly 
strained. America thereby frustrating attainment of own desires.
aCCNOl-.IC

The frame work for the advancement of the -'Yen Block" po
licy has been completed. The t'.vo chief instruments of this po
licy are the North China Development Company and the Central 
China Rehabilitation Company. These two companies, both official 
organizations, ^re coordinated under the Asia Development Board. 
All Japanese enterprises in China, ?ith th exception of banking 
organizations, will be subsidized and directed as subsidiaries 
of these two companies.

The North China Development Company is capitalized at Y. 
350,000,000, in 7,000,000 shares. The stock being divided equal
ly between the government and the public. Linder the presiden
cy of hr. Otani, formerly Colonial Minister, the company will 
direct the economic exploitation of the five northern provinces. 
The field of activities of this company include transportation, 
ports and harbours, tele-communications, radio broadcasting, 
electric power transmission, mining and tne salt industry.

The Central Chine Rehabilitation Company is capitalized at 
Y. 100,000,000 in 2,000,000 shares. The company is, in organic 
structure, identical to the North China Development Company. 
The company’s objectives to carry out the economic resusitation 
ana expansion of Central China. All Japanese companies in Cen
tral China will be financed and directed as subsidiaries of this 
company. The company and its subsidiaries will be given a mono
poly on rail transportation, communication, electric power supply. 
Every effort will be made to increase mining and revive the aqua
tic industries. According to hr. Kodama, the president of this 
company, the restoration of Central China’s four Railways, will 
be given precedence above everything else.

The Asia Development board has submitted to the cabinet a 
project called the Far East Asia Defense and Industry Expansion 
plan. This plan calls for the development of national defense 
and key industries, in the three countries making up the ’’Yen 
Block”, to the extent th.t by 1941 the Japanese Empire will be 
self-sufficient.

MISCELLANEOUS / >
Lieutenant General CÜozo Yamada has been appointed Comman- 

der-ia-Chief of the Japanese Army in Central China in place of' 
General Rhunroku Ha ta. /' \

The new Sikong Provincial Government was inaugurated on Jan
uary 1st with General Lj.'u J^n-huç. heading the Silysng provincial 
Government Committee' . x/ // / • / \

1 \iïajor, U.S. Llarine Corps, V.
Regimental Intelligence Officer. i\

------ --------------—-------- - - - - -------------- -- -------- -- ----------- ' xV
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OPERATIONS

SHANSI: Japanese trcops continuing mopping-up operations. 
Japanese f orcesoccupied SIANGNING and KLH3IEN on December 31st. 
LAFENGTAN, LUCHENG, and FEI’CHENG are reported to have been oc
cupied by Japanese. Japanese artillery bombed Chinese positions 
on the west bank of the YELLC..' RIVER.

On 25 December Japanese forces launched a general attack 
in five columns.

The first column based at FENY.aNG and HSIACYI attacked 
SHIELD and SHIHSIEN. The head of this column reached SINE'JAN 
and crossed the YELLC / RIVER where the TALI ...nd JUTING rivers 
join the YELLC./ RIVER in SHENSI.

The second column, based at LINFENG marched towards PUHSIEN 
and TAPING via EEILUNGE..AN.

The third column, based at SINGLING} marched westwards and 
then joined the second column at HE I LUNGK. JAN.

"The fourth column, based at HOUMA, CHU.7U and SIKCEIAE’G, march
ed northwest and occupied SANCHUAN and CHUANCHaNG. This column 
is being opposed by two Chinese forces, one from the north via 
KUÏ.CU .-.nd the other from the south via CHI JANSEAN.

The fifth column, based at HCToIN, north of the junction 
of the FEN and YELLC .' RIVERS pushed northwest towards YU1EN, but 
is reported to have been stopped bj/ the Chinese. The fifth 
column then divided, one force pushing northwards and attacking 
SIx-.CCHUANJO, and the other force attacking HSIANGNING in an effort 
to join the second Japanese column at TARING.

Chinese artillery on west bank of YeLLOi RIVER shelling 
JCNCHEN vicinity in effort to thwart Japanese crossing. a,

HUNaN: Unimportant skirmishes reported southeast of YOCHCJ.

FUKIEN: January 4th, two Japanese 'warships, while anchored 
off HUEIAN, shelled the coast in that area.

HONAN: Guerillas effectively harass Japanese forces in 
HJAIYANG region eighty-five miles south of LANF3NG.

SOUTHERN hlANGSU: Chinese guerillas active in HAH.EN and 
CHITUNG areas.

NORTHERN KIANGSI: On January 3rd, Japanese troops attacked 
on south bank SUI RIVER.

SOUTHERN KVANGTUNG: Combined Japanese army and naval forces 
are engaged against three thousand Chinese irregulars in the PEARL 
RIVER delta, southeast of CANTON. On January 5th, several Jap
anese warships and one aircraft carrier were stationed off the 
island of VAICHAO, south of PAKHOI. 300 Japanese troons landed 
on VAICHAO island from these ships.
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IN EASTERN SH.J'TUNG: Unverified report states thàt three 
thousand pupnet troops in KIACTUNG peninsula revolted and announc
ed loyalty to the National Government»

AKH’JEI: Cn January 1st, Chinese guerillas retook FANGHANG, 
southwest of jUHU. Cn January 2nd, small contacts occurred near 
JANCHIH on the highway between JUHU and SUANCHENG.

Lio CELL AriflCU3
On January 2nd Chinese riflemen dynamited bridge number 130 

of the Shanghai-Hangchow railroad.
Reliable Japanese source states that HCNGKEJ area will be 

reopened in about a week. This area will be constantly patrolled. 
Foreigners will not be molested.

POLITICAL
The new Japanese Cabinet while pledged to follow out the 

policies of former Premier Konoye, are in fact preparing the 
ground for the enforcement of the remaining sections of the mo
bilization Act. The main objective will be the complete control 
of Japanese economy to permit the necessary increase in the mili
tary Expenditures. The present plans do not call for new taxes 
at the present, but in the near future the revision of the entire 
tax system. The removal of Admiral Nobumasa Suetsugu from the 
Home Ministry has'- undoubtedly improved domestic relations.
ECCNCMIC

The Japanese in their attempt to destroy foreign conces
sions, are planning a much more strenuous exchange control. The 
Provisional Government announced that from the 20th of February 
Chinese currency would face a forced devaluation of forty percent.

This represents an increase of thirty percent, the first 
being enforced seven months ago. The devaluation will make the 
acceptance of Japanese military script almost mandatory.

for
J.3. MONAHAN

Major, U.S. Marine Corps, ■ 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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K&as 1

During the past two weeks operations on all fronts have 
appeared, to he at a standstill. Hostilities i.. both the north 
and south have been of a sporadic nature rather than conducive

MILITARY

TROOP MCVELElïT

to planned objectives.
Two operations, however, stand out in im.portc.nce^The^ 

first is the Japanese move westward towards the YELLC.< RIVER 
from the TUNGPU railway in western SHaNSI. Their main line 
appears to extend north and south from SEIELCU to IICUL*. res
pectively. This advance, which reached F.JPENGTAi', was resist
ed by Chinese flank attacks.

A Chinese counter-offensive occurred in the north follow
ing the arrival of crack troops from undisclosed northern ureas, 
resulting in driving the Japanese buck to former positions along 
the TUNGPU Railroad.

The second operation is that of the Chinese offensive, di
rected by General LIU CNIEN-HSI, commander of the 26th Army 
against H.JTGCHC.l in which the 62nd Chinese Division took the 
most active r«art, Troops 'which landed on the coast and those 
from the south and west have been repulsed but severe fighting 
is continuing north of the city as 10,000 Chinese remain scat
tered over a wide .rea in that quarter.

The new Fourth ^rmy of 4 divisions (20,000 men) is operat
ing along the Y.â’G'TEE from NANKING to ANKII7G and in the hills 
to the north and south.

The Fifth Army, composed of the 5th and List infantry divi
sions, in addition, to the 200th infantry division, has been 
transferred from the SHAOKwaN sector of K.JANGTUNG to CHnNGSHA. 
The 59th Amy has arrived in the same sector from the K„'ANGTUNG- 
HUNAN border.

Japanese forces in northern HUNAN have been suffering se
vere setbacks in the vicinity of YCCHC...

Three to four thousand Chinese troons are reported to be 
holding positions in the LULING hills and T^PIEH mountains.

Chinese guerrillas continue to operate behind the Japanese 
lines. The Japanese mooting-up operations throughout the" pto- 

/ vince of SEANSÏ have been of little avail. The natural terrain 
of the territory has uneven advantageous to the native troops 
•while the Japanese are said to be of insufficient numbers to 
garrison or maintain political sway, or military control in the 
regions through which they pass.

The training and preparation of fresh Chinese troons is 
becoming extensive throughout the provinces of HUNAN L.LA'GSI 
llwEICHCm and " ‘ ’

KIAIIGSI *

/ A counter-attack on the 
/Aoct-or, west of LAA PCYA7G, Japanese lines along the SUi RIVER 

was launched by Chinese forces con-
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sisting of the 98th, lC5th, 107th and 116th Divisions. The Chin
ese began their offensive ut midnight, Jcnu^ry 3rd-4th. At day
break, Japanese troops supported by artillery counter-attacked. 
Chinese were pushed back to their original positions on the west 
bank of trie river.

2,000 Chinese attacked Japanese outnosts northwest of LCEI, 
45 kilometers west of TLLAk' on the LIUIxIJïUG-ITài'CrLà\TG railway, but 
were repulsed by the Japanese. Japanese claim thc.t units : 
from the Chinese 3rd, 9th, and the newly organized 4th, Divisions 
took part.

CUEx-.InlviG :
EAl'GCHi i was attacked by about seven thousand troops of the 

28th Chinese .irmy during the first week of January. Tfeis attack 
was in four columns. Cne column of 2,000 soldiers of the ”5nti- 
Japanese Self-Defense Corns” crossed the FUCH.JTG RIVER and ad
vanced north towards iLJ'GCU 7. This column was attacked at 
LI17GCx_I.iCHI.xv and was driven b<_ck to their former positions, ad
vance information of the impending attack was received by the 
Japanese who had time to get their artillery in position and thus 
were able to inflict heavy casualties. The second column of a- 
bout 1,000 advanced on L...1.'GCHC 7 from the northwest but were dri
ven back to their fortified positions in the hills 20 miles from 
KxJfGCECJ. The third column of 3,000 belonging to the 62nd Divi
sion were met at SL’GS _.CLE1' near E.ÛTGCEC J by the combined Jap
anese garrisons from h..l'0Æ0J, LSUC1X.7, and 1.^3HIî7G, and, with 
the aid of Japanese ..rmy planes, were turned back. The fourth 
column attacked from .,Uî..J,'G but meeting strong resistance retired. 
Fighting is still going on northwest of 1 .R’GC-v .7,

All Chinese troops were commanded by General LIU CEIL17-H8U, 
Commander of the 28th ..rmy. During and immediately following 
this attack on 1Ü.17GCÜC.7, the following towns were bombed by the 
Japanese Army planes: .7U1..J7G, .TUCk-AT, LIÎ7.J7, T..YU.J'CHhK, and 
lTJKGYU.DTCLEîT, all of which are within sixty kilometers of II.J'GCIIC ,7. 
Part of the Japanese forces used bouts in their encircling move
ments .

KJ^I7G’1»UKG;
It is estimated that there are about 1,500 Chinese marines 

stationed in the LIlTASlLu' forts which lie on the south side of 
Bv.CC.. TIGRIS. These forts were captured by the Japanese about the 
tine of the fall of C..17TC1', but were later evacuated. The Chinese 
have been spending large amounts of money in erecting concrete 
fortifications. It is reported that some heavy guns have been 
mounted there.

During the last week of December these forts were attacked 
from land, river and air, by the Japanese. ..Ithough seventeen 
^positions” along the river bank have been captured by the Jap
anese there are many more ’’positions” further buck and have ap
parently withstood the boi.bii.g and bo. bc.rdment so far.

There are no more than 60, C00 Japanese troovs in I .7._TGTUI'G 
and all of these c. re in the CxJ7TCI' „rea.

artillery firing often can be heard from SHrlDEH indicating 
thc.t Japanese outposts are being continually attacked by Chinese 
irregulars.

GUERRILLA .7.xRFxxI~Lj :
General Huh TUEE, (ex robber chief) commands about 1,000 

men, and has caused the Japanese much worry and i.?any casualties
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j-11-, ?nt* ar°hhd JJi-IL’ was unsuccessfully attacked by guer-
rixlas. hOOl.AL.j.; ?u j..<. RIVER was captured by the Japanese 
early, m December. c.; b rm .:.co t ;at time it has been lost to ti.e 
guerrillas and retaken several times, ^s usual in cases like 
unis one f the Japjiitse garrison is too small to hold the town.

^Guerrillas coiiü.".nue to harrass the Japanese in northeast 
LI.A:GSU. Japanese have landed several contingents of J^^anese 
Blue-jackets at (I-EIT’OC and these naval parties have gone inland 
to combat the guerrillas, The use of naval personnel points to 
tho fact that few Japanese army are in hlAlGSU. BUNCHLjÆAll and 
LIlCITUliChiANG, mCUi'T YLLTxkl, BUCHENG are scenes of actual guer
rilla contacts.

A contact between 2,00C guerrillas and two Japanese units took 
place along the LIULI RIvER east of TBUL'GFA, 60 kilometers north
east of GALITCH, Chinese routed.

Japanese attacked entrenched Chinese guerrillas near SINGKCKG 
and J..XHUI, south of TSUl'GEA. Chinese were routed.

Chinese guerrillas continue harrussing Japanese troops in 
SkAhSI province. The mountanious terrain of A 31 is nerfect 
for guerrilla warfare. Japanese troons have teen "pacifying” 
BihA.oI for more than twelve months.

AR^AB A1ID TC..I:B BCLIAD DY J.A.NA.BN :

LEHTAUi.Cin northeast I lA.'GBL and several villages in this 
vicinity "which were used as military bases” , but it is believed 
that these bombings were retaliatory measures because of Guerrilla 
activities.

YBUNGHCNG, in southwest KjAHGTUEG.
Several ’’military boats” near ka'CNGHOICih.I and TUNGFINO.IANG 

were destroyed by incendiary bo-.bs. Several warehouses near the 
latter town were also destroyed by burning.

Several “military motor cars” on a highway south of T.iISH^H 
in southern IN.AilGTUNG were machine-gunned by Japanese planes.

yi "military junk" of about 300 tons, just east of .UCHC.»', 
was damaged by incendiary bombs.

_ factory at L^UNGBH.A ..’as blown up and a group of Chinese 
transports on the GHIHGl’IEN RIVER were attacked by Japanese naval 
plane s.

FALTA I was raided and several "small military junks" in the 
harbor were damaged and scattered.

The Chinese military barracks at NAENIZTG were damaged by 
Japanese naval planes in snite of anti-aircraft fire from these 
barracks.

Near FAHSIEN, I..EITSUN and I'GCEcN Japanese naval planes used 
incendiary bombs on several "’warehouses" .

H./EILIZ" was subjected to incendiary bombs. Several newly 
built warehouses near the railroad station were damaged. Two- 
thirds of this city is in ruins.

The new Chinese airdrome at LIAN was badljr damaged. Hany 
"military junks" near an unnamed village on the river south of 
N.IAÏ.Ï were bombed and some were set on fire.

The TANGYUN station south of KAZZO’ANG 'was bombed.
In northeast SHENSI two Javanese army squadrons raided YENCH- 

..■x-AJ and TSIiIGKIEN. In central SHENSI heavy damage was inflicted 
on Chinese troops at YENAH by the same squadron.

In HUPEH 15 Japanese nlanes bombed 3IANGYLJIG.
SIIAS.I, in southern HUPEH, was bombed on.-Junuury tenth, for 

the first time, by Javanese airplanes since tne Sino-Japanese hos
tilities began. Two 20u-lb. bombs were dropped, destroying the 
American Mission Church, a primary School and seven civilian houses.
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2 persons killed, nine seriously wounded. _nd 2C slightly hurt.
Cn December 3Lth, the American Southern Baptist kission 

Hospital in K .BILIK was destroyed by Japanese aircraft incendiary 
tombs. There were no casualties.

In NI1TŒ3I_ two Japanese planes bombed the Catholic Church, 
the kissicn Girl Soh.col. she kission Hospital, and the residen
tial compound—all in No less of life reported.

TTANI1.7A ana f.L .;in ^EKI^kG were raided. On January 10th, 
CHLNGKINC- was bo;.iU-d f o.c the fifth time by 16 Japanese bombers. 
All bombs dropped ouuside the city and the consequent damage was 
negligible.

POLITICAL

The Japanese, in view of the tense situation in both America 
and Great Britain, are anxious to begin their policy of appease
ment in Central China.

Japan^telieves that if she lifts the present obnoxious res- 
frictions, she may avert the threatening economic war with the 
western Powers. The Japanese realize, however, that in lifting 
the restrictions it must be made to ap-'»e^r as nart of the mag
nanimous appeasement policy of Japan and not weak-kneed yielding 
under pressure from /ashington and London. For if the- later inter
pretation should become current, her hold over the Puppet Hegim.es 
as well as her domestic tranquility would vanish.

Cn January 9th the Japanese made the first concrete move in 
an attempt to extricate themselves from this delicate situation, 
when they notified foreign correspondents of t.^eir intention to 
grant big concessions. These concessions consist of the reopen- 
i..g of the SCCCEOw CREEL bridges, the reopening of all EcNGkA.«, 
twe-thirds of YANGTSmfiPOC and permission for the ,/hangpoo Conser
vancy Beard to resume dredging operations.

witxi the opening of HCNGLh..’ the settlement police /ill return 
in full prewar strength and will be held responsible for the main
tenance of law and order. In conjunction with the police the Jap
anese murines will still patrol the streets reserving the right 
to halt Chinese at anytime. The Chinese will still be required to 
have passes in their possession and produce them on demand. Those 
without passes ./ill be turned over to the police for deportation 
out of the Javanese controlled sector.

The Settlement nolice ./ill introduce the continental European 
system, under which every resident must register with the police. 
This system also requires the head of each household to hold him
self responsible for the good behaviour of all the members of the 
family and all others to whom he may give lodging.

The Japanese Army and Navy will maintain sentries on the SCC- 
ChCh bridges but will not halt traffic, nor demand chauffeurs to 
show passes. Javanese sentries .mil still control the ends of all 
streets leading out of the hCNGl.L.7 and YAi’GTSEBPCO 3ETTLELENT areas 
into CKAl^I, L.I.Ù'G.;.Ar ..nd other adjacent Chinese territory. The 
area down the river from the Shanghai hater ..’orhs liant will re
main closed for the time being.

Americans and others of obvious Third Lower Nationality, will 
be permitted complete freedom of movement, or residence in the 
newly opened areas. The Japanese will still maintain the one to five'a.m. curfew, similar curfew regulations now prevail in non- 
javanese sectors of the International Settlement.

The new concessions will permit the Conservancy Board to re
sume dredging operation, suspended since August loth, 1937. This 
while not immediately effecting so œny people, is imperative if 
d.i-j.»TGLkI is to remain the greatest seaport in eastern Asia.

Hegim.es
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The heavily silting river has already formed many perilous 
tars which threaten to mane the river unsafe for ocean going ves
sels. Should this condition te allowed to develop ShiNGH^I ' s 
vest wharfage properties ..ould soon te valueless. Shippers would 
have to load or unload their cargoes at the mouth of the river 
eighteen miles do .nstream.

The main dispute bet./een the Japanese and t e Conservancy 
Board ..ms the insistence of the latter that they be permitted to 
'irsdge any place any time they chose, while the Japanese naval 
au:norities insisted emergency naval requirements demanded that 
coedgers operate only in areas under the kavy’s approval. This 
contention was made in view of the quick maneuvering required of 
Japanese destroyers in the event of guerrilla attacks upon the 
JlLJ.'Gl_xI area. Should they permit the dredgers to operate with
out regard to nuv 1 requirements the channel ight often be block
ed with dredgers in time of emergency. This dispute was settled 
in favor of Le Japanese.

The foreign correspondents were pledged to give no word of 
the Japanese .intentions to the local press. The Japanese wanted 
no word of their intentions mad^ public until such time as they 
could get the reactions, '-yj cable, of the American people as mir
rored in the nress. Their positions being: ;lf foreign newspa
pers print derisive editorials over the news of the opening of 
the northern districts etc., and if these are c.bled back to Ja
pan we'll never be able to oien the river, or make further con
cessions. "

The Chinese h„ve secured French cooperation to the extent 
tii..t the HAIpik 'G-xbidkl' Railway iaay now be used to transport 
war materials th ,t do not f.,11- in the catagory of munitions. The 
r .ilWvg- is new operating ..t full capacity, transporting airplanes, 
trucks and gasoline. The railway, even though runnin_. ..t full 
capacity, is unable to transport these sup-lies at the rate they 
are becomeing increasingly^ congested.

The French policy in regards to this rail’way seems t' follow 
the pattern established in their dealings with the Spanish Loya
list, vacillating sharnly between almost unlimited cooperation 
and total prohibition. It is this unpredictableness that is most 
exasperating to the Chinese.

Of intense interest is the 3URIA-YWi'AT highway (see map) 
and just when it will be in shape to sup- ert the heavy traffic, 
th ,t an uninterunted munitions supply, to the Chinese, will demand 

The importance of this road to the Chinese cause cannot be 
'over emphasized. Reports state th t munitions arc arriving in 
R.akGcCi: at the rate of 5,000 tons per week, and because of the 
inadequacy of the road, only 50 tons per week, are being trans
ported into China. This condition has already caused 20,000 tons 
of munitions to nile un in R.KGCCx awaiting transportation.

l..r. Johnsen , .wnerïcan embassador, recently- traversed the new 
road from CHukG. I? G to lACKIf, a distance of 2,100 miles in 
twelve days of travel. He reported the road to be of excellent 
surface and well graded. The'roud is wide enough for two lanes 
of traffic and is constantly being widened.
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Japanese sources on the tenth of January claimed that For
mosan Jug...r w ,s dominating the local market to the extent of a 
near monopoly. The report claimed that 1,000,000 niculs had been 
imported.

This renort is only of interest when couiparsd with the re
port of the Chinese ..aritime Customs report. This report states 
tnat un to October 1938 there have been no local imports of For
mosan Sug.r. ..nd during the mon tn of November the imported For
mosan Sugar .;as only valued at .2,040 which represents less than 
half percent of the total value of the local sugar imports.

Under the Anglo-Japanese Customs arrangement, the Japanese 
obliged themselves to discontinue all smuggling in CilliY. -Ind 
to su omit tneir imports to Customs examination and to the payment 
of Customs duties.

Japanese s^ug^ling actually has been continuing on a large 
scale. But the Japanese have always maintained tlu.t those goods, 
which they do not import through the Customs, constitute military 
supplies.

Early last year the Formosan Sug^r interest bought themselves 
into the LYNLING punpet regime and immedi..tely afterwards started 
to smuggle sugar openly in large quantities. This is, however, 
the first time the Ja^an.se have admitted snug, .ling goods in vio
lation of their agreement.

Under orders from the ministry of Finance, the Japan Shinning 
Autonomous League, comprising five firns cancelled their contracts 
for foreign vessels.

This order sepias to indicate that the Jan.anese are experienc
ing an acute money short.ge. The cancelling of foreign shinning 
will ensure money spent for this purnose will remain in the Empire

This order affects the 1 itsui Bussan L.aisha, the Yamashita 
Lisen Laisha, the l.okusai Lisen Laisha, the Daido Shinning Com- 
nany and, the l.awasaki Lis^n Laisha.

TIENT 3I1--

In the last month TUFTSIm has experienced & state of semi
siege. The Japanese under the pretext of eradicating anti-Japa
nese and Communistic activities, have stationed men at all exits. 
These men Im.ve been used to disrupt tr de and thereby tend to 
force political capitulation.

The Japanese authorities are preventing the shipment of furs, 
wool and other merch .ndise from the interior into TI^NTJII', deny
ing the native dealers and shippers transportation facilities, 
and preventing foreign merchants from purchasing and dealing in 
these particular lines of merchandise^

11(i' ' /■ c.'- -
J • O • X.. . L.. i x

major, U.S. marine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 15, 1939.

Reference Tsingtao’b despatch no. 252 
of January 21, 1939, entitled "Effect of 
Japanese Restrictions on Tsingtao’s Export 
Trade".

The report under reference encloses a 
copy of an editorial explaining that the 
large increase in the exportation of bristles from Tientsin in 1933 is due 
chiefly to the fact that the trade was 
diverted from Tsingtao as a result of the 
export and exchange restrictions established there. Consul Sokobin points out 
that various other commodities, for 
example peanut oil, have been similarly 
diverted to Tientsin.

You may be interested in noting the 
table, which constitutes enclosure 2.

(The diversion from Tsingtao to 
Tientsin will probably not occur to any 
great extent in the future in as much 
as export and exchange restrictions have 
already been adopted at Tientsin.)

793.94/14763
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NO. 252. r,'-AMÊ5ffifcAN CONSULATE
‘ Tsingtéo; ’China, January 21 1939

SUBJECT: Effect
Export

The Honorable

SIR:

, -3-^.
of Japanese Restrictions on Tsingtao’20 ^3'^ 
Trade. _____

The Secretary of State,

kyüAt Uf hk Mb iljf i2 01939 _ OHWMEHT OF STg|
: Lb ij 8E PUBLISHED AS 
; OtTlCiAL INFORMATION.

Î/R EASTESM ÀffAtwà !

Washington. Department of St

I have the honor to refer to this consulate’s
telegram no. 27 of December 1, 1938, 7 p. m., in
which a review of political conditions for November

assistant secretary
O

F
 STATE

•was given and in which the following appeared:

793.94/I 4763

"Five. Japanese men ch ant s have made 
representations to their authorities in regard 
to deflection of trade which formerly flowed 
to Tsingtao but which has been deflected to 
Tientsin as a result of local restrictions."

O In this
py of an

connection there is transmitted herewith
editorial which appeared in today’s

ue of the local English newspaper, THE SHANTUNG
>>DAILY NETS, entitled "Tsingtao» s Bristle Trade"

The editorial deals with the deflection of one
feature of the trade of Tsingtao, but it is a matter

-nof public knowledge that the trade of other articles '
•tThas in recent months been diverted from Tsingtao to £D

Tientsin. Thus, for example, this consulate has been
informed
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Informed that even such an article as peanut oil, tie 
tr^de in which has for long been centered at Tsingtao 
where tanks fcr storage are available and where large 
steamers with tanks can enter the harbor and tie up 
at docks where the peanut oil can be pumped into the 
ship’s tanks, is now being shipped out of Tientsin 
in such quantities that at least one German firm has 
found it profitable to purchase a special type of 
lighter required there because of the navigation 
problems at that port.

There is enclosed a declared export return for 
this consulate, showing the extent to which the trade 
of certain articles has declined. It cannot be said 
that the decrease is entirely due to the deflection 
of trade, but undoubtedly other factors such as con
ditions in the interior, shipping, currency and trans
portation have had their effects; in respect to bristles 
there is little question that the trade has gone to 
Tientsin for the reasons pointed out in the editorial. 
In 1937 there were declared at this consulate for export 
to the United States shipments of bristles totaling 
328,133 pounds valued at $809,259.00 U. S. currency 
while in 1938 shipments of bristles to hie United 
States totaled only 9,176 pounds at $24,221.00 U. S. 
currency. To seme extent, however, conditions in the 
United States in the bristle trade may have been res
ponsible, but the effect of Japanese policy has without 
• question
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question been chiefly responsible.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
Americ an Consul.

Enclosures:
1. Copy of editorial, January 21, 1939.
2. Declared export return.

690/610.21
SS/CHS

Original and 4 copies to Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo, 
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai, 
Copy to Consulate, Chefoo, 
Copy to Consulate, Tsinan .-Tient sin.
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SHANTUNG DAILY NEWS, Tsingtao, China, 
Saturday, January 21, 1939.

TSINGTAO’S BRISTLE TRADE

Tientsin has just completed a reccrd year in the 
export of bristles. During the year 1938, about 30,000 
cases were shipped from that port, the highest number 
in the past five years.

These figures were quoted by the Chairman of the 
Tientsin Bristle Association in his report at the 
Annual General Meeting a few days ago. But the Chair
man went on to say that the enlarged Tientsin exports 
were due to the control of exports from Tsingtao and 
the consequential shift of the former bristle trade 
from this port to Tientsin.

The Chairman reported on the general situation 
as follows:

"Bristle shipments from Tientsin this year have 
been greater than any year during the past five years, 
totalling slightly more than 30,000 cases.

"One of the main reasons for this increase has 
been the control of the Export Trade at the port of 
Tsingtao, which has caused a quantity of Shantung 
materials to be diverted to Tientsin.

"Export Statistics tend to show that exports from 
Tsingtao have decreased in ratio with the increase 
from Tientsin.

Co-operation Needed

"It would be wrong of your Committee to endeavour 
to give you an opinion as to the future of the bristle 
trade from or in the consuming markets.

"The amount of work and technical knowledge re
quired in preparing a shipment of bristles for export 
would certainly seem to entitle the shipper to a rea
sonable profit.

"But when the average shipper has to compete 
with people who not only boast of doiig the business 
for nothing but also calculate an optimistic rate 
for the purchase of the necessary new currency, the 
trade here suffers and buyers in the home markets 
are the only ones to benefit, providing always that 
the people who are foolish enough to do business for 
less than nothing are sufficiently expert in the trade 
to ship proper quality cargo.

"Owing to the severe penalties suffered by people 
who either through ignorance or design have shipped 
adulterated cargo the practice of adulteration has

tended
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tended to decrease in Tientsin during the present year.”

From reliable figures compiled in this port, we find 
that the export of Bristles and Riflings from Tsingtao 
during 1938 was 2,794 cases, the volume of exports 
decreasing steadily from 1st August when export control 
was first inaugurated. In 1937, 11,775 cases were ex
ported through this port.

Furthermore, it is estimated that the usual quantity, 
equivalent to 15,000 cases, was collected in the Weihsien 
district, so that the blame for this striking shrinkage 
in the export of Bristles from Tsingtao cannot be laid 
against the lowly Shantung hog. The Weihsien figures 
would point to a deviation of 10,000 cases, more or less, 
to Tientsin at the expense of Tsingtao. Since last 
autumn the Bristle export from Tsingtao has still fur
ther shrunk, and is now conspicuous by its absence.

’’Markets” are temperamental affairs, and we would 
ask the economic experts who have been ordained with 
the delicate task of maintaining the foreign currency 
transactions in North China not to lose sight of the 
fate of the former Tsingtao strawbraid trade.

Prior to August 1914 this port enjoyed a steady 
and lucrative trade with foreign countries in straw
braids. In December 1914 the market was suddenly 
transferred to Tientsin and it has never returned, 
and that in spite of the fact that the centre of pro
duction for strawbraids has remained not more than 
seventy miles from Tsingtao.

It would be a great pity if means cannot be 
evolved whereby the Bristle export from Tsingtao, 
normally worth anything up to $3,000,000 annually, 
cannot be fostered during this present critical 
period, and we trust that the authorities concerned 
will devise means so that foreign markets will not be 
irrevocably lost.

* * * * *
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RECEIVED _
AMERICAN'CONSULWe: GENERAL,

CONFIDENTIAL.

SUBJECT:

The honorable

SIR:

1939 ’è'fiadghËï, 3cf ?na, February 3, 1939.

Displacement of British and American 
Officers of the Chinese Maritime Customs 
Cutter "HAICHENG".

The secretary of state,
P:v. - of x

,-Wft EASIER ÂWÀIRS

Washington.

V

I have the honor to refer to telegram No. 9 of
Jaijnury 28

to enclose a copy of a letter addressed to me by
12 Noon, from the American Consul at Chefoo

Inspector General of Customs dated January 30
transmitting copies of an exchange of telegrams

en him and the Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo.oegmeeu u.

iMbrting 
seizure at Chefoo

further developments in the matter of the
of the Chinese Maritime Customs

Cutter «HAICHENG” by the Japanese Naval Authorities
and their demand for the displacement of the two foreign
non-Japanese officers of the vessel, including First
Officer Mr. T. W. Joyce an American citizen

793.9
 4/14764

 
F/FG

my

-1221

In this connection reference is also made to
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Enclosure
1/- Letter from Inspector General of Customs 

with enclosure, dated January 30, 1939, 
to American Consul General, Shanghai.

620HHS/hk

In quintuplicate 
Copy to American 
Copy to American 
Copy to American

to the Department. 
Embassy, Peiping. 
Embassy, Chungking. 
Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. / from C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General, Shanghai, China, dated February 3, 
1939, on the subject: "Displacement of British and American 
Officers of the Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter "HAICHENG".

COPY.

Shanghai Office of the 
Inspectorate General of Customs, 

421 Hart Road.
Shanghai, 30th January, 1939.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Dear Mr. Gauss:

With reference to previous correspondence on the 
subject of the seizure by the Japanese Naval Authorities 
of the Customs Cutter "Haicheng" at Chefoo, involving 
the displacement of the Commander Mr. G. A. Angus (a 
British subject) and the First Officer Mr. T. W. Joyce 
(an American citizen), and to my letter of the 31st 
October last year enclosing copy of a letter to the 
British Ambassador, which expressed the view that in 
order to facilitate an improvement in local conditions, 
it was desirable that the above officers should be 
transferred elsewhere, I now enclose, for record, 
copies of a telegram dated 27th instant received from 
the Chefoo Commissioner, with my reply thereto.

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) F. W. Maze.

C. E. Gauss, Esquire, 
American Consul-General, 

SHANGHAI.

Copied by: tA 
Compared with:
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COPY

CHEFOO TELEGRAM NO, 354/1.G, DATED 
87TH JANUARY 1Ô39, ~--------

Under extreme pressure to transfer Angus and Joyce 
from port. Have I your permission to comply?
Letter follows.

Monikura - 354

I. G, TELEGRAM NO, 483 IN REPLY TO ABOVE 
DATED 27TH JANUARY 1939.----

Your telegram No. 354 official action must await 
full particulars.

Maze
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Date i^.75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 890.00/152_____________________  for___ Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Div.

FROM( Salisbury___ } DATED Feb 231 1939 •
TO NAME 1-H27 ... Œ

REGARDING: situation in the Far East: Sino-Japanese conflict.

Review of past week, in summary.

14765

FRG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE ._£22.OQ..I>.Jl...Shanghai7124.--------------  FOR_M98S.

FROM__ Shanghai______________ (___ GftUS.S.____ .) DATED--- Zet.„ 4,„ 1.93?
•]"Q NAME 1—1127 e»o

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese relations as related to Shanghai district* 
comments on subject*
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3.
a. of ^he formtlon

of a new Japanese oablaet hmded by 3nrcn Blr^maa, e 
Japanese polit loi an well known fcsr his muetloonry view» 
wad subservience to the Japanese milit ary, »si noted 
locally with nlaglving. Fears wre expressed by the 
local preae nod Infomod obeervers that a further ©ar
ts ilaent of elvll authority, the mxpprcaelon of the conserva 
tlve elwsentss aM a strengthening of the power ©f the mili
ta ry night be antioipated. Tb® speeches mde by the new 
Japanese Grenier «nd the Foreign (Sinister before the ’'«let 
were felt locally to be anything but reassuring. It vw 
noted that they ©©stained little that Usd not been «aid 
before by Japanese statesmen tn ^eeont month» but that 
they w e imecesprcesleinr in tone, filled with reiterations 
of Japan's deteralnation to establish a new order in 
*K®»t Mrtew, and eontalned a fw veiled threats agalnet 
those deaworatlo countries who refuse to "understand” the 
'*nw” situation.

b* iOJBam
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te* fe'dW-e ,U Eoh^lf of >,Peace,> uring
th® iêcnth th© Japanese carried on extensive propaganda In 
bahalf of the pend© advocated by '.eng. Chin^el in hi» 
proacunoemnts of eetmher 2-1 am January 8. U?«fl©ta were 
scattered by Japanese planes over -’hsnghni nnd over dis- 
triât» controlled by th» fucrillan eh ioh reproduced Ftmg’n 
criminal peace proposal» dnrt quoted la 'support thereof 
fictitious elogrmc said to hwa teen daap^tchM by 
the Chinese .'■nbsesadors et ^aehinæton, London -«nd .> aria. 
The propaganda scattered «msr guerilla territory «la© 
exhorted the ;xuerill ta to surrender, in® much ac peace 
was saanred, end becme officers in the aw reglm» being 
established. Propaganda in ’■ ehalf of '"«ng’s ponce pro
posais also emanated fron the officiel® of the so-culled 
’’Eefcrw-d frou other puppet ^dainlstrutiens
®n<5 froa the local Japanese press.*

Much propaganda »w put ©nt through these same 
aodiums in support of the e®srgmc« of ?fu Pei-fu from 
political retirement to save the country from Snneral 
Chteng Kfti-shek the ccsæmnists. General Wu van 
repeatedly represented rm haring «c-'Opted this snared 
mission and ell report* ©urriM by foreign nwe agencies 
indicating that &»a*ral W w* not prepared to «merge 
unlove the Japanese ®gr»®d t© his CGUditlcms, wr« ntrean* 
owsly denied by the local Japanese press *ind the official 
Japanese neve agtmoy*

Chine®* units of tlm &3rd Division launched an attack upon 
Jep&neae positions in the Hangehoe area early in the Me* 
Tear. The attack «an repulsed Wt it is reported that sene

Telogrca to '.’«psrtmnt, no. ST, Jeanary 18, 1 p.n«
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dam'-e woe dona to JoptMae»’ positions and th«t fairly 
hwwy casualties wre .nflifted upon th® Jape®»»®, à 

second attack In the Hrngcho*’ area we launched by Chine»® 
regulars Inter tn the aonth but 1» understood to hnve een 
lees auecenaful due to the precautionary nsmsuuefr tvken 
by the Japanese vho h-%â heavily reinforced their outposts.

Reports appearing In ths local Chinese. Japanese and 
foreign pres», which were largely ocafiraed by iafewsn- 
tlon received frm tellable private amtracs, Indi anted 
that the gu«rlllas were unusually active between feanghal 
ssnd Rangohew. ;>overal ©over© slushes occurred in the 
vicinity of Rashing,which la oldwey between Shanghai 
snd Hangchow, In which the Japaaesa suffered rather h®avy 
o«maltie»| *rœ a foreign traveler who. notera# over the 
highway between Hangchow and Kasblng it was learned that 
five highray bridges had beam destrayed by the guerilla», 
several sttneka a e reported to have ’-een »ai« by guerillas 
upon Japunese posts in the .Shanghai ’tree on January 28, 
the anniversary of the outhraoK of the Si no-Jay meso 
hoetilltloe of 19S2. Japanese announced that th«y 
would strengthen their posts and increase the m»ter of 
petrols in anticipation of gnerllla attacks on the oooa- 
cleat of thl» «jonlvcrcayy. The polior authorities of the 
Into national iottUwnt and French C saô^sicn also took 
prceautlcsnnry bsswwb and were assisted by the foreign 
defense forces. Wo untcrurd incidents occurred in ^umghai

4. ^xsi» *<*&*«**
Miura, appoint; < Japanese Consul ttencral at >anthai In 
succession to Mr. Jhlnrofcuro Hldalta, arrived en Jasncry 3

Tclegrfua to Jopartmmt, no. 77, January 27, 7 p.n.
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*jad sssuaed oharge.* /-.n a’mc^moaaoat w» cf 

several other replaoeaen te In the etaff of the 3eposes* 

Consulate General which change» with great frequency 
r*suiting In a notlooable slowla. up in the handling 
of the nuaercua protection tjaeea referred t© the 
Japan»»e Con sulfite General for actions newly arrived 
aeshe a of the Japanese CoiuKlote '"«©acral imr riebly 
ple^d their unreal 11 nriV with local condition© and 
the oas«« pending.
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NOTE

SEE —_8J3«.42/3^5_______________________ FOR___ £L32A._____________________

FROM .—China--------------------------------(—Lnr.kharX .) dated____jteh^-&r-19S9
TO NAME 1—1127 tro

REGARDING: Teaching of Japanese in Chinese schools! Japanese is now 
a required subject in the primary schools of Peiping. 
Report on subject.

wb

790.94/ 
14767
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'V' (NOT FOR THE PRESS)
? ■ 'CC°Z'' /' )j (F0R DEPARTMENTAL use only)

V Department of State
Division of Current Information No. 33

: MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1939 
SINO-JAPANESE - HAINAN ISLAND

At the press conference this morning, Under Secretary 
Welles said that he had with some regret to make a denial 
of a newspaper article published this morning (International 
News Service report under Paris dateline) asserting that it 
was "Authoritatively learned tonight that the United States 
has requested Great Britain and France to join in a united 
naval front for a demonstration of protest against Japan’s 
seizure of strategic Hainan Island." The Under Secretary 

, said that he wanted to give a most unqualified denial of that 
report and to do so with a great deal of emphasis. He said 
that the United States has not as a matter of fact communi
cated in any way whatever with either the British or French 
Governments with regard to that question and there has been 
no communication between the three governments insofar as 
the United States is concerned. Consequently, he said, the 
rest of the article that is based on that premise is en
tirely inaccurate.
WRANGEL ISLAND

A correspondent said that a bill had been introduced 
in Congress yesterday with regard to the establishment of an 
air base on Wrangel Island and enquired whether the bill 
had come to the Department as yet. The Under Secretary an
swered in the negative.
VISIT OF FOREIGN MINISTER ARANHA

Asked to tell something about the situation withregard 
to the conversations with Foreign Minister Aranha, the Under 
Secretary said that during the past week there have been a 
great many questions to consider and a great deal of exchange 
of views back and forth. He said that he felt that the con
versations have proceeded in an entirely satisfactory and 
helpful manner, but that it was too early as yet to give the 
correspondents any information because some of the questions 
have not crystallized as yet. He added that he was hopeful 
that not later than the middle of next week he would be 
able to give some very satisfactory information.

Asked whether Mr. Aranha would stay here through next 
week, Mr. Welles said that he did not know, that it would 
depend upon the rapidity with which the conversations pro
gressed. A correspondent said that Mr. Aranha. had stated . yesterday that he expected to see the President again, pre- j 
sumably in two weeks following the President's return from S 
the naval maneuvers, which indicated that he might be here 
two or three weeks longer. Mr. Welles commented that it was 
his personal hope that Mr. Aranha would stay a long time. 
In answer to another question, Mr. Welles said that he ex
pected to see Mr. Aranha some time today.
MEXICAN OIL SITUATION

Asked whether there was any development in the Mexican oil 
situation, particularly with regard to two representatives of 
the oil companies going to Mexico City the first of March, 
Mr. Welles said that there was nothing more on that subject.

M. J. McDermott
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FROM THE SECRETARY TO YOU

CONTRIBUTIONS - In the article ’’Far Eastern Publications” you will note that the 
China Information Service is listed with a subscription rate of $4.00 a year or 
El.00 a quarter» We are actually working on the basis of voluntary contributions9 
although those are the amounts we suggest to our readers. We continue to need 
larger contributions to make our work possible. Have you contributed?

EXTRA MATERIALS, BOOKS, ETC. - Back issues are available in limited quantities. 
Kaltenborn’s The Great White War and Leaf’s Japan’s Gold Rush to America may be 
obtained upon request. A valuable list ’’Directory of China Groups in America” has 
been issued and may be had from Miss V. Russell, 33 West 55th St., New York City.

The author of ’’The Challenge of China’s Youth” has written a ’’reply” which will 
be mailed to you if you will send postage.

Livingston Hartley has announced his new book ”0ur Maginot Line” and draws our at
tention to the chapter on the Far East. The book will be published on March 10th 
by Carrick and Evans, Nev; York.

NEWS FROM BURMA - The Rangoon Gazette for Jan. 19th reports the beginning of a trip 
to China by the Burma Road» Dr. Frank W. Price, one- of our editors, is one of the 
seven who took this trip from Rangoon. Three others joined at the Burma border.

ADVISORY EDITORS: BRANK FULTON, MINISTER, RA1NSFORD HOUSE, ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY 

formerly yale-in-china: miss Rebecca w. griest, board of founders, ginling college, Lancaster, pa.. 
FORMERLY GINLING COLLEGE; EMORY LUCCOCK, MINISTER, FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, EVANSTON, ILL., FORMERLY ' -, 

COMMUNITY CHURCH, SHANGHAI: PROF. GORDON POTEAT, CROZIER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHESTER. PENNSYLVANIA. 

FORMERLY UNIVERSITY OF SHANGHAI. CHINA CORRESPONDENTS GEORGE FITCH, SEC Y, Y.M.C.A., CHUNGKING. 

SZECHUAN: DR. FRANK W. PRICE, NANKING THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. CHENGTU, SZECHUAN

"H
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Special Correspondence 
From the Far East.
Not for Publication.

IS CHINA CONQUERED?

Readers of Japanese military claims after the fall of Hankow and Canton and 
of some editorials and comments in American papers might easily gather the impres
sion that China has about been conquered by Japan. Even so astute an observer of 
the international scene as Walter Lippman boldly declared that the Far Eastern War 
is almost over. No conclusion could be farther from the truth.

China has lost important railways and waterways, and a large number of key 
cities especially in north and east China. Her armies with superior numbers and 
superb courage but with inferior arms and mechanized equipment has lost battles and 
have retreated from assaulted positions. But China has not lost great areas. Part 
of the skeleton but very little of the body of invaded territory is actually under 
Japanese military control.

I heard a high foreign adviser to the Chinese Army say recently, "Japah has 
lost the war politically, she is losing it economically and she cannot win it mili
tarily.”

In modern warfare the army does not fight all the battles. There are many 
fronts, - economic, industrial, educational, cultural, diplomatic, as well as mili
tary. On no front has Japan won a decisive victory and on many fronts China is 
growing in strength every day.

The military picture shows the Japanese troops holding but a small proportion 
of the so-called occupied territory. A Chinese government survey reports seven per 
cent. At the most one-fifth of the towns and cities 'captured” are effectively gar
risoned by the invaders. More than one-half of the countries in the northern prov
inces of Hopei and Shansi, where hostilities began, still have Chinese government 
administrations and cannot be penetrated by Japanese soldiers. Old city walls are 
being razed so that the Japanese, if they capture a city, cannot hold it easily 
against the attacks of mobile units.

Trains\with Japanese engineers are running from Shanghai to Nanking, a dis
tance of 200 m^les, and from Shanghai to Hangchow, a distance of 150 miles, and 
also from Nanking to Tientsin and Peiping. But hundreds of miles of track between 
Hankow in central China northward to Peiping or southward to Canton are still in 
Chinese hands so that though traffic is impossible. Until the recent fall of Canton 
and Hankow through Chinese trains ran regularly between these cities, in spite of 
3500 bombings of the tracks in one year. Repairs were always made within a few 
hours.

The Japanese armies have won their victories largely on level terrain and 
where railways, motor roads and deep water courses made transport of equipment and 
supplies and the conveyance of troops comparatively easy. From the China coast be
tween Shanghai and Canton to the far western interior is a strip of mountainous 
territory hundreds of miles wide in which not a Japanese soldier can be found. Reg
ular units of the Chinese Army are across the Chientang River 150 miles south of 
Shanghai and at many points a few miles south of the Yangtze River, and could strike 
with deadly effect at the narrow staff of the Japanese spearhead piercing central 
China. Nanchang and Changsha, important cities southeast and south of Hankow have
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not yet fallen. Three high officials were shot for prematurely applying the scorch— 
ed-earth policy to the city of Changsha in November when Japanese troops were still 
some distance away.

The war has clearly shown that air raids, terrible as they are, do not suc
ceed in terrorizing the people or capturing cities* Infantry attacks are still es
sential for occupation of positions* The Japanese have attacked and have captured 
important cities and lines of communication. Why have they not won the war?

One answer is that they have not succeeded in surrounding or destroying the
Chinese armies. Chinese casualties have been heavy, more than a million as compared 
with about 400,000 on the Japanese side. But Japan has always rested after a seige 
and capture and has. not followed up the victories. As a result Generalissimo Chiang 
has always been able to reorganize his force and to prepare for fresh resistance.

Guerilla warfare behind the Japanese front or hundreds of fronts, may be ex
pected to increase in intensity. The Eighth Route Army in the north and northwest 
has shown the best organization of mobile units so far. Trustworthy reports fr«m 
the interior tells of quantities of Japanese ammunition captured and of much serious 
damage inflicted upon Japanese garrisons and lines of communication. The Fourth 
Route Army in East China has not been so successful. Often it is hard to distin
guish between genuine mobile units and groups of bandits who have come out at a time 
of disorder to bleed their own people. The guerilla troops in east China lack good 
young officers with initiative, good discipline and organization. One of their 
first tasks will be to put down banditry and to win the confidence of the Chinese 
left in occupied territory. The next few months will see great improvement in or
ganized guerilla resistance in east China. Japan’s difficulties in this area will 
increase tenfold and in central China a hundred fold. For a real military conquest 
of the area that she claims Japan will need many times the number of troops now on 
Chinese soil and resources far greater than she has yet invested in her campaign. 
To Chinese who take the long look and are willing to suffer, Japan’s cause seems 
hopeless.

In spite of reports of treachery at Canton instigated by Japanese authorities,
it is becoming increasingly clear that poor military strategy and inept generalship 
on China’s part was rather to blame for the fall of the city. Chinese counter-, 
attacks have made it impossible for Japanese troops to advance far beyond Canton.

With coastal cities captured and supply routes from the sea cut off, China 
is developing new lines of communication westward, to Burma and to Russia. Supplies 
are still dribbling in from points on the coast, and in larger quantity through 
French-Indo-China despite Japanese objections. More and more will etner China 
through the back doors on the western and northwestern frontiers. There is ammuni
tion on hand for another year of warfare and the Chinese government expects that 
the new supply routes will make possible an indefinite prolongation of the struggle. 
And this means indefinite delay of Japanese conquest, a delay which will sooner or 
later spell disaster for Japan’s military leaders.

China is stronger oh her-economic-front than she was a year ago. The war has
forced an amazing development of the western provinces. This area will be the food 
granary, the industrial base, the center of education, and the political stronghold 
of free China for years to come. Over three hundred factories have been moved to 
the west and northwest. Mineral wealth is being developed. Thousands of men are 
working day and night on new highways and railways. Lines of "economic defense" are 
beinf formed through industrial cooperatives, and numerous small mobile industrial 
units. By means of these and also increased agricultural production the Chinese 
National Government expects to develop a self-sufficient economy even if the nation’s 
cities and railways are all lost. Irregular economic bases are projected along with
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the irregular guerilla warfare» Ammunition is being manufactured in unoccupied 
territory. The Chinese financial structure has bent but has not broken. Exports 
are being kept up surprisingly well with government aid.

Japan, on the contrary, cannot win the war economically without peace and 
security and some measure of protection for her program of exploitation. If she 
does not realize on her conquest she fails. If the Japanese militarists are not 
able within a few years to fulfill the glowing promises made to their own people of 
a ’’new order in Asia” and of wealth pouring back to Japan, we may well expect an 
economic upheval within Japan and a perhaps sudden shattering of popular confidence 
in the present government regime» Japah to win the war must win it quickly, must 
secure sufficient capital for reconstruction and exploitation and must establish 
order in occupied areas. But she cannot fulfill any of these conditions. The Jap
anese war lords have succeeded only in destroying the market for Japanese goods in 
most of China and have hopelessly alienated business and government loaders in 
China who might at one time have given them economic cooperation.

Japan has lost the war politically. In China proper she has not been able 
to set up one autonomous or puppet government under her tutelage that is staffed 
with able Chinese officials or assistants. The autonomous governments are all made 
up of third-rate puppets and the strings are pulled by Japanese militarists. At
tempts to bring these scattered governments into a scheme of federation have failed. 
The administration of county governments in occupied territory will be even more 
difficult for the Japanese. Eighty percent of the people of China live in villages 
and are affected most intimately by county government. The Japanese Army has driven 
away the most intelligent and able Chinese officials and rural workers. How does 
it expect to collect taxes, develop communications, improve agriculture, rehabili
tate the poor peasants, administer courts and at the same time reap a profit? Japan 
faces non-cooperation from educated patriotic Chinese leaders and deep-seated hos
tility among the common people to its program of exploitation. The use of ruthless 
armed force in political administration will be self-defeating. The outstanding 
’’achievement” of the Japan-controlled municipal government in Nanking has been the 
introduction of an enormous business in narcotics and prostitutes. The Japanese 
militarists have shown -without question that they are morally incapable of ruling 
another people, and they will fail in their attempt to rule China.

Japan has lost politically in the whole Far East. Her prestige, so high 
after the Russo-Japanese War has fallen pitifully low. Nothing has struck me with 
greater force in my recent contacts with representatives of all Asiatic countries 
than their unwillingness to concede Japan’s claim to dominance in Asia. Indians, 
Burmese, Ceylonese, peoples of Malaya and of the Dutch East Indies, all protest 
vigorously against Japan’s interpretation of ’’Asia for the Asiatics.” A number of 
strong Indian leaders have said to ne, ”We want India to be free but v.re would far 
prefer British to Japanese rule.” Australia and other islands of the Pacific ut
terly condemn Japanese aggression on the mainland.

In her diplomatic relations with Western nations Japan has failed, as some 
of her own thoughtful leaders now admit. Germany and Italy can give her no material 
aid. The democracies, on the other hand, can withdraw their trade with Japan and 
other forms of economic assistance and make the realization of Japan’s design for 
conquest and exploitation infinitely more difficult.

Time, relentless time, is on China’s side. Those who know China best, her 
resources, her people, her leadership, her spirit, have unshaken faith in her fu
ture despite the tragic sufferings of the prosent. No Chinese loader can now pro
pose a compromise or dishonorable peace and hope to stand. China is preparing for 
prolonged resistance, sure that she will win her liberty in tho end. China is not 
and will not be conquered.

January 6, 1939.
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WHAT JAPANESE OCCUPATION MEANS

I have just returned from a trip into the occupied areas, and those few days 
brought back to me all those experiences of a much longer period during which I 
lived in a near-by city under Japanese control. What does it mean for a Chinese to 
live under the shadow of the flag of the Rising Sun? On the basis of these person
al experiences, of innumerable conversations with Chinese and foreign associates 
who live in all parts of these areas, of reading private correspondence and printed 
reports, I would say it means something like this:

1• Japanese have brought a flood of insecurity and humiliation to 
millions of innocent people•

I am not talking about the period of large-scale hostilities in this area,
but about what is going on now, fourteen months after the battle lines shifted 
westward. There is a basic insecurity of life and limb. In the country the burn
ing of villages and the shooting of their inhabitants is a common reprisal for 
guerilla activity in the neighborhood. The breakdown of old controls and the severe 
economic privation have brought forth an unprecedented wave of banditry. ”V»hy, 
there’s a bandit leader even living in our village now, and he pounced on me as 
soon as I entered my home,” said our cook after a visit to his people. The Japanese 
do not trust the newly organized Chinese police force with arms, and these men have 
no spirit to oppose lawlessness even within the cities. ”1 went to the police 
station to get help against the men who were coming at night and tearing out the 
windows of the house I was to protect,” said an old servant, ”but they said the 
place was too lonely and dangerous. They would not come,”

The people never know what to expect in the presence of the uniformed men at
each sentry post, each city gateway, each railroad station. They do knowthat they 
have to take off their hats and bow, We are told that this is but a form of Japan
ese courtesy; they themselves bow, bareheaded, to their sentries. It is one thing 
to be brought up on a ritual which because it is customary easily comes to be re
garded as a simple gesture, and quite another to have that ritual forced upon you 
at the point of a bayonet, the toe of a heavy shoe, or the butt of a gun, and to 
have to perform it as a symbol of submission. Does it rankle? Just try it out on 
the next policeman you see, but picture him as a foreign conqueror. Yes, they have 
to bow, but will they bow correctly? A friend had his chauffer beaten up because 
the man was chewing as he showed his pass, A cultured lady was struck as she bowed 
at the railway station mid-way between here and Nanking. She bowed again with the 
greatest care, and was struck a second time, ”Tako off your glasses!” barked the 
sentry. Uhy? No one knows. Are such cases everyday occurrences? They happen to 
but a small proportion of the people, but their reports spread like wildfire, and 
each Chinese, stops, pulls out his pass, takes off his hat, and bows, not knowing 
if this time it will happen to him.

I have seen these people cuffed and rudely pushed into their places on buses,
I have seen them forced to sit’ or squat on the ground while awaiting baggage in
spection at the North Station (a regulation which has wisely been abandoned during 
recent weeks) and through it all they are silent and passive. But I have seen 
their eyes, and something in them tells mo that the New Order in 'Ysia will not be 
established in this way.

2• The Japanese influence ha£ tended towards economic subjugation, polit
ical regression, and moral breakdown.

One could learn to swallow the indignities and to harden oneself to the 
danger of blows or more serious reprisals, if that were all. But there are other
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tendencies, working their way into so many phases of the life of the people that 
one can only conclude that he is witnessing a totalitarian war»

Along with the army and navy, either as a part of their Special Service 
Sections or as organizations enjoying their protection, have gone the economic 
"warriors" determined to wrest from the Chinese and the foreigners the control of 
all important phases of economic enterprise. "Japanese Take Over 53 Silk Filatures" 
runs the headlines in the Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury of January 24. "Paper 
Factories Taken Over" announces the North China Daily News that same day. "Our 
Electric Power Company has been taken over11 they told me in Soochow the day before. 
"How did they go about it?" I asked* "First they assessed the plant at $2,400,- 
000," I was told, "next they printed and distributed $1,200,000 in bonds to the 
former owners, and then they took over and began running the plant." The North 
China Daily News article reports Chinese sources (the only ones who would know) as 
"asserting that the Japanese have forcibly taken over all the biggest Chinese paper 
factories (valued at $6,000,000) and are preparing to reopen them themselves, as 
the rightful owners have refused to cooperate with them." It is consistently report
ed that factories of all kinds have been required to lfreorganize" with the former 
Chinese owners footing the bill for repairs, but with 51% of the stock turned over 
to the invaders.

Monopolies have been established over all important lines of economic activ
ity: Shipping and transportation, silk, wool, cotton,salt, tobacco, cement, and 
coal. Raw materials are bought up from the farmer at set prices below the market 
value, and in one case reported from Wusih, were partially paid for in opium. The 
buying up of the summer’s cotton crop in central China gives Japan a cheap supply 
that she can pay for in Yen and leaves Shanghai factories in the lurch, forcing them 
to import cotton which they must pay for in gold or sterling. Where the banking 
monopoly has been established (in North China) the sound currency of the Chinese 
Government banks is forcibly discounted and will be banned entirely after March 9. 
The people arc forced to accept the inflated paper currency of the "Federal Reserve 
Bank" and the Japanese backers can use the good Chinese notes for their sorely need
ed foreign exchange. The stores in all parts of the occupied areas are flooded 
with Japanese goods, and cases have been reported when the store-keeper has been 
told to "buy Japanese, or else . . " "But why do you mix up the Japanese goods with 
all of your other goods," a friend asked one such proprietor. "I did have it in 
separate piles," ho replied, "but the police came around and made me mix it all 
together.

Taxes have to be paid on goods transported from city to city, a revival of 
the old likin system. The manager of a trucking company told me he had to get 
passes from five different government and military bodies in order to travel sixty 
miles into Shanghai, paying a fee for each. When I showed him a duty-free pass I 
had secured for one trip he exclaimed significantly, "A Chinese couldn’t get one 
like that. No, not even for a thousand dollars." Even the poor farmer, bringing 
his produce to market will have his best fish, a handful of eggs, or a choice bunch 
of vegetables skimmed off by the sentry at the gate - lucky is he if it is only one.

Enough has been written already about the quality of the men in the puppet
government. All I can add is that to one who has lived here it is clear that the
Japanese government-makers have reverted to the type of men and the type of poli
cies against which the National Government, for all its faults, had been struggling
to overcome. Numerous men of the old feudalistic order, put out of office by the 
victorious Nationalist Movement of 1927, have been reinstated, and in most cases
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raised far their former positions. In some places the old ’’Councils of the Gentry” 
have been set up again to help in financial matters - picture them dealing with the 
land tax or rents and see which way the coin falls.

Furthermore, they have no real power and can operate only within limits 
fixed by their advisors. Again and again and again their plans end in frustration. 
In one provincial capital a bank was to be established to bring to the province 
the type of blessings conferred by the Federal Reserve Bank in the North, A Chinese 
organizer was found who at length assembled a Board of Directors of the most import
ant men left in the city. But they had no capital, ’’Simple,” said the advisors, 
in substance, ’’issue notes backed by the Federal Reserve,” The organizer went to 
his Board with this proposal, but they turned him down cold, ”We!ll issue bonds 
which will have to be purchased with good Chinese currency,” they said. But the 
advisors would have none of this plan, and the Board would have none of the other 
plan, and the last time I saw the organizer he was looking for a friendly shoulder 
to cry upon.

A dispute arose during the summer between the salt monopoly of Sunkiang and 
that of Soo chow. The former manipulated the ’’Reformed” Government into declaring 
that it was supreme. Then the shadow stepped from behind the Soo chow monopoly and 
the Special Service Section of the Japanese Army came out with a bold-type notice 
in the local paper; The Soochow Salt Company in legal and in control of this area. 
Any who spread false reports to the contrary will be punished.

As a missionary I have been appalled by the morally corrupting influences 
which have been introduced into the areas I have visited. We have been hurt by 
the evil in our own country, we realize only too well the vices of the society we 
had come to serve, and in our times of heart-searching and they were many - we knew 
that we were far from Sainthood, Yet we had set ourselves against the evils that 
we saw and had been working imperfectly, but not without some success, to reduce 
them. And now we see the clock turned back: Never have these people been subjected 
to such morally corrupting influences as have been brought in by the invader with 
his camp-followers and ’’carpet-baggers,” Here are a few which I jotted down one 
day while thinking of this situation:

The system which can destroy and humiliate and then address its victims 
’’Beloved people of the occupied areas,”

The hypocrisies of the puppets with their talk about ’’the new order”, ’’the 
good of the people,” ’’peace to end this killing and loss of territory,” and 
their own ’’self-sacrifice,”

The lies of the newspapers which are bombing the people with ’’news” that 
aims to break their faith in their national cause and in the leaders whom 
they cherish.

The false celebrations of flag-waving - Imagine having to whoop it up at 
the funeral of someone you lovedI

The temptation for hungry men to accept jobs in Japanese-sponsored enter
prises - at the sacrifice of their self-respect. Or picture a destitute 
middle-class family reading in the morning paper that the Fuji nightclub 
is advertizing for ’’hostesses” on a guaranteed salary three times that of 
a factory worker.
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The employment of criminal gangsters for terroristic purposes under such 
high-sounding titles as the ’’Yellow (a very honorable color in China) Way 
Society” with headquarters in a Japanese protected hotel. Their No. 1 
henchman, wanted by the Shanghai police, is now reported to be in Hangchow 
trying to gain control of one of China’s most influential secret societies.

The widespread payment of ’’protection” money to the authorities. A bus
inessman in a near-by city recently reeled off to me a list of industrial 
and commercial enterprises who were paying about $200 a month to the local 
Special Service Section of the Amy.

Unrestricted gambling and prostitution and the open sale of opium and other 
drugs. The Japanese-controlled western areas of Shanghai have become the 
gambling center of the Orient. There was prostitution in the interior city 
I knew best through the years, but it was mostly of the hotel type. Now 
their houses line the main streets and they sprawl all over the doorways. 
But it is the drug traffic that is most telling. A recent survey in Nanking 
estimates that 50,000 out of a total 400,000 population are smoking opium 
or heroin. This report states, ’’Today opium and Heroin are abundantly 
supplied by the public authorities or by those who enjoy their favor or 
protection ... Public revenues are being built upon the ruin of human 
bodies and spirits.”

3. The Christian enterprise in the occupied areas is seriously 
threatened.

Missionaries were not permitted to return to their stations along the 
Shanghai-Nanking Railroad until seven months after the fighting had passed over this 
area. A recent report from a city in Chekiang tells of a meeting of all Chinese 
Christian workers, called by the Japanese. The drift of the latter’s speeches was 
something like this: The time has come for us to cooperate. We are here with you 
now, and it is with us (rather than the foreigner) that you are to cooperate.

We have just received an urgent request for help from a Chinese pastor in an 
out-lying town. The Japanese pastor had approached him, insisting that he ’’cooper
ate” by turning in his relief appropriations into a common fund to be administered 
by Japanese and Chinese together. Why can’t we ’’co-operate?” First and most funda
mentally because every Japanese pastor who has been appointed to long-time work in 
any area we have know has been caught up and placed under the Special Service Sec
tion of the Army. We can not help but interpret his religious gestures as a part 
of the SSS totalitarian program for China, and no one of them has so^behaved as to 
make us change this opinionl Second, we have seen what ’’co-operation” means in 
politics and economics.

There have been numerous moves in the direction of interference or of con
trol. The head of the Special Service Section for this province expressed his dis
approval of the Church carrying on a relief program, but has not acted to stop it. 
Opposition has also been expressed to Sunday School work, partly because of the 
word ’’School,” and partly, so one report goes, because the inspector cannot be in 
all the classes at the same time. Schools have been ordered to reopen and register 
with the ’’New” government by March 20 or have their plants loaned to educational 
groups who would carry on as tho government wishes. There have been attempts to 
inject Japanese propaganda into the few special schools that have been opened, and 
demands have been made that they all fly the five-bar flag of the ’’New” government.
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It is the personal opinion of many thoughtful missionaries that further 
interference, suppression or control is inevitable for the two following reasons: 
First, the Japanese consider Mission work as one phase of Western influence, and 
our experience forces us to believe that they are determined to eradicate such 
influence* Second, there is a deeper clash of basic philosophies. Their emphasis 
on Militarism, the supremacy of the State over the individual, and the creation of 
a nation of unquestioning and docile subjects is in fundamental conflict with our 
convictions of the worth of the individual, the supremacy of the Christian con
science, the basic demands of justice and peace, and the insistence that ’’Thou 
shalt have no other gods before met”

4* The final outcome of the war is still undecided*

Even in the occupied areas, the Japanese control only the large towns and 
cities and the major lines of communication, A mile away from strategic cities on 
the Shanghai-Nanking Railroad one can encounter Chinese troops, armed and ready. 
The Japanese garrison at Soochow has publicly reported that from August to December 
1938 they had 309 engagements with guerillas in the area within a 40 mile radius 
of that city* But with all these battles it is doubtful if they control any more 
territory than they did before; they take points, not territory, and they rarely 
hold them. The Chinese withdraw and are soon back again. In the North and Northwest 
the guerillas are much more effective and are a constant source of embarrssment and 
loss to the Japanese, who are everywhere encountering the greatest of difficulties 
in trying to consolidate their position.

But more significant still is the fact that there lives in China a unified 
government with strong armies defending vast mountain areas. In the West and 
Southwest new lines of communications are being opened and a new industrial base is 
being established. Just three days ago the North China Daily News announced, 
’’Chinese bankers put money in South-west* • V A multi-millionaire overseas Chinese 
medicine merchant Mr, Hu Wen-hu and other merchants, have contributed $50,000,000 
for developing Yunnan alone,” - and those merchants are no fools I Even close be- t 
hind the lines, a now movement in the establishment of small-scale, mobile indus
trial cooperatives is in progress.

Throughout the nation the morale is superb, and around their leaders cluster 
the faith and hopes of 450,000,000 people who join them in the cry, ”We will go onl” 
Significant indeed is the fact that the only applause to Wang Ching-wei’s peace 
proposals came from Japan, The odds are heavy, but this nation can yet emerge un
conquered and free.

THE CHALLENGE OF CHINA’S YOUTH

Can’t you see them standing there—
Modern youth of old Cathay?
Farmers, merchants, and co-eds—
From all walks of life are they 

Firm they stand, 
For their land

Is in danger. Do you care?
From Missionary

Can’t you see the children, too— 
Scouts and orphans,--girls and boys 
Sewing, knitting, standing guard— 
Hindered not by flesh or noise.

All the fit 
Do their bit, 

Is there nothing you can do? 
Correspondent.
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TELEGRAM RECEIV1

DIVISION OF

' ' y OFPARTM^iMt Of- |

Hong Kong^HaTT.
FS
A portion of this 
telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- _ Dated March 3, 1939 ! .
fore being communicated FROM '
to anyone. (BR)

Washington

77, March 3

Secretary of State

10 a »m,

Rec’d 12:

n/'.R 4" 1939

Following is a paraphrase of a message from the

American Consul at Saigon: It is reliably reported that

the French authorities tn Indo-China have stationed troops

fully equipped fox active service at al.'. points of stra-

tegic importance along the coast between Monday and

Haiphong due to che fact that two Japanese aircraft

carriers and a number of other war vessels are understood

to hayg been observed in close proximity to the terri«

793.94/f4770

torial waters of French Indo-China near Moncay about

February IS

Reliable sources state that complete plans for deal.

ing with an influx of refugees in the area adjacent to

Langson and Caobang have been made by the frontier garri.

sons in the event of a Japanese offensive into Kwangsi

The Indo-China Kwangsi frontier will be closed only in

the event that it becomes necessary to stop the entry of

more refugees than can be dealt with under existing plans

or to avoid friction and possible clashes with the Japanese

The

P

4»
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FS 2—No. 77, March 3, 10 a.m. from Hong Kong

The firm having the contract for building the bridges 

for the Nanning Railroad has withdrawn its European staff 

from China for an indefinite time. This action was taken 

because it was considered inadvisable to continue build-* 

ing bridges which might be bombed by the Japanese.

Chinese Government representatives in Indo-China have 

been advised confidentially and officially that all mer- 

chandise including munitions will be given unrestricted 

transit through Indo-China. Cheng Ming Pan an official of 

the Central Trust is the source of the foregoing statement. 

(GRAY) Previously Government General had advised this 

Consulate by telegram in reference to request for informa

tion regarding transit tax that in theory there is no 

transit tax on war material shipped through Indo-China for 

the Chinese Government but that in practice such shipments 

were forbidden. The information had been requested on be

half of shippers of trucks in transit. Report that Wang- 

Ching Wei and Doihara were together at Tamdao has been 

confirmed, negotiations are said to have resulted negatively

■fe and Doihara has left Indo-China. Information regarding 

present whereabouts of Wang Ching Wei thus far unobtainable. 
/ 

Reliably informed that China National Aviation Corporation 
has been granted authority to establish^a^^»g-^noi ser

vice.

Repeated to Chungking, Yunnanfu. (END GRAY)

HTM îCSB SOUTHARD
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A telegram (no. 77) of March 3, 1939, from the Amer
ican Consul General at Hong Kong transmits a message from 
the Consul at Saigon which reads substantially as follows: 

According to a statement made by an official of the 
Central Trust (Cheng Ming-pan), representatives In Indo
china of the Chinese National Government have been 
officially and confidentially Informed that no restrictions 
will be placed on the shipment through Indochina of any 
merchandise, Including munitions. Previously the Govern
ment General had advised the Consulate at Saigon by 
telegram, in reference to a request for Information in 
regard to transit tax, that In theory there Is no transit 
tax on war material shipped through Indochina for the 
Chinese Government but that in practice such shipments 
were forbidden. The information had been requested on 
behalf of shippers of trucks in transit.

According to reliable information, the frontier 
garrisons have made full plans for taking care of the 
influx of refugees in the territory adjoining Caobang and 
Langson in case of an advance into Kwangs! Province by the 
Japanese. The frontier between Kwangs! and Indochina 
will not be closed unless such a measure should be nec
essary in order to avert possible clashes and friction 
with the Japanese or to prevent the entry of a greater 

number
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number of refugees than can be taken oare of under present 
plans.

There are reliable reports to the effect that, on 
account of the fact that about February 18 a number of 
Japanese war vessels, Including two aircraft carriers, are 
understood to have been seen near the territorial waters 
of French Indochina In the vicinity of Monoay, the French 
authorities in Indochina have placed at all strategically 
Important points along the coast between Haiphong and 
Monoay troops fully equipped for active service.

Because it was not considered advisable to proceed 
with the construction of bridges which the Japanese might 
bomb, the company which has the contract for constructing 
the bridges on the Nanning Railway has withdrawn from 
China for an indefinite period its European staff.

It is reliably reported that the China National 
Aviation Corporation has been granted authority to estab
lish a Nanning-Hanoi service. The report that Wang 
Ching-wel and General Doihara were together at Tamdao has 
been confirmed. Negotiations are said to have resulted I 
negatively and Doihara has left Indochina. Information 
in regard to the present whereabouts of Wang Ching-wel 
has thus far been unobtainable.

793.94/14770

FE:ê$':HJN 3/4/39
FE^Wk
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NOTE

SFF 793.94119/511___________________  FOR_________________

FROM China (Chungking)______ (___ Peck______.) dated Jan 5, 1939
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING: General Chiang Kai-shek’s address of Dec 26, 1938,
Excerpts from-, enclosed»

FRG.
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-- HONG. KONG VIA N.RPAP . .

A portion of this telegram
must be closely paraphrased Dated March 4, 1939 
before being communicated From
to anyone (Er) f'- Rec’t 8:05 a.m.

/Secretary of StatgE'y.

Washington

81, March 4

(GRAY) Please refer to my teïegranîs numbers 58/' 

of February 21, 11 a.m., and 60/of February 22, 10 a.m

reporting Japanese bombing of Fong Kong frontier. A

meeting was begun in Hong Kong on March 2 by Chief of

Staff of the Japanese commander in chief in South China, 

who came from Canton for the purpose, and the local

acting Japanese Consul General with representatives of 

the Government of tWLspsFÎ to/discuss the terms of com

pensation with regard to the bombing incident. Official

announcement has now been made that full agreement was

reached and payment of claims, not yet fully known, up 

to a maximum of 20,000 Hong Kong dollars was agreed to 

by the Japanese representatives. (END GRAY)

This amount is presumably for reasons of policy

meant by the British to be more nominal

as local public opinion and certain confidentially ex

pressed official opinion of informed quality both es

and anticipated much greater amount of damage. In its

atti tude
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PAP -2- 81, March 4, 9 a.m. from Hong Kong

attitude toward the public and press the local govern

ment Indicates complete satisfaction with the results 

of the settlement.

Repeated to Canton and to Peiping for Tokyo, Para

phrase to Chungking by mail.

SOUTHARD

RR
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A Megram (no. 81) of March 4, 1939» frac the 
American Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially 
as follows:

Reference is cade to previous reports in regard to 
Japanese bombing of the Hong Kong frontier. A nesting 
was begun in Hong Kong on Kerch 2 by Chief of staff of 
the Japanese colander in chief in south China, who 
came from Canton for the purpose, and the local acting 
Japanese Consul General with representatives of the 
Government of this (?) to discuss the terms of compensa
tion with regard to the bombing incident. Official an
nouncement has now been made that full agreement was 
reached and payment of claims, not yet fully know?,up to 
a maximuis of 20,000 Hong Kong dollars was agreed to by 
the Japanese representatives.

Entire satisfaction with the results of the settle
ment ia shown by the Hong Kong Government in its at
titude toward the press and the public. Certain informed 
official opinion expressed confidentially and public 
opinion in Hong Kong expected and estimated that the 
amount of damage would be much greater. The British 
meant the amount of damages to be more or less nominal, 
presumably for reasons of policy.

793.94/14972

FE:Christenson:HES
3-6

FE .<
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fs TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Thia telegram must be____  Canton via N» R|
closely paraphrased, he** 
fore being communicated Dated
to anyone. (BR) ' Frqm 

Rec’d

March 3>1939

t' i / loi 0 J ( r 
I^IMTIÜML Ü'JWFtRESGéS

MAR - 9 7939
M . r

Washington

3b, March 3

Secretary of State
Division o 

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

R 6 ~ 193;
rtmeotofSi

6t45i a.m. 4th

/ -f^ CONFIDENTIAL
MWKEHT of state

-Reference my telegram No. 13, January 20 6 p.m.

I have been confidentially informed by my British 

colleague that an arrangement has been reached with the

Japanese Consul General which provides that application 

fèi* a Japanese transport to call at Hong Kong en route 

to Canton more frequently than once a week and for a 

Japontoeg commercial vessel to come to Canton from

Hong Kong oftener than once a fortnight, applications for 

the return trip of such vessels not being included in 

the above mentioned time limitations. Such Japanese

vessels will call at Hong Kong only for the discharge 

and loading of passengers and such British vessels will 

carry only passengers and their baggage and mails between 

the two arrangement is subject to alteration.,...

at any time.

The first British ship under this arrangement arrivtd
X 

here February 28 and departed today.

The cc
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FS 2-No, 35^ March 3,- 5 p,m« from Canton

The situation in regard to opening of the Pearl 

River to general commercial traffic remains unchanged

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong.

RR:CSB MYERS

(#) Apparent omission
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A confidential telegram (no. 35) of Maresh 3, 1939, 

frow the >teierl<m Consul General at Canton reads sub- 

stanttally as followsi

There is no ehanp® in the situation relating to the 

t .«enine to general w^-aereiftl traffics of the ?earl 

Hiver. Arranremnte, which are subject to ahanpe nt 

any iitw, have been made with the Japanese Cmeul Gen* 

oral, according to confidential infor.v-tlan received 

frœi the British Consul General, providing that applies* 

tian will not be sade for a Britiah coossercial vessel to 

eane more frequently than once in two weeks fro® Honp 

Konp to Canton and for a Japanese transport to call 

oftenei* than once each weak st Jonp Kony on its way to 

Canton. These time limits do not include applications 

for the return trip of such ship». Only passenger® and 

their bargaç» and sail will be carried between Hemp 

and Canton by th® British cofoerclal vessels and the 

Japanese transporte will stop at Konp Konp for the 

lo^din# and diecharg® of p»esenpers only. Cn February 28 

the first British vessel arrived at Canton under this 

wmiwmt. This vessel left <m March 3.

Reference is made in connection with th® above to 

telegram no. 13 af January CO fro» Canton.

793.94/14W3
FE $i ist ens on : HES

3&7
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

REB
__ PLAINFrom

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated March 4, 1939

Secretary of State, 

Washington,

181, March 4, Ip, 

observance of "New Order Wesk"In connection with the

which commenced yesterday, a local Japanese newspaper 

features articles by Wen Tsung-Yao, chairman of the Legis

lature yuan of the "Reformed Government" and Colonel 

Tahira Hamada chief of the Japanese military press section 

at Shanghai. The three most important objectives in

Establishing the new ordEr in East Asia were stated by 

Mr. Wen to be: (one) complete restoration of the

sovereignity of China and the °? the yoke

which is keeping China in a semi-colonial state, thus 
enabling her to attain pure independence; (two) rebirth of 

morality and culture which is characteristically and in

trinsically oriental; (three) establishment of the white 

and yellow race on an equal footing. Mr. Wen dealt at 

length with the "exploitation" of China by the foreign 

powers and reiterated that the grip of the western powerà.^
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REB

2-7^181, From Shanghai, Mar.4,Ip.m

on China should bE removed in order to save her from being 

"an Eternal servant to the west". Colonel Hamada expressed 

the hope that the "New Order Week" will awaken western 

powers which he said are attempting to make Asia the object 

of their exploitation and that it will warn the Kuomintang 

Government "which has resigned itself to the beck and 

call of these powers."

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, by mail to Tokyo.

GAUSS

CSB
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REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Report concerning-, 

for month of January, 1939.

aa

793.94/ 
14775
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4. Japan.
a. Guerrilla Warfare. The .Japanese are

now successful In suppressing practically all reliable
information regarding guerrilla activities and their 
own military movements in the interior and make every 
effort to convey the impression that, except for a
few unruly elements the Chines© are welcoming th® Jap
anese. The small amount of reliable Information ob
tained from time to time by the Consulate General in
dicates, however, that thia is not true and that the 
Chinese are more and more determined that they will 
not be subjugated by the Japanese. The Japanese-con- 
trolled press published numerous accounts of Japanese 
successes in suppressing the guerrillas, some at least 
of which were manifestly untrue.

A belated report received from an American who
has been in direct contact with some of the Eighth 
Route Army units concerned, stated that contrary to 
the Japànese reports of a smashing victory over the 
Eighth Route Army in the Wut’aishan area in northeast 
Shansi that the Japanese actually lost about three- 
fifths of the 20,000 troops engaged in this campaign 
and while the Chinese losses were as many or more, 
the result might reasonably be considered a victory 
for the Chinese, particularly since the area remained 
under Chinese control.

One incident that was quite obviously disturbing 
and annoying to the Japanese was the wrecking of a 
train on the main line between Peiping and Tientsin 
about thirty miles out of Tientsin on the nl^ht of

January
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January 11 by Chinese guerrillas, which stopped 
traffic on the railway for about twenty-four hours. 
Traffic between Tientsin and Tsinan was disrupted 
several tines by the train-wrecking activities of 
the guerrillas and the other railways in North China 
were also regularly damaged by them.

An American who is in fairly close contact with 
the guerrillas of Shansi Province reported to this 
office that the guerrillas could certainly disrupt 
traffic on the Shlhchlachwang-Taljruanfu ilallway at 
any time they wished but restricted themselves to 
breaking the railway or wrecking a train once each 
week as a reminder to the Japanese that they were 
still present and active.

b. Japanese Attempts to Obtain Support of 
Wu Pel-fu. The Japanese-controlled press of Tientsin 
and Peiping gave much publicity during January to re
ports of the Impending participation of Marshal W 
Pel-fu ( ) the former Chihli party warlord,
in the Japanese-fostered puppet governmental organi
zation in China as Chairman of a ''Pacification Com
mission'’ to be established in Kaifeng, Honan. At the 
end of January it was not clear from information ob
tainable here whether Marshal Wu had consented or de
clined to cooperate with the Japanese, but the opinion 
was generally expressed by Chinese in Tientsin who 
professed to be on familiar terras with Marshal Wu that 
he has no intention of serving the Japanese and will 
take office only if the Japanese will withdraw their

troops
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troops and give his government complete military and 
oivil power. The same quarters stated, however, that 
many of W*s former subordinates are endeavoring to 
prevail upon him to take office under the Japanese in 
the hope that they themselves may receive official 
appointments and otherwise profit by this move.
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REGARDING: Japanese occupation of the Hainan Island. Italian press
comments on the

ml

793.94/ 
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Department of State

March 6, 1939.
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

of February 23, 1939, gives com
ment of three Dutch newspapers in 
regard to the Japanese occupation 
of Hainan Island. The despatch is 
summed up in the final sentence: 
"I feel that Dutch public opinion 
in general is much more concerned 
over this latest Japanese action 
than is reflected in the rather 
phlegmatic and calm attitude of” 
two of the newspapers above 
referred to.
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LEGATION OF THE '"7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 4 

M The Hague, Netherlands,643 February 23, 1939. X
SUBJECT: NETHERLANDS PRESS REACTION TO THE 

JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF HAINAN ?

I have the honor to report that the recent Japanese 
occupation of the island of Hainan has been closely fol
lowed in the local press. Telegraphic reports from the 
world’s principal capitals purporting to cover the offi
cial and popular reaction to this act have been given 
prominence; there have been, in addition, a number of 
editorials, the principal of which may be summarized as 
follows.

The...
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The liberal ALGEKÆEN HANDELSBLAD, in an editorial 
in its issue of February 17, discussing the question 
whether the occupation of Hainan may be expected to be 
permanent or only temporary, believes that the answer 
will in all probability be found to depend on the outcome 
of the Sino-Japanese conflict.

Referring to the campaign in the Japanese press in 
favor of using the occupation of Hainan as a means of 
exerting pressure on Great Britain, France, and even the 
Netherlands, this newspaper takes the stand that such a 
policy should be considered in the nature of a stimulant 
to Japanese imperialistic feelings and the popular desire 
in that country to check further the influence of the 
Western Powers in the Pacific in general and in China in 

particular.
In a subsequent editorial in its issue of February 

18, the HANDELSBLAD refers to a recent statement appearing 
in the OSAKA ASAKI which, as reported by HAVAS, reads in 
translation as follows:

"By the occupation of Hainan the fate of 
Hong Kong is in our hands and Indo-China within 
our reach. France and Great Britain will no 
longer be able to assume a strong attitude 
against us. They will soon understand what the 
occupation of Hainan by the Japanese means to 
them.

There is another nation that will feel it 
greatly - the Netherlands, which made itself 
master of the Netherlands Indies without having 
been called upon to make any sacrifice whatsoever. 
Let us wait until that country, conscious of the 
changed situation, proposes to us the sale of 
New Guinea”.
In this newspaper’s opinion, this statement, and 

also...
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also other similar ones appearing in.the Japanese press, 
should not be taken too seriously, for the time being 
at any rate. Such statements, it feels, have never made 
much impression in the Netherlands Indies, and once the 
first excitement the occupation of Hainan has caused in 
the Japanese press has subsided Japanese common sense may 
be expected to get the upper hand.

In an editorial in its issue of February 18, the Roman
Catholic MAASBODE vzrites as follows:

’’The Japanese fleet has up to now partici
pated in the war (in China) to a limited extent. 
Small naval units have carried on operations near 
the coast or in Chinese rivers; larger units have 
covered the landing of troops in important harbors; 
but as a fleet the Japanese navy has not as yet 
commenced operations. It is still intact in every 
respect; it is, moreover, the strongest fleet in 
the Pacific; it is full of that spirit of ardor 
which may enable it to perform great acts; it is 
an arm of tremendous force which can still be used 
to its full extent should international complica
tions make that necessary.

This navy lacks only one thing to back Japa
nese diplomacy and policy in respect to Europe and 
the United States, namely, strong naval bases at 
considerable distance from Japan. That is why Japa
nese activities have recently been energetically 
aiming at obtaining points of support which in the 
long run may be developed into such bases for the 
navy and the air force. The mandated islands in 
the Pacific, the fortification of which is not ac
tually permitted, have already been strongly for
tified as very powerful bases; now the Japanese 
have occupied a large Chinese island, Hainan, which 
eventually may constitute a terrible menace, par
ticularly to French-Indo-China, and as a possible 
naval base may and will be a constant danger to 
the Philippines, the Netherlands Indies and Singapore, 
particularly if the canal across Siam ever material
izes.”
This newspaper goes on to refer to the discussions 

that have taken place in the international press relative
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to Japan’s real intentions in regard to Hainan. It believes 
that the problem is simple, and that the real reason for 
the occupation of that island was to prevent China importing 
arms and supplies from the south.

’’What she (Japan) has already occupied”, 
concludes this newspaper, ’’will not be returned 
unless she is forced to do so. For this reason, 
one should be under no illusions with regard to 
the future of Hainan. In the Far East, as in the 
’Vest, it is a question of strength. The strongest 
imposes his will upon the weak”.
The liberal UTRECHTSCH DAGBLAD, in an editorial in its 

issue of February 17, is of the opinion that the boastings 
of the Japanese press over the occupation of Hainan, together 
with the emphasis laid on the consequences this occupation 
may have for France, Great Britain and the Netherlands, should 
be taken as an indication that the Japanese people are some
what upset and that the ’’Chinese adventure” is beginning to 
weigh heavily on them.

”It is not a sign of calmness or serenity 
that a moderate newspaper like the OSAKA ASAKI 
proposes the conquest of New Guinea. It never was 
the custom of the Japanese to make known their 
plans beforehand; that the Japanese press begins 
to reveal their plans proves that there is some
thing wrong in Japan”.
In conclusion, I may say that I feel that Dutch public 

opinion in general is much more concerned over this latest 
Japanese action than is reflected in the rather phlegmatic 
and calm attitude of the HANDELSBLAD and the UTRECHTSCH DAG
BLAD. (See my despatch No. 648 of February 21, page 5).

Respectfully yours,

File No.700/711

In quintuplicate.
JWB/mm
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Situation in the Far East: Review of 
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Chungking, February 4, 1939. 
0. 133.

Subject: Japanese aggression; Communication ' 'to the President.— ------------- -, *
------------------- jv-

793.94/14779

The Honorable
The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

1/ I have the honor to enclose an undated communication
addressed to the President of the United States and the 
Secretary of State, bearing numerous signatures described 
as being those of gentry of Chengtu, capital 
Province. This communication is in the form 
in which the writers express appreciation of
the United States in extending credits to promote trade 0^ 
with China and of tbe projected revision of the Amari nan

of Szechwan
of a petition —,

athe action of: w--

"Neutrality
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Neutrality Law** in such, a way that its observance will 

not provide assistance to aggressor nations.

In the letter transmitting this communication the 

hope was expressed that some sort of a reply might be 

forthcoming.

Respectfully yours,

Willys K. Peck, 
Chargé d’Affaires ad interim.

Enclosures

1/ Communication to the President 
and the Secretary of State.

Original and two copies to the Department 
One copy to the Embassy, Peiping.

700

WRPjMCL
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Enclosure No. 1
To despatch No. 133
Dated Feb. 4, 1939.

The Gentry of Szechwan province, west China, desire 
to express their gratitude to the President of the United 
States of .iimerica, also to Secretary of State Cordell Hull, 
for the hope held out that the Neutrality ^.ct will be 
revised so as not to be a help to aggressor nations. Also 

for the warning given to the authoritarian states that the 
United States is not indifferent to the attacks being made 
by them on democracies. Four hundred and fifty millions 
of Chinese, united as never before, are determined to 
reject the imposition of a Japanese domineering hegemony 
upon the continent of Asia. China demands the right to 
develops their own form of government in harmony with the 
aspirations and ideals of the people of China. Even as 
the great American republic has scrupulously refrained 
from interfering in the natural developement of sister 
republics on the same continent, so the liberty-loving 
countries of the world should come to the assistance of 
China in her struggle to maintain her freedom and inde
pendence against the aggressive ambitions of a neighboring 
country: Japan. The peace and future of world civilization 
demands that Japan be restrained and that China be allowed 
to develops along peaceful lines in conformity with her 
ancient ideals of scholarship and tolerance.

It is therefore with great joy that we hear of the 
sympathetic action of your country in respect of a loan 
to China, and of the projected revision of the Neutrality 
Act. We earnestly hope that your expectations may be 
fully realized and further legislation enacted that will

enable
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enable your government to assist sister democracies when 
they are the subject of attack by covetous neighbors.

Signed on behalf of suffering millions of Chine se 
people, we subscribe ourselves.

The Gentry of Chengtu, Szechwan.

D. K. Chow S. C. Liao L. T. Pen
H. G. Hstl T. H. Pei Li Ren Ten
H. H. Hsi Feng I Pei W. K. Long
D. T. Gao Wang Hwei Ngan G. K. Lee
Hsiao Bei Hao S. C. wei L. T. Ho
T. Y. Chow L. S. Chow H. F. Ma
s. s. Chen B. F. Lee T. C. Ho
Y. F. Chen G. H. Cheo G. S. Hu
S. C. Chu S. C. Fu K. C. Yeh
S. C. Siao Tang Dzong Yao H. Y. Lin
H. C. Tsao G. S. Lo T. C. V/in

(Correct copy: MCL)
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 13, 1939.

Chungking’s despatch no. 133 of 
February 4 encloses a copy of a communica
tion from the gentry of Ohengtu thanking 
the President and the Secretary of State 
for the hope held out that the Neutrality 
Act will be revised and for the American 
credits to China. Mr. Peck states that 
the letter transmitting this communication 
expressed the hope that a reply might be 
forthcoming.

It is understood that Ambassador 
Johnson received a communication while 
he was here which was signed by the 
gentry of Ohengtu but that he filed it 
without acknowledgment.

It is felt that an acknowledgment 
by the Embassy of the communication 
under reference would be appropriate 
and an instruction on the subject is attached.

793.94/14779

FE:Penfield:HES
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To the
American Chargé d»Affaires ad interim, 

Chungking.

The Secretary of State refers to despatch no. 133 
of February 4, 1939, from the Chargé d*Affaires, with 
which was enclosed a copy of an undated communication 
which appears to be a petition addressed to the Presi
dent and the Secretary of State by the gentry of 
Chengtu, and authorizes the Chargé d‘Affaires to make 
an appropriate acknowledgment of this communication.

793.94/14779

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

793.94/14779
 

F/FG

FEfJKPîHES
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department of state

Division of far Eastern Affairs

March 8, 1939

Chefoo’s despatch no. 42 of February 9 
reporting further on Japanese demands in 
regard to customs personnel states that a 
Japanese second officer has been appointed 
Acting Commander of the customs cruiser 
Haicheng, but^the Inspector General has not 
yet approved the transfer of the American 
former first officer of the cruiser from 
Chefoo, a transfer which is demanded by the 
Japanese.

FE:Penfield:HJN
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No. 42.

«-r

...£ ■
/* ;.'•«* A. ,

AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Chefoo, China, February 9, 1939.

Japanese Efforts to Force Expulsion 
of Mr. Theodore W. Joyce.

Subject:

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s 
3 < ‘'f/Jcode telegram No. z9 of January 28, 12.00 noon, the 

Department’s No. 22 of January 28* 2.00 p.m., and
772 1 7// /</ £ 7F

the Consulate’s No. 14 of/February 8, 9.00 a.m., 
concerning the efforts of the Japanese Navy to force 
the Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo to transfer Mr. 
Theodore W. Joyce, an American citizen, away from this 
port. The incident arises as a sequel to the seizure 
of the Chinese Maritime Customs Cruiser Haicheng which 
took place on June 30, 1938.

A report of the seizure/Was made in this Consulate’s 
7^. W/33

telegram of July 1, lO'.OO a.m., and despatch No.
July 1, 1938, to the Department, entitled ’’Japanese

o

»

Chinese Maritime Customs Cruiser Haicheng1 On

30, 1938, an armed force of Japanese sailors 
(Led the Haicheng in the port of Chefoo and forced 
(pommander, Captain George A. Angus, and Executive 

Officer Theodore W. Joyce, the only two European 
officers, to leave the ship. Under orders of the

Senior

793.94/14780
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Senior Japanese Naval Officer at Chefoo the Cruiser 
was handed, over to Second Officer Yasuda, a Japanese 
subj ect.

Since that time the ship has been in the hands 
of the Japanese Navy although the Navy claims it has 
not taken the Cruiser over and has required the Customs 
to pay operating expenses. The Chinese Maritime 
Customs will not take the Cruiser while the Japanese 
keep the European officers off the ship.

Captain George A. Angus and Executive Officer 
Theodore W. Joyce are still employed by the Customs 
and are carried in the records as Commander and Execu
tive Officer of the Haicheng. They have carried out 
some of their duties inspecting Customs stations and 
tending the lights in smaller vessels.

Captain Angus is covered by a contract with the 
Chinese Government which terminates about February 20, 
1939, and will not be renewed. Inspectors of the 
Marine Department have recommended the appointment 
of Mr. Joyce as Acting Commander on the departure of 
Captain Angus.

For some time the Japanese Naval authorities 
have been pressing the Acting Commissioner of Customs 
Momikura, a Japanese subject, to appoint Second Officer 
Yasuda Acting Commander with the pay of that rank. 
The plan to make Mr. Joyce Acting Commander forced 
the issue. On January 28, 1939, the Japanese Naval 
authorities at Chefoo ordered the Commissioner of 
Customs to appoint Second Officer Yasuda as Acting
Commander of the Customs Cruiser Haicheng and to bring

about
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about the withdrawal of Captain Au gas and Executive 

Officer Joyce from Chefoo. In an interview with the 

Japanese Naval officer the demand for Captain Augus* 

expulsion from Chefoo was not pressed but the Yasuda 

appointment and Mr. Joyce’s transfer were maintained.

The Commissioner of Customs took no definite ac

tion. He called in the Northern Commander of the 

Customs Preventive Service, Mr. Joyce’s immediate j 

superior, and told him of the Japanese orders. The 

infoimation was passed on to Mr. Joyce with verbal 

instructions to remain at Chefoo pending instructions 

from the Inspector General of Customs and further 

developments.

The Inspector General was informed of the Japanese 

demands by telegraph and instructed the Commissioner 

of Customs to take no action pending the receipt of 

a full report in Shanghai.

The Commissioner of Customs has now received an 

instruction from the Inspector General of Customs 

which is interpreted as a refusal to comply with the 

Japanese demand for Mr. Joyce’s transfer from Chefoo. 

On the strength of this Mr. Joyce has informed me that 

he will not voluntarily leave Chefoo except on orders 

approved by the Inspector General of Customs. It is 

feared that the Acting Commissioner of Customs under 

duress disregarding the instructions of the Inspector 

General may order Mr. Joyce to leave Chefoo.

Part of the Japanese demands have been granted by 

the appointment of Second Officer Yasuda as Acting 

Commander of the Haicheng. This was done by the

Acting
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Acting Commissioner of Customs in an order issued on 

January 30, 1939, before the receipt of written instruc

tions from the Inspector General of Customs. Since 

February 1, the Second Officer has been Acting Commander 

1/ with the pay of that position (Enclosure No. 1).

Respectfully yours,

Quincy F. Roberts 
American Consul

/
Enclosure:

I. Copy of Customs Order No. 430.

320 <
QFR:YCY

I
In quadruplicate to Department of State. j
One copy to Embassy, Chungking. |
One copy to Embassy, Peiping. |
One copy to Embassy, Tokyo. I
One copy to Consul General, Shanghai. |
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(Enclosure No, 1 to despatch No. 42 of Quincy E. 
Roberts, Amarinan Consul at Chefoo, China, dated 
February 9, 1939, on the subject: Japanese Efforts 
to Force Expulsion of Mr. Theodore W. Joyce.)

CUSTOMS PREVENTIVE STEAMERS* ORDER NO. 430.

I have to appoint Mr. K. Yasuda, 2nd Officer

C, as Acting Commander (2nd Officer G), O.P.S. Hai- 

cheng as from 1st February 1939. Pay according to 

the new rank is to be issued him as from that date.

(Signed) S. Momikura 

Acting Commissioner.

Custom House,

Chefoo, 30th January 1939.

SEEN BY

A true copy 
the BMgrned d 

\JlF
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 7, 1939

With reference to the attached telegram 
from Paris, It Is doubtful whether any 
facilities which the Portuguese Government 
may offer the Japanese army at Macao would be 
of much value to the Japanese army. The 
statement regarding the proposed visit of 
Koyama to Europe for the purpose of lining up 
European States for a conference to "revise" 
the Nine Power Treaty does not appear to be 
of much significance. Incidentally, there 
are four members of the Japanese House of 
Representatives named Koyama. Possibly the 
one referred to in the attached telegram is 
Koyama Tanizo, a graduate of Columbia Univer
sity, who has previously toured Europe and the 
United States.

With regard to the Chinese Embassy’s 
suggestion to the French Foreign Office that 
exports from French Indochina to Japan of raw 
materials useful to Japan in war should be 
prohibited it may be noted that in 1938 total 
imports into Japan from French Indochina 
amounted to 20 million yen, of which 60% 
represented coal and 6.5% rubber. Information 
in regard to other imports is not available.

The telegram would appear to require no 
action.
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fore being communicated 
to anyone (D) Dated March 6, 1939

Secretary of State

Washington

415, March 6, 8 p*m*

CONFIDENTIAL

Rec’d 7:10 p^m.

Division of \

I

"priment ofS

10
OlThe Chinese Ambassador, Wellington Koo^ came to the

Chancery this afternoon and said that he had received (0

information indicating that the Chief of Police of Macao

acting on behalf of the Portuguese Government, had agreed

0|0' 
%

(lU* to receive the Japanese army in Macao and offer them all 00

facilities* In addition, the ChiEf of Police had promised
that thE Portuguese Government would recognize Manchukuo ° 

cis 
GO 
GOand would join the Anticomintern Pact

Koo added that this alleged Portuguese action seemed to
Hi

Hh
F—-t »

him to be connected with another bit of information. His

Government had telegraphed him that a deputy of the Japanese

Parliament, Koyama, was about to make a trip to Europe for

the purpose of lining up European states for a conference to

"revise” the Nine Power Treaty. He said that it was believed

that Koyama would first visit Italy and Germany and then

Holland
If

q L>

0
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CA —2—415 from Paris..

•..c"

Holland, Belgium and Portugal; and that he would attempt to 

obtain the support of these states for a ’’revision'’ vzhich 

would in fact eliminate the Nine Power Treaty from the 

international arena.

(END SECTION ONE)

BULLITT

ROW NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CA

This telegram must be
clos Ely paraphrased be- __nu PARIS
fore bEing communi cat Ed from
to anyone (D) Dated March 6, 1939

Rec’d 6;21 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

415, March 6, 8 p.m. (SECTION TOO)

He added that thE British and AmEricans had stated

to the Japanese Government that if the Nine Power Treaty 

v/r.s to be revised it should be revised by an orderly con

ference and that he thought the Japanese were now preparing 
* 

the ground for such a conference by attempting to line up

r. majority of the original signatories of the Nine Power

Pact and later adherents so that, if such a conference should 

be eventually held, England, France, and the United States 

would find themselves in a minority.

The Chinese Ambassador said that he had recently made 
thr e e/ suggestions to the French Foreign Office. The first that 

Exports from French Indo-China to Japan of raw materials 

useful to Japan in war should be prohibited» He ahad just 

been informed by Leger that this would be done.

BULLITT

NPL ROW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CA
Thia telegram must bE ROM

clos Ely paraphrased bE- PARIS
fore bElng communicated
to anyone (D) Dated March 6, 1939

Rec’d 7:40 p.m. 
SEcrEtary of StatE

Washington

415, March 6,. 8 p,m< (SECTION THREE)

Second: He had suggEsted that transit for all mater

ials including implements of war over the French railroad 

through Indo-China should be permitted.. He had now received 

the reply that the French decree forbidding this would be 

replaced as the basis for shipments by Chapter One of the 

Geneva Convention of 1925 on control of international trade 

in arms and munitions. He stated that this would enlarge 

considerably thE list of articles which could be shipped

over the Indo-China railroad but would still forbid shipment 
immediate 

of pistols, rifles,' shells, tanks, artillery and other/imple

ments of war. The shipment of planes for civilian use would

be permitted but not planes for military use.

He had also suggested that, as a means for bringing

greater pressure on Japan, the French, British and American 

Governments by administrative measures,' simultaneously but 

not jointly, should diminish sales of Japanese goods in all 

their territories* He stated that the French Government had 

replied
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CA --2—-415 from Paris, Section 3

replied that it dould find no support for such a 

proposal in the United States.

(END OF MESSAGE)

BULLITT

ROW NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

______ GRAY

HONG KONG VIA N.R.
FROM

Dated March 7, 1939

Secretary or state

Washington

84, March. 7, 9 a.m.

Received 4 a ) 01
Afffttth '!

Ï939

Pi vis
FAR EASFE

MAR ?
^Department of State ,

/ Q

Referring to my telegram No. 77, March 3, 9 a.m.

according to confirmation copy just received from Saigon 

last sentence of the penultimate paragraph should read 

’’Co establish Chungking Hannoi service".

Repeated to Chungking, Yunnanfu.

SOUTHARD

DDM
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Department of state

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
March 10, 1939.

Tsinan’s No. 26 of January 23 to Peiping 
discusses Japanese policy and progress in 
Shantung. The ability of the Japanese to 
hold lines of communication and maintain 
railway service even though garrisons are 
extremely small is explained by the severity 
of theirpolicy. Chinese villages closest to 
the scene of any guerrilla activity are 
razed. Chinese Eighth Route Army units 
appear to be dispersed throughout Shantung 
but have remained aloof from guerrillas and 
guerrilla activities. In contrast to the 
latter they are well thought of by the 
people. Some American missionaries are 
apprehensive of this growing communist 
influence. It is rumored that Yu Hsueh-chung 
will soon be appointed Governor or guerrilla 
commander in Shantung by the National Govern
ment. Although the railways are kept open 
by the Japanese freight facilities are 
totally inadequate. Transportation of 
Japanese goods does not, however, appear to 
be as greatly handicapped as transportation 
of foreign goods.

y.

FE:Pbnfield:REK
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AMEHICAB conjulaik, 
Tsinan, China, January S3, 1939

. ’ ’ -3 i
■ - ‘ «/ V.A

3tHMTBCT: 3GM? ASPECTS SK THE POLITIC» MILITARI SITUATION IS

5R BSim ÂfFAîtte

Willy* K» Peek, inquire, 
American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim, 

Peiping.

A
^lüfA

N
T SEC

RETARY
____

S:f’
:W

e

1 have the honor te report that, while there is 
evidence of a recent strengthening at Japanese 

itary forces in Shantung, particularly alo^Üi ' " 

ingtao-Tsinan Railway, it is really anasing to the 
idental observer that the snail Japanese forces 
loyod san holt the linos of oonamnieation in this 

province ant Maintain anything like a regular railway 
service. At suoh an important place as Ghowtsun until 
recently the Japanese garrison nuabered loss than SOO 
non. To tonage railway tracks and prevent trains free 
running requires neither Military training nor arms and, 
considering that there are scan 40 million people in 
this province, Japanese success in the operation of the 
turner Chinese (tovornsnat Railways indeed appears in
credible. But when one considers the reign of terror 
by which Means alone the Japanese are succeeding in this 
direction, the results are not so niraeulooui after aU« 
It mist be admitted that self-preservation is a natural 
instinct oharaetoristio at all humanity, especially whan 

^£•4

795.94/14783
 

F/FG
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reduced to dire circumstances, in consideration of which 
the docility of the natives of chaotic Shantung is not 
difficult to understand. Let us for a moment pause to 
find out what happens when a section of track or a railway 
bridge is damaged. In such a case the Japanese merely 
fix the blame on some near by village or villages and 
proceed to raze it (or them) to the ground, as in the 
case of Hamatsun ( £(£. || ) and several other towns and
hamlets between here and Tsingtao, the remains of which 
are plainly visible from the train. This is equally true 
when a guerrilla attack occurs, such as the attack on 
Tsinan last August, following which Paliwa ( ),
south of the city, was destroyed. In this connection, 
and with reference to the Consulate’s telegram no. 2, of 
January 18, 3 p.m., sent to the Department and repeated to 
the Embassy, concerning the recent abortive expedition 
against the guerrillas in the near by hills, in which, it 
has subsequently been learned, the Japanese "liaison officer 
attached to the Lioh’eng Magistracy was killed, today’s 
edition of the SHaNTOMG HSIN MIN PAO states that "the Com
mander of the Japanese Garrison Forces and the Magistrate 
of Lich’eng have circulated a Joint letter of admonition 
among the populace in th® vicinity ......who offered re
sistance to the Japanese Amy in conjunction with the 
bandits under ths bogus magistrate on the 15th," and that 
"as a result of investigation by the Japanese Army the 
inhabitants of the villages near Ta Fu Ssu were discovered 
to be disguised bandits, hence the necessity for burning 
those villages."

Ehet happens to the population of such villages may 
well
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well be imagined. At best they are rendered boneless 
and must seek refuge in the country side, if they are 
fortunate enough to anticipate the approach of the 
Japanese troops in tine to escape. In the circumstances, 
is it any wonder that the people aro not only reluotant 
to arouse the ire of the Japanese, but at tines even 
disclose guerrilla activities to the Japanese in an 
effort to save their own skins? Life in Shantung has 
always been a hard and very real proposition, and good 
government is a thing absolutely alien to the people* 
And notwithstanding what has been written and said about 
the growing national spirit in China, the civic interest 
of tile people of this part of the country doos not extend 
far beyond the native village.

But while the Japanese are maintaining railway com
munications more or less uninterruptedly, inadequate 
freight facilities, duo at least in part to heavy mili
tary demands for rolling stock, continue to make it 
necessary to transport important quantities of goods by 
mule cart to distant points along the railway lines. 
However, it nay bo safely stated that military necessity 
is not the only deterrent to the transportation of foreign 
products such as kerosene, for instance, while it is 
true that American oil companies are experiencing difficul
ties in obtaining freight space for stocks demanded by 
interior markets,1 It is very probable that the distribution 
of Japanese kerosene is not being so greatly handicapped by

1. See Tsingtao's despatch to the Embassy no. Stl, of January 17, IWt, subjects «Japanese Ballvay Control.”

&&
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lack of railway transportation facilities. over 11,000 
(10 gallon) units of Japanese kerosene arrived by rail 
at Tsinan during December 1938, or about the saw quantity 
as was imported by the leading American oil company whose 
brand is veil known and long established in this market.

Units of the Eighth Route (Communist) Army appear 
to be dispersed throughout shantung and to constitute, 
at least potentially, the major force now opposing the 
Japanese Invasion of the province since the withdrawal of 
Shih Yu-san from this area in December.1 The pro-Japanese 
press frequently carries reports of Japanese engagements 
with "communist bandits”, of which the following is typical: 

"On January 3 at 8 p.m. Japanese units, which 
were operating in the area of Kaokiaohi (about 8 
kilomotors oast of Wukiao) against a guerrilla band 
(about 1,000 strong) of mixed comaunists and bandits 
under Chang Kuo-chi, dealt a crushing blow to the latter, who left behind 370 bodies. The Japanese military occupied Wukiao (about 30 kilometers north
east of Tehsion) on January I at 8 p.m. Largo quan
tities of arms and asaamition wore captured* The Communist Youth Training Office, three barracks and 
the headquarters of the bogus government wore all 
sot on firo."

1. 8oo Consulate’s despatch to the Embassy no. 24, of January 17, 193», subject: "Dissension among Shantung 
Guerrilla Loaders.*

Wukiao ( jg. ^w,t beyond the shantung border
in Hopei, and is loss than four miles east of the Tientsin- 
Pukov Railway. The report quoted above is probably exag
gerated, since these bands will seldom risk an engagement 
with Japanese troops, but usually withdraw in the face of 
a Japanese advance. The 370 bodies, if indeed there wore 
so many casualties, were probably those of innocent vil
lagers. The Japanese are reputed to shoot as "suspicious 
characters" everyone who attempts to follow the natural

Impulse
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impulse to run away at their approach, regardless of age, 
sex or condition»

Members of the Eighth Route Army are active in or
ganising "Communist Youth Groups’* which latter are carrying 
out intensive antl-Japsnese propaganda campaigns, including 
lectures and plays depicting Japanese cruelties. They 
remain aloof from the guerrillas and are well thought of 
by tho populace because of their considerate treatment of 
the people. It is said that, for the moment, they are 
avoiding any clash with the Japanese and are merely re
cruiting men, training then in both military tactics and 
Communist precepts, and awaiting arms and munitions, which 
they are said to be receiving some how through tho Japanese 
lines. Some groups have ammunition but have not yet been 
supplied rifles, while others have rifles but no ammunition. 
They are said to maintain rigid discipline and to obey 
implicitly the orders of their commander, who remains anony
mous, being referred to merely as tho Sou Ling ( 4^ )•

Certain American missionary observers are quite appre
hensive lest Communism gain a strong foot-hold in this part 
of China, contending that present chaotic conditions provide 
a fertile field for tho growth of Communist ideas, the seeds 
of which are being widely sown by the Eighth Route Army, 
These observers are firmly convinced that should the Japanese 
withdraw the Communists will assume control of large areas 
of this province. However, anything would bo more welcome 
to the people than the Japanese yoke.

It is rumored that General Yu Hsueh-chung ( ,’£ )
is to be appointed by the Rational Government as Governor 
of Shantung to succeed Shen Hung-lleh ( ), whose 
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infime» is considered too United because of the small 
military forces at his command. General YU commanded 
the Slot Army, consisting of two divisions, which formerly 
garrisoned the Tsingtao area. It will bo recalled that, 
allegedly under orders from higher military authority, 
Yu withdrew his forces from Tsingtao in December 1937, 
prior to the Japanese occupation, after having eonstrusted 
miles and miles of trenches and other defense works» The 
present whereabouts of General Yu is unknown. Another 
rumor has it that General YU has been made "Commander in 
chief of Guerrillas in the Shantung War Area," and that 
Shen will bo second in command but will retain the Govern
orship under the National Government.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0* Hawthorne, 
Amarican Vice Consul.

COH/KOC
Original to Embassy, Peiping, five copias to the Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Babassy, Tckyo, 
copy to Consulate, Tsingtao.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern affairs

0
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Tsinan, China, January 26, 1939.

SUBJECT: CONDITIONS IN TUNGCHANGFU

billys R. Peck, Esquire, 
American Charge d’Affaires ad interim, 

Peiping.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s
despatch to the Embassy, no. 8, of December 6, 1938, 
subject: "rail of Tungchangfu," and to quote the fol
lowing from a letter addressed to this Consulate on
January 20, 1939, by an American missionary at Tung- 
ehang, on the Grand Canal in western Shantung, eon- 

lag present conditions in that region: , i
•j 

"At present, although there le no very big 
affair going on, still I have It on hearsay, that 
the socallod guerrillas hereabouts, are more 
robbers than anything else. Reverting to type, I guess, since they were more or loss turned into an "army" by the late Fan dchu-eien, who had 
gradually won than over from robbering, especially 
in Tangy1, Guanhsien, and districts to the South 
of here. The Japanese seem to be gradually consolidating their position, having possession of TUngehang, Moping, and Gaotang. However, they 
don’t seem to bo able to get the people to return 
here to Tungchang In any groat numbers. The town 
Is pretty dead. Of course, It goes without saying that duo to the conditions (instability and loose 
bands of "guerrillas") prevalent in the countryside 
some 20 11 or so beyond this town, wo missionaries 
can not perform our work as in ordinary times. Doctrine schools and 1ha like are practically non
existent.

wHQ*»iy.F.

793.94/14784
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"However, The Japanese Authorities hare been 
very decent towards us, putting absolutely no 
hindranee on our movements. Of course, not long 
after the Japanese were established here, and a 
couple of Military Police called on us, we tried 
to sake it clear to them that we were officially 
and unofficially not connected with the political 
situation. naturally, being foreigners, some not 
understanding the idea of a missionary and a Catholic 
priest, wo might bo looked on as quasi**spies. But,
I think they comprehend our situation. I understand 
too, that they have shown themselves very polite and 
reasonable towards The National Holiness Mission, an 
American Protestant establishment, outside the walla 
at Dungkuan, (East suburbs)."

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vico Consul.

800COH/KCC
Original to Embassy, Peiping, 
5 copies to the Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.

A true copy of 
the sign®- 
ina\
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Division of Far eastern Affairs

S: )
Mr. Secretary^

rebyWTÏ>;«>i*.STAIt

FFB 4»- 1939
There is attached an aide-memoire from 

the British Embassy which, was handed to Mr. 
Welles on January 25 by tfiwMtBlSEefiirMIê. 
In this ffieaeraniwfe there are set forth certain 
views of the British Government in regard to 
the question of the feasibility of instituting 
measures of retaliation against Japan. The 
British Government states that it would like 
to receive the views of this Government on 
this general subject.

There is attached also a copy of 
London’s confidential telegram No. 127, 
January 30, 8 p.m., the second paragraph of 
which is pertinent to this matter.

In considering the general question 
discussed in the British aide-memoire, it 
is believed that you will wish to read the > 
memorandum under date December 5, prepared 
by certain officers of the Department, on 
the subject "Steps of a Positive Character <■ 
Which the United States Might Take against 
Japan in Retaliation for Japan's Injury to 
American Rights and Interests in China: 
Examination Thereof"; also Mr. Hornbeck’s 
memorandum of comment to Mr. Sayre under 
date December 22. Copies of these two 
memoranda are attached.

At the suggestion of 
arranged with your office

Mr. Welles, we have 
for a conference

with
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

2 -
with you on the general subject of Far Eastern 
policy. The time arranged for the conference 
is tomorrow (Thursday) at 3 p.m.

Enclosures:
British aide-memoire;
London’s telegram, 

January 30;
Memorandum of December 5 

with Mr. Hornbeck’s 
memorandum of comment 
of December 22.

FE:MMH:REK
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On instructions from his Government
the First Secretary of the United States Embassy 

in London enquired on November 3rd what further 

measures His Majesty’s Government might think 
suitable in the event of the Japanese Government 
replying unfavourably to the parallel approach 
which it was proposed to make in the matter of the 

navigation of the Yangtze.

j 2. His Majesty’s Government thereupon under
took a detailed study of the whole question of 

the feasibility of instituting measures of

retaliation against Japan, a matter to which 
they had already given much thought during the 
preceding twelve months, without however finding 

_ it possible to devise any measures on the part of 
A the United Kingdom which could be relied upon 

> <5? /'» / I with any real certainty to achieve the objects 
ip™? desired within a reasonable period of time.
gr J» < Their earlier examination of this subject

in November 1937 had led them to conclude (a) that • GO

Japan would be able to continue military operations 
for some months without further importation of

essential war supplies except possibly certain 
mechanised transport and aviation spirit: (b) that 

an embargo by the British Empire and the United 
States of America on selected commodities required 

by Japan would cause her serious difficulty, but
CÙthat/
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that in the absence of a world-wide scheme of 
international retaliation Japan could not without 
a state of war between her and the retaliating 
countries be prevented from acquiring supplies 
from alternative sources in non-retaliating 
countries and by means of entrepot trade through 
these two countries; (c) that an embargo by the 

British Empire and the United States on all Japan's 
export trade would be highly embarrassing for her 

and might in the long run prove decisive owing to 

her inability to pay for imports; but that no 
decisive effect could be expected for a considerable 
period; (d) that a refusal by the British Empire 
and the United States of bunker facilities and of 
use of their ports to Japanese shipping would 
increase economic pressure on Japan although it 
would not prevent the conveyance of goods to and 
from Japan: that Japan would however probably 
regard action directed against her shipping as 
especially provocative and might well retaliate 

against-United States and British shipping in the 
Far East: (e) that the cooperation of other countries 
with the United States and the British Empire would 

intensify to varying extents all the different forms 
of pressure: but that as regards Japanese imports, 
the participation of any number of countries 
conceivable in present circumstances could not 
entirely prevent Japan from acquiring necessary 
supplies of raw materials. Their participation 

would, however, increase the temporary dislocation 
of/
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of Japan's trade and force her to pay higher prices 

for her supplies: and the effect on Japanese exports 

would be more pronounced if the Netherlands, France, 

Egypt, Belgium, the U.S.S.R. and the Argentine 

cooperated: (f) that as regards the counter effect 

on those, by far the largest part of the loss of 
trade wo uld fall on certain overseas countries, notably 
India and Australia: (g) that the adoption of measures 

sufficiently drastic to have any prospect of achieving 

the results desired would involve the risk of grave 

counter-measures by Japan and may lead to war. 

The foregoing conclusions related particularly 

to the imposit’on of formal sanctions as a political 

weapon for the arrest of Japan's aggression in 
China. They would apply, however, with approximately 

equal force to economic reprisals designed as a measure 

of defence against injury by Japan to specific interests 

in China. *

4. The reconsideration which His Majesty's

Government in the United Kingdom have given to this 

subject since the United States' Inquiry in November 

has confirmed their view that the above conclusions 

were well founded and still hold, although, of course, 

the deterioration in the economic position of Japan 

since November 1937 has shortened the period in which 

an embargo on Japan's export trade might now be expected 

to have a decisive effect.
5. Indeed, His Majesty's Government in the

United Kingdom are advised by His Majesty's Ambassador
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at Tokyo that the placing of an embargo on imports 

from Japan by the British Empire and the United 

States would in present circumstances have an immediate 

and disastrous effect on her whole economy and that 

the present moment is particularly favourable for 

action, when the Japanese army are so deeply involved 

in China and when the prospect of future economic 

and financial difficulties is beginning at last to 

be present to the minds of competent Japanese leaders.

It may be added that British business firms 
in China, who would undoubtedly be the first victims 

of Japanese counter measures, are of the opinion (in 

which His Majesty's Ambassador in China entirely 

concurred) that retaliation in some form (e.g. denunciation 

of the Anglo-Japanese Commercial Treaty) is the only 

effective method of countering Japanese designs.
6. Denunciation of the Anglo-Japanese Commercial

Treaty would not enable immediate action to be taken 

owing to the period of notice required. In the 

meantime the restrictions which might be placed on 

Japanese imports into British Colonies or into, say, 

the Philippines could not be made effective, while 
reprisals not involving the infringement of Commercial 

Treaties would necessarily be very limited in scope.
But the giving of such notice would in any 

event be a very serious warning to Japan, and His 

Majesty's Government in the United'Kingdom will be 

glad to know whether the United States Government 

consider that denunciation or the threat of denunciation 
in/
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in itself would produce a deterrent effect.

7, If, as is only too likely during the period 
of notice fresh action were taken by Japan to 
infringe the treaty rights of His Majesty's 
Government or of the United States Government, it 
would be a matter for consideration whether in view 
of Japanese action we could take retaliatory measures 

before the stipulated notice had expired.
Whether notice of denunciation had been 

given or not, it may be possible to argue that the 

material damage to United States and British 
interests resulting from Japan's disregard of her 

obligations under the treaties to which we are all 

three parties has been such that Japan has no right 

to complain if we act in a manner incompatible with 

other treaty obligations between Japan and ourselves 
or if, as a measure of retaliation or as a means 
of obtaining redress and reparation, we take action 

against her which would otherwise be illegal, so 
long at any rate as the retaliatory action is in 
proportion to the wrong and, as near as may be, 
similar in kind. If such action were legitimate it 
would obviate the need to await the expiration of the 
notice of denunciation before putting into effect 
any retaliatory measures, at least of proportionate 
extent and approximately similar in kind, which may 

have been decided on.
8. His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom will welcome the views of the United States 

Government/
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Government on t' is point, and any indication they 

see fit to furnish as to the conclusions to which 
their own consideration of the whole matter has so 

far led them. If the United States Government has 

found it possible to formulate any definite proposals, 

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom will, 

of course, be happy to examine them with a view to 

possible parallel action. Any proposals, however, 

would have to be referred by His Majesty’s Government 

in the United Kingdom to the Dominions and to the 

Government of India and the Government of Burma on 

whom, as stated above, by far the greatest part of 

the loss of trade would fall. The United Kingdom 

Government might also have to introduce special 

legislation if effective measures of retaliation 

were to be instituted against Japan. Should it be 

found possible to reach agreement on these points 

it would be necessary for all the governments concerned 

to consider what Japanese counter-measures, economic 

or military, e.g. against shipping or other interests 

accessible to Japanese action were to be apprehended 

and what contributions to the common defence each of 

the governments concerned would be prepared to guarantee. 

9. A policy of retaliation cannot be embarked

upon without a clear realisation as to what it will 

■lead to if pursued to the end - and the objections 

to embarking on such a policy and then being forced to 

retract are self-evident. Whatever may be the initial 
step/
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step in a policy of retaliation the real problem is 
the political dilemma that non-retaliation may 
involve failure to protect treaty rights and the 

legitimate interests of British and American nationals 

against discrimination and the danger of eventual 

elimination by Japanese aggressions, while retaliation 
involves the danger of counter-measures and of war.

His Majesty* s Government in the United 
Kingdom have hitherto been disposed to think that 
in the present state of Europe the right policy for 

the present is not to embark on retaliation.
But His Majesty’s Government in the United 

Kingdom have not reached any final conclusion and it 

would greatly assist them to do so if the United 
States Government could inform them of any conclusions 

at which they themselves have arrived.

BRITISH EMBASSY, 

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

January 25th 1939.
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Juno 28 1939

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Edwin C. Wilson, Esquire,
American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim, 

Paris.
Sir:

There are enclosed for your strictly confidential 
information a copy of an aide-memoire of January 25, 
1939 from the British Embassy and copies of memoranda 
of conversations, as listed below, in regard to the 
feasibility of instituting measures of retaliation 
against Japan.

Very truly yours, 
For the Secretary of State:

Sumner Welles

Enclosures:
1. Aide-memoire, 7 5 3 ■ 9 -/z ? S 5

January 25, 1939.
2. Memorandum of Con

versation of 
February 3 between 
the Under Secretary 
of State and the 
British Chargé'd‘Affaires.

3. Memorandum of donversatlon 
of June 5 between the French 
Ambassador and Mr. Hamilton.

793.94/MMM

JUN 21 1939 PM J

FE:?â:HJM 6/15
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June 'a'

mZSXUL COSFIDEHTIAL

Eugene H. Dooman, Esquire,
American Chargé d’Affaires ad Intérim, 

Tokyo.
Sir:

There are enclosed for your strictly confidential 
information a copy of an aide-memoire of January 
1939 from the British Embassy and copies of memoranda 
of conversations, as listed below, in regard to the 
feasibility of Instituting measures of retaliation 
against Japan.

Very truly yours, 
For the Secretary of State:

Sumner Welles

Enclosures:
1. Aide-memoire, 7 73 • 9 ¥ 7 Ft-'

January 25, 1939.
2. Memorandum of conversation 

of February 3 between the 
Under Secretary of State 
and the British Chargé d’Affaires.

3. Memorandum of conversation of 
/> / June 5 between the French Ambassador 

l and Hr. Hamilton.
JUN 21 1939 PM

793.94/SBMB

FE:EŒ3:HJM 6/15 FE^^y,/

793.94/14785
 

F/FG
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!une ls.i$

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

"°- (TU

The Honorable
Joseph P. Kennedy, 

American Ambassador, 
London. ., x

sir: 'rfltf'flr
Referring to the Department’s instruction'no. 482

of February 7, 1939, there are enclosed for your strictly 
confidential information a copy of an aide-memoire of

! HiJanuary 25, 1939/from the British Embassy and a copy of 

a memorandum of a conversation of June 5, 1939, between 
the French Ambassador and an officer of the Department 
In regard to the feasibility of instituting measures of 
retaliation against Japan.

Very truly yours, 
For the Secretary of State:

Sumner Welles

Enclosures:
1. Aide-mémoire, ; 3 . <?<///v 7 £ 

January 25, 1939.
2. Memorandum of conversation of 

June 5 between the French 
Ambassador and Mr. Hamilton.

793.94/MBMI

PÊ
FEî&ÎîHJN 

6/19
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE , i X $
Adviser on Political Relations^ \

U.
Mr Vieil

February 4, 1939

You will find interesting

the statements which I have marked

in the memorandum of a conversa

tion with Mr. Kodama; also, the .... j 

comment by Mr. Ballantine.

Attention is invited to the statement 
contained in the penultimate paragraph of 
Mr. Fowler's memorandum of conversation 
with Mr. Kodama to the effect that, accord
ing to Kodama, Tiger Kanl (who is 
apparently a Director of the North China 
Development Company, of which Kodama is 
President) was not a business man but knew 
many foreigners and had been told to keep 
calling on them and try to bring about a 
better feeling. This statement would seem 
to bear out the views expressed in your 
memorandum of January 27, 1939 that 
Mr. Kodama was apparently trying to do what 
so many prominent Japanese have sought to 
do in conversations with foreigners, 
namely, to dispel apprehension and impart 
an optimism that everything will soon be 
"all right". The name "Tiger Kanl" may be 
a nickname, as I have never heard of such 
a Japanese surname as "Kanl".

t 

i

FE: Ballantine :HJN
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(«EXTRAL.\MEKI(’iAXTRAX’SPORTATIOA'GoRPOILVriON

MAX EPSTEIN 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

135 South LaSalle Street 

Chicago

Personal

-January 27, 1939 
division of

flB AHMfô 1
j Ml 311939 n

Department

Honorable Stanley Hornbeck 
Chief
Far Eastern Division
State Department 
Washington

My dear Mr

D. C

Hornbeck:

JAN^»1939

I just received a communication 
from Walter Fowler in which he refers to 
his visit to Manchuria to see some of the 
Jap officials and he encloses memorandum 
of his conversation with Mr. K. Kodama 
which I thought would be of interest to 
you. You may keep same.

He remarks that while up there 
he found that since the United States 
Government made the advance of twenty- 
five million dollars the Japs have the 
jitters worse than ever.

Kindest regards.

795.94/14786

ME:f 
enc.
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. ■ Memorandum of conversation with Mr. K. Kodsma. 3FM-51M Dec 15, 1938.
I congratulated him on his courrage in coming out of retirment to take over 
duties that might not prove easy. He replied that the Finance Minister was 
an old man and had reminded him that all Japan was mobollsed, that each man 
must do his duty, recalled that in March 1937 he was the head of the Jap- 
Sino cultural society and a guest of the Chinese Govt, went to Nanking in a 
private car where he war the guest of Gen Chang Ksi Shih, that In theNanking 
station last week he saw that private car and it made him feel"very funny "
He said he did not know how the Hallways In Central China would be handled, 
that they may be declared a war prise, or the may be turned back to the Natst 
Govt, or soMk might call it a puppet Govt]? but that the Peking H«nkow Ry would 
be handled by the North China Co. That passed our F-H-Ry clàim back to reking. 
His purpose was to make Shanghai a flurishing city with help of third powers, 
but it would take perhaps two or maybe more years before conditions were such 
that he or his successor could make headway, but thatany success would have to 
be such that Japan would have to benifit as well as third powers.

frv—। I asked wat he really mentait by inviting third Ps to assist in rehabiliting 
end developing the country, if it was the idea that third Ps put up the money 
and the Japanese would run the show, he replied by asking tadm what I would say 
if he asked me to put up half of the money for a car plant without having an 

J equal share in the management, I replied that I would tell him té jump in the 
■river, he laughed an.' said, certainly, and the responsible Japs realised that,
I suggested that he make it plain in his interviews, but he said that now was 
not the time to talk. Referred to some article in the London times, and other 

( foolish questions brought up in the house of Commons.
«Ve talked of the North Chine Railways end he expressed the idea that our claim 
was ggainst the Nat’1st Govt, that the military might consider the Railways a 
war prise. That was hitting below the button and I explained our car accounting 
agreement in emphatic words, he then agreed that our claim was different to the claims on centr 1 China Railways. Î got the impression that on the Centlal 
Rys, financed by British the Japs ere now considering, the present value of 
them and cost of rehabilitetion, in other words are the railways an asset as 
a war prise or will it cost more than they can put up, and had they best make 
a play by handing them back to the British bond holders, who will agree to put 
them in shape. (Then perhaps in another 5 years find some reason to take them)
He was anxious to talk, said that he had always said there was no reason to 
hurry, but since taking on this job he had flown for the first time and it was 
certain that he would have to travel many times between here end Tokio. He 
referred to Chang Kai Shih being the cause of it all, I remarked it seemed to 
me a terrlable thing to let a nations feeling against one man bring about such 
destruction and loss of life. He agreed, but said it was too late now. I said 
that it would be very difficult to get responsible Chinese to take up Govt jobs 
they were afraid of their lives, he said that he was in the same fix.
I asked him if it were true that Tiger Kani was one of his directors, and what 
Kanl’s duties were, he replied that Tiger was not a buisness men but he knew 
so many foreigners that he had told him to keep calling on them and try to bring 
about a better feeling. I mention this which will remind me of other things said 
that I wont put down. He said that there were too many Japs talking that didnt 
know what they were talking about.
He made the definite ststement that the NCDCo would get absolute control of the 
Railways, but he didnt know when it would be, thought within a month, ?nd when I told him of my last letter from Peking, Nov SH^he became very excited for a 
minute and made' some notes and I beleive took the view I have that it definately put the responsibility on the Jap Govt.
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February 4, 1939.

My dear Mr. Epstein:
I have received and read with interest 

your letter of January 27, 1939, and its 
enclosure, a copy of a memorandum of a con
versation between Mr. Walter Fowler and 
Mr. K. Kodama.

I appreciate very much indeed your 
thoughtfulness in making available to me the 
information given in your letter and in the 
memorandum.

With cordial regards, I am
Yours sincerely,

STANLEY K. HORNBECK

795.94/
I 4786

Mr. Max Epstein,
General American Transportation Corporation,

135 South LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois.

FEjLES 
PA/H:SKH:ZMK

T1

0
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ÏÇ
■- ’■' ■ ,-y D-ij Lissst of Inf omet ion

‘Aa 30»-Japanes» Jltmtion
OrFebruary 10-24, 1&S»

\ UR ifcltRN jiy

bkij.l.’i.itssnt c? y'"

SOTS: Situation itap does not report.
1652. Sec. 3® -md 5®) or ®

•w."

». The Japans»» > operation between the Ain-îæn and 7sia-
« u rnllw&ys is continuing. 7ho forowa «emitted urn eetinated at a 
alnlMUK of two divisions. jIw area swept through has been extended 
some 40 ailes to ths south and apparently ail targe centers of popu
lation have bean occupied. Apparently the Chinese have offered no

1.

targe-scale resistance sad there la a notable dearth of otaias of tac
tical victories by either side. Hie Japanese have threatened to destroy 
all villages harboring .^uerrllltt» »nd to wipe out their ml® populations, 
.eralatent but unconfirmed rutwrs continue that more Japanese troops 
ere being shifted from Central china to the north.

Cornent, ïhla is th» Boat anbltious pacification operation 
yet undertaken by the Japanese. Xt is being conducted on favorable ter
rain, except for the sine of the area involved, sad at a aesson of the 
year alien the cover afforded by crops is absent. In charaetar it ie 
simitar to the operations which proved effective in Manchuria in suppress- 
IM irregulars. It can be expected that it will inflict none loesea 
and considerable disorgnnimtion on the ,.?.;«rrill«s, end should serve to 
intimidate the populace to a narked degree. It should provide a defi
nite tost of the vitality of the guerrilla movement.

795.94/
I 4787

Ï7B

p, oa February 14 a Japanese landing ws made et Yulin Boy on the / touthera extremity of Heinen lataad. The area seised is suitable for a 
naval establishment for tlw> blockade of the loathing Culf and oanne- 

r- rjlitatly the .outh Kweagtung coast and the Ked hiver delta of Irafto-’ hins.
A, f-4 Sir« Z' -LI ■> ? a. Da February Id the Japanese announced that amphibious opera- ’teçj
12 S f~ tlfflta impended in Yeichow Bay «md on the Bist same 10 warships and trans- R

■ 5i or .ports appeared in that area and blockaded the port of Heiman. Ihe saall « fe
S *iwS! expedition and a study of the terrain suggest that the even--,-.

\\. ' ttal occupation of «««show is contemplated. ..enehow, wbance targe tea
\ " .totporta are «hipped, is now a source of considerable ouetase revenue to 
\ the <hln»s» Motional Oovsnawnt «nd throuidi it war supplies are enter- 

ing in fbirly targe quantities.
a. -n

a. Bardor skirmishes aon'sinund on the /<rgun Hiver frontier between _p
Asnohoukuo and the V.jHUH. on February If’ end 13. 0
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b. en Fabr^ary «X a Japanese plant! angn»»d in punitive oponnione 
dropped a bomb within th® limita of tit» British colony or ilon^Mns, 
killing tn Indian policemn. In response to a protest by Ambassador 
Creigio the Japanese k»vt>rns»»nt on fsbruery 83 expressed regret, under
took to pay dezuy^s «nd ®«vb assurances anient the recurrence of the 
incident.

«• On February 13, in response to inquiries fro» ireet Britain, 
France end the 'united State», Foreign Minister Arite »îrvc assurances 
that the Japanese occupation of territory in Hainan was purely militeiy 
and temporary in character.

d. «.f forts to facilitate th® evacuation of for»! «piers fro» Kuling 
resulted on February 88 in the escort of 43 person® to Kiukiang. ‘oven 
of those were za&rican citizens, a considerable number of forei^era, 
including several Americans, refused to take edvante,*» of the opportunity 
to leave.

». Ike People’s Political council act at Chungking in ite third 
session on February 18, adjourning on the lath, after five c^nerel 
meting*. The action taken by the council wee purely advisory and patri
otic but the session la significant as narking the continued limited 
participation in the govoramnt of chine of representatives of groups 
external to the hsswiintana.

f. On February 21 it w reported that General Kite, former relying 
Load of tee Japanese >-ecial 3«rviae action had returned to that oity 
after a flying trip to Fokyo. Dn the 83d apparently ««ill «^rounded re
ports wbm current that be ws the exponent of a new K£xlifio»tloa in 
Japan’s plan* for th® political orifsnlsatlon of China. 11» sehewe in 
brief contemplâtes Japan»»» occupation mid de facto annexation of Itarth 
Chins, erection of n new Kuoptinteng Nanking govnrnaent under the lender- 
ship of «eng ching-wei, both of the above with the approval Of Ciroet 
Britain and the United -<tate«. ‘‘.uuh » project appear» logical and 1» 
in keeping with .Kite’s previous stand for e loosely organised China, 
however the difficulties attendant on «11 previous politico! plans for 
Chins, including both Japanese and Chinese dissensions, would seen to 
exist in this case also.

g. In Bhaaghai the Chinese IJew Year season was narked by extra
ordinary outbreaks of anti*sJapnneee terrorism. On February 19, Mr. Chen 
lu, Foreign Minister of the Banking Reformed Ooverrownt, »i asMUWlanted 
in his hone outside •luuuÿial’c International Battlement, the killing 
was organised aethodisally and wee clearly political in charaetor. On 
the sane day a Japanese Mill was Voabad and three Japanese were wounded 
by a Chinese ^unntm. Both of these acte osourrad in the settlrasnt. 
on February Li Kuo-ohieh, fewer diplomat end reputedly pro-JapHoeeo, 
was aseaeeinnted inside the ^ettl«Hnent*e boundaries. The incidents of 
February it were emphasized in Japan end gave rise to agitation in the
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Diet for «trous aetion, «Mis being nad« for occupation of the In
ternal IomI .swttlemnt. Prosier Hlranum annouMed that the situation 
would bo mt. On February »® Mr. Mure, Japanoao Consul Oensral at 
sbaa^al, aeecnpenled by the eoteswadero of the Japanese neral landing 
party and tha Japanese amy garrison called <m ths Chelxwm of tbs 
Municipal council and presented a aeries of five denande. Their tenor 
was for the general strengthening of police Masures «gainst anti- 
JapansM terrorlM, and their Host striking features were a denand for 
the strengthening of the Japanese branch of the nunioipel pollee and 
for authority for ell Japanese law enforcement e^eneiee to operate at 
will la the OettleMont.

Cement. there enn be no question but that the Settlenent is 
a haven for ('hinese anti-Japenoae nativity and hence has aroused Japanese 
resentnent. The Japanese have worked consistently for a greater degree 
of participation in the Settlement** ^ovoruMent. A large elaaent in 
Japanese ruling opinion hopes that the Settlement will be abolished in 
duo tine or wiped out by eonpatition frost adjoining ooranerolal «nd in
dustrial areas. All these trends find expression in the current series 
of detmnds. In view of the fact that the Japanese undoubtedly expect 
the eventual Japenese-spoïworad ^pveranont of china to effect rétroces
sion of ell concessions, it would appear that any action they now con
template should atop short of Military occupation of the area, ütrong 
econonlo pressure and effective nuimmea Masures would seen to be in 
prospect, but la the absence of irresponsible action by local oeananders, 
a Unit to these activities should be foreseen.

CNHDENTIAL '
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P'ebruary24 J939

Mr. Stanley K. Hornbecki Chief, Diviaion Far East 
Washington D. C.

Dear Mr» Hornbeok,

21st. 1939

Aft TO 4$K HORNBECK^
, ..... . V 2 3 1939

( UR USTEW ÀF» .
\ » AzEB 2 4 l9B9^NlGATiûR^?fNLOf 
^.^^C0RDS

I am enclosing copy of another letter 1 have ad

Z<?v.

dressed. to Senator JEittman, as chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee.

I cannot escape the conviction that our Qowvament is making
a serious mistak ih its attitude toward Japan» That Japan de
serves the sympathy of our Government in its struggle with the hos
tile surroundings, seems to me self evident» How we can rec
oncile pur unfriendly attitude to her situation, with our manifest 
concern and unceasing efforts to sustain a paramount place in the 
South American interests, seems impossible of attainment» Sup
pose a situation of hostility to our interests should develop in
South America, and continue over a period of many years, resulting 
in conditions we felt should be dealt with. I am sure we shoulL
resent most strenuously any question vfaich Japan might make to us 
as to our designs» Why should we continue to irritate Japan 
with enquiries and notes after she has made a clear statement QfifiO 

*'^'#7 -
oi her purposes to respect American rights in the final solution 
of the present conflict?

Surely a spirit of friendly confidence would put us in a lot 

more favorable situation to influence Japan to a reasonable course 
of international relations, than can be accomplished by a taoit 
assumption distrust of Japanese assurances»

Perhaps I am unduly optimistic in thinking I could have any
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favorable effect on the foreign Relations Comnittee, but it seems 
it might be worth trying. It might happen that the represen
tations of an entirely disinterested, person, who had exceptional 
opportunities over practically the whole period during which the 
present situation was developed, might present the case in a dif
ferent light.

■ thanking you for your very courteous acknowledgments of my 
oommunicat ions,

Yours respectfully,

Fr om
T. J. League, 
114 Buist Ave., 
Greenville S. C.
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Greenville 3. C., Feb. 17th. iy3V.

Hon. ley Pit .man, 
U. 3. Senate, 
Washington D. C.
Dear Senator *ittman,

In spite of the fact .hat I have no acknowl
edgment of my letter to you oft he 24th. Ult., I am venturing to 
write again on the same subject. in the mean tin® I have seen $ 
some quotations from you on the Sino-Japanese matter, indicating 
qul.e a strong anti-Japanese sentiment. I should no doubt have 
realized that it was too much to expect of one letter, where a con
trary conception has been prevalent for a good dong while. I 

engaged 
did however hope that the facts as stated would ave ©figfgôa your 
attention to extent of causing you to reserve judgment till the 
evidence presented might be carefully considered.

The importance of the issues in the Far Eastern affairs I am 
sure must occupy a large place in your soncern, and^I should liKe 

to oall your attention again to the consideration of what my pre
sentations imply. If my views seem to you ext res®, please con
sider the unusual opportunity afforded me to follow the Whole O£- 
course of development from the time of the first Sino-Japanese ep
isode in the late eighteen eighties, culminating in the conflict 
of 1394-b, to the present. Add to that the fact of never at an 
time being influenced by any personal Interest either of advantage 
or disadvantage, and I believe you will agree that my total disa
greement with tho popular conception of what has happened in the 
case under consideration, merits serious attention.

Lio re especially is this true, when it appears that with a 
clearer understending of the sequence of events, there emerges the
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reasonable ground for the hope of such an understanding as will 
secure to the U.. S. a friendly naval power on the side cf the Paoif 
io opposite to us. Surely such a possibility is worth looking 
into. I am sure it is no mere dream. That a friendly and 
understanding approach to Japan would be welcomed by Japan. I have 
every confidence. That the factt as they have developed over 
the fifty years just past, entitle Japan to such an approach, I am 
equally confident of. That the U. S. would greatly benefit by 
such an under a tanci ng, removing at once the ground for endless 
suspicion, uncertainty and dread, which baking suoh understanding 
will continue a perpetual menace, is abundantly manifest.

I realize that there would be required a serious reversal of 
that 

pdiioies long adhered to, but'jthese policies h>ve been developed 
under the force of misconceptions as to the real relations of the 
events which produced the situation to be dealt with, may be set 
forth with such clearness as to justify entirely a different atti- 

\ tude. That the American conceptions have been formed by misled** 
ing Chinese propaganda, is not merely an oipnion of mine, but la 
capable of demonstration from other sources. "Ir. j.o.P.Bland, 
whose well known ability as to Chinese affairs and reactions to 
Western impacts, has this to say with regard to the influences op
erating on American opinion at the time of the Arms Limitation Con
ference called by Pres. Harding. yr. Bland Says:- "It was oertaii 
that the Chinese would do all tn their power to create an atmos
phere of hostility to Japan. In that they were completely suo- 
oessful. By appeals to the chivalrous support of the American 
people and charging that Japan had predatory designs on Chinese 
sovereignty, they completely won over American sympathy." The 
results of that are abundantly apparent.
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Lu discussing the Chinese présenta tiox-s before the League of 
Lationa as to the Manchurian question, Mr. Bland says:* "lx. engag
ing and exploiting the benevolent sympat! ies of Geneva’s sentimen
talists and doctrinaires, China’s suave intellectuals, Messrs. Wei 
lington Koo ml Alfred S’ze, displayed all their characteristic a« 
cuiaen with the result that the League speedily became the sounding 
board for Kuomingtmg (China's Lutional People's Party) propaganda 
and in more than ono instance a center of Kuomingtang intrigue. In 
all .he negotiations and conferences that preceded, the Manchurian 
debacle and the fiasco of the Lytton Comission, the League uis- 
playou such naive ignorance of the real condition of China as to 
invest its proceedings with fatuity."

Such opihions coming from a man of Mr. Bland's well known 
I fairminded, as ell as capable qualities^has great significance. 

* Such opinions, in view . f the issues at stake, although held by 
such an apparently hopeless minority, deserve the mist careful con 
sideration. I wish most earnestly and respectfully to urge 
that you take advantage of the possibility of having the evidence 
for such opinions placed before you for consideration. I have 
absolutely no ulterior motives. I am tremendously concerned 
with the conviction that our country is making a serious mistake 
in its attitude, and needlessly creating a condition of great dan
ger to international peace and good will, which might so easily be 
prevented.

——— Again solicting your sympathetic consideration,
Yours very truly.

T. J. neague, 
114 Bui at Ave., 
Greenville 3. c.
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February 24, 1939.

Dear Mr. League:
Your letter of February 21 and its enclosure, 

a copy of your letter of February 17 to Senator 
Pittman, are before me.

The spirit of helpfulness in which you write 
is appreciated, and I thank you for your courtesy 
in giving me the information contained in your 
communications under acknowledgment.

Yours sincerely,

'A

Stanley K. Hornbeck
Adviser on Political Relations

Mr. T. J. League
114 Buist Avenue

Greenville, South Carolina

793.94/14788
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reb TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This tElEgram must bE
closEly paraphrasEd bE- TSINGTAO VIA N.R.
forE bEing communicatEd from
to anyonE. (hr) DatEd March 7* 1939

RefErring to thE ConsulatE’s tElEgram No. 41 datEd 

March 2, 2 p. m. '

OnE. It is now apparEnt thE warning to forEign ships 

was connEctEd with an attack on port of Haichow thE 

capturE of which by JapanESE forcES on March 4 is giVEn ■' 

much prominEncE in JapanESE prESS which EmphasizEs thE 

importancE of Haichow as thE cEntEr of China’s most 

important salt producing arEa. In this connEction see 

pagEs 25 and 26 of this ConsulatE’s rEport of January 27 

last on thE subjEct of Japan’s program for Exploitation 

of China’s salt rEsourcES.

Two. PrEss rEports indicatE that JapanESE havE !

commEncEd a vigorous campaign to clEan out ChinESE troops 

in northEastEm Kiangsu in thE rEgion along EastErn sEction 

of Lunghai Railway bEtwEEn Grand Canal and Haichow (see 

thE ConsulatE’s dEspatch No. 227 of August 2, 1938 subjEct T| 

battlE of Hsuchow in connEction thErEwith), -n
ThrEE. gi 0

793.94/14789
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REB
2-#45, From Tsingtao, Mar*7>9a

Three. Reports from missionaries indicate Japanese 

squeezing guerrillas unmercifully.
Four. To Embassies, Shanghai, and by mail to Tokyo

SOKOBIN

NPL

EMB
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 45) of March 7, 1939, from the 
American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as 
follows:

A vigorous campaign has been started by the Japanese 
to rid northeastern Kiangsu Province in the area between 
Haichow and the Grand Canal along the eastern part of the 
Lunghai Railway of Chinese troops, according to newspaper 
report. The guerrillas are being crowded mercilessly by 
the Japanese, according to reports from missionaries.

Japanese newspapers give much prominence to the cap
ture by Japanese troops on March 4 of Haichow and they 
place emphasis on this city as the center of the most 
important salt producing region of China. It is evident 
that the warning which was recently given to foreign 
vessels was connected with an attack on Haichow.

793.94/14789
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Ho-

The Honorable
Joseph C. Grew, 

American Ambassador, 
Tokyo.

Sir;
Referring to your strictly confidential telegrams

syils-o
No. 45, January 26, noon, and No. 53,/January 31, 3 p.m., 
and to the Department’s telegram No. 28, February 4, 
1 p.m., in regard to a communication from the British 
Government on the subject of the feasibility of institut
ing measures of retaliation against Japan, there are en
closed for your strictly confidential information a copy 
of an aide-memoire of January 25 from the British Embassy 
at Washington and a copy of a memorandum of a conversa
tion on February 3 between the British Chargé d*Affaires 
and Mr. Welles.

Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of State: 

Sumner Walieg

793.94/I4789A

Enclosures:
1. From British Embassy, 

January 25, 1939.
2. Memorandum of

x February 3, 1939.OK "
b h 11 O 1W39 FN'
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February 7 J989

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

N°- w

Herschel V. Johnson, Esquire,
American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim, 

London.
sir: ^^3.6-^477^

Referring to the Embassy’s telegram No. 127, 
January 30, 8 p.m., paragraph two, in regard to a 
communication from the British Government on the sub
ject of the feasibility of instituting measures of 
retaliation against Japan, there is enclosed for your 
strictly confidential information a copy of a memo
randum of a conversation on February 3 between the 
British Charge d’Affaires at Washington and Mr. Welles.

Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of State: 

Sumner ffellag

793.94/I4789B

Enclosure:
Memorandum of 
February 3, 1939.

m 
O

FE:MMH:EJL
2/6/39
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA --------- -PLAIN

Secretary of State

Washington

CHUNGKING VIA N.R. 
From

158, March 8, 10 a.m.

In a radio broadcast to the nation last night the 

Chinese Foreign Minister spoke at length on the subject 

of the so-called ’’new order in East Asia”, In the course 

of his address Dr. Wang declared "the so-called new order sj 

for East Asia is, in fact, merely another name for the Oj

destruction of China’s political independence and terri- (£)

torial integrity, complete domination of the Pacific by 

Japan, and the elimination of legitimate American and

European interests in the Far East, It is absolutely 

irreconcilable with the letter and spirit of the Nine

14790

Power Treaty concluded at Washington in 1922 for the 

purpose of safeguarding the peace of the Pacific", 

Saying that the Nine Power Treaty embodies the two great 

principles of respect for China’s sovereignty and inde

pendence, and her territorial and administrative integrity, 

and the open door and equal opportunity Dr, Wang asserted 

"Japan is one of the signatories of this international^ 

treaty,
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EDA - 2 - #158, March 8, 10 a.m. from Chungking

treaty, hut by her action in the northeastern provinces, 

and by her armed invasion of North, Central and South 

China, she has violated the first fundamental principle 

of this treaty. Similarly, by her economic activities in 

the northeast, in North and Central China, she has defi

nitely closed the open door to the detriment of the 

legitimate interests of third powers". Dr. Wang 

also stressed his belief in the importance of the Nine 

Power Treaty as the foundation of peace and stability in 

the Pacific area and added that disregard of this treaty 

and of the League Covenant and the Pact of Paris had 

brought down on Japan the moral censure of the entire 

world. In this relation he expressed the hope that the 

day would not be far off when Japan would be confronted 

with actual reprisals by those powers whose interests 

she had been seeking to destroy.

Repeated to Peiping for mailing Tokyo.

PECK

DDM
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My dear Friends :

Tsinan? Shantung? China 
November 28? 1938

I received a gratifying number of replies to my last letter? written 
in May. I do not expect all of you to answer every letter, but I do expect a 
note every year or two to let me know you are still living and would like to 
continue getting my letters.

In the past six months much has happened in the world at large as well 
as in China. But I shall confine myself chiefly to our local affairs, always 
expressing myself with a certain amount of reserve. On August 12th, there was 
an abortive attempt by guerrillas to take this city, and they actually entered 
the suburbs but were driven off. (incidentally, the newspaper accounts of the 
"capture” of this place in the spring were absolutely without foundation.) The 
morning of the real attack, my wife and I went to the Hospital. 7e were not al
lowed to return heme for two days - though we live only a hundred fifty yards 
from the Hospital compound - due to strict martial law. The University campus 
was searched for suspects? but not the Medical School and Hospital. Since then 
there have been more signs than before of real defense measures. Westerners are 
given passes and can come and go freely until the barriers are put up at six in 
the evening. Chinese are allowed to enter only certain gates, and then are us
ually searched.

After the incident in August, most of us felt it would be unwise to 
attempt to open the University and thereby collect a lot of students whom we 
would be powerless to protect. At that time we did not have a British or Amer
ican Consul here, though I am glad to say that an American Vice-Consul arrived 
last week. Personally, I was opposed to opening, as I said we would be per
forming an experiment with the students as guinea-pigs. 7e had a conference in 
Tientsin late in June, with some of the members of the Board of Directors, and 
the President who had just returned from a visit to England and America. In 
October I left Tsinan again to attend a meeting of the Board of Directors and 
of the President, who had just visited West China. New Cheeloo students had 
already been enrolled in all schools in Chengtu, so it was definitely decided 
not to open in Tsinan at present.

(0 
a*

ID

A

<0

At this meeting, my resignation as Acting President was accepted, so 
I am relieved of that responsibility. I have enough to do, in the Hospital, 
looking after the Medical School compound, and teaching Anatomy and Physiology 
to the nurses. 7e did not attempt to go away on a vacation this summer - tra
vel is too uncertain. Trains are often held up as much as a day, or even re
turned to their starting point, because of the lines being cut by guerrillas. 
But we foreigners here have been fortunate in not being molested or investigated 
as people in many places have been. There has been no direct interference with 
the work of our Hospital, and both in-patients and out-patients are increasing.

Thile in Shanghai in October I saw Evy, who returned in September to 
teach in the Shanghai American School. I was also glad to be able to attend a 
meeting of my own Mission? see many old friends, and get first-hand information 
from those who have had to meet difficulties and dangers in the Yangtse Valley. 
As you know, all lower schools had to be closed, and some of the colleges have 
moved into the International Settlement in Shanghai. I saw a large building in 
which over 2,000 students of four different colleges are being taught, with more _
or less cooperation as to teachers and laboratories. Government schools and 
some missionary institutions have moved out to West China, us did a part of our 
School of Medicine. So educational work is still being carried on, though un- © 
der difficulties. Many hospitals had to be temporarily abandoned, though some -

r
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such us the University of Nanking Hospital - have remained in operation and others 
are gradually being reopened. Naturally Chinese members of the staff were in 
greater danger than the foreigners, but many of them stuck to their hospitals 
whore possible. So far as I know, only one foreign doctor has been killed, though 
one of my friends was shot and wounded by a soldier in his own hospital compound. 
The foreign missionaries have had a wonderful opportunity, in the midst of terror 
and panic, to help and comfort in body and spirit unknown numbers of people. They 
have given a nation-wide demonstration of Christianity which is appreciated by 
high and low and which will bear fruit both now and in years to come, no matter 
what the military and political results may be.

You have all read something of the suffering and destruction that has 
been wrought in the past eighteen months. 7e know that the vast majority of peo
ple ut home are sympathetic, and that you have contributed generously to Red Cross 
work. But the fact remains that a few of our nationals are making money out of 
all this, and by trading in oil, iron, cotton, silk, and other products are mak
ing possible the partial, if not complete, destruction of a nation. A pamphlet, 
presenting this situation, can be secured from the American Committee for Non- 
Participation in Japanese Aggression, 8 'Test 40th Street, Nev/ York City. I sup
pose that never in the world’s history have so many millions of people been forced 
to leave their homes and to travel such leng distances.

As to the future in general, and as regards our work, I am rather pess
imistic. I still feel that if morale holds out it will not be possible for the 
victors to hold all the spoils. There is a long and thin line of cities, rail
roads, and rivers, through a vast country of which comparatively little is under 
their control. There are great numbers of bonds - large and small - of patriot
ic or desperate men - some guerrillas, some bandits - roaming over the whole coun
try; and they must have food and supplies. I fear we are going to sec chaos on a 
tremendous scale - scattered and sporadic resistance, without coordination or reg
ular support, which jwi. 11 be able^^^iax^^^Æ^amage, but not to exjoel. There 
will probably come a tïmêTTÎefore long when some sort of"^’6mpromTse'”peace will be 
patched up. If so, it is probable that the north, including Shantung Province, 
will have a government set up as has been done elsewhere. We are not now attempt
ing to make definite future plans for the University, though we expect that the 
Hospital at any rate can carry on here.

Though we have been occupied with the troubles around us, we have also 
been deeply interested in news from the hone countries, especially the terrible 
hurricane which swept New England and Now York in September - from which I hope 
none of you suffered in person and property - and the war scare in Europe at the 
some time. I had hoped that the reactions of the common people everywhere would 
have convinced even Hitler that the people do not want war; but the latest news 
from Europe makes one wonder whether the conference at Munich was the beginning 
of an era of peace or the first step toward greater preparations for war. Certain 
States, not all in Europe, have so far been allowed to prove that Might makes 
Right, and to grow in territory and potential power, while the Democracies have 
had conferences and written notes. 7ould the world situation be different if a 
firmer attitude had been taken in 1931? Think of Manchuria, Ethiopia,Czechoslovakia?

Personally, we are very well and are living comfortably in our home. Our 
new dentist, a very nice Russian woman, lives with us. 7e expect Evy to visit us at 
Christmas. Ran is now resident in surgery at Lenox Hill Hospital, New York. I hope 
this letter will reach all of those to whom I am directing that it bo sent. It car
ries the season rs greetings to each of you, of whom I am thinking as I read over 
my mailing list.

Yours sincerely, 
/s/ K. T. SHIELDS
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JR PLAIN

From Chungking via N. R,

PASSED BY RADIO CAVITE TO

State, War Department 

Info Amilat Peiping,

From Barrett.

March 9.

Number thirty-two.

Dated March 9, 1939

Following from military spokesman at press conference 

yesterday. Center of military operations now in western 

Hupeh on Han River where Japanese strength is only about 

one division. At Yuehkow or Kokow Japanese are erecting 

defense works. Chungshiang has not been taken and 

although Japanese are attacking in three columns situation 

has eased somewhat following arrival of reinforcements-, 

Japanese in Chungshiang area are using poison gas in both 

shells and canisters but are taking every means to conceal 

such use from foreigners. Spokesman did not mention 

Japanese column recently reported near Siangyang jupt,.south 
Honan border. In Kwangtung Japanese are on* defensive due 

recent transfer of forces to North China and Hainan 
Island, Japanese strength on Hainan estimated one brigadaS 

and '.Î
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and little activity there past week. No development

of importance have occurred in Shansi where the principal 

Japanese activity is now in the ’Yens! area. The situation 

in Thungkunan area is quiet. Summing up military situation 

throughout China shows Japanese generally on defensive.

PECK

DDM
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00 P.R. Chefoo/142_________ for Despatch # 45 to Embassy.

FROM Dhefoo ( Roberts___ > DATED Feb. 6, 1939.
TO NAME

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Report concerning -, 

for month of January, 1939.
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<x> ^Ul.tagy qitbatXca
There is little change in the military situation 

about Chef00 and Wihaiwei. The Japanese continue 
to hold Weihaiwai and Chefoo with no control over any 
of the countryside outside of these two ports. *flae 
occupying forces extended their daylight raids along 
the Chefoo-ïîelhalwei road tar a distance of about 30 
miles without any decisive results.

In early January ths local Japanese garrison 
exhibited considerable nervousness apparently fearing 
«1 attack by guerrillas. Guards were doubled at the 
barriers and a nor® rigorous search of all travelers 
Including fore*!tm cars passing through the barriers 
was instituted. ^’oroignars were turned back from 
their customary walks own within a mile of the real* 
dentlal districts.

Reports are current that a part of the Chinese 
garrison revolted and joined the guerrilla and that
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the guerrillas under th a eomand of Admiral 
Bung-list, G.M., Nationalist Governor of shantung, 
have strengthened their organization after overcoming 
the Mgfath Soute Amy faction in the Hwim^sien-Iungkow 
region.

Travelers returning to Chefoo from r’lng-tu, 
Hwanghsien md Laicliow report sagagmmta between 
the Chinese mercenary troop» at P’ing-tu and the 
guerrlle forces holding loichowfu. 3ats<j» January 
10th and January 20th Military preparations and troop 
aovœiaats India at ad sosie important action was about 
to take -place. About five hundred of the Chinese 

forces mercenary/at l‘*ing-tu «n January 10 mrched towards 
Lalohowfu. Oxi January 13th the guerrilla forces md® 
a night attack cm P*ing-tu with a mall fores, probably 
for the purpose of holding the Chinese Mercenary troops 
in P’lng-tu.

There was sharp fighting between the 1’ing-tu 
mercenary troops ®â the guerrillas at several places 
between P*ing-tu «id Laichowfu. In the final engagement 
on January 16, 1339, the .■^errlllafi were dafaatod and 
the victorious P*ing-tu troops suddenly entered Laloliawfu 
without opposition, barely giving th® local officials 
and the guerrilla garrison tine to escape. Missionary 
residents of Laiohowfu report there was concidarable 
looting when the P’ing-tu forces first entered th® city 
but that it soon was stopped.

Mis®lotteries traveling through the Lalohowfu- 
i^anghsian district report th® mtor roads between 
these two places are eoKpletely tom up to stop the 
advance of the Japanese shipped forces from i^ing-tu 
and LaichowfU.
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The guerrilla fore®» at l’*«ng-lal (Tengchov?) 
and Ewnghslen are said to have r sc «rived order» to 
tear down the city walla. At ^’eag-lai several 
hundred man began the demolition of the walls and 
then stopped. It is not known if the fiwanghsien 
officials destroyed their walls. At Laiehowfu the 
occupying forces pressed the villagers into service 
and began the reconstruction of the Laiohowfu walls. 
The work is of a tœporary nature only to defend the 
city.

Along th® coastal region the guerrila plan appears 
to ©all for a withdrawal of the mobile forces into 
the hills When attacked by the Japanese or by the 
Chinese maroonaries. Fro® their strongholds in th® 
hills they expect to harass any invaders attempting 
to hold the coastal towns and the min roads. They 
are avoiding any pitched battle with the better equip
ped Chinese mercenary forces operating out of i’lng-tu 
and are prepared to retreat fro® the coast at the signs 
of any landing from the sea.

(8)
On January 23, 1939, the Senior Japanese Ksrval 

Officer at Ghafoo in a notice published in the Chinese 
press declared a blockade fro® 1»eng-lai (Tengchowfu) 
to Ch*i K*ou in Hopei a few miles south of Taku. The 
ord^r prohibits the operation of the Japanese, "teanchoukuo" 
end Chinos® vessels in the blockaded area. The zone 
includes the Miaoteo Group stretching fro® Tengehow 
Head to the Kwantung i ennlsula.

The

(4) 3ee radiogram Ko. 7, January 27, 9.00 a.®., to the 
Department, repeated to Peiping and Chimgking.

(3) Despatch Ko. 40 of February 2, 1939, to Departoant entitled "Blockade of Shantung-Hopei Coast** - 
copies to I’eipina and ChunaWna.
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The Marine Deportment of the Chinese Maritime 
CusU/.u» report that blooksdes have been declared about 
Ch’uko, Chaoyaiiii Lagoon, to the west of -ihmtung or 
Northeast i’roraontory and Jhihtao Bay to the west of 
southeast Promontory. Those tw places are not under 

(5) the Senior Japanese Naval Officer at Chef co.
The blockade of the uhentung-sHopei co&st probably 

has been established to stop smuggling of em and 
petroleum products frais Iteiron by way of the Miaotao 
Croup, 

beenThere has/a pretty persistent rumor that the 
guerrilla forces have bean obtaining &kj.s through 
Deircn. Certainly there are sufficient supplies of 
gasoline and kerosene amggled in from Dairen to ruin 
the legitimate oil trade, Prices fur cuntriband oil 
products along the Lai chow- Tcngchow coast are below 
the official prices for duty-paid stocks at Chefoo.

(3 ) Control of..Skirts. md Imports
Now* of the Japanese plan to establish a control 

over exchange through an export and import license 
schæîis first come to Chefoo from Weihaiwei on January 
3th, same of the peanut shippers heard that on January 
Id th restrictions would be imposed on all exports.

a confidential source it was learned that at Chefoo 
the Japanese Consul, the Acting Comisuioner of Customs, 
the Manager of the Tokohma Specie Bank and the Japanese 
Naval eothorities had held a number of oonferencas over 
the restrictions to bo imposed on the import and export 
trade at Chefoo and Weihsdwei.^It was learned that a 
control similar to that Ln force at Tsingtao would be

exorcised
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exercise toy the Jap-nese Nevy#^^

Confirmation of the import &nd export control 
&at&e on January 12, 1939, «thon the Coïiritaider of the 
Japanese Naval landing iarty at Chefoo published * 
notice in the Chinees prose in which the publie was 
warned that effective January 13, 1939, all goods 
entering and leaving Chefoo must be covered by a 
pemit isstuad by the Corsnander of the Japanese Naval 
landing S’art^. This notice wua transmitted to the 
Consular corps by the Japanese Consul We sum d< 
with the additional infomation that the step was due 
to willtary necessity and that applications for import 
or export penalta should bo n&de to the federated 
■Shipping Bureau (Chuan-po Llen-ho Chu )•*

On the date fixed the restrictions on imports and 
exports cane into force and for three days all import 
entries and for five days all export shipments ware 
held up awaiting the arrival of a member of the Japanese 
special Naval Msslon at Tsingtao to decide the policy 
in handling applications for shipments purchased or 
exported on old exchange contracts and merchandise 
going out on orders existing on January 15th. The 
exporters were advised to submit a list of their orders 
on hand together with other evidence of their ccexiltaaents. 

finally after much uncertainty and confusion with 
the merchants dally besieging the Federated Shipping

Sureau

(Ô) see telegram No, 1 of January 10» 10*80 a.su. to the Department, repeated to Peiping and Chungking.
(7) see telegram ho. ft of January 1ft, S.00j?jr., to the Department, repeated to Peiping and Chungking.
(8) Despatch No. 86 to Department, entitled "Exchange 

Control at Chefoo" - copies to Peiping and Chimgking

a.su
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Bureau for recognition of their orders, the Japanese 
began to issue export permits fbr orders on hand without 
retiring the bills of exchange to be negotiated through 
th© Yokoharaa □peel® Bank for federal Reserve Bank ourrenoy 
at the pegged rate of approximately ^O.gSg United states 
ourrenty to the local dollar. little attention was 
paid to imports and on January l»th, two days before 
issuing exports, the federated shipping Office began 
to issue import permits.

Th© situation at the end of the wnth nay be sura- 
aarlsad briefly as follow:

(1) Import permits are issued with little 
trouble and. no exchange restrictions 
are imposed for the tine being.

(2) Exports shipped on contracts mde after 
January Ibth must be covered by exchange 
sold through the Yokohama Specie Bank 
at the pegged rates of one shilling 
and two pence co* approximately twenty
eight and one half cents American 
currency to the local dollar.

(3) The Yokohama Specie Bank deals only in 
federal Reserve Bank money which is 
not accepted in the guerrilla-controlled 
producing centare.

(4) The Japanese Raval authorities have issued 
export permits for merchandise shipped 
on orders existing January ISth without 
requiring tho sale of exchange through 
the Yokohama Specie Bank.

(B) Bo infoxnatian can be obtained fro® the 
Japanese Bavai authorities as to how 
long for comitmentB they will Issue 
permits without «échangé restrictions.

Merchants and exporters are working at top speed 
assembling aid inspecting shipments of laces, embroidery 

and

(9) Telegram No. S of January IS, 7.00 p.m., to toe Depertaaemt » repeated to Peiping and Chungking.
(10) Telegram No. 6 of January 21, 5.00 pas., to toe 

Department - repeated to Peiping and Chungking.
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and hairnets,hoping that they will be able to ship 
then out at the open market rates of exchange under 
permits issued by the Japanese Kavol authorities.
The stocks at Chefoo on January 31st ware oocipletoly 
exhausted by buying to fill orders on hand which the 
exporters rushed out.

(4) goy^atm.of Trade Guilds
vdiile the Japanese Navy was imposing a control 

over ®xix>rts and imports other Japanes® were engaged 
in organising the Chinese «Uppers into a guild which 
is to f facilitate shlpawnts under the export regulations. 
At a meeting of ths Chinese Chamber of CoBK>eree attended 
by a Japanese the following proposal wa® put forward» 

"Chinese shippers of merchandise from
Chefoc mat form themselves into a guild to 
be operated with Japanese co-opsratiun. hack 
shipper is to put up J100.00 capital. The 
guild would charge Shippers 1 per cent on 
valuable cargo and % per cant on ordinary 
cargo. At the end of the year the guild 
profits wuld be divided 70,» to the Japanese 
interest® and 30J-» to the Chinese shareholders.”
The Chinese were told that the Japanese cooperation 

is necessary to facilitate iriiipmmta of Chinese marchan
dise. They were warned that ell those not Joining the 
guild will be unable to obtain shipping permits, Shippers 
were given two or three days to accept the proposal made 
by the Japanese.

Jœe two hundred Chinese joined the guild providing 
it with £20, (XX) capital. At a mooting of tho guild 
a boycott of British, American and french merchandise 
was proposed but no decision was reached. Noedlesa to 
say the suggestion cane from Japanese sources.

So far

(11) Telegram ho. 4 of January 16» 10.00 a.m., to the 
Department - repeated to Peiping and Chungking.
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.»o fur, the guild has eon fined its aotlvltioa 
to Jhantung shipments by coaatwla® Junks. It had. 
just begun to function when the declaration of the 
Jhœitung-Üopei blockade restricted these operations. 
It is thought that the Japan uaic plana call for an 
extension of the guild*» activities to exports shipped 
to ;ibanghal and other âouth Chinn Ports.

The guild probably will work very much as the 
Fush,*aa Chamber of Comero® has been operating since 
Hovaaber in that Japanese-occupied town. Import cars
at Fushetn wishing to bring in merchandise from Chefoo 
first apply to the Chaæ.b®r of Comers® for a penult. 
The Chanber then fills out a ’♦guarantee" fom allowing 
the importer's naiae, address, amount of eergc, quantity, 
destination and use. Tills fora is then delivered to 
the puppet magi strate at PUshsn who Issues the permit. 
The permit or "cargo pass* bears a notice that it is 
good only for shipping daily necessities for "law abid
ing people*. aupplylng or shipping to "bandits* 
(guerrillas) under the paraît will be severely punished. 
The Fuchan Informant node no mention of a 1 per cent 
levy on the Merchandise but it can be taken for certain 
that this has not been overlooked by the Inventors of 
this control.

The two American oil corapanles marketing kerosene 
throughout Shantung probably will be the most import mt 
American interests affected by the guild and its control 
over shipments to the interior. It is very probable 
that their Chinese agents and distributors will bo 
forced to pay the levy to the shippers tfiild in order 
to obtain shipping permits.

(S)
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EDA
From

PLAIN

CHUNGKING VIA N.R

Dated/March 9, 1939

Secretary of State

Rece ed 10 :40 a.m,

Washington

163, March 9, 5 p.m Oepartaas/ of

fMSÎEIia AFFAmV

Indicative of renewal Japanese aerial activity over

West China the local press reports the following raids 

in the past few days: (one) Ninghsia city on March 

six with total of three hundred casualties; (two)

Pingling Kansu on March seven with seven killed; (three)

Ninghsia city on March seven with casualties not reported 

(four) Yungchang and Wuwel Kansu on March seven with 

Casualties not reported; (five) Ichang, Hupeh on March 

eighth (See Embassy's 161, March 9, 1 p.m.) which city 

was subjected to three consecutive raids during the day 

with reported heavy but unestimated losses of life and 

property; and (six) Changteh Hunan with casualties not 

reported.

Repeated to Peiping,

PECK

CSB



CHUNGKING VIA N.R

RECE 7.: 30 a.m

(D

members of the

umertaken as

from

(0
Ol

(0
01

P2V2
FAB EAST

Dated March 9 1939

howEver that

w ith

1 p.m

remains unsettled

162

Han River Valley

EDA

From
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be
closely Paraphrased 
before being commun 
cated to anyone (BR,)X'

Secretary of State

Washington

March 9, 3 p.m,

REference thE Embassy’s telegram No# 68a February 2

Tn a conversation yesterda

Embassy staff General Hsien Sul who is Chief of the

Operations Section of the Military Affairs Commission 

stated that in his opinion the present Japanese military 

operations m Central Hupeh Province are not directed 

toward the capture of Ichang but rather to an advance 

on Tsaoyang preparatory to a drive on Shensi Province

via the upper He expressed the bEliEf

an offensive against Shensi will not be 

long as the Russo-Japanese fisheries dispute

adding that in any Event Japanese

forces in CEntral Hupeh Province would have to be greatly 

augmented if such a

over the opposition

push is to be successfully prosecute^ 

of General Li Tsung Jsn and his

Kwangsi forces He thought that the lEngth and insecurity 

of communications in Shansi would deter the JapanESE
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EDA - 2 - #162, March 9, 3 p.m. from Chungking

from making an attack on Sian from that direction.

The informant also said that the Japanese are 

concentrating large forces at the present time in 

East Hupeh and North Kiangsi presumably with a view 

to commencing operations against Nanchang and 

thus cutting the Chekiang-Kiangsi Railway which is 

being utilized to a great extent by the Chinese 

authorities in supplying the guerrilla forces in 

Eastern China.

Repeated to Peiping-.

PECK

WWC :DDM
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PARAPHRASE

A talegram (no. 162) of March 9, 1939, from the 
American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as follows:

On March 8, General Hsien Sul (Chief of the Operations 
Section of the Military Affairs Commission) while talking 
with members of the Embassy expressed his opinion and made 
statements to the following effect : Although the present 
Japanese military activities in the central part of Hupeh 
Province aim at an advance on Taaoyang (in preparation for 
an attack on Shensi by way of the upper part of the valley 
of the Han) rather than at the capture of Ichang, an attack 
will not be begun against Shensi as long as a settlement 
has not been reached of the dispute between Japan and Russia 
in regard to fisheries. In any case, if such an attack is 
to be successful in the face of the opposition of General 
Ll Taung-jen and his Kwangs! troops, there would have to be 
a great increase in the number of Japanese troops in Central 
Hupeh Province. The Japanese would be deterred from attack
ing Sian from the direction of Shansi on account of the in
security and length of communications in that province. 
Presumably with the intention of beginning activities against 
Nanchang and in this way severing the Chekiang-Kiangsi Rail
way which the Chinese authorities are using to a great extent 
in sending supplies to the guerrillas in Eastern China, the 
Japanese are now massing a large number of troops in the 
northern part of Kiangs! and the eastern part of Hupeh. 
793.94/14795 . , _
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PLAIN

CHUNGKING VIA N R

in a radio address delivered on March. 8 in connection

with "propaganda week" General Chiang Chung,Director

General of Supreme National Defense Council, essayed 

to define China foreign policy and to refute Japanese 

arguments for "a new order in East Asia" which he labelled 

be but a new term for Japan’s "continental policy".

He declared "China’s foreign policy, which aims at the 

genuine safeguarding of order and peace in the Orient ■ 

as well as in the world, consists of the upholding of 

China’s freedom and independence, support of the League

793.94/14796
 

F/FG

Covenant and the Nine Power Treaty, and promotion of 

international cooperation through the peace machinery 

and treaties". He accused Japan of being responsible 

for the present disturbed state of the Far East and said 

that only through the triumph of Chinese policy can the gi 

order of the Orient and the peace of the world bE upheld... 

In the course of his speech General Chung stressed that 

the Chinese people do not entertain feelings of

hostility
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EDA - 2 - #164, March 10, noon from Chungking

hostility toward the people of Japan and ara willing 

that the latter be left to work out their own 

destiny.

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK
DDM
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KLP ___________

Thia tel Egram must bE 
closely paraphrased be- FROM 
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (BR)

uuPHÀ'' sen r TO ।
O.N.L AND MJ.D. ;

Secretary of StateT^^^

Washington.

52, March 14, 10 a.m. 7^3-

Tsingtao via Naval Radio

Dated March 14^ 1939.

Rec’d* 7:30 a.m.

IC 
04
♦

One. Referring to my telegram No. 12 of January 18,

noon, on the subject of Asia Affairs Board, the Chief of

the Japanese Navy Special Mission has been appointed chief

of local office of that board which was opened officially 

in this city on March 10*.

4797

Two; The new appointee has also been made "highest 

adviser” to the Tsingtao municipal administration.

Three. Some officers from the Japanese military and

naval missions here have been transferred to the new office*.

Four. From press statement it appears the new organ will 

deal with comprehensive range of affairs touching upon all 

principal activities in the region including the economic*.

Five. Sent to the Embassy offices and Chefobj by mail 

to Tokyo and Tsinan.

KLPîDDM SOKOBIN
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 52) of March 14, 1939, from the 
American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as 
follows:

Some officers belonging to the Japanese naval and 
military missions in Tsingtao have been transferred to 
the new Asia Affairs Board office in Tsingtao (see 
telegram No. 12 of January 18 from Tsingtao), which 
was officially opened on March 10. It seems from a 
press statement that the new office will be concerned 
with a wide range of matters relating to economic 
activities and all other principal activities in the 
area. The Chief of the Japanese Navy Special Mission 
has been placed in charge of the Tsingtao office of the 
board and he has been made "highest adviser" to the 
municipal administration of Tsingtao also.

FErÊ$C:REK 

3/14/39
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My dear Mr. President:
* On the eve of his departure for Cody, Wyoming, 

the American Ambassador to China, Mr. Nelson T. 
Johnson, left at the Department for transmission 
to you the letter here attached.

Faithfully yours

Cordell Hull

Enclosure:
From Mr. Johnson, 
dated February 27, 1939

The President
The White House

iLAh 3 '<***

PA/H:SKH:ZMK 
3-2-39

793 • 94/
I 4797A

 
F/FG
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February 27, 1939.

Mr. President:
The Chinese people under the leadership of the 

National Government now temporarily seated at Chungking 
and under the leadership of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek 
Intend to continue resistance to the Japanese invasion of 
China. It is my belief that the Chinese will be able to 
continue this resistance indefinitely. Generalissimo 
Chiang told me the day before I left Chungking last 
December, and I know no reason to doubt the statement, 
that his armies were intact and that they had military 
supplies sufficient to carry them on for two years at 
the present rate of guerrilla expenditure. They hope 
for assistance from the outside world in the economic 
field. Chinese Government supplies of silver are 
practically exhausted and they will be put to it to 
maintain China’s currency in exchange for foreign currency

Japan lost the war when it failed to obtain a peace 
dictated on the basis of Japanese terms under the walls of 
Nanking as the British did in 1842. VÆ.en the Japanese 
took Nanking, found the Government gone and the Chinese 

armies
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armies gone they were left with the alternatives of 
consolidating their positions at Shanghai and in north 
China and oontrolling an established Chinese Government 
in the interior from the coast, or proceed to the conquest 
of China. It is my conviction that the Japanese Army 
chose the latter alternative. It has from time to time 
announced, and continues to announce, that peace is not 
possible until it has smashed the Chinese National Govern
ment and Generalissimo Chiang. This announced policy and 
the cruelties which have accompanied the Japanese advance 
into the interior have done more to unite the people of 
China behind the National Government and Chiang, who 
symbolizes the Chinese desires for an independent national 
existence, than anything else and I feel that the Japanese 
Army has commenced something which it cannot finish. I 
feel, however, that it is going to take a long time for 
the military leaders of Japan to discover this, for the 
Chinese are in no position to administer a decisive defeat 
to the armies in the field. The struggle must go on as it 
is now, the Chinese resisting by means of guerrilla tactics 
which at best can only prolong the conflict to the point 
where Japan will be exhausted economically, culturally and 
physically. I sometimes wonder whether the East is not 
threatened with the kind of collapse of civilization which 
we have sometimes heard Europe threatened with if another

European
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European war should, coonence. War is on in the East. 
There is no leader in China who could make peace with 
the Japanese and carry his people with him and there is 
no leader in Japan who could make peace with the Chinese 

<3> on terms less than the Japanese Amy desires and carry the 
Anay with him. The only hope that the Japanese have at the 
present tiiae is to make xjeace with a Japanese-fostered 
régime or régimes in China but such a peace will of necessity 
involve the Japanese in the responsibility of disarming the 
people of China in order to make it possible for the writ 
of such a Japanese régime to run beyond the walls of the 
towns in which the régimes have their homes.

History will record that the outstanding event of 
this decade was the end of the British Empire as a unit. 
The Statute of Westminster marked that end. London is 
paralyzed now in any decision that it nay have to make for 
it cannot make such a decision on the assumption that 
Canada and Australia and South Africa will support its 
decision without question. The frontiers of the United 
States are the world. As the eldest son of the old British 
Empire (a son, it is true, who ran away from home and set 
himself up independently in business at the time when the 
Empire was in the making) we must from now on share with 
Canada, Australia and 3outh Africa and England the 
responsibility of maintaining the ideals which characterized

internat ional
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international intercourse during the years that the 
British Empire was dominant in world affairs or see 
those ideals lost. '.7e are strong and capable and whether 
we like it or not our decisions are looked for and listened 
to with a great deal of respect. We must lead the world 
out of the chaos in which it is now struggling. I feel 
that the day of colonial empires is past. Japan must 
slowly come to that realization. Japan has already 
expended a greater sum upon its attempt to start an empire 
in Asia than England spent as the initial cost of the 
establishment of the British Empire. If civilization is 
not to be lost, the United States must and will play a 
greater part in its preservation than we now seem conscious 
of the necessity for. Dictatorships such as that now 
controlling Japan understand force and will yield only to 
superior power. It is not a question whether we are going 
to war or not. The question is whether we are ready to 
fight for the ideals which we have hitherto held as 
necessary to a peaceful existence. If the world and 
particularly the dictatorships understand that we are 
prepared to fight, they will exercise more care In their 
relations with us and the rest of the world. You cannot 
send a policeman armed with a truncheon to deal with a 
gangster who is armed with a machine gun.

The situation demands that we, as the most powerful 
unit in a world of nations, must begin now to consider 

the
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the part that we are to play. Unless we begin to show 
our teeth now and indicate to the world and specifically 
to Japan that we mean business we may forever find our
selves estopped from taking action. We may perhaps find 
ourselves with a Japan taking everything west of the 
180th meridian as the Japanese sphere of influence and 
interest within which we may neither improve or fortify 
our own interests nor enter without Japanese peimlsslon. 
Time is with China in its ^conflict with Japan but time 

is with the totalitarian states in their relations with 
the democracies. ‘tfe should do what we can to assist and 
encourage the Chinese in their fight for an Independent 
national existence. The Pacific area will be safer for 
us and for the world if there are three nations involved, 
namely, China, Japan and the United States, than if there 
are but two, Japan and the United States. Japan oannot 
complete its adventure in China without the financial 
assistance of the United States and we as a government 
should take such steins as may be necessary to discourage 
financial assistance to Japan or to those régimes which 
Japan may attempt to set up in China. We cannot afford to 
wait upon other nations in regard to this matter. It is 
not a question of saving British chestnuts, our own chestnuts 
are involved. ~ ,Respectfully,

FE:NTJ:REK ïïelson Trusler Johnson
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Réc’d 10:15 a.m.

t it may arouse among the Chinese

Dated March 14, 1939

JR
Thispot elcgram must be FROM 
closely paraphrased be- Chungking via N. R,
fore bring communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Secretary of Sta 

"/ashington.

177, liar ch : 

Embassy’s I1 

COILFID ENT I A: 

regrettable in tl 

criticism of the United States on the basis of several 

possible but unwarranted inferences, for example, that 

the bombing of Chinese cities is made possible solely 

by the sale of munitions by the United States to Japan, 

that no other nation is assisting Japan in any comparable 

manner, and that the American Government has not assisted 

China in practical way. Fitch is now residing in 

Chungking and seems to be working in close association 

with the group immediately surrouncing General and 

Madame Chiang Kai Shek.

Repeated to Peiping.

CSB

PECK

793.94/
I 4798
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U

JR PLAIN

Chungking via N» R

MR 1Î 1999
Secretary of Stat^ÿ^ 

Washington

176, March 14, 11 a.m.

Dated March,14, 1939

Rec ’ d 1:

13 states that

K1 41939
"®partmefit »f

Central News Agency under

George A. Fitch gave radio broadcast ...that

Shortwave Broadcasting Station X G 0 G with a

date March

day ovEr CEntrai CD
C4

dirECt beam
to the United States. Following are excerpts from publishEd

CO

t Ext :

"In the midst of all this change and progress, the 
pervading spirit of optimism and go-ahead, it seems absurtj 

to think that Japan could possibly subdue China» This 

spirit was unbeatable; China could nEVEr bE conquered»

And yet do n^j; if America continues her present assistance 

to Japan by selling her the high-test gasoline she must 

5

have for her bombers and pursuits, the scrap iron for her 

shells and deadly shrapnel, the copper for her cartridges, 

and all the rest of it, why shouldn’t the same thing happen 

to Kunming, to Chungking, to Kweiyang and all these other

4^-

co
CD

Ji
fail®

so

,...

&

.1 î J » ! ,‘i-'1- .Ik " \
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—2" #176, March 14* 11 a*m*, from Chungking via N. R.

fair cities in now unoccupied China, that happened to 

Nanking and Canton and Hankow? Even now they are within 

bombing range--they have already received their baptism 

of death and destruction from the air—brave, hopeful 

Kweiyang Just shortly after I left it.

It burns one up to hear of the merciless bombing 

of a city like that when it is making such a heroic struggl 

to get ahead, especially when you have just spent a week 

or so there and have a personal affection for many of those 

who are pioneering the work. I have just sent a cable 
i 

addressed to President Roosevelt, Secretary Hull, and 

others saying that the American community here is deeply 

concerned over this continued bombing of defenseless 

cities,

’In recent raids on Kwiyang and V/anhsien hundreds 

of innocent civilians were burned to death through the 

use of incendiary bombs, women and children machine-gunned, 

one-third of the business districts was wiped out, death 

and suffering were appalling. Continued sale to Japan 
of American gasoline, scrap iron, etc.,^fcxcild^ics^'thése 

outrages, making us a virtual partner in Japan's crimes 

of China. In the name of humanity and world peace we 

appeal for immédiat enaction prohibiting this traffic.’
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In the meantime, though, is America going to continue 

her 'partnership' with Japan? I pray God, no I It is 

intolerable that we Should continue to share in Japants 

war guilt, and it is nothing short of suibidal for us to 

continue supplying Japan with the raw materials she needs 

for the manufacture of weapons which she proposes some day 

to turn on us.

I appeal to every patriotic American to address his 

Senators and Representatives in ’"ashington demanding that 

action be taken nor, before it is too late, to stop this 

traffic with Japan that is daily imbruing our hands in the 

innocent blood of a great and heroic people who are engaged 

in a life and death struggle for the very principles for 

which we stand—freedom, justice, democracy—and for the 

sanctity of treaties to which we are a party."

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
From

Foochow via N. R.

Washington.

March 15, 11 a.m.

Secretary of State

Dated March

10:21

Department

Div<
Fill EASTERN AFFAIRS

Rec ’ d

15, 1959

a ,m

5oPæS SEN t 0 I

According to a reliable official source 20

Japanese marines from a small gunboat landed at

Tinghai near east Lienkang 13 miles from Foochow 
afternoon March 13 and destroyed the ’’Paochang”’

office. When Chinese forces approached they de-

parted taking with them two Chinese civilians.

No further developments are expected.

To Peiping.

ROWE

RR

\\

793.94/14800
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(c) China.

i1. Military Operat i ons.*

* This section prepared with the assistance of the Military 
Attaché*s Office.

The lull in Japanese military operations which was 
noted in December appears to have continued during January, 

during which month no major developments were reported. 
Sporadic encounters with guerrilla bands occurred and some 
operations undertaken on a limited scale against Chinese forces 

। on the fringes of the occupied areas.
The most important military events occurred in southwest 

Shansi, where two groups of Japanese units made drives north 
and west from Hotsien and Linfen respectively in what con
stituted presumably another "clean-up" campaign in that 
area, and it was announced that through this campaign some 
20,000 Chinese were driven out of Shansi into Shensi. At 
the same time the Japanese harassed the Chinese along the 
Lunghai Railway in the form of artillery bombardment across 
the Yellow River and also with intensive aerial bombing. 
However, the long-anticipated drive of the Japanese across 
the Yellow River and on to Sian did not materialize during 
the month, which was possibly explained by the failure of the 
Yellow River to freeze sufficiently to permit the passage 
over it of heavy materiel.

In the Wuhan area there were no engagements of any im
portance, and although reports from some sources were to the 
effect that the Japanese were quietly preparing for an offen
sive on the Yochow-Nanchang front there appeared to have 
been no moves initiated during the month to do else than 
hold the territorial gains already made.

In
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In South China some fighting continued around Tsungfa, 

and it was reported in Japan that Japanese forces attacked 

and occupied Fahsien on January 15. Three days later a 
’’large unit” was reported to have landed on the west bank 

of the Pearl River north of Macao and to be moving toward 
Shekki.

Tension in the western part of Kwantung Province was 
reportedly heightened in view of the possibility of a 

Japanese landing to sever the supply route from Indo-China. 
Martial law was announced to have been put into effect in 
Pahkoi, while French war vessels were said to have been 
assembled in Kwangchow Bay.

Intensive aerial bombing of the Lunghai Railway from 
Chengchow to Paoki and of towns and Chinese military concen
trations in Shensi and Honan was carried on during the month. 
In Central China, Chinese airdromes were subjected to bomb

ing attacks and Chungking was raided on several occasions. 
Bombii.g along the west and north branches of the Pearl River 

in South China was continued and a number of raids made on Watlam 
Kweilin, Liuchow, and Nanning in Kwangsi and Pakhoi, Yuengchow 

and other coastal villages in western Kwantung.

?. General Relations.

The report of the defection of Wang Ching-wei from the 
Kuomintang and of his peace proposals made at the end of 
December was continually referred to during the month of 
January by the local press. The incident was apparently 
significant to Japan., if only just wishfully, as a demon
stration of the worsening of the position of the Chiang 
Kai-shek Government and as an example of the growing sentiment 
for peace in China.
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On January 25 it '«vas announced that Marshal Wu Pei-fu 

was being urged to come out of his retirement and become the. 

loader of "New China". An editorial chorus of approval them 
appeared in the press of Wu’s selection and a "bulld-up’: of 
his character and abilities. On January 23 it was reported 

that Marshal Mu had accepted the position of Pacification 
Commissioner and is expected to have temporary headquarters 
at Kaifang, whore ho is to act independently of the régimes 

in North and Central China. The fanfare and publicity given 

to these announcements evidently portend a Japanese attempt 
to employ Marshal Wu to promote the setting up of some new 

political organization in China, but although the establish
ment of some form of central government for the occupied terri

tories was announced as being contemplated no definite plans have 

as yet come to light,
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(b) flalatlc. .itl» ;.}K.
After a period of three noatha during which the 

eaetera part of Mngtung Province wan oonpaxutively 
free from sarioua nonlfeetatloas of ^ino-japeneae 
bootllitlea, a rude change oocurrod on January »ôth 
with the appoarcneo of a Japaaooe natal boabing piano 
fron a Japanoao eruiaer anchored off the ooaat of 
^haoyang*.  tho plane followed the coastline in a 
southerly direction and dropped two bomba in the 
vicinity of <4wabue canning alight damage and no reported 
casualtioa.

*T»legrm of January IS.

on
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va the following day what la believed to be 
the egne plane visited whaochowfu end dropped two 
bomba on the eld bridge destroying four junks which 
were under the bridge, killing four persons end 
wounding nine ethers. Later in the same day after 
scouting ewer Dwatow fer about half an hour the plane 
presented to Kityang where four bombs were released 
near the bus station resulting in damage to two busses 
but no casualties.

During the early morning of January E£nd ywatow 
was again subjected to scrutiny fro» the air, the 
plane later leaving for Mltyang where two bombs were 
dropped cm the highway killing two civilians after 
which it flew up and down the river near Kityang 
several tines and &achlne-^unnad cargo Junks without 
causing any casualties, later in the day a plane 
circled about over i-vatow and then turned inland where 
it found a railway train near wow ( ) about
four elles fro® iwatow. Two bomba were directed at 
the train but missed their objectives and there was no 
damage, The plane proceed on to mng-koi ( 
where another train was subjected to maohino-gun fire 
without resulting oasualtiM,

à day seldom passed in tannery that the air raid 
siren was not hoard at least ones and on some days as 
often as four tines, but the only concrete results 
wore those reported above. It was conjectured that 
the principal reason for so many visits from Japanese 
pianos was to determine whether or not the highways

were 
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vm being utilised for any Urge-swale tienaport- 
•tioo of supplies «at mitions to OhUase forees in 
the interior. It I* believed that their dUomrioa 
war* oenpletoly nngatira with the result that the 
tian for ^mtov to be oeeupicd by the Japanese forees 
wu set still further in the future.

severe! instanaea ware reported of fiahlag aM 
oargo Juaka being looted and daatroyo* aleag the 
ooaat of dnatara BRngtw by Japanaaa tarai roaaala 
and throughout the nonth under reriew there wore fro* 
one to throe roeaela at anaber for a greater part of
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Tsinan’s despatch no. 34 of February 6, 
on conditions along the central section of 
the Tslngtao-Tslnan Railway, reports that the 
Japanese resort to vicarious and senselessly 
cruel punishment of villagers for guerrilla 
successes; that the villagers hate them even 
more than they do the guerrillas; that the 
guerrillas harass the Japanese increasingly; 
that Federal Reserve bank currency is 
unpopular; that the Japanese are living 
increasingly on poor native food; and that 
Eighth Route Army men mm entering the area 
and-—feared by other guerrillas and liked 
by the people---reestablishing order (the
Consul's comment in the penultimate para
graph is of interest in this connection).
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No. 34

AMERICAN “CONSULATE,
/939 /y

Tsinan,™Cfii>>, February 6, 1939.

SUBJECT: CONDITIONS IN THE WEIHSIEN AREA

Willys R. Peek, Esquire
American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim,

Peiping.

A
SbldtaM 

SECRETARY 
| 

O
F STA

TE 
|

Sir ;_

have the honor to quote the following from a 
addressed to the Consulate on January 28, 1939
American missionary at Weihsien ), Shan-
soncorning present conditions in that area:

"The Chefoo auto road is repaired, and the 
cks go up as far as Chang!. X do not think 
y go much farther, but they can without let 
hindrance. The guerrillas of course are

here. The Japanese have made themselves
▼ery popular in some places by giving out grain. 
They did this once in Changi, but the once was
all, and the people are again hungry.

"X wont on a recent trip north of Changi and 
found all ay church groups flourishing. Wo had 
fine meetings in all the places. There was no 
interference in any of the places from either the 
Chinese or the Japanese. The head of the publicity 
seotion name to our church service end denounced the 
leader of this country and made a long speech. He 
got nowhere. Unfortunately his men had only a 
souple of weeks before entered the church and stolon 
470 from the free will collection box. This has 
gone all around the country, along with other stories. 
X will tell one or two.

”▲ sentry on duty had his rifle stolen from him 
by one of the guerrillas. There Was groat laughter

793.94/14803
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about thia all over our section. But as a check 
to it, nine sen were executed, and all the school 
children, youth groupe, and vom'i group», and 
all civi* leader» were forced to watch the beheading. 
Xt is well known that the wen killed were not the 
ones guilty, hence the futility of such a step. 
Right now too the order ia that no Chineae south 
of the RR can go north without a special pass, and 
none north ean go south without it too. This is 
because there have been a lot of trains ditched 
lately. Too «any to let it go by. nil along the 
HR and the Auto road the Japanese have their Chinese 
soldier* to defend the roads. We had a battle at 
the station two wook* ago. Then for days it went 
on south of us. he heard no specie! results either 
way. But there is no doubt of the feet that they 
have far more trouble now than they had formerly. 
With the cowing of Spring end the leaves on ths 
loaves on the trees and bettor cover the trouble 
will grow greater.

"Beedita are active of course. But away from 
the sone which is really a no mans land all is quiet. 
Up north it was very much so. X found that the eighth 
route chaps wore there and they wore very popular with 
the people. They had a good name and wore keeping 
it so. X found too that the guerrillas west of tie 
river when they hoard of their coming ell loft in a 
hurry. So you see there is a faotion in the guer
rillas. But the bad ones are slowly being shot. 
One man told no ho had shot S for stealing and op
pressing the people. But much aa the people hate 
the guerrillas they hate and fear the Japanese more.

"The Japanese are recruiting men for their work 
and sons think soldier corps. The Chinese are afraid 
of this, and all the able bodied sum have left the 
plaoos whore these levies are laid. Xt is remarked 
hero that the food the sen are eating is loss and leas 
foreign and loss good all the time. We hear reports 
that some of the men are most reluctant to go on with 
this, but of course that is all it loads to. We 
heard that 70 small wooden coats were sent out from 
here last wook. This is probably true.

"Of course you know about the air field at Fangtse 
and X understand at other places too.

"Our relations with the visitors is very inper
sonal and wo are keeping on with our work unmolested. 
X night add that the new currency has no confidence 
of th* people here or in the city, th* city has to 
us* it however. Xt is still at a discount, and th* national currency at a premium. Food is scarce in

some
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iom parts of the country field, and is expensive 
too. It will go hard of course at Chinese Hew Tears, bat it la always so. We have had no trouble 
here for sone time tho we know there are bandits just 
outside our walls. Wo hope to got the refugees all out by New Years (Chinese).

"I night add that the Japanese are much bettor fighters. I heard that SO of then act 200 guer
rillas running near Changi. These are not the 8th route men tho..."

The incident cited in tho third paragraph quoted 
above, is but another instance of the terrorisa by which 
mans alone the Japanese are able to hold tho occupied 
territory of Shantung with tho meagre forces employed.

Tho oomnent contained in ths fourth paragraph, con- 
earning mmnbors of the Eighth Boute Army, confiras in
form tion received by the Consulate from other sources. 
In this connection, reference is made to the Consulate's 
despatch to the Embassy, no. 26, of January 23, 1939, in 
which it was stated (page 5) that aeabors of tho Eighth 
Boute Army "remain aloof from the guerrillas and a re well 
thought of by the populace because of their considerate 
treatment of the people♦*

Japanese troops in the interior are apparently being 
required to depend more and acre on the poor fare of tie 
natives (mo fifth paragraph). By "70 small wooden 
coats" tho writer doubtless mans boxes containing ashes 
of Japanese troops killed in action or who have died of 
natural causes.

Bespeetfully yours.
A true copy of 

the signed arig- 
in» xyj Carl 0. Hawthorne, American Tice Consul

eooGOH/kCCOriginal to Embassy, Peiping,S copies to Department, Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
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1939 MAP 17 PM 2 23

AMmOàN CGNJÜLâTE, 
Tsinan, Chine, February 13, 1939.

'•'r ;:of
et no ns

Afif ; ..OHDS SUBJECT: JJ’.JSÆ HEOSCUPY LINKING.

Willys R. look, Esquire,
Asericaa Chargé d*Affaires &d inter!®,

Foiplng.

sir:

X hare tha honor to refer to the Consulate’s 
despatch ne. 12, of Dcoesber 12, 1938, file 800, re
porting that Japanese forces had, on Novenber 18, 1938, 
oapturod lintsiag ( ) on the Grand Canal in
we torn shantung, but had withdrawn after throe days’ 
oooupatioa. Shore io now quoted hereunder the eontente 
of a letter addressed to ths Consulate on February 10, 
1939, by an «aeries® si tinea at Lintsing, ooaosming 
the reooeupation of that atty by Japanese troops on 
February d, 1939:

"You will want to know that the Japanese took possession of hintsing, February fourth, after a few hours of fighting, with however, wary few oaeual- tioa, apparently. Shore was no boobing fron the air (in fast no aeroplanes visited us that day) and 
eonso^uently little danago to property. Shis tine it looks as the they intended to rennin.

"On ths eighth the Chinese attanptod to dislodge than, unsuoooaofully. there was firing all afternoon, and again heavy firing that night for two hours, before the attenpt was abandoned." 
The statenmt that "Shis tine it loots as the they

Aaîsa&tâ
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intended, to remain*’ toads to confirm this office's 
impression that the Japanese have boooo* convinced that 
only by garrisoning all important places for an in- 
definite length of tins can they hope to establish 
their role* In this connection, reference is made to 
ths Consulate's Political Report for January ltd*, la 
which it was stated (page 3) that "the Japanese appear 
to have despaired vt ewer extending the authority of 
the Peiping Cknrornment on any permanent basis «& th the 
aoagro military forces in shantung...... and the
month of January witnessed the arrival of considérable 
reenfor cements fur the Shantung area** It was further 
stated that "contrary to the policy heretofore of tem
porary occupation and withdrawal, the consulate understands 
fro* the Japanese ’Adviser* to the Governor that the abovo- 
nanedA towns will be garrisoned by Japanese troops until 
such time as local militia can be recruited, trained and 
equipped to maintain law end order."

Bospwetfully yours,

COH/KOC

Carl 0. Bawthorne, American Vico Consul.

X." 'Kono in noribeestern Shantung capture^ 1* January1,' 
see Political deport for January 1*8» •
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■ "■ -OHDS
SUBJECT! JAPANESE TBHEA®» SLAUGHTER Of ALL ABLE-BODIED MALE INHABITANTS Of 

VILLAGES HARBORING GUEBHOUS

ïillys R. reek» Suçoir*»
———laazlcan Chargl d’Affaires ad interim 

Ç J Peiping.

Si»

haw the honor to refer to thia Consulate’s
I«ftÿ**j9h no. 8®, of January 23, 1939, subjeot! "SOME 

---- fcsitàs Of THE POLITICO-MILITARY SITUATION IN SHANTUNG,*
filo ^00, in which Japanese orueltios and terrorist 
methods were dwelt upon at some length, and to suppla
ntant this office’» telegram no. 8, of February 17, 
(1939), 1 p»m., sent to ths Department and repeated to 

1/ the Embassy, by transmitting herewith a copy in trans
lation of the Japanese Army’s proclamation which appeared 
in today’s edition of the SHANTUNG HSIN MIN PAO.

It will bo observed that, in addition to destroying 
such villages, the Japanese Army threatens to slaughter 
all male inhabitants between the ago« of 11 and 40 in

793.94/14805
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those Tillage» found to be harboring guerrilla»• 
This latest aot of terrorisa is probably the remit

-n

0
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of eurrent ruaors of a planned guerrilla uprising Aurin* 
the approaahlng Chinese Bev Year holidaye, which begin 
February 19th, and the attempted political assassinations 
in Tsinan, reported la the Consul ate *s despatoh no. 39, 
of February 13, 1939, file 800.

aospeetfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, American Vice Consul.

Enelosure:
1* Translation of Proclamatlou.

COH/HCC
Original to Embassy, Peiping, • copies to Dapartoant, Copy to Habaosy, Chungking, Copy to Massy. Tokyo, Copy to Consulate, Tslngtao.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 40 dated February 17, 1939, 
from Carl 0. Hawthorne, American Vice Consul at Tsinan, 
China, on subject of JaPJNLqL THREATEN SLAUGHTER OF aLL 
able-bodied male inhabitants of villages harboring guer
rillas.

Source: shantung Hsin Min Lao, 
February 17, 1939.
Tsinan. Page 2.

(Translation of Excerpts)

cokjMander-in-chief of Japanese ^rmy issues proclamation 
threatening to burn those villages to the ground 
AND KILL ALL THE MALE VILLAGERS ABOVE THE AGE OF 
TWELVE AND BELOW THE aGE OF FORTY, V-HERE PLAIN 
CLOTHES MEN CONCEAL THEMEELVER IN AMBUSH FOR 
Japanese troops.

The proclamation states inter alia that:
".....The majority of the general masses are still 

pertinaciously stupid, and resort to guerrilla warfare in 
compliance with the order of Chiang Kai-shek. They will 
scatter in anticipation of the arrival of the Japanese 
..rmy but rally after the latter’s departure. They will 
put up resistance, when encountering small units of Jap
anese troops. This is, of course, the proper strategy 
of the poorest army. Furthermore, youths from different 
places have been trained and instructed to return to the 
countryside for resistance against the Japanese army, taking 
advantage of the latter’s inadequate numerical strength. 
Lhile sympathetic with the general masses, the Japanese 
;rmy are forced to view those in plain clothes as guer
rillas. Thus, if plain clothes men are found lying in 
ambush in villages or towns, such villages or towns will 
be burnt to the ground and all the males therein between 
the ages of 12 and 40 will be slaughtered. Inasmuch as 
the slaughter is caused by resistance, Chiang Kai-shek 
rather than the Japanese .rmy should be held responsible 
for it. By way of precaution the public is hereby notified 
that, if for any reason forced (into resistance), they should 
immediately get in touch with the nearest Japanese garrison 
to distinguish themselves from the Kuomintang or (Communist) 
bandit troops, in order to prevent the undesirable charac
ters, against whom the Japanese Army will have difficulty in 
discriminating, from gaining admission to the villages or 
towns. In case of the presence of such characters they 
should be regarded as the common enemy of the people..."
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NO. /

WASHINGTON.

confidential des-

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, February 10, 1939

CONFIDENTIAL.

Tf±E

SUBJECT: Displacement of British 
Officers on the Chinese 
Cutter "Haicheng".

HQ^ORABLE

The secretary of state,

I have the honor to refer to my

and American 
Maritime Customs

Deoartment u. !

uf-1 ^ktbh No. 1966 of February 3, 1939, on the subject of 
the .displacement of the British and American officers 
of qjl|.e Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter "Haicheng" by

The

ese officers, and to enclose a copy of a confi-
al letter addressed to me by the Inspector General 

IP Sfcstoms under date of February 4, 1939, trans-

.tÇlig copies of a further exchange of correspondence
she Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo on the subject.

■ ~ ik

4/
spector General also forwarded with this letter

a cop of his letter dated February 7, 1939, to the
Japanese Embassy in Shanghai again requesting that it
attempt to induce the Japanese Naval Authorities at
Chefoo to release the "Haicheng" for the resumption of
normal Customs activities.

American Consul Gener;

793.94/14806
 

F/FG

1—1221
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Enclosures:
1/- Letter from Inspector General of Customs 

to American Consul General, Shanghai, 
dated February 4, 1939.

2/- Copy of letter from Commissioner of Customs 
Chefoo, to Inspector General, dated January 
26, 1939.

3/- Reply of Inspector General thereto dated 
February 3, 1939.

4/- Letter from Inspector General to Japanese 
Embassy, Shanghai, dated February 7, 1939.

620HHS/hk

In quintuplicate to the Department.
Copy to American Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to American Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to American Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No.z , from c. E. Gauss, American Consul General, Shanghai,/China, dated February 10 
1939, on the subject: ’’Displacement of British and American 
Officers on the Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter ’’Haicheng”.

COPY.

Shanghai Office of the 
Inspectorate General of Customs, 

421 Hart Road.
CONFIDENTIAL. Shanghai, 4th February, 1939.

Dear Mr. Gauss:

In continuation of my letter of the 30th January 
1939, enclosing copies of telegrams exchanged with the 
Chefoo Commissioner concerning the demands of the local 
Japanese Naval Authorities that Mr. G. A. Angus and Mr. 
T. W. Joyce, Commander and First Officer of the seized 
Customs ship ’’Haicheng” be transferred immediately from 
Chefoo, I attach hereto copies of the Chefoo Commission
er’ s letter of the 26th January and my reply thereto of 
the 3rd February, from which it will be observed that 
the Naval Authorities concerned recently demanded the 
appointment of Mr. Yasuda as Acting Commander of, and 
two additional Japanese officers to serve in the 
’’Haicheng”, failing which they state that they will 
appoint their own nominees, whose pay and emoluments they 
claim, should be defrayed by the Customs.

I also forward, for record, a copy of a communi
cation on the subject, dated the 3rd instant, which I 
addressed to the Japanese Embassy, suggesting that the 
Japanese Naval Authorities should be approached again 
with a view to inducing them to release the ”Haicheng”, 
with its complement, for the resumption of normal Customs 
activities.

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) F. W. Maze.

Copied by: A4
Compared with:
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No.z ^^*5 from C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General, Shanghdr, China, dated February 10 1939, on the subject: ’’displacement of British and American Officers on the Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter "Haicheng".

COPY.

CONFIDENTIAL. CUSTOM HOUSE, 
CHEFOO, 26th January, 1939.

Dear Sir Frederick,
"HAICHENG".

Since the commandeering of the above craft on June 30th last it has been incessantly dinned into me 
by succeeding Japanese Naval Commanders here that I am expected to do all in my power to implement the provisions of the Navy proclamation of the above date, 
translation of which was forwarded you in my confidential letter of 1st July 1938.

I have at different intervals and by different commanders been informed that (a) the "Haicheng" is 
Naval property being a "prize of war" (and therefore 
may only have a Customs Japanese Captain), (b) that the "Haicheng" "is only to be used by the Navy at convenient 
intervals," remaining otherwise (under a Japanese Customs 
Commander) as a Customs craft, (c) that the "Haicheng" is a Customs craft and the Navy only wishes "to cooperate with the Customs in directing her preventive activities," 
this to be best accomplished by the appointment of a 
Customs Japanese Commander.

I am now informed that I am to appoint Mr. Yasuda as Acting Commander of this vessel, recruit two more 
Japanese officers as well, and send from the port Mr. Angus and Mr. Joyce.

You will therefore see that although various Naval Commanders interpret the status and use of this craft 
differently, the unvarying common factor is their insistence on the craft’s command being Japanese.

The present demand that I appoint Mr. Yasuda Acting 
Commander is the Navy’s desire to transmute the de facto Naval appointed Commander with the pay of a 2nd UFflcer 
C into the de jure Customs appointed and recognized 
Acting Commander with the pay of the latter rank. The 
Navy is no longer satisfied with its appointee being in a command unrecognized by the Customs. Your definite instructions on this point and the Navy* s unswerving determination - wherein reason plays no part - that I do as bid leaves me no alternative but temporarily to

issue

Sir Frederick W. Maze, K.B.E
SHANGHAI .
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issue the pay of an Acting Commander to Mr. Yasuda by 
virtue of my local appointment of this officer to correspond
ing rank.

As the inflexible determination of the Navy is to 
place the "Haicheng’s” command in the hands of a Japanese 
with Acting Commander’s pay, I cannot but recommend, 
under the now changed circumstances, that a qualified but 
more fully competent Japanese Master mariner be transferred 
to the ’’Haicheng” to replace Mr. Yasuda as some insurance 
for the protection of the craft and crew.

As it has been intimated that I will be forced to 
accept and pay two Naval appointees to the posts of the 
two additional officers I am now ordered to recruit should 
you not enlist them officially, I would solicit your 
instructions in this respect.

Although for months I have been resisting pressure 
to order Mr. Angus and Mr. Joyce away from this port - 
being successful thus far due to several changes in the 
local senior Naval Officer - and will continue to resist 
as long as possible in view of the doubly serious 
character of such new interference with the international 
character of Service personnel which would result from 
such action, I can give no assurance as to the efficacy 
of continued refusal. I am fully cognizant that such 
enforced action taken with regard to the Coast Staff 
might be later extended to other of my international 
staff. I have been informed that even Mr. Angus’ 
imminent departure on the close of his contract should 
not deter me from ordering his immediate departure’.

Protests that European staff should be retained 
as the Lights cannot be serviced by Japanese staffed 
craft have elicited the reply that the Lights and their 
staff are of no importance in Navy plans. Recent 
intensive and desperate Naval measures are pointing to 
an utter disregard of normally considered consequences. 
This attitude has permeated recent negotiations with 
local authorities and motivated demands that I take 
precipitate action without reference to yourself. I 
am prepared to combat this attitude in so far as 
possible and will endeavour to my utmost to preserve 
Service integrity.

Yours truly, 

(Signed) S. Momikura. 
C,

Copied byj 
Compared with:
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch No. /f/V.S from c. E. Gauss 
American Consul General, Shanghai,/China, dated February 10 
1939, on the subject: Displacement of British and American * 
Officers on the Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter "Haicheng".

COPY.

CONFIDENTIAL.
Shanghai Office of the 

Inspectorate General of Customs 
421 Hart Road,

Shanghai, 3rd February, 1939.

Dear Mr. Momikura,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your confidential 
letter of the 26th January on the subject of the C.P.S. 
Haicheng in which you inform me that the local Naval 
Authorities have demanded you to appoint Mr. Yasuda as 
Acting Commander of the vessel, to recruit two additional 
Japanese officers, and to send Mr. Angus and Mr. Joyce 
from the port.

It is noted that you have been compelled under 
force majeure to issue the pay of an Acting Commander 
temporarily to Mr. Yasuda, but it will of course be 
understood that, as intimated to you in my letters of 
the 8th and 29th July last year and as I informed H.E. 
Monsieur Tani in my despatch of the 14th July, any 
appointment made under duress cannot be recognised. 
While the Customs Administration may not be able to 
resist effectively such direct action as the Japanese 
Naval Authorities in Chefoo see fit to take, it is im- 
possible for me to condone action which constitutes 
interference with Customs personnel, impairs the integrity 
of the Service and is in the special interests of a 
foreign Naval Power engaged in hostilities with China. 
Similarly, additional staff cannot be appointed to the 
"Haicheng” until the vessel is returned to Customs sole 
control for the purpose of carrying out purely Customs 
functions (and Customs functions only) without inter
ference.

With regard to the demands of the Naval Authorities 
for the transfer of Messrs. Angus and Joyce, I may point 
out that it has not been my intention to retain officers 
permanently in positions where there are no proper 
duties for them to perfora, as can be seen from the 
fact that Mr. Angus is being allowed to go on the 
termination of his contract on the 24th February and 
is not being replaced for the time being.

Finally, I desire to reiterate that the diffi
culties and the delicaey of your position are appreciated 
and I hope that you will continue your efforts to up
hold successfully the integrity of the Customs Adminis
tration, which is a question of International interest, 
affecting all the great Powers.

Yours truly,

(Signed) F. W. MAZE.

S. Momikura, Esquire,

CHEFOO.
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Copied by: 
Compared with:
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch No.z *775 from C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General, Shanghai/, China, dated February 10 1939, on the subject: "Displacement of British and American 
Officers on the Chinese Maritime Customs Cutter "Haicheng".

COPY.

GENERAL 11979
C.R. 8836

7th February 1939.

Sir,
With reference to my previous communications to his 

Excellency Monsieur Tani concerning the seizure by the 
Japanese Naval Authorities at Chefoo of the Customs Cutter 
"Haicheng" and especially to my representations of the 
14th and 19th July 1938, which outlined the reasons which 
rendered it impossible for me to appoint staff to a vessel 
which had been seized by, and was under the direct control 
of an alien Power, or to recognise appointments made with
out Inspectorate authority, I have now the honour to state 
that the Chefoo Commissioner has since reported that the 
Japanese Naval Authorities there recently demanded (a) 
that he should appoint an officer of their own selection 
as Acting Commander of the vessel; (b) that he should 
recruit two additional Japanese officers for appointment 
to the ship, failing which they declared that they will 
appoint their own nominees (all charges in respect of pay 
and emoluments having to be met by the local customs); 
and (c) that the two foreign officers stationed there who were formerly attached to, but were forcibly removed from 
the "Haicheng", should be transferred. As the action 
contemplated would if executed impair the integrity of 
the Customs Administration, which has an international 
status, I request you to approach the Naval Authorities 
concerned with a view to inducing them to abandon their 
affirmed intentions, and release the "Haicheng" in order 
that it may resume normal Customs functions.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
(Signed) F. W. Maze

Inspector General of Customs.

M. Morishima, Esquire, etc., etc., etc., 
Japanese Embassy, 

SHANGHAI.

Copied by: 
Compared with:
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* Department of State «
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 23, 1939
Geneva's despatch no. 508 of 

March 6.
To note the title of the 

transmitting despatch and the 
second paragraph of the enclosed 
communication.

In case you wish to note 
them, parts of the sub-enclosure 
have been marked to show the 
variety and some of the more 
serious cases of the alleged 
outrages.

FE:Ctiabe:HJN
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NO. 508 Political.

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Geneva, Switzerland. March 6, 1939

1—1055
SUBJECT: Transmitting Communication from the 

Chinese Permanent Delegation on 
Japanese Outrages.

cn

CJU_

the§ SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON

SIR:

With reference to my telegram

7, 1938, concerning a communication from the

jghinese Permanent Delegate to the Secretary-General 

an the subject of Japanese outrages in the Sino- 

V<panese conflict, I have the honor to inform the

artment that the Chinese Permanent Delegate has

(0
04

(0

00 
o
*4

8

^ow|\addressed a further communication to the Secretary- 

General on the same subject, which brings up the

list of Japanese outrages to the end of 1938. I

have the honor to enclose a copy of the communication

to the Secretary-General, which has been communicated

to the Council and Members of the League, and I as

sume also to Members of the Advisory Committee.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul

Enclosure
1. League Document C.86.M.46.1939.VII. S-

és
Original and five copies to Department of State. x 
One copy to American Legation, Bern.
HBjr/ra < v
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'XT' ~'zir Despatch No. ? c. -^-W..^....i9^.fromthe 
Ccisuicie at Geneva, Switzerland.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Communicated to the C.86.M.46,1939.VII.
Council and Members 
of the League. Geneva, March 3rd, 1939»

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHINESE DELEGATION.

Geneva, March 1st, 1939» 
To the Secretary-General.

£ In continuation of the note I have addressed to you 
on May 5th, 1938,*  I have the honour to bring to your notice 
(see enclosure) some of the facts which have occurred since 
that communication till the end of 1938 and concerning the 
indiscriminate bombardment and killing of Chinese non- 
combatants and the wilful destruction of non-military objectives 
by the Japanese forces.

* See document<C.155.M.91.1938.VII.

As regards the bombardment of civilian population 
by Japanese aircraft which has been repeatedly condemned by 
the unanimous indignation of the civilised world, I wish to 
point out that the opinion expressed by the special correspond
ent of the London Times in the cable he sent on May 31st, 1938, 
after witnessing the horrors of an air raid on Canton, to the 
effect that ’’the bombs dropped had no mission to fulfil save 
terrorism through slaughter" has been corroborated even by 
Japanese officials holding responsible positions. I need only 
to refer to the announcement made by Read-Admiral Nomura, 
Chief of the Japanese naval special service section at Shanghai, 
on June 7th, 1938, of the Japanese Navy’s "intention to carry 
out air raids with even greater vigour so as to bring the 
Chinese authorities to realise the futility of their present 
attitude", and to the statement made by Mr. Shlgeru Yoshida, 
Japanese Ambassador in London, on June 14th, 1938, that the 
bombardments were intended to "demoralise the Chinese people". 
Again, only a few days ago, the Chinese authorities have 
found in a Japanese bomber, which was brought down at Loyang, 
Honan province, written instructions to Japanese airmen direct
ing them to bomb crowded business centres in order "to 
demoralise the population".

I would ask that you be so good as to transmit this 
communication to the members of the Assembly, the Council 
and the Advisory Committee for information and consideration.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) H00 CHI-TSAI,

Director of the Permanent Office 
of the Chinese Delegation to the 

League of Nations.
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Some facts concerning the indiscriminate bombardment and 
killing of Chinese non-combatants and the desTruc'tibn of 

non-military objectives by the Japanese"forces f
May - December 1938. v

May 1 - Another case of Japanese aircraft attacking Chinese 
cultural institutions occurred when six Japanese bombers 
raided Changting district, West of Fukien province, at noon 
dropping more than ten bombs over the Amoy University.

May 5 - The Japanese bombed the Italian Mission Compound in 
Nanhsuchow. Dr. RoberyMcu “ “ “ ‘ -- - -
Director of Hankow Int^rnatxvx^j. llou. vXUOi5 ■ ■■ o<axUb 
that although the Ita/ian M .ssion Compound was situated many 
miles from the railw ' ' *' ‘
for refugees and was 
attacked twice by Ja 
with high explosive 
incendiary bombs, o 
flag. More than 30 
on Nanhsuchow which

ire of Toronto, Canada, Field 
.onal Red Cross Committee, said

stat, 
flyin 
anese/aeroplanes nevertheless, first 
ombs nd again shortly afterwards with 

ich fell right through the Italian 
civilians were killed during the attack 

no military importance.

.on, was well-known as a center 
a large Italian flag, it was

May 10 - Japanese planes attacked Amoy dropping 200 bombs. Amoy 
University was severely damaged.

May 11 - Japanese planes, with their base on Kinming Island, 
bombed Amoy in relays, inflicting heavy civilian casualties.

May 11-13 - .Japanese indiscriminate bombing of cities and towns 
behind the battle fronts along the.Lunghai Railway was 
intensified causing heavy civilian casualties.

The Mark B. Grier Memorial Church of the South 
Presbyterian Mission in /Hsuchpw was bombed three times and 
completely destroyed by/5 Japanese planes on May 12th. The 
Church had an American fflag painted on the roof. Over 1,000 
buildings were destroyed, at Hsuchow and over 200 civilians 
killed or wounded. At la nearby village 200 refugees were 
killed by bombs from Jajpaneje planes on May 11th.

The Baptist and Che Catholic churches in Chengchow 
were also bombed by Japanese planes. 8 people were killed or 
wounded in the Baptist Church compound and several people 
were killed or wounded in the Catholic Church compound. The 
American hospital, the premises of the Rotary School and over 
hundred civilian houses in Chengchow were blown up.

The Catholic Church in Suhsien was destroyed.

Kaifeng, the Capital of Honan Province was also raided a 
by 24 Japanese planes in the morning of May 13th. More than
40 explosive bombs were dropped. In the afternoon six Japanese U 
planes made a second raid on Kaifeng dropping 40 bombs. The |
casualties of the two raids on Kaifeng amounted to 39 civil- |
ians killed anû 103 injured. |

May 13 - Hsuchow was bombed by 54 Japanese planes in relays. Over | 
^.00 civilians were killed' and many buildings were destroyed. I
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May II-14 - More than 2,500 civilians were killed as a result of 
the Japanese artillery and aerial bombardment of Amoy Island. The 
private Amoy University was set on fire by Japanese incendiary 
bombs. A few days later, after the occupation of Amoy by the 
Japanese, 1,500 members of the peace preservation corps were 
taken by the Japanese to the Sun Yat-sen park and machine-gunned. 
The corpses were later dumped into the sea.

May 28 - More than 70 Japanese aeroplanes bombed the most popu
lated districts in Canton, dropping more than 200 bombs. Over 560 civilians and 45 Red Cross relief workers, were killed and 
980 people wounded. 4°0 buildings, houses and shops were blown 
up. Two schools were completely destroyed.

May 29 - The Japanese again raided Canton with over 40 planes.315 civilians were killed and 528 wounded. More than 200 houses 
and shops were destroyed. Two more schools were wrecked.

May 50 - 60 Japanese aeroplan^s'^bombed the populated districts
and commercial center in Cannon. |32O civilians were killed, more than 600 people woundad and #4° buildings destroyed. The 
value of the property destroyed Jay the raids on Canton since 
May 28th amounts to more mhanJLo million Chinese dollars.

May 31 “ Canton was bombed for the fourth day in succession. 
Several hundred civilians were killed or injured.

May 1933 - Since the outbrpetx oîMiostilities in 1Q37 UP to May 
1938, the Japanese killer 8,43° yhinese fishermen and members 
of their families, including women and children, and destroyed 
412 Chinese fishing bqéts and junks, in the waters near Hong 
Kong. The total damage is valuer! at five million Hong Kong dollars. All these /ishermen who were so brutally murdered had 
been registered wittf the Hong afong Government and had fished 
in the territorial waters of Song Kong.

June 3 ~ 25 Japanese plane* bombed the densely populated districts of Canton. 20 clTflians were killed and over 60 wounded.
June 4 - 49 Japanese aeroplanes bombed Canton again. They came

in relays one after another, and dropped more than 70 bombs. Over 
20 places in the densely populated districts were bombed, and 
about 600 houses were destroyed. The number of people killed and 
wounded amounted to about 600, excluding those buried under the 
debris of buildings.

Canton author!ties/estimate that over 5>000 civilians 
were killed or wounded duri<ng Japanese air raids since May 28th. 
Kwangtung province has been bombed by Japanese aircraft over 
2,000 times since the outbreak w the war. Canton alone was 
attacked 800 times. Thef Japanese raiders confined their attacks to within the city limits soJnat the majority of victims were 
women and children.

June 5 - Canton was raided again. Several hundred civilians 
were killed or injured.

June 6 - Japanese planes dropped more than 100 bombs on all 
parts of Canton. The French Hospital and the Red Cross Unit 
were hit. There were more than one thousand casualties.
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June 7-41 Japanese planes again raided Tungshan and Saichuen, 
Canton's East and Western residential districts, respectively, 
dropping about eighty bombs and setting Tungshan on fire.

June 9 - During the week June 3-9, every day Japanese planes
raided Tatung, Hoyuehchow, Hengkang and Chiuhsicn, and many / 
Yangtze river cities west of Wuhu, the commercial capital of 
Anhwei, dropping no less than one thousand bombs and destroy
ing almost as many buildings and killing an unknown number of 
civilians. During the same period, over 20 Japanese warships 
also actively bombarded the same cities, firing over 2,000 
shells and causing heavy casualties and serious damage to 
property.

June 13 - Cantonbombed for fifteen days in succession be
ginning on MaW28thi during which period the number of casual
ties amountecyto at/least seven thousand civilians, fifteen 
hundred builaFings ®re wrecked and fifteen relief medical establishments destroyed.

June 13 - Japanese warships fired upon a dozen Chinese fishing
boats near Bias Bay, southeast of Kwangtung coast. After 
destroying several of them, Japanese bluejackets towed the 
remaining vessels out to sea and poured kerosene over them 
to set them on fire. Seven vessels were completely destroyed 
and others were badly damaged. Fishermen who tried to escape 
were machinegunned.

Japanese warships j^ave recently taken to using Chinese 
fishing boats for targey practice in South Kwangtung waters. 
Chinese fishermen are ordered to sail their ships out to the 
open sea and then the Japanese warships open fire on them 
until the boats are blown tor pieces. Many fishing boats ere 
thus destroyed and manjj flrSnermen killed.

July 1-2 - Japanese planes bombed Swatow for 2 days in succession. 
About 200 bombs were dropped. 120 civilians were killed and 
over 300 wounded including 2 Americans.

July 5 - Over one hundred non-combatants were killed when
Japanese planes bombed Loyang. It was the worst air raid the 
city has suffered since hostilities began. Eleven Japanese 
planes raided the city in relays for 4^ hours, dropping 135 
bombs. The residential and business sections, in the North 
part of the city, suffered the heaviest casualties. Two hun
dred and ninety houses were either totally or partially 
wrecked. There alone, ninety four persons, including women 
and children, were killed, and 84 seriously wounded. Three bombs 
made direct hits nn the Loyang Prison. At least forty or fifty 
prisoners, according to the prison authorities, were killed 
or wounded.

July 12 - Of 50 Japanese planes heading for Wuchang, 18 broke
through the defence cordon and bombed Wuchang, At least 181 
civilians were killed and 448 wounded. 100 houses were wrecked 
and 1000 people rendered homeless. One bomb landed on the prin- 

Q cipal residence of the "Hilda1 girls school" belonging to the 
x American church mission.Six bombs were dropped round the 

Christian and Missionary buildings. Two children in the court
yard were killed. The Hupeh Provincial Hospital was blown up, 
many patients and members of the staff being crushed beneath
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the debris. There again slum dwellers were the sufferers from 
Japanesse bombs. Many humble homes were blown to pieces. Alto
gether, 120 bombs of different sizes were dropped, some weigh
ing over 500 pounds. The National Wuhan University was again 
the target of an attack. Many missiles landed on the campus, 
and scores of neighbouring houses were destroyed.

25 Japanese planes also raided Canton, dropping over 
fifty bombs and inflicting heavy casualties.

July 13-14 - Japanese planes dropped bombs on crowded tenements, 
swarming market places and the riverside sampans at Canton.The 
casualties were 326 killed and wounded on the 13th and 150 dead 
and over 400 wounded civilians on the 14:th.

July 17 - Canton was raided again by Japanese planes inflicting
50 casualties.

July 19 - 27 Japanese planes dropped about a hundred bombs on
the three cities of Hankow, Wuchang and Hanyang, killing or 
wounding about one thousand one hundred and fifty civilians.In 
Hankow alone there were five hundred killed and five hundred 
wounded. In Wuchang, seventyrone were killed and seventy-seven 
injured. Hanyang escaped with the lowest number of casualties. 
It is feared that the death roll will be higher after the deb
ris has been removed. The worst hit occurred on Sun Yat-sen 
road in Hankow, where three hundred refugees were quartered in 
the building of the Ningpo Guild, only a score of whom escaped 
death; the rest were burled alive. Death and destruction also 
attacked the slum district near the Anhwei Guild, where one 
incendiary bomb killed 30 and wounded scores of slum dwellers. 
Another terrible incident occurred at Paoching wharf, opposite 
Hangyang where two hundred mat sheds were burnt to the ground, 
causing the death of one hundred people. Most of the victims 
were peddlers and potters. Japanese air men also hit the widows’ 
home and the girls' school belonging to the Chinese Christian 
Church. Bombs fell dangerously close to the American missionary’s 
Trinity School for Chinese Girls and the American Boone College, 
which were nearly hit.,

July 22 - Nine Japanese planes carried out a raid on Changsha,
the capital of Hunan, killing thirty four and wounding two 
hundred civilians, and destroying fifty civilian houses.Thirty 
bombs were dropped.

Three Japanese bombers also dropped bombs on Namoa 
Island, off the northeast Kwangtung coast,destroying a hundred 
houses.

July 23 - Nine Japanese planes bombed Canton, dropping thirty bombs
July 27 - Japanese planes heavily bombed Yochow on the North

eastern corner of Tungting lake in Hunan province. Many civilians 
were killed and numerous civilian homes were destroyed.

August 2 - Harbour officer J.T.C. Crawley, Irish, of the Chinese 
Customs service, two Chinese first mates, one Chinese cook of 
the Customs patrol boat "Kiang Hsing" were killed by machine 
gun fire from six Japanese naval aeroplanes which attacked the 
boat at a point thirty six miles below Hankow.

August 8 - At least five hundred civilians were killed or wounded 
and two hundred buildings were wrecked when twenty eight Japanese 
planes dropped 36 bombs on Canton.The French Cathedral was also 

"7 damaged.The Jihhsin primary school was also wrecked and there 
' were many casualties.
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August 11 - The Wuhan aïea was heavily bombed by Japanese planes, 
which caused more than 1000 Casualties among civilians. 102 
planes took part in the raidi but 72 actually penetrated into *

* the Wuhan area, cooling in thrfee relays from Eastern Hupeh.
Japanese planes started by bombing Hanyang, using explosive bombs i 
ranging from 50 to 100 kilograms each. At least 200 bombs were - f 
dropped, killing.and injuring|600 civilians and wrecking at least 
400 buildings at/Hanyang. When the Japanese planes dropped their 
bombs, hundreds of terror-stricken residents on the river front 
jumped into the priver and were drowned. More than 30 junks on 
the Han river w^re upset, drowning another hundred people.
Wuchang was visited by the raiders three times during the day, 
most of the bon$>s falling in /slum districts, killing hundreds 
of non-combata: ' 
which is Ameri 
and 60 wounded 
members of the 
in Wuchang was 
being killed. 
Wuchang

More than 30 junks oh

was a Is]

SX.WJ. kj UUX UXIU^Û U.U.-L XA1Ç5 U11C7 \XGljf )

lum districts, killing hundreds 
fen and children. Boone university, 
fe bombed, 3 people being killed 
njured were several foreign

An American missionary building 
^nd destroyed, about 100 civilians 
‘ missionary’ school for girls in 
and many people killed or wounded.

August 11 - Canton was raided 4 times. The casualties were heavy.

August 12 - Wuhang was again raided, 200 bombs being dropped on
Wuchang and the same number on Hankow. The Wuchang clinic, a 
three storied building, was completely destroyed.

August 12 - According to twelve fisherman, the sole survivors of 
eighty-two, who were captured by the Japanese, and had just 
arrived in Waichow, in eastern Kwangtung, the Japanese warships 
on the South Kwangtung Coast continue their cold-blooded massacre 
of Chinese fishermen. These survivors declared that they were 
members of the crew of a fleet of twenty-two fishing boats 
recently seized by Japanese destroyers along the Eastern coast 
of Kwangtung province. After having ransacked the boats and 
set fire to them, the Japanese took the fishermen and their 
wives and children on board their destroyers. The women were 
all raped, and the men were compelled to do the heaviest kind of 
work. On August 11th, all the fishermen and their wives were 
tied up and thrown into the sea; the Japanese then started 
machinegunning them in order to be sure that they were dead. 
All except twelve, who were good swimmers, perished.

August 16 - Residential districts of Wuchang and Hankow were bombed 
by 81 Japanese planes, killing or wounding over 300 civilians 
and destroying about 300 buildings. The casualties would have 
been much heavier if these districts had been bombed a few 
days earlier before they had been evacuated. During the raid 
at least 260 bombs were dropped.

A passenger plane "Kwai'lfn", belonging to the China 
Aviation Corporation vjas attacked by five

August 24 - 
National 
planes and compelled to make a/forced landing near Chungshan, 
off the Kwangtung coast. Th a planes continued to machinegun
the "Kweilin”, and 14 of the 
and crew - were killed. As „ „
regular air route, it was clear that/the attack was deliberately 
made by the Japanese according to a,prearranged plan.

Japanese

passengers
;he" "Kweilin” was flying the
7 perscsis on board -
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August 25 - A number of defenceless Chinese cities were raided 

by the Japanese. A squadron of raiders dropped at least 50 
bombs on the civilian area of Nanchang, capital of Klangsl 
province, killing 18 civilians and injuring 20. Kian, in 
Kiangs! province was also raided but no casualties were reported, 
though the Japanese dropped 20 bombs. Eight Japanese planes 
bombed Wuchow, in Klangsl, concentrating their attack on 
industrial and university districts. 24 bombs fell on the 
campus of the Kwangsi Provincial University and 25 others on 
the premises of Wuchow high school.

August 29 - 50 Japanese planes raided Kinshan 100 miles northwest
of Hankow dropping over 200 bombs and reducing the town to 
ruins. More than 1,000 civilians were killed or wounded.

August 51 - Chuchow, in Hunan, was raided by 18 Japanese planes. 
More than 70 civilians were killed or wounded and 200 buildings 
destroyed. Several junks anchored off the river front were 
blown to pieces.

July 1957 - During theseXlrsft 14 months of Japanese aggression end of the damage Jtone tfr Chinese educational and cultural
August 1958 - institutions by Japanese air and land bombardments

or other means of destruction amounted to 217,401,745 Chinese dollars. / x
September 2 - 15 Japanese planes dropped bombs on the University of 

r.wangsl on the left bank of Pearl River opposite to Wuchow. 
The University buildings were partly destroyed.

September 2 - No less than 5,7$tHaarmless Chinese civilians were 
killed in cold-blood in $Me villages near Taiwang Railway station, on the Taokow-Æ&inghwa railway, in Western Honan by way 
of revenge for the dearth of several Japanese soldiers killed by 
Chinese guerillas, wMile on sentry duty near the station.

Believing that thy Japanese soldiers had been shot by
farmers from nearby villages^ the Japanese surrounded all the villages in the /icinity of/the station of Taiwang and set the 
buildings on fire. Machi/e-guns were placed in position at 
street corners And those imo fled from their burning homes were 
mown down in cZld-blood./ After this brutal massacre, which 
lasted a whole night, Jsne entire population of the villages, 
numbering 5,780 men>^women and children, was completely wiped 
out. '

September 5 - Japanese planes attacked a passenger plane belonging to 
the Eurasia Company, 150 kilometers from Hongkong. The oiltank 
was hit and the plane made a forced landing near Liuchow. The 
plane was flying the regular air-route and the attack shows 
Japan’s desire to disrupt China’s communications.

September 11 - Hsuchang on the Southern section of the Peiping- 
Hankow Railway was raided by 18 Japanese planes. At least 60 
bombs were dropped, killing 170 civilians.

September 26 - More than 80 werôn8&d Chinese soldiers and three nurses 
were killed, when No .12kChinebe field hospital was bombed by Japanese planes at Taveh East /of Hankow on the South Yangtze 
bank. The attack ware deliberately made, as all the bombs were aimed at the hospitfA, which/received several direct hits. The 
buildings were completely destroyed and all the patients killed. 
The dean of the hôpital dnd three military surgeons were seriously injured And all medical supplies were destroyed.
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September 27 - Near yYdehow, Hunan, five Japanese planes attacked 
the InternatiaAal train which left Wuchang on the night of 
September 25 and wafe proceeding to Canton. However, the bombs mlssed/the tràln. The train was also machine-gunned,
but nobody was injured. The colours of the international
train were nromine/bly displayed on the roof.

September 28-9 Japanese bombers raided Kunming, capital of Yunnan.' 
About a dozen bombs were dropped causing 40 civilian casual
ties and wrecking several buildings.

October 5 - 5 Japanese planes raided Nanchang, capital of Kiangsl
province, dropping 40 bombs, which killed 19 civilians and 
wounded over 80. 40 houses were wrecked.

October 4 - Six Japanese planes raided Chungking, Szechwan pro-,
vince. 5 boatmen were killed and 2 persons were wounded, 
including one woman.

October 5 - 50 non-combatants were killed or wounded as nine
Japanese bombers raided Kiangsi provincial capital Nanchang, 
dropping 66 bombs and destroying 60 civilian homes.

October 6 - 89 Japaneseplanes heavily bombed many towns in the
Kwantung and Kwangsi provinces, Wuchow suffered ^he heaviest 
civilian casualties, as 11 planes dropped over 100 bombs. 
More than 100 civilians were killed or wounded, mostly women 
and children.

October 16 - Over 70 Japanese planes bombed the South Kwantung
towns, including Canton. Wongsha station was bombed and 20 
civilians were killed and many wounded.

October 17 - 150 Japanese bombers dropped large numbers of bombs
on 5 cities in Hunan on the Canton-Hankow railway, doing an 
enourmous amount of damage. Chuchow, 40 kilometres south of 
Changsha, the capital of Hunan province was bombed 6 times, 
and 4 other towns, Lukow, Polo, Taolin and Yuehyang were each 
bombed once. Over 100 Japanese planes bombed cities and towns 
in Kwangtung. As a result of all these raids many civilians 
were killed or Injured.

October 19 - Changsha, capital of Hunan province, was raided three
times by Japanese planes which dropped about 200 bombs. The 
casualties amounted to 500 civilians. 400 houses were destroyed. 
Huge fires broke out in many sections of the city.

Pinchlang in East Hunan was also bombed. 50 bombs were 
dropped on the busiest sections of the city. The casualties 
amounted to 600 civilians. 500 houses were destroyed. A 
ferry which was crossing the river was machine-gunned-and many 
passengers were killed or drowned.

October 22 - A large number of refugees were killed or wounded when
27 Japanese naval bombers dropped more than 100 bombs on Hsuchia- 
peng station in Wuchang, where refugees were waiting to be 
evacuated by train. Several members of the railway staff were 
also killed.

The Japanese planes also raised Lluchiamiao station, Wuchang 
Over 100 bombs were dropped, many houses were destroyed, 50 per
sons were burned to death and ever 50 injured.
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October 2J -J passengers ste^»fi£rs| carrying refugees from Hankow 

were bombed by Japanese Joombeÿs, on the Yangtze river not far 
from Hankow. They wepe as Hsiangyang, ss Kianghsin and one 
coal launch, which had been «Converted into a passenger steamer. 
The ss Hsiangyang was carrying 2000 passengers, ss Kianghsin, 1000 passengers and/the cqdl launch, 5000 refugees. All three 
were sunk. Only a]5out;,,offe hundred passengers were rescued.

October 24-6 Japanese bombers attacked at Changsha the British 
gunboat Sandpiper which was flying the British flag. Each of 
the planes released one bomb, but missed their mark. One bomb 
exploded so near the gunboat that two cabins were wrecked and 
the superstructure damaged.

October 26 -- Samwa, a quietxtfbwh, 185 kilometers northeast of Canton 
was bombed by Japanese planes. It contained no military ob
jectives of any kind*. The Samwa high school, received 2 direct 
hits, while students were attending classes. Over 100 young 
students were killed on the spot. Since the fall of Canton, 
Japanese bombers/have m^ae dally routine raids upon the villages 
and towns around: Can toil causing heavy casualties among harmless 
farmers and peaeanl^r

In Kwangsi, eleven Japanese bombers raided Wuchow and 
dropped over JO bombs on the university district, wrecking ten 
civilian houses and two junks and killing and wounding scores 
of persons.

October 27 - The Japanese soldiers committed their usual atrocities 
when they entered Hankow. The following atrocities were wit
nessed by foreign press correspondents and by the officers and 
crew of the U.S.A. Luson: Japanese soldiers rounded up a dozen 
Chinese and forced them into the Yangtze river and shot them. 
Chinese were also pushed into the river and shot although they 
were well within the safety zone agreed to by the Japanese 
authorities.

October JO - Japanese planes raided Yungyun, North Kwantung, four 
times. 50 houses were destroyed, 70 civilians killed or 
wounded.

November 4-29 Japanese planes raided Hanchung, in South Shensi 
province. Houses were destroyed and a number of people were 
killed. Japanese bombers extensively raided cities far away 
from fighting zones causing particularly heavy casualties at 
Fangcheng and Hsiangyang in the West of Hupeh province.

November 8 - 17 Japanese planes raided Chengtu in the Szechwan pro
vince hurriedly dropping a large number of bombs on the suburbs 
of the city. The damage dene was negligible however and only 
one civilian was injured. 109 Japanese planes in six detach
ments raided many towns in Hunan. 72 of them raided Hengshan 
and Henyang South of Shangsha. They dropped more than 200 bombs 
on the two towns, killing over 200 civilians and wounding 60.

November 9 - 51 Japanese planes bombed Hengshan 5 times in one hour, 
destroying many houses and the Nanyo temple. Many civilians 
were killed.
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In Changteh, 170 kilometers northwest of Changsha, 

6 Japanese planes dropped over 10 bombs, wrecking 12 dwelling 
houses and killing and wounding 18 persons.

November 10 - In Liuyang, 65 kilometers northwest of Changsha, 
18 Japanese planes dropped about 100 bombs. Over 1,000 civilians 
were killed or wounded. A large part of the town was reduced ■ 
to a shambles.

November 10 - 2 Japanese planes dropped 5 bombs on a Chinese red- 
cross building where the 59th medical unit was quartered, in 
Changshon town in Northeastern Hunan, injuring 6 members of 
the unit. The planes also bombed the primary school of the 
district where one boy scout unit was quartered. Several boys 
were injured.

November 15 - 17 Japanese planes raided Chengtu, the provincial 
capital of Szechwan province, dropping a large number of bombs 
outside the city, and killing one old woman.

November 16 - Liuchow, in Central Kwangs! province was raided by 
22 Japanese planes, which dropped more than 50 bombs, killing 
or wounding 100 civilians and setting many houses on fire.

Lungchow, situated in the Southwestern corner of 
Kwangsi, was raided by 15 Japanese planes, which dropped more 
than 20 bombs, killing and wounding many civilians.

November 17-18 - Japanese^pranes raided Ichang, Hupeh province.
Over 10 bombs were rfroppeü on the French Catholic Church and 
hospital, which were partly destroyed. The roof of the buildings was marked withja huge French flag. 4o refugees in the church compound were billed and 50 others were injured. 
The planes also «popped /ncendiary bombs on the poor residential 
district, rendering ^OQ^people homeless. 20 people were killed or wounded. |

November 18 - Sian, provincial capital of Shensi was raided by 19 
Japanese planes. Many houses were destroyed and 90 civilians 
were killed or wounded.

November 20 - Ichang was bombed by 9 Japanese planes, dropping 
over 50 bombs 10 people were killed or wounded.

2 Japanese planes bombed Yulin, North Shensi causing 
4 casualties.

November 21 - 21 Japanese planes raided Kweilin, provincial capital 
of Kwangsi, killing one person and wounding six. 60 bombs were 
dropped.

November 25 - 20 Japanese planes raided Sian, provincial capital of 
Shensi. The bombing was concentrated on the residential districts. 
The raiders dropped 80 bombs, wracking 150 houses. More than 
250 civilians were killed or wounded, among whom were 100 
Moslems.
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November 24 - 4 Shensi cities were bombed by Japanese planes. Yenan
city received about 20 to JO bombs, and 80 persons were killed 
or wounded, and 20 houses were destroyed. The other J cities 
were the following: - Tungkwan, where the raiders dropped JO 
bombs and killed 10 people, Chaoyi where the casualties were 
less than 10, and Sanhokow, where there were 2 casualties.

November 25 - Kwangnlng, Kwangtung province, was raided by 8
Japanese planes, which dropped 20 bombs causing 100 civilian 
casualties, $0 houses were destroyed.

Szehui, Kwangtung province was bombed, 10 houses 
were destroyed and several civilians killed and wounded.

November 28 - Changteh, Hunan province, was raided by Japanese
planes, which dropped over 40 bombs, killing 5 civilians, wound
ing JO and wrecking 100 houses.

November JO - Japanese planes raided many cities and towns in Hunan 
Kwangsi and Hupeh provinces, causing a considerable number of 
casualties and doing serious material damage to business pre
mises. Changsha, Yichiawan, Sannmen, Paochlng, Chuchow in 
Hunan were raided. Ichang, Western Hupeh was also bombed.

J5 Japanese planes subjected Kweilin, provincial capital 
of Kwangsi, to the severest bombing since the outbreak of Sino- 
Japanese hostilities. The raiders bombed the city in three 
detachments, and did considerable damage as over 60 bombs fell 
on Kwei-pei road and Kweinan road, two of the busiest thorough
fares. The casualties amounted to 171, mostly women and 
children. Over 100 bombs were dropped both inside and outside 
the city. Many fires broke out in different sections of the 
town and over 200 houses and buildings were destroyed or burned 
down. Kweilin is absolutely devoid of military objectives.

July 7, 1957 - November JO, 1958 - According to statistics published 
by the National Relief Conjafssion, jJ5,157 Chinese civilians had been killed and 44,050 others wounded by Japanese aerial bombs 
during this period. The unascertained casualties are not 
included in these fibres, therefore the actual number of vic
tims is certainly higher. /

Altogether 417 towns anc^cities in 20 out of 28 of China’s 
provinces have been raided by/Japanese aeroplanes. The number of bombardments ^mounted to jp, 548 times.

/ ./Kwantung province wa^i bombed the most: it was bombed 
1,J18 times ancjt 52 of its/cities were raided. 9,797 civilians were killed ai^i 1J,9O2 funded.

Hupeh province,.where Hankow is situated, ranks second 
with 6,520 civilians killed and 7,762 wounded.

/
Hunan/province comes after with 5,255 killed and 6,985 

wounded. »
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The other 17 provinces raided were Kiangsu, Chekiang, 
Anhwei, Kiangsi, Szechwan, Hopei, Shantung, Shansi, Honan, 
Shensi, Fukien, Kwangsi, Yunnan, Kweichow, Kansu, Suiyuan 
and Ninghsia.

December 2 - Kweilin wets bombed again by 21 Japanese planes, which 
dropped heavy e^yjJlosdve and incendiary bombs on the business 
section of thfjZtown and also on the residential districts. 
The casualties are estimated at 5,000, or l/12th of the total 
population pf 60,000|. The worst damage occurred in 8 business 
streets whgre people/ were buried under debris and falling build
ings. Many were killed outright, some blown to pieces and 
some burnt to death/ as many fires broke out, caused by in
cendiary^'bombs. (Tver 400 buildings and shops were reduced to 
ashes. A mosqueywas completely destroyed.

Ah eye-wi>ness saw nearly 70 bombs drop within a few 
minutes, moat""'6f them falling on the crowded business sections.

December 17-7 Japanese planes bombed and machine-gunned Tungsheng, 
in Suiyuan, Inner Mongolia, killing and wounding between 500 
and 400 civilians. The raid occurred while the temple fair 
was in progress, which accounts for the heavy casualties.;

December 26 - Japanese bombers flew over the provinces of Szechwan, 
Hupe.h, Hunan, Anhwei, Kiangsi and Kwangtung spreading death 
and destruction.

December 29 - 15 Japanese planes dropped over 100 bombs at Kweilin. 
Most of the inceddiary bombs landed in the prosperous business 
center turning it into a veritable inferno. The ''international 
Club" Kweilin's largest hotel totally collapsed. •The American 

. Baptist hospital and the American Church Missionary Society were 
set on fire. The city's amusement center received several 
incendiary bombs and 200 houses in that area were completely 
razed to the ground. Altogether 1,500 houses and buildings 
were destroyed and more than 10,000 people rendered homeless.

On the same day Japanese planes rajded many towns in 
Kwangsi, Kwangtung and Hunan, such as Changteh, Hanshou, 
Taoyuan in Hunan, Shiukwan, Lienhslen in Kwangtung.

16 Japanese bombers in two detachments dropped many bombs 
on Changteh wrecking two hundred civilian homes and business 
establishments causing over "200 casualties. Meanwhile 6 
Japanese planes raided Hanshou, killing seven civilians, wound
ing ten and destroying a dozen of shops. Taoyuan another 
West Hunan town was bombed by eight planes.

In Kwangtung eighteen planes raided Shuikwan and seven
teen planes raided Lienhslen.
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he Central China Liaison Office of the Asia Develop-

ment Board has just been Established here and is headed by

Vice Achiiral Shizuye Tsuda, The local Japanese press

reports that Admiral Tsuda in his first interview with

newspapermen

(D 
OJ.94/

I 4808

stated that all Japanese economic, political and

cultural policies in China will come under the jurisdiction

of the Asia Development Board which, however, will have

no voice in Japanese military operations in China

Questioned as to basic principles of policy towards China

Vice Admiral Tsuda is reported to have declared that no

principles of such major importance could be formulated. o 

while hostilities are still in progress and added that he

is in no position to direct the Japanese Government’s

policy from Shanghai and that the bureau which he heads

is expected to function as an intermediate. Real work

Vice Admiral Tsuda is reported to have said, will begin

after he has received instruction at the conference of

Liaison

ô /

1/
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Liaison Bureau chiefs slated to he convened in Tokyo late 

this month. As regards the Shanghai office, Vice Admiral 

Tsuda stated that it had not yet been fully staffed and 

that councillors would be appointed when necessary from 

among financial and business leaders in local Japanese 

civilian circles.

Commenting on the functions of the Central China 

Liaison Office the local Japanese papers stated that the 

political department of the office will maintain contact 

with the "Reformed Government" and will also engage in 

"information and propaganda work". The economic department 

of the office will be divided into three sections: the first 

section will deal with transportation and communications, 

electric and gas works, postal Administration, agriculture, 

forestry, stock breeding, the mining industry, commodity 

markets and city planning? the second section will under

take liaison work with the Central China Development 

Company and in addition will exercise jurisdiction over 

inland river navigation, the fisheries industry, harbor 

works, ship building and the salt industry; the third 

section will supervise currency and taxation.

(GRAY) An officer of the Japanese Consulate General 

in discussing the establishment of the Central China 
liaison
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liaison office of the Asia Development Board with a member 

of my staff confirmed the general powers and functions of 

the office as outlined by the local Japanese press. He 

said that officers from Japanese military and naval 

headquarters in the Central China area would be assigned 

to this office and the special service sections of the 

Japanese army and navy would come under jurisdiction. He 

said that one of the senior officers of the local Japanese 

Consulate General would also be assigned to the office and 

that the majority of the cases received by the Japanese 

Consulate from this office and presumably from other foreign 

consulates would be referred to the Central China liaison 

office rather than to the military and naval authorities 

as had been customary in the past. Asked whether this 

new procedure would expedite settlement of cases, he 

replied that it was not possible to tell at the moment.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, airmail to Tokyo# 

Copy to Nanking by mail.:

GAUSS

CSB
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GRAY

TSINANFU via Tsingtao & 
N. R.

Dated March 14, 1939

The Consulate has obtained 

from a Chinese source which in the past has proved 

reliable «

One* The Tao Yin of Western Shantung who is now in 

Tsinanfu has received a telegram from his office in 

Tsining to the effect that about 40,000 Chinese troops 

have entered Shantung in the vicinity of Tsaochow near the

Honan border. They have killed over 1,000 Japanese and 

de facto government troops and have possibly retaken shine „ 
occupied towns in the country area* O

Two. Informant also states Chucheng in Eastern 'tig 

Shantung was recently recaptured by Yu Hsueh Chu$g*s forces 

which annihilated the local Japanese garrison. Japanese 

reenforcements despatched to retake the city encountered 

strong resistance but succeeded in dislodging the Chinese 

after six days with the assistance of thirty Japanese 

naval planes»
* Three»,,

793.94/
I 4809

 
p/pq
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Three. Japanese allege that there were recently 

sixty thousand Chinese troops in Kiangsu, Following the 

Japanese advance northward after the capture of Haichow 

it is not improbable that an incursion of Chinese 

troops into Shantung has occurred.

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking, by mail to 

Tsingtao*
HAWTHORNE

CSB
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190, March 18, 11 a.m.

Chungking via N. R.

Dated March 1939

Central News Agency published the following report

under Nanchang date line of March seventeen.

"Nine Japanese bombers conducted a systematic

bombing on Ruling on March fourteen, according to 

a Kuling report.

One of the bombs fell in the compound of a 

foreign residence killing a Chinese tailor. Another 

bomb fell on the American school. In both cases the

buildings were clearly marked out by brightly painted

flags on their roofs. The fact that all other bombs

fell on open spaces while these two banbs made direct 

hits indicated that the Japanese have singled out 

foreign property at Kuling for their aerial attacks.

Several incendiary bombs were also dropped but

they all fell in the woods.”

Another Central News Agency report dated Nanchang 

March seventeen states that eighteen Japanese planes

bombed
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bombEd during one March sixtEEn dEmolishing among 

othEr buildings a Catholic church.

Embassy has no (rEpEat no) confirmation of 

forEgoing rEports.

REpEatEd to PEiping, Hankow, Shanghai. Shanghai

mail Tokyo. }

PECK
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* November Political Report, lags 9

Hankow, China

Japanese forces to the south and west of Hankow have 
made little or no progress. After the Japanese captured 
Yochow on November 11 it was fully expected that they 
would almost immediately push on and take Changsha. 
That this was also the expectation as well as the fear 
of the Chinese military is evident from the haste with 
which Changsha was evacuated and a large part of ths city 
reduced to ruins by fire and dynamite.*  The reasons 
given for the failure of the Japanese forces to advance 
are the rapid and continuous fall in the water level of 
the Tungting Lake which precluded the Japanese Navy from 
entering the Lake in force and also the stiffening of 
Chinese resistance. At the beginning of December It was 
stated that the Japanese troops on the Hunan-Kiangsi 
border were spread over a front of 270 kilometers from a 
point on the Nanchang-Kluklang Railway halfway between 
Nanchang and hiukiang to the Canton»Hankow Railway about 
40 kilometers south of Yochow. On December 7 the Japanese 
spokesman in Shanghai admitted that the Chinese forces 
on the Changsha front had rallied and were putting up 
a stronger resistance, According to Chinese despatches 
a counter-attack by Chinese troops on December 9 resulted 
in their capture of two towns five miles to the southeast 
of Yochow, and on December 22 it was stated in Chinese 
reports from Chungking that their attack was continuing 
and that the Chinese forces were then within two kilo
meters of Yochow. It was also stated that Japanese 
reinforcements had withdrawn to the northeast toward 
iuohi. The situation at Yochow was obscure at the end 

of the
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of the month. No word whatever has been received from 
the American missionaries there since its capture by 
the Japanese.

In the Nanohang-Klukiang Sector there has been no 
change in the situation during the month, the two sides 
apparently occupying opposite banks of the Hsiu River 
about half way between Kiukiang and Nanchang. According 
to press reports, the Chinese Commander at Changsha 
stated that the Mofushan Mountain Range in Northern 
Hunan and Kiangs! together with the Poyang and Tungting 
Lakes and the rivers running into them constitute a 
strong defensive position for the Chinese, and that the 
Japanese must bring in four fresh divisions of troops 
before they will be able to take Nanchang and Changsha.

To the west and northwest of Hankow there is also 
little evidence to show that the Japanese have advanced 
appreciably during the month. An American missionary 
who came to Hankow from Sinyang, south Honan, on 
December 18th reports that the Japanese forces had 
evacuated from Loshan and Hwangohuan, southeast Honan, 
and that these places were held by Chinese. He stated 
that the Japanese line is only a little distance north 
of Sinyang, and that the railway line from Sinyang to 
Chengchow is in Chinese hands, but has been largely torn 
up and destroyed. That section of the Peiping-Hankow 
Railway between 3inyang and Hankow is in working order 
except the tunnel at the Vuahengkwan Fans on the Honan- 
Hupeh border which had been blocked and also mined by 
the Chinese previous to their évacuation. It is necessary 
for passengers and freight to bo carried around this

tunnel
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tunnel a distance of about one kilometer.
A Red Cross doctor who made his way to Hankow from 

•x'aao fehin, ventral Hupeh, reports that that town was 
held by about 2000 Japanese infantry when he left there 
the middle of December. The country side was sararming 
with guerillas or more properly bandits, but they appeared 
to be more interested in levying contributions on 
villages and towns than in attacking the Japanese. There 
are small Japanese garrisons at a few of the larger towns 
for a short distance of about 80 miles up the Han River 
from Hankow, but beyond that they have apparently not 
attempted to penetrate. On December 14 the Japanese 
stated that their air force had discovered Chinese troops 
at Tsaoyang, Suihsien and west of Kingshan which towns 
were all in northern and central Hupeh, east of the Han 
River, thus indicating that the Japanese advance west*** 
ward of the Peiping-Hankow Railway in that part of the 
province had not progressed to any extent.

At the time of the retreat before the fall of Wuhan 
a considerable Chinese force remained east of the Peiping* 
Hankow Railway in the Ta Pich Mountains in northeastern 
Hupeh and southeastern Honan. The Japanese announcement 
on December 14 that Chinese troops under Oeneral Ta 
Haueh-chung had been attacked from the air at Shangcheng 
in the southeastern corner of Honan would indioate that 
they are still in that area. It was claimed by the 
Japanese on January 4 that some 5,800 Chinese regular 
troops had surrendered in the Ta Pich Mountains in the 
north of Hupeh after their retreat had been eut off.

Information
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Information received from foreign eye-witnesses 
during December confirms reports previously received 
of the systemtie destruction of towns and villages 
along the Yangtze in the advance on Suhan. Not only 
were these river town® subjected to heavy aerial bom
bardment and fire from naval vessels, but later both 
villages and country side wore systematically pillaged. 
Cows, pigs, chickens and farm implements were taken as 
wall as everything of value la the houses, and what 
could not be removed was broken up. Sater buffaloes 
and donkeys were taken and held for ransom; women and 
girls ware raped, and mem taken as carriers and for 
other work.

There has been some military activity in south
western Shansi on the part of the Japanese, apparently 
tn an attempt to cross the Yellow Hiver lato Shensi 
but no developments of importance in this connection 
appear to have taken place,

(2) Japanese, Air AC^iv^y.

That the Japanese air force had been fairly 
active throughout December is evidenced both from 
reports appearing in the press of reconnoitering 
activities and bombing raids and also from the consid
erable number of military planes daily flying over this 
area and departing from and returning to the Japanese 
air field at Hankow. According to Japanese reports 
their air force on December 7 bombed Chinese forces in 
northern Hunan, east of Yoehow; also Chinese barracks 
northwest of Pingkiang, as well as Chinese troops

moving
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moving In truck» 40 kilometers south of rlngkiang and 
at Nanklang «est of Changsha. On December 14 a raid 
«as carried out at kienli, a short distance up the 
Yangtze River from Yochow. on the same day the Japanese 
planes scouted over Chungking and Liangshan in Szechuan. 
Raids were carried out at Chungking on December 26 and 
89. Sian in Shensi is reported to have been frequently 
raided, and Iehang was alao raided on December £4, and 
on December 29 a raid vas carried out on Kweiyang, 
Kweichow Province, during vhich Changteh, Taoyuan and 
other towns in northern Hunan suffered damage,

(3) Japanese military Supplies in Suhan.

Large quantities of Japanese military supplies of 
all kinds have arrived and been unloaded during the 
month, some are stored on the foreshore of the former 
concession areas temporarily and alao in godown*.  

Certain parts of the burned section fronting on the Han 
River have been cleared of ruins and designated as 
storage points for military supplies. Thors are also 
large quantities of stores on the south bank of the 
Yangtze in the vicinity of Wuchang.

* Telegram No. 108, December 16, 5 p.m

(4) Rumors that Wuhan might become Seat of

There have been rumors current for some weeks past 
that the Japanese military politicians would select 
Hankow as the seat of the new National Government of 
China.*  It was argued in support of these rumors that 
Hankow is the geographical center of China and that if 

it wore
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It were the seat of Government it would indicate that 
the new Government exercised a greater measure of control 
over the whole country than if the capital were near 
the coast.
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<P)’ \ Ihwdor hostilities:
iJecenber was a month of comparative military 

inactivity. Th® important military problems still con
fronting th® Japanese (ee« Hovember review) re mined 
essentially unchanged; and the Japanese wore apparently 
resting large units of their troops following the suc
cessful October campaigns In «south and central China. 
>ccording to boko observers, including the I «bassy’s 
Military Attaché, the Japanese by their inactivity 
were committing the ocras tactical error which, after 
their capture of Ranking (December 1937), permitted 
the main bodies of the Chinese forces to recuperate 
and reorganise.

b. uouth chinât
In south China, Japanese forces undertook a con» 

solidatlon of positions on the Pearl River and report» 
edly withdrew fro» the Bias Bay and Kaiohow areas in 
eastern Kwangtung to Tsengshing, 40 miles east of Can
ton. Their northern lines were at the end of the month 
20 or 30 miles distant fron Canton, Tsungfa end Fayuan 
having been occupied by Chinese forces, v.'est of Canton, 
th© Japanese held Fatshan, 3aashui and Kwokong, but not 
outlying territory or Kongaoon.

°*
The Japanese land end naval forces made little 

progress in the area west and south of Hankow. Advance 
on Changsha was held up south of Yochow and a Chinese 
counter-offensive was launched in that region. The

£M£Sfi&
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Chines» continued to hold ® line Midway between Han- ' 
chan# and riuklang. The Hlnghan Hallway was operated 
by Japanese between Hankow and nlnyang but the "sinyang- 
Chengchow section was reportedly entirely taken up by 
the Chinese and stoved westward.

d. ^°yth China: Shansi; 6 pro'/ecle'd drive "into Bhensl: 
The projected Japanese drive from south hnnsi 

into northern Honan and ’henal as preliminary to an 
attack upon Sian. Shensi, (to out the channel of Chi
nese supplies from novlet Russia via Sinklang), did not 
materialize due to continuing Japanese failure to effect 
a crossing of the Yellow River, à Japanese campaign In 
west Shansi was successful in driving Chinese units 
from various towns which the Japanese had previously 
occupied and relinquished. According to the Japanese 
military spokesman at Peiping after the close of the 
month, Japanese troops were awaiting tlie freezing of 
the Yellow River along the west ihansl border to under
take a crossing there and subsequent attack on Yenan, 
ghensl, '‘capital* of the Chinese Communists.

e. erial activities;
Japanese bombing operations included attacks upon 

Yenan, Shensi, and Kweilin, Kwangs!. Kweilin reportedly 
suffered great damage.

f• guerrilla activities;
Although Chinese guerrilla activities continued, 

the .^eagerness of reports concerning then indicated 
that they generally decreased id December. Attacks 

upon

6. Embassy's (Peiping) 16, January 11, 12 noon.
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upon railways wire of minor importance and the Japa
nese kept the lines in occupied arena operating with 
fair refpilarlty; the Dinclum from helping to Hain- 
hsiang, Honan (about 30 miles north of Chengchow); th® 
Tsinpu from Tientsin south to ’ongpu; the ’ciplng-
'ukden its entire length; and the Plngsui from Peiping 
to raotou, cuiyuan. reports of serious guerrilla at
tacks late in December upon Paotou and Kuisui ware not 
confirmed at the end of the month.

22«2® » ÿO£2Z®le atetemnt and the defection and declaraCTon o/ » iang TKihg-wel » " 
An unexpected series of developments in December 

brought the recurring question of peace negotiations 
farther out of the realm of academie discussion than it 
had been since the Qermn attempt at mediation in Decem
ber, 1937. These, in chronological order, were: (1) the 
flight December 19 from Chungking of tr. YJang Ching-wel, 
Deputy Leader of the Kuomintang and Chalmon of the Cen
tral Political Comittee; (3) a rtateiwnt December 22 
by the Japanese Treraier setting forth Japan’s demands 
upon China; end (3) a declaration December 29 by nt. Dang 
advocating peace negotiations upon the basis of the 
Vonoye manifesto.

Reports that these developments occurred by ar- 
rangoaent between Japanese agents and agents of ?®r. Vang 
wore not confirmed in December, observers who credited 

7 them pointed to (1) the circumstantial coincidence of
2X2&&&

7. mbassy’s (Peiping) 8, January 6, 4 p.m.
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events (Including the apparent collapse early in Decem
ber of the movenent for a ’’federal" government in the 

8 
occupied areas to be headed by ’Marshal u T,ei-fu), 
(3) the subsequent (January 4) resignation of the Konoye 
Cabinet which they interpreted as partly due to th® fail
ure of Prince onoye’s demarche, and (3) the reported 
Journey to Hong / ong at the end of December of General 
Doihara. It appeared definite that there was no early 
likelihood of discontinuance of the Chinese policy of 
resistance or of any concrete peace discussions. General 
Chiang vai-ahek took occasion soon after IT. Dang’s 
departure to repudiate any action which the latter might 
take, the spokeman of the Chinese Foreign Office re
jected ’rince Jonoye’s peace conditions, and *^r. Deng 
was expelled (January 2) from the Party.

h« ctea-ya.Vjp.
Hr. Wang left Chungking December 19 secretly by 

9 
air for Yunnanfu en route to Hanoi. (Hr. Dang had long 
been identified with a group opposed not only to the 
inclusion of the Chinese Communists In the United Front - 
he was the leader of the opposition against the recon
ciliation in the spring of 1937 between the Kuomintang 
and the Communists - and as having consistently favored 
a policy of negotiation with, rather than nrned resist
ance against, Japan. This policy he advocated in 1932 and 
pursued in 1935 during the Japanese military demarche In 
north chine when he was ’resident of the '.xeoutlve Yuan 
and minister for Foreign iffairs, He caused, in August, 

1935.

8. :raba say’s (Peiping) 746, December 30, 4 p.ia.
9. Imbassy’a (Chungking) 613, December 23, 9 a.m.
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1935, a crisis la the Government by demanding that 
General Chiang assuras responsibility for, and share 
the oritloisM of, his allegedly weak attitude In the 
face of Japan’s aggressive tactics in the North.)

Shortly after fir. Wang’s departure, General Chiang 
informed the British and American Jnbassles that nothing 
îr. Wang might do or say would represent the Chinese 

10 
Government in nny way.

111 • A'rlnpe . onoye’c statement ;
lhe conditions for pe«o« laid down in xrince kouoye* 

statement of 'Jecember 88 were: (1) abolition in China of 
nnti-Japanisra and resentment against "itanchukuo" ; (2) 
conclusion of a slno-Japanese ant Womln tern agreement;
(3) stationing of Japanese troops as anti-Communist forces 
at specified points in China during the period of such 
agreement; (4) designation of Inner ‘Mongolia as a special 
eiiti-Comunlst area; (5) effective Gino-Japcnese economic 
collaboration including (a) freedom of Japanese residence 
and trade In the Interior of China and (b) extension to 
Japan of facilities for development of natural resources 
especially in North China and xnner Mongolia. The state
ment added that: (1) "Japan seeks neither territory nor 
any indemnity for th© cost of military operations"; (2) 
Japan "demands only the minimum guarantee for the execu
tion by China of her function as a participant in the 
establishment of a new order in .Asia"; and (3) Japan not 
only respected the sovereignty of China but wag prepared

3&

10. mbassy’s (Chungking) 620, December 20, 12 noon. 
11. Tokyo’s 608, December 25, 2 p.a.
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to surrender extraterritoriality and concessions.
J• ndjecticm by the ChineseForeign ufTice; preas ooments :

Rejecting in its entirety the I onoye declaration.
12a spokeswui of the Chinene Foreign Office stated Decem

ber 24 that (1) the declaration was "in no wise differ
ent" frost px*evlous declarations of the Japanese iovern- 
jcumtj and (2) it showed that Japan’s basic policy of 
destroying th© independence of China and closing the 
open Door remained unchanged. The Chungking and ’Shanghai 
vernacular press expressed aiiailar views and emphasized 
that China would continue to offer resistcnee until Japan 
should chnnge its policy toward china. Foreign (ner- 
jnpanese) press cornante were similar to those of the

13
Shanghai north china Dally Dews that the declaration 
"consists of words rendered entirely meaningless by the 
facts «... which eloquently deny the statements" and 
show that the Japanese "are bent upon a policy of definite 
exploitation of China, its people, and its natural 
resources".

k. 22S& ching-wei’ s wove ^br peace;
press services at Hong Kong published December 30 

a circular telegram addressed by ' ang Ching-wsl to the 
Central Dolltioal Council and other luonlntang organs, 
in which he (1) took ns text the proposals and explana
tory passages of th® Konoye statement of December 231 
(2) saw in Prince Konoye’s undertakings about sovereignty 
and extraterritoriality the possibility of insuring

the

12. embassy’s (Chungking) 518, December 24, 12 noon.
13. Shanghai's 1493, December 2 p.a.
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the ’’security of the Northern provinces” and recovering 
territory lost in the present war, and of preserving 
China’s administrative independence। (3) declared that, 
(a) as the projected anti-Coralntem pact would be con
cluded in the spirit of the Roae-Berlln-Tokyo pact, 
suspicion could be discarded that such collaboration with 
Japan would lead to interference in Chinese political and 
military affairs, (b) the pact, aimed merely at checking 
the "subversive international conspiracy of the Comaunlsts" 
would not affect relations with soviet Russia but (c) it 
would call for abandonment by the Chinese Cotanmlsts of 
their Tarty organisation and propaganda, frontier govern
ment and spécial Military system and would make then subject 
to the legal institutions of Chinai (4) considered as 
acceptable in principle the Tonoye statements concerning 
Slno-Jepetnsse economic collaboration j and (5) added that 
it was ’’especially important for Japan to withdraw her 
troops speedily and entirely from all parts of China” 
and the special sone in which Japanese troops might be 
stationed during the period of the anti-Comintern agree
ment should be limited to the region in and near Inner 
Mongolia,

1. Apparent failure of vang’s demarchea
The apparent failure of Mr, Wang’s declaration to 

cause a favorable reaction in Chinese political circles 
was to have been anticipated from an announceaent by 
General Chiang Kai-shek shortly after Ibr. bang’s departure 
that no patriotic Chinese would advocate pence at the 
present tiae and fro» the statement of the Chinese Foreign

QXXlfiS
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Office spokesman rejecting th® 1 onoye declaration (see 
page 14). kTr. tmg’rs action tma universally condensed 
by the Chines® controlled press and by 'arty and Govern
ment organa. The Central Political Jourd of the Party 
and the Political Affairs Departsaent of the military 
iffairs Comission issued January 1 a seal-official reply 
to his .manifesto which repudiated Tr. Jang and his ex
pressed. views, stated that "resistance has by now becone 
the irrevocably established national policy”, and con
tended that his defection would only increase Chinese 
strength and unity. The Central Executive Coonlttee 
dismissed him January 2 from the ’arty for life and 

14 
deprived hia of all posts, and an order for his arrest 
was issued. r*he Chinese controlled press in general 
considered that his expulsion from the Party evidenced 
a defeat for Japanese political Intrigue, and one British 

IS
journal stated that acceptance of the Japanese peace terms
pursuant to Kr. ?7ang*s appeal would have indicated that 
the Chinese Government was bankrupt of morale and meant 
"acceptance of a doctrine of defeatism which up to the 
present Chiang Kai-shek and those who support hia have 
shown no signs of being willing to accept.”

a. ■hack of progress toward a "federal” . lositiOTi og 
t other rexlaest

Ho apparent progress was made in December toward
the formtion of the projected "federal" government for
the occupied areas} there was evidence that the "Heng- 
ohlang" regime strongly opposed Joining with the Peiping

14. embassy's (Chungking) 2, January 2, fi a,n.
15. Shenghal’s 11, January 4, 11 a.n.
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16 and Hanking regimes under th® ’’United Council”; and th® 
wvenent to place HU Del-fu at th® head of such a govern- 

17 
mont appeared to collapse. According to some Chinese 
sources, interested Japanese political agents failed to 
come to Uraa with Marshal ,u. Æooordim: to others, 
including officials of the "Provisional Government" at 
elping, orders from Tokyo wro received here early in 
December by Japanese political agents to cease temporarily 
all such political tuineuvers. These sources later stated 
that the instructions in question were connected with th® 
subsequent defection of Mr. ang Chin^-wei and the Lonoye 

18 
and eng declarations (see pages 11, 13 and 14).

19 n. rostponemnt of third gating

The third meting of the "United Council" scheduled 
to open December 23 in Peiping was postponed because, 
according to official pronouncements, severity of the 
weather prevented Hanking members from reaching Peiping 
by air. Home "Provisional Love riment” sources, however, 
stated unofficially that the postponement was connected 
with circumstances surrounding the ionoye and ang 20 
declarations.

°* safeftorth Chinât wool and cotton:
The north China embargo on the export of wool con

tinued in force, and anticipated restrictions on local 
mid export trade in eotton were announced December b.

£>•

16. Embassy*a (Peiping) 736, December 28, 1 p.a.
17. i.mbaeey*e (Peiping) 704, 'WMsber 3, 12 noon) last 

sentence of 788, December IS, 3 p.m.; 746, hecenber 30, 
4 p.a.

18. Embassy»* (Peiping) 20, January 11, 3 p.n.
19. Embassy** (Peiping) 704, December 3, 12 noon; 740, 

December 83, 3 p.n*
20, Embassy’s (Peiping) 20, January 11, 3 p.n.
21. Tientsin*a 228, December 1, 6 p.n.| 228, December 6,

12 noon; monthly political report for December.
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82 
p, *'aY ?apanage-controlled ay f a’tïon'“co" ip tny :

A new Japanese-controlled air oexTioe celled the 
China vlation Co!ipany ms Lnnu.rurated December 17 with 
serviette he tween r^lplng nnd To’cyo vie c; ralngteo and 
Dairen -with a projected expansion of service vie Tsing- 
tao to cover the Aimer x-oute of th© China rational 
vlatioii Company, a K>ino*American enterprise (see page 1) 

The now company absorbed the foroex* 4ao~Japanese liuitung 
Corporation. 4r tnll service was also started between 
Tientsin and places in 'Tlanchukuo’*.

23
q. Recall of japcne.ee ^■^inister-ai^Lgœgew ?

Japanese ” ?inistor-at-J.arge” V.Hsayukl Tenl was 
recalled, and was not replaced during December•

C • delations of a General. lAtej^atlonal Charac^r:

1. Japanese interference with tifa' Æfatgjta »

Japanese interference with foreign rights ?md 
interests in th© occupied areas continued without funda
mental change (see pages 1, 7 end 8).

24
2‘ ^strictions c^lnst Bgl&M.J&â

Trench concessions at Tientsin»
Japanese agitation against the British and French 

Concessions nt Tientsin, which began in August and re
sulted in October and November in a general Japanese 
evacuation of those two areas, developed in December into

<W.gJ»S.

22. Embassy*a (Peiping) 729, December 19, 3 p.m.
23. ’hanghai’s 1483, December If, 10 a.m.
24. Embassy's (Felplng) 727, December 17, 3 p.m. J 734, 

December Bl, 2 p«m«| 741, December 23, 3 p«n«j Tientsin»» 228, December 13, 8 p.m»| 230, December Id 
3 p.m.J 238, December 20, 3 p.m. J 833, December 28, 
10 p«m.

Recall_of_japcne.ee
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concrete restrictions on the movements of persons in and 
out of the two Concessions. Giving as reason "the in
creasing activities of nntl-Japanese and Communist ele- 
meute in and around F ientsln", th® Japanese military 
barricaded December 17 a numbef of streets leading from 
the Concessions to Chinese areas, instituted at open 
streets a rigid inspection and searching of Chinese, 
and required foroimers to show passports or other docu- 
raeuts of Identity before pausing the boundaries* There 
was also interference for » few days with the movement 
of comoditles in and out of the Concessions.

Dome of the matters of Japanese complaint were 
adjusted. Following similar action by th® British 
’unlcipallty in Fovember, the French ’unicipallty began 
accepting federal Reserve Bank notes in tax payments. 
The telephone administration in the British, French and 
Italian Concessions was handed over to the Chinos® 
unicipollty in consideration of the letter’s agreement 

to re-establish outside connections (this arrangement 
had been previously proposed by the British). The 
assassination December 88 in the French Concession of 
vr. nng Chu-lin, Chenglu Balt Commissioner, Chairman 
of the Tientsin Chamber of Comoro® and onetina member 
of tie forner leace feintonance Comlttee, had an adverse 
effect on the situation and subsequent Japanese state
ments in the press voiced a demand for "reorganisation" 
of the police of the British and French Concessions. 
(According to one unconfirmed report from French sources, 
Hr. Kang’s assassins were paid agents of persons who
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desired to bring discredit upon the French Concession
authorities.)

26
f?ypAxae.FP

The evacuation fro» Kuling, Flangai, within the
Chinese lines, of. IS .uaerlcnue, IS British, 2 .wades and
1 De naan, was effected December 10 under an arrangement
with Chinese and Japanese military whereby a British 
naval officer escorted the refugees from } ullng to the 
last Chinese barrier and an . luericnji naval officer 
escorted them therefrom to Fiuklang. 21»® refugees were 
transported down river on a Japanese steamer.

£2EiS2fip^ â£ WP.W. 
naval vessels on the Yangtze:
rrangemantb announced in November by the Japanese

novel authorities for the relief and replacement of
foreign naval vessels on the Yangtse were carried out in
December with sone rsodi float ion.
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(b) Relations with Japan.
1. Military Activity.

Since the occupation of Amoy the port of 
Chuan Chow has become an important import

A and •*P<srt port for this district; most of the Butter* 
$1 field and <Swira and the Douglas Lino ships making 

regular calls there. Heretofore the Japans ae have 
not attempted to interfere with this traffic, but 
on January 6th they sent a number of armed steam 
launches and motor boats from Amoy, and blockaded 
the port for four days. During this time the port 
was bombarded intermittently, the bombardment, however 
causing practically no damage. It is understood 
that the bombardment of Chuan Chow caused
considerable more excitement in Kulangsu than in 
Chuan Chow.

2. Interference with Fidhing Boats.
After the occupation of Amoy the fishing 

boats
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boats operating in the Bay of Amoy and adjacent 
waters were reduced to a number hardly sufficient 
to supply the needs of Amoy and Kulangsu, and those 
boats operating have been selling their catch in the 
Kulangsu market. New regulations have now been 
promulgated by the Peace Preservation Coiamittee of 
Amoy to the effect that fishermen selling their catch 
in Kulangsu will have their licenses revoked. This 
regulation indicates an attempt on the part of the 
Peace Committee to force Chinese merchants in Kulangsu 
to purchase their supplies of fish in Amoy.

3. Taxes Increased in Kulangsu»
At a meeting of the Kulangsu Municipal 

Council on January 13, 1939, it was agreed that the 
assessment tax be increased by 12| percent; and that 
the salaries of policemen be increased IS percent. 
This proposal will be submitted to the general rate 
payers meeting on February 13, 1939, for confirmation. 
As stated in this section of this report for December, 
1938, the increase in taxes in Kulangsu is the result 
of the Japanese demand that 12 Japanese policemen be 
employed by the Kulangsu Municipal Council.

4. Conditions in the Interior.
According to articles in the Japanese 

sponsored newspapers in Amoy, the people on the 
mainland adjacent to Amoy are panic stricken, fearing 
an invasion by ths Japanese and the Chinese Army's 
"scorched earth" policy. Actually, reliable persons 
who have recently travelled in the interior report 
that conditions are steadily Improving, and produce
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la moving freely ria other porta than Amoy, especially 
via Chuan Chow ’Hj ) and Lung Yen (-fl* and 

reoently large supplies of oranges have been brought 
to Kulangsu for transhipment.

It is reported that guerrillas to the 
number of 15,000 have been organized in South Fukien 
under the command of three colonels, Huang Ke Sheng 
(^ Chen Kun ro ) and Lin Shou Kuo

who are all natives of Fukien. In 
addition, it is understood, a much larger number are 
under training for guerrilla warfare.

It is being consistently rumored that 75th 
Division of the Chinese Amy, now stationed in Fukien, 
will be replaced by the 157th Division. The 157th 
Division is well known locally for its anti‘Japanese 
spirit, hence considerable space has been given to 
these rumors by the Japanese sponsored press in Amoy.
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REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict: Situation report, 
for month of January, 1939.
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3. Japan

'The Japanese community celebrated the anniversary 

of the occupation of Tsingtao on January io, n ond 12. 
À grand review of the large contingent of troops in 
Tsingtao took place, with several parades through prin- 

cipal streets where several temporary arches had been 
erected. While the parades and reviews were impressive 
enough, there did not appear any spontaneous acclamation.

Campai gi Against Guerrillas

Following the celebration of the anniversary of 
Tsingtao’s occupation, a large movement of the Japanese 
troops westward from Tsingtao took place. At the same 

time the Japanese Naval Headquarters in Tsingtao announced 
a blockade of the Lui chow Bay Coast. 'Thereafter reports 
were received of the occupation of several important 
cities on the old Chefoo-Weihsien motor highway, the 
repair of the destroyed sections of which commenced im
mediately. Reports were also received from reliable 
sources indicating that the Japanese were employing a 
strategy of pincer movements sector by sector in the 
Shan tung Promontory and immediately to the west where 
the di stance between the coastline of Laichow Bay and
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the railway at Weihsien is not more than 35 miles. By 

closing the narrow gap between ..eihsien and a point to 
the north on the coast, and with the railway from Tsingtao 

to ’.«eihsien as the southern line, firmly held by the 

Japanese, it would appear that the guerrillas in the 

promontory will be placed in a very difficult position. 
The sectors which the Japanese are working are much 
smaller and are comprised within the one big sector of 
the promontory. Reports also indicated that the Japanese 
forces are vigorously pursuing highway repair operations 
which will afford them great advantages over guerrillas 
in the mobility of their troops. Once the motor high
ways are repaired and extended by the Japanese with the 
aid of their mercenaries it may be expected that the 
Japanese hold on these lines of communication wi.1 be 
no less strong then is the hold on the railways and that 
guerrilla warfare against the highway lines will be no 
more effective than it is against the railways which 
carry on as efficient service as might be expected in 

the circumstances.

Japanese Economie Activities
The principal feature of Japanese economic life 

again observed in Tsingtao was the growth of retail 
stores owned by Japanese. It must be remembered that 
in Chinese economic life, particularly in Shanghai, 

Canton and Hongkong, great progress in distribution of 

merchandise had been made by the uhinese department 
stores operated on modern lines. It appears that Jap
anese interests will seriously tackle this line of com
merce and the activity in remodeling 'and in new construc

tion of retail shops by Japanese must be regarded as an 

important phase in the Japanese economic exploitation of 
China.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
PAP  GRAY

TSINANFU VIA TSINGTAO & N.R.
apo From

Dated March 15, 1939

Rec’d 5;20 p*nv. March 18 

Secretary of State / .
/'■' ; ZLDivlFonof \

Washington • ! l'Â" AFFAIBS W
/ ! |A^20 1939 fa.

12, March 15, 5 ptm. / |

My telegram Number 9/ March 14, 9 a.m.

One. Chinese troops in Tsaochow area now reported 

to belong to 8th route Army and to be commanded by Peng 

Teh Huai. It is said that Japanese troops and officers 

of Chinese turn coats taken prisoner all slaughtered and 

feet of Chinese soldier turn coats amputated.

Two. Rumored Chang Ya Tung, Commissioner of Police 

in Tsinanfu, is to succeed Chao Chi as mayor of Tsingtao 

when the latter is transferred to Peiping in the near 

future. •-*

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking. By mail to Tsingtao..

HAWTHORNE Ç, Bs
S Jà

WB:KP
tS &
a 
tn

795.94/14816
 

F/FG

!/
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i« 
a. Military >ituatlon.

By ahrar terrariea, ratter than military strength, 
tee eoatla»»» be hold th» li®»» «f «wramaiaatiftn,
Iocmaarelal ««liter» «te strategie pelât» In tel» 
dlatriet, &te te opora*» te© forwr chia»»» (îoMmmt

» r ' 
railway» mer» «r l»ra uninterruptedly.1 hover thelera, the
J»l'«ne»» «ppoar te hev» teeyelrte of «ver eatradlAg te» 
authority of te» Feiping Gewrtaiat on my haal»
al th the meagre military fore»» in shantung (only S» «r te* 
107 b»i«n ©onatltetl®® te» pr avise» had teen brought under 
even nealaal «entrai, raeordliig te te» Advisor* te tee 
□ever&or, during tea year*» ’’oeeupatloa*’), «nd the sente of 
January »ltnee««d tee arrival of eon«ld«rablo reraforrawnt» 
for tee ,%teateng area. .ocordlscly, in «©a Junction vite 
te© Japan»»» B»vy, teloh bloekteed te» eoast fran Tongetew 
(FtegXal), on tee î rosaontery, to Chlkow, at te»
asoute of the Miifwl Mver (>& ) In &»pte, »ff»»tlv*
January sard except for neutral shipping, a eoneerted attete 
ea gnerriil» atron^telds in nor tea»»tern .ihaetung was leuntete 
by <»$•&*•• troop» on ^muary 17te tram baeea along te» ¥»ing» 
ta*-Talraa Hallway. A» a re suit of tel» nov»«»t te» tepan»»* 
anneuneed the «aptur» of loan (KJmmgjao) on January tl»t» 
butlagfu (Haelmln) cm ten hted, Fintel»» (Mn«tew) end ten 
port »f Yangklteow on te» dard, kitelng en te» tete end 
; oteing ra te» Êfite, th»» bringing und«r Jte«tt»»» central 
all importent pointe in teat »e»tion of te» pravln»».K 
ïte «dterary te te» polity haratefor» of temporary occupa» 
tion «te withdrawal, te» Coanulat» und»r»tete» tww» te» 
3npe.neao r fivirar* te te» Owmw teat te» above-nuuid 
town* will b» Barrira*»» by I«pmmm» troop» until raen tin* 
a» l»»nl militia «a* b» reeraited, trained and equipped te 
minteln law an» «r<»r, te oovir te» exjonaea of white « 
tas of Chinera f»,OoQ i» beteg lévite on each belea (or 
county).
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It bee b«sn deated by as offinial Japanese amirs* 
that the Japan»»* Savy landes way foreea, either Military 
ar ftaral, on th* mantuog eaast during the rasent action. 
Th® only purpose cf a bloekade would, therefore, appear 
ta hseo bees ta prevent the esespe by sea ef th* guar» 
rille bsnda under .'>h»n hwag-lleh (legltlanto Gevemor 
of v'harjtung) la nor thoaatom ibaotung, wan ar* salt ta 
bava flat tevarda kte sparsely populated region worth 
of rlahalsn and ta here aafforod hoary Iosms fra» air» 
plane attacks during their retreat* Hoasrar, If tba awa> 
palgn waa primarily daalgftaâ ta captura tihaa hlawalf, it 
waa faroâoamâ ta fallura. Tha tabulate la reliably 
inferaad that ;>fcae. had pra«lou»ly left that part of the 
aouatry and that ha la now la tha rlalaity of lalml ( 5/f /K)» 
la south,»®«tern Jh««tung.

That the already laaffootiT» guorrlU* raalstaaoa ta 
th* Japasaaa invaaloa of thia praviaaa 1* aruabllag rapidly 
waa avidoaaad during «Taauary by

11) dloaaaalon waong gawrllla loaders,i
(t) dlaaffeetloa of ©med Vblaeae on a large aoalo* 

and
(B) rerereion to the «ore leerstire pursuit of bee» 

41try oa the part of aany of the eo»eallod guerrillas.3
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REGARDING: Anti-occidental propaganda - 
Subsequent to announcement that British Government 
proposed to guarantee the British share of exchange 
equalization fund, local Chinese press carried Items 
Increasingly anti-British in tone. British Assistance 
to National Government will cause resignation of 
Chinese employees of British firms. Befonn Government 
urges Great Britain to immediately cease assistance. 
Propaganda charges Great Britain variously with deep- 
seated imperialism, destruction of world peace, etc.

793.94 
/I4813

dt
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This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br)

Nanking via N. r.
Dated March 17, 1939

Rec’d 11 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

13, March 17, 2 p.m.

Anti-occidental propaganda.

Some anti-occidental propaganda was in evidence 

during the course of the organized activities in support 

of the "new order in East Asia" in early March. Sub

sequent to the announcement that the British Government 

proposed to guarantee the British share of the exchange 

equalization fund the local Chinese press has carried 

items increasingly anti-British in tone. The semi

official "NANKING SING PAO" reported on March 14 that 

the Taminteen (organized by the Japanese as a substitute 

for the Kuomintang: comparable to the Hsinminteen of 

North China), "observing that the masses are bitterly 

angered at the action of England in assisting Chiang", 

will extend the anti-British movement through a boycott 

of British goods and by causing the resignation of 

Chinese employees of British firms; in order to give 

effect to this project an appropriate organization is
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to be created, comprising propaganda corps, boycott 

societies and a ’'petition sociEty" to urge thE Reform 

Government to request Great Britain immediately to 

cease assistance to the National Government; and the 

Taminteen itself was stated to have sent such a tele- 

gram to the British Government.

Yesterday’s press reports would indicate that the 

movement is gaining momentum due to strenuous efforts 

on the part of interested elements. The propaganda 

charges Great Britain variously with deep-seated 

imperialism, destruction of world peace, and with 

being together with the Communist Party the world’s 

public enemy. Various Chinese organizations are 

allegedly telegraphing the Reform Government peti

tioning for retaliation against England.

The British Consul evidently views developments 

with some concern. He states that there have not been 

as yet any actions directed against British goods or 

concerns but observes that the North China Provisional 

Government will reputedly be asked to join the movement 

and that mass meetings are reported to be scheduled for 

early April.
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It is my opinion that present circumstances make 

it possible for the Japanese to employ with effect a 
"popular boycott" against British goods should they 

decide to do so.

Despatch follows. Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai 
by airmail to Tokyo.

CLUBB
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Department of State

ADVISER ON

' Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
, April 3, 1939.

pa/je^ r~ — jCjct
Mr.ffOrnbeck: I JS‘!fTonoteJ ***»«

,„^PR~41939 /
OF STAFF I

Feis:
You will probably wish to 

turn over to Dr. Luthringer, in 
connection with the study which 
he is making, Mr. Grew’s letter 
to me of March 13, with the en
closure thereto.

If you concur in the ac
knowledgment which I have drafted 
to Mr. Grew, would you please be 
so good as to initial and to send 
the draft back to me for mailing.

FEîMMHîEJL
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Department of State

Pels

4 capitalist system
would accept this
in their standard

ADVISER ON 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

April 5, 1939 '7'7$
MEMORANDUM S Division of \

FAR EASTERR AFFAiltf

™ 7" Î939

As I understand the attached note from Tokyo, its
leading argument is that sanctions would destroy the

in
as
of

Japan but that the Japanese people
well as a considerable reduction
living rather than forego the

present Japanese objectives and policies with reference
to China. This, in my opinion, by no means demonstrates
that some type of socialism or fascism will enable the
Japanese to acquire necessary raw materials or to avoid
the drastic physical overhauling and rebuilding of their
economy that would follow the application of sanctions hi

W
. 

793,94/14818 
J-

To what lines of productive work would many of the people
engaged in silk production and the manufacture of cotton
textiles be shifted? Could Japan obtain sufficient iron
and non-ferrous metals to keep her metallurgical indus
tries operating? How would Japan pay for goods imported bi

from the "yen -bloc'’? She has in the past paid for part
of &
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of these by goods made from raw materials imported from 
non-yen-currency countries.

In other words, I do not believe that a mere altera** 
tion of the social or political framework within which 
the Japanese economy operates would necessarily solve 
the basic economic problems that would follow from effect 
tive sanctions. It is, of course, almost certain that 
sanctions would cause a serious reduction in the Japan
ese standard of living, and I am willing to concede that 
the Japanese population would accept this. However, the 
transitional period during which these adjustments were 
taking place would involve hardships much greater than 
after readjustment had occurred. It seems to me that 
the strain of suddenly and drastically readjusting a 
nation’s economy, together with a simultaneous attempt 
to carry on a costly foreign war, might well gravely 
impair military efficiency and strain an economy to the 
point of collapse, no matter what its social and political 
framework.

It is of course possible that the Japanese might be 
able to weather an economic upheaval of this magnitude 
without finding it necessary to withdraw from China.
Russia transformed her economic system and at the same

time
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time overcame civil war and foreign intervention. Never
theless, it seems to me that the strains and difficulties 
involved are so great that to argue that the problem can 
be reduced to a willingness to accept a decline in the 
standard of living is an oversimplification that gives 
a very misleading impression of the consequences of 
effective sanctions. In my opinion, there is at least 
an even chance that Japan would be so weakened by sanc
tions that she would have to withdraw from China or 
greatly modify her present objectives.

*

GpV-
EAJLUTHRINGERJEB
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Strictly Confidential.

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, March 13, 1939

Division of
ÊASTERM AFFAIRS 

iu#R3-1939 
(Apartment efS

Your strictly ccnfidei?biftl-i*tt

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

of February 17
enclosing a memorandum prepared under date_of February 15
by an officer of the Office of Adviser on Economic Affairs (D 

01
on the subject of ’’Economic Reprisals against Jaoan”, has • 

(0
interested me very much and I have studied the memorandum
with the greatest care. —

In reply I am enclosing a memorandum containing my 00

counter-comments representing the views of Mr. Dooman, 00

Mr. Coville and myself, and I shall be very glad to have
you make it available to the officer who prepared the
memorandum enclosed in your letter.

I note your request that that memorandum be made 
available only to Mr. Dooman and that the statements

Maxwell M. Hamilton, Esquire,
Chief, Division of Far Eastern Affairs, 

Department of State,
Wash!ngto n,D.0.

Oy
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contained therein be not communicated to anyone else. 
In view of the fact however that Mr. Coville, as well 
as Mr. Dooman, has been closely studying this whole 
subject, has assembled and prepared most of the data 
on which my several communications on this subject 
have been based, and has been working in intimate 
collaboration with me, I have taken the liberty, I 
feel sure with your approval, of letting him also 
read your letter and its enclosure in order that he 
might assist me in preparing my reply.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.
As stated.
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Tokyo, March 13, 1939.

Strictly Confidential.

Reference is made to a departmental intra
office memorandum dated February 15, 1939, copy 
of which was enclosed by Mr. Hamilton in his 
letter of February 17, 1939. The memorandum 
addresses itself to what is described as the /. "economic analysis" in our desnatoh No. 3591," ' 
January 7, 1939, on the question of the appli
cation of economic sanctions against Japan.

Tn part II of the memorandum under reference 
there are presented comments on the conclusion reached 
in the study of the British Embassy which are sub
stantially, if not precisely, similar to the comments 
made by us in our despatch No. 3679, February 14, 1939, 
and are, therefore, to be noted with satisfaction. 
Tn part I of the memorandum, however, there appear 
certain observations which need to be noticed.

The position taken therein by the officer who 
prepared that memorandum is that in our No. 3591 we 
gravely under-estimate the economic consequences to 
Japan of the sanctions suggested by the British Ambas
sador to Japan. Unfortunately, no unqualified and

definitive
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definitive statement supporting that judgment can be 
found. The officer does indeed suggest that ’’sanctions 
might shake the Japanese economy from top to bottom’’, 
but he is ’’not prepared to assert positively the degree 
to which economic sanctions would have these graver 
effects”; and again ’’if she (Japan) suddenly became 
unable to obtain imports from the United States and 
the British Empire, her industry would receive a 
serious shock”, and ’’more tardily her military effi
ciency would be impaired”. The consideration on which 
the officer appears principally to have based the position 
which he suggests but does not espouse might be briefly, 
and not unfairly, reduced to this: Japan’s industry 
is far more highly geared than it was in 1920*  and, 
therefore, her industrial and economic systems could 
not be made to operate on the basis of raw materials 
purchasable outside the United States and the British 
Empire with the proceeds of goods exported to the value 

of

* Notwithstanding the depreciation since 1920 of the yen 
in terms of foreign exchange or of gold, the relatively 
small decline since 1920 in its internal purchasing power 
makes it a useful standard of comparison of volume of 
exports in 1920 and 1938.
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of average exports between the years 1916 and 1920.

We have now under preparation a despatch supple

menting our 3591, January 7, 1939, and presenting at 

some length our more considered views with regard to 

the problem of sanctions, and it is proposed, therefore, 

in the present memorandum to address ourselves principally 

to the expression of belief contained in the memorandum 

under reference, that the question of the economic con

sequences of sanctions cannot legitimately be reduced 

to: "Is Japan likely to make any concessions to the 

United States and Great Britain which would prejudice 

the success of her China policy in order that her present 

standard of living be maintained?" In this connection 

we note that the officer who prepared that memorandum 

agrees that sanctions would be unsuccessful "if the 

only consequence of sanctions should be a reduction in 

the standard of living". The question which needs to 

be examined is whether there would be other consequences 

and, if so, what those consequences would be.

The first point to be considered is the degree to 

which sanctions would deprive Japan of primary materials 

in general, as distinct from materials necessary for 

continuing military operations.

We
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We have already presented to the Department 
in our despatch No. 3679, February 14, 1939, the 
conclusion that sanctions, if applied, would put 
into operation certain forces which would prove 
ultimately disastrous to the existing economic 
system, but we did not go into the question of 
what new economic system might be devised to meet 
a condition of extreme emergency, nor did we go 
into the question of the uses to which Japan could 
put new resources available in the occupied areas 
in China. It might be pointed out, howevever, that 
the nationalization of mechanical industry is not 
the least drastic of the measures which are actually 
under preparation and which are intended to be pro
mulgated in the event of such emergency. Japan 
is self-sufficient in the matter of food supplies: 
she cannot be starved out, and, with the necessary 
reorganization in the systems of supply and demand, 
food can be made available for all. Again, the 
capital invested in Japan’s mechanical industry 
derives from only a very small proportion of the 
population: the incidence of nationalization of 
mechanical industry would, therefore, fall largely

on
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on the numerically unimportant investing classes. 
Further, as the continuation of the capitalistic 
system has already been mortgaged and now depends 
on the grandiose Japanese plans in China being 
successfully carried out, the failure of the aims 
in China because of either a military defeat or 
the effects of sanctions, would inevitably result 
in the collapse of the capitalistic system. If 
her economy were doomed in either case, would Japan 
persist in her China campaign or "fold up”? The 
choice which the Japanese Government intends to 
make has been authoritatively indicated.

The elements now in power in Japan have re
peatedly declared their intention to evolve, if 
necessary, a new economic system, which would enable 
Japan, notwithstanding the restrictions imposed in 
the matter of sanctions, to continue with her present 
program in China. The question whether the Japanese 
people would readily support and accept the new 
system is one which can be answered only by estimating 
the capacity of the Japanese people to accept the

necessary
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necessary sacrifices and their readiness to support 

their leaders. This is, therefore, a political question 

and not an economic one.

Although we agree that sanctions would deprive 

Japan of the markets and raw materials necessary for 

the operation of her mechanical industry under a 

capitalistic system, we do not know the extent of 

Japan’s stocks of military raw materials and we doubt 

whether any one not a Japanese has any reliable knowledge - 

of such stocks. For more than twenty years military 

attachés in Tokyo have noticed that the appropriations 

for both the Army and Navy have been in excess of com

puted costs of operation (including costs of construction 

and purchase of new equipment) of military and naval 

establishments, and the conclusion is reasonable, if 

not certain, that the surpluses have been applied to 

the purchase of reserve materials. It is doubtful 

whether even an intensive examination of export re

turns to Japan of various countries over a period of, 

say, twenty years, would result in producing a reliable 

estimate of Japan’s reserve of military raw materials. 

In any event, we have made no such study and we cannot

assume
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assume that the stocks are negligible. In one respect 
at least they are known to be large: the reserve of fuel 
oil of the Japanese Navy is known to be sufficient to 

meet naval needs under conditions of war for a period of 
not less than three years nor more than four years. We 
believe that there are too many unknown and political and 
other intangible factors* * involved in the question of 
determining whether Japan could, under the conditions 
envisaged, have access to sufficient materials to carry- 
on military operations, and that, therefore, speculations 
on this score should be eliminated from our calculations.

 is

* For purposes of illustration. - The Netherlands Govern
ment has stated that it would not apply sanctions against 
Japan unless the security of the Netherlands East Indies 
were guaranteed by the United States and Great Britain. 
Tould the United States supply that guarantee?

The conclusion that consequences of sanctions would 
be so severe as to bring about a modification or abandon
ment of Japanese uolicy in China, postulates a choice 
for the Japanese only between preserving their present 
economy and modifying, if not abandoning, their present 
policy in China to avoid the imposition of sanctions and 
hence a collapse of the existing economic system. Those 
who hold this view deny or overlook the fact that there
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is implicit in the problem any such alternative as that 
above outlined. As above suggested, they are content 
to assume that as sanctions would effectively deprive 
Japan of necessary primary materials or alternatively 
war materials, she would inevitably be brought to her 
knees by the operation of sanctions. Only two days ago, 
the I'inister of "7ar and the minister of the Navy declared 
that economic and social adjustments calculated to meet 
emergency conditions would be made if necessary, and we 
have no reason to discount such declarations. Nor can 
we assume that the Japanese people would not accept 
and support such changes. Y/e cannot say whether the 
new economic system, if established, could be made 
to operate successfully under the conditions created 
by sanctions, but all the indications of developments 
occurring under our immediate observation are that the 
Japanese Government and people are prepared to face the 
lower standard of living which would inevitably follow 
these changes sooner than modify materially or abandon 
their policy in China.
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April 3, 1 Q'lQ

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Mr. Grew:
Your strictly confidential letter of March 13, enclos

ing a memorandum containing counter-comments on statements 
contained in a memorandum prepared under date February 15 
by an officer of the Office of the Adviser on International 
Economic Affairs on the subject of "Economic Reprisals 
against Japan", reached me this morning. I have read your OJ
memorandum with care and I am, in accordance with your sug- qq

4^ gestion, making it available to the Office of the Adviser 
on International Economic Affairs. The Embassy*s further > 

00 comment will be, I am sure, of definite interest and value — 
00 to all of us who are giving thought to this important and 

difficult question and especially to the officer in the 
Office of the Adviser on International Economic Affairs 
who is continuing his special study of the subject. When 
that study is completed and the results thereof embodied 
in a memorandum, we shall expect to send you a copy of the 
memorandum.

Sincerely yours,

The Honorable 
Joseph C. Grew, 

American Ambassador, 
FE:MMH:EJL Tokyo.

Confidential FilePA/H
X,'- ■

-EA 
»VV"
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 395.1163 Am 33/125_____________ FOR JLÆÆî---------------

FROM Bhlna (Chungking)______ (_____ ________ -) dated —J8>_. 1939.,
Tq NAME 1—1127

REGARDING: seven Japanese planes raided Chengchow on
Mar. 10; according to Central News Agency 
report.

7SO
.94/ |43|9

aa
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Chungking via N. R.

Dated March 18> 1939 

Rec’d 8:35 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

186, March 18, 9 a.m..

Following telegram despatched from Chengchow 

Honan under March 17th has been received by Embassy 

from Dr. Sanford E. Ayers, an American citizen 

associated with the Southern Baptist Mission: 

"American Baptist Hospital bombed today twice six 

casualties. Foreign controlled refugee camp bombed 

heavy casualties. All foreigners Chengchow safe."

The Central News Agency carries a report under 

Loyang headline dated seventeenth to effect that 

seven Japanese planes raided Chengchow on seventeenth 

at 10 a.m. dropping from sixty to seventy bombs.

Repeated to Peiping, Hankow, Shanghai. Shanghai 

repeat to Tokyo.

PECK

RR
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 13, 1939.

As the Shiunso, which is 
responsible for the attached 
letter "to the President", is 
a reactionary society composed 
of chauvinists, and as the letter 
is a printed "open" letter, and 
as nothing that could be said 
to the society would alter its 
views in any respect, I suggest 
that the letter be filed without 
acknowledgement and without 
being sent to Ambassador Grew 
for acknowledgement in his dis
cretion.A number of copies of the 
"letter" have been received in FE:Sald»$ry the Dept.

, 'W 4*1
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0 Date

Department of State

the undersecretary

March 13, 1939 
y—-- I

f Division#

FE / ^^1939 J FAB ÊASTERM Æ 
L^131939 

- - "" ^jyRrtmwt »f State
For such acknowledgment as“*^

you may consider necessary.
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR

IN REPLY REFER TO:Washington
Of --
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■( n ^39 | ,.,-j J. 1 1S39

The Secretary of State.

My dear Mr. Secretary: '«

Attention of Mr. Sumner Whiles, i( 
Under Secretary o£ State.A ?

There is transmitted herewith for such attention as 

you may deem advisable a communication entitled "An Open 

Letter to the President of the United States" mailed by 

The Shiun-So, Tokyo, Japan. The communication was submitted 

to this Bureau by the postmaster at Fresno, California.

Very truly yours,

For the Postmaster General,

Inspector.

Inclosure.

793.94/14820
 

F/FG

A? 
o
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$o£(t Office Department
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR 

©Jaafjington

March 10. 1959.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State.

My dear Mr. Secretary:
Attention of Mr. Sumner Welles, 
Under Secretary of State.

There is transmitted herewith for such attention as 
you may deem advisable a communication entitled "An Open 
Letter to the President of the United States" mailed by 
The Shiun-So, Tokyo, Japan. The communication was submitted 
to this Bureau by the postmaster at Fresno, California.

Very truly yours,
For the Postmaster General,

Chief Inspector.
Inalosure.
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An Open Letter to the President of the United States
=

E
I

The eager and sincere apologies 
the Japanese people to the United States at the

President Franklin D. Roosevelt:—
The people of Japan have paid comparatively greater 

respect to the United States than to other nations of the 
world.

It is firstly because Japan and the United States are friendly 
neighbors in trade with the least danger of conflict of interest, 
and secondly because the United States is a nation with great 
possibility of striving for the sake of justice from a compara* 
tively fair standpoint, not acting on the motive of profits 
alone like Great Britain. The eager and sincere apologies 
expressed by the Japanese people to the United States at the 
time of the Panay incident were only the manifestation of 
this national

But it is
people have _
and acts of Your Excellency, the representative of the United 
States.

Thus there has been spread throughout Japan a feeling that 
the United States is no longer a fair and just third Power, 
but an unfriendly nation that Japan must be on guard against, 
purposely insulting us and intentionally trying to hinder 
our activities. This we greatly regret in view of the friendly 
relations of the two countries.

sentiment.
an undeniable fact that recently the Japanese 
come to entertain great doubt about the views

the world. Leading the American 
delivered speeches on the isolation

defining aggressor nations, revising

President Roosevelt:—
Since 1937, you have repeatedly discussed the problem of 

the aggressor nations of 
public opinion you have 
of aggressor nations.

Then the questions of 
or abolishing the neutrality law, or applying the so*called 
economic sanctions against aggressors proposed by you have 
been frequently discussed. But we have to question your 
view concerning the point that your term of the so*called 
aggressors is always applied to Japan, Germany and Italy.

If you have a world map at hand, kindly open and examine 
it. Then it will become clear that there is no greater aggressor 
in the history of the world than Great Britain, whose territory 
covers one*fourth of the world, and it is also Great Britain 
who still maintains at present the result of the greatest inva* 
sion in history.

We also repeat here again that although the act of terri* 
torial invasion of Great Britain has been done in the past, 
the state of invasion is still maintained under the British 
military force and tyranny in India, Palestine, Africa and other 
places, as known to all.

Unless you ignore this plain and important fact proved by 
the world map, we believe your criticism on aggressor nations 
must first be directed to Great Britain.

Yet your attitude of questioning the three nations of Japan, 
Germany and Italy alone, without ever thinking of criticising 
Great Britain may be similar to the famous Biblical parable 
“Ye blind guides, that strain out the gnat, and swallow the 
camel.” What is your opinion on this point, President 
Roosevelt?

President Roosevelt:—
You have been urging the solution of international problems 

by peaceful discussions, as though in concert with Premier 
Chamberlain of Great Britain.

Do you not recognize that Great Britain is not only closing 
to other nations the vast territory and surplus natural resources 
obtained as the result of her past invasions, but also is forming 
an economic block linking together all- her colonies and 
rejecting the freedom of trade, and thus is greatly defying the 
world peace and the way of co*prosperity of all nations?

To say it more bluntly, do not you believe that the frequent 
disregard of the Kellog Anti-War Pact, and the gradual fall 
of the collective security system are greatly due to the British 
principle of avaricious self-prosperity?

To consider the situation in the Orient, you who is so 
anxious to preserve the peace of the world will not fail to see 
that while Great Britain is closing the doors of her entire 
territory she is trying to colonize China, Japan’s neighboring 
country, and thus repeatedly made anti'Japanese schemes, and 
that there lies the greatest cause for the present China- Inci* 
dent. Then your efforts for the world peace must first be 
directed to urge Great Britain to reconsider her avaricious 
self'prosperity principle.

If Great Britain does not voluntarily adopt a new policy of 
co-prosperity of all nations, then we believe that you should 
openly demand that this question of disposing of the vast 
territory and surplus resources of Great Britain be discussed 
by all impartial nations of the world for establishing a new 
order of the world. We wish to hear your views on this 
point.

Yet if you, even recognizing that the British avaricious 
self'prosperity principle is an evil that is greatly injuring the 
world peace, allow it to continue entirely on uncreative grounds 
of hard and fast rules regarding it only an internal question, 
and thus letting the evil root of inciting confrontation con* 
flicts of Powers exist, continue efforts for the world peace 
with an attitude similar to that of trying to start construction 
works on rugged uneven grounds, your special endeavors 
will only have the United States criticised as being a watch 
dog for crafty Great Britain to enable her to maintain the 
unnatural present condition.

President Roosevelt:—

Your frequent utterances for the defense of democracy’ is , 
naturally proper from the standpoint of the United States, 
but if your so-called defense of democracy includes also the 
British brand of democracy, we must express amazement at 
your disregard of realities.

The British brand of democracy, as you know, is the principle 
of exploiting the four hundred million peoples in the British 
teritory extending all over the world under the military power 
and tyranny of only forty million British to enable the English* 
men at home to enjoy their aristocratic life at the sacrifice of 
those colonial natives, as pointed out by a certain American.

If you intend to defend the American democracy as well 
as this strange democracy of Great Britain, that will result 
in opposing the world peace and in defending the animal 
principle of the stronger feeding upon the weaker.

Great Britain who is self*styling herself as a democratic ; 
nation has spread before the world her hands that have been 
stained with the past invasions and tyranny to her present , 
colonies, but yet she is trying to maintain her present condition 
by calling shamelessly other nations invaders. We imagine 
that she is same as a robber who is shouting “thief, theif” 
trying to make others believe that he is not a theif in order ' 
to escape from the pursuing policemen. Do you believe that 
by making the United States a compromise in making such 
a crafty criminal escape from law, you will defend the demo* 
cracy of the United States and also glorifies her history?

President Roosevelt:—

Of late, desiring to give weight to her utterances on inter
national questions, Great Britain is now intending to increase 
her armaments hurriedly, without feeling ashamed of her 
democratic banner. But armaments can never be perfected 
with money and materials alone.

Look at the tendency of the majority of the British public 
not to desire war. Also look at the condition of the British 
population, source of national strength, that is gradually déclin* 
ing. The population decline cannot be prevented with money 
and materials. On this point Dr. F. Burgdoerfer of the 
Statistical Bureau, Germany, said that the decline of birth rate 
is not a problem of economic value but a problem of spiritual 
value. This statement is worthy of note.

To speak more plainly, a nation that stands on falsehood 
and hypocracy, however grand her naval review might be, how
ever rich she may be, and however skilful she might be in the 
art of imposture in propaganda and diplomacy, her people 
will lose great courage and creative power, if she lacks the 
background of justice.

Therefore, the fate of the British people who utterly reject 
the policy of co*prosperity of all nations and continue to 
dance on top of a volcano will in the near future become 
extremely miserable, when the united rejection of the whole 
world of the British avaricious self'prosperity principle and 
the anti'British sentiments of the people of British colonies 
reach their peak points.

Thus we believe that for the President of the United States 
to urge the reflection of Great Britain is not only for the peace 
of the world, but also necessary for the rebirth of Great 
Britain. We desire to have your opinion on this point.

President Roosevelt:—

According to the reply to Japan concerning the question of 
open door in China, announced by the United States Govern* 

> ment on December 31 last (the foolish note of the British 
Government to Japan dated January 15 is clearly in concert 
with the American note), the United States Government 
appears to have demanded that Japan should submit to a con* 
ference of Powers concerned the revision of the Nine*Power 
Treaty.

But according to what the Japanese people understand, all 
international conferences opened with Japan as their objectives 
such as the Washington Conference, London Conference and 
the sessions of the League of Nations are considered as the 
usual crafty method of Great Britain to oppress Japan with 
the force of overwhelming votes, for maintaining the unnatural 
present condition resulting from the past invasions of Great 
Britain, with the cooperation of the United States and France, 
and sometimes collecting small nations that cannot exist under 
hatred of England and France, as well as British colonies of 
South Africa, Australia, Canada and Newzealand and giving 
them one note each.

We desire to hear your view on this point, and do you 
desire that Japan will be always placed in a fate of putting 
herself in a net spread by England and binding herself?

President Roosevelt:—
If you really desire to contribute to the peace of the Orient 

and the peace of the world, it appears to us that by changing 
the policy you have been following in the past to the opposite 
direction, you will find the factor that will truthfully utilize 
the present international position of tÊe United States for the 
world peace.

Firstly, the United States should lead other nations to prevent 
in the future all political intrigues of third nations in China 
leaving Japan aside, in view of past experiences.

Secondly, if Great Britain does not take speedily a new 
policy according to the principle of co*prosperity of all nations 
regarding her vast territory and surplus resources, the United 
States should give her best efforts to submit the disposal of the 
British territory and resources to a discussion by important 

nations immediately, and to make Great Britain at least open 
her surplus resources and markets to others.

Thirdly, the United States should advise the Red Soviet to 
stop absolutely its Communistic policy, and if the Soviet does 
not listen, the United*'States should join at once the Japan- 
Germanydtaly.antLComintern Pact.

The above three points may appear absurd, but when you 
will reject all past circumstances and sentiments, and ponder 
deeply from the standpoint of the rightful peace of the world, 
you will notice that they are very proper and sound proposals. 
Particularly in regard to the Red Soviet, the Comintern An* 
nual Report issued at Moscow says that the activity of the 
Communist party in the United States has been very strong. 
Furthermore if you judge conditions in the United States, 
you will realize that it is a problem that deserves sincere 
attention.

If the United States consults Japan with the above men
tioned three points as her fundamental policies, what pending 
problems will there be that cannot be solved?

At least the peace of the Orient will be instantly established, 
and Japan and China will proceed along the path of co* 
existence and co*prosperity. Consequently there will be no 
room for doubt that the scope of economic activities of other 
Powers in China will be expanded and particularly the in* 
terests of the United States in China will greatly increase.

s

President Roosevelt:—

The international rights and wrongs of today are very clear 
as above mentioned, but you have rejected the clear reason 
and guided the United States wrongly and forming a joint 
front with Great Britain who is a defendant before the world 
court gave helping loans to the Chiang Kai*shek regime that 
is not different in actuality from a Communist government, 
and furthermore, recently, forgetting the important responsible 
position of the United States irritated Japan with your strong 
and arrogant utterances. It is therefore quite natual that the 
relation between Japan, and the United States and Great 
Britain will become further strained at a rapid pace in the 
future.

Whatever retaliatory measures Japan may take against econo
mic blockade the two nations might adopt against us as their 
last resort, we ask you to realize that the entire responsibility 
is in your attitude.

That will be what we do not desire most because of the 
past high respect we hav^paid the United States for so many 
years and also of our strong faith that there will be no war 
between Japan and the United States. But unless you speedily 
change your attitude, such development might come as un* 
avoidable suffering for a new birth to welcome a new age of co* 
existence of all nations and co*prosperity of humanity, burying 
the evil modern age full of most pitiable utilitarian confronta* 
tion conflicts of human beings.

Not before Japan founded on Kodo—absolute truth of 
Universe—or the way of unselfish great love, freely accom
plishes various creative great deeds with courage and efforts, 
and completely and fundamentally destroys the great evil 
illusion of the Modern people who calculate justice with 
quantities of materials, the paradise of Eden that humanity 
has lost since the time of Genesis will not be regained.

January, 1939.

I

THE SHIUN-SO
No. 22, 2'chome, Uchisaiwai*cho, 

Kojimachi*ku, Tokyo, JAPAN.

This statement was published in si>\ 
leading vernacular newspapers in Japan/
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Mr. Renchard of the Secretary’s office brought
Congressman Keller to me with the statement that the
Congressman had just seen the Secretary and that he (the
Congressman) was interested in talking to someone in 

xregard to the situation in the Far East.
■i :: v Congressman Keller inquired whether I thought the

Chinese could win against Japan. I replied that there 
" '—.t X'~*; 4 --were of course differing opinions on this subject among

3 si qualified and intelligent observers; that observers such
\ . X.ZX' as Lattimore and Feffer had rather consistently expressed 

the view that Japan could not win; that other qualified 
observers held a contrary view. I said that the circum- <_ 
stances of the absorption by China of its Mongol and 
Manchu conquerors constituted in my opinion no adequate

basis
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basis for deducing that China would absorb Japanese con
querors: I cited reasons. I said that my own personal 
view, which was not for quotation or attribution, was 
that it would be a mistake for anyone to base a policy 
on an assumption that the Chinese would be able by their 
own efforts to defeat the Japanese and that, while one 
could of course not be sure, it seemed to me that, were 
China and Japan left entirely alone and free from outside 
influences, the factors in favor of Japan were stronger 
than were the factors in favor of China. I said that one 
thing seemed clear, namely, that there was no present 
prospect of an end of the conflict and that it would 
probably continue for a number of years.

Congressman Keller asked what we could do toward 
assisting China and toward making Japan’s task in China 
more difficult. I commented that decision in regard to 
measures directed toward those ends would seem to rest in 
large part with Congress.

There then ensued general discussion of the Far 
Eastern situation, in the course of which Congressman 
Keller evidenced especial interest in questions of mili
tary tactics and strategy. I therefore telephoned M.I.D. 
in the War Department and arranged for Major Betts to see 
Congressman Keller.

Congressman
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Congressman Keller said a number of times that what 
had been said would be treated by him as confidential and 
that he was interested in doing something by way of mak
ing Japan’s task more difficult. He said that he was 
considering introducing a resolution embargoing the ex
port to Japan of commodities such as oil, scrap iron, 
etc. When I asked what in his opinion the likely con
gressional reaction would be to such a measure, he said 
that he did not know but that public opinion throughout 
the country was ninety percent in favor of some such 
action. He said that he believed that Japan would be 
able, unless other powers made their influence felt, 
to conquer China and that thereafter Japanese aggression 
would move to new fields. He intimated his belief that 
if Japan should be successful in China, some day the 
United States would have to fight Japan and he said that 
he would rather take some action now directed toward 
making Japan’s task difficult than to wait until Japan 
had completely consolidated its position in China.

FE:MMH:EJL
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March

CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USE ONLY

«»• C's-f

To the
American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim, 

Peiping.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confiden
tial information of the American Charge d»Affaires a 
copy of a memorandum of a conversation of March 7, 1939, 
between Representative Kent E. Keller and an officer of 
the Department in regard to the situation in the Far
East.

793.94/1 4821

Enclosure:
Memorandum of conversation 
of March 7, 1939, between 
Representative Keller and 
Mr. Hamilton.

Copy to Chungking.
CR 
15 i

>?// It'

FE:EGP:HJN
3/14/39

n
~n o
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CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USE ONLY

N°- /c y o

To the American Ambassador,
Tokyo.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 
Information of the American Ambassador a copy of a memo
randum of a conversation of March 7, 1939, between 
Representative Kent E. Keller and an officer of the 
Department In regard to the situation In the Far East.

Enclosure:
Memorandum of conversation 
of March 7, 1939, between 
Representative Keller and 
Mr. Hamilton.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of far eastern affairs
March 23, 1939

Hong Kong’s despatch no. 39Ô of 
February 24, amplifying telegraphic reports, 
encloses press clippings on the bombing of 
Hong Kong border territory by Japanese 
planes. It also states that the first out
burst of indignation in official Hong Kong v 
quarters was suddenly moderated as a result----
in the Consul General's opinion—-of advice 
from London. The enclosures add no 
important Information, but their marked 
sections are of mild interest if you have 
time to note them.

FE:ChBbe:HJN
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No. 398

GENERALAMERICAN CONSULATE

Hong Kong, February 24

SUBJECT: Bombing of Hong Kong Frontier 
Planes - Transmitting Local N 
Comment.

I AFFAIRS

j W 25 Ig3p 
by Japanese
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Honorable

The' Secretary of State

Washington.
Â.
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I have the honor 
7*4 
ande grams Nos

Consulate Gener

DtVi‘- nui vl 
fAfi EAS;

to refer to the 
/ > y 7 <//

60/of February 21st and 22nd, res-

pe<|tively, in which were reported the main details of 
..8

bombing by Japanese war planes, on the morning of

ibruary 21st, 1939, of British territory near the

.g Kong-Kwangtung land frontier at Shumchun, with re' 
Siting damage to property and the death and wounding

\various people

I This incident has inspired, probably more lively

discussion, both printed and oral, in Hong Kong than

has any other incident of the Sino-Japanese hostilities

during the past many months Such discussion has not

so far developed any details of first importance in

addition to those which have already been reported by

However, it has providedtelegraph to the Department

some elaboration which the Department may wish to have?!

on file and I accordingly enclose an article on the S
subject clipped from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST of

February 23rd, 1939. This article has been chosen

because I have been able to verify from first-hand

sources

793.94/14822
 

F/FG
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sources the general accuracy of its comments on the 
actual bombing and its results, and because it also 
gives additional information about the dropping of 
propaganda leaflets by the Japanese planes and about 
the severe censorship exercised by the local Government 
on reports of the bombing published in the Hong Kong 
Chinese papers.

There is also enclosed as representative of the 
more intelligent editorial comment on the frontier 
bombing incident a further clipping, entitled "Border 
Incident", also from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST of 
February 23rd, 1939.

Hong Kong is on this date awaiting with great 
interest official details of the British protest to 
Tokyo and of the reply, if any, which the Japanese may 
make to such protest. On the day of the bombing and 
on the day afterward I heard a great deal of indignant 
and otherwise forceful comment in authoritative sources. 
During the next two days that comment has suddenly 
become much milder and less decisive in nature, and I 
am accordingly much inclined to the opinion that the 
change has been influenced by official intimations from 
London based on considerations of policy. At any rate 
there has been a somewhat extraordinarily sudden modera
tion in the at first quite evident indignation of local 
civil, military and naval officials. Some of them now 
appear inclined to let it be known that they are not 
sure that there were three Japanese planes in the raid 
over the frontier, (notwithstanding statement to that 
effect by many reputable eye witness of the event) and 

opine
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opine that possibly only one plane accidentally 

crossed the frontier as alleged by Japanese consular 

officials in Canton and Hong Kongl

A highly placed and quite reliable British 

official in this Colony confidentially informed me, 

in discussing this bombing incident, that there was 

a definite promise from the Japanese, obtained at 

or about the time of the frontier operations in November 

last of which report was made by this office to the 

Department, that they would give forty-eight hours 

notice to the appropriate authorities in this Colony 

of any intended military operations on the frontier. 

No such notice was, he said, received of the foray of 

February twenty-first.

Very re^tpSbtfully, s'

/ Addison E. Southard
/ American Consul General

EncldyuresJ

1. Clipping from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST of 
February 23, 1939.

2. Editorial from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POSTof 
February 23, 1939, entitled ’’Border Incident”.

800
AES Jem

Distribution:

In quintuplicate to the Department;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 398 dated February 24, 
1939, from Addison E. Southard, American Consul General at 
Hong Kong, on subject of "Bombing of Hong Kong Frontier by 
Japanese Hanes - Transmitting focal Newspaper Comment".

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST
February 23, 1939.

BORDER BOMBING RAID
---------- 4-----------

GOVERNOR SENDS FULL REPORTS TO 
SECRETARY FOR COLONIES

JAPANESE ARMY REGRETS “BOMB”

4.—Facing compliance with these 
demands before Friday, February 24, 
citiep/ and vijlages in recalcitrant 
hsighs wiHjJre ruthlessly bombed.

jOttfiSese Press Censored
An interesting example of the 

censorship of the Chinese press in 
Hongkong was revealed yesterday 
when the Leunhokan was published 
with several blank spaces. This was 
a result of the censor lifting from 
the report of the border incident all 
reference to violation of British ter
ritory and the fact that the Gov
ernor was a witness of the attack.

The deaths of three Chinese in the Kwong Wah Hospital 
yesterday brings the list of dead in British Territory as a result 
of the border bombing at Lowu on Tuesday to 15. Until an 
official list is compiled, it is impossible to say whether they 
received their injuries at Shumchun or Lowu, but those known 
to have been killed in British territory are an Indian policeman, 
five Chinese men, two Chinese women and four Chinese children.

Dr. P. S. Selwyn-Clarke, Director of Medical Services, said 
that an accurate list of wounded had not yet been compiled but 
at least nine of the many wounded received their injuries in 
British territory.

Mr. T. Oda, Consul for Japan, 
called on Hon. Mr. N. L. Smith, 
Colonial Secretary, on Tuesday and 
had a conversation, as a result of 
which he transmitted1 a report to 
Tokyo on the incident.

Full reports prepared by the Gov
ernor have been sent to the Secre- j 
tary of State for the Colonies and ; 
Mr. A. W. Blunt, British Consul- i 
General in Canton.

Yesterday was quiet at Shumchun । 
and Lowu, very few refugees re
maining to be transported to British 
camps where, owing to past experi
ence, relief organisation is again in 
full swing.

The last refugees arrived in Fan- j 
ling at 1 a.m. yesterday, making 
about 3,000 in North and South 
Camps, Fanling, and in Gill’s Cut
ting, where 30 railway trucks were 
hastily placed yesterday as a base 
for a further camp. Kam Tin Camp, 
which has never been closed, is now 
accommodating 2,000.

A temporary shelter is being put 
up on Namkanto Road, between 
Sheung Shui and the bridge, where 
stragglers will be taken in. A num
ber of refugees spent the night in I 
the open, but kitchens are being ’ 
started to provide hot food for them.

Official Report '
An Army , authority yesterday , 

stated that no reinforcing measures 
were being taken by the military at 
the frontier and no anti-aircraft guns 
were being positioned with orders to 
use them if necessary.

The manoeuvres of Japanese aero
planes over British territory were 
confirmed by this official, who said 
three planes circled over British 
territory returning to attack the Cus
toms Station, two of the three parti-1 
cipating in this attack while the other ( 
went over towards Lowu Camp and1 
dropped bombs. One of the two 
planes attacking the Customs Station 
machine-gunned Lowu Station and 
then apparently noticing the train 
further down the line, went after i 
that. I

After machine-gunning the train, 
this aeroplane circled round it once 
and repeated the attack before re
turning to Chinese territory.

It is thought that at Shum Chun 
Market, about half a mile from 
Lowu, 80 were killed and more in
jured, though the recovery of bodies 
from the debris of shattered houses 
makes a final compilation of the toll 
impossible.

The attack on the city was entire
ly unopposed, nor were guns used to 
defend the Customs Station. Cus
toms officers were recently disarmed 
by order of their head office.

Pamphlets Dropped
Pamphlets sc 

kong and the 
number of 
from the 
South Chi . - — 
originally /n the ... 
Japanese-fppointed^ Magistrate 
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ordered 
Magistr 
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The Leunhokan is jointly published 
ed by the Chinese Newspaper Own
ers’ Association while the regular 
journals are being suspended over 
the Chinese New Year holidays.

These journals resume publication 
to-day when, it is learned, the ori
ginal reports will be allowed to go 
through.

From the Secretary for Chinese 
Affairs it was learned yesterday that 
the Chief Çensor had apparently ex
ceeded his powers in suppressing the 
original report, acting from a desire 
not to cause alarm to the populace.

As censored, the reports indicated
that British protests would be made 
against the attack on Shum Chun, 
which is in Chinese territory.

Objection was voiced through Hon. 
j Mr. M. K. Lo and Chinese members 
of the Legislative Council in 1936 at 
the suppression of news in the Chin
ese press by the censors, who were 
instructed to use their powers only 
to delete: 
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

anything subversive to the Bri
tish Empire;
anything likely to damage Hong
kong’s relation with friendly 
Powers;
communistic doctrine;
matter likely to incite breaches 
of peace and good order in 
Hongkong;
indecent matter in contravention 
of Ordinance No. 15 of 1914.

ed between Hong- j 
River contain a 
to the Chinese 
authorities in 

were presented 
sappearance of a 

‘ ; in
Elders were
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nese authorities that instructions 
the appointment of new magis- 
s have be<n carried out. The 

I magistrate^ will be required to i 
t periodically to the Japanese 

orities that -all anti-Japanese ac
es have ceased in their districts

Lpathies with the Çhung- 
havp been totally* sup-

wly /^pointed magistrates 
Lvilla^e elders will be joint

ly held sponsible for anti-Japanese 
activities in their areas.

and the^
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. 398 dated February 
1939, from Addison E. Southard, American Consul General 
Hong Kong, on subject of ‘'Bombing of Hong Kong Frontier 
Japanese Planes - Transmitting Local Newspaper Comment4’

24 
at 
by

SOUTH CHINA MOUSING POST
February 23, 1939

genuine uncertainties that exist
ed. The v 

, ly be 
delibefi&te.

The Japanese bombing on the wo appeai/to belong to some 
Hongkong border has aroused irr^Tponsibl/ naval or military, 
rnreat indignation and some 

nt^ ~
The incident and the embar- 

; of the Japanese

Border Incident must according- 
incursion was 

blame, however,

great indignation . and some of>cer rather than to his govern-
contempt. There is reason to 
believe that among Japanese 
civilians, at least, it is sincerely rassment __  „„r____
deplored, for its errors if not ; Government are part of the 
for its viciousness. Reactions penalties for the method adopt- 
are, of course, very mixed. ed in the attempt to conquer 
There is always a tendency to china. The war has almost 
regard such incidents objectively ceased to be a military struggle.
and evalue them in relation to 
international politics. The 
primary consideration must be 
humane. Civilians, men, women 
and children have been terrified, 
mutilated and killed. A Hong- 1O xvxx^x xxxlxvh v<*xxv 

। kong police officer, not interest- Japanese driving into' western 
ed in the war, has lost his life ; China, either in north or south.

The Japanese troops are checked 
everywhere that matters, and 
there are no longer Chinese key 
points the destruction of which 
might end the resistance. There 
is no longer much talk of the

on service. The damage and 
the suffering have been inflicted 
upon the victims gratuitously. 
The military necessity plea can
not repair the injury: nor can 
it possibly excuse the obvious 
incompetence. Visibility was 
excellent and the raiding planes 
flew low. Geography is, or 
should be, part of the equipment > .
of the competent aviator. This ! 
sort of error has been perpetrat
ed too frequently and Japanese 
apologies arouse cynicism rather 
than assuage the resentment.

There is a spa 
outrage was Japan’s 
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this. _ ident theory also. 
isjrqlnC out/by the impossibility ! 
°f_ Jartopography so clearly
identifiable: the jjver is broad , 
enough for easy’recognition, the 
landmarks plain and the maps 

! very old. It must, moreover, 
| have been known to the Japanese 1

ion that the 
tribution 

okyo plan 
isance tac-

Instead they are perseveringly 
trying to complete the domi-( 
nation of China without fighting, 
and the war has entered a 
“pacification” or police phase. 
This requires the setting up of 
puppets in as many areas as 
possible—a slow and difficult : 
business, handicapped by the

* Chinese murder
■ methods. Districts behind the 
Japanese lines are to be ter- 

jrorised into accepting Japanese 
rule, and this is being done by 
air bombings—which also con
ceal the fact that the first line 
Japanese troops have been trans
ferred from coastal areas to 
Hainan, Manchuria and other '.. the other _ • . ,. „ .„tihpm frmn !! places where they are, or will
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I that trains would not be running 
in Chinese territory : the train 
that was bombed was nearly two 
miles from the border. Further
more, the December incidents 
must have cleared away any_

demand,/at least, 
habitan
in theipFown territory. Previous 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of far Eastern affairs

March 25, 1939.

Tokyo’s despatch No. 3710 of February 28, 
1939, encloses a copy of a note from the 
British Ambassador to the Japanese Foreign 
Minister in which a strong protest is made 
against an attack from a Japanese vessel on 
the British air liner Delia when the latter 
was flying along a regular Imperial Airways 
route near Weichow Island. Great Britain 
again states that it cannot admit the right 
of the Japanese forces or Government to make 
deliberate attacks on civilian aircraft nor i to exclude civilian aircraft from certain 

Î areas and to attack them if they enter those 
areas.

FE:S ry:REK
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA LEGAL ADVISER !
MAR 28 W -

AMERICAimmV^

No. 3710 Tokyo, February 28, 1939

SUBJECT: FOREIGN AVIATION IN CHINA: BRITISH 
REPRESENTATIONS.

f’vîÀP
■ < <d39

V-NT OF

a note dated February 27, 1939, from the British

Ambassador to the Minister for Foreign Affairs pro

testing, in the strongest terms, an attack made on 

the British air-liner Delia from a Japanese vessel

near
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near Weichow Island.

/

Enclosure : 

as stated

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

710
ESCîwr

Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Consulate General, Hongkong
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
no. 3710 of February 28, 1939 
from the Embassy at Tokyo

(With the compliments of the British Embassy to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, February 27, 1939) 
The British Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Arita.

No. 46 (19/72V/39). British Embassy,
Tokyo.

27th February 1939.

Your Excellency,
On January 25th the Japanese Consul-General in 

Canton notified the Consular body there that the 
Japanese authorities intended to shoot down any 
aeroplane which flies over China at night unless 
the flights, times and course are previously noti
fied, when such flights should not exceed the height 
of 500 metres. On February 2nd the Japanese Consul- 
General notified the Consular body very urgently 
that the above notification applies in full to a 
radius of 15 nautical miles from Weichow Island in 
the Gulf of Tongking for Third Power aircraft by 
day and night. His Majesty’s Consul-General in 
Canton protested immediately in writing against these 
orders.

2. I now have the honour to inform Your Excellency, 
under

His Excellency,
Mr. Hachiro Arita,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s
Minister for Foreign Affairs
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under instructions from His Majesty’s Principal 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that His 
Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom cannot 
admit the right of the Japanese forces or Govern
ment (whether the present hostilities are regarded 
by the Japanese Government as a state of war or not) 
to make deliberate attacks on civilian aircraft 
except in quite exceptional circumstances (e.g. 
refusal to obey a clear and lawful order to land). 
In the absence of a declared state of war His 
Majesty’s Government cannot agree to the exercise 
by Japan of a right to exclude civilian aircraft 
from certain areas and to attack them if they enter 
those areas. In these circumstances His Majesty’s 
Government do not admit the right of any Japanese 
authority to prevent British aircraft proceeding 
about their lawful occasions.

3. The British authorities have done much to co
operate for the prevention of mistakes arising from 
the difficulties experienced by the Japanese forces 
in distinguishing British air-liners from hostile 
Chinese aircraft. Details of the time-tables are 
regularly communicated to the Japanese Consul-General 
at Hongkong and the Japanese Naval Attaché at Shanghai

by
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by Imperial Airways and I had the honour to inform 
His Excellency the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of an alteration in the flying schedule as recently 
as February 7th. While these measures have been taken 
by the British authorities with the object of prevent
ing difficulties from arising, they have done so sub
ject to the reservation that the onus of identifying 
enemy aircraft before hostile action is taken rests 
with the Japanese forces concerned. This responsibil
ity will remain even if aeroplanes in which British 
interests are concerned should fly within the areas 
from time to time designated as areas of hostilities 
by the Japanese authorities concerned.

4. In this connexion I have to protest, under in
structions from His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs, in the strongest terms 
against the attack on the air-liner Delia made from a 
Japanese vessel half a mile north west of Weichow 
Island, The aircraft was flying on the normal route 
from Hongkong to Hanoi at 1,000 feet. The route has 
been used for the last few months, and the Japanese 
authorities are kept Informed of the route and time
table followed by Imperial Airways services, so the 
vessel which fired at the Delia should not have been 
ignorant of her identity. Under the circumstances the

attack
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attack can. only have been the result of the omission 
of the Japanese authorities to keep their war vessels 
informed of the movements of the civilian aircraft 
of Third Powers or a deliberate attempt to interfere 
with the passenger services of Imperial Airways. I 
therefore have the honour to request that Your Excel
lency will be good enough to take the necessary steps 
to bring the views of His Majesty’s Government in 
this matter to the knowledge of the Japanese author
ities concerned, and to ensure that due account is 
taken of these views.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 
Your Excellency the assurance of my highest considéra 
tion.

(sgd) R. L. CRAIGIE
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 24, 1939.

Tokyo’s despatch no. 3716 of 
March 1, 1939, reports the con
clusion of the affair of the 
boshing on February 21 of 
Hong Kong Territory by Japanese 
planes. No action is necessary 
and the. information contained 
in the despatch has already 
appeared in the press.

FErSaïii y
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE

.. , .Uj(. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

division of
EUROPEAN AfF/sjji.^/

_ . f)kz

No. 3716.

1939 MAR 20 AM l| 3?
AMERICAN EMBASSY

jI'VIz-iuH OjTokyo, March 1, 1939»
COMMUMC. r/9^s 
AND HEbUKDS

SUBJECT: BOMBING OF HONG KONG TERRITORY BY JAPANESE 
PLANES ON FEBRUARY 21, 1939.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State, "-I

Washington.
sir:

I have the honor to refer to telegram No/ 58 of 
February 21, 11 a.m., from the American Consul General 
at Hong Kong reporting the bombing that day by Japanese 
planes of Hong Kong territory near the Chinese frontier 
at Shumchun. There are enclosed in this connection a

1/ copy of a note, No. 41 of February 21, 1939, from the British 
Ambassador to the Minister for Foreign Affairs protesting

2/ the bombing, a copy of a paraphrase of a telegram received 
by the British Ambassador from the Governor General of

793.94/14824
 

F/FG

Hong Kong
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Hong Kong giving the particulars of the incident and a copy 

of a memorandum presented by the British Ambassador to the 

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs on February 28, 1939, re

garding the settlement of the incident.

Reports of the bombing appeared in the local press in 

Japan and a statement was released by the War Department 

regarding the incident. The announcement described the 

bombing as an accident which occurred while the Japanese 

Army planes were carrying out air raids along the Chinese 

border at Shumchun when one pilot mistook Hong Kong terri

tory for Chinese territory and dropped two bombs on a 

railroad train there. At the same time, it was stated 

that regrets had been expressed to the British authori

ties in Hong Kong over the bombing and violation by Japan

ese planes of British territory.

As reported in my telegram 106 of February 23, 7 p.m., 

the British Ambassador informed me that he had received 

that day from the Foreign Minister an expression of regret 

on the part of the Japanese Government for the bombing, an 

undertaking to pay indemnification for the loss of life and 

for the property damage, and assurances that after strict in

vestigation disciplinary action would be taken against those 

who committed the mistake and that appropriate measures would 

be devised to prevent the recurrence of such incidents in 

British territory.

The memorandum presented by my British colleague to 

the Japanese Government on February 28, 1939, concludes with 

the statement that the British Government regard the incident
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as having been settled on these terms.

350
JE:C

Enclosu
1/2/3 As stated above

Copy to Consulate General, Hong Kong.
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Enclosure no./ to despatch 
no.^7/6 of t/ /q$<} 
from the Embassy at Tokyo

(With the compliments of the British Embassy to the 
American .Ambassador, Mr. Grew, February 21, 1939) 

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hachiro Arita.

British Embassy, 

No. 41 (4/72V(l)/39). Tokyo.

IMMEDIATE

Your Excellency,

I have been informed by the Governor of Hong

kong that Japanese aeroplanes, in the course of 

bombing operations this morning on the border of 

Hongkong territory, dropped several bombs on rail

way trains well within British territory, in such 

a manner as to suggest that the object of their 

attack was Shamohun Railway Bridge, which is within 

the borders of the Colony.

2. Pending the receipt of any instructions which 

I may receive from His Majesty’s Government in the 

United Kingdom, I have the honour to bring this in

formation to Your Excellency’s urgent attention, and 

to enter a strong protest against this attack on 

British territory.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

(sgd) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Hachiro Arita,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 
Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure no.<^ to despatch 
no. j') /U of 5-/from the Embassy at Tokyo

(With the compliments of the British Embassy to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, February 22, 1939)

COPY. Left with Mr. Kishi, February 22nd.
Extract from Telegram received from 
Governor of Hongkong, February 22nd, 1939.

On February 21st at about 9.55 hours nine Japan
ese twin-engined bombers, flying from the direction of 
west by north, bombed Shamehunhu in Chinese territory; 
they then circled round over British territory. One 
flight of three planes then bombed the Customs beyond, 
about 300 yards inside Chinese territory. The at
tack was made from the south, the machines thus 
crossing British territory in the run up. Six 
bombs were dropped on the Customs station.

Another flight attacked the British railway 
station; about 200 yards inside the frontier, from 
the south west. This attack was made by two machines 
only. Four bombs were dropped inside British terri
tory. Both machines were attacking at not more than 
500 feet. The casualties in British territory from 
this bombing were, as far as can be ascertained at 
present, one Sikh policeman and six Chinese killed, 
wounded not known. One of these two machines circled 
again and opened machine-gun fire on British railway 
station, killing as far as is known two Chinese.

The third machine of this flight detached it
self and diving over Lo Wii camp attacked a train

standing
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standing on the railway at about Lo Wu Brick Works, 
a mile inside British territory. Two attacks were 
made, one bomb being dropped each time. The bombs 
fell on the embankment and caused considerable 
damage to the train. This train was running on 
normal schedule.

All attacks made in British territory were 
from a height of not more than 500 feet and were 
observed by officers of 2nd Battalion Royal Scots 
in Lo Wu camp, which is one mile from British rail
way station and 500 yards from the railway embank
ment on which the train was standing.

Attacks were inexcusable as nowhere is the 
frontier more clearly defined than in this sector. 
The frontier itself is Sham Chun river, the railway 
crossed it by a bridge, and there is a clear line 
of hills on the British side, while the Chinese side 
is flat. Lo Wu tented camp occupied by a Battalion 
at training is most conspicuous and visibility at 
the time was excellent. Flying at height they were 
there should have been no possibility of the pilots 
mistaking their whereabouts.
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Enclosure no.-^ to despatch 
no.B'V/A of A 14
from the Embassy at Tokyo

(With the compliments of the British Embassy to the 
American .Ambassador, Mr. Grew, February 28, 1939) 
Copy of memorandum handed to the Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Sawada, by the British Ambassa
dor, Sir Robert Craigie, on February 28, 1939.

The following statement was made in the House 
of Commons yesterday:

On February 21st a number of Japanese aeroplanes 
engaged in mopping up operations flew at a low alti
tude over the border of British leased territory near 
Shamchun and dropped several bombs, killing one Sikh 
policeman and eight Chinese, and causing considerable 
damage to a train. Machine gun fire was also opened 
on the British railway station and two Chinese were 
killed. The total number of wounded is not at present 
known.

On the same day His Majesty’s Consul-General at 
Canton was informed by his Japanese Colleague of the 
readiness of the Japanese military authorities to 
tender their apologies and to make amends. His 
Majesty’s Ambassador at Tokyo protested to the Japan
ese Government, who have now replied expressing their 
profound regret that such an incident should have 
occurred and assuring the Ambassador that after a 
strict investigation disciplinary action would be 
taken against those who committed this serious mistake 
and that appropriate measures would be devised to pre
vent the recurrence of incidents of this kind. The

Japanese
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Japanese Government also indicated its intention to 

arrange through direct negotiation between British 

and Japanese authorities on the spot for payment of 

damages and other matters. On instructions from my 

n8ble friend, Sir Robert Craigie has informed the 

Japanese Government that His Majesty*s Government 

regard the incident as having been settled on these 

terms.

British Embassy, Tokyo.

28th February 1939.
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TELEGRAM

From
GRAY

Foochow via N. R.

Secretary of State,

; «' t Dated Mhrch 21, 1939
Rec*d/10;13 a.m.

Washington.

March 21, 6 p.m.

Four Japanese airplanes made

this afternoon dropping about dozen bombs several of 

them near the Socony installation. No casualties or 

damage to American property.

ROWE

CSB

793.94/14825
 

py
A
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GPO

EDA

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

GRAY AND PLAIN

Secretary of State

Washington

March 21, noon

R

HANKOW VIA N.R

I have not (repeat not-) been

eived 7:09 p.m,

Pepartoent eNj

Datpd March 21, 1939

Divinion of 
B KSImH ÀFFAlf
MAR 2 2 193^

able to obtain confirma-

tiler. of press reports of Kuling bombings referred to in 

Chungking’s 190, March 18, 11 a.m

Sent to Chungking, repeated to Peiping, Shanghai

Peiping please repeat to Tokyo*

JARVIS

ROW :NPL

793.94/I 4826
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 89g*°° P,R* Canton/152 for

FROM Cant°n________________ _____ -) DATED
JO NAME 1—1127 e»o

Sino-Japanese situation: developments, in summary, for the 
regarding: of 1,939.
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B. Relations with Other Countries;
!• Japan♦

(a) Military Operatlong In K^anatung;

During January Japanese military forcée in Kwngtung 

continued to maintain headquarters at Canton. No informa

tion
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tlon of importance concerning their potlvlties vms 

divulged by the mllltury, novel or consular authori

ties, but it ia believed that they wore engaged 

principally In operations designed to consolidate their 

position in and around Canton, to clear earl river 

delta areas of Chinese guerrilla mid. bandit units end 

to bomb Chliiowe troop concentra tiens lu the West and 

Dorth Hiver areas. In the fighting to the north of 

Canton, the Japanese ...ere reported to have occupied 

duahalen (Feyuen, «nd to have reached, if they

have not occupied, Tsungfa *hey retained

control of the Canton-iCowloon rellvay from Canton to 

. heklung ( • on* mode sufficient repairs to thia

section of the Line to permit its use for military 

purposes. The area to the south end oast of Jheklung, 

from which Japanese forces were withdrawn late in 1938, 

was comparatively peaceful notwithstanding the reoccupa

tion of certain villages by Chinese regular end guerrilla 

units. The largest concentration of Chinese troops la 

reported to be at Cheung &uk Sou where about

16,000 soldiers of the 167th Division are quartered. It 

is also reported that n certain amount of barter traffic with 

the Japanese is being conducted by Chinese along the east 

coast, notably at hwabus contraband wolfram ore

being exchanged for kerosene (allegedly /wierlcan end 

British) and other coraroodities.

iD) Japanese ser ial Activities in South China;

During January, Japanese military and naval aircraft 

raided extensive areas of South China, Canton airfields 

nnd naval vessels off Pakhoi being the chief bases for 

these operations. Helds were almost daily occurrences.
(c) K^cn^sl*s
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(o i K»t nfcai*& la g Of Invasion via the lafchol

Reports verv current ,xt Vütriou- tints during the 

month to the effect that Japanese nnval vessel a were 

concentrated in the Gulf of Tongking end thfct in antic

ipation of m invasion of Kwungsi through the ?akhol ares 

roads tnd bridges lending to th» in*orior were destroyed 

by the Chinese. Similarly road» and bribes leading to 

the interior from Yeungklng were destroyed and it was 

reported that in the Chungshan district the only good 

road remaining was the on® from Shekkl ( ) to Macao,

nt th® end of the month th® Japanese Consul General 

stated that Jelohow Island in the Gulf of Yongxing ws 

under Japanese JLlitaiy occupation anti requested that 

the aircrafts of Third powers should refrain from flying 

within a radius of fifteen nautical miles of that island.

(d) Formosan administrator Visits Canton;

a Japanese news despatch reports that Mr. Jiro

jorioku, chief administrator of Formosa (Taiwan) arrived 

in Canton by air from Taluoku on January 11, 1039.
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G-2 Digest of Xnfoxmtion 
Slno Jepanaae Situation 

February M - Ltarah 10, 193t W £j$j

Mjamœàaœ
«• On February B® it beoeme apparent that Japanese pressure was 

developing in the Ban River bend to th« west of Hankow. Advancing stead
ily the Ji.panene troops have cleaned out the bend t?s far north as the 
line Taaonhlh—,jilu. Thereafter Chinese re alstance apparently stiffened 
and severe fitting la Ln progress. To date apparently no serious at
tempt has been made to crons the Hun in this region. '■«*» Japanese pres
sure has also developed in the direction Yingshan—Kaien^rang. -’he 
Chinese estimate the Japanese force in the <nlu area as one division, 
which would appear reasonable. The force to the north is beliovad to 
be no stronger than a reinforced brigade. Between the Han and lehang, 
the Chinese have two corps, aggregating about SO,000 n»n, scantily sup
plied with artillery. In the iisiangyang area is a great mass of Chi
nese troops, who have bean passive since their evacuation of the Hankow 
area in October. It is probable that some of these troops are parti
cipating in the ;uxlu fitting.

Coas&cnt. Ahls operation would c«eri to b® prelijsiBKyy to e pro
jected Japanese advance on loban^, in cooperation with a river expedition 
up the Yangtra. Such wa undertaking would achieve the following:

(1) Bring the Chungking area Into easy aerial bombing range.
(2) Achieve control of the Ysngtra up to the gorgfis.
(3) cut the Hœnan-lhman overland transportation route at 

Ahasl.
(4) Probably result in the capture of «meh industrial etjulp- 

jwnt in ths Icbang area believed to be mlting transporta* 
tion west.

of the above, consideration (1) is believed to b® the most 1«- 
portant. J.'

The opinion has also b^en advanced that the Anlu operation Is a æ 
prelude to participation by the Japanese Central China in a vast con-1^ 
verging advance on 3isn. In view of the limited forces available in the 

uhan area for this purpose, estimated at four divisions, such an under
taking appears improbable. Mora certain results with less use of man
power could be obtained by am offensive localised to the north.

b. The Japanese have launched moppiag-up oporations in northeast 
kiangsu. An advance along the Lun^hai Mnilroed to Helohow lias been fol
lowed by a sweep northward in the «one north of the old bed of the Yellow

BECUSSm
1,6521 S*- 3® «Xi 5(D) or ®

cON Ei //
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laver and between the Jrand Canal and the sea. Hearts indicate that 
Tain and mid have slowed down the operation almost to a standstill.

c. ihw Japanese have completed their mop—up in south end o®ntml 
Hopei, without any lar^e-scale emwjesiente. They are now setting about 
the occupation of the area on at least a s«mi-per uinent basis. The 
Mnaco admit that Japanese garrisons now hold 901 of the hglon cities 

(county seats) In the province. To date no important jjmrriJh reac- 
tiona have occurred in this area.

Comment. This development, marking the first Japanese effort 
to prison non-tactlcal areas, is regarded as moat important. It should 
furnish a clear cut test of the strength and vitality of the Chinese guer- 
rille aovu.jBni,

S . MX3C .

a. on March Ji a terrific explosion occurred in a «mitions plant at 
hiretala, near Osaka, Japan. Jone £00 persons were killed and hundreds 
of houses destroyed. Subsequently it was officially stated that the ex*» 
plosion was accidental in origin and that the loss and d&mnje sustained 
would not affect military operations in China.

b. un February Î-4 Munchoukuo officially signed the protocol of ad** 
herence to ths anti-*>os»intern pent.

o. In shanghai « lull supervened in the tense relationship existing 
between the Japanese and the jottleiaent authorities concerning policing 
and the rapression of terrorism. This was aided by a •ubaidence in actual 
terrorist activities. The “unialpel Council*» reply to the original 
Japanese demands was Inconclusive and on February 88 the Japanese made 
an equally vague response which, however, seemd to close the matter for 
the tine being. Un harch Ü, however, the Japanese Consul Oeaeral called 
on the Chairman of the Jmaicipel Council to sign a rwtnoranduB of under
standings in the matter, and this is A1U a subject of deliberation. 
Meanwhile the Japanese are being aeeorded a greater participation In the 
Municipal Fbllce Force and are steadily seeking to widen the authority 
exercised in the police sphere by their armed forces. Informed opinion 
holds that further difficulties and friction Impend in this connection.

d. On Ferch 8 the Peiping Provisional Ctavernmsnt announced that, ef
fective March 10, Knjor exports from Tientsin would be permitted only when 
evidence mes presented that the foreign exchen^ resulting from the tran
sactions had boon converted into Federal Reserve Bank currency. The ob
jectivas of such a measure are obviously threefold, namely:

(1) To place a certain amount of foreign axchange under Japanese 
control.
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(2) To permit manipulation of oosmeree end exchange to the 
advantaiW of Japoneoe exiterprla*.

(3) To boat down the value and cireilation of Central ■>>▼- 
ernnent notes in Worth China by excluding then from the 
exchange aarket.

Th* preniwn enjoyed by the Central knrernnent notes over those
of the /ederal Reserve Sank has boon based on the facte that they formed 
ths basis of the Sorth China foreign exchange system and that they pos
sessed a wider popular currency. Th® mssur© described above strikes 
directly at the strength of the Yuan in the foreign exchange market. 
The ïuna’a general circulation hu« bean under steady, if tmsuosessful, 
attack by regulation and official depreciation throughout the war. Xt 
has been reported that National Gaveraæwnt currency will bo outlawed as 
a aodiun of exchange effective ^areh 10 in the are* controlled by the 
rovisional 'Joverament, but it is still uncertain as to whether this 

measure will be enforced totally or partially.

Coawent. The exchange control measure will, it is believed,
result in further stagnation of foreign business in Morth Chine. i>xef 
other results are believed to bo doubtful.

e. The British Uovernnent announced on March 8 that it was guaran
teeing the British SO per cent of a 4.10,000,000 stabilisation fund for 
Chine»» Oovemnent currency, the other half of which was to be subscribed 
by Chinese financial institutions. The Hongkong Shanghai Bank and ths 
Chartered Bank of India were designated as the active British agencies 
and initial financiers in th* adadnlctration of this fund. Chile the 
credit was said officially to be for the general bolstering of the Tuan, 
unofficial coassent was made that it Might be epeolfieally applied in the 
north Chin* area where the Yuan wo under greatest pressure. No strong 
Japanese official or public reaction to this move has developed a* yet, 
but it will undoubtedly occur in the near future.

Comment. This is the first known British aovwmmant credit ex
tended to China since the outbreak of the war sod, of course, it parallels 
th* American $20,000,000 credit of last Decwsber. hil® the fund can

. readily be used to bolster chines* currency on the world market, it is 
I not seen how it can be applied specifically to the North China situation.
1 It is quite possible to aid the Chinese money mrkst by using the fund 
1 to finance both general trade and the shiyeent of war mt*rials, and ex

pert opinion tends to believe that It is in thia sphere that the credit 
will find its main employnent.

CüNf IDEîn n a ■
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA  GRAY

TSINANFU VIA TSINGTAO

One. Units of 8th Route Army which recently entered 

Shantung are reported to be advancing toward Tsinanfu.

One section is said to have reached the vicinity of 

Faicheng 33 miles south of Tsinanfu while another column 
\ 

believed to number several thousand is reliably reported ■ 

to be on the outskirts of Tsiho 13 miles west of here» v 

Two. While the garrisoning of towns recently 

occupied has reduced the Japanese military forces in 

Tsinanfu it is not believed that the 8th Route Army 

will risk an attack on this city except possibly in 

collaboration with other Chinese forces of considerable

793.94/14829
 

F/FG

strength. Yu Hsueh Chung’s movements are unknown but 

it is conceivable that his three divisions, possibly 

augmented by Shen Hung Lieh’s following, might be in a 

position to coopérât! by threatening Tsinanfu and south- 

east. Unless the convergence of the 8th Route Army units 

on Tsinanfu is in conjunction with other maneuvers there fea 

would
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*• 2 — j^.3, March 20, 4 p.m* from Tsinanfu

would appear to the layman to be no practical military 

purpose to be served thereby.

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking, by mail to 
Tsingtao.

HAWTHORNE
KLP:DDM
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NOTE

err 890.00/134 MemorandumSEE--------------------------------------------------------------------------- FOR___________________________________

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

FROM( Salisbury ? nATFn M*rch 16, 1939.
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING: Situation in th® Far East: review of past week, in summary.
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SEE___ 894.24/625 for__ Memorandum_____________

State Department
Far Eastern Division 

from(.Ballantine__ .) dated___ .1239.
TQ NAME 1—1127 e»0

REGARDING* Japanese vessels, engaged in loading scrap iron for Japan: 
picketing of-, at Oregon ports.

Conversation with First Secretary of Japanese Bnbassy, re
garding-, with reference to U.S. attitude toward Sino- 
Japanese conflict.

79o,94/ |4831

FRG.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FromPLAIN

Swatow via N. R.

During morning air raid four Japanese planes 

dropped eight bombs and machine gunned new Swatow 

Railway station and landing for Kityang ferry, no 

casualties and slight damage. Motor launch near 

Kityang reported machine gunned killing six and 

wounding eight Chinese. During afternoon raid 

four Japanese planes dropped eight bombs on Ekoy 

Railway station five miles north of Chaochowlu 

and machine gunned railway station at Fooyang 

about ten miles south of Ghaochuowlu, damage and

casualties not yet reported*

Repeated to Chungking* Peiping.

YOUNG

HPD

793.94/14832
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA
This telegram roust be 
closely paraphrased 
before being cammuni 
cated to anyone (BR)

CHUNGKING VIA N'.R

214, March 27, 5 p.m.

Received

Secretary of State

Washington

From Dated March 27, 1939

2 a.m.
Division of~> 

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

^Department »f

Responsible Chinese military officials yesterday

admitted to an officer of the Embassy that the present

Japanese offensive on Nanchang which commenced on March (0
04

17 with approximately 60,000 troops in participation has (0
reached a critical state in respect of the defense of the

city and that the Chinese are rushing five fresh divisions

(presumably totaling about 50,000 men) from Hunan in a

desperate endeavor to halt the onslaught; It seems

however, that Chinese endeavors to hold Nanchang will

be to no avail and that the most vital means of communi-

cation between Hunan and Chekiang will be severed. Informed 

sources anticipate that a Japanese attack will be launched 

on Changsha as soon as the campaign against Nanchang is 

concluded.

(END SECTION ONE).

PECK

KLP :CSB

4833
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This t El Egram™t be VIA N.R.
closely paraphrased _________ _
before bEing dbmmuni- Dated March 27, 1939
cated to anyone (BR)

From Received 9 a.m. 
Secretary of State

Washington

214, March 27, 5 p.m. (SECTION TWO). x

The recent Japanese drive in central Hupeh in which 

three divisions participated came to a halt after the 

Japanese succeeded in driving Chinese regular forces 

f ormerly east and south of Chunghsiang to the west bank 

of the Han River, Several Japanese attempts at .'crossing 

that stream have been repelled and quiet now reigns 

on this front. Informed sources report that Japanese 

casualties in this sector exceeded 10,000 in the recent 

campaign and maintain that reinforcements in substantial 

numbers will be required if extended operations are to 

be attempted.
(END SECTION TWO)

PECK

KLP :CSB
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Em TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be CHUNGKING VIA N,R,
closely paraphrased. ----------------
before being communi* Dated March 27, 1939
cated to anyone (BR)

FROMRecEived 10:07 a,m.. 

Secretary of State

Washington

214, March 27, 5 p.m. (SECTION THREE).

Recent Japanese military activities in the Haichow 

area appear to have achieved their objective which was from 

all accounts the control of the salt fields of that region. 

An American associated with the Chinese Government Salt 

Administration confirmed that Chinese salt officials have 

withdrawn from the North Kiangsu salt fields leaving 

apnroximatEly ten million piculs of stored salt which 

could not be removed therefrom subsequent to the commence

ment of hostilities, 

(END MESSAGE).

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

KLP CSB
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 214) of March 27, 1939, from the 

Amarican Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows :

It has been confirmed by an American connected with 

the Salt Administration of the Chinese Government that 

Chinese officials of that organization have departed from 

the salt fields in northern Kiangsu, abandoning stored 

salt in the amount of about 10,000,000 piculs which, fol» 

lowing the outbreak of hostilities, it had been impossible 

to remove from the area. It would thus seem that the 

objective of the recent military operations of the Japa

nese in the region of Haichow - the control, as indicated 

by all accounts, of the region*s salt fields - has been 

accomplished.

Following the success of the Japanese in pushing back 

to the western bank of the River Han the Chinese regular 

troops which had been in the sector south and east of 

Chunghslang, the recent Japanese campaign in central Hupeh 

in which three divisions were employed^ came to a halt. 

Extended operations cannot be attempted by the Japanese 

without substantial reinforcements, according to asser

tions by well-informed sources, who state that the recent 

offensive in this area cost the Japanese more than 10,000 

casualties.
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casualties. A number of Japanese attempts to effect a 

crossing of the Han Hiver have been repulsed, and this 

front is quiet at the moment. Fro® the point of the 

defense of Hanchang, a crucial stage has been reached in 

the Japanese drive on that city which began ten days ago 

with some sixty thousand soldiers participating, according 

to an admission made to an officer of the staff of the 

American Embassy at Chungking by responsible officials of 
the Chinese Army. They also admit that, in an urgent 
effort to stop the assault, five fresh Chinese divisions 

are being brought with all possible speed fro# Hunan*? 
(It is assumed that the combined strength of these divis
ions is about fifty thousand troops.) The Chinese attempts 

to defend Nanohang nevertheless seem destined to be futile, 
in which ease the cutting of the most essential line of 
communication between Chekiang and Hunan will be effected. 
With the completion of the offensive against Nanchang, a 

drive on Changsha will be started by the Japanese, in the 

opinion of well-posted persons.

793.94/14833
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This telegram must be — 
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fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

HANKOW VIA N.R
From DatEd March 27, 1939

Secretary of State

Washington

March 27, 2 p m,

Rec’d 5 :30/p

Japanese casualties on the Han River front are reported

to be heavy. The Japanese offensive there is understood to

he making slight if any progress.

The attack on Kuling has apparently been suspended

the Japanese presumably feeling that the Chinese forces on

the mountain are now immobilized and will with the anti-

cipated fall of Nanchang be forced either to attempt

escape or to surrender

Of the three columns advancing on Nanchang from the

north, the east and the west, the last, threatening the

Chinese communications between the Kiangsi capital and

Changsha, is the most significant

The Japanese military position in Central China cannot

be considered balanced before these two cities are occupied

Sent to Chungking, repeated to the Department, Peiping

Shanghai.
JARVIS
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*■ t.l.gn. of uaron 7, 1939, flom th, iMrtes„ 

Ounculate General at Hankow reads substantially as 
folleast

Until the Japanese capture M&nchang and Changsha 

it cannot be considered that their military position in 

central China la balanced. The acet significant of the 

three columns advancing fr<m the west, the enet end the 

north on Hanchanp ie the column coning from the went, 

which threatens Chinese eosmmleations between yanchang 

and Changsha. It appears that the Japanese have sus

pended their attack on Ruling, feeling, it ie assumed, 

that with the expected fell of Kanohang the (Mines© 

troops which now are lantooilieed cm the mountain win 

be obliged to surrender or to try to escape. It is 

understood that little if any progress is being mde in 

the Japanese offensive on the Han River front where 

Japanese casualties are «nid to be heavy.

793.9*5/14334 -

0.
istensonîHES
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JR
This telegram 
closely paraphé a oP
fore being comfaur*'* 
to anyone. (br)

In the

official on

attitude of

and he said

Affairs was

Secretary of State-j

Washington

CONFIDENTIAL

215, March 28

ust be

From

Division of

a call upon a responsible Chinese

apartment oi

March 28^.939

7:30 a.ii.

ED ’5494
l Chungking via N,1 
r
^Dat ed

Rec ’d

O.N.L AND M.I.D.

course of

March 27

i APR 20 1939 1

R 2 8 1939

I asked regarding the present

Germany toward the Sino-Japanese conflict

that he felt the German Minister for Foreign

extremely pro-Japanese but that the Minister

of Economics believed that Germany stood more to gain

through relations direct with China than through a

victorious Japan. He commented that, of cours e this

was true because even if Japan obtained any advantage

from the war this would not be shared with any other

country.. I inquired about the rumored negotiations for, a

renewal of the German-Chinese barter agreement and he said 

the German Minister of Economics had an emissary in

Chungking named Voigt, formerly a businessman in Shanghai 

who was pressing more for the carrying out of the terms 

of the barter agreement negotiated about three years ago 

than for its removal on different terms. (END OF SECTION

ONE) .

PEG:DDM PECK
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From Rec’d 7:30 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

215, March 28, 9 a.m. (SECTION TWO).

Since hostilities began China has not been carrying 

out its terms except that under a supplement negotiated 1 

a year after the date of signing Germany had granted 

a cash credit of 100,000,000 marks for the purchase of 

war supplies and China had about exhausted this credit.
K 

He said that although the Chinese Minister of Finance is 

rather inclined to carry out the original agreement, 

General Chiang views Germany with disfavor because of 

Hitler’s action in ordering out the German military 

advisers and particularly because a time limit was set 

for their departure under threat of confiscation of 

their property and deprivation of citizenship which Chiang 

regarded as humiliating to himself. The Minister said 

that since the Japanese were making it increasingly 

difficult to export the Chinese products desired by Germany 

and to import manufactured goods the barter arrangement 

was decreasing in value to China even though the Germans 

were offering as an added inducement to accept Chinese raw 

materials in payment for war equipment, (END SECTION TWO)

PEGjWWC PECK
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JR TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be 
clos Ely paraphrased br------------- Chungking via N. R,
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br) Dated March 28, 1939J FROM

Rec’d 10:15 aim.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

215, March 28, 9 a.m. (SECTION THREE)..

He explained that the Germans refused to supply 

completely manufactured military Equipment but only such 

as was brought to a stage where its assembly could be 

completed in China. I asked whether any threats were being 

made and the informant replied that the argument was being 

used that the assembly must do something to support that 

faction in Germany which preferred close relations with 

China rather than with Japan or automatically see the 

dominance of a pro-Japanese party. Recalling the 

negotiation of the original barter arrangement before 

the outbreak of hostilities informant said that even then 

the Germans had stated frankly that Germany could not 

be satisfied with current supplies of raw materials but 

must store up quantities in advance in preparation for 

war. I inferred that there is little prospect of an 

early agreement with the German representative.-

End message. Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai,. Peiping 

send by mail to Tokyo,

PECK

RR:WWC
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (no. 215) of March 28, 1939, 

from the American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially 

as follows:

On March 27, when calling upon a responsible Chinese 

official, the American Charge d’Affaires Inquired with 

regard to Germany’s attitude at the present time toward 

the conflict between Chins, and Japan. In reply the Chinese 

official expressed the feeling that the German Minister of 

Economics was of the opinion that It would be more 

advantageous to Germany to carry on relations directly 

with China than through Japan as a victor but that the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Germany was very pro

Japanese. He remarked further that of course Germany would 

gain more through direct relations with China because 

Japan would not share with any other country aiyadvantage 

which might be gained from the conflict.

In response to the Charge’s inquiry In regard to 

rumors of negotiations looking toward a renewal of the 

barter agreement negotiated about three years ago between 

China and Germany, the Chinese official made statements 

to the following effects

There Is In Chungking an emissary of the German 

Minister of Economics who Is pressing not so much for a

renewal
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renewal on different terms of the barter agreement ae 

for the carrying out of the present terms of the agree

ment. The name of this emissary, who was a Shanghai 

businessman formerly, is Voigt. Under a supplement to the 

agreement negotiated about two years ago Germany granted 

a cash credit of one hundred million marks for the purchase 

of war supplies. China has almost used up this credit. 

With this exception the Chinese Government has not been 

carrying out the terms of the agreement since the beginning 

of the conflict with Japan. Although Germany is offering 

to accept, in payment for war equipment, raw materials 

from China as an additional inducement to the Chinese to 

implement the barter agreement, the agreement is losing 

its value to China because the Japanese are making it more 

and more difficult to import manufactured goods and to 

export the Chinese materials which Germany wants. Kung 

(Chinese Minister of Finance) is rather favorable to 

carrying out the terms of the original barter agreement. 

However, on account of Hitler’s action in ordering the 

German military advisers out of China, the Generalissimo 

does not look with favor upon Germany. The Generalissimo 

considers this action as a humiliation to himself, 

especially on account of the fact that the advisers were 

threatened with loss of their German citizenship and 

confiscation of their property if they did not leave China 

by a certain date. Germany is willing to supply only such

military
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mllltary equipment as has reached the point where it can 

be assembled in China and has refused to supply equipment 

which is completely manufactured. Even when the original 

barter agreement was negotiated before the beginning of 

the hostilities in China, the Germans were frank in saying 

that current supplies of raw materials would not satisfy 

them but that they must store up quantities thereof in 

anticipation of war. In response to the Charge*e inquiry 

whether the Germans are making any threats, the Chinese 

official said that the argument is being used that if 

the pro-Japanese party is to be prevented from dominating 

in Germany automatically some action must be taken to 

uphold the faction there which desires close relations 

with the Chinese Government rather than with the Japanese 

Government. The Charge received the impression that an 

agreement with the German emissary in the near future 

was not likely.

793.94/14835

3/30
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This telegram must be Chungking via N.R,
closely paraphrased be- From 
fore being communicated Dated March 28, 1939
to anyonej (A)

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

221, March 28, 3

' My 215, March 28,

Wong Wen Hao, Minister

9 a.m., the Chinese informant was 

of Economic Affairs.

RR PECK

German attitude toward Sino- 
Japanese conflict.

793.94/14836
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE FEB 24 193 
Adviser on Political RelaO

^ÉICEOFÎilEÂi)^ Ô« 
IHW ECOW ?EtAlifii

ATE

February 2471939

EA. Yz <jv‘
Dear Herbert:

It does not seem to me that this letter 

calls for a "reply” or that even an acknowl- 

edgment is necessary. As a matter of courtesy 

and manifestation of good will, you might care 

to send along something perhaps somewhat as 

follows:

Dear Dr. Chien:

Your letter of January 30, 
1939, is before me. I remember 
with pleasure our conversation to 
which you refer, and I appreciate 
your writing me and'giving me the 
information which you have been 
so good as to supply in your 
letter under acknowledgment.

With cordial regards, I am

Yours sincerely,

PA/H:SKH:ZMK Stanley K, Hornbeck
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NATIONAL PEKING UNIVERSITY

School of Law
°Ifice of the Dean

Dr. Herbert Feis 
State Department 
Washington, D. C.

Kunming, Yunnan 
China

January SC, 1939

Dear Dr. Feis:

. Since our good talk in the winter of 1937-38, through the 
kind introduction of Mr. Frankfurter, I have always intended 
to v'rite to thank you and seek, if convenient to you, further 
enlightenment on the Far Eastern situation. But constant travel
ling has made correspondence rather difficult. For this apparent 
negligence, may I not ask for your generous indulgence?

v'e are now in the nineteenth month of the war. At present 
the military situation is quite satisfactory. There is actually 
a larger and better equipped army than at the beginning of the 
war. Exclusive of the recruits under training, we have now about 
2,4CG,CCC men in arms. Of these, the General Headquarters intends 
to maintain one third at the front, one third in the back of 
enemy lines as guerillas, and the rest in the interior for other 
contingencies. Besides, we are maintaining the constant figure 
of about 60C,CC0 trained men in reserve. Japan is now having 
about one million men in China, along six main fronts, about 
34CC kilometers in aggregate length. She can hardly afford to 
send more to China. If she carnot dispatch more, it would be 
quite difficult for her to make any further rapid advances.

7
9

3
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At present the Japanese appear to be focusing on two centers, 
I.wargsi Province and Shensi Province, with their adjacent areas. 
Their aims are two-fold; first to cut our southwestern communica
tion lines with Burma and Indo-China, and our northwestern communi 
cation lines with Soviet-Russia respectively, and second to make 
a final assault on the 
capital, Chungking, is

great Szechuan Province, where our temporary 
situated.

If Japan can send two fresh armies, one to land at Pakhoi, 
a southern port and thence march northward, and the other to 
sail up the West River, a tributary of the Pearl River, they 
may be able to take Kwangsi. With Kwangsi Province taken, the 
Province of Kweichow to the north and the Province of Yunnan to 
the west, might easily be threatened. But lately we have done 
systematic destruction of those roads that might be used by our 
enemy in their attack upon Kwangsi. Our military experts estimate 
that granting Japan can send sufficiently large enforcements, 
which may well be doubted, it should still take them no less than 
nine months before they ever reach Kunming. So much for the South- 
ern Front. , *25

As for the Northwest, the/Japanese have been trying to cross 
the Yellow River from Shansi Province for many a month, but so
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Ur they have made little progress. V.’e are stationing there 
large units ard able commanders, which means that Japan must 
also send large reenforcements before she has ary chance of 
success.

'*• In other words, for a minimum period of nine months, our 
southwestern base, with Szechuan as the center, is quite safe. 
In the meantime, we are fully utilizing the guerillas to molest 
the Japanese from their rear. Lately, huge numbers of regulars 
have filtered through the enemy lines into what Japan complacently 
considers as occupied territories and are leading armed Chinese, 
patriots and ex-bandits alike, in making the Japanese position 
more and more untenable.

Hie morale of our army is quite good, and fighting ability 
quite remarkable. In a confidential report to the People’s Poli
tical Council, which has since been made public, our Generalissimo 
Chiang said that in the Yangtze fighting, before the fall of Hankow 
our enemy suffered as many casualties as we did.

I understand also that we have stored up large quantities 
of munitions, large enough to last us for another nine months or 
thereabouts. It is true that our enemy is vastly superior in heavy 
guns and air force. Put as they get more and more into our interior 
the heavy gone will find less and less use. As for the airplanes, 
they only serve to scare the civil ians.

' We know that we will fight on. Being poor, we can light a 
poor man's war. We will not surrender or compromise or accept 
any half-way peace measures. The failure of Mr. Wang Ching-Wei's 
recent attempt at peace is a proof of our uncompromising senti
ment. Mr. Wang is a great patriot. He could no longer tolerate 
the suffering of our people. He wanted to grab any tolerable peace. 
He thought that the peace overtures of Konoye, the ex-premier of 
Japan, were sincerely ma.de and embodied tolerable terms. But the 
Chinese people, including Generalissimo Chiang thought otherwise. 
And we had to sacrifice Mr. Wang’s services, at least for the time 
being, in order not to confuse the mind of our people.

But whether we can outlast the Japanese in this miserable 
war, we are not so sure. As the war goes on, it will become more 
and more a war of economic strength, end less and less one of 
military powejÿ, which will always be indecisive. In this economic 
war, much will depend upon the international situation. If econo
mic assistance for us, or restrictions against Japan, is not 
forthcoming, we may run bankrupt sooner than our enemy. If enough 
strength is thrown in our favor, we may of course outlast our enemy.

’x Because this~economic factor is.a most decisive one, we are 
watching most carefully the development of American and British 
policy towards the Far East. I am afraid America is still paralysed 
by isolationism, and Britain too timid in the face of European 
unrest. There is possibility of American and British help coming, 
if it ever comes, too late to save us. In fact, for a year or so, 
I have always thought that if Britain and France could make a 
strong stand in Geneva for economic sanctions against Japan, with

ma.de
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America fully collaborating, not only China would be saved from 
the possibility of conquest, the League from eclipse, but also 
the peace-loving powers freed from fear of war, because the fail
ure of Japan would discourage Hitler and Hussolini from entertain
ing too fantastic ambitions. How short-sighted indeed are the 
statemen of the world today1

Turning from the war situation to a^T'internal development, 
I only wish to say a few words about the People's Political Coun
cil. It is a semi-représentât!ve assembly, composed of two hundred 
members, who were nominated in a rather complicated way, but repre
sentative of all the provinces, parties, groups and professions. 
I attended the second session in October-November last year, and 
acted as co-chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Though 
the Council has only deliberative and questioning powers but no 
power to compel the government to abide by its decisions, its 
convening has no doubt moved China one step nearer to democracy. 
It has created in our government a sense of responsibility towards 
public criticism and made it more attentive to the same.

I was told that the work of the Council during the second 
session is much more reel and significant than during the first, 
held before my return. The first two sessions were presided over 
by T’r. Wang Ching-Wei. It has now been announced that Generalissimo 
Chiang will take up the Presidency of the Council at its third 
session, which will meet very shortly at Chungking. I have no 
doubt therefore, that during the coming session, the Council will 
display even greater vitality and will give us more ground for 
optimism as regards our political future. Incidentally, I may 
heve more information worth telling, after attending the third 
session.

With my highest regards, I remain

Yours sincerely,

Tuan-Sheng Chien

If you should favor me with a reply, please kindly send it 
via "China Clipper" as ordinary mail is likely to take two 
months to reach us.
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March 4, 1939.

Dear Dr. Chien:

I was greatly pleased to receive your letter of 

January 30, have read It with interest, and brought 

it to the attention of my associates. I remember with 

pleasure our meeting, and I appreciate the information 

that you have been good enough to supply me.

Sincerely yours

Herbert Feia, 
Adviser on International

Economic Affairs.

Dr. Tuan-Sheng Chien

School of Law

National Peking University, 

Kunming, Yunnan, China
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00 P.R. Foochow/132 por ^98

FROM___ ?PPJ?iy?!L_____________(—___?owe______ ) DATED__Fob 6, 1939»__
TO NAME 1—1127 e»o

regarding: Sino-Japanese conflict: developments for the month of Jan», 1939

FRG»



B. K*lhtXpns with ether gountri*s.
1. Japan.

a. IgptenU of Japanese aeroalane» 
£âSt»2â££sLs££*

Sev^n or eight tlass Japan»»» aeroplane» made 

reconnaissance flights over various part» of the con

sular distrlot, but ao bombing was reported, on 

January 23, one aeroplane circled about Foochow for 

about fifteen minutes, but departed without dropping 

bombs or pamphlets. About January 25, four Japanese 

warships anchored among a group of islands off Sharp

Peak, where they remained for several days without

taking t»y action, 
b. Anti-Japanese propaganda.

Patriotic mass meetings were held from time to 

time during January, rewards were offered for information 

leading to the arrest of "traitors”, telegrams of sup

port and encouragement were sent to Generalissimo 

Chiang Kai-shek and to various high ranking officers 

at thr> front, students must now salute military officers, 
and there are plans on foot to send a group of selected 

persons to the 3outh 3©a Islands to "uomfort” the 

Chinese residents overseas. Periodic inspections were

carried

carried out to prevent th* cam^eiing into Foochow of 

Japanese goods. Telegraphic petitions were sent by 

various associations denouncing Wang ChIng-wel end 

demanding his arrest. A campaign was conducted with the 

object of persuading the subscribers to the national 
salvation loan to offer the first year’s interest as 

a contribution toward national defence
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811.04418/362 „ Tel. #212, 1pm
SEE ___ _________________________________________ -__ FOR------------------------------------------------

FROM . China (Chungking)_____  ( Peck________* DATED Jfer^27^ 1939__
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING:

Proposed. Pittàan Bill providing for substitute 
neutrality legislation.

Conversation with Dr. T. T. Li of Chinese Foreign 
Office concerning - and its disadvantages to 
China in present hostilities.

Iw

793.94/ 
14839
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi
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Secretary of State

Washington

73, March 28, 3 p-.m.

From

HANKOW VIA N.R.

Dated March 28, 1939

A usually reliable source states that the local

Japanese authorities last week received orders from Tokyo

(1) to adopt a more moderate attitude toward Chinese and 

foreigners, and (2)ÿto despatch from Central China repre

sentatives of all officers above the rank of major to a 

Tokyo Army and Navy Conference to be held in mid-April. 

The nature of two other important orders received at the

793.94/14840

same time are unknown»

It may be said that the visible attitude of officials 

and sentries here would seem corroborate (1) above.

Repeated to Peiping, Chunking, Shanghai.

JARVIS " p
PEGfKLP -v. M

m
~n
0
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 73) of March 28, 1939, from the 

American Consular Officer In charge at Hankow reads sub

stantially as follows:
During the past week four Important orders were 

received from Tokyo by Japanese authorities in Hankow, 

according to a statement made by a person usually reliable. 

The nature of two of the orders is not known but the other 

two were (a) to send from Central China to a Navy and 

Army Conference to be held In Tokyo the middle of'April 

representatives of all officers higher in rank than major 

and (b) to assume a more moderate position toward 

foreigners and Chinese. The consular officer remarks 

that the last mentioned order seems to be confirmed by 

the apparent attitude of sentries and officials at Hankow.

793.94/14840
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

cpp 890.00/135 Memoradum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

FROM_________________________ (-'___ ) DATED_ March 9» 1939*
TO NAME 1-1127

Situation in Far East: Sino-Japanese conflict. REGARDING:
Review of past week, in summary*

FRG.

793.94/ 
I 484
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see_____________________________ for___ Hesnor.anduui.____________

State Department 
Far Eastern Division 

from________________________ (...SaliAbury.___ .) dated__
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING: Situation in Far East* Sino-Japanese relations. 

Review of past week, in summary.

793.94/ 
14842

FRG.

Z- 
1
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 793.94119/515 for___ Tel #217; Ham_________

FROMchlna (Chungking) ( Peck > dated Warch 28, 1939
NAME 1—1127

W
// 

/>
6’2

6£

Sino-Japanese conflict: U.S. position; pending neutrality leg
islation, seemingly, to advantage of Japanese.

Conversation with Chinese Minister of Economics on-, with refer
ence to Chinese determination to continue resistance, notwith
standing rumored impending peace negotiations*

FUG.
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Department of state

Division of far eastern Affairs

April 7, 1939.

Shanghai’s despatch No. 2039 of March 8 
encloses Marine intelligence summaries which 
include the following items of interest:

There was a mutiny of Japanese troops 
on a transport off Tangku;

The unsatisfactory nature of Manchur
ian iron seems proven by the fact 
that there are fthousands of tons of 
iron 1ying?near furnaces in "Manchu- 
kuo", while Japan continues to import 
great quantities of iron;

Evidence of the departure of French 
and other foreign aviators, except 
Russian, indicates that China is 
availing herself of the Russian of
fer to take over active control of 
the Chinese air forces.

(Above items marked by clip and pencil 
in case you wish to note them. )
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, Ma.rqh 8, 1939.

l959 MW29 PM 3^.

^MMUNICAT'ON.^ 
and RECOhQS

SUBJECT: Intelligence Summaries for the
Month of February 1939.

THE HONORABLE

SIR:

The secretary of state,

WASHINGTON.
? WAR 31)9, 

v department

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no. 
1/ 1978/of February 8, 1939, and to enclose, as of

possible interest to the Department, copies of

intelligence summaries for the month of February

1939, prepared by the Intelligence Officer of the

«4In Single Copy

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Copy to Embassy, Chungking

793.94/14844
 

F/FG

1—1221
o *
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J3I-/ani liEAJ^RTERS, FOURTH IMINES
3l.xi1tGHaI , Crlllià.

4 February, 1930.
o ? tTR iCT ?p CEîLâSS r.Eii

££j. 11652, Sec. 3® and 5(D) oi ® 

.t-2 REPORT J-ÙTUARY _28-FEBRU..RY 4 , 1939. May 3' 19M~/
t^z / JriuBs DcteZLfe^X.u

HILI'iARY 0DERATIONS

NORTH CHINA

olLxNoI :

Continuing their operations along the YmLLC : RIV_,R the Jap

anese occupied lASLul. and YUNGLCCNEN. The Japanese attempted to 

cross tx.e ZcxiLLt.; RIvHR west of KIHSImN but were renulsed. The 

Chinese are blasting the ice in the river at strategic points. 

The Japanese objective on the SHENSI side is probably SIAL?, the 

terminus of the 2,000 mile "Silk Road" running from SIAN to 

RUSSIA.

On the 29th the Japanese occupied SHIN3I..TSUN, west of 

FACHSInl.H Skirmishes have been reported in the vicinity of 

TICNRKG, east of FA0IÎSIEN.

llonping-up operations continue in the mountainous CHUNGTIAC- 

SEIAN regions and particularly southeast of CEiISHHSISi' and north

east of JUICHANG. According to a Japanese communique movement of 

freight trains on the TATUNG-PUG A .1 railway between TAIYUAN and 

LINFEF was re-established on the 1st of February.

The Japanese Amy in SHANSI are massing heav”- forces to 

attack guerrillas as well as attempt a crossing of t.ie 7ELLC i RIVER 

with CHEKGGAj’ as their objective.
/' 

HCPUï :

Twenty trucks, currying 700 Japanese troons and 40 officers, 

passed through GIIN.AKGIAC from tl.e direction of TIENTSIN on the 

29th of January, 200 wounded were placed on hospital ships at 

Ch Ii J/3A1 ; GAxO •
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HONAN : . •

Three Japanese detachments, assisted by Japanese aircraft, 

have launched an offensive against the Chinese troops which still 

remain on the north ban!; of the YEtLGJ RIVER, south of the TA0K0W- 

CHINGHUA railway» -according to a Japanese communique one sec

tion of Chinese troops, encountered on the 1st of February on 

the south bank of the Yellow River, left 700 dead upon the 

field.

The 45th Division of the Central .jraiy, stationed at Loyang 

on the Lunghai railway in northwestern HONAN, and the 47th and 

54th Divisions, stationed at HwHGLII'(2k./AN, have been ordered to 

move toward the northwest.

Heavy fighting continues in the south of the province, 

Japanese took CHIH3IA1J, west of LIITEH, after which the main 

body of Chinese withdrew across the YELLOi RIVER into SHENSI. 

The Japanese were repulsed when attempting to cross the 

river.

MANCE CUKUC

On the 31st seven Japanese were killed or wounded in a 

battle with a Soviet detachment over the possession of an 

island near KAILSTJÛVSkAYA on the ARGUN RIVER. The river 

forms the northwestern boundary between 11ANCEUUKU0 and the 

Soviet Union. 

CENTRAL CHINA 

CHAR LANG

Frequent activities in the TURAN district, along the north 

and south banks of the YANGTZE RIVER by Chinese guerrillas, 

caused Japanese garrisons recently to begin operations toward 

mopping-up Chinese troops remaining along the river.

Japanese forces attacked Chinese positions at HORICHEN in 

the CHAUCHTNG district in northern CHERIANG on the 30th. After 

offering stubborn resistance the Chinese withdrew but with the ■

arrival of reinforcements launched a counter-attack on the 31st, (

- 2 - 
j
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recapturing HOIÀCHEN.

Cn the 25th Japanese trocps attacked 500 guerrillas in 

the vicinity of IÎATC.j'AjAIT, 40 kilometers northwest cf H.ÏNGCH0W 

killing 30. Cn the 26th Japanese troops claim to have defeat

ed. 200 guerrillas near TEETSING, north of HANGCHOU.

HUPgi

The Japanese, on the 30th, resumed their operations west 

of HANKOU. They advanced in three directions. One column, 

from KII7GSEAN, has reached. 3UR1.IA0, 15 kilometers west of 

KING3TAI'; another column advancing along the HANIæJ-ICHANG 

route has reached Y..NGI.IA, 55 kilometers west of T3AOSEIH; a 

third column from TIANI—iN is moving toward YCI1C.Ï on the 

HAN RIVER.

The Chinese communist Eighth Route ..r;y has been increas

ingly active lately in the vicinity of ECKIEI7, 10 kilometers 

southwest of TIENTSIN, at the confluence of the 77UT0U and 

HULOC rivers. Their operations included the demolishing of 

several highways, roads and other lanes of communication in 

the vicinity. 

Guerrillas operating along the CAiïTON-HnlTKOJ railway 

destroyed two railway bridges at PIITGSHUIrU near rUCEI on the 

30th of January. Guerrillas also attacked TUNGCHENG and 

TSUNGÆG on January 28th; 20 Japanese were killed. As a 

retaliatory measure the Japanese troops set fire to two hun

dred civilian houses in the TUNGCH^NG-TSUNGYAKG sector.

KIANG3I

Japanese Army authorities on 1 February "advised” for

eigners living in RULING, northern KIANGSI, to evacuate.

The Japanese claim between 4,000 and 5,000 Chinese troops 

are now located in the LUSE-IAN mountains with RULING as their 

base.

The foreigners are given until 10 February to evacuate. 

Curing the month of January guerrillas have been very
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accive* A total of 65 engagements have been renorted, in which 

Chinese casualties are reported as 1,991 and the Japanese ca

sualties as 133. The armament of the guerrillas is of Chechoslo

vakian manufacture.

Japanese troons along the SIU RIVER, west of P0YA1ÎG L.1LE, 

re"ulsed Chinese attacks launched in the YUTGSIU and PAICECCHIZH 

sectors on the 29th.

•■-I-JIGSU :

About 2,500 bandits, who have surrendered in the UAlg II’G 

area since the occupation of the JUHaT cities, are being organi

sed into a pacification Corps by the ministry of Public Security 

of the Reformed Government. Japanese authorities claim that six

teen thousand guerrillas have volunteered to join the pacifica

tion troons.

Chinese guerrillas operating near kl^TIITG, along the SnANGHAI- 

IlAl’KIITG railway on the 30th, destroyed a Jananese plane which had 

made a forced landing.

SCUTI CHI17A

Waichow island, 30 miles south of PAiAIOI in K-.laiGTUUG, was 

occupied by units of the Japanese ITavy on February 2nd.

The Chinese South China command has ordered the destruction 

of the highway from YAl'Cl’Oh, on the Gulf of TOUGUIITG, to JATLArn 

and .JUCHGj in RjAUGSI to prevent the entry of Japanese mechanized 

forces.

On February 1st, Japanese marines attempted to land near 

TOHGcIA, in A.âûIGTCKG, but were repulsed losing two landino boats 

and several score of men.

Japanese naval landing forces on the 1st of February were re- 

nulsed in an attemnt to get ashore near J.IACAC.
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' ®TWte.ii ........,» ■

*c' AIRCrùiiPT

Fi-iTF GII1TA

Ctl^lICrGÎIC.;, situated as the junction of the PifllTNG-HANKOw' and 

LUkCl-AI railways, w^s raided for tike fourth tine on January 61st. 

T.ne headquarters building of the 29th Army and the 20th Division 

at C..'.ANGCHC.i was damaged in this raid,

Japanese n.rmy aircraft straffed a Chinese cavalry unit while 

crossing the YELLi.. RIVeR on February 2nd. The Cavalry detachment, 

consisting of 10,000 men, was a nart of the 84th and 94th Divisions. 

SOUTH CHINA

Junks, loaded with munitions and other military surfiles were 

bombed by Japanese naval aircraft near hONGhCOU and SUNJUI, in 

L.L'JTGTUNG province, on the 27th and 28th of January. These Junl.s 

•were operating on the TSINGTAF and the 72ST RIV"AR.

Chinese forces, numbering 2,000, moving along the ’S3T RIVJR 

headed for TSIl’Gïlx' and SllIUIil/G were bombed by a Squadron of Jap

anese military nlanes on tee 2\th of January. In the vicinity of 

HCi.oTiAH, 80 kilometers southwest of C~NTCIT, and at CtlALIHC-, 20 ki

lometers further west, two detachments of Chinese troons were 

oom bed..

Japanese Nav«l planes disrupted communication lines and de

molished military establishments in rd d s on SHACCHOJ, important 

town on the CAFTCF-IIAHEOj/' railway in northern KJANGTUKG; KCYIU on 

the JJ3T RIV-jR in we'stern l.JANGTUITG, and FANl'ING in southwestern 

IJJ.dGSI on January 31st.

CHI1E33 AIRCRAFT:

SOUTH CHINA

Japanese cavalry units were bombed by Chinese nlanes on the 

outskirts of CANTON on the morning of January 27th. On the same 

day Chinese planes bombed Japanese warshins near JHAI.^CA.

> / 1 ■ <’ '■(' <■ ' - ...
J. S. 1'CFAIW w

Iwajor, U.S. Farine Corns, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.

-s-
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HAINAN ISLAND situated at the cross roads of the SOUTH 

CHINA SEAS, and regarded by FRANCE as a vital factor in the de

fense of INDC-CHII'A, was invaded by the Japanese at 2.50 on 

the morning of the 10th of February.

The Japanese convoy, consisting of transports and escort

ing naval vessels, dropped anchor off HAINAN ISLAND at 11 o’clock 

the same date. Vice-Admiral KOEUTAKE KONDO is commanding the 

Naval Forces and directed the landing operation. This landing 

was accomplished by two wings, the left wing landing in an un

named bay along the ..est Coast and the right wing landing an 

hour later. The landing was accomplished in darkness as the moon 

appeared but occasionally from behind the clouds. The sea was 

calm desnite a brisk wind.

The only opposition to the Japanese landing was a few rounds 

of desultory machine gun fire, Ko battle was fought and the 

Japanese suffered no casualties.

The Navy forced their way up the NAIJTU RIVER, reaching ECIHON 

at 1:30 in the afternoon7 which the Japanese Army and the Naval 

Landing Force had captured at 11:45 in the morning.

The feeble resistance was offered by the 500 Chinese regu- 

lars and some militiamen under the command of General CHANG TA, 

Commander-in-Chief of the Chinese forces on the island. The 

General was at SIACCRC.; in Northern K.ÂANGTUKG when the Japanese 

forces landed.

Japanese spokesmen declared the campaign was undertaken to 

strengthen the blockade of the SOUTH CHINA CC^ST and cut the re-

: ’Wlfc-æu-uue®» M /■ - p
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raining arteries for arms supplies through LUICKC7 PENINSULA and 

FRENCH II’DO- CH I NA ♦

The Chinese troops in the south have been using the island 

as a base, and Chinese batteries at ECE’O.Z have been firing on 

Japanese shins since the start of hostilities. The Chinese also 

onerated a number of armed junks from HAINAN, which have been 

hampering Japanese shinning in the southern waters.

The island, lies between the CHINA SEA and the GULF of 

TONGKING. It is 165 miles long and 120 miles wide, containing 

an area of 13,900 square miles. It is very mountainous, the 

central and southern mass is called the Five Finger Mountains 

and has peaks rising to an elevation of 4,900 feet. Its moun

tains contain Gold, silver, Conner and Iron. The lowlands are 

extremely fertile and the coast is broken and indented.

The Island has a Population estimated at 2,500,000 of whom 

10 nercent are renuted to be aborigines. The Foreign Colony 

consists of 40 Americans and an undetermined number of British, 

French and Norwegian residents.

The island, as regards the CHINA situation, being only 95 

miles from PAKHOI, is ideally situated as a jumping off niaCe in 

an attack on China’s southern supply routes.

The greatest value of the Island, however, is in its inter

national significance. Should this island be fortified it would 

place all routes to Chli-A from the south at the sufferance of 

Japan. It -would completely nullify the British bases at HCNGKCÏTG 

and SINGAPCRE, and being only 613 miles from 1 AN ILA, would permit 

a fleet operating from such a base to dominate the PHILIPPINE 

ISLANDS.

The French long realizing that any major power holding this 

island, held the key to INDO-CHINA, entered an agreement with 

the Chinese in 1897 to the effect that CHINA would never give any

-2-
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part of HAINA1T ISLAND to another power. FRANCE also signed a 

treaty with the Japanese to the effect that both countries would 

respect the independence and integrity of this island.

Following is a table of distances from this island:

HAINAN I3IA1L to SAIGCN.............................618 miles.
FAKE CI............. ............. 95 ”
HCI'GLCNG.........................238 »
F0R1.CSA........................... 570 ”
TOKYO...........................19 CO "
lAL'ILA..............................618 ”
SINGAPORE.................... 13C0 ”

GUERRILLAS :

The mopning-up of guerrillas has constituted Japan’s major 

effort for the past month. The largest of these ’’clean-up” cam

paigns is in NORTH CHINA.

Japanese reports claim that during the month of January the 

Chinese guerrilla losses in NORTH CHINA were 17,000 dead and 550 

prisoners. The same source places the Japanese casualties as 

716 killed and 353 wounded. The Japanese losses, however, are 

believed to be considerable more as the 1 arine Detachment TIEI’TSIN 

reports that during the same period 550 Japanese wounded were plac

ed on transports at CHHUANGTAO.

The main guerrilla resistance in NORTH CHINA is from the com

bined armies of Generals LU CHUNG-LING and SHIH YU-SHAN supported 

by large forces of the eighth route army. The combined forces 

numbering some hundred thousand men.

In an attempt to annihilate this guerrilla force the Jap

anese are concentrating their forces in CENTRAL NCFEE, about one 

hundred miles south of PEIx-ING. This is to be used as a reserve 

force, employed as the situation demands. In addition the Jap

anese have established bases in important cities encircling all 

NORTE CHINA from which smaller patrols are operating to cut off 

the retreat of the guerrillas.
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Aerial reconnaissance is also extensively employed to di

rect the Japanese patrols and to keep them informed as to the 

strength of the guerrillas and their movements.

The Chinese in turn are quite optimistic in regards to their 

position, They claim full knowledge of the encircling movement 

of the Japanese and state that the extreme mobility of the guerr

illas affords them tne greatest protection. They also have the 

populace destroy the walls of walled cities which forces the Jap

anese to maintain a larger garrison than would otherwise be nec

essary. They claim the greatest damage the Chinese inflict is on 

the long lines of communication between the widely spaced garri

sons. The Chinese also declare that the Japanese occupied towns 

are almost entirely evacuated leaving the garrisons holding emp

ty'- towns.

AVIATION (JAPANESE)

NORTH CHINA:

HU1EI-I: TANGYANG, on the CNN RIVER in Central HUrEH, was 

raided by Japanese naval aircraft on February 6th. Chinese bar

racks in the center of the city, as well as various military es

tablishments west north and south of the city’s outer limits, 

were damaged in the raid.

CjLxJT xlc. L Ch II A. :

CHEKIANG: LLAIC, 3I1TTENG and CIIULI, Chinese air-bases in 

northwestern CIIEKI^KG, in a 50 Kilometer radius of NANGCKOJ were 

attacked by Japanese aircraft on February 5th.

The GHEKIANG-KIANG3I railway, running from east to west 

across Central CHINA ’was bombed on February 6th. Tracks at 

CHANG3HUCEAN and TUNG3IANG stations, east of ILiNCEIaNG were des

troyed by the raiders.

-4-
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Japanese aircraft on February 5th, bombed, a military train 

and. a Chinese military vrovisions devot near SAÀR'IAiTŒC'.ï, 40 

kilometers south of I’ANCmANG.

SCUTE CHINA;

K'JANGSI : Godonns built on the Race Course and the Airfield 

at ISHAN, on the LUNG RIVER in north IC.7ANGSI, were bombed on 

February 5th, by Javanese Naval aircraft.

Large quantities of railway equipment, v/hich had been con

centrated at KJEIHSIEil, in southeastern KJANGSI, were bombed by 

Javanese Naval aircraft on February 6th.

K.7.ÙIGTUKG: Factories, Godowns, and Junks at SUNWUI, a city 

along the KINGYa.G railway, on the TSIiTGTnI'T RIVER in southern 

1 7ANGTUNG, and KOYIV on the JEST RIVER, in western LJANGTUi'JG, 

were bombed by Javanese Naval aircraft on February 5th.

LIN-HSIEN, 230 kilometers northwest of CANTON, cavitol of 

the KJANGTUNG PROVINCIAL GCVERB..ENT was, on February sixth, raid 

ed by three Javanese Army Air squadrons.

The heavily fortified defense b-ses were comvletely demo

lished by the Javanese Aerial attack.

500 troovs marching to LIN-HSIZF from the north and 100 

others devloyed outside the city were subjected to he^vy machine 

gun fire. _

On February 6th, a Headquarters building of the Fourth Jar 

Zone at S1IIUCKC.J, 200 kilometers north of CARTON, was bombed by 

Javanese Aircraft.

Chinese defense vositions were destroyed at SHIP CHOI by a 

third squadron of Javanese aircraft.

Chinese troovs, in the YALHSIAT and PAIJIOI districts, in 

southwestern NJANGTUKG, were bombed by Javanese Naval aircraft 

on February 6th.
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AVIATION (CHINS Sa)

I PATH CHINA;

A report which should be taken with considerable reserve 

states that Chinese Aircraft, on February 5th, attacked a Jap

anese air-base at YUNCEjiN, in South SEANSI, demolishing 40 Jap

anese airplanes on the airfield.

SOUTH ŒTINA:

A squadron of Chinese bombers are reported to have raided 

a Japanese naval concentration and the airdrome at SAi’TSAC ISLAND, 

seven miles from L1ACA0, on February 7th.

The raiders scored a direct hit on one Japanese warship, and 

set fire to structures on the airfield.

RULING:

The sixty five foreigners, 12 of whom are Americans, resid

ing in RULING, are still occupying their mountain resort homes. 

During the past week the American Vice-Consul and the British 

Vice-Consul went to KViKIANG aboard the USS OAHU to attempt to 

contact their nationals in RULING.

The Japanese had allowed the foreigners in RULING until 

February tenth to evacuate, Japanese movement in this area is 

planned in order to attack the Chinese troops remaining in this 

vicinity. The time limit on the evacuation date has been indef

initely extended pending negotiations among the parties concerned. 

POLITICAL.:

The chief problem facing CEUTA in her war of resistance is 

to keen onen its routes to the outside world in order to obtain 

the necessary supplies. Since she has been cut off from the sea . 

CHINA imports over these routes, trucks, motor parts, heavy ma

chinery, oil and ammunition.

First of these is the ancient Silk road running 2,000 miles 

from SIAN through SINKIANRANG (once part of China nroner but now
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almost completely under Soviet dominance) to the Russian centers 

of AHA ATA and SERGICFCL on RUSSIA’S new TURK-SIB railroad. To

day on the old Silk Road a fleet of approximately 1,000 Russian 

trucks shuttle over it carrying sunnlies and munitions to the 

heart of CHINA.

The other important route, though as yet not as heavily tra

velled as the Silk Road is the 1,350 mile rail and road route from 

YUNNAl'TFU to BURI’iA. This route is being improved and in the near 

future will be the main Chinese artery.

Sources of information show that the Japanese are concentrat

ing their forces in China in two areas. One concentration in ’,7es- 

tern SHANSI and HONAN near the noint where the YELLC.7 RIVER turns 

east, in preparation for a Jjrobablp drive on SIAN, the city con

trolling the Silk Route. The other concentration being in the 

CANTON-HAINAN ISLAND area, bases from which a drive on YUKNANFU * j
could be made. This city forms the junction of the BURÎ.A-YUNNANFU ■ 

road and the EAIHICNG-YUNNANFU railway. Admiral NOMURA is quoted 

as saying that with the fall of SIAN and YUNNANFU the CHUNGKING 

government, unable to obtain foreign aid, would collapse, 

ECONOMIC :

A short summary of some of the industries operating under 

the various development Companies will show the progress made by 

the Japanese in the economic rehabilitation of CHINA.

The silk industry, under the monopoly of the Central China 

Silk Reeling Company, has now reached one third of its pre-war 

out-nut. Before the hostilities, CHINA had 53 silk factories in 

the SOOCHOJ, JUSIH and IL-JSTGCHO.J areas, employing approximately 

50,000 neonle, representing a ^25,000,000 a year industry. The 

Japanese now have 15 factories working in these areas employing 

approximately 15,000 people, with the out-nut increasing monthly.

-7-
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The Japanese have organized the Cotton Production and 

Regulation Association, which includes all the leading Japanese 

Cotton skinners, tracers and mill owners, to process the esti

mated 4,600,000 piculs of raw cotton crop in CHINA this year- 

They have also formed the Cotton Cultivation Association sub

sidized with Yl,500,000 for the purpose of distributing select

ed seeds in the cotton producing areas.

The North China Salt Producing Company will shortly start 

operations with an estimated 1,000,000 tons of salt a year as 

their production limit. The company is capitalized at $30,000, 

000.

To make room for the new monopoly Japanese troops on the 

7th of February ambushed 1,000 '’smugglers” escorted by 200 Chin

ese troops, killing three hundred, at LIUSHAITTUNG in southwestern 

SHANSI* The "smugglers'* were proceeding to YUNCHENG the great 

Chinese salt producing center when the ambush occurred.

RUSSIAN-JAPANESE ECRDÂR DISPUTES:

On February tenth, for the fourth time in ten days, Soviet 

and Japanese-Eanchukuo troops clashed on an ARGUN RIVER ISLAND 

near N0V0TSURUKJ.1.ITUA. Javanese tianchukuo troops were reported 

to have attacked strategically important ISLAND NULRER 227 on 

February seventh and eight in a repetition of their alleged inva

sion of the island on January 31st. The Soviet Charge D’Affaires 

lodged a firm protest with the Japanese Foreign Office against 

the alleged invasion. The protest warned Japan of the "possible . 

consequences" of such action and pointed out that the island in

volved had been recognized as Soviet territory in a treaty with 

CHINA signed in 1911. The island in dispute is located approx

imately 50 kilometers northeast of IA.NCHCULI. It is reported 

that the casualties resulting from the recent skirmishes were ten
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Javanese, including one officer, and three Soviet casualties. 

RUSSIAN-JAPANESE FISHERY DISHUTE;

jith the apnroach of Larch 15, the date set by RUSSIA for 

the auction of fishing lots, the tension created by the situa bion 

is increasing daily. The Soviet Uhiicn is charged with being 

guilty of an "unwarranted violation of international faith" by 

ordering an auction of stabilized lots. It is claimed that Ja

pan’s fishing rights should remain unimpaired by the existence 

or non-existence of regulations, Javanese fishing onerators have 

determined not to bid at the auction of the lots. It is further 

claimed that the Soviet government has organized a Special de

fense force to "attack and revel any Japanese shiv in case the 

Japanese attempt to engage in "free fishing" during the coming 

season.

\'Z A'/ 
j'« S. MONAHAN

Major, U.S. Marine Corns, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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KO. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and BCD) «JR 

4^73

A Warn HEAD^UABTnaS, FOURTH I.ARI1YS3
SHANGHAI , CHINA

18 February, 193S.

RESTRICTED

HAIL AN ISLAND:

The Japanese landing operation on HAINAN Island was carried 

out simultaneously on the north and south (see map) coast of the 

Island by a force of between 5,000 and 6,000 soldiers and Naval 

Landing troops. The northern landing was at TaCH^NG BnY from 

which ■'■oint the Japanese advanced inland 'with no serious resis

tance. On the 14th the Japanese captured TII'GAE, and from this 

point moved out in a column towards the east coast, capturing 

I.-AN ŒiE ONG.

The southern landing was in the BAY of YA, from which point 

the Japanese advanced on the town of SAi AU. From SAI AH two de

tachments, following the motor road, advanced in opposite direc

tions along the coast. One detachment on the 15th capturing AIH- 

SIEN, the cultural center of the Island, and the other detachment 

following the road towards the Ta RIVER.

The Japanese are reported to already have started fortifica

tions on the Island. The _.rmy is building strong air bases on 

the northern part of the Island, in the TACHANG BAY" area, and it 

is reported the Navy is dredging and fortifying YULIN BAY in ^re

paration for a probable naval base. The Japanese claim that these 

preparations are necessary for the complete blockade of the South 

China coast, and that such fortifications are temporary in nature 

and of no international significance. The international impor

tance of strong fortifications on this Island however, are obvious.

The French in collaboration with the British have protested 

the Japanese occupation. It is reported that French cruisers have 

been ordered to patrol the PAÎL.0EL3 ISLANDS and that 35,000 sol

diers have been stationed at various points in ANNEE.
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HAINAN ISLAND (CCNT'D)

The Japanese, however, claiming military necessity, are con

tinuing their occupation of the Island.

Japanese troops are proceeding along the coast, both on the 

north and south sectors, and aircraft are being used to bomb all 

the major towns on the Island.

The first Japanese Consul-General to reside on HAINAN t.^tand 

will be Hr. Tadashi liasatini, He will leave CAKTC1' on February 

20th for HCH-ICJ.

TaICHCj BAY:

On the 16th the Japanese Imperial Navy notified the Third 

Powers through their respective consuls, that all foreign ship

ping must remain outside a 30 mile radius from the harbor of 

TAIŒÎ07. This order is to have been effective on the 17th of 

February.

It is believed, however, that the Japanese are anxious to 

clear the harbor of foreign shipping, which they claim has been 

supplying the guerrillas with war materials enabling them, to 

continue resistance in this area.

The Chinese are reported to have strong forces stationed at 

TAIGHCJ ever since the outbreak of the war. They also claim to 

have the TSLxNG NIVEN partially blockaded.

This harbor would make an excellent base for a penetration 

with the capture of the IL&NGCHCJ-NAIJCEANG railway as an objective. 

GUERRILLAS:

Japanese forces in southern HCPEI, continuing their new 

strategy against guerrillas in North China, are reported to have 

encircled fifty thousand guerrillas under the command of General 

Lu Chung-lin.

KIHSIEN at the confluence of the HULU and HUTOU rivers has been 

cleared of guerrillas, A motorized unit which captured the town 

succeeded in cutting off the retreat of 2,COO Chinese attempting 

to evacuate HONGSEUI, on the right bank of the HULU river.

-2-
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GUERRILLAS (CCNTT)

Chinese forces at TSACklANG, west of the railroad, and jU- 

KIANG, on the right bank of the HULU river are reported to be 

encircled by the Japanese forces who are increasing the pressure 

on Chinese guerrillas in this area.

hliile it is too early to predict the final outcome of the 

new Javanese tactics in dealing with the guerrillas, the vast 

week in HCPEI has clearly shown the superiority of fighting the 

guerrillas in concentric circle fashion, rather than the inde

pendent column tactics the Japanese have employed for the last 

16 months. 

SCU'ffl CHINA:

a revert from IICNGL.ONG states that on the 17th Javanese forces 

occuvied NALTAU which is 3 miles from British territory. ItelùTAU 

was originally occuvied by the Javanese last November, but later 

they voluntarily retired. 

AVIATION (JAPANESE)

A Japanese plane, while participating in the L'AIlkiN ISL.JID 

Campaign, on February 11th, was forced to land on the southern 

shore of TJNGk.^I BAY. Jith the assistance of villagers, the viane 

was salvaged.

SHENSI :

SIAN, Capital of SHENSI province, was raided, on February 

13th, by Japanese aircraft. The Javanese raiders attacked Chin

ese military positions at the terminus of the HRed Route”.

YUlJIAN-iUANGSI :

Chinese authorities, anticipating more frequent Japanese air 

raids since the occupation of HAINAN ISL.JTD by the Javanese, are 

attempting to increase air-raid defenses. In the southwest, caves 

are being prepared for use as air-raid shelters.

-3-
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AVIATION (JAPANESE CCNT’D)

HONAN:

NANYAKG, Chinese base in southwestern HONAN, was attacked 

by Japanese Naval Aircraft on the 15th of February. Buildings 

of the Chinese Lilitarjr Headquarters were damaged by the raiders.

CHEKIANG:

LANLI, terminus of a snur of the QïENIaNG-KIANGSI railway, 

was attacked by Naval aircraft on 15thof February. The attackers 

concentrated u^on the station.

KANSU :

Japanese Army Aircraft, on February 12th, attacked a Chin

ese air-base at LAKCHCJ, ''Red route" headquarters in southe stern 

KANSU on the YELLOW RIVER. The Japanese claim that 18 Chinese 

■'ilanes were shot down and 20 more were destrojred on the ground.

SOUTH CHINA:

Ja-nanese Naval "lanes bombed PAKHCI, Chinese positions on 

the •neninsula of LIUCNO I, and different localities to the north 

of HAH AN ISLAIWD.

HAINAN ISLAND :

The Japanese forces advancing inland from the coast of 

HAINAN ISLA.JD have bombed the ■no'oulace of several cities in

cluding -.ŒNCl-LiNG, TINGA?, CHINCHIAHG, YAffiSlEN, LIrSHUI and TENG- 

GHIAO.

HOPEI-SHANTUNG :

Japanese Army Aircraft inflicted heavy losses u-ncn 2,000 

Chinese troons operating at K.AATxAC, on the HOPEI-dlaNTUNG bor

der, on February 15th.

AVIATION (CHINESE)

A report from Tokyo states that 45 French Aviators have been 

"ersuaded by Dr. .Wellington Loo, Chinese Ambassador to France, to 

hel”> reconstruct the Chinese air-force. French authorities later 

denied this report.
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CHIHFGk AVIATION CcNT'D:

mother report from aCi^GlxCITG states that 80 foreign avia— 

‘ors, mostly Russian and .american, have arrived in YUIJKAN and 

K-.iiKGSI to join the Chinese air-force. This report should be 

taken with reserve.

On the 11th of February, 12 Chinese lanes bombed BCCCA 

TIGRIS FCAT3, near CANTON, and Japanese warships concentrated 

in the FA..RL RIV2R.

K.âxlIGTUTG:

A Japanese military depot at SUNkAI, seven kilometers north 

of CATTCN, ’was raided by Chinese aircraft on February 11th.

aiAUSI :

A Japanese airdrome at YU1TCI-TAI7G, in southwestern SEA-iTSI, 

was raided by Chinese planes on the 12th of February. 

JAPAILJgA Ku.Y^TRCOxG LUTIÎIY:

It is reported that a mutiny occurred on board a Japanese 

transport on the 26th of January, 1939. The report was that three 

Japanese transports loaded with troops at a South China port and 

sailed, presumably for JxPAIm. however, the shins paralleledthe 

China coast, and, upon reaching KWAHGTUNG peninsula, turned west

ward, in toward TAI’GLU, which is located on the coast east of 

TIAOTSIr. '.Zhen this became known the soldiers on board one of 

the vessels mutinied, and the assistance of the Japanese Navy 

was requested. Two or three small naval vessels appeared and 

fired on the mutineers with ship*s guns. The casualties and da

mage involved are not known. The ships subsequently turned about 

and sailed cut to the high seas without touching TAFGiJJ, ana their 

destination is unknown.

TASKS'4JJD.. TRUCKS:

It is reported that more than ICO motor trucks were shipped 

from H-.IPIK17G to China in a single day, cut of 700 which have

-5-
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TA1-N3 4xi:P TRUCKS CCKT’D: 

teen received in EAIÆCNG during the past month. Observers be

lieve that the speeding-up of the transportation of these trucks 

to the Luonintan0 is in anticipation of a possible Japanese cam

paign following complet ion of the E^INAK occupation.

a Reuter report of February 15th, states that a consignment 

of 200 light tanl.s for China had arrived at RAI.'GCCN aboard an 

Ameri can st eamer, 

RULING:

Lieutenant-Ccrmjander C.R. Jeffs, USN, and Commander Staf

ford of H.K.S. Ladybird are expected to proceed to KULING via 

LIEN EUA TUNG route on February 18th. Radio Station 31A, in 

SHANGHAI, has been requested by the .American Consul to broad

cast the follovzing message to foreigners residing in LULING on 

the afternoon and evening news-broadcast of February 17th. ’’The 

American Embassy expects that an American Naval Officer will 

visit LULING on February 18th and that an opportunity will be 

presented to American citizens at LULING to leave for-F.IUI.IANG, 

The Embassy urgently advises all those for 'whom departure is 

possible to utilize t..e opportunity thus provided”. The Chin

ese authorities in CEUNGi ING have given their consent for the 

evacuation of third party nationals from LULING. It is further 

stated that the RULING authorities have ordered Chinese forces 

on LULING hill to insure the safe passage of national’s through 

their lines.

EC0NC1..IC:

An American observer in TOKYO renorts that Japan’s balance- 

sheet, at this stage of her war in China is so deeply in the red 

that the test Javanese economists believe that Japan's solvency 

is at least fifty years in the future.
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ECCKC1 IC (CCI T'D)

During the height of the fighting Ja^an was paying .;5,00C, 

000 a day and. the bill for the last 18 months is estimated at 

^<2,000,000,000. ._t the same time her foreign trade has decreas

ed 21 percent entailing loss of markets that may never be regain

ed, and crippling industries that may never be revived.

It is only in the economic phase of existence that Japan 

lacks security. For example, steel. Fere, Japan imports heavily 

from the United States. The Japanese steel industry is based al

most entirely on a Bessemer process that requires about 50 per

cent steel or iron scrap to fabricate the metal. There have been 

years when Japan bought mere scrap iron from America than all the 

rest of the ’world combined.

The Japanese, prior to 1932, saw in î.lAi CTURI-. the answer to 

their iron-ore problem. But Manchurian iron has been a disappoint

ment. There are thousands of tons of iron sitting near IhTCHOU- 

r.UAIÏ furnaces, while Ja-'an continues to import ever increasing 

quantities. The inference being either that the native ore is 

too ">ocr in quality, or too expensive, or both.

Coal is another essential. Tin, cotton, chemicals, and above 

all oil, are still others. Without these commodities, Japan is 

not an independent nation. She hopes that China will supply them 

all.

Ja^an looks u^on the world as an agglomeration of tight eco

nomic blocs. The British Empire, buying and selling preferen

tially to its own component parts is one. The United States is 

another. These blocs can subsist without a cent of foreign trade. 

If necessary, its own market could support its industries, and 

its own natural resources could supply these industries. Keither 

of these two blocs needs any outside assistance, particularly in 

times of emergency.
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That is what Javan is determined to have. This is why she 

is trying so desperately to hammer China into an "East Asia bloc" 

composed of Japan, Manchoukuo and occupied China. For it is in 

China’s teeming millions that Japan sees a vast market for her 

finished products, and in China’s wide territory an unlimited 

supply cf raw materials for all her industrial needs.

The pinch of these efforts is showing, today, in some curious 

places. For example, the government allotment for tennis balls 

(for some 1,500,COO players) in February, is 50 dozen. A Japanese 

shoe store recently advertised: "Limited orders for all-leather 

shoes are again being accepted".

It is only the blind patriotism of her people, that has per

mitted Japan, a comparatively poor country, to conduct the unbe

lievably expensive war in China. Defying all the laws of econo

mics, and refutino the experts who claimed that Javan couldn’t 

finance a six-months’ war.

LISCELLANEOUS :

SHANGHAI BADLANDS:

Western SH.JTQ’AI this ’week continued deserving of the name 

"the badlands." AAU KA TU, the area between Jessfield and Brenan 

Hoads, appears to be the ’hot-bed’ of most of the trouble.

The municipal council states that it is incessible for the 

Police satisfactorily tocope with terrorists outrages unless 

greater cooperation is received from the Japanese authorities in 

cleaning up the areas adjacent to these roads, and outside the 

Council’s jurisdiction, where there exists over 20 gambling dens 

and no less than 18 opium hongs. The Council further claims that 

it is known that a large number of these establishments are oper

ating under Japanese protection. These areas have become the 

headquarters of criminal gangs which operate from these areas and, 

after committing outrages in the Settlement or on Council Roads, 

escape back to these areas.

-8-
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The Japanese re^ly to the above was that there is no clearly 

established connection between what is going on in the .Western 

District and the terroristic activities in the Settlement. The 

Japanese authorities claim that they have been unable to clean u^ 

the Western District because of the marked lack of cooperation 

from the Shanghai I-unici^al Police. They cited as an example of 

this lack of cooperation thé refusal of the Council to agree to 

a reopening of the station of the Police administration of the 

Special Shanghai Ilunici^ality on Great 7/estern Road.

A Japanese newspaper recently stated that much of the law

lessness in the Western Area is the result of the closing of the 

Luniduality Sub-station on Great Western Road on January 5th by 

British military authorities.

lir, Fu Siao-en, mayor of the GREATER SHANGHAI SPECIAL HJNI- 

CIPALITY, on February 17th, is reported to have made a protest 

against the terrorism wave to the Council. As a remedy he ad

vocated the immediate transfer of the First Special Area Dis

trict Court to the new administration.

CCUKTSRFEIT EAKKNCTE S:

According to a Chinese report a large number of counterfeit 

banknotes have made their appearance in Shanghai. The margin of 

the counterfeit notes is wider than that of genuine notes and the 

lines are coarse and awkward.

Another Chinese report is to the effect that Japanese sol

diers were lately issued with 5 months ray in arrears of which a 

'portion is in banknotes of the Punpet Regime. The Japanese sol

diers are now using these banknotes to make purchases. 

SHAîIŒIaI’S FCREIGi: TR.-DE:

Shanghai’s foreign trade last month experienced a strong in

crease in value and volume. Imr.orts rose by 15 ner cent and ex

ports by almost 10 per cent. The Chief import increase was in

-9-
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■SHANGHAI ' S FOREIGN TRADE CCNT’D: 

raw cotton, Exports rose mainly in silk and silken goods. Ja- 

~un occupied first place in shanghai imports, her share reaching, 

27 -ercent, followed by the United States v/ith a 20 per centi 

RUSSIAN JAPANESE ECRDZR DISPUTE

Two new border clashes occurred on the western frontier be

tween lianchoukuo and Soviet Union troops in the past week. Cne 

Japanese patrol at NIL-.LIN on the ARGUN RIVER was allegedly fired 

on by Soviet soldiers from across the ARGUN RIVjuR on the 13th, 

while another encounter took place at the same place the next 

morning. EILALIN is approximately 265 kilometers northeast of 

IvAUCHCULI and is about 120 kilometers northeast of NCVCTJURUINIATUI 

where a similar incident occurred on February tenth.

A report of the thirteenth states that a Soviet fighting 

plane flew over I.ANJECURUC territory east of I.ATCNCULI. The plane 

made circular flights for 10 minutes at an altitude of approximate

ly 1,000 ft. It later disappeared in the direction of the Soviet 

barracks at ATAFCL, near I.RNCRCULI.

Observers this week turned grave attention to the SCVIET-1'.iÀN- 

CHCUKUC border region where, despite absolute 1 cl; of reliable re

ports that either side is massing more troops along the border the 

possibility of hostilities there are admittedly greater than any 

time since GH.-J.'Gl.UFENG.

Observers are prone to discount recent border incidents in 

the vicinity of NANCE CULI holding they mean no more than over eight 

hundred such squabbles since 1931, any one of which could have 

been expanded into w._r if desired.

JAPAN’S recent occupation of HAINAN ISLAND is considered as 

the completion of her south-western expansion strategy. Jith the 

Navy holding down the southward f 1 mk the Army may now be concen

trated in the north.
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Concerning the number of Japanese troops north of the YJLLO; 

RIVAR a fairly reliable estimate is that there are between 26 to 

32 divisions in that area, numbering approximately 600,000 men. 

It is believed that approximately tali' of this number are in 

i .AN CK GUL.UC.

•rm unconfirmed Japanese report states that the Siberian Army 

was recently split into two separate corps following the reported 

disappearance of General Vasily Bleucher. The ensuing weakness 

and confusion is alleged to have demoralized the Siberian forces. 

RUSSIAN-JAPhlfASS FISHERY DIS1-UT3:

The Past week witnessed no definite developments in the dis

pute between Russian and Japan over fishery rights. One of the 

reports concerning this dispute states that the Japanese fishing 

concerns would not participate in an auction of stabilized lots 

scheduled for march 15th in VLADIVOSTOK unless un* "agreement" had 

been reached beforehand.

A spokesman for the Japanese Navy Ministry was credited with 

saying that the government was firmly determined to assume :,aa 

vigorous attitude" in upholding its fishery rights. The Navy, he 

continued, would uphold the governments decision.

The negotiations have been deadlocked since the end of Jan

uary. meanwhile, the Soviet authorities am.cunced that they would 

put to auction fishery lots on march 15th including those hitherto 

reserved for Japanese, despite Japan’s repeated requests for the 

maintenance of the status quo pending the conclusions of a fisher

ies convention.

Unless the joviet Government reconsiders its attitude the only 

alternative left to Japan will be to exercise her treaty rights in 

fishery, namely "free fishing," it is:claimed. <
i

' t ■ ' / I < * *- ' .
rJ.'S. MONAHAN 

lit/te, U.S. Karine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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HEADQUARTERS, FOURTH NARINE 
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JSM/am

RESTRICTED:

R-2 REPORT, PERIOD 0800 16 FEBRUARY, TO 0600 25 FEBRUARY, 1939. 

TAICHC'J BAY;

Japanese Naval Authorities are continuing operations.against j 

the Port of EAINEN. During the week they sank, by gunfire, the 

Chinese boom of old ships, constructed across the mouth of the 

LING river.

The Chinese batteries protecting HAINEN fired on the ships 

for two and a half hours on the afternoon of the 16th with no 

effect. J

Two Japanese warships cressed the sunken boom and engaged ;

the Chinese land batteries, protecting the city. After destroy

ing the land batteries the Japanese are reported to have with

drawn into the bay without landing.

Host of the civil populace have evacuated the town geing to

■JEKCriC.; or NINGPC. !
|

The object of this T^ICHC..’ BAY operation is not clearly un- i

derstoed. The terrain back of the city towards the interior is ;

very mountainous, and such roads as there 'were, have been pre- |
! 

viously destroyed by the Chinese. The only logical objective in j

this area is the ÈANGCHCA-NAKCEANG railway. This objective could 

be more easily achieved by the way of .ÆNCHCE south of HAILEN and 

in an excellent bay. ./EI7GHC., is connected by bus route over an 

excellent road to the city of KINEAA on the HANGCHC..-NANCHANG 

RAIL .AY.

HAINAN ISLAND;

The military operations on HAINAN ISLAND, with the excep

tion of scattered bombings in the interior, has for the last week 

been at a standstill.
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HAINAN ISLAND PORT'D:

Of interest is the information that the Americans have the 

greatest share of foreign interests on the Island, host of the 

American undertakings are cultural in nature. The Gospel Hospi

tal at HCIHC.ii, managed by Dr. Bercovita an expert on tropical 

diseases and epidemics, has a yearly average of 20,000 patients, 

850 of which are maternity cases.

The Leper Asylum at SINYING, six miles west of HCHîC.V is 

also an American undertaking with 250 patients.

The chief American business enterprise is the Standard Oil 

Co. which is the sole supply of petroleum products on the island.

Foreign interests in HAINAN Island however, are small, while 

the natural resources of the Island are practically untouched. 

AVIATION (JAPANESE)

HONGKONG :

SHUI.1CHUN, a town near the border of Eritish leased territory, 

was attacked bjr Japanese aircraft on February 22nd. Military es

tablishments, the wireless station and the CANTCN-I CIiTLCCF rail

way station were damaged.

CHEKIANG:

On Wednesday, Februarjr 22nd, Japanese Naval Aircraft attack

ed Chinese milltary Esupply bases in central CHEKIANG.

Japanese Laval Aircraft inflicted heavy losses upon barracks, 

military establishments and station godowns on February 22nd, lo

cated at CHUNI, 50 miles south of HANGCHCJ on the CHEKIANG-NAN- 

CHAI'’ G railway.

A fortress at CEBKHAI, 18 kilometers north east of NINGBO, 

and stores of military supplies at TAICHCJ, northwest of HAULER, 

were destroyed on the same day.
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KANSU:

Japanese .-.rmy Aircraft carried, out a mass bombing attack on 

LANCECi, on February 22nd. The Airdrome and Chinese military 

establishments were damaged in-the attack. Earlier in the day, 

PINGLIANG, 250 kilometers southeast of LAI'GHC and PAC CHI, the 

western terminus of the LUNGHAI railway, 160 kilometers west of 

SIAN, in SHENSI, were raided by Japanese Army Aircraft. Military 

establishments suffered severe damage in this attack.

At LANCEC.j, the raiders were engaged by 26 Chinese pursuit 

planes, but no Chinese planes were seen at PINGLIANG or PAOCHI, 

either on the ground or in the air.

Japanese Army aircraft, while bombing L.iKCHCj on Eonday, 

February 20th, were engaged by 50 Chinese planes of the Soviet 

type. The Japanese claim that 36 Chinese planes were destroyed 

and that most of them were manned by Soviet aviators. The Chin

ese claim S Japanese planes were shot down, and that only three 

Chinese pilots were slightly wounded in the attack.

Japanese aircraft staged another raid upon IANCHCJ, capital 

KANSU province, on February 23rd. Japanese Officers participa

ting in the raid believe that a heavy blow was inflicted against 

Chinese efforts to reorganize an air force by obtaining planes 

of Soviet and American make.

American Seversky single-seated fighters, annearing for the 

first time, and a number of Curtiss-Hawks together with Soviet- 

built 1-15 and 1-16 planes, numbering between twenty and thirty 

met the Japanese raiders as they appeared over the city.

American Douglas bombers, additional Seversky machines and 

Soviet-built TB bombers were claimed to have been destroyed while 

still on the air field.
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KANSU OCNT’D;

Japanese Officers, because of the furious "dog-fight", were 

unable to ascertain just how many Chinese nlanes were shot down 

because of several conflicting reports.

The total number of Chinese planes concentrated at LANCH0.Ï 

was placed at 70 machines, by the Japanese authorities.

Japanese authorities state that all Japanese planes return

ing to their bases had numerous bullet holes in them. The great

est number being observed was 153*

It is believed that the Japanese aim in bombing LANCHO'J is 

to prevent Russian supplies from reaching CHINA via LANCHC I.

Chinese reports qre at great variance with the Japanese in 

regards damages inflicted and planes shot down. It is still too 

eçœly to give a correct estimate.

Japanese planes bombed the business section of ICE-JIG, in 

HUPEH, on February 21st. Casualties were placed at 600 dead and 

wounded.

HUPEH :

Eighteen Japanese planes are reported to have bombed a Mis

sionary building at HINGkHN, on February 24th. Ko casualties 

were inflicted.

CHINESE AIR FORCE:

Definite reports have been received th_.t the French aviators 

have been relieved from the Chinese Air Force. It is believed 

that all other foreign aviators, excepting the Russians, have also 

been relieved.

If such is the case, China must be availing herself of the 

Russian offer to take over active control of the Chinese Air Forces. 

The Japanese admit during the past week that they met strenuous 

Chinese opposition in the air, and that most of the planes employ

ed were of Soviet construction.
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KULING:

Late in November, last year, the Japanese authorities, hav

ing decided upon the advisability of having all third--narty na

tionals leave the LULING resort, sent representatives to KIULIANG 

to confer there with American and British officials. Forty three 

third party nationals availed themselves of the opportunity at 

that time.

Last Wednesday, February 22nd, forty-three more LULING eva

cuees descended 1.XUNT LUcEaN to LIUhl^NG where the y went aboard 

the Japanese transport NA3UTC 1.A.RU which sailed for SiLaKCKAI the 

next morning. Of the forty three seven are Americans.

It will be of interest to see what military action the Jap

anese Army will take against the Chinese soldiers holding out in 

the I OUNT LUSTIAN area. There is only one land route leading up 

to the resort and this is a narroü trail which becomes treacher

ous during the winter months. Airplane bombing and artillery 

shelling will probably be relied on to rid the area of Chinese 

troops and allow Japanese infantrymen to occupy the enemies po

sitions. However, there are numerous caves in the hillsides which 

will afford excellent protection for the defenders. The cost in 

Japanese lives and munitions used in the coming operation should 

be considerable.

Concerning the food requirements of these third party na

tionals remaining in KULIKQ there is a six months supply of wheat, 

rice and tinned foods on hand. The supply of meat, milk, eggs 

and vegetables is now sufficient but uncertain. The Americans 

are concentrating in and around the American school. Concentra

tion areas are clearly outlined with white borders.

Of the fifty five third party nationals staying in KULING 

eleven are Americans, four are Swedidi, 2 are Germans, one is 

Swiss and thirty seven are British. Of this number eight are in

valids and eighteen are seventy years of age or more.

-5-
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There are fifty-five foreigners remaining at FULIYG. The 

Japanese Army states that it cannot te held responsible for any 

injuries these foreigners may sustain as a result of military 

operations and that it will be unable to accord full protection 

to their property.

Mio C-tbL 0 U o ;

TANKS:

It is reported from RANGOON that preparations are being rush

ed to convey between 100 and 200 tanks to China through RANGOON 

and LAdllO. The modern tanks were unloaded, the report states, 

from the American steamer STAËL 3NGINEEB and probably will be sent 

to LAJÎI0 by rail. Forty-five empty trucks left RANGOON on Feb

ruary 18th on the first leg of a trip that will carry then to 

YU1DTAN. They will load consignments of munitions at LA3KI0 and 

transport them to Chinese territory. Quantities of field guns 

are to be sent in trains to L^SUIO where they nrobably will be 

placed aboard the trucks which left yesterday. 

RUoGLJC-JAPANESE BORDER DISPUTE;

According to a Chinese report from CHUI7GI DIG the Japanese are 

building modern underground defenses similar to France’s Uaginot 

Line. The defenses were understood to be on a line north of I7ALGAN 

(170 kilometers northeast of PEIPING) and EC LUN NCR (255 kilome

ters north of PEIPING), and are designed to protect PEIPING and 

TIENTSIN against a possible Russian invasion.

CHUNGKING:

Japanese incendiary bombs have, during the last two weeks, 

caused widespread destruction and hundreds of deaths. Fires re

sulting from incendiary bombs have been the cause of much of the 

devastation and of many of the deaths.

Fears of incendiary bomb raids on CHUNGKING are mounting dai

ly. There are at present 53u,00C people packed like sardines into 

this small city, the present seat of the National Government. 

Flanked by the YANGTZE and CIIIALING RIVER, CUPGETKG contains

~<c
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houses which are of the most flimsy construction, closely groupej. 

together, without any open spaces tetw’eeà them, and with few wide 

streets. Every household is being required to have on hand a 

large supply of sand. There is a pcssibilitj'’ that many of the 

buildings in the more crowded sections may be torn down as a 

means of arresting the spread of flames, Office hours of most of 

the larger Chinese foreign institutions have been fixed for the 

afternoon only as air raids are considered least likely at these 

hours,

HAIPHONG;

It is reported that the French Indo-China authorities have 

banned the unloading of arms at HAIPHONG during the past two weeks 

taking action immediately after the Japanese landing at HAINAN. 

Seven or eight foreign ships are reported to be standing by in 

ILAIEKcKG harbor without the prospect of having their cargo un

leaded. The ban is being enforced in pursuance of instructions 

from FARIS, it is said, 

RUSSIAN-JAPANESE FISHERY DISPUTA DEADLOCKED :

After repeated conferences between Maxim Litvinoff, Soviet 

Foreign Minister, and Shinerori Togo, Javanese Ambassador, the 

Soviet-Javanese fishery dispute still remains unchanged. A severe 

note was struck by the Japanese Ambassador when he warned Naxim 

Litvinoff that Japan "will protect Japanese Fishing and use every 

possible means to do sc". The soviet Government still remained 

firm in their determination to auction fishing grounds used by 

Japan on March 15th. However, further conferences are expected 

to take place in an effort to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion 

to the issue. One point brought out by the Japanese Ambassador 

was that Japan would not participate in the open auction and de

manded that negotiations be made to determine the rights of Japan 

and Soviet Russia to a distribution of fishing grounds.

Developments of international importance should soon be seen 

in this dispute. .■

J. S. MONAILAN'
Major, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regiment^ Intelligence Officer.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 13, 1939.

Reference Chungking’s 223, March 29, 
2 p.m., and its undated, unnumbered telegram 
received 4:30 a.m., March 12, 1939.

With regard to the question whether we 
should, as a matter of record, make some 
reservation of rights with regard to the 
closing of the port of Haimen, Mr. Ward in 
Le was consulted. He said’^SaT any measure 
which might be reasonably construed as a 
measure of defense by the Chinese Government 
should not be protested by this Government 
unless it could be clearly shown to be an 
Unnecessary or intolerable deprivation of 
or interference with important American 
interests. He said that he did not feel that 
the Chinese Government’s action in closing the 
port of Haimen warranted a protest or reserva
tion of rights on the part of this Government. 
With regard to Chungking’s telegram reporting 
that the Chinese Government has taken similar 
action with regard to Ningpo, Mr. Ward stated 
that he felt, for the reasons stated above, 
that no action should be taken by us. Mr. 
Ward observed that there appeared to be 
little or no likelihood that a protest would 
have any effect or that a reservation of 
rights needed to protect our position in 
the future.

&
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

Divisioi

Department ef

GRAY

1 M9y

IffâLMVS"

DEPArrJfefcfjj] fa

Chungking via N. R

DatEd March 29, 1939

Rec'd 11:40 p.m,

Secretary of StatE, 

Washington.

223, March 29,

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.i. AND M.I.D.

2 p.m.

Following is Embassy's translation of a from 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs datEd March 28 and

rECEiVEd today:
"The Ministry of ForEign Affairs presents its 

compliments to the American Embassy and has the honor

to state that it has received a communication from 

the Military Affairs Commission to the effect that 

Japanese naval vessels are constantly creating disturb

ances in the Haimen region of Chekiang province, thus 

rendering it impossible for merchant vessels to pass, 

that, in order to avoid incidents, the area was blocked 

beginning March 26, and that warships and merchant m

vessels of all nationalities are not permitted to pro-co ü 
_ ro

ceed thereto.

7
9

3
, 94/14845

The Ministry, in inditing this note for the 

Embassy’s information, has. the honor to request that 

'/ the 0
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-2- #223, March 29, 2 p.m. from Chungking

the American Embassy instruct all warships and 

merchant vessels under its jurisdiction to take note.” 

Shanghai and Hong Kong please communicate the 

substance of foregoing to appropriate American naval 

authorities and shippers.

Sent to Shanghai, Hong Kong. Repeated to 

Peiping, Foochow.

pec:

(-*) Apparent omission
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

a.

Secretary of State

Washington

March 30, 2 p.m.

From

GRAY

Foochow via N. R

Dated tylarch 30, 1939

Rec *

Bapartflsent «

2;53 p

Division o
AR EASTEBÜ

Provincial Government informs me that Japanese

warships yesterday afternoon shelled Tinghai near

Lienkang thirteen miles from Foochow firing about

eighty shells. No attempt was made to land troops

and no casualties are reported,

Sent to Chungking; repeated to Peiping

ROWE

DDM:HPD

793.94/14846
 

F/FG

% •»
<0 Ï
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED ) bbO

From Chungking via N. R*

Dated March 31, 1939

Rec’d 9k:32f a

dvisjl

|W 31 193’

noon

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

230, March 31,

Reference Embassy’s 214/ March 27, 5 p.m. 

One. The Chinese press publishes for the first time 

today reports of the loss of Nanchang and Wuning but 

alleges that the effort cost the Japanese 15,000 casual

ties. It appears that the Japanese forces pierced the 

weakest section of the Chinese defenses between Yunghsiu 

and Wuning and actually entered Nanchang from the south.

Two. The Chinese recognize that the fall of Nanchang$| 
E; 

(for which they were prepared) will greatly increase their®’* 

difficulty, especially in maintaining communications with 

Chinese forces operating in Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhweij 

they also admit that Nanchang offers the Japanese an 

excellent base from which to launch military operations 

to the east, or west. But they maintain that as in the 

case of Hankow and Canton the loss of Nanchang is not 

vital and will have no significant bearing on the policy 

of resistance.
Three
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Three. The feeling continues generally to exist

that the next Japanese offense will be launched 
China1a-poracsflTjn^'Ln conjunction with a drive

against

up the

Canton Hankow Railway from Kwangtung in order to gain

full control of that railway. Some observers believe,

however, that the Japanese will for the present confine

themselves to an endeavor to consolidate their position 

in Central China after which they plan to withdraw a 

portion of their forces for attacks on the lines of 

China’s communications in the northwest and southwest.

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

KLP:CSB
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REGARDING:

(D

Asiatic situation® Sino-Japanese relations® X
In light of the recent Japanese aggression in Chinese
territory the Malayan press has published its strongest edi- “ 
torials on the general subject. Quote editorial in the MALAY 4^
MAIL of January 19® Q)

4^ 
CO
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ASIATIC SITUATION.
In the light of recent Japanese aggression in Chinese 

territory the Malayan press has published its strongest 
editorials on the general subject of Japan’s aims in China 
and the Far Bast and on the specific tactics which Japan 
is employing with a view to attaining the objectives.

On the notes presented to Japan in January by the 
American and the British governments the following excerpt 
from an editorial published on January 19 in the Malay Mail 
on "A Warning and An Invitation" is characteristic comment, 
apparently expressing the general point of view in Malaya:

"Firmly worded though both the British and 
United States’ recent notes have been, they might 
with every degree of justification have been very 
much firmer. There has been provocation enough 
in all conscience, in face of which the two 
Governments have shown admirable restraint in 
their latest representations to Tokyo. The notes 
go further than to express with the utmost emphasis 
that neither the British nor the United States 
Government can accept the future Japanese policy 
toward China as outlined by her two principal 
spokesmen, involving as it does the unilateral 
repudiation of the Nine-Power Pact. They have 
left the door open to Japan to retreat, without 
any very considerable loss of face, from the 
position she has taken up. In almost identical 
language the two Governments have expressed their 
readiness to negotiate. Japan has been invited 
to make constructive suggestions regarding modi
fication of the Nine-Power Pact and any other 
treaty relating to China, and both Governments 
have stated their willingness to give sympathetic 
consideration to these suggestions. It will be 
the height of foolishness on Japan’s part if she 
Ignores the invitation or seeks to temporise by 
qualifying her acceptance of the invitation by 
endeavouring to lay down conditions, such as 
those hinted at in unofficial reports from Tokyo 
yesterday, which are very much wider in scope 
than and have little relation to the question 
of respect for China’s sovereignty and the 
rights and interests of third Powers in China.

"There is no hint in the British and 
American notes of the consequences of Japan’s 
disregard of these joint representations. Yet 
there exists evidence of the probable nature of 
those consequences which Japan cannot disregard.

At
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At the time of the presentation of the American 
note there was much talk in Washington concerning 
the powers of President Roosevelt to take economic 
action of the most drastic kind against Japan, 
and there were authoritative indications of the 
probability of such action being taken if public 
opinion was strongly in support of economic 
retaliation. Since then, also, it has been 
freely suggested In the British press that the 
British Government has had under consideration 
various measures which might usefully be taken 
to call a halt to Japanese encroachment. It is 
probably quite true that the British Government, 
as has been authoritatively stated, is not 
considering putting into force any such measures 
at the present time, but, in view of the unanimity 
of British press opinion on the point, it seems 
quite clear that the eventuality Is one which 
cannot by any means be ruled out. The British 
Government, following its policy of endeavouring 
to effect a settlement of international problems 
by negotiation, will be reluctant to adopt any 
such measures as economic retaliation against 
Japan, such as the imposition of an embargo upon 
Japanese imports into the United Kingdom and the 
British colonial territories. But British 
patience is not Inexhaustible and now that a 
stage has been reached where Britain, the united 
States and France are obviously walking in step 
in their policy In the Far East, Japan can hardly 
be blind to the danger that persistence in her 
present provocative course will eventually be 
attended by consequences which will deal a 
drastic blow to her overseas trade, which is 
her most vulnerable point. In all these circum
stances, therefore, Japan will be wise not to 
ignore the ’open door’ which Britain and the 
United States have left Invitingly ajar, through 
which she may, along the path of negotiation, 
arrive at a friendly settlement of the Far Eastern 
dispute. There is a hint of finality about the 
Landon and Washington notes, a suggestion that 
patience is running short, and that the onus is 
now upon Japan to avoid the inevitable consequences 
of persisting in her ill-conceived policy."

More recently, the Japanese landing on Hainan Island 

called forth leading articles such as that published on 

February 14 in the Malaya Tribune under the caption 

"warning to the Powers", of which an excerpt follows:

"So far the policy of France and Britain 
in face of the Hainan coup has been, on the 
surface, one of masterly inactivity. An open 
clash with the Japanese is naturally to be 
avoided if possible in view of the possibility 
of Japan’s allies in Europe being drawn in,

but
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but the time will come when the issue will have to 
be squarely faced. Preparations in view of possible 
eventualities are proceeding with all possible speed. 
What is certain is that if territory in the possession 
of Britain and France is directly challenged and if 
trade is interfered with the necessary action will 
be taken to protect British and French interests. 
Japan will not be permitted to dominate the Far East 
in the manner to which she aspires, and the resistance 
which has been offered by China alone should convince 
her of the folly of her designs. The latest develop
ments also should convince the Powers with interests 
in the Far East of the necessity of giving China the 
fullest support in her gallant fight.”

In support of China’s military measures against the

Japanese Invaders the press is outspoken, publishing at 

length a message from Madame Chiang Kai-shek to Malayan 

Chinese commending China for its armed resistance. The 

Malaya Tribune, in an editorial entitled "Bristling With 

Difficulties”, said on January 9 regarding the leaders in 

China:

"They know that they have the sympathy of the 
world, but sympathy alone is not enough and they 
cannot fail to draw their own conclusions from the 
fact that, in spite of all the pacts and covenants, 
in spite of all the promises in the name of the 
League of Nations, they have been left alone to 
fight their battle against a powerful invader.

"The request which China makes for assistance 
is an extremely moderate one, It was expressed in 
the striking message addressed to the Chinese in 
Malaya by Madame Chiang Kai Shek, a message which 
again voiced the firm intention of the Chinese 
people to fight on until the invader is repelled. 
’Everything depends’, she said, ’on our ability 
to acquire the necessary equipment and munitions 
to continue our resistance. If the democracies 
will see that we are provided they need not 
think of having to sacrifice the life of one man. 
We have proved that we can do the fighting. Our 
soldiers face the terrible concentration of 
Japanese weapons with a courage and resolution 
that no one ever thought the Chinese army could 
possess.*

"We can all admire the courage of this state
ment that China seeks no direct war aid from other 
nations. All China asks is for a continuance of 
the supply of arms and munitions, and this friendly 
nations will make every effort to effect. It remains 
to be seen, however, whether in their own interests 
they will consider the necessity of bringing economic 
pressure to bear upon Japan.”

The
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The grant of credits to China by the United States

and Great Britain has been warmly applauded in this pre

dominantly Chinese city of Singapore, as throughout Malaya; 

and local interest in the results of the recent ’’polls” 

in the United States of opinions on world events and 

relationships has been very' marked. The Straits Times 

published on February 14 a leading article entitled 

’’Dramatic Changes in the U.S.", which commented on and 

endeavored to interpret the Fortune survey of January.

In ’’America and Fascism", the Singapore Free Press, under 

date of January 6, wrote editorially of President Roosevelt’s 

speech to Congress*

"America, with its great tradition of freedom 
of speech, liberty of conscience and its faith in 
culture and modern civilisation, cannot fail to 
respond to that appeal. Analysed, President 
Roos welt’s speech amounts to affirmation of the 
statement of Senator Pittman, chairman of the 
Foreign delations Committee of Congress, a week 
or so ago, that the people of the United States 
do not like the government of Japan or the 
government of Germany, and are opposed to any 
form of dictatorial government, Communist or 
Fascist. Senator Pittman’s other point that 
the people of the United States have the right 
and power to enforce morality and justice in 
accordance with the peace treaties, ’and they 
will,< was also affirmed by the President.

"Hero, then, is further evidence of the 
gradual stiffening of American opposition to 
the dictator countries. VShen Mr. Cordell Hull 
speaks in Washington on the Lima Conference, 
perhaps he will reveal more of the plans which 
Germany and Italy made to sabotage that meeting 
of the American republics. The work of Fascist 
and Nazi agents at Lima proves conclusively that 
the European totalitarian regimes have political, 
if not territorial, designs on the American 
continent. The American attitude to the great 
world problems of today is of supreme importance 
to Great Britain and France who in Europe must 
bear the brunt of the Fascist assault. It is 
the most significant because, contrary to the 
view in Europe that peace can be preserved if 
the democratic front is strengthened and maintained, 
the popular belief in the United States is that war 
is inevitable and may perhaps break out during the

present
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present year. American participation in a purely 
European war la unlikely, but it la difficult to 
see how such a struggle today could be isolated. 
America would find it well nigh Impossible to keep 
out of a world war, if it came, and recognition of 
that fact la behind all that President Rooaewelt said
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a. Japanese gllltary Successes.
la addition to the reoccupation of Lintsing ( ),

in western shantung, on February 4th, the Japanese claim 
the capture of four other towns in that seotion of the 
province, namely, Kwantao ( ) and Kwanhslen ( ML )
on February 17th, Yangsin ( ) on the list and Yantfcu
( ) on the 86th. They have also announced the cap
ture of Kinslang ( & ftp ), in southwestern shantung, on 
February 86th, and T»anch»eng ( J^), near the southern
border of the province, on the 17th. Furthermore, there 

was
1. See Consulate»» despatch to Department, no. 10, Febru
ary 6, file 400, and Embassy's despatch no. 1854, January
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was some evidence that the Japanese are carrying out 

the policy announced in January of garrisoning all 

important places for an indefinite length of time, 

in thia connection, an American citizen wrote the con

sulate following the recapture of Lintsing, that "this 

time it looks as tho they Intended to remain.«1

in fact, it has become evident, even to the most 

prejudiced observers, that the Japanese are gradually 

but effectively extending the influence in shantung of 

the puppet Government at Peiping. By the end of February 

I shut ( ) haien, in central shantung, the con

tiguous counties of Mengyin( ) and chuhsien ( « -^, )

and the coastal county of Jihchlao ( ? ) comprised

the largest area in this consular district which could be 

considered "unoccupied" territory. And even this region 

is devoid of any important organized resistance to the 

Japanese, who are in control of the surrounding areas, 

Japanese methods are anything but admirable, but 

their tenacity of purpose cannot but command respect, 

and must eventually triumph over Chinese resistance, 
Ik 

passive or otherwise, in this part of China. to obtain 

control of this district has cost japan millions of yen 

and to maintain that control will be a costly undertaking 

for years to come. But is it not possible that Japan's 

vampire policy in china will, in the long run, enable 

the Japanese to liquidate their war debt at the expense 

of china and foreign Interests in this country? The 

fruits of the Japanese victory in shantung include rich 

iron
1. see consulate's despatch no. 39, to Embassy, February 
15, file 800.
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iron and coal deposits and extensive salt producing 

areas, not to mention a fertile agricultural region» 

Mr» Owen L« Dawson, united states Agricultural com
missioner to china, once said that shantung is probably 

"noted for" more agricultural and farm products than 

any other region of similar extent in the world. some 

of these are peanuts, cotton, wheat, tobaooo, cabbage, 
fruits, eggs, beef, hog bristles, strawbraid and silk 

cocoons.

Japanese schemes for road development not only 

exist on paper, but are being executed. And why not? 

with shantung* s unlimited supply of cheap labor, road 

construction (even assuming that labor is paid for and 

not impressed) is probably as cheap as anywhere else in 

the world. And improved transportation facilities are 

necessary not only for economic exploitation but for 

military purposes; lack of communications has been the 

greatest handicap to Japanese efforts at "bandit-suppres
sion" in this part of the country, 

b. guerrilla Activities Decrease.
A subsidence of guerrilla activities was evidenced 

by the regularity of railway traffic. Train service to
Tientsin is known to have been disrupted for one day, and 

at least one wreck occurred on the Tsingtao-Tslnan Rail
way, but traffic on the latter line was generally main
tained according to schedule throughout the month.

so Threaten slaughter of All Able-bodied 
: Guerrillas.

To curb future resistance, the Japanese Army Head- 
quarters in Tsinan published a proclamation on February
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17th warning the peopole that, in addition to the destruc

tion of such villages, the Japanese intend to slaughter 

all male inhabitants between the ages of 12 and 40 of 

villages f o nd to be harboring guerrillas.!

d. Anti-communist Volunteer Corps organized by Japanese. 

An "Anti-communist volunteer corps" was organized, 

under the auspices of the commander of the Japanese pre

cautionary Forces, in February, and members thereof were 

stationed in the smaller villages and hamlets in the 

▼ioinity of Tsinan not actually garrisoned by Japanese 

troops. They were likewise observed on duty along the 

Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway between Changtien ( Â ) 

and Tsinan, where they are armed with spease or staffs and 

stationed within sight of each other, presumably to enable 

them to relay a warning to the nearest Japanese detach

ment should guerrillas appear. To make up this "corps" 

each hamlet is required to furnish at least four men, or

Chinese $200 to pay hired substitutes
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Sino-Japanese relations.
REGARDING: oSprattley Island has been placed under 

jurisdiction of the Governor of Taiwan. 
This island has been claimed by both 
Great Britain and France, but France was 
now holding the title. The island is 
important as a post of observation of naval 
and aerial movements from Singapore.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This message must be
closely paraphrased be* From 
fore being communicated
to anyone, (Br)

Secretary of State, 

Washington,

106, April 1, 10 a,m>

I have been informed by the

19391.Dated Apr

Rec»d 4

ia N. RHong Kong

Di rial

PR 1 - ig3; 
of ft

Commissioner of Chinese

Maritime Customs here that Pakkai has been occupied by 

the Japanese but that Kongmoon is still in Chinese hands» 

The Commissioner of Customs at Pakkai is an American 

citizen, E. T. Williams and I have asked the Japanese

Consul General here to request Japanese military 

authorities to afford necessary protection to Williams,

Messages received in Macao state that provisions are

urgently required at Pakkai, 

Repeated to Canton, Chungking, Shanghai, and to

Peiping for information^ oi* Tokyo,

rR:RGC SOUTHARD
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Confidential

PARAPHRA S E

A telegram (no. 106) of April 1, 1939, from the Amer

ican Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially as 

follows î
Although Kongmoon is still held by the Chinese, the 

Japanese have occupied Pekkai, according to Information 

received from the Commissioner of Chinese Maritime Customs 

In Hong Kong. Messages have been received In Macao to the 

effect that there Is urgent need In Pakkal for provisions. 

The Consul General at Hong Kong has asked the Japanese 

Consul General there to request the Japanese military 

authorities to give adequate protection to Mr. E. T. 
Williams, the Commissioner of Customs at Pakkal, who is 

an American citizen.

793.94/14852

FE 3:HJN 
4/3
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

I
, t, <JT/'-'

RFP GRAYFrom . nx

Canton via N.,R*

! >^7atEd April/1, 1939
j r ^.fcec’d 2:32/p.m, ,

Secretary of State ""VS"—J-A»
/ Division ofV

Washington [ FAR EASTEMMFf^
n7^PR3--1939 r)

41, April 1, 1 p,m. 

Owing to the rumored occupation of Kongmoon 

several days ago by Japanese forces this office in

quired of the Japanese authorities as to the safety 

of American residents there, at which time it was 

learned that the report was premature. Last evening 

the local customs authorities brought to my attention -*.• 

a report from Macao to the effect that Edward T, ’

Williams, American citizen and commissioner of customs,^’ 

together with several members of staff were marooned 

at the customhouse at Kongmoon and were in urgent need 

of provisions. This situation with an appropriate 

request for protection was brought to the attention, 

of the Japanese authorities last night. This morning 

the Japanese informed me that their forces occupied , 

Kongmoon yesterday afternoon and would advise me as tp
i 

the safety of American citizens there as soon as the • 

information can be obtained, v

Confidentially
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RFP -2- #41, April 1, 1 p.m» from Canton

Confidentially it has been learned that further 

military operations in that area are to be expected»

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong»

MYERS
NPL
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1. Military Operations.

The Central Yangtze front was comparatively quiet 

during January. The Japanese, with only limited 

forces at their command,confined their efforts to 

sporadic mopping-up campaigns, minor offensives in the 

vicinity of chingshan ( J* ) and Tienmen (A 1*3 ) 

ana besieging the Chinese partisans surrounded on the 

upper levels of Kuling, Kiangsi. None of these 

activities produced conclusive results. The con

siderable bodies of Chinese regulars behind the Japanese 

lines, so far as this office’s inforiaation goes, have 

been inactive. This Consulate General is informed of 

only one instance in which guerrillas cooperated as 

if by plan with Chinese army units.

Partisan bands have apparently been organized 

thus far on only a very limited scale. There are 

numerous groups of Chinese, however, engaged in ravag

ing the countryside.♦♦ They call themselves guerrillas 

and have so brought that term into disrepute amongst 

___ __________  _________________________ the 
* Chungking’s No. bo, January 24, b p.m. ana Hankow*s 

January 25, 12 noon.
♦♦ Despatch No. 563, January 24, 1939, Conditions in 

Sinyang, Honan Area, January 1939.
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political report
January 1939 -6-
Hankow , China

the honest citizenry. These brigands and local 

ruffians result from the general break-down of local 

government in the areas behind the Japanese lines. 

Chinese authority has, to be sure, been reestablished 

in several hsien north of the Tapieh mountains, but 

in most sections of the province traversed by the 

Japanese law and order have disintegrated.

Chinese aircraft are reported to have raided the 

outskirts of wuchang on January 9. Anti-aircraft fire 

and detonations were audible in Hankow. Although the 

report was denied by the Japanese military spokesman

here, another Japanese military source admitted that 

a raid took place on that date.
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1939• K
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* Telegras to Chungking, February B, 4 P«m.
*♦ Telegrea to UepnrtMent, February K, 1 P.M., no. 124.

Japanese A^uafig-Ç^erntlons.Against Hidaaa..
Chekiang. On Tebruary IS the Japanese naval nuthorltlea 

issued a notification to the effeot that they intended 

shortly to eomen®e operation*  against the port of Bataan 

situated ©n the east coast of Chekiang Proviso*.  They 

asked that foreign veaels rénové fro^ the Heiîsen ara» 

a distance of thirty nautical «lies by aundœn on February 

17.**  It vas bftlleved at the tian th«t the Japanese In

tended to undertake naval end Military operations In the
Province
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ïrvfltM of Chekinng which vould onus® the ceaation of 

the profitable and increasing loport nnd export trade 

carried on through the various ports of the provinae and 

thus deprive the Rational Government of one of its princi

pe! trade outlets. Little reliable inform tien has been 

received concerning Japanese operations against Halawa &nd 

although the Japanese ouhsecuently « ncunoM that the harbor 

had been blocked, they .m no other Information conoorning 

these operation». Chinese reports state that the Japanese 

attempts to land were repulsed lut obaarvers in Gh&nghM 

are Inal in* d to believe- that no operations in foroe have 

yet been un-tertaken by tho against Iteimen. Vessels

continue to ply between lhangbai and b’ingpo md 'enehow, 

the tvo most important ports in the province which remain 

In Chines« hands.

b. Foreign Vessels stopped and Searched by Japanese, 

luring the month several coastal vessels of foreign registry 

operating out of .’Shanghai were stopped «nd searched by 

Japanese nwnl vessels but in wah instance *ere permitted, 

to proceed after the senrohee had been completed. A Portu

guese vessel carrying sens forty-five thousand gallons of 

keronene belonging to The Texan Company ws similarly 

stopped and searched hut subsequently allosfld to proceed to 

Wenchow, its port of destination.

o. Japanese Occupation of HaiBfiA-I&Und» Japaneca 

occupation of the Island mt Hainan aroused much interest 

locally. This nose was interpreted locally not as a 
strategic operation against Chinese lines cf supply, although 

such was th© explanation giron by the Japanese Ocrve rasent, 
but as « calculated thrant against British and French lines 

of eomunloatlcn in the Far East. Th« ««surrmocs given by 

the
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the Japanese Goveriwent to the .Amr lean, British and 

Branch Ambaasadora th^t the occupation would be tanporary 

only, were not given credence locally. *

d. Guerilla ctivitios. ocording to both Japanese 

find Chinese reports, the guerillas ot atinued their aofiivi- 

ti**a o^er a " ide artta In the Yangtse River valley. A 

nomuniqne issued by the Japanese Mllt^ry authorities on 

the subject stated th.t Japanese troops hud been 5nvolv».d 

in over ninety engagements with guerillas in the Bhanfihai 

area during the past «tenth. Chinese report;^ which are 

partially substantiated by a wll informed foreign observer, 

ladidflt® ’•hr-t the guerillas '*m3 Chino*© troops In the 

'Provisoes of Xinagsu, Chekiang end /nhwei are being grain* 

ally reorganized «n<‘ re-e^uipped and that trained leaders 

are being placed in co -"•.and of both guerilla :md regular 

units.

e- "Fupper ■ trialatraHong..

1*. Binanolnl Difficulties. By decree of the ao- 

cslled "Raforued Qoverment** nt Mnnklng, a ‘business tax” 

levied on goods ««d several other miscellaneous levies being 

ooll^eted by the * >peclnl Municipality of Shanghai ' und other 

Jap'ineaa sponsored provincial and annioipul administration.», 

»er# sb lished on~February 1. The deficiency la revonuo, 

wMdh in th*» esse of the * Special Shmieipality of Jhm3£hal” 

Is unJcretood to have to spproziM^tcly four

hundred thousand dollars Chinese ourrenoy per month, wao 

supposed to be made good by grants from the ■’Reformed 

Government* • However, in the cose of the " special L’unioi- 

p&lity of han^ini" and several other municipalities, the 

expected

* Telegram to Department, no. 113, February IS, 11 a»m.
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expeotad grants wars not meds and there has resulted 

a serious financial eabnrraamaent of these administra
tions.

2*. aaassinations of “Funnot” Offlolnls. a nea

ter of ’puppet” officials «nd pro-Japane^o Chinese wore 

assassinated during the month by organised and directed 

Chinees terrorists or by patriotic Chinese organisations 

The Vayor of Hangchow was assassinated by Chinese terror 

lets early in the month and two officials eoanaeted with 

the Japanese sponsored administration of *’neih were also 

killed by Chinese terrorists or gorillas. Information 

concerning occurrences of this nature Is generally cs.ro- 

fully suppressed by the Japanese who aeoit to give the 

impress!~n tht peace end order are »ell maintained la 

the cities under their control. (For political assassi

nations la ^Shanghai see "Municipal”.)
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ML GRAY

Hong Kong via N*R.

Dated April 1, 1939
X^5 »
v Rec’d 5:30 a.m. 2nd

Secretary of State

Washington

105, April 1, 9 a.m.

The Department has instructed this office to send 

you monthly a brief telegraphic summary of developments 

and events at or near Hong Kong which have relation to 

China. The following is our summary for March.

One. Japanese payment of 20,000 Hong Kong dollars 

indemnity made to Hong Kong Government as indemnity for 

front!er bombing at Shumchun in February.

Two. Committee designated to function in Hong Kong 

for operation of 10,000,000 sterling China currency 

stabilization fund. Members reported to be chief manager 

of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 

manager Hong Kong branch of Chartered Bank, assistant 

general manager of Hong Kong branch of Bank of China, 

general manager of Bank of Communications, and Cyril 

Rogers of Bank of England to represent British Govern

ment.

Three. Madame Chiang and W, H. Donald arrived in

Hong Kong
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ml -2- Hong Kong via N*R$ April 1,1939 5:30 a.m* #105

Hong Kong to spend some time allegedly for vacation 

purposes. They expect to be here still for some days.

Four. Increased Japanese military and naval activity 

at Kongmoon and Pakhoi which is causing Influx of refugees 

into Macao.

Five. Reports indicate continued intensive activity 

by Japanese at Whampoa to extend facilities of that port 

for large ships,; Various business opinion in Hong 'Kong 

is that reopening of Pearl River is being delayed until 

Whampoa work further advanced or completed.

Sent to Peiping.

SOUTHARD

KLP
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' A)
/

Subject:

The Secretary of

Washington

have the honor

a-m/c ■ 
^®COl®I'SGr 

ylLFrC■

Honorable

EM BASSY OF THE 0 5 Q 4
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, February 18, 1939

Japanese Interests in North China - 
Forwarding Companies♦

Division of

HS

ÜB/or.11 9 ,939(g\^

State

ÆPR 13 lb. '

D. C

to report, as of possible in

to the Department, that the Kokusai Unyu (inter-

national Express Company) is rapidly and steadily in

creasing its activities throughout North China.

According to the Manchuria Daily News of Feb

ruary 15, 1939, this company had only 30 employees in 

North China prior to the Manchurian Incident, only 90

between that date and the beginning of the China Inci

dent, whereas at the present time the company employs 

1,300 persons throughout the occupied areas of North

Çhjn.a.

94/14857
 

F/FG
W
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China. The news article, in reporting the establish

ment of branch offices in Shihchiachwang, Tsinan, Tai

yuan, Tsingtao and Hsuchow, states that the company pro

poses to establish new agencies at certain stations along 

the Peking-Hankow and Tientsin-Pukow Railways south of 

the Lunghai line as well as along other railways in 

Shansi and Suiyuan.

In the broad aspect of Japanese economic penetra

tion the activities of Japanese forwarding agencies are 

a small matter. But the enlarged activities of such 

agencies are generally symptomatic of the hold which 

Japanese enterprise is endeavoring to have upon commer

cial matters throughout the occupied areas. In this 

connection, it may be briefly stated that the transpor

tation of goods, unless handled by Japanese concerns, 

is now subject to long and vexatious delays, and that 

such delays result in extra expense and often a loss of 

market.

The same condition would appear to obtain in other 

occupied areas of China; especially it is understood that 

although commercial shipments are not permitted up the 

Yangtze, merchandise delivered to Japanese agencies has 

some chance of being delivered to the various Yangtze 

ports, even in the guise of military supplies.

Respectfully yours,

For the Chargé d’Affaires ad interimî

'Frank P. Lockhart 
Counselor of Embassy 

Original and 1 copy to Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai. 
Copy to Consulate General, Tientsin.
860.2/ 879.7

CSR-SC
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE ' ' jt*

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
April 5, 1939 

encloses with despatch 
no. 3730, March 7, 1939, a P^ess 
clipping of a Dome! report {rom 
îoMon in regard to a decision by 
a British court that a state Taoan 
nT, axists between China and Jap SrtS sense In «hleh an ordinary 
commercial man of the world might 
use the word

FE: Ballantine:HJN
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THEf FOREIGN SERVI' 
r OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERld^W^,

No. 3730. 1959 AP9. 3 PM 2 29
AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, Marell 7, 1939.

' ’ uk,c/. r.-êjS
SUBJECT: BRITISH CÔÛRÛ? DECISION THAT JAPAN IS AT WAR.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.
Sir:

As of possible reference value, there is enclosed

herewith a Domei report from London with regard to a decision

j in the British courts holding that a shipping company having 

; a contract subject to cancelation in the event of war in-

/ volving Japan is released from execution of the contract by 
^reason of the present hostilities in which Japan is engaged.

/ ÿ

Joseph 0. Grew,Enclosure:
\J Clipping, «Japan Is Really
* At War, Court of Appeals Decides,” 

JAPAN ADVERTISER, March 4, 1939. 30

710
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Enclosure No. 1 , to despatch 
No. 3730 , dated March 7 ,1339
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Advertiser.

Tokyo, Saturday, March 4, 1939.

JAPAN IS REALLY AT WAR, ’ 
COURT OF APPEALS DECIDES

Kawasaki Kisen Ka'isha Again
Loses Chartering Cancella- 

tion Case

Domed
LONDON, March 2.—The decision 

handed down last year by Justice, now 
Lord Justice, Rayner Goddard, who 
held that a state of iwar existed be
tween China and Japan in the sense 
in which an ordinary commercial man 
of the world might use the word 
“iwar,’* was upheld today by the Court 
of Appeals.

The decision was reached after the 
Court of Appeals heard the case of the 
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, which appeal
ed the judgment handed down by 
Justice Goddard that the Bantham
Shipping Company, of Cardiff, was en- 

। titled to cancel the chartering rights 
of the steamship Nailsea Meadow to 
the Japanese company in September 
1937, because a clause in the contract 
permitted cancellation of the charter 

;“if war breaks out involving Japan.”
In dismissing the appeal, the presid

ing justice declared that Justice God
dard manifestly had been right. He 
added that war might break out with
out the British Government’s recogniz
ing it.f --------------------

«■-> i- j kb
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 5, 1939

Tokyo’s 3708, February 27, 
1939, reports the outcome of an 
approach made by Ambassador Grew £ 
to the Japanese Minister for 1
Foreign Affairs on the subject of 
the Japanese occupation of Hainan 
Island. Neither the despatch nor 
Its enclosure need b.e read as the 
subject matter has previously been 
covered by telegram.

U'Hlz
FE:Balle ntine :HJN
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 Daté

Tokyo, February 27, 1939

SUBJECT: HAINAN ISLAND

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Department’s
7/J. 7^7 /¥//•?<

telegram no. 4(y of February 15, 7 p.m., concerning

the Japanese occupation of Hainan Island. In this 
—

relation there is transmitted herewith copy of a 

memorandum on my conversation of February 17, 19397* 

with the Minister for Foreign Affairs inquiring as*

to

9o » 94/ I 4859
 

F /
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to the intentions of the Japanese Government in

connection with the occupation of

losure: 
as stated

710 
ESC:wr

Respectfully yours

Hainan

Joseph C. Grew

Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Consulate General, Hongkong
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch, 
no. 3708 of February 27, 1939 
from the Embassy at Tokyo

Conversation February 17, 1939.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Arita.

Subject: Hainan Island.

In accordance with instructions contained in 

the Department’s telegram no. 40, February 15, 7 

p.m., I called this afternoon at 5:30 on the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs at his official resi

dence and made to him the following oral statement, 

leaving the text with him as an unofficial document: 

The statements which the Government of 
Japan has made from time to time to the 
effect that Japan has no territorial ambi
tions in China, have been carefully noted 
by the Government of the United States. In 
view of the recent announcement of the oc
cupation of the Island of Hainan by Japanese 
forces attention is invited to the fact that 
there are numerous American residents chiefly 
missionaries as well as substantial American 
missionary and educational interests in the 
Island and that the United States maintains 
no consular representative in Hainan. In 
the light of the foregoing and also having 
in mind the general question of the relation
ships among the Powers including the United 
States which have important interest in and 
with reference to the Pacific area, the Gov
ernment of the United States in view of the 
fact that these relationships have formed 
the basis of various international agreements, 
would be glad to be informed as to the inten
tions of the Japanese Government in connection 
with the occupation of Hainan Island.

The Minister said that the purpose of the occupa

tion of Hainan Island is to strengthen the blockade 

of the South China coast and to hasten the suppres

sion
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sion of the Chiang Kai-shek "regime". Mt. Atita 

repeated the former statements of the Japanese 

Government that Japan has no territorial ambi

tions in China and added that the occupation 

"will not go beyond military necessity".

J. C. G.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see______________________________ for___

FROM C*11™ (Shuagfcing)_____ __________________ .> dated__ 7» 1959
TO NAME 1-11» .r.

w
Conditions in war areas of North China. jE

REGARDING:

Memorandum, prepared in Chinese for the use of the Chinese govern
ment, in regard to certain phases of situation: encloses copy in_ 
translation.

CO cn 
o

FUG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00/14359 FOR____#155_________________________

from Chlna (Chungking)______ (___ Peck______ .) dated__ lferab..8+..lfi3fl-
TQ NAME 1—1127 a»o

DrraoniMr General Ghiang Kai-shek's address at concluding session of 
regarding: people's Political Council, Feb 21.

Copy, in translation of-, enclosed.

793*94/ I486 I

FRO.

4/
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V
DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

___ 890.00/137
OELEL __ —------------------------------- -

Memorandum 
run------------------------------------------------

State Department
Far Eastern Division 

( Salisbury _> dated 
FROM-----------------------------------------------------  ------------------------
TO NAME 1-1127

Situation in Far East: review of past week, in summary. 
REGARDING:

793.94/ 14862

FUG.
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telegram received
JR _____
A portion of this tele
gram must be closely 
paraphrased before being Fi 
communicated to anyone, (br)

Canton via N. R.
ROM

Dated Apyil 4, 1939

Rec’d 7£

Secretary of SjtK
oivts'ON ‘■<jBSSia?ç 

hervick aoministratio

si

Vf fr' I h I; N T

April 4, -

>FslAf&RAY) Reference my 41, April 1 1 p.m

R 5 -193

)i Visio 
EASTERN

Reuter carries a Chinese report of today’s date

1
from Macao to the effect that Kongmoon has again fallen

into Chinese hands. (END GRAY). This Consulate General’s

inquiries of the Japanese authorities in regard to the

safety of Americans at Kongmoon have elicited no information

93.94/
I 4863

other than the local military authorities are not in 

communication with that place. This statement made this 

afternoon might be interpreted as confirming the CMhE§Eÿ- 

report above mentioned.

This office will continue efforts to get in touch*. 

with Americans there but has no reason to believe that „ H 

they are in special danger,

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Hong Kong.

KLP

MYERS "H

>
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

paraphrase MHDENTIA’
A telegram (no. 43) of April 4, 1939, from the 

American Consul General at Canton reads substantially as 

follows:

Reuter carries a Chinese report from Macao under 

date of April 4 to the effect that Kongmoon has again fallen 

into Chinese hands. The only information which the Consulate 

General has been able to obtain in reply to inquiries of the 

Japanese authorities concerning the safety of Arae ricana at 

Kongmoon is that the military authorities in Canton are not 

in corsaunication with Kongaoon. It might be considered 

that this statement made on the afternoon of April 4 confirms 

the above-mentioned report carried, by Reuter. Although the 

Consul General has no reason for thinking that Americans in 

Kongmoon are in any special danger he will continue to try 

to get in communication with them.

FEîEÔCîREK 
4/6/39
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be-» 
fore being communicated 
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Washington.

170, April 5, 4 p.m

Peiping via N. R-». 
FROM^ated

Rece

Secretary of Stat^-

1959

O.N.I. AND M.S.D

The Japanese have recently conducted extensive
•-J

searches in the territory adjacent to Peiping for arms <0
W

in the possession of private persons and organizations 

with the result that many small arms have been seized 

from respectable and well meaning nersons who had them “

in their possession solely for defense against guer*.
O)

rillas and bandits. Inhabitants in many villages must -N

now depend on the inadequate protection afforded by 

local police, mostly unarmed. Visits of small groups 

of guerrillas or bandits are becoming more frequent in 

nearby villages and as a consequence many villagers 

are moving into the larger towns». It is known that 

large numbers have come in to Tungchow and other small

towns near Peiping. Formerly a loosely organized volun- 

teer citizens defense corps was able to afford some pro- 
T tection. The advent of warm weather is a further =*£

stimulus to the soread of guerrilla warfare, There have ' J- ; 

been

if
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been frequent rEports rECEntly of clashES between 

guerrillas and Japanese forcES in which thE lattEr 

arE supposed to havE suffErEd considErablE losses» 

An accurate statement of losses on either side is not 

obtainable.

Repeated to Chungking. Code text by mail to Tokyo

LOCKHART

CSB
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CONFIDE^;-
PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 170) of April 5, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Pelolng reads substantially as 

foliowet
Recently clashes hare been reported frequently be

tween Japanese troops and guerrillas In which the Japa

nese are thought to have had considerable losses. There 

la no Information obtainable In regard to the exact losses 

on either side. Private individuals and organisations in 

the area adjoining Peiping have been subjected by the Japa
nese recently to extensive searches for arms. The result 

has been that small arms in aonsldwrable numbers have been 

taken away fro® well meaning, respectable individuals who 

kept the arms mrely for purposes of defense against bandits 

and guerrillas. It is necessary now for the inhabitants of 

many villages to rely on the insufficient protection which 

local police, most of whom are unarmed, oan give. Many vil

lagers are moving into the larger towns on account of the 

more frequent visits in nearby villages of small bands of 

bandits or guerrillas. A large number are known to have 

moved into small towns, including Tungchow, close to Peiping. 

It was possible In the past for the villages to be protected 

to some extent by a loosely organised volunteer defense corps 

of oitisene. The spread of guerrilla warfare is being 

stimulated further by the coming of warm weather. 
793.94/14884

FEjC&^istensonsHES ^FE
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CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE

(Reprint from April Asia)
3Isolationist Bloc in Congress Splits 

by Washington Watcher.
Typical Japanese Press Conference «.......................................................... 6
Railway Systems in Southwest and Northwesta8
Japan in Hainan» ..............     9
Shanghai Correspondence» ..........    9
China Miscellanae......................   11

YOUR ATTENTION, PLEASE!

The SERVICE is supported by voluntary contributions from readers, 
quarter or $4.00 a year places YOU on the regular list»

$1.00 a

<0
01

to

ISSUE 22 will be sent out about April 12» Dates of issue are arranged to ***
make best use of available material. China Goes to Work (p.l) was not available 
until after the 20th. We are most appreciative of the courtesy of ASIA in allow- GJ
ing us to reprint this article by Mrs. Buck. 01

SPEECH ON NEUTRALITY, 
the Service has arranged to 
1939.

Through the courtesy of Congressman John G. Alexander, 
send you a speech made by Mr. Alexander on March 10,

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS. There are many materials in the office of this Service. 
If you have particular needs, please make your requests.

FAR EASTERN SURVEY. Attention is drawn to the March 1 issue of the Far 
Eastern Survey, published by the American Council, Institute of Pacific Relations, 
129 East 52nd Street, New York City.

AIR MIL. Reports from China as well as the U. S. Post Office indicate that 
air service from London to Hongkong is being successfully carried out. Letters to 
West China (Chengtu and Chungking) go by way of Hongkong. Rate: first class to 
London plus 31 cents per half-ounce. Letters should be marked "Air Mail from Europe".

The Burma China Airline was scheduled to start on February 28. Thejroute be
tween Chungking and Rangoon, via Kunming and Lashio, will parallel the Burma-Yunnan 
Highway. Air mail service is not reported yet. H

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADVISORY EDITORS: BRANK FULTON, MINISTER, RAINSFORD HOUSE, ST. GEORGES CHURCH, NEW YO&K CITY 

FORMERLY YALE-IN-CHINA: MISS REBECCA W. GRIEST, BOARD OF FOUNDERS, GINLING COLLEGE, LANCASTER, PA.. 

FORMERLY GINLING COLLEGE; EMORY LUCCOCK, MINISTER, FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, EVANSTON, ILL., FORMERLY

"H 
0

COMMUNITY CHURCH, SHANGHAI: PROF. GORDON POTEAT, CROZIER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA, 

FORMERLY UNIVERSITY OF SHANGHAI. CHINA CORRESPONDENTS GEORGE FITCH, SEC Y, Y.M.C.A., CHUNGKING, 

SZECHUAN: DR. FRANK W. PRICE, NANKING THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, CHENGTU, SZECHUAN « /■*W^£***”W '
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FREE CHINA GETS TO WORK
The New Industrial Cooperatives Can Supply an Economic Base 

for Prolonged Resistance and for Reconstruction After the War

By PEARL S. BUCK

China is at last beginning her real offensive 
against Japan. It is characteristically not an offen
sive of arms but of industry. In doing this she is 
meeting Japan’s attack at its most crucial point. 
For Japan’s keenest thrust at China has not been 
military but economic. When the Japanese insist 
that they do not want Chinese territory, they are 
probably speaking the truth. What they want is 
China’s life—that is, the trade and resources which 
have made and kept China a great and powerful 
nation for so many centuries. Japan has come to 
China not as other conquerors have come, to seize 
land or a throne. She has come with the definite 
goals of taking China’s trade and industries and 
possessing her natural resources.

The economic front is the one on which China 
has been most nearly defeated. If the Chinese can 
survive this war economically they can win it. To 
lose cities has been not too important, to lose land 
has not been too catastrophic. What is close to 
catastrophe is the fact that the rapidly growing heavy 
industry of the past two decades in China is now, 
seventy per cent of it, either destroyed or in Japanese 
control, and Japanese trade with China is alarmingly 
on the increase. Two thousand Japanese merchants 
and industrialists come to China every month. In 
the occupied cities ninety-five per cent of the goods 
bought and sold are Japanese. The very cloth which 
makes the uniform for many Chinese soldiers is 
bought from Japan.

The sad truth is that China may be furnishing the 
means for her own conquest.

Some of China’s most alert minds are now at 
work upon the problem of how to combat Japan 
industrially. Warfare goes on and must go on, but it 
is accepted that China cannot compete with Japan 
in arms. Guerrilla warfare will be ceaseless, but at 
best it will not solve the problem of Japanese oc
cupation. For there is a force working for Japan 
against which even the bravest guerrillas are helpless. 
It is the fact that with the destruction of industry, 
both large and small, millions of people are hungry 
and homeless. These people in their despair flock to 
Japanese-established industry in their own territory. 
They and their children must eat, even though the 
enemy feed them.

The one weapon, therefore, against Japan’s in
creasing possession of China’s economic life is the

APRIL, 1939 (REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION)

establishment as quickly as possible by the Chinese 
themselves of new centers of industry which can 
absorb the many working people now without w ork 
and set them again to producing Chinese goods for 
Chinese to use. This is more than mere relief. It is an 
act of real aggression against Japan, because it sets 
up competition for Japanese goods and utilizes 
Chinese resources, both natural and human, which 
would otherwise out of sheer necessity empty them
selves into Japan’s industrial stream. The Chinese 
have long known that if China can keep possession 
of her own raw materials and her own markets, Japan 
will be defeated in the main purpose of the war. As 
the great industrial cities along the Yangtze fell one 
by one, they planned to move the remaining plants 
inland, to cities farther up the river. But Japan 
settled this by bombing Chungking, Chengtu, Yun- 
nanfu. All of China’s large cities have now been 
proved within Japan’s bombing reach. Bankers and 
technical experts have come to a common conclusion 
—that the new industrial movement must be made 
in small units, financed cooperatively.

So there is heartening news from China—the 
most heartening for many months. There is now 
being organized in China a vast scheme of cooperative 
industry, to make use of as many as possible of the 
millions of war refugees and especially of the factory 
workers of Shanghai and other cities, nearly all of 
them thrown out of work by the invasion.

The plan, in brief, is that in any locality a group 
of craftsmen may organize into a society, the mini
mum being seven persons. No member is allowed to 
own more than twenty per cent of the stock. There 
are definite rules about buying raw materials and 
selling products. Profits w hen they are earned will be 
divided among the members. Each society is care-* 
fully supervised by a central committee, in order to 
develop self-government and the committee system 
of self-management. This central committee is the 
national Industrial Cooperative Commission, spon
sored by the Executive Yuan of the central govern
ment. It includes some of China’s best engineers, 
technicians and labor organizers, as well as expert 
foreign advisers.

In the short space of four months four large 
cooperative headquarters have been set up, two 
north of the Yangtze and two south, all within free 
China. They have received and spent large sums,

199
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including $5,000,000 Chinese from the government, 
a gift of 140,000 pesos from Chinese in the Philip
pines, a loan of $200,000 from patriotic Canton 
bankers and a few private gifts. Their loans vary 
from $500 to $10,000 (local currency) and have been 
granted to cooperatives for producing tanned leather 
and small boats; for weaving, spinning, printing, 
mining coal and iron, milling flour, extracting and 
working metal; making sulphuric acid and converting 
vegetable oil into fuel substitutes. These are nearly all 
old industries which modern industry had replaced. 
In many regions old hand methods had been for
gotten as craftsmen found themselves unable to 
compete with modern machines. In some cases the 
grandsons of the old craftsmen are now having 
instruction in an old craft by old methods and the 
use of primitive tools. Sometimes vast natural re
sources, not known or simply not worked because of 
lack of demand, are now being uncovered and put 
to use. In one region, for instance, imported iron 
was being sold at a high price, while in the ground 
were great stores of rich and workable ore.

The plan of the Industrial Cooperative Commis
sion calls for thirty thousand cooperatives, which, 
if each unit involves directly and indirectly one 
hundred and fifty producers and their dependent 
families, will begin a huge relief program and at the 
same time increase China’s dying production and 
shrinking markets.

Of this plan a good deal has already been accom
plished. Chief among the foreign experts, perhaps, 
is Mr. Rewi Alley, technical advisor. Under his 
advice, to the Northwest went as organizer Lu Kuang- 
mien, a returned student from Edinburgh who had 
already had experience in cooperative industry in 
Honan, and with him as engineer went Wu Chu-fei 
of the Shanghai Power Company and the Ford Motor 
Company in the United States. Machines were sent 
from Hankow and within three months some eighty 
small industries were begun. Fuel alcohol, weaving, 
spinning, knitting, tanning, mining and transport 
cooperatives were among them. Villages were lit 
by electricity, a printing works established the first 
newspaper in a county seat. The raw materials of 
the region have been canvased and a school has been 
set up for training leaders of industrial cooperatives.

To the Southwest, shortly before the fall of Han
kow, went Lem Foh-yu, who came from the Shanghai 
Power Company to head the technical section of the 
Industrial Cooperative Commission. He had long 
been an engineer in the United States and now in 
western Hunan he gathered around him a band of 
technicians who made a thorough survey of the raw 
materials of the region. Shoemaking for the army 
was needed and was begun. Dry-cell making, leather 
tanning, towel weaving, hosiery knitting, and print
ing cooperatives have all been successful here, as well 
as work in medical supplies for hospitals. Society 
members, when the means of distribution became 
difficult, went out into villages and sold their prod
ucts themselves, finding fair profit.

In the Southeast a tannery and leather goods co-

Page 2 
operative was the first begun. Other cooperatives 
now include a thirty-thousand-dollar machine shop, 
spinning and weaving for refugees, printing and cig
arette-making cooperatives for crippled soldiers, 
sugar refining, boat building and food preservation.

The central headquarters for the whole movement 
is now in Chungking. This headquarters acts nation
ally and also for the provinces *of Hupeh, Szechwan, 
Sikong and Yunnan. Of raw materials there are 
plenty in this region, but work has only just begun.

The cooperatives in all regions are proving success
ful. Profits are generally good. One candle-makers’ co
operative was able to pay back in two months five 
hundred dollars on a two-thousand-dollar loan, after 
having met all expenses. Capital is of course sorely 
needed, for a cooperative must be maintained until 
it can begin to make profits.

Every Chinese and every friend of China should 
help in this attack upon the Japanese, on the indus
trial front. Rich Chinese should give more than they 
have. The wealthy Chinese overseas have given most 
generously but it is a shameful and discouraging fact 
that rich Chinese in China, both in and out of govern
ment circles, have not given nearly what they should 
to any form of war relief. A little money goes a 
hearteningly long way in China. One American 
woman gave to the cooperatives fifty dollars in United 
States currency. With it seventeen Chinese-made 
weaving machines were bought in Hankow and these 
gave employment to sixty persons in a Shensi unit.

There are many interesting points which come to 
one’s mind in surveying the possibilities of this new 
industrial movement in China. China’s old strength 
was always in her decentralized industries, the home 
industries of her villages and families. A few years 
ago the great English economist R. H. Tawney, in 
his excellent study of Chinese industry entitled Land 
and Labour in China, made his conclusion that 
China should, for the economic welfare of her people, 
stay by her own ancient system of the small industry 
rather than industrialize in the large centralized fash
ion of the West. To the latter system, however, she 
was developing until Japan'destroyed her factories. 
Now she is turning back to the sources of .er ancient 
strength.

The development of industrial cooperatives at 
the present moment in China is of the utmost mean
ing. It gives relief and life to the destitute refugees, it 
maintains a native industry in the face of Japan’s for
eign economic aggression and, most important of all, 
it provides a new and inexhaustible source of moral 
strength and confidence for the Chinese people. It 
gives work to the working man, to the trained ex
pert and to China’s eager young, who are at this 
time so dismayed because, with all their anxiety to 
help their country, there is little they can do. Their 
country has been crumbling beneath their feet as 
they stood, because industry has been paralyzed. 
But by bringing industry back to life in hundreds of 
places they are staying the destruction. Workingmen 
and intellectuals can found through cooperatives a 
new Chinese industry. Together they can fight Japan.

200 ASIA
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ISOLATIONIST BLOC IN CONGRESS SPLITS

The outlook for repeal or revision of the so-called Neutrality Act appears 
much brighter than it did a fortnight ago. The congressional isolationists can .• 
still make the most noise in the press, radio and Floor debate but a careful nose
counting by experts indicates they are definitely in the minority today and their 
ranks are badly breeched.

The danger that American foreign policy would become involved in inter-party * 
dispute and partisan politics subsided to a great degree when a number of outstand
ing Republicans like Senators McNary of Oregon, Johnson of California and Austin of 
Vermont stepped to the forefront of the movement for a strong foreign policy.

A number of significant events contributed to the rapidly changing sentiment 
of Congress. The President spoke out against the Neutrality Act and his statement 
was cordially received everywhere, the American press set up a loud clamor against 
continuance of the Neutrality Act in its present form, Colonel Henry L. Stimson, 
former Secretary of State, wrote a masterful letter to the New York Times supporting 
the President’s foreign policy views (although criticizing his domestic policies), 
outbreaks of demonstrations against the shipment of scrap iron to Japan on the water
fronts in Portland, Astoria and Marshfield, Oregon, and elsewhere, gave voice to the 
public’s horror at America’s share in Japan’s crime in Asia, Senator Elbert Thomas 
of Utah introduced an amendment providing for an embargo of munitions and credits 
to treaty-breaking aggressor nations, isolationists Senator J. Hamilton Lewis of 
Illinois presented a bill to repeal the Neutrality Act outright, and isolationist 
Hiram Johnson of California announced he would support the repeal measure.

The road to an embargo on credits and munitions to treaty-breaking Japan is 
still beset by many obstacles, however. Repeal of the Neutrality Act is but one 
step in that direction. While it may be said that a majority in the Senate and 
House disapprove of the present Neutrality Act, wide differences of opinion exist 
regarding the next step. Sentiment is growing to place all warring nations on a 
"cash and carry” basis for raw war materials as well as actual munitions. This may 
aid Britain and Franco in case of a European War but it would also aid Japan. Senate 
ors Nyc, Clark, LaFollctte, Capper and other die-hard isolationists announced they 
would lead a filibuster against the repeal movement and keep Congress in session un
til fall, if necessary.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee will commence neutrality hearings later 
this month when experts of all shades of opinion will be invited to testify. The 
several neutrality bills and amendments already introduced will be shroffed over 
carefully and perhaps a new committee will be prepared.

Congressional delegations from the Pacific Coast States and perhaps from the 
Western States as a whole appear ready to vote as a single unit in favor of any ac
tion to withdraw American economic support for Japan’s crime in Asia. Two exceptions 
are Senator Homer Te Bone of Washington and Representative Carl Hinshaw, of Pasadena, 
California.

With the American press showing a "strong and united support" for a firm pol
icy to aid the democratic countries who may become victims of aggression, public 
opinion has made a historic swing towards a willingness to engage in diplomatic and 
economic action in support of such victims as an alternative to military participa
tion in foreign wars, according to the two recent Gallup polls.
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One of the chief difficulties in preparing suitable legislation is to find a 
neutrality formula that will provide American support for democratic victims of ag
gressive warfare in both Europe and Asia» A formulauthat would aid Britain and 
France in Europe might also aid Japan in the (Jrient. The difficulties, however, are 
not insurmountable and Congress may be unwilling to clamp down any fixed formula for 
the future that would tie our hands in any unforseen series of events.

Nose-counting is a difficult and thankless task, but the following line-up 
may indicate which way the wind is blowing in Congress» The list is subject to 
change without notice and doubtless contains some errors, but is the best that can 
be obtained as yet:

S E N A T E

Unfriendly to Embargo

Friendly to Embargo Friendly to Embargo

Key Pittman, D. Nev. Burton K. Wheeler, D. Utah
William K. King, D. Utah Elbert D, Thomas, D. Utah
L. B. Schwellenbach, D. Wash. J. Hamilton Lewis, D. Ill.
Dennis Chavez, D. N.M. James F. Byrnes, D. S.C.
Robert F. Wagner, D. N. Y. Henry S. Truman, D. Mo.
James M. Mead, D. N. Y. She man Minton, D. Ind.
Wallace H. White, R. Me . Josh Lee, D. Okla.
Ru fus C. Ho Iman, R. Ore. Alb en We Barkley, D. Ky.
Chas. L. McNary, R. Ore « Hatt ie Caraway, D. Okla.
Clyde M. Reed, R. Mo. Theodore . Green, D. R. I.
Ernest W. Gibson, R. Vt. Joseph F. Guffey, D. Pa.
Warren R. Austin, R. vt. Pat ^arrison, D. Miss.
Claude Pepper, D. Fla. Matthew M. Neely, D. W. Va.
M. M. Logan, D. Ky. Guy M. Gillette, D. la.
Sherman Downey, D. Calif. Allen J. Ellender, D. La.
Tom Connally, D. Tex. Henry F. Ashurst, o. Ariz •

Hiram Johnson, R. Calif.

Unfriendlytb EnrAar^g
Arthur H. Vandenberg , R* Mich. Hendrik Shipstead F-L, Minn •
William E. Borah, R. Idaho. Robert R. Reynolds, D» N. C.
Arthur Capper, R. Kans. Gerald P. Nye, R. N.D.
Bennett Champ Clark, D. Mo. David I. Walsh, D. Mass .
H. Styles Bridges, R. N.H. Lyhn J. Frazier, R. N. D.
Henry Cabot Lodge, R. Mass. Rush D. Holt, D. W. Va.
George W. Norris, Ind. Neb. D. Worth Clark, D. Ida.
Robert A. Taft, R. Ohio. Homer T. Bone, D. Wash.
Ernest Lundeen, F-L. Minn. A. V. Donahey, 

James E. Murray,
D. Ohio.
D. Mont.

Since the last article was written, two Senators, Johnson and Lewis, were moved 
from the unfriendly to the friendly column. It would not be surprising if Senators 
Vandenbert and Lodge could be moved over soon. Senator Vandenberg told the Senate 
he wondered if the time had not come when tho mandatory provisions of the Neutrality 
Act should bo abolished. Senator Lodge told an inquirer that his isolationist views 
on Europe did not necessarily apply to the Pacific.

Sentiment in the House is now running about the same proportion as in the 
Senate and the list will not be included in this commentary.
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Embargo leaders in Congress advise that petitions, letters and telebrams to 
Senators and Representatives should state in general terms the desire for stoppage 
of credits and war supplies to Japan without specifying any particular bill or 
amendment. The bill to be finally reported out from committee may be quite differ
ent from any thrown into the legislative hopper, embodying the best practical feat
ure of each.

Far from perfect but perhaps the most satisfactory measure so far is the 
Thomas amendment to the Neutrality Act permitting the President to distinguish be
tween aggression and victim provided Congress concurs. The aggressor would be 
barred from -American munition markets while .American economic support would be 
given the victim of aggression.

Senator J. Hamilton Lewis presented a bill to repeal all neutrality laws 
passed from 1935 through 1938 and to provide that "the policy of neutrality is to 
be executed from time to time by appropriate executive orders by the President of 
the United States, and enforced by such branches of the Government as should be 
directed."

Earlier in the session, Senator William H. King had introduced a measure for 
simple repeal of the Act. Representative Robert Allen, Republican of Pennsylvania, 
introduced a bill providing for complete stoppage of all trade with Japan. A 
number of bills to halt the shipment of scrap iron to Japan were presented but were 
being held up, on suggestion of the President, until Congress has considered the 
neutrality question as a whole.

Important changes in the Senate’s attitude on foreign affairs have occurred 
during the past fortnight, with the House lagging along behind. The next few weeks 
will be vital to all concerned in these matters and April, 1939, may go down in 
the annals as a period of historic and far-reaching change in American policy.

The catastrophic events in middle Europe during the past week caused grave 
concern in Washington and convinced many more Members of Congress to look askance 
at the present neutrality statutes. One competent observer predicts that Congress, 
with its eyes on Europe, will insert the "cash and carry" clause in the munitions 
section of the present Act making all exports of munitions and war supplies to 
belligerent nations illegal except in cases where all right, title and interest 
in the consignment has been transferred to some foreign government, subdivision 
or nation.

This may prevent American munitions and supplies from reaching the fascist 
powers in European War, but as Senator Hiram Johnson pointed out, it would also 
play directly into the hands of Japan. The British Navy could halt war supply 
shipping to the fascist nations and the Japanese Navy could likewise prevent ship
ment of American supplies to China.

If this type of revision is approved by 
measure must be enacted to apply to Japan in

Congress, then a special embargo 
the Far East.

******
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TYPICAL JAPANESE PRESS CONFERENCE

In view of the fact that most of the news from the Orient still flows through 
the bottleneck at Shanghai where the Japanese influence is the greatest, the writer 
asked one of the tupnotch American correspondents in Shanghai to give him a picture 
of the situation there as regards sources of news from both the Chinese and the 
Japanese sides, reliability of the various spokesmen, relations between the press 
and the Japanese officials, and other pertinent information along these lines#

The reply, which appears to contain a measure of hostility towards the Japan
ese follows# It might be explained that in the beginning of the war, this corres
pondent held no animus towards the Japanese but subsequent events apparently have 
changed his sentiments# In any case, the reply seems worth a perusal.

*****4'******

As contrasted with earlier months in the war, a Japanese press conference to
day is pervaded by an atmosphere of belligerence, mutual distrust and strain. Cor
respondents have learned from experience that the purposes of press conferences is 
not to reveal information but to conceal and distort it, to throw hearers and read
ers off the track, to put over propaganda. Unsavory direct questions inevitably 
produce evasive answers and only the most wily questioning by a correspondent can 
sometimes break through the subterfuge to the facts beneath. All press conferences 
arc approached as a struggle of wits between antagonistic elements. Correspondents 
know that details of wr news, diplomatic developments, etc. given out carefully 
conceal all but the portion that will reflect no discredit or the least discredit 
on the Japanese# Usually some ten to twenty correspondents attend routine confer
ences in Shanghai. They are held in the Broadway Mansions, in the Japanese con
trolled and ruled section of Shanghai, causing correspondents to cross into an area 
most would never visit otherwise. A section of the dining room is used. Every
thing is very comfortable and efficiently managed and on time# Whiskey, sodas, 
coffee, tea, or any drink or refreshment the correspondent may want is served. The 
army spokesman usually leads off announcements# He reads a prepared stat ernent in 
Japanese which is interpreted by Horiguchi# The correspondents then put questions. 
Answers are usually given in terms of a cocky or wisecracking phraseology, for Jap
anese arrogance dearly loves to try to be smart. Often elaborate sarcasm is in
dulged in at the questioner’s expense. At the start of the war and the press con
ferences correspondents were for a while a bit taken aback by such responses but 
soon learned that the most effective way of dealing with the Japanese conference 
men was to be just as ’’tough” as they were. Now newsmen trade sarcasm and innuendo 
with gusto often to the extreme disadvantage and embarrassment of the Japanese.

The Japanese naval spokesman has been known to say often that he relishes be
ing under fire on the deck of his ship more than facing a group of foreign corres
pondents picking holes in his statements, which, indeed, are so patently contradict
ory and false sometimes as to be easy marks for sniping journalists. The navy 
spokesman follows the army spokesman and usually is much more courteous and gener
ally more reliable. Japanese navy men are as a rule far more sincere and likeable 
than army men, and the navy spokesman is far better liked and respected by corres
pondents than the army spokesman. Questions on navy matters follow. Then comes 
the turn of the diplomatic spokesman. Japanese diplomatic spokesmen are usually 
a civilized lot but often hard ' put to make out a good case of apologies for ac
tions of the army and navy. Questions on diplomatic aspects follows. The confer
ence then breaks up at a word from the interpreter. Conferences are held at 5:30
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every afternoon except Sunday* American, British, German, French, Italian corres
pondents usually make up the attendance at conferences* Cross-examination by the 
Americans is often very severe* The British sometimes join, the Germans and Ital
ians rarely.

Japanese spokesmen caught in lies: In November, 1938 reliable foreign and 
Chinese witnesses arrived in Shanghai from Nanking telling of anti-American posters 
appearing in Nanking* The Japanese army spokesman was asked about this* At first 
he said he had been to Nanking recently and hadn’t seen any such posters. He was 
asked to state "yes" or "no” as to whether there were any such posters. He hesi
tated and said "no.” When Dr. M. S. Bates released the finds of his drug survey 
in Nanking containing information that the Japanese Army Special Service was direct
ly connected with the heroin traffic the Japanese Army spokesman in Shanghai was 
asked if this was true. There was much hedging but finally the spokesman flatly 
denied the indisputable evidence. Foreign consular and shipping officials in 
Shanghai have definite data proving beyond shadow of a doubt that Japanese are en
gaged in commercial shipping on the Yangtse* Japanese spokesmen have repeatedly 
denied this, saying that all shipping is done in connection with military opera
tions, all ships connected with the military supply section. Japanese spokesmen 
have repeatedly announced that troops have been advised of the existence of safety 
zones in Chinese cities undez’ attack and told to respect areas unfortified and not 
containing military establishments. In both Nanking and Hankow high officers of 
occupation forces have confessed they have not even heard of safety zones and have 
had no orders about respecting them.

Japanese spokesmen are wont to assert with fervor that Japanese have never sur
rendered, Japanese aimen never allow themselves to be captured alive, etc. Foreign 
correspondents have seen and interviewed captured airmen.

General treatment of correspondents: Personal relations between correspond
ents and the Japanese are often strained, but the Japanese try to compensate for 
this by making the work of correspondents as easy as possible, quickening transpor
tation and cable facilities, giving elaborate parties, doing many small favors and 
courtesies, granting favored correspondents special trips with free transportation* 
Domei service is provided at a nominal charge, much other literature. Correspond
ents have access to leading officials and the more prominent are cultivated social
ly by the highest Japanese military and civil officials. An example of free facil
ities for correspondents was the plane furnished correspondents from Hankpw to 
Shanghai; other plane trips to the front have been given. Free rides on Manchriian 
railways are traditional for correspondents; elaborate facilities are provided cor
respondents traveling in Japan. Certain correspondents are denied these facilities 
because they are denied entry into Manchuria and Japan. Examples: J. B. Powell, 
Gerald Samson, A. Morgan Young, Freda Utley.

Chinese News : Correspondents get Chinese News at Shanghai through Kuo Minf 
which picks up from indirect sources and translates from local Chinese press. Most 
of the foreign correspondents at Shanghai who have been nowhere else in China and 
who view the country as a vast mystery land, tend to be skeptical about Chinese re
ports. They have little knowledge upon which to base judgments and little informa
tion on which to estimate Chinese reports. They supplement Kuomin and translations 
with information from Chinese and foreigners returning from the Chinese side. There 
are few resident high Chinese in Shanghai who can speak with direct knowledge and 
who are available to correspondents* Most Chinese in Shanghai are inclined to be
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as poorly informed as the correspondents•

Censorship: The Japanese censorship at Shanghai is not very strict. Only
occasional instances of censorship occur, but they are often of greàt importance# 
News of Japanese atrocities is usually cut out and of attacks on foreigners. The 
Japanese banned a story of throwing of acid by Japanese troops at Dr. Logan Roots, 
American, in Wuchang. There was an official American protest, and in view of this 
the U.S.S.Augusta transmitted the news for American correspondents. Mail is occas
ionally censored, but infrequently the Japanese let through cables of the narcotic 
scandals at Nanking and Shanghai.

RAILWAY SYSTEMS IN SOUTHWEST AND NORTHWEST

A net system of railways is planned for the Northwest (Shensi, Kansu, Chinghai 
Ninghsai, and Sinkiang) and the Southwest (Szechuan, Sikang, Kweichow, Yunnan, and 
Kwangsi). These ten provices comprise an area of 4,920,000 square miles, with a 
population of 100,000,000. At present there are three lines (1) Sian-Paochi sec
tion of the Lung-Hai Railway, (2) the Sian-Tungkwan section of the same railway, 
and (3) the Ko-Pi-Sheh Railway in the province of Yunnan----a total of 9000 kilom
etres in length. Besides there are (1) the Haiphong-Yunnan Railway, under French 
management and (2) the Chuan-Pei Railway, a narrow gauged line of little economic 
value.

Under construction are the Chengtu-Chungking Railway (523 Kilometres to be 
opened in the spring; the Szechuan-Yunnan Railway and the Yunnan-Burma Railway 
(1,900 Kilometres) to be opened within two years; the Hunnan-Kwang si Railway to the 
French Indo-China border (950 Kilometres) to be opened this coming winter. Lines 
as planned will have a total length of over 5,000 Kilometres and the cost of con
struction will be over N.C. $500,000,000.

The Ministry of Communications is now directing its efforts in the speedy 
completion of Paochi-Chentu, Chentu-Chungking, Szechuan-Yunnan, Yunnan-Burma, and 
Hunan-Kwangsi lines. When these lines are complete, they will have a total length 
of 3,500 Kilometres, and the Northwest will be linked together with the Southwest. 
There will be three routes leading to the sea: (1) from Kunming to Rangoon; (2) 
from Kunming to Haiphong; and (3) from Lui chow to Haiphong.

Aside from these lines, Kweiyang will be a centre of railway transportation; 
northward it will be connected by rail with Chungking, thence connected with the 
Chentu-Chungking line, westward to Kunming by the Kweichow-Yunnan line; and east
ward to Chuchow on the Canton-Hankow Railway by the Kweichow-Hunan line; and 
southward to Liuchow by the Kweichow-Kwang si line. Langchow will be another centre 
of Chinese railways.

With the completion ef the Paochi-Lanchow section of the Lung-Hai Railway, a 
new railway will be built linking Lanchow with Pàotou on the Peiping-Suiyuan Rail
way, another runs further west to Tihwa in Sinkiang Province, and will be connected 
with the Turk-Sib Railway in the U. S. S. R. The Kan-Ching line will link Lanchow 
with Sining, whence another line will go to Chengtu, and will thus complete the 
net system of railways in the Northwest#
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JAPAN IN HAINAN

A recent editorial in the South China Morning Post (Hongkong) suggests that 
the taking of Hainan may be interpreted variously—as preparation for a landing 
near Pakhoi; as a picturesque performance to quiet the Japanese people, restive at 
the long lull; as a contribution to "anti-Comintern" diplomacy, taking advantage 
of France’s anxieties regarding Spain; as another feeler to test British and French 
reactions (as at Tsingtao recently) preliminary to an attempt to enforce a blockade 
of the China coast; as a confession that Japan has had enough of the war and is 
grabbing what she thinks she can hold for its own sake.

The editorial goes on to say that the taking of Hainan will not hamper the 
continuance of China’s resistance, but it may incommode Hongkong more than China, 
This is because of its being food-supply for Hongkong but more because of its re
lation to the northern Pacific—it takes Japan nearer to Siam and Singapore and 
shadows the very door of French Indo-China. • • Anglo-French solidarity is under
going another test--France may choose or be persuaded to wait awhile.

Foreigners in Hainan, There are two American Mission hospitals, one in 
Kiungchow and one at Nodoa; and about twenty American missionaries, about half with 
families; and there are ten French-Catholic missionaries and a French consulate.

Motives of Japanese. Hainan residents believe that one of the Japanese mo
tives is to develop the natural resources of the island in order to provide raw 
materials for Japanese factories. The island is rich in hemp, cocoanut, sugar 
cane, rubber and mineral products,

Japanese atrocities in Hainan. Recent report says that because of many previ
ous alarms and visits \vithout danger most of the people in the cities were unpre
pared, When the attack came they flocked into mission compounds not even stopping 
to gather their bedding or rice. Since their landing Japanese soldiers have been 
turned loose and the villages have been scenes of looting on a largo scale. Many 
girls have been taken away by the soldiers and the search for missing women makes 
a heart-rending appeal that is impossible to answer,

SHANGHAI CORRESPONDENCE

The hot-spot in Shanghai at present is the Western Area, now called the "Bad
lands ”, The Shanghai Municipal Police patrol the roads (built with S.L.C. money) 
but their jurisdiction in the area off the road is challenged by the Japanese and 
the police of the New Shanghai City Government. Thus when a gambling joint opens 
in an alley-way off the road, the S.M.C. cannot touch it--only the Japanese mili
tary police and the puppet city government can go in.

There are about 125 licensed gambling and lottery dens. These have been 
opened with official Japanese permission, now under the "Shanghai Amusement Super
vision Department". One report says "These dens are in some cases very close to 
Municipal roads. . .Further the names of some of the lanes listed recall assassina
tions, attacks, shootings, bombings and other outrages committed since the "Badlands" 
became bad on a grand scale.

Thirty-four known opium dens are listed in the North China; Daily News. The 
opium witïTthe aid of the Japanese authorities now ruling former Chinese controlled
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districts has been transported there to supply the opium dens which carry on openly 
with full consent of the authorities* Illustrating the Japanese efforts to encour
age the opium business is the reduction from $1,000 to $500 charged by Japanese 
from profits of each hong* Apart from opium hongs or gambling dens, a heroin smug
gling centre has been established on Robinson Road.

livith these industries flourishing, criminals gravitate into the area. Further
more, here they are free from attack by the SMC police which are a highly efficient 
organization. Consequently, many who have no "business” in this area tend to live 
there to be free from arrest. A flood of gambling, opium, and crime is the result, 
and we are convinced the blame is squarely upon the Japanese who have thrown the 
area into disorganization and who prevent, under the pretext of allowing their pup
pet police to maintain jurisdiction, the adequate control which the SMC could give* 
It is a glaring example of the actual results of the "New Order in Asia," right at 
the dooretep of China’s most international city. Most of the longer clippings deal 
with this situation.

There has been an increase of political assassinations in Shanghai. Chinese 
plainclothes groups are getting more active and the result is further friction be
tween the Japanese and the SMC. All of their insistence upon the inadequacy of 
police protection in the International Settlement and the French Concession appears 
ludicrous in light of the breakdown* of control and the flourishing gang and crime 
life in the Western Areas which they have tried to bring under their control.

Bonuses to be paid by Japan to puppet government officials in case of their 
death is clearly an effort to boost morale, which has never been good among this 
group of "leaders" at best, and which must have been seriously shaken by the shoot
ing of so many of their fellow officials and even those serving in positions of 
relative minor responsibility.

The shooting of three Japanese civilians, one a woman, is deplorable, and yet 
one can only interpret it as the result of a rather complicated situation. First, 
Japanese are more in evidence on the Shanghai streets than ever before. Some wand
er about Nanking Road just to see, or to buy - their own newspapers complain that 
the profiteering of their countrymen is forcing them to leave the (Little Tokyo) 
areas North of Soochow Creek and come into the Central area. It is an ironical 
comment on their own "Heaven" which they have created in Shanghai - they come over 
into the Chinese, British, American and other nationality shops, department stores, 
and restaurants simply because they like them and find many prices cheaper. Some 
wander about casually, simply; others seem to strut or to look out upon this 
Chinese-foreign world with defiance. To Chinese, smarting under the injustices, 
indignities, and losses of the Japanese invasion, any such swaggering or ostenta
tions display is deeply rankling* Is it any wonder that some hot-bloods let their 
feelings spill over and take it out in shooting. Deplorable and to be condemned, 
yes, and yet the basic cause is a ruthless aggression and the attitude of a proud, 
profit-grabbing victor towards those he considers he has conquered.

A part of a forceful reply to one Japanese criticism of this shooting from 
the Correspondence columns is quoted: "I wonder what the spokesman has to say 
about the tens of thousands of defenceless Chinese women and children the Japanese 
have bombed out of existence I Does this Japanese spokesman believe that the atroc
ities mean nothing at all to the Chinese people?

Surely those Japanese civilians were inviting trouble to appear in a Chinese 
restaurant and are entirely themselves to blame, as the S. M. Police have done 
everything possible to keep peace in this International Settlement and are to be 
congratulated on their really splendid work."
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C H m M I S C E L L A N A E

WAR WILL CONTINUE. Mr. W. H. Chamberlain, Tokyo correspondent of the "Christ
ian Science~Monitor”, recently made statements in Hongkong along the following 
lines: ’’The end of the war is far from imminent.-—-****0pinions that Japan is on 
the verge of bankruptcy and consequent breakdown of her military machine is not 
very far off our results of wishful thinking--—**** Two things may cause a change 
in immediate outlook (both of which he considers unlikely). (1) Bad defeat for 
Japan on battlefield. (2) Exhaustion of man power and food supplies.” ’The War 
has eclipsed liberalism in Japan’, Mr. Chamberlain said. J ’Even the Social Masses 
Party is now leaning to the right of the Japanese Army’.

PRESENT CANTON. Before Japanese occupation Canton had a population of more 
than 1,500,000, about the same as Detroit or Los Angeles. According to a recent 
estimate the present population does not exceed 9,000.

PROGRESS OF CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS. Recent reports state that there are at 
present over 6,000 students in all the Christian Colleges in China. This is 2,000 
more than the previous year and only 1,000 less than the record of peace days. This 
condition is due to the tenacity of students and staff in the face of hardship and 
danger. All the Christian Colleges are still in existence, although only two are 
conducting all their work on their own campus—West China Union University and Yen- 
ching University in Peiping. Cheeloo University carries on sections of its work on 
its campus in Shantung but the Medical School and Science Department have moved to 
West China.

AIR RAIDS CONTINUE— MISSIONARIES’ NARROW ESCAPE. Miss Katherine Boeye and 
Miss Dorothy Jones of the Methodist Girls’ School, Kweiyang escaped injury or death 
by just one minute. The missionary residence and school building were badly damag
ed in a Japanese raid on Sunday, January 15. They went tofthe basement just a few 
seconds before the bomb fell.

JAPANESE DEMAND RESPECT. Reports from other occupied_areas stress the demand 
of the Japanese for ’’respect”. Foreigners as well as Chinese are required to get 
out of rickshas or other conveyances and walk through gates to cities or other 
places where there are Japanese sentries. They must remove their hats and bow to 
the Japanese sentries. Numbers of reports have been coming through of the bad treat
ment of American missionaries. It is reported that one young American woman was 
dragged for some distance by the Japanese.

INTERVIEW WITH MADAME CHIANG. Gerald L. G1 Samson reports an interview with 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek which reveals the confidence of the people of China in their 
cause. In answering the inquiry with regard to the effect of Dr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
recent peace pronouncement, she said, ’With the blood of our fellow-countrymen not 
yet dry on Japanese hands, how can we think of peace? She indicated that in her 
opinion, with the vast territory, wealthy natural resources and immense man-power, 
it is comparatively simple_to carry on long-term resistance. She traced industrial 
and transportation advances and said that military China has on hand sufficient sup
plies to tide her over for some time to come. Guerilla tactics now adopted cut 
down the Army requirements to small arms and ammunition which are being manufactur
ed in the interior. With regard to British and American credits, Madame Chiang 
pointed out that because of their limited size their value is chiefly psychological, 
and that they are good business since they afford a cheap form of insuring the in
terests of the two countries. But what China really hopes for is some measure of 
economic pressure—preferably sanctions—against Japan in the not too distant future.

NEW SHANGHAI PLANNED. Many Shanghai observers find in the report that Japan is 
to build a ’’new and greater Shanghai” along the left bank of the Whangpoo, the reas
on that the Japanese have refused to hand back the University of Shanghai.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 14, 1939

Canton's air mail despatch no. 35 of 
March £0 confirms telegraphically reported 
information in regard to the Japanese invasion 
of Hainan and additionally reports that the 
Japanese occupation of Hoihow and nearby 
Kiungchow was effected without opposition on 

the part of the Chinese forces; that the 
Japanese forces subsequently advancing south
ward have made no attempt to take Kaohek and 
Nodoa which are occupied by Chinese regulars; 
that the Japanese invasion was a combined Navy 
and Army operation, with the Navy predominating; 
that the participating Army force of 6,000 men 
was taken from the Canton garrison which later 
received compensating replacements from Japan 
or Formosa; that the situation at Hoihow and 
Kiungchow is relatively normal, "with the 
customary concomitant conditions of Japanese 
military occupation* (gambling, opium, 
prostitution, et cetera) in evidence; that 
Hainan Americans are safe and well-treated by 
the Japanese; that Chinese Communists have 
reportedly been terrorizing interior villages 
and punishing the Hainan native populace for 
their apathy toward the Japanese occupation; 
and that probably the Japanese occupied the 
Island on account of its ultimate rather than 
its immediate importance to them and plan to 
remain there permanently (last paragraph, which 
you may care to read).
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No. 35

7 AM II 34

American Consulate General, 

Canton, China.

Narch 2ü, 1939.

The Secretary of State,

Washington

Sir:

| । « t * A

6 : 1939

I have the honor to refer to my telegram no

of February 10, and subsequent reports, particularly 

telegrams nos. 30 and 31 "df February 23 and 24 respec

tively, in regard to the Japanese occupation of Hainan

Island and briefly to review developments in that situa

tion in the light of information received from reliable 

Æ
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EN

T

sources.

It will be recalled that the learl River (the water

way connecting Canton and Hong Kong ) was closed between 

February 3 and the morning of February 10; that Japanese 

forces made a surprise landing near Hoihow (allegedly about 

jtwelve miles west of that city) in the early morning of 

I February 10; that the port of Hoihow was closed to com- 
i or
;mercial shipping as from noon/that day; that'demands 
1 -
I identical to those made at (Janton on November 9, 1930, 

jwere presented to the Customs authorities^ at Hoihow; and 
i 7*
jthat a weekly mail service has been e
"\that port and Canton. It has been learned that naval

orces, acting in cooperation with army forces, entered the

harbor
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harbor of Koihow during the forenoon of February 10 

and bombarded several large buildings (believed to 

have been unoccupied) in the outskirts of the city. 

This bombardment apparently caused little damage. The 

Japanese forces met with no resistance in their occu

pation of Hoihow and the neighboring city of Kiungchow, 

four miles away. Retreating Chinese troops, according 

to press reports, suffered very minor losses. Since 

the occupation of these cities Japanese units have 

moved south-westward toward Nodoa and southward along 

the east coast in the direction of Kachek. According 

to recent information (contained in a letter from Kiung

chow under date March 8), the Japanese appear to have 

made no attempt to take these towns which are occupied 

by Chinese regular army units.

The occupation of Hainan Island was undertaken 

jointly by forces of the Japanese ^rmy and Navy, although 

the latter, it is believed, had priority of interest in 

the move. The naval force was under the direction of 

Vice-admiral Kondo, in command of Japanese naval opera

tions in South China waters, and the army units were 

under the direction of Lieutenant-General Ando, in 

command of the military forces in South China with head

quarters at Canton. Both of these commanders were present 

at the time of the occupation of Hoihow. Available 

information is to the effect that the army units parti

cipating in this expedition numbered about 6000 men, that 

they were drawn from the 18th Division stationed in the 

Canton area, and that replacements from Japan or Formosa 

of approximately the same strength were sent to this area 

about the same time. This office has no information-

whether
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whether the Japanese forces in Hainan have subsequently 

been reenforced.

Conditions at Eoihow and Kiungchow late in February 

were described as being as normal as could be expected 

in the circumstances. It was stated that bus services 

between these two cities have been reestablished, that 

Peace Maintenance Commissions are already functioning, 

that gambling and the sale of opium had begun and that 

houses of ill fame were being opened. In other words, 

customary concomitant conditions of Japanese military 

occupation were in evidence.

The Japanese authorities, it was reported, have been 

friendly to ujnericans, and their property has been in no 

way disturbed, as at Canton, it would seem that special 

efforts have been made to avoid causing unnecessary 

annoyance to foreigners. It may be added that all Ameri

cans residing on the island have been heard from since 

the Japanese landing on the island on February 10 and 

that, as reported by naval radio, they were safe and well.

Of interest is a recent report (from a missionary 

source) to the effect that Chinese communists have been 

very active in the interior and have been terrorizing 

villages. There were mentioned the capture by communists 

of a Chinese evangelist and the beating of his wife be

cause the people of the village had not run away when the 

Japanese entered but sold food to them. This report, as 

a number of others in regard to recent events on the 

island, would indicate an apathetic attitude on the part 

of the local populace toward the Japanese occupation. In 

this connection it may be mentioned that the 3000 Chinese 

who

ï

fed
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who took refuge on the premises of the ximerican Presby

terian kission at Kiungchow at the time of the Japanese 

occupation had with the exception of about 300 returned 

to their homes within a week’s time.

The Japanese statement to the effect that the Jap

anese occupation of Hainan Island would not go beyond 

immediate military necessity raises the question of the 

strategic importance of the island in the present con

flict. V/hatever its ultimate importance may be - and it 

is its ultimate rather than immediate importance to the

Japanese that in all probability prompted the occupation.-

its immediate military importance would seem to be IJ.ruj ted

to its usefulness as an airplane base for operations in

neighboring parts of Kwangtung and Kwangsi Provinces.

(authentic reports have indicated that the Japanese, im-

mediately following their arrival, renovated and enlarged

the old airfield at Kiungchow.) is a military concentra

tion point, Hainan would appear, except for airplanes, to

be of little value as the harbor of hoihow, the principal

seaport of the island, is an open roadstead, unprotected

against the north-east monsoon which blows between Sep

tember and April, .assuming, of course that Japanese plans

do not miscarry, the statement reliably reported to have

been made by a local prominent Japanese official to a

foreigner that the Japanese are here (that is, in Canton)

,tay would appear to be equally applicable to the Jap-

anese occupation of Hainan Island

American C

Respectfully yours,

II. S
ul General

£

.Original
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3. Japan:

a. ^hg. Military situation: continuing

January, like December. was a month of comparative 

military inactivity. Isolated and inconclusive engage* 

mente were reported on both sides of the Pinghan Bailway 

in Hupeh and as far west as Kingshsn, Hupeh (northwest 
of Pankow and about 47 wiles west of the railway)• Jape 

ne as positions in Hupeh and Xlangsi wore held by rela
tively snail garrisons and Japanese forces attacked the 

Chinese troops on ruling without notable success. The 

three Japanese divisions in South China confined them
selves to operations looking to the consolidation of

«J21S
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their positions in and around Canton, to clearing the 

Pearl Hiver delta, and to attacking from the air Chinese 

troop concentrations in the west, east, and north. A 

threatened occupation of ï’akhol did not materialise, 

although Japanese naval concentrations were reported 

along the coast and Waichow Island off P&khol was occu

pied about January 25 by the Japanese. In Shansi, the 

Japanese claimed to have cleared the southwestern part 

of the province as result of e drive begun about Decem

ber 85, 1938, but continuing attempts to cross the 

Yellow River from Feuglingtu, ahansi, to Tungkuan, Honan 

and near Yumenkou, southwestern Shansi, were unsuccess
ful. Repeated artillery duels occurred at the Tungkuan 

crossing, where the Chinese defenders were reportedly 

reinforced by heavy artillery and gunners from Hovlet 

Russia, and the Japanese made air attacks upon Sian 

(Shensi), Laachow (Kansu) and other places as part of 

their campaign to cut the route of Chinese supplies from 

. oviet Russia through sinklang and sien.

b. Guerrilla activities:

Observers differed as to whether Chinese guerrilla 

activities were in general decreasing or increasing. 

Lacking oosgprehensive Information in regard to all areas 

of guerrilla operations, the most noticeable change ap

peared in eastern Shantung, where the Japanese continued 

to make substantial progress in consolidating their 

positions, and in southwestern Shantung. Punitive expe

ditions against guerrillas in northeastern nhantung 

resulted in the occupation of most important towns in 

that

2. iMbassy*s (Peiping) 85, February 14, 3 p.m.
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that section. According to the Japanese military at 

Tsinan, bom IS,000 guerrilla» at Janholen, southwestern 

/hantung on the Honan border, announced their allegiance 

to the Japanese. In the Tsinan area, however, guerrillas 

encamped within two miles of that city and engaged Jape- 
4

nose forces in serious fighting. In south and central 

Hopei and in Honan guerrillas reportedly continued active 

Attacks on the Finghan Railway were frequent, especially 

south of Pacting, and one foreign traveller reported 

that the railway from Chengchow, Honan, south to Kwang- 

shut, Hupeh (a distance of 110 miles), had been entirely 

removed by the Chinese and the roadbed ploughed into 
8 

fields, night attacks on Footing continued and while 

the Japanese kept east Hopei clear of guerrillas there 

was one attack (January 11) on the Paining Railway be

tween Peiping and Tientsin which disrupted service for 

several hours, and ths Italian Postal Commissioner at 

'’olping was seised near the city by Chinese in uniform 

who claimed to be of the 8th Route Army and to have 

political motives for their act, (The captive was not 

released during January.) The fighting in Shansi was 

chiefly with Chinese troops classifiable as guerrillas. 
According to the Japanese lallitary spokesman at Peiping, 

the Chinese forces in that province numbered 92,400 

and engagements fought in January were 327.

°* â2E121 assSsa’ 
Aerial warfare in January was characterised by 

increased activity on the part of the Chinese, both in 
defense

3. Tsinan*» 4, January 8S, 9 a.m.
4. Tsinan’s 3, January BO, 1 p.m.
S. Embassy’s (Peiping) 88, February 14, 3 P.«. 
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defense and offense. ;aiw, the offensive actions an
nounced by Chinese spokesmen were raids on Yunehang, 
Jhansl, and uohang, Hupeh. according to Jnpnneae an

nouncements the following places were raided by Japa
nese aircraft» Ywsngtung Province: haokwan, Chaoohing, 

Tienpalkeng, Ylngteh, Pakhol, and Kinhslen; Kwangal 
Province: ’we 11 in, Hanning, Julin, Pweihaien, and Watlaai 

Szechwan rovince: Chungking, provisional capital of the 

National Government (January 7, January 10 when bombers 
succeeded in reselling only the outskirts of the city, 
and January 16 when planes dropped bombs for the first 
time within the city), Chengtu, and ’’aahsienj Kiangs! 
rrovince: rhiangehu and the vicinity of ruling | Hunan 

Province: Hengyang (January IS when 100 boobs were 

dropped near and in the city causing heavy civilian 
casualties and doctruction of houses), Liling, Chuchow, 
Pinghsiangj Hupeh rovince: Ichangj Honan I rovince: 
Loyang, Tungkuan (Yellow Hiver crossing), Chengchow, 

Hanyang, and Ghanhslenj ’ihensi Province: Sian (on the 

route of supplies from soviet Russia through sinkiang), 
Yanan (headquarters of the Chinese communists), laokl 
(western terminus of the Lunghal Railway), and Lochuan.

6 
d. CMng-woV.s move 

for peaces
Th» certainty grew throughout January that 

Mr. rzang Chlng-wsi*s novo for peace at the end of Decem
ber, 193® had failed. His manifesto of Deoenber SO, 
advocating peace discussions on the basis of the Konoye 

declaration of Deceaber 81, was attacked bitterly by 
Chinese Government and Party officials and the Chinese 

£2”

6. Embassy*» (Peiping) 6, January 6, 1 p.a.j 8, January 6 
4 p.n.
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press which was not under Japanese control. His imw- 
7 

diate dismissal from the «uomintang (January 1, 1939) 

was characteristic of the general attitude, no appre

ciable disintegration in the Party or Govei-maant fol

lowed his defection and there was reason to believe 

that, because he had been th® chief opponent of the 

reconciliation between the Kuomintang and the Chinese 

Communist Party, his elimination actually strengthened 

the United Front. The puppet regimes issued statements 

in support of :fr. bang’s notion, as a matter of course.

«• L22K <£ IM’S 1222*1 « "*2*2*«r » governments the oner^noe of W rei-fu;

Continuing failure of Japanese plans for a "central" 

or "federal* government for th© occupied areas resulted 

in Koptember, 1638 in the inauguration, as an attempt to 

compromise various difficulties, of the "United Council", 
composed of nembers of, and superinposed upon, the 

’’’rovisional" and "Reformed" Governments but lacking 

the cooperation of the "Ltengchiang* Government. In 

January 1939 Japanese ingenuity evolved a new scheme 

following the collapse of Mr. Vang Ching-wei’s peace 

demarche and his failure to stand for office as the 

leader of a new government. The movement for the return 

to political life of mrshal Uu I’ei-fu (which seemed to 

have been abandoned in early December, 1938) was revived, 

and Japanese and Chinese politicians created a "Pacifi

cation Commission* for Honan and Hupeh outside ths areas 

under the nominal jurisdiction of the Peiping and Nanking 
regimes

7. embassy’s (Chungking) 8, January 8, 9 a.m* 
8. Idbassy’s (Peiping) <8, January 83, 4 p*m.| M, Janu

ary 87, 3 p.m.| 60, January 31, 3 p.m.| «8, February 1, 
3 p.m.j 63, February 7, 4 ) 67, February 8, 4 p.m.; 
76, February 10, 1 p.suj 79, February 13, 13 noon.

p.su

p.su
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regimes, to be bended by Marshal Wu Fel-fu with seat at 
Kaifeng, Honan, reportedly the plan also oonteaplated 
the eventual rénovai of the headquarters of the Comis
sion to Kantawr for possible development into a regional, 
government for that area. Although the Japanese press 
and the Japanese-controlled Chinese press asserted that 
Marshal Vu accepted this post, hla own statements to 
foreign correspondents indicated that his acceptance 
was being withheld pending the fulfillment of certain 
conditions and that he considered Peiping to be the 
appropriate place for the Comission's headquarters. 
According to a number of his associates, one of his con
ditions was a promise of withdrawal of Japanese troops 
fro» Chine within a specified tins.

9 
f. Third westing of the "United council" ;

The third meting (postponed from December 1938) 
of the "United Council of the Depublic of China" was
held January 24, 1939 in Peiping. The Council adopted 
resolutions on routine matters such as postal relations 
between the two régimes, production of Dorth China cot
ton and unification of currency, and issued a manifesto 
approving the peace conditions set forth in the Konoys 
declaration of December 22, 1938»

The "Provisional" loveraaent issued January S an 
order that notes of the Bank of China and the Bank of 
coanunloatlons in north chine would be effective 

February

9. Embassy's (Peiping) 35, January IT, 5 p«a«| 39, 
January 30, 3 p.iu| SO, January 84, 5 P«»»| 51» 
January 25, 1 p.a.

10. Embassy's (Peiping) 4, January 4, 6 p.m.
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February BO at a 40 percent discount. (The first devalua
tion of 10 percent was effected August a, 1938.) This 

was another step toward the final banning of such notes 

from circulation projected for üarch 10, 1939.
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II. RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

(a) China.

(1). Terroristic Activities in Shanghai.

The situation that developed during the month at Shanghai 

over the terroristic acts in the International Settlement was 

given full publicity in Japan. A demand was made in the Diet 

that the Japanese Government employ all practical means, including 

those of force if necessary, to ensure the maintenance of peace 

and order in the Settlement. Both the Foreign Minister and the 

War Minister made official statements regarding the subject. 

The former expressed the opinion that the terroristic acts in

volved the right of self-defense, and that the Japanese Govern

ment has in mind plans to deal with the situation both at the 

time being and from a more permanent point of view; but, he 

explained, the right of self-defense would not be prematurely in

voked. The War Minister stated that so long as the l„unicipal Coun

cil was unable to guarantee the safety of the lives of Japanese 

nationals and pro-Japanese Chinese in the Settlements, the 

Japanese Governnent could not rely on the present policing of the 

Settlement, and that if such a situation continued there would 

be no help but for Japan to take appropriate and effective 

measures of self-defense
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in the editorials that appeared in the local press on the: 

situation, support was generally given to the demand made in the 

Diet for -Japanese action in regard to the International Settle

ment. Comment was made that the present Municipal Administrâtion 

in Shanghai was insincere and incompetent, and it was put forward 

in some sections of the press that self-protection stands above 

treaty rights and that if the International Settlement authorities 

are unable to guarantee the safety of the lives of the Japanese 

and Chinese the authorities forfeit in part their police powers. 

In taking up the remark made by the Foreign Minister that Japan 

would deal with the situation "from a more permanent point of 

view" the opinion was asserted in the editorials of several news

papers that a permanent and fundamental solution of the whole 

question of the Settlement should be evolved along lines of 

rendition of the foreign concessions and abolition of the system 

under which China is treated by foreign Powers as a colony. At 

the some time other editorials, in alluding to possible future 

Japanese measures made no reference to the abolishing of foreign 

treaty rights and concessions in China but expressed the view that 

Japan should displace the predominant position of other countries, 

particularly that of Great Britain, in the administration of the 

Settlement and, above all, gain control of the policing power of 

Shanghai.

It is noticeable and significant in connection with 

Japan’s attitude toward Great Britain over the Shanghai situation 

that whereas no report appeared in the Japanese press of the 

American Ambassador’s representations regarding the situation in 

Shanghai, the British representations were given wide publicity, 

obviously in ^n effort to center attention on Great Britain.
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(2). Occupation of Hainan Island.

The occupation of Hainan Island, begun on February 10 

and practically completed by the end of February, as well as 

being the major military operation during the month was a move 

of considerable political significance. Although the Govern

ment announced that the occupation was carried out because it was 

deemed necessary from a military standpoint in order to prevent 

the importation of war supplies to the Chinese in southwest 

China, it is noted that the Japanese military forces had been 

in possession since last autumn of Waichow Island from which 

base the Burma and Indo-Chinn supply routes to China could be 

reached by aircraft without difficulty and the traffic in the 

Gulf of Tongking readily controlled. With the occupation of 

Hainan Island, however, a position of far greater tactical and 

strategical importance has been obtained by the Japanese. For, 

if the Island is converted into a well-equipped naval and air 

base, not only will it dominate the whole coast of the Asiatic 

Continent between Hong Kong and the southern tip of the Indo

Chinn peninsula but its holders might be able to check all 

traffic into and out of Hanoi and effect control of the South 

China Sea between the mainland and the island of Luzon and 

limit the sphere dominated by Singapore. Moreover, the seizure 

of the Island may have further possible significance in relation 

to the Japanese southward advance policy: with Japanese Mandated 

Islands to the east, Formosa to the north, the taking over of 

Hainan Island will, in effect, constitute semi-encirclement of 

the Philippine Islands by Japanese controlled islands.

(3).
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( 3 ). Military Operations.

Aside from the joint military and naval occupation of 

Hainan Island, no military events of major importance occurred 

during February and what operations weie reported were directed 

against remnants of Chinese troops and against guerrilla bands 

in Japanese-occupied areas. The most notable of such campaigns 

took place in southern Hopei, and western Shantung provinces. 

The Japanese during the first part of the month claimed to have 

encircled between 50 and 70 thousand Chinese troops, under Generaj 

Lu-Chung-lin, in southern Hopei Province in and around Kihsien 

and Nankung. No major battles were reported but Japanese announce 

ments claimed that with four divisions they had been able to oacup 

considerable territory formerly held by the Chinese and hoped to 

trap the entire Chinese forces.

Some further fighting was reported in southwestern Shansi, 

in northeastern Honan near Toikang, in north and central Shantung, 

in Kiangsu near Pinling and near Hangchow, and to the north and 

west of Canton, and it was announced that in the Wuhan area a 

number of engagements took place between Japanese forces and 

Chinese guerrilla bands and regular army units. On the Nnnchang 

front further minor skirmishes continued to occur along the 

Hsiushui river line although there appears to have been no 

apparent desire on the part of either side to undertake decisive 

measures. On the some front the only serious fighting which 

occurred was that in the Loshan Mountains around Ruling, where 

the Japanese started their offensive to make a final cleanup of 

the Chinese forces which have been encamped in these mountains 

since last summer.

The
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The principal Japanese aviation activities occurred in 

northwest China where Chengchow in northern Honan and various 

towns in Shensi were raided on a number of occasions, several 

air-raids also having been made on Lanchow in Kansu Province. 

The Japanese claimed to have destroyed during these raids on 

Lanchow 124 planes in the air and on the ground, while admitting 

the loss of only two heavy bombers. Other scattered raids on 

various towns in Central and South China were reported.*

(4). General Relations.

Much publicity was given during the month under review 

regarding Japanese plans for the economic and commercial develop

ment and control of China. With regard to North China in par

ticular, it appeared that every effort was being made to carry 

out Japan’s program of exploitation. No new political develop

ments were reported in regard to the new puppet regimes in the 

Japanese-occupied areas of China nor in regard to the e stablishmen 

of a central government for those areas.
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EDA PLAIN

HANKOW VIA N.R.

Dated April 5, 1939 

Received 4 aim. 6th 

Secretary of State

Washington

81, April 5, 3 p.m.

Following telegram dated April 4, 1939 received at 

this office today from senior British Naval officer 

Changsha, Hunan.

"Two Japanese machines bombed Changsha today. 

One bomb fell in garden of American Church Mission 

compound demolishing east wall. Two others fell out

side within twenty yards of Mission buildings and a 

fourth a hundred yards away. No mission casualties. 

Although American flag was not (repeat not) showing 

at the time, buildings are conspicuous among ruins of 

five and are clear of military objectives. Damage to 

property slight. Some machines later dropped about 

four bombs near military police headquarters outside 

gates. Estimated Chinese casualties 20 killed and 120 

wounded. Details concerning bombing of Mission are 

from personal inspection".
Representations made to Japanes^ Consul General 

t 
here today.

Maps
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EDA - 2 - #81, April 5, 3 p.m. from Hankow

Maps indicating all known American properties in 
Changsha sent to Peiping July 11 and August 8, 1938 and to 

Shanghai July 7 and August 6, 1938.
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai. Peiping 

please repeat to Tokyo,

JARVIS

DDM
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into China if needed.
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This telegram must be 
closely oaraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br«.)

■ fromH03c™
Dated ApriF’e, 1939

CO
OJN.J. ANDM.LD

Secretary of S

Washingtoa

DIVISION OF

■atEEUR0PE*N 
flPR1

DEPARTMENT Of STATE

172, Anril 8, 3 p.m.

liy telegram No. 120, May 18

r AR USTEfl AFFAIRS

1939
^Department <rf

1938 and previous

Foreign press has reported the recent departure 

by air from China for Moscow of Sung Fo and rumors 

have been circulating to the effect that he is now here,

presumably in connection with the solicitation of further 

Soviet aid to China, either financial or material. It 

has been impossible to obtain either a confirmation or 

denial of the rumors of his presence. The Chinese Embassy, 

however, has within the past week held itself incommuni- 

cado and has avoided all efforts to approach the members.^ 

thereof in accordance with the practice followed by that^7 i 

Embassy on the occasion of Sung Fo’s previous visits hef^e. J
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CONhuli*» j H «

(CONFIDENTIAL)

p A « A P H R A S S

A telegram (no. 172) of April 8, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Moscow reads substantially as 

follows J

The Embassy has not been able to obtain either a 

denial or a oonfirmation of rumors which have been 

circulating to the effect that Sun Fo whose recent 

departure from China for Moscow by airplane was reported 

in the foreign press Is now In Moscow. However, during 

the past week the Chinese Embassy has held Itself Incom» 

municado and has evaded all attempts to approach the 

members of the sta^f in accordance with that Embassy’s 

custom at the time of former visits of Sun to Moscow. 

Sun’s visit is assumed to be for the purpose of appeal

ing for additional assistance—either material or finan

cial—for China from Russia.

793.94/14872
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED , Division of
EASTERN AFF
FRIO 193Ç

Oepsrtmetâtf
from GRAy

Yunnanfu vià Chungking 
and N*R*

Dated April 8, 1939

Rec'd 2 a.m,, 10th.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

April 8, 8 p.n.

j COPIES SENT TG : 
| O.N.C AND M.LÜ. .

Japanese planes numbering 23 visited Yunnanfu at 3:30

this afternoon and heavily bombed the air field located

about three miles southeast of the city. Approximately 

one hundred bombs were dropped there totally destroying a 

number of Chinese planes on the field and damaging others. 

A few bombs are reported to have been dropped elsewhere in 

the environs of the city but this has not yet been con

firmed. There were few casualties. Chinese report two 

Japanese planes shot down but this had not been confirmed. 

So far as is known no Chinese planes were lost except those 

on the field. I have not received reports of any American 

casualties. One Eurasia plane was damaged. Repeated to

793.94/14873

Peiping.
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No. 47 J Hrision of ' 
( FAR IASTEBH AFFAiRS

M APR 111939^
AMERICAN CONSUlJLTE\^*T<of8<^

SUBJECT: CONDITIONS IN

China, March 9 1939.

A.

CHENGCHOW, HONAN
zll/Jz

O.N.l. A?
Willys R. Peck, Esquire,

American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim,

ge 3), and to report the

spatch no. 29, of January

Peiping

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s

86, 1939

following

tly been obtained from 

Chengchow ( -Rj ) :

Despite the repeated bombings by

a foreign

file 881/900

Mb ioh has

source at

Japanese planes

793.94/ 
I 4874

to which Chengchow has been subjected, the morale of 

the Chinese defenders at that place, who are largely 

composed of seasoned veterans, is very high, and the

Chinese positions there are still strongly held. With< 

out considerable reenforcements it is not believed that 

the Japanese forces in the Kaifeng area can cross the

Yellow River which separates Kaifeng from Chengchow.

In the Consulate*8 despatch referred to above it 

was stated that "the Chinese plan in the near future to

take up the section of the Lunghai line between Cheng< 

hsien1 and Loyang in furtherance of the same project, n
TZ àhenghsien is the new name for Chengchow

i.o*

G

/
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1. e., the extension of the line from Slanfu, Shensi, 

to Lanohow, Kansu. This, according to the Consulate’s 

Informant, le now In progress.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

800
COH/KCC

Original to Embassy, Peiping, 
Five copies to the Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copies to Consulates General at 
Shanghai, Tientsin and Hankow, 

Copy to Consulate, Tsingtao.
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regarding: Sino-Japanese situation: developments for the month of February
1939.

FRG.
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refera»?? wltaaaaaâ a eaatiftuatiau ar ta» palley 
of the Japaaaee aerial uaita »aki»< alMMt tally 

raaeaaaiaaaaao flight* ova? varia*» aaatlaaa at 
partem with feat little reooarae ta baeb-
ing. During the after»»»» of February »Mh three 
plaaea trapped eiaht barb* aaar aiwabua JL)» a 
•mil aaaat part approximately isfy alla» s»outh-*e*t 
of hwatow, with feta pooeible iateatloa at taatrayiag 
a <«aatit/ ar aalt etaret there hy the ahlreea Oovem- 
®dfit $»lt ^â&ialatretia* ui taatlaaa far ahlpM«Rt ta 

tfe» iatarlar. he eaeaeltlea reaoltat aai hat alight 
dewege, ae tha raU aaa tartly ha aaaaitarat a «*•»»»••

Agaia a» fetoaary MTth riva haaha «are troppat 
by tara» iapaaaea >!»»•• at iiwailai a «mil

part
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port 8S ailes ecuUi«*woat of MUI again there
were ft» casualties nor dnnago reporta*.

Frequently throughout the mbU unvorifie* 

reports were receive* of fapanose navel vassals 

having boas at anchor far a few hour» et various 
parts along the coastline of patera Awaagtuag, but 
no attmpta wore md« to effect landings and bo 
particular l^portanee was attaches to their aotlv- 

itios.
me reelin® la prevalent in »wtow that an 

early ooeupatioh of th® city by «iwï

forces does &ot fit in with th® present pltua of 
ths fapenesa high CownC, for while It X» not 
anticipated that »mob résistance will ba offered in 

the city Itself thora are reportai troop concentra
tion of sonotantly varyiimi sise at struta^io points 
U the hi* tor land, whose s^reaaloo will require 
the presence of a ooBsiOorabla amber of lapanoao 

troops. At the precoat tlae with lapsaaao itilibory 
activities oproa* oot over ouch a wise area, it is 
act felt that the iMtitotlco of still another now 
empaign would prove feasible.

Seoeatly approsinatel/ fifty sotor trucks have 

boon laaCod la soatww for delivery to the interior 

and while sone of then are not specifically «»• 
struoted for military use they can all be pressed 
into service for military purpose* whan the necessity 
arises. Xb has not beta fornd that minitic®a have 
entero* throagh swats* as yet but the feeling is

booming
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booths gm»ü that sbouU awatow be «tlllsoS M 

* prlaolpal fart of entry for either MaltlMa er 

military supplia» there «ill be more inmumm to os» 
foot fspamoao oeeupetloa.

Reports of troop eabarfcatloa la formes» towart 
the eM of the Mats faro rise to « frosh aasbor vt 

VMors that coatee woul« to lawOot turiag the first 
wook is harsh, but the boot opialoa available 1» la» 

elined bo tiooouat those moor» while •roatlac that 
various sorts of Samoastratioaa may be saâe by the 

Japaheee la «a attempt *® latlaitato the olvlllaa 
population, assortais ths streacth of Chiasse troops 
stationed la thio vielalty sad provost ths removal of 

•Mb troop* ** other areas where aetual boatlllOlso 
Mf bo la *rogo«oo« *&*t f®ra thsee OaMsotratioM 
■ay tabs is Mt asoortaiaaO bat air rot*» aa< possible 
aaval bMbsrtosaat of the coset has been suggootoS.
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(to) Relation» with Japan.
1. Military Activity.

Am stated in the summary of thia report 

there was firing of both machine and large guns from 

Awy directed toward the mainland during the month. 
However, the status quo has not boon changed sines 

the occupation of Amoy; the Chinese army occupying 

practically all points on the mainland, end the 

Japanese garrison at Amoy only numbering 2,000 men. 
From all indications it would not bo a difficult 

task for Chinese troop» to recapture Amoy should 

they so desire.
On February 18th, the Japanese published 

in their Amoy papers a statement to ths effect that 
they would practice firing of their large guns on

February 19th.

- e -

February 19th. ho one seems to understand the 

onuse of this notification, but the general opinion 
is that the notification was given in order to 

prevent Chinose on the mainland from returning 
the fire.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 29, 1939-

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATS:

For preparation of reply.
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As from Chungking, China 
March 25, 1939.

Dear President Poosevelt:

In the middle of last December I asked your Ambassador 

ar. Kelson ?. Johnson, who was returning to Washington on
J 

leave, to bring to you a short letter of raine and to present

to you ay views concerning the Far Eastern situation. luring 'j>; 

the three and half months which have since elapsed, I have 

been much impressed by the increasing interest and growing 

concern with which the Government of the united States has 

followed the developments in this country. At the same time 

there have been taking place in other parts of the world 

momentous events which together with Japanese aggression in

p-
b I

China have brought about a noticeable change of public opinion 

in the United states and which have thus given a powerful . * 

impetus to the policy you have been pursuing is. then interests 
s $ 

of liberty and democracy. $

The United States was the first country wh'&h rejected, P 

in an official communication, Japan's preposterous claim to 

establish the so»celled “New Order" in Bast Asia. The 

American Government rightly pointed out that mcny of the ’

changes in this part of the world had been brought about by 

the action of Japan herself. It is most reassuring to hear 

the American /

Honorable ."r^.itklin 1-. roo«evelt, i

President af the United states, j

Washington, D. 0. L>
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the Amer loan declaration that no .Power has the right to 

constitute itaelf the repository of authority and the agent 

of destiny in regard to the areas not under its sovereignty. 

Emphatic re-enunciation by the United States of the principle 

of inviolability of treaties and rights and obligations which 

rest upon treaty provisions served indeed as a serious warn

ing to the aggressor. I am pleased to note that the pronoun

cements thus clearly and opportunely made by the Government 

of the United states have brought forth representations of a 

similar nature to Japan from the Governments equally concerned.

I have been following with immense interest and pleasure 

your public utterances in which you so often and so consistently 

denounced acts of aggression and advocated defence of democracy 

and international good faith. I was especially moved by your 

eloquent speech made early in January before the Congress in 

which you said that at the very least the United states could 

and should avoid any action or any lack of action which would 

encourage, assist or upbuild the aggressor. As was truthfully 

pointed out by you, certain laws originally designed to meet 

certain state of affairs existent between two states may, 

contrary to the wishes of their framer, operate unevenly and 

unfairly and mny actually give aid to the aggressor and deny 

it to the victim of aggression. 1 trust that at your initiative 

and under your guidance, efforts will be made to distinguish 

between the party who attacked and the party who defended and 

thus remove the possibility of unintentionally giving advantageous 

treatment to the aggressor.

I am
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I an happy recall that the discussion* between 

American financiers and Chinese representatives which, as 

you assured me in November of last year, were receiving your 

most careful and sympathetic consideration, resulted in the 

conclusion on February 3, 1^32, of an agreement extending to 

the Universal Trading Corporation commercial credits to the 

total amount of twenty-five laillton dollars. Buch financial 

help coming as it does at b time when Japan is mapping out 

her plan of subjecting Chinn to her economic domination after 

military conquest has morally produced the most favorable 

effect everywhere, besides great material benefit accruing 

to China. It has increased the courage ana confidence of 

our people, it has caused other countries to give us Similar 

aid, and, what is more, it has brought home to Japan the plain 

fact that the United Btetes will never abandon China as a 

co-member of the family of nations. I take this opportunity 

to acknowledge the debt of gratitude we owe to you and to the 

American people in this hour of China’s national oriels. 

International lawlessness is no longer confined to Kest 

Asia. Unchecked and uncombatted, it has spread like e oonta» 

gious disease which is devouring its victims with apparent 

impunity. One act of aggression encourages and breeds another. 

Successful overthrow of law and order in one part of the world 

inevitably leads to an attempt of a similar coup in another. 

Had Japan been effectively checked by the concerted action of 

the Powers during her invasion of Manchuria in 1931, subsequent 

events not only in China, but in other parts of the world would

have taken a different course, and humanity would not have to 

live as
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live as it does now so rauoh in fear, agony and despair.

Japan’s continued military aggression in China, coupled 

with the developments in Europe pregnant with the immediate 

danger of a world catastrophe, seems to have provided a new 

background for the trend of thought of a great number of 

American people with the result that you will be able to 

proceed with greater effect and success. All peace-loving 

nations are now fervently praying that the United States may 

play a leading role in re-eatabllshing international peace 

and order and saving world civilization from total destruction* 

And it is the fondest wish of China that the United States in 

undertaking this task will commence by bringing Japan to an 

early and full realisation the wisdom and necessity of 

abandoning her adventure in China) for when skies in the Tar 

Xast are clear, dark clouds that arc now hovering over Europe 

will also disappear. Thus whether international relations will 

yet return to normal or are doomed to be permanently charac

terised by brute force chiefly depends upon the noble efforts 

of the United States and of you, Its great and able leader.

(Signed) Chiang Kai-shek
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April 6 1939

My dear Mr. President:

In response to your memorandum of March 39, 1939, 

there Is enclosed for your consideration a draft of a 

letter to His Excellency General Chiang Kai-shek, Chair

man of the National Defense Council of the Chinese Gov

ernment, in reply to hie letter of March 25, 1939, which 

the Chinese Ambassador handed to me for transmission to 

you.
If you approve of the draft letter, I would suggest 

that upon signature it be returned to this Department 

for forwarding to General Chiang through our Embassy at 

Chungking.
The letter from General Chiang is returned herewith. 

Faithfully yours,

Cordell Hull

(For enclosures 
see following page.)

The President,

The White House.

793.94/14877
 

F/
FG
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Enclosures:

1. Draft of letter to 
General Chiang Kal-shet.

2. From General Chiang to 
the President, March 35, 
1939, returned.

CR

APh 6 1939. PM
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My dear General Chiang:

I greatly appreciate having your letter of 
March 25, 1939, which the Chinese Ambassador here, 
Dr. Hu Shih, delivered to the Secretary of State, 
Mr. Hull, for me; and I have read with interest 
and care your comments upon recent evidences of 
the attitude and policy of the Government of the 
United States toward developments in the Far East 
and in the world at large. I have also noted 
attentively the views you express on the situation 
in the Far East in its relation to world events.

I recall that, in an address given by you 
at Chungking in December last, you declared 
that "Internationally, our object is to sup
port righteousness and justice, restore the 
prestige of treaties, and re-establish peace 
and order”, and you expressed confidence that 
"The force of world justice will rise, and men 
of goodwill ultimately co-operate in the in
terests of rectitude”. Such also are the ob
jectives of this Government and I am happy to 
join in your expression of confidence with 
regard to the future.

Very sincerely yours,

His Excellency
General Chiang Kai-shek, 

Chairman, National Defense Council, 
Chungking, China.
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Department of State

THE SECRETARY

,, The attached was
: handed to Secretary Hull
- by the Chinese Ambassador,

March 29, 1939.
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GENERALISSIMO CHIANG

ASSAILS

KONOYE'S STATEMENT

•

Published by 
The China Information Committee

Chungking, China
1939
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GENERALISSIMO CHIANG

ASSAILS

KONOYE'S STATEMENT

Published by
The China Information Committee 

Chungking, China
1939
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GENERALISSIMO CHIANG ASSAILS PRINCE 
KONOYE’S STATEMENT

Addressing the weekly memorial meeting at 
the Central Kuomintang Headquarters, Chungking, 
on December 26, 1938, Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek declared at some length that the various 
statements recently issued by spokesmen of the 
Japanese Government only testified to Japan's 
ambitious designs of completely subjugating China 
and dominating the Far East. He especially dwelt 
on Prince Konoye's statement made on December 
22 and took to task point by point the issues raised 
by the Japanese Premier.

The following is a translation of the complete 
text of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's speech:

Comrades, our Resistance has now entered a new phase. I 
have recently pointed out on several occasions that the past 
eighteen months may be called the first period of our Resistance 
or the preliminary period. We have now entered upon the 
second or latter period. At present, on both northern and 
southern warfronts the excellence of our soldiers’ morale and 
fighting spirit provides an auspicious sign unprecedented since 
the war commenced. Our soldiers are fully aware that in this 
war our enemy is bent on subjugating China completely and 
that we must take the most drastic measures to save our country. 
Their determination is, therefore, extraordinarily strong and 
their spirit roused to the uttermost.

Our people also understand that the enemy will not pause 
until he has fully realized his malevolent designs and the ultimate 
aim of his aggression in the destruction of China. If we do 
not seek life by braving death we cannot expect to survive in 
any fortuitous way. Thus, difficult as our situation may be, 
our soldiers and people are equal to it in the firmness of their

1
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determination. With the realization of our national peril shared 
alike by those at the front and in the rear; with every citizen 
striving through hardships and sacrifices, unremittingly and 
unyieldingly, towards victory, I firmly believe that the object 
of our Resistance can be attained.

Our enemy, conscious of our determination and unified will, 
has, apart from military operations, tried to trick and menace 
us in various ways. Following the manifesto issued by the 
Japanese Government on November 3, several paradoxical and 
fallacious statements made by the Japanese Prime Minister, 
the Minister of War, and the Ministers for the Navy and Foreign 
Affairs have appeared. These statements are heterogeneous 
and contradictory. They were intended to misguide the people 
at home and deceive the world at large. In particular they 
were intended in various ways to delude, drug or threaten our 
people, as the case might be. They were seconded and echoed 
in Japan by public and private expressions of views either in 
stronger or milder language. On December 22, the Japanese 
Premier made the announcement of Japan’s readiness to 
readjust relations with a “China Reborn.” That may be 
regarded as the culminating feat of Japanese verbal sorcery 
which affords us a complete view of its features and motives.

Konoye’s statement is intrinsically nothing more than sheer 
wearisome repetition of canting phrases. Solemnly engaged in 
our Resistance as we are, it would seem unnecessary for us to 
pay any attention to it, let alone refute it. Considering it, 
however, together with the enemy’s deeds and words of the past 
months, we perceive that the statement, though superficially 
vague and incoherent, has a keen edge hidden beneath. It might 
be called, in fact, a complete exposure of the fantastic Japanese 
programme to annex China, dominate East Asia and further 
even to subdue the world. It is also a complete revelation of 
the details of the enemy plan to destroy our country and 
exterminate our race.

Our enemy is especially gifted in the ability to play on 
words, advance fallacious contentions, and lay smoke-screens 
in working the ruin of his victims. For instance, Konoye’s 
statement was followed by that of a Japanese Government 
spokesman who declared on December 24, that the Premier had 
expressed the essential terms to be required of China, and 
further took it upon himself to say that they embodied the views 
of the moderates in Japan. Such are their insidious tricks and 
laughable posturing.

2

My deep concern is that there are perhaps a small number 
of people in the world who may not appreciate what a menace 
lurks behind the smoke-screen but who may regard the issue 
raised as more or less innocuous. Hence I will thoroughly 
expose the mind of the Japanese so that our own people may be 
warned and friendly nations perfectly understand to what 
extent world peace may be jeopardized and humanity imperilled 
if they have full rein.

What I wish to draw the attention of all to is the barbarism 
of the Japanese militarists, their insanity, their practice of 
deceiving themselves and others, and their gross ignorance. 
What is most urgent is that all should realize that Japan is 
determined to swallow China entirely. Taking Konoye’s 
statement of December 22 as the pivot for my observations, I 
shall now recall what Japanese popular sentiment has 
championed during the past few months and what cabals and 
slogans have been actually put into practice. By analysis, a 

' comprehensive understanding may be gained. For convenience
I of narration, I shall first draw attention to the following four
! points :—

(1) The so-called creation of a new order in East Asia. 
' The Japanese take special pride in this slogan. According to
1 the Japanese Foreign Minister, Arita, in his explanation of
I December 19: “The new order in East Asia consists in Japan,
1 Manchukuo, and China assisting and co-operating with each
! other closely in politics, economics and culture to combat the
! Red Peril, to protect Oriental civilization, to remove economic

barriers, and to help China to rise from her semi-colonial status 
so as to secure peace in the Far East.” On December 14, 
Konoye also said : “The ultimate objective of the China Incident 
lies not merely in achieving military triumph but in a rebirth 

f of China and the erection of a new order in East Asia. This
new order will be based on tripartite co-operation of a new 
China with Japan and Manchukuo.” Let all observe that what 

I he meant by a China reborn was that independent China was
. to perish and in its place an enslaved China created, which

would abide by Japan’s word from generation to generation. 
The so-called new order would be based on the intimate 
relations that would tie the enslaved China to the Japanese- 
created Manchukuo and Japan herself. What is the real aim? 
Under the pretext of opposition to the “Red Peril,” Japan seeks 
to control China’s military affairs; claiming to uphold Oriental
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civilization, Japan seeks to uproot China's racial culture and 
by urging the elimination of economic barriers, she aspires to 
exdude American and European influence and dominate the 
Pacific. Again, the so-called “economic unity” of Japan, 
Manchukuo and China is the instrument she intends to use for 
obtaining a strangle-hold on China's economic arteries.

Let us try to realize the immense evils with which the 
words “creation of a new order in East Asia” are pregnant. 
In a word, it is a term for the overthrow of international order 
in East Asia, and the enslavement of China as the means 
whereby Japan may dominate the Pacific and proceed to 
dismember other states of the world.

(2) The so-called “unity of East Asia,” ‘‘indivisibility 
of Japan, Manchukuo and China,” “linked relations of mutual 
assistance between Japan, Manchukuo and China.” To make 
£ "homogeneous body” of East Asia has been a much-tooted 
Japanese slogan during the past few months. The application 
of this slogan is broader, vaguer and more general than that 
of the so-called “economic unity” or “economic bloc.” 
Advancing the theme of an “indivisibility of Japan, Manchukuo 
and China." the Japanese aim to absorb China politically, 
ennnoctically, and culturally into one body with their own 
country. Japanese periodicals have maintained that the 
structural relationship of the “East Asia unity” should be 
vertical with Japan at the summit, and not in any sense 
hormomal; the system of relationship should be patriarchal, 
with Japan as patriarch and Manchukuo and ’China as onspring. 
In other words, the former is to be the governor and master 
while the latter are to be the governed and underlings.

What is it if it is not annexation? What is it if it is 
not the total extinction of China? K on Dye’s phrase, '“the 
establishment of Zmhod relations of mutual assistance in matters 
political economic and cultural between Japan, Manchukuo and 
China.” puts me in mind only of of manacles and shackles. 
His “linked relations” would be the forged chains in which 
vï should he* dragged down into a pit whence we should never 
escape-

(S) The so-called “economic unity” and “economic bloc.” 
This has boon promoted for many years by the Japanese, and 
tiie thesis has recently boon as prevalent as ever and has 
even made rapid headway. It is essential to the proposed 
••hoTnngonoitv of Bast Asia” They have rung many changes

A

on the wording of the slogan: they have called it on occasion 
“economic reciprocity” and “economic co-operation.” In the 
manifesto of the Japanese Government issued on November 3, 
it was described as “economic union.” In the latter part of 
November enemy newspapers printed the headline “Japan, 
Manchukuo and China are to form an economic unit and 
heneceforth share a common fate.” Subsequently Arita in his 
statement of December 19 said : “Japan has resolved to 
convene an economic conference to bring about an intimate 
economic confederation between Japan, Manchukuo and China 
and to invigorate the resulting economic monad.”

Japan has, in fact, already installed such instruments of 
economic aggression as the “North China Development Company” 
and the “Central China Development Company.” Economic 
conversations have already been held more than once by 
self-styled representatives of Manchukuo and China with those 
of Japan. What the Japanese call their “Planning Bureau” 
adopted, two days after Konoye’s statement was made, a 
resolution urging “the expansion of the productive capacity of 
Japan, Manchukuo and China.” The “economic bloc” is 
designed to be the means of not only taking control over our 
customs revenue and finance and of monopolizing our production 
and trade, but also of gradually limiting the individual freedom 
of our people even in regard to what they eat and wear, where 
they live and whither they move. The Japanese are to do as 
they please: to have power among us over life and death, the 
power of binding and loosing: we are then to become their 
slaves and cattle, and to have our substance devoured beneath 
the lash of tyranny.

(4) The creation of the so-called “Asiatic Development 
Bureau.” This organ was introduced after much agitation for 
a medium through which to deal with China. A “China Bureau” 
was once projected, which has now given way to this “Asia 
Development Bureau.” The comprehensiveness of this term is 
a flagrant insult to all the peoples of Asia. Japan is set not 
only on ruining and dismembering China alone, but her ambition 
embraces the entire Asiatic Continent.

On the day before the official inauguration of this “Asia 
Development Bureau” on December 15, Konoye stated that “a 
new executive organ should be constituted for creating a new 
order in East Asia: this organ in conjunction with other organs 
abroad will maintain coherent relations between Japan and

5
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China: it will become the key to executing our China policy, 
the fulfillment of which is our final object in regard to the 
China Incident.” This should serve to acquaint all with the 
true function of the organ: to be the means of executing a 
policy designed to destroy China. For it may be described as 
Japan’s highest special service organ combining all the special 
service branches long set-up all over China for the working of 
all manner of villainy, Which formerly operated with the 
greatest stealth because it was regarded premature to work 
openly. Now, however, they boldly unmask themselves and are 
accorded official status. By the establishment of the “Asia 
Development Bureau” a concentrated light is thrown upon the 
means and ends of Japanese policy; the tortuous and obscure 
devices pursued for years are seen with their supreme aim 
confessed. All concealment is at an end.

The Japanese harp on the words “construction of China” 
by which they really mean the destruction of free China 
simultaneously with the “construction” of an enslaved China.

Bearing in mind what I have said above, we will now 
examine Konoye’s statement of December 22 to gain an accurate 
conception of its content without being fooled by the mist of 
verbiage. I shall draw attention to a number of noteworthy 
points :

First, the gist of the statement is the so-called collaboration 
between Japan, Manchukuo and China for the building of a 
new order in East Asia. He said that his purpose was to 
make clear the Japanese Government’s true intentions both to 
China and other countries. His real object was of course to 
address the American, European, and other countries of the 
world; thus he exercised special care in the manipulation of 
words in his attempt to produce an impression that what Japan 
desired of China was neither territory nor war reparations and 
that he was not concerned for the particular interests of Japan 
but for the good of the general situation in the Far East. He 
even ventured to say that Japan desired China to become a 
completely independent state. Further, he appeared solicitous 
over the abolition of consular jurisdiction and foreign concessions 
in China as if Japan had no designs to detract from China 
but actually to add. He assumed that the world was still 
ignorant of the true point behind the creation of a “new order 
in East Asia” and would be duped by his poor quibbling. The 
pivotal consideration of destroying the true China and of

6

substituting a Japanese China being realized, “territory” for 
Konoye would merely be the area over which Japan had gained 
control, and “resources” would be what Japan had virtually 
possessed herself of. When both were stowed away as swag, 
Japan could well dispense with irrelevant demands to partition 
territory and obtain reparations. Since his lust is our entire 
territory, our entire resources, and our entire population, Konoye 
could gladly afford to declare Japan to have no desire for any 
particular part of our “territory,” or for a portion of our 
substance as “reparations.”

From China’s standpoint, any question of war indemnities 
and so forth would turn on the determination of the party 
responsible for the war. It is too obvious that Japan began by 
invading our sovereign territory. Where the responsibility of 
aggression rests is common knowledge to everybody. What 
Konoye attempted to say in fact merits no attention. As 
regards consular jurisdiction, were Japan allowed the full 
control of China, it would become a matter of supreme 
superfluity to speak of it. What has been called “the return 
of the concessions” would be the turning over of them all to 
Japan. Popular sentiment in Japan has indeed agitated not 
only that the foreign concessions be taken over but that they 
be made into one large Japanese concession. If China should 
recognize the so-called “new order in East Asia” as well as 
“the collaboration of Japan with Manchukuo and China,” Japan 
would not be averse to transforming our entire sovereign 
territory into a huge Japanese concession. In that case, if 
China did not actually become a slave-state, she would descend 
to the status of a protectorate, which in essence would be 
equivalent to annexation by Japan. When Konoye goes so far 
as to speak of causing China to become a truly independent 
state, who will fail to recall the status of Korea as defined in 
the Treaty of Shimonoseki?

I can say with certitude that before Konoye made his 
statement there was hope entertained by a section of the world 
that Japan might repent. But since the statement appeared, 
I can confidently say that no one in China who is able to 
distinguish right from wrong and who understands current 
events will again harbour the thought of recovering peace by 
compromise.

Second, among the other important points raised in Konoye’s 
statement, apart from the collaboration of “Japan, Manchukuo 
and China,” are “economic co-operation” and “joint opposition

7
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to communism.” I have dwelt on the nature of “economic 
co-operation” when I dealt with the so-called “economic bloc.” 
I need not add more. What was meant by “joint opposition 
to communism” was having China participate in the Anti
Comintern bloc, stationing Japanese troops on Chinese territory 
and setting Inner Mongolia aside as a special area for combating 
communism.

We need not examine the significance of the so-called “joint 
defence against communism.” While we are engaged in putting 
the Three People’s Principles into practice in China, it is 
pointless for us to discuss “joint defence against communism.” 
We may say that, by pretending that motive, Japan first aspires 
to control our military affairs and proceed therefrom to manage 
our politics, culture, and even the conduct of our diplomacy. 
This was what Japan had been striving hard, but in vain, to 
achieve in the years before we began our Resistance on July 7, 
1937,—the failure of which effort the Japanese heartily disliked. 
Because we were unwilling to succumb to this artifice, we 
endured a multitude of hardships until the final moment came 
when we decided to make nation-wide sacrifices by launching 
the Resistance. If we could consent to the demand for “joint 
defence against communism,” should we have tarried until today?

Certain sections of the world entertain the view that what 
Japan designated as “anti-communism” was really directed 
against Soviet Russia. The truth remains that Japan entered 
into the Anti-Comintem Pact, and “joint opposition to 
communism,” neither to combat communism nor Soviet Russia, 
but to make use of that pretext in destroying China. If it 
contains any element of being directed against Russia, it is a 
very tiny constituent: the overwhelming element is aimed at 
the destruction of China. If not, and if the point were Japan’s 
national defence against Soviet Russia, then wherefore, during 
the Changkufeng Affair in July and August, did the Japanese 
Ambassador at Moscow, Shigemitsu, retreat and finally yield so 
ingloriously before the Soviet Russian Foreign Minister? We 
can be sure that anti-communism now brought up by Japan is 
merely for use in deceiving world perception abroad, and her 
own nationals at home. And also a ruse to obtain from China 
the right to station troops in China and completely control 
Inner Mongolia.

Clearly, if we could consent to Japanese troops being 
stationed in China, and Inner Mongolia being set aside as a 

special area, we should not have begun our Resistance on July 
7, 1937. If we had been over-awed by Japan so as to allow 
her troops full rope in North China, we should not have fought 
our way to Peiping when our revolutionary army was blocked 
by Tanaka’s forces in Tsinan in the seventeenth year of the 
Republic (1928). We should have politely offered Japan North 
China and Inner Mongolia. But in the period of revolution, 
when our revolutionary force had gathered momentum and 
when the Three People’s Principles had evolved, no hardship 
could prevent our reaching our destination. There was no 
power that could stop us. Konoye’s demands betray a lack 
of understanding of the present-day China. He knows neither 
Japan nor China. He further does not recognize current 
tendencies or the true modern China. He also declared that 
without the Japanese army being stationed in China, the “new 
order in East Asia” could not be founded. What is this 
so-called “new order in East Asia”? Has not its nature been 
rendered increasingly more apparent to our people and the 
friendly nations of the world?

Third, in the latter section of Konoye’s statement it is 
demanded that China accord Japan special facilities in 
developing North China and Inner Mongolia. This is again 
making capital of the term “joint defence against communism” 
to monopolize China’s national economy, and repress our vital 
economic freedom. Furthermore, it is also 
Japanese subjects should be granted rights to 
in the interior of China. Superficially, the 
quite harmless. Unfortunately, Konoye does 
aware of the deep and general impression Japanese subjects 
have created in the mind of our people by their evil-doings in 
the past. Truly, the very mention of Japanese subjects reminds 
our people only of Japanese special service organs, exploits of 
Japanese ronin, as well as of opium smuggling, morphine 
peddling, white-powder manufacturing, heroin retailing, the 
operating of gambling dens and houses of ill-repute, arms 
smuggling, conspiring with bandits, engaging loafers, training 
traitors, and other Japanese devices for creating disturbances, 
and debasing our people, either by means of drugs or encouraging 
outlawry.

Freedom to reside and trade with all freedom could be 
considered for other nationals in future after China’s 
jurisdictional rights are completely restored. For Japanese

demanded that 
reside and trade 
demand appears 
not seem to be
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nationals, however, unless we are prepared to endure their 
poison, their disturbance, unless we willingly forfeit our 
prerogative to maintain peace and order, and unless we 
voluntarily allow them to destroy our salutary customs and 
traditions, and allow them to suck at our economic veins, no one 
would consent. The Japanese ought not to let certain things 
slip their memory. Is not this right to reside in the interior 
and freedom to trade, similar in essence to the Japanese demand 
years ago for concession agreements in China’s Northeast? In 
the eighteenth year of the Republic (1929) Arita, present 
Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs, then in the capacity of 
the Director of the Asiatic Bureau, went to Nanking under 
instructions of the Japanese Premier Tanaka to carry on 
negotiations. Arita was refused because we would rather see 
our Northeast occupied by the Japanese Army than enter into 
unequal treaties which would imperil our country and injure 
our rights. Why? It was because Japan had given us a 
very disagreeable impression. Wherever the Japanese resided, 
China’s police rights and economic rights were being injured. 
If the Japanese nationals were given rights to reside and trade 
in certain areas, our people in those areas would lose their 
freedom or even be forced to vacate.

At that time, the issue was limited to the Northeast, yet 
we refused; but now Konoye broadens the issue to include our 
entire sovereign territory, and does so under the slogan of a 
“new order in East Asia.” Is there room left for our people 
to consider?

These are the principal points in Konoye’s statement. 
Summing up, Konoye described them as “Japan’s minimum 
demands.” If these are the “minimum demands,” I would like 
to know what more can be asked exceeding them. Compared 
with Hirota’s “three principles,” they are many times more 
comprehensive and virulent. Our enemy vainly hopes that we 
might be inveigled into accepting them. Let me ask : if we could 
not accept Hirota’s “three principles” at the commencement of 
hostilities, how could the enemy entertain the hope that China 
might now accept these degrading terms?

This statement has, however, completely bared the 
pernicious Japanese designs for the complete extinction of 
their neighbouring country and people. Further, “the Meiji 
doctrine” and the contents of the “Tanaka Memorial,” both of 
which the Japanese have tried every means to deny, have all 

received confirmation. Tanaka said : “In order to conquer the 
world, China must be first conquered,” while Konoye declared 
before the Japanese Diet on December 1: “It is resolved that 
the time of settlement of the China Incident will be determined 
by the state of construction in China.” The so-called “state 
of construction in China” is merely another way of saying to 
what extent China has disintegrated and been seized by the 
Japanese. From this assertion, we may learn that Japan’s 
aggressive activities if not defeated can only cease when China 
is destroyed. Our friendly nations should also be benefited by 
the elucidation.

Japan’s continental policy has now broadened into an 
oceanic policy. From advancing northward, Japan is also 
moving southward. Briefly, Japan’s policy of aggression has 
become a combination of the continental and oceanic policies 
pursued simultaneously. In attempting to annex China, Japan 
in the meantime is trying to overthrow international order, 
dominate East Asia, and banish European and American 
influence. With that achieved, what Japan will proceed to is 
all too plain.

In conclusion, Japan has exposed her secret designs and 
aspirations which she had laboured hard to conceal in the last 
few decades. When we referred to Japan’s intentions before, 
what we said was regarded by some people as provocatively 
exaggerated, for they thought that Japan might not have 
entertained such wild plans as described. From now on, I 
make bold to say that neither China nor the world at large 
will be deceived regarding Japan’s real intentions.

Judging by Konoye’s statement, we can confidently say 
that Japan’s real desire is to annex our country and destroy, 
once for all, our nation. Decidedly, Japan is not interested 
in such forms as the so-called “Sino-Japanese co-operation” or 
“economic hand-in-hand collaboration.” As to cession of terri
tory and the payment of an indemnity, they do not rank high 
with the enemy, in view of more comprehensive designs. By 
the so-called “economic bloc,” Japan aims to absorb and 
manage our finance and resources, which is a more than effec
tive substitute for the demand for reparations. The demand 
for rights to station Japanese troops in China and set aside 
Inner Mongolia as a special sphere as well as for freedom to 
reside and trade in any part of China, is made with the 
intention of seeking control and rule over the entire Chinese
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sovereign territory, oppressing and enslaving our people, as 
far preferable to “cession of territory.”

We well remember that before Korea was annexed by 
Japan, Korean nationals were treated to such hypnotic slogans 
as “unity of Japan and Korea” and “indivisibility of Japan 
and Korea.” Today, Japan resorts to “indivisibility of 
Japan, Manchukuo and China” and “unity in East Asia 
means exactly “merger of Japan and China,” or equivalent to 
annexation of China by Japan, or the fulfillment of “Japanese 
Imperial Continental Empire.” The theory of the so-called 
“creation of a new order in East Asia” is a mere smoke-screen. 
This is truly the new invention of Imperial Japan for the 
destruction of another country and extermination of its people.

Japan is now in complete possession of plans and means 
to ruin China, and. her aggressive intentions are no longer 
concealed. What Japan lacks is the readiness to be deceived 
and accessibility to threats on our part, in short, our willing
ness to fall a prey to her trap. Our situation being so clearly 
outlined, we should be insane if we still hoped to live under 
a tiger’s chin, and seek existence, independence and equality 
by peaceful compromise. Once our spirit surrenders, we are 
forever doomed; and once we are chained, we shall never find 
release. I may also add that although Japan’s malevolent 
intentions are only revealed today, Japanese militarists have 
dwelt on these schemes for generations.

During the past decade, Japan’s political leaders have 
passed away one after another, leaving not a single statesman 
who comprehends the high principles responsible for a nation’s 
rise or fall. As a consequence, Japanese militarists have 
without restraint violated laws and discipline and taken things 
into their own hands. The greater Japan’s national danger 
looms, the more desperate and ambitious they become.

Fortunately, in July, 1937, our countrymen rose to offer 
Resistance, thus defeating Japan’s purpose of causing us to 
yield without fighting. We further caused the Japanese to 
expose their intentions until as at present the world is in 
possession of every detail. If we had failed to resist and had 
allowed the enemy to nibble at our territory, our nation would, W' 
like a patient suffering from a malignant and incurable disease, 
gradually have worn away, lost its senses, and have perished 
within three to five years. If we take the instance of Korea, , 
we see that on the one hand, Japan attempted by intimate 
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collaboration to maintain the flattering term of Korean 
independence, but on the other hand used every description 
of direct and indirect device to dismember Korean territory. 
Unconsciously, Korea finally became a Japanese possession.

Through eighteen months of fighting, the national con
sciousness of our people has been further heightened. The 
gallant sacrifices made by more than a million of our men at 
the front, and by millions of our people in the rear, and our 
unyielding stand have also made it impossible for the enemy 
not to reveal his every vicious feature. Thus, China has not 
only passed the peril of being destroyed and annexed, but the 
world is also forewarned that our insatiable enemy, if allowed 
free rein, will imperil the peace of the world. It is true that 
we have made immense sacrifices, but in waging this war we 
have saved our nation from the brink of being destroyed, and 
eliminated for the world a future menace. Our bitter sacrifices 
bear a profound significance. Our unremitting and unbending 
spirit has already erected a strong bulwark for safeguarding 
our national existence. Comrades, you should distinctly grasp 
this point, and press on to fulfil our responsibility.

The enemy desires to control our military affairs by 
employing the name of “joint defence against communism,” to 
reduce our resources by resorting to the machine of an 
“economic bloc,” and to direct our politics and culture, with 
the extinction of our nation in view, through the medium of 
a “unity of East Asia.”

The enemy calculations are excessively precise. He has 
repeatedly announced that between Japan, Manchukuo and 
China, there should be established indivisible political, economic, 
and cultural relations and even a mutual assistance arrange
ment. In other words, the enemy aims to destroy our national 
existence by means political, economic and cultural, and also 
to dominate East Asia by the same means. His schemes may 
be described as thorough.

To speak of culture, what independent culture is there in 
East Asia except that of China? The centre of gravity of 
East Asia is in China. If China should lose her independent 
existence, what would be left of the present economic structure 
in East Asia? Speaking of politics in East Asia, the traditional 
political thought of China founded on neighbourliness, loyalty, 
filial piety, humanity, love, peacefulness and sincerity has been 
the central support of East Asia. Today, only the Three
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People’s Principles as bequeathed by our late Tsungli (Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen) are the true tenets of equality, liberty, independence 
and co-existence. They are also the safeguards of enduring 
peace.

On our part, the year and a half’s war has laid for us a 
solid foundation for national regeneration. We fear no 
problems, nor are we concerned over impending dangers. We 
merely lament the fate of Japan, the present status of which 
was brought about by the hard efforts and sacrifices of her 
reformist patriots. Today, her people are powerless, her throne 
without prorogative, and her politicians without integrity and 
knowledge, thus allowing a few hot-headed young militarists 
to do As they please. They are sapping Japan’s national 
strength, shaking her national foundations and advancing 
savagely on the infamous road of self-seeking at the expense 
of others. In the eyes of these young Japanese militarists, 
China does not exist, nor do the other countries of the world. 
They have regard neither for discipline, nor for law, nor yet 
for their own government. Guided by their greed, cruelty, and 
violence, they do as they please. If such conduct be allowed 
to continue, the future of Japan is indeed full of danger. 
Although we are sworn enemies of the Japanese militarists, 
yet we are still neighbours to the Japanese people, who share 
with us a language of a common origin. Reviewing Japan’s 
history and looking forward to her future, we not only see 
danger in her path but lament her lot.

Comrades, you should realize that the Japanese militarists 
are now heading blindly into a maze. They have forgotten 
their own history, their own position, and can neither see the 
outside world and their own crisis, nor recognize their 
neighbour, a revolutionary China. There are but two aspects 
to their thought. On the one hand they are so blind to facts 
as vainly to hope that China might accept their outrageous 
terms, and on the other hand they rely on their cunning to 
achieve some tour-de-force and to benefit by hoodwinking the 
world. Because they themselves are stupid, they believe the 
peoples of the world are to be befooled. Because they them
selves are violent, they believe that force can dominate this 
world.

As borne out by the terms embodied in his statement, 
Konoye wants to close China’s Open Door and break the Nine- 
Power Treaty by establishing a so-called “new order in East

Asia,” and to expel European and American influence from 
China by creating a so-called “unity of East Asia” and 
“economic bloc,” and to revive the Twenty-one Demands pre
sented to Yuan Shih-kai by “stationing troops in China” and 
setting aside Inner Mongolia as a Special Area.” Summing 
up, Japan intends to force China to destroy by her own hand 
the principles of Open Door and Equal Opportunity, the League 
of Nations Covenant, the Nine-Power Treaty, the Sino-Soviet 
Non-Aggression Pact and other international treaties, by 
resorting to such terms as “creating a new order in East Asia.” 
They wish to bind our hands, squeeze our arteries, yet they 
expect us to follow in their footsteps by breaking faith and 
despising loyalty to hasten the realization of their domination 
in East Asia, after which they might direct the world. 
Throughout five thousand years, China has always been guided 
by good faith and sincerity, in her statecraft. How can we 
be made to yield by threats and abandon our stand?

China as a state is founded on the principles not to oppress 
the undefended, nor fear the aggressive. More particularly, 
she is not willing to violate pacts or break faith and thus 
destroy the righteous principles governing the relations of 
mankind. I remember the meeting of Tanaka and our late 
Tsungli (Dr. Sun Yat-sen) in Shanghai in the third year of 
the Republic which coincided with the outbreak of the Great 
War in Europe. Tanaka proposed that East Asiatics should 
at that time denounce all ratified relations with foreign coun
tries and erect a new order in East Asia. Dr. Sun queried: 
“Would it not involve the breaking of international treaties?” 
To which Tanaka answered : “Is not the denunciation of treaties 
and termination of unequal obligations advantageous to China.” 
“Unequal treaties should be terminated by straightforward and 
legitimate procedure,” solemnly declared Dr. Sun, “and China 
is not prepared to become a party to the illegal denunciation 
of treaties even though advantageous to our country.” Com
rades, such is China’s spirit. It is also the spirit of the Three 
People’s Principles. We have relied on this spirit to resist 
invasion; we have depended on this spirit to resist all forms 
of domination, force and violence. We should be sustained by 
this spirit to restore order in East Asia and offer it as a 
contribution towards enduring world peace.

To conclude, this war on the part of Japan is violent 
banditry brought about by the total collapse of morals and
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as China is con- 
our shoulders the 
and righteousness, 
their senses, and

sound principles in that country. Insofar 
cerned, we have courageously taken upon 
world responsibility of fighting for justice 
Of late, the Japanese militarists have lost 
prompted by sheer inertia, are rapidly going the way to exceed
all bounds and damage the civilization and happiness of man
kind. Nations of the world which are bound by treaty obliga
tions should have acted to maintain the sanctity of treaties and 
apply punitive measures against the aggressor so that light 
might have been restored to the present scene of impenetrable 
darkness. But the nations hesitated and looked on. China, 
unmindful of any sacrifice, however, took upon herself the 
immense responsibility at the time when the fate of righteous
ness and justice was in the balance.

Our object in prosecuting this war of Resistance, is to 
complete the task of national revolution and secure for China 

^independence, liberty and equality. Internationally, our object 
is to support righteousness and justice, restore the prestige of 
treaties, and re-establish peace and order. This is a war 
between good and evil, between right and wrong. It is a war 

k between justice and force, and a war between an abider by 
the law and a breaker of it. It is also a war between righteous
ness and brute-force.

A Chinese proverb says: “Virtue never lacks company; it 
will ever find support.” The force of world justice will rise, 
and men of goodwill ultimately co-operate in the interests of 
rectitude. On our part, we should hold fast to our stand and 
fix our eyes steadfastly on our goal, and be firm in our 
determination. Our firmness should increase with greater 

/difficulties, and our courage should rise with prolonged Resist- 
/ ance. The entire nation should carry on with oneness of heart. 
I The final victory will be ours. I urge my comrades, our army, 
' and our people be redouble their efforts in order to attain 

success.

'5

16
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As suggested in your letter to

the President of April sixth, I am return

ing herewith, for forwarding, the President’s

letter to General Chiang Kai-shek»

The Honorable

FW 793.94/f4877

The Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C,

Enclosure
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
April 8, 1939

My dear General Chiang:

I greatly appreciate having your letter of March 
25, 1939, which the Chinese Ambassador here, Dr. Hu Shih, 
delivered to the Secretary of State, Mr. Hull, for me; and 
I have read with interest and care your comments upon recent 
evidences of the attitude and policy of the Governments of 
the United States toward developments in the Far East and 
in the world at large. I have also noted attentively the 
views you express on the situation in the Far East in its 
relation to world events.

I recall that, in an address given by you at Chungking 
in December last, you declared that "Internationally, our 
object is to support righteousness and justice, restore the 
prestige of treaties, and re-establish peace and order", 
and you expressed confidence that "The force of world jus
tice will rise, and men of goodwill ultimately co-operate in 
the interests of rectitude". Such also are the objectives 
of this Government and I am happy to join in your expression 
of confidence with regard to the future.

Very sincerely yours,

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

e
His Excellency

General Chiang Kai-shek,
Chairman, National Defense Council, 

Chungking, China.
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Ml 17 1939 

ho. /zy

“illys R. Peok, Esquire,

American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, 

Chungking.
Sir:

There is enclosed herewith a letter addressed 

by the President to General Chiang Kai-shek in reply 

to General Chiang’s letter of March 25, 1939 which 

the Chinese Ambassador received by telegraph and handed 

to me on March 29 for transmission to the President. 

Copiée of the two communications are also enclosed for 

the Embassy's files.

It is requested that you transmit the President's 

letter to General Chiang by whatever means may seem 

most appropriate to you.

Very truly yours,

koi’ Iho °1’ St.te

Sumner Welles

793.94/14877

am, i 193S

Enclosures:
Original letter from 

the President to 
General Chiang, with 
office copy;

Copy of letter from 
General Chiang.

793.94/14877
T
T1 
0

4/13/39
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
RFP CORRECTED COPY

Thia telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- From CHUNGKING VIA N.R* 
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br

(( APR 1 i.) 1939
255, Apriï^^^^^g^

CONFIDENTIAL. V

Royal Leonard, American~ayiartor, who piloted the 

Russian Ambassador and Sun Fo to Tihua on March 26 and 

27 has informed an Embassy officer that the military 

aviation field at Lanchow Kansu (where the plane stopped 

overnight) is the largest in China, extending for more 

than a mile in length. He also confirmed reports of a 

large concentration of pursuit and bombing planes of 

Russian design at Lanchow (he estimated the number at 

more than fifty planes). He said both Chinese and~ 

Russian pilots and mechanics were in evidence at the gS) 

airport.

The informant added that he was told at Lanchow that 

the bodies of Italians were found in the wreckage of some 

of the 15 Japanese planes brought down in recent raids on 

that city.

Repeated to Peiping.

7
 93.94/I 43

PECK

CSB
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REB TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be__
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 

o anyone » ( br )

CHUNGKING VIA N.R

Seer ary of State

From Dated April 11, 1939
Rec’d 1 p. m,

Washington 
Division of x 

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS ]
APR 12 1939 1
Department c»« State6 p255

27 has informed an

CONFIDEN AL
mil 11

is the largest in China

length. He also confirme

field at Lanchow Kans

Royal Leonard

Russian Ambassado

American aviator, who piloted the

and Sun Fo to Tihua on March 26 and

bassy officer that (?) aviation

(where the plane stopped overnight)

extending for more than a riiile in

reports of a large concentration

of pursuit and bombing plan of Russian design at Lanchow 

(concentration of estimated (\^ at more than fifty planes) 

He said both Chinese and RussiaJi pilots and mechanics were

in Evidence at the airport

The informant added that he was

the bodies of Italians were found in t

some of the 15 Japanese planes brought do

raids on that pity

Repeated to Peiping

wreckage of

old at Lanchow that

in recent

PECK
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COMHDENriA!
Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (no. 255) of April 11, 1939, 

from the American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially 

as follows:

The military aviation field at Lanchow (Kansu 

Province) which is more than a. mile long is the largest 

aviation field in China, according to information received 

by an officer of the Embassy staff from an American 

aviator (Royal Leonard). Leonard is the aviator who 

piloted the plane carrying Sun Fo and the Russian 

Ambassador to Tihua on March 26 and 27. The plane stopped 

overnight at Lanchow where Leonard was told that In the 

wreckage of some of the fifteen Japanese planes shot down 

recently in raids on Lanchow the bodies of Italians were 

found. Leonard added that at the airport at Lanchow both 

Russian and Chinese mechanics and pilots were to be seen 

and he confirmed reports of a big concentration at Lanchow 

of bombing and pursuit planes of Russian design, estimating 

the number of planes at more than fifty.

793.94/14878
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DEPARTMENT of STATE

S: 
Mr

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
ril 7. 1939.

PM i2 21

equest made by 
re is submitted here-

retary^t JUL 2 9 1939
In compli 

your office yeste 
with a compilation entitled "Statements of 
Policy by the Japanese Government or by 
Responsible Japanese Officials Indicating an 
Aggressive Desire and Intention to Expand”.

It will be noted that the Japanese state
ments are couched in language which is unprecise 
and vague and which attempts to conceal through 
the use of moral and political generalizations 
the real desires and intentions of the Japanese 
Government. However, it is quite obvious from 
Japanese acts and unofficial declarations, 
especially during the past eight years, that the 
establishment of a "new order in East Asia" 
means the accomplishment of Japanese domination 
of "East Asia"; that military force is the 
implement by which that objective is to be 
accomplished; that consideration of the ' 
independence and integrity of China and possibly 
other eastern nations and of the rights and 
interests of other powers is not to be allowed 
to stand in the way of the accomplishment of 
the objective; and that the Japanese program 
of expansion envisages, in the minds of her 
leaders, hegemony over "East Asia" and the 
exclusion therefrom or the radical reduction 
of foreign political influence and economic 
enterprise in that area.

7 r7, //

FE:Vîncent:REK
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Statements of Policy by the Japanese Government 
or by Responsible Japanese Officials Indicating 
an Aggressive Desire and Intention to Expand

Both before and after Japanese occupation of Manchuria 

in 1931 and subsequent creation of "Manchukuo", one of the 

most oft-repeated phrases used by Japanese officials in 

justification of Japanese action was that Manchuria con

stituted Japan’s "economic lifeline".

In a statement issued to the press on April 17, 1934, 

the Japanese Foreign Office spokesman made inter alia 

assertions as follows:

"The special position of Japan in relations 
with China and the doctrines advocated by Japan 
with regard to China may not agree with the ideas 
of foreign nations but it must be realized that 
Japan is called upon to exert the utmost efforts 
in carrying out her mission in East Asia and fufe. 
filling her responsibilities.

"Japan will oppose any attempt of China to B 
avail herself of the influence of some other —; ü 
country to repel Japan, as it would jeopardize a? 
the peace of east Asia, and also will oppose any-0 
effort by China to resist foreigners by bringing 
other foreigners to bear against them."

In January, 1935, the Japanese Foreign Minister

(Hirota) enunciated what has come to be known as Japan’s 

"Three Point Program" with regard to China. The first 

point in the program calls for the cessation by China of 

all anti-Japanese acts and China’s active and effective

( economic
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(economic and political) collaboration with Japan.

On September 4, 1937, the Japanese Foreign Minister, 

in addressing the Diet, made the following statement:

"It is hardly necessary to say that the 
basic policy of the Japanese Government aims at 
the stabilization of East Asia through concilia
tion and cooperation between Japan, Manchukuo 
and China for their common prosperity and well
being . . . The urgent need at this moment is 
that we take a resolute attitude and compel 
China to mend her ways."

The Japanese Prime Minister, in addressing the same meet

ing of the Diet, made the following statement:

"At the present moment, however, the sole 
measure for the Japanese Empire to adopt is to 
administer a thoroughgoing blow to the Chinese 
Army so that it may lose completely its will to 
fight. And if, at the same time, China fails 
to realize its mistake and persists in its 
stubborn resistance our Empire is fully prepared 
for protracted hostilities until we accomplish 
our great mission of establishing peace in the 
Orient."

The reply of October 27, 1937, of the Japanese Govern 

ment to the invitation of the Belgian Government to attend 

the "Brussels Conference" contains the following statement 

"This (the action of the League of Nations 
in ’assuring China of its moral support* et 
cetera) seems to take no account of the just 
intention of the Imperial Government, who pro
pose to bring about a sincere cooperation be
tween Japan and China, to insure enduring 
peace in East Asia, and to contribute thereby 
to the peace of the world."

According to a press despatch from Tokyo which ap

peared in the Christian Science Monitor April 5, 1938, 

Mr. Ikeda, Japanese Minister of Finance, said that 

economic
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economic expansion was not the sole objective of Japan’s 

campaign in China; other considerations were involved.

In an address to the Japanese Diet on November 3, 

1938, the Japanese Prime Minister made the following state

ment :

"We should never mistake the meaning of the 
duty which we shoulder for establishing a new 
system based upon a moral foundation uniting all 
nations and peoples of the Orient. . . Japan, 
which is to undertake the construction of a new 
East Asia, has now entered the period of estab
lishing a new life among the people. In this 
sense the true war has just begun. To become a 
really great people we must proceed bravely and 
firmly toward the adjustments and construction 
of both domestic and foreign affairs."

The Japanese note of November 18, 1938, in reply to 

this Government’s note of October 6, contains the follow

ing two paragraphs:

"Japan at present is devoting her energy to 
the establishment of a new order based on genuine 
international justice throughout East Asia, the 
attainment of which end is not only an indispens
able condition of the very existence of Japan, 
but also constitutes the very foundation of the 
enduring peace and stability of East Asia.

"It is the firm conviction of the Japanese 
Government that in the face of the new situation, 
fast developing in East Asia, any attempt to 
apply to the conditions of today and tomorrow 
inapplicable ideas and principles of the past 
neither would contribute toward the establish
ment of a real peace in East Asia nor solve the 
immediate issues."

On December 19, 1938, the Japanese Minister for 

Foreign Affairs (Arita) made a statement to foreign cor

respondents, pertinent extracts from which are as follows:

"As
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"As has been made clear by the statement 
of November 3rd made by the Japanese Government, 
what Japan desires is the establishment of a new 
order which will ensure the permanent stability 
of East Asia; or in other words, the establish
ment of a relationship of mutual helpfulness and 
co-ordination between Japan, Manchoukuo and China 
in political, economic and cultural fields.

"That the formation of a closely co-operative 
relationship between the three countries is an 
imperious necessity is explained by the fact that 
it is, in its political aspect, a measure of self- 
defence against the Communist menace and of safe
guarding the civilization and culture of the Orient, 
and in its economic aspect, a measure of self- 
preservation in presence of the world-wide tendency 
to erect high Customs barriers and to employ econom
ic measures for political ends. . . .

". . . It is far from Japan’s thought to alm 
at excluding European and American economic activi
ties from East Asia.

"However, it is most natural and proper that 
the two neighbour nations closely bound together 
by the ties of race and culture — Japan, poor in 
natural resources and without a large domestic 
market, and China, still economically weak — 
should work together in order to ensure their 
independence as regards vital supplies as well 
as their markets in times of emergency, within 
those limits it must be admitted that the economic 
activities of the countries which lie outside the 
limits of East Asia would have to be regulated. 
In other words, it is imperative that the economic 
activities of other lowers should be subject to 
certain restrictions dictated by the requirements 
of the National defence and economic security of 
the countries grouped under the new order, and 
that no political privileges should be attached 
to those activities. The necessity of such re
strictions is recognized by ’all modern states,* 
including, I am sure, the British Empire and the 
United States. But even if these restrictions 
are put in force, there will remain vast fields 
of commercial and economic activity open to the 
people of other Powers."

On December 22, 1938, the Japanese Prime Minister

(Prince
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(Prince Konoe) issued a statement, pertinent extracts of 

which are as follows:

’’The Japanese Government are resolved, as 
has been clearly set forth in their two previous 
statements issued this year, to carry on the 
military operations for the complete extermina
tion of the anti-Japanese Kuomintang Government, 
and at the same time to proceed with the work of 
establishing a new order in East Asia together 
with those far-sighted Chinese who share in our 
ideals and aspirations. . .

"Japan, China and kanchoukuo will be united 
by the common aim of establishing the new order 
in East Asia and of realizing a relationship of 
neighbourly amity, common defence against Commun
ism and economic co-operation."

The following excerpts from the annual address of

the Japanese Prime Minister (Hiranuma) before the Japanese

Diet on January 21, 1939, are pertinent:

"To lay the foundation of East Asia’s 
prosperity and progress in the cooperation, 
political, economic and cultural, of Japan, Man- 
choukuo and China through full mutual understand
ing between the three countries, and in their 
actual relations of mutual helpfulness, neighbor
ly amity and solidarity, is, needless to say, to 
illustrate the very spirit in which our nation 
was founded. Therein lies Japan’s fixed national 
policy, which alone can insure the permanent peace 
of East Asia, and contribute thereby to the gen
eral advancement of the world.

* * * *

"... As for those who fail to understand 
to the end and persist even hereafter in their 
opposition against Japan, we have no other alterna
tive than to exterminate them. On the other hand, 
those who desire to cooperate toward the execution 
of our national policy and make of themselves 
pioneers of a new China, should be welcomed to 
take part in the historic enterprise of building 
up a new order in East Asia, and they should be

gladly
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gladly helped to rescue the. Chinese masses from 
misery and distress, and liberate them from the 
old bondage and prejudices.”

The Japanese Foreign Minister (Arita) also addressed the

Diet on January 21, 1939, and the following are pertinent

excerpts from his address:

”... What Japan desires is the creation 
of a new order which is to secure the permanent 
peace of East Asia, that is to say, the construc
tion of a new East Asia upon an ethical founda
tion, in which Japan, Manchoukuo and China, while 
each fully preserving her independence and indi
viduality, will stand united and linked together 
for active collaboration and mutual aid along all 
lines of political, economic and cultural activi
ties.

* * * *

"... But there is no doubt that the prin
cipal causes (of international anxiety and unrest) 
lie essentially in efforts to maintain a status 
quo which is actually not in accordance with 
justice and in attempts made from selfish motives 
to stifle the development and progress of newly- 
risen powers.”
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FROM------------- EP.fiC.heW------------------  (...B.ÇWA________ .) DATED _Marçh 6, 1939.
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations during the month 

of February, 1939.
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1. Japan.
a. Movements of Japanese airplanes 

warsEl'ro
Although Japanese airplanes continued to make 

flights over various parts of the consular district, 
no Incidents of boohing were reported during the month. 
On February 26, three Japanese bombers circled above 
Foochow for a few minutes and left without taking any 
action.

The Japanese warships anchored off Sharp Peak 
departed quietly early in the month.

b. Anti-Japanese activities.
A new conscription campaign, the first of the 

Chinese new year, was inaugurated on February It with 
much publicity and propaganda. The newspapers gave 
prominence to various volunteer units, among them being 
a large group of Formosans in the Changea district.
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The Kaufman Plan for Majority Rule Through “Printed Town Hall”
Every Law the Majority Desires—At Every Election—No More “Legislative Lag!’’ 

HE Cc.’V El Adopted by Twenty-Three States — Forty-Five Million Population
' 1 ~ 1 ' The Greatest Political Invention in Human History

W. H. Kaufman, Organizing Secretary ( FAR EAS
1939 APR I ! AM 11 2?Fa/her of the Direct Legislation Movement in U. S. A. 1

<49* *4- x n

1 x jfeox 299, Route 2, Bellingham, Wash., U. S. A. _________ ^2^___1939
\ &

Department of State ,
Washington ,D. C.

Sirs :
I very greatly desire copies of the cables and/or other 

correspondence between Secretary of State,Henry L. Stimson,and 
the British Foreign office re the invasion of Manchuria - (1921 
1932). If there are no available copies of the correspondence, 
I will be under great obligations for very brief condensations, 
with bill for transcription - not mov-e than 10 to 25 words 
per cable each way,as I am concerned as to DATES of the various 
cables.The British replies were,I think,made by Sir John Simon; 
but I have forgotten whether the correspondence was before or 
after the invasion started.

Thanking you in advance,! am,with best wishes,

Very truly yours,

793.94/I 4880
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In reply refer to 
RP 793.94/14880 April 24 <939

793.94/
I 4880

My dear Mr. Kaufman:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

April 7, 1939 in which you request copies of correspond*» 

once between Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson and the 

British Foreign Office regarding Manchuria. You refer 

in this connection to "British replies ... by Sir John 
Simon".

The Department of State has not issued any publica

tion containing correspondence such as you describe. 
There are enclosed, however, copies of the issues of the 

weekly printed Press Releases for January 30 and March 5, 
1932 containing on pages 97 and 240-242 respectively 

(1) a statement by Mr. Stimson referring to a recent 
discussion with the British Ambassador in regard to the 

crisis at Shanghai and (2) statements by Sir John Simon 

at a meeting of the Council of the League of Nations in 

which he referred to his having been in close consulta

tion with the American Government in relation to the 

conflict between China and Japan. While the Department .
can

Mr. W. H. Kaufman, ®
Box 299, Route 2, 

Bellingham, Washington.
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oan assume no responsibility for the accuracy of statements 

contained in publications which are not officialt it is 

suggested that you may care to consult Mr. Stimson's book 

The Far Eastern Crisis (New York, published by Harper and 

Brothers for the Council on Foreign Relations, 1936), which 

is available in the larger public libraries.

I am enclosing as of possible interest a copy of the 

pamphlet entitled Conditions in Manohurla, which contains 

the texts of communications between the Government of the 

United States and the Governments of China and Japan, of 

communications between the Government of the United States 

or its representatives and the League of Nations or its 

representatives, and of certain other documents pertaining 

to the controversy between China and Japan In relation to 

Manohurla.

Other publications dealing with Far Eastern affairs 

are enumerated on page 18 of the enclosed copy of the 

pamphlet Publications of the Department of State and on 

certain pages of the enclosed copy of price list 65, 

Foreign Relations of the United States. Remittances for 

publications named in the pamphlet and price list should 

be sent directly to the office of the Superintendent of 

Documenta, Government Printing Office, this city, who is 

the authorized distributor of Government publications.

Sincerely yours, ]T7rUX?of s
For the Secretary of State: slfQw^-1

(For enclosures. / '
see next page.) E. Wilder Spaulding

Assistant Chief, Division of
Research and Publication <
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Enclosures;

1. Press Releases (Publications 
Nos. 280 and 299).

2. Conditions in Manohuria.
3. Publications of the 

Department of State.
4. Prioe list 65.

OR ” 
APR 22 lD3d«

RPjWGjLAR 4/18/39
4/20/3^|/6 zr
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W,P,R28«î9 I G-& Digest of Information 
Jino-Japenese Situation 

Dareh 10»£4, 1939

I 
t

Divisie
FAB EASTEIWFAIRS

SAR 2 7193<
iDépaitoent of

states Situation Kep does not aocompany this repo

le

a. About itarch 19 the Japanese reamed the offensive on the 
Kurth Hangel front, enployiag two or three divisions. The ciu Hiver 
lino «es forced and an advance of acme IS nilos aede to the south. 
i»inrjltuneou»ly &n advance was eomenosd in the dirootion Lokl—CUnimç.

b. ’oinaldent with the above opération a Japnn-ass® offensive in» 
volvins possibly one division who launched in Chekiang province in the 
direction lwn^how-~Llnhwn. The Chien Tang Hiver has been crossed end 
considerable progress has been made.

e. Japanese pressure along the Han Mver has continued. The Hnn 
has been crossed in the vicinity of Chlukow end detacbnente are now 
wcartelng downstream on the west bank of the river. The Chinese profess 
to continue in ths belief that this operation is for the purpose of 
setting up a strategic flank guard for a push v& the Han valley to the 
northwest. Chlnwae relnforeenenta have been concentrated between the 
Han end lateag.

^ornent. The «b>ve throe operations once again would seen to 
Involve the Japanese Central China oomaod in a dispersion of effort 
and in comltmnt of effectives. Only the offensive against Klnhwe, 
which san out tho Iiangch<ne»-îlaMhajuj--Changaha hailway and sever tho 
trade route inland frtm enobow would seen to pranlse Important stra
tège results. The possibility exists that tho Japanese Central China 
aray Is seeking deliberately to tie up its forme and thus prevent 
their transfer to the Itarth China eomand for recificntloa work.

d. The Japanese have definitely garrisoned that part of Central 
ïlopei which has been the scene of recent pacification operations. It 
is also apparent that they have eanpertnented northern and eastern Shan
tung by occupying certain eeotions of the road net. Guerrilla activity 
in the above regions is detoi*iorating noticeably.

e. The results of the Jupeneae operation in northeastern KiangM 
province bave been oonflnad to tho capture of Haiohow. The Chiaeoe 
forces involved hove oseapad undemgad and are now causing considerable 
daaia<$s to tho Japanese garrisons in eastern ühaiitung* g

f. About isareh IB a considerable or^nissd force of Chinese troops, 
ooemnded by Tu haueh-chung advunoed fro® southern Hopei to the northeast

BKUSSiFiEO

latter, May 3, IÔJ 
«Xw NABS Date /

NTI4 >
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CONFIDENTLY

and is now threatening the Tsinan—Taian section of th® Tain«Fu Railway. 
This operation has been well and executed. Its obvious purpose 
is to take advantage of the denuding of the Tnla-Fu garrisons oconeloned 
by pacification opérations and to force a reoonoentmtion of the central 
Uopai garrisons. It is believed that it will be foirly effective in 
this direction. Honorer, if a Japanese reooncentrction is effected, 
Yu’s force should b® in groat danger unless he plans eventually to trans*, 
fora his troops into guerrillas. It is of interest to note that Yu’a 
army recently has been rwsored to be ripe for defaction to a Japanese» 
sponsored re.-'lae.

g. To date no confirmation has been received of widely reported 
large Male Japanese reinforcements to toieboukuo.

*>

a. It is reliably reported that the ifoai River railway bridge at 
1-eagpu has been reconstructed aM that the Taln-i’u Railway is now pre» 
pared to institute through truffle frc® Tientsin to Putoow. The Japanese 
also are reported to be building a new railroad line fron IfowM on the 
Tungpu Railway (5hanal) to Hotels.

b. On March S3 it was announced at Tsingtao that effhetive Kerch 
2» wharfage facilities heretofore denied foreign merchant vessels at 
that port would bo made available to a United extent.

e. In the Russo-Japanese fisheries dispute the oritioal date of 
&eroh lb passed without alanting developments. Press reports state 
that « ’’token” auction was held Ln Vladivostok on that date but that the 
bulk of the fishing lots were not sold. Apparently this natter will 
drag on ibr some tine suaid the usual wrangling* but neither side mu 
anxious to force th® issue.

d. In {forth China the eurreney and exohanfa issue continues coa- 
fused, t'oac progress ha® been ««de in forcing the federal Reserve Bank 
notes into circulation at the expense of Central Oowraurat notes, al» 
though the prohibition of the latter notes has been node effective only 
in large «sites of population wader Japanese control, and the value at 
the national currency has been unimpaired. To deal with the exchange 
problan, the Provisional Government announced severe Lnport restrictions 
on larch IB, which will result unquestionably in further inpairwent of 
our export trade to China. The continuing, if only partial, sueeeea of 
these fiscal Measures plus the progress achieved la peelfloat!on in 
Hopei la resulting in a growth of Chinese defeatim in the areas af
fected.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
RFP -----
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Chefoo via Peiping & NR
FROM La ted April 11, 1939

7:15 a.m.
April 12, 1939

FRIO 1939, 
psrtment of

■O.N.I. Ai'NÜ M-Lb

Secretary of State

Washington

April 11, 5 p.m.

Mixed land forces estimated at 500 men composed of 

one third Japanese two thirds Chinese under a Japanese 

with the Chinese name "Chang Tsung Yuan" arrived this 

morning at Chefoo coming overland from the Lungkow 

Hwanghsien region. The arrival of these troops by 

automobile indicates Shantung coast from Chefoo to the 

railway is now under Japanese control.

Sent to Peiping repeated, to Chunking and Tsingtao.

ROBERTS

HTM:CSB

793.94/14882
 

F
 / FG
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of April 11, 1939, from the American 

Consul at Chefoo reads substantially as follows:

That the coast of Shantung Province from Chefoo to 

the railway Is controlled now by the Japanese Is Indi

cated by the arrival at Chefoo by automobile on the 

morning of April 11 of a number of mixed land forces who 

came overland from the Lungkow Hwanghslen area. These 

forces under a Japanese bearing the Chinese name Chang 

Teung-yuan are estimated at 500 men, two-thirds of whom 

are Chinese and one-third Japanese.

793.94/14882
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00/14362 FOR _ Despatch # 552

FROM__ Hankow
TO

(.^ossel^n____ j DATED__

NAME 1—1127 ero

Sino-Japanese relations.
REGARDING: n .Conditions m Sinyang, Honan area during 

January, 1939. Encloses copy of memorandum 
of conversation with Rev. Sovik, reporting 
on -.

aa
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3
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.6362/75 Despatch # 259

FROM______ Tsingtao
TO

( Sokobin

NAME
-) DATED Feb. 28, 1939.

1—1127

REGARDING: T ~ - .. ..Japanese program for exploitation 
China’s Coal Resources: Report concerning -.

Of

793.94/ 14884

aa

FOR „
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Peiping via NR

A portion of this tele»-------—
gram must be closely / 
paraphrased before bein^.jQM 
communicated to anyone,-/ x 
(br) Jrr-jx

Dated April 13, 1930 

leceived 10:35 a.m, •

flFAB EASIER AFFAIRS W\ - qf
SEOrEtary of SUU, t ,pR1 , I93JJJJCU* .A/. - Y -”

•7^^

O.N.l. AND M.!Washington,

188, .'A^r^l 13, 4 p.m, (PLAIN) 
local press

The / published this morning the following 

Dome! news release dated Kaifeng, April eleven:

"Indicative of the much heralded April offensive, 

between five hundred and two thousand Chinese troops, 

equipped with trench mortars and machine guns, sud

denly attacked the town of Kaifeng, between one thirty 

o’clock and three o’clock this morning. The Chinese 

were repulsed by Japanese Garrison forces, who inflic

ted heavy losses on the Chinese, it is stated,"

According to a Reuter, report from Tokyo datfed 

April twelve published here today, these troops belonged

793.94/I 4885

to the Chinese Twenty-sixth Division under General; „

Tsun Tung Hsuan*. (END PLAIN)

A reliable American correspondent informed^this’ 

office yesterday afternoon that his Chinese associate 

in whom he places confidence haa received the follow

ing information indirectly from Japanese sources,

"A
T1 
0
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-2- #188, April 13, 4 p.m. from Peiping 

(GRAY) ”A serious coup occurred in Kaifeng, Honan 

on April 9 during a conference of the Pacification 

Commission which has its headquarters there. A number of 

the Pacification Commission’s Chinese troops suddenly 

staged a riot and fired at the Conference, killing the 

following six (out of a total of nine) members of the 

Commission; (one) General Hu Yu Kun, Chairman and hench

man of Marshall Wu Pei Fu, (two) General Fu Shun Ying, 

former Commander in the Northeastern Army, (three) 

General Hung Wei Kuo, former Secretary General of the 

Jehol Provincial Government, (four) General Cheng Hsi 

Hsien, former Shantung police chief, (five) Fan Pu 

Kiang and (six)Chen Tung Sheng.” (END GRAY)

The American correspondent states that he ques

tioned the Japanese military spokesman here in regard 

to this report; the spokesman replied that he has no 

official information on the matter but that he had re

ceived the same information from an unofficial report 

and he added ’’undoubtedly something has happened”. It 

is reliably reported that the chief of the Japanese 

special service section at Kaifeng returned to Peiping 

yesterday afternoon by plane.

Further information or confirmation will be reported 

if obtained.

(GRAY) The local Chinese press reported this 

morning that one thousand Chinese troops made another

attack



3 8 •
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-3- #188j April 13, 4 pirn*, from Peiping»

attack on Kaifeng morning of April 1§ and that 

fighting was very severe*

Repeated to Chungking* By air mail to Tokyo»

LOCKHART

CSB
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(cctHDmiAX,)

OJL£ZJLX*JLI.

a telegm® (no. 188) of April 13, less, fro® th» 

American ^beeay at Peiping reads substantially as 
folio?» »

On tbs morning of April 13 tbs press in Peiping 

published a Boeel nw© release, dated Kaifeng, April 11 
as follows

•Indicative of the much heralded April 
offensive, between five hundred and two thousand 
Chinese troops, equipped with trench i&ort&re and 
machine pins, suddenly attacked the town of 
Kaifenc, between one thirty o’clock and three 
©•clock this aomlng. The Chinese sere repulsed 
by Japanese garrison forces, who inflicted heavy 
losses on the Chinees, it is stated.•
According to a Renter report fro* Tokyo dated

April 12 published in Peiping on April 13, these troops 

belonged to the Chinese Twenty-sixth Dlvlsio® under 

General Teun Tung Hîmsn.
Cn the afternoon of April 12 the fertnssy was in

formed by a reliable Araeric-in news pape rsnn that hie 

Chinese associate whom he trusts has received, indi
rectly froa J'spaness, information as folloeei

*A serious coup occurred in Kaifeng, Honan, 
on April 9 during a conference of the deification 
Oosaisalcn which has its headquarters there. A 
number of the ftseifieetim ftMeiieeion*© Chinese 
troop® suddenly staged a riot and fired at the 
Conference, killing the following six (cut of a 
total of nine)meabera of the CoeaniEslonj (1) Gen
eral Hu Tu Kun, Chairman and henchman of Marshall 
tu Pei Ai, (2) General ?u Shun Tiw» former Gs»- 
smnder in the Northeastern Army, (3) General Hung

*ei
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«•1 Xuo. former Secretary General of the Jetai 
Provincial Ocmnwmt, (4) General Otang Hei fUlen» 
former Stantung police chief, (5) ht pu Kiana» 
and (6) Chen Tan.P Hhenp.*

In reply to inquiriee which the American oorro-
s pen dent states ta made of tta Japanese military epokee— 

•nan in Peiping oonoerning thio report, the spokesman 

said that althoagh ta was not officially informed is re-, 
tard to the matter ta tad an wBoffloial report to the 

san» effect and that esMething bad without doubt tap- 
pened. On the afternoon of April 13 the chief of the 

Japanese special servie® section at Kaifeng flew back 

to Peiping, aocordtng to reliable reporte» If confirma
tion of the shove or furttser information ie obtained it 

will be reported to the Dejartvaent»
Tta Qhinsse prêta in Peiping re ported on tta 

corning of April I* that one thousand <%inee« troops 
meds anottar attack on mfeng on the morninr of April la 

and that fighting *a» very oever®»

m.M/14385

£îc ■FE : Chri. s t ens on : HE8 
4-15
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

P AP OF. *
A portion of this telegram 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone (Br)

Secretary of State

Washington

258, April 13, 11 a.m:

FROM CHUNGKING VIA N.R.

(PLAIN) The information contained in paragraph one 

below digested from a letter dated Ja.nuary 14 from the

Reverend Walworth Tyng of the American Church Mission at 

Changsha, Hunan, is transmitted as of possible interest:

One. The fire which commenced at Changsha in the 

early hours of November 13, 1938, destroyed 85 percent of the 

business and 70 percent of the residential property of the 

city and suburbs, an idea of the appalling scope of the 

disaster may be gathered from the following: On the main
>h>’•a*,., 

street entending from a distance of two and one half miles So 

from the north to south gates the only buildings left intaciP & 

is the church of the American Church Mission; along the c- 

Slang River for a distance of two to three miles only the 

custom house and two foreign style buildings remain standing, 

five mission compounds were wholly destroyed including the 

Methodist Missionary Society (British), Svenska Kirkans 

Mission (Swedish), Norwegian Missionary Society and the 

Y. M. C. A. The Principal American mission properties such

as
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PAP -2- 258, April 13, 11 a.m. from Chungking 

as the Hunan Bible Institute, Yale in China, and the American 

Presbyterian Mission (all located in the suburbs) escaped 

destruction as did .the church compound of the China Inland 

Mission. The streets have been cleared of debris and many 

flimsy structures are being erected, basic food supplies are 

available and mail service has resumed. The population is 

estimated to total from thirty to fifty thousand compared with 

well over three hundred thousand prior to hostilities. (END 

PLAIN).

Two. The Changsha (-»), commonly described as the most 

devastating in the recent annals of China, is reliably re

ported to have occurred in consequence of orders issued by 

the garrison commander of the city, on the basis of uncon

firmed rumors that the Japanese vanguard was within a few 

miles of Changsha, to carry out a carefully prepared plan 

for the application of the "Scorched Earth" policy. The 

occurrence of this unfortunate debacle so infuriated General 

Chiang Kai Shek that he ordered the immediate execution of 

Ki and one other high ranking military officer and is generally 

given as the reason for the removal from the Provincial 

Chairmanship of Chang Chih'Chung.

Repeated to Peiping and Hankow.

PECK

HPD

(•») Apparent omission
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 258) of April 13, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows:

The Information contained in paragraph one below 

digested from a letter dated January 14 from the 

Reverend Walworth Tyng of the American Church Mission at 

Changsha, Hunan, is transmitted as of possible Interest:

The fire which commenced at Changsha in the early 

hours of November 13, 1938, destroyed 85 percent of the 

business and 70 percent of the residential property of 

the city and suburbs, an Idea of the appalling scope of 

the disaster may be gathered from the following: On the 

main street extending from a distance of two and one-half 

miles from the north to south gates the only building 

left intact Is the church of the American Church Mission; 

along the Slang River for a distance of two to three 

miles only the custom house and two foreign style build

ings remain standing, five mission compounds were wholly 

destroyed including the Methodist Missionary Society 

(British), Svenska Ilrkans Mission (Swedish), Norwegian 

Missionary Society and the Ï.M.C.A. The principal 

American mission properties such as the Hunan Bible

Institute^
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Institute, Yale in Chine, and the American Presbyterian 

Mission (all located in the suburbs) escaped destruction 

as did the church compound of the China Inland Mission. 

The streets have been cleared of debris and many flimsy 

structures are being erected, basic food supplies are 

available and mail service has resumed. The population is 

estimated to totel from thirty to fifty thousand compared 

vlth well over three hundred thousand prior to hostilities.

According to reliable information, orders issued by 

the garrison commander of Changsha were responsible for 

the fire in thet city which is generally described as the 

most ruinous in recent Chinese history. These orders were 

in pursuance of a carefully arranged plan for the applica

tion of the policy of the scorched earth and the basis 

for their Issuance was unconfirmed rumors to the effect 

that the vanguard of the Japanese Army was only a few 

miles from the city. The Generalissimo was so enraged 

because of this unfortunate stampede that he gave orders 

that two Bllitery officers of high rank, one being Ki, 

be executed immediately. The removal of Chang Chih-chung 

from the Chairmanship of the province is generally 

attributed to this unfortunate occurrence.

793.94/14886

4/14
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from .. Canton , Mve__
(-«ææs------------- .) DATED_____ March 10, 1939.

NAME .-H27 ...

^REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict; Situation report for month of Feb., 1939. /
t’S
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TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict: Situation report for month of Feb., 1939,

793.94/ 
14887
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«a. th. aurprta. landing ot Japan.,. m

1-nd la th. early ot
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of Hoihow (y^X?) and Kiungohow ( , the two largest

towns. Japanese reports indicate that the occupation «et 

with very little resistance from Chinese military forces. 

« foreign observer reported that probably less than six 

thousand Japanese troops were engaged in the operations. 

There was very little destruction of private property and 

the residents of both cities hrve returned In such numbers 

that the Japanese had difficulty in finding quarters for 

the troops, At the end of the month the Hainan campaign 

was still in progress with the Japanese endeavoring to 

seize all major points along the coast.

At noon on February 10th the port of Hoihow was closed 

by the Japanese authorities to all eormeroiel shipping, and 

on February 13th the Japanese asserted the seme control 

over the Chinese Maritime Customs at Hoihow as at Canton 

end took over the floating equipment of the Customs but 

did not interfere with the internal writing of the custom

house.* The Canton postal authorities have made arrange

ments with the Japanese authorities for the weekly trans

portation of mails between Canton and Hoihow.** 

Imediately following the occupation, a Japanese con

sulate was opened at Hoihow, Acting Consul Tadahlsa Mat- 

sudaire being temporarily in charge of the office, later 

in the faonth, the office was raised to a Consulate General 

end Hr. C. Uasatani was appointed the first Consul General.

On February 14th a spokesman of the Japanese Foreign 

Office stated that Japan has no territorial designs on 

Hainan Island but was occupying it only because of military 

necessity.
IVJUWt«TX

^elegraas tô Départaient Ao. 30 of Feb. £3,6 p.m. and ho. 3~ 
of Feb. 2b, 10 e.M.

♦♦Telegram to Department Ho. 31 of Fob. 24, 1 p.a.
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(b) MUltpy ^ctiyltles- In Canton .Artrn s
The military activities of Japanese forces in the 

Canton area were limited to minor engagements with Chinese 
irregulars and bandit units end apparently no attempts 

here ®tde toward enlarging the occupied territory. The 

number of b -tablng operations decreased and during the 

latter part of the lonth raids were uilnly confined to 

Kwangtung.

The military activities on the part of the Chinese, 

according to reports, were confined to reorganiwitlon of 

guerrilla units, and to preparations to resist 8 further 

advance of Japanese forces along the East end North rivers 

and an invasion of Kwangs! through I.ukhol ( ) or Yeujv?-
ko»£ (5^ yll). A Kw&ngai army is reliably reported to be 

in the vicinity of Shluhing. Reports of Chinese rirernft 

activities in and eround Canton ere believed to here been 

without foundation.

2. Great Britain:
<a) , j&U-Uafi-
During bombing operations at Shuachun on the Canton- 

Kowloon Hallway line, et about 11 s.m. on February 81st, 

two Japanese plenes invaded British leased territory end 

dropped bomba causing the death of an Indian police officer 

and fourteen civilians end demolishing e cook house along

side of a British block house, a Reuter’s report of February 

22nd stated that the Japanese Consul General at Canton on 
behalf of the Japanese military authorities had notified 

the British Consul General at Canton of the readiness of 
the Japanese Army to express deep regret for the incident 

and to pay damages for the destruction caused.
3... France•

7
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à Japanese source reported that the Japanese had 
occupied the Paracel Islands end that there were 270 
Japanese living In the islands engaged In phosphate 
exploitation and in fishing. The occupation hy the 
French of one of the Paracel Islands,which ere approximately 
in longitude llg° and latitude IS0 north, was reported 

to have taken place during July 1938 I political Report 
for July 1938, Page 4).
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RLCEiVED 
°*fiTMEN‘r f!? SlAIr 

Greenville

’939 APR !2 dm 5 51
Hon. Stanley K. Hornbeok,
Chief. Division Par Eastern Affairs, 
Washington D«, G.

- jMMUWbAÎÎÛNS 
AiïLi RECORDS

Dear Mr. Hornbeok,

I have been looking with no small degree of con

cern at the comments of Mr. Stimson and others,on the use made of 

the popular conceptions of the Sino-Japanese affair, in the dis

cussion of the Neutrality regulations, actual and proposed.

It is exceedingly unfortunate that such discussions are careè- 

carried on with no reference to the histesioal events and forces 

which created the situation to be dealt with. Mr. Stimsonfs 

reasons for refusing recognition to Manohukuo, were hased merely 

on his unwarranted aSBumtions, all M which were at variance with 

the facts and developments, but which he and those who assume 

that 4r. Stimson knew what he was talking about, have continuent© 

treat as if they were thoroughly established.

Is there no one who knows the real facts as to the status of

Manchuria in relation to China? It seems inexcusable for our 

newspapers, people and Government to persist in a hostile attitude 

to the only Eastern power which has never given any grounds for 

hostility, and to continue to abet China in their unwarranted antt 

Japanesd propaganda, which has been the largest item in bringing 

about the present conflict. See, Lin Yu T’ang’s arlticle in a 

late issue of the magazine "Asia". We are gratuitously créât- 

ing hostility where no grounds ftôr hostility exists, and burden- 
ing ourselves wit^éiilitary expenses for which there is no^eaaon 

except our own ineptitude. ~ p x.
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That Mr. Stimson should lend himself to propagating the fio- 
tion of danger from Japanese agression against America, is an un
pardonable exhibition coming from a man who had the opportunity of 
examining the facts before committing the country to so impostant 
a decision. Unspeakable harm is being done in a perfectly grat
uitous way, which should by all counts have been avtided.

To be obliged to sidnd aside and see such an unnecessary mis
fortune being gratuitously foisted on our people, is a most di st
tressing experience.

Jf'rom
T. J. League, 

114 Buiat Ave., 
Greenville S. C.

Yours repsectfully,
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April 10, 1939.

Dear Mr. League;

Your letter of April 6 on the subject of certain 

current discussions has reached mo in due course, and 

I am bringing it to the attention of appropriate 

officers of the Department.

Yours sincerely,

Stanley K. Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political Relations

793.94/
I 4888

Mr. T. J. League,

114 Bulst Avenue, 

Greenville, South Carolina.

APR 12 1939.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
Wk
FE

'Sy.,//
o
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

RFP
This tel Egram must be 
clos sty paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Secretary of State

Washington

April 13, 5 p.m.

Foochow via N. a. r ROM
Dated April 13, 1939

CONFIDENTIAL

My British colleague informs me that he has just 

received telegram from the British Consul at Amoy 

stating that the Japanese Consul there has privately 

(repeat privately) Informed him that a Japanese attack 

on Foochow will take place shortly.

A British worship arrived today unannounced at mouth 

of Min River and has not communicated with the local 

British Consul. Sent to Peiping. Repeated to 

Chungking, Shanghai.

ROWE

RR
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram of April 13, 1939, from 

the American Consulate at Foochow reads substantially 

as follows:
On April 13 a British warship arrived at the mouth of 

the Min River unannounced and has not gotten in touch with 

the British Consul at Foochow.

The American Consul has been informed by the British 

Consul that a telegram has just been received from the 

British Consul at Amoy to the effect that according to 

information received privately from the Japanese Consul 

at Amoy the Japanese will within a short time attack 

Foochow.

793.94/14689
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

NC
This telegram must bE 
closEly paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone. (BR)

Secretary of State

Washington

April 14, 11 a.m.

from Chungking via n. r.
Dated April 14, 1939

Rec’d 7:40 a-itu

Foochow’s April 13, 5 p.mi, Japanese attack on

Foochow.

If you have not already done so please communicate 

this information to the Commander -in-Chief. Sent to 

Shanghai, repeated to Peiping.

PECK
RR
WWC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

c„ 893.00 P.R. Shefoo/143 ___ #46 to Embassy
but,---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- r Un _--------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------

FROM _____ ChefOO.._.................................. ( _______ ) DATED ..._^rCh.l°^_1939.

JO NAME 1—1127 «PO

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese situation: developments for the month of 

February, 1939.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Teiping via N. RMA

A portion of this telegram
must h£ closely paraphrasqâROM Dated April 14, 1939 
before being communicated to 
anyone

Washington

•/)

b a.m., 15tha.m

Secretary of Stats'

189, April 14, 4 p.m

Peiping’s 188 April 13, 4 p.m. //¥&ÿ£

One. A Chinese informant close to Marshal Wu Pei Fu 

who has hitherto proved reliable confidentially informed the 

American correspondent mentioned in PeiDing's 188, that 

General Hung Wei Kuo and General Cheng Hsi Hsien returned 

to Peiping yesterday; the informant would not give details 

of the reported coup d'etat but indicated that General 

Hu Yu Kun and a number of other Chinese attached to the

793.94/14892

Pacification Commission had been killed and that the attack

on these men had been coordinated with the attack by 

Chinese troops on Kaifeng.

Two. It has been ascertained confidentially that 

the Peiping CHRONICLE local English language newspaper 

received orders yesterday not to mention the "flooding 

of the Tatung mines". These important coal mines located 

west of Kalgan on the Peiping Suiyang Railway are shaft mines 

with considerable underground seepage and it is understood “0 

that the water pumps were wrecked by guerrillas». £3 “H

Three
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MA -2- telegram # 189, April 14, 4 p.m. from Peiping via N.R

Three. It has also been learned confidentially that 

the Japanese press control bureau in Peiping informed 

local Chinese newspapers yesterday that it Would soon 

release (Gray) the ’’news about the attack on Hsuchowfu”. 

It is reported that no through trains on the Peiping Pukow 

Railway have gone through for three days; this morning the 

local Japanese tourist bureau would not sell tickets on this 

line beyond Techow, northern Shantung.

Four. According to local Chinese reports, the Tungpu 

Railway in Shansi is broken and the Chengtai Railway is 

broken in two places about forty miles west of Shihchiachwang 

near the Chinghsin coal mines; also that fighting occurred 

yesterday at Tinghsien on the railway between Peiping and 

Paotingfu although the railway was apparently not cut^ 

An American traveller who arrived in Peiping yesterday 

from Shansi stated that the train on which she travelled 

to Shihchiachwang was held up several hours by a break 

near ..Yutze, reportedly caused by guerrillas, and that on 

the following day no trains arrived at Shihchiachwang from 

Taiyuan, indicating further and more serious breaks.

Five. The Japanese military state that the Chinese 

"April offensive” has been repulsed but it seems evident 

that operations of Chinese troops and guerrillas in the 

so called occupied zone are causing considerable damage.

Repeated to Chungking, text by air mail to Tokyo.
LOCKHART

CSB
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

^FIDE^

A telegram (no. 189) of April 14, 1939, from the “ 

American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially as follows:

According to confidential Information received by 

the American newspaperman referred to in the Embassy’s 

telegram no. 188 of April 13, by a Chinese who has proved 

reliable in the past and who has close contact with 

W Pei-fu, Generals Cheng Ilsl-hsien and Hung Wei-kuo 

returned on April 13 to Peiping. Although the informant 

would not give detailed information in regard to the 

reported coup d’etat at Kaifeng he intimated that a number 

of Chinese connected with the Pacification Commission, 

including General Hu Yu-kun, had been killed and that the 

attack on these Chinese had been timed to coincide with 

the attack on Kaifeng by Chinese troops.

It is understood that guerrillas wrecked the water 

pumps in the Important Tatung coal mines. These mines 

which are shaft mines with a great deal of underground 

seepage are located on the Peiping Suiyuan Railway west 

of Kalgan. Confidential Information has been received 

to the effect that on April 13 the Peiping CHRONICLE 

(English language newspaper in Peiping) was ordered to 

make no mention of the flooding of the Tatung mines. 

Confidential information has also been received to the 

effect that on April 13 Chinese newspapers in Peiping 

were informed by the Japanese press control bureau there

that
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that soon it would make known the «news about the attack 

on Esuchowfu". It is reported that no through trains on 

the Peiping Pukow Bailway have gone through for three 

days; on the morning of April 14 the Japanese tourist 

bureau in Peiping would not sell tickets on this line 

beyond Techow, northern Shantung.

According to local Chinese reports, the Tungpu 

Bailway in Shansi is broken and the Chengtai Railway is 

broken in two places about forty mllea west of Shihchiachwang 

near the Chinghsin coal mines; also that fighting occurred 

on April 13 at Tinghslen on the railway between Peiping and 

Paotingfu although the railway was apparently not cut. 

An American traveler who arrived in Peiping on April 13 

from Shansi stated that the train on which she traveled 

to Shihchiachwang was held up several hours by a break 

near Yutze, reportedly caused by guerrillas, and that on 

the following day no trains arrived at Shihchiachwang from 

Taiyuan, indicating further and more serious breaks.

The Japanese military state that the Chinese 

"April offensive" has been repulsed but it sems evident 

that operations of Chinese troops and guerrillas in the 

so-called occupied zone are causing considerable damage.

4CiFE:E®C:REK 
4/18/39
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
AC —
A portion of this 
telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi
cated to anyone. (Br.)

Yunnanfu vi'a Chungking 
from and N. R.

Dated April 14, 1939

yesterday afternoon. First group consisting of 

fourteen plants bombed the city and then attempted to 

bombard air field but missed. After the departure of

the first group a second group of five bombers appeared

and bombed the field. Damage in the city is reported to 

have been extensive. No first hand reports have as yet 

been received but loss of life is believed to have been 

slight. The railway station at Mengtz (on Chinese 

owned branch line) and neighboring villages were also 

bombed. At the time of the first raid it is reliably 

reported that all the Chinese training planes, cadets and 

instructors (including four Americans) were on the field 

as they had had almost no warning. Between the first 

and second raids the planes were able to take off so
w 

that when the second raid came the field was empty. ^7 

Aviation officials here are convinced the Japanese 

bombers came via Indo-China in order to avoid Chinese

793.94/
I 4893

information
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AC - 2 - April 14, noon from Yunnanfu

Information network.

It is reported here that a Eurasia plane en route 

from Hannoi to Yunnanfu encountered Japanese planes 

(presumably the second group of bombers mentioned 

above) as it crossed the border into China and was 

forced down by them. It made an emergency landing in 

northern Indo-China near Laokay. The pilot is reported 

to have received a slight head wound. END GRAY

Confidential. I am informed that the plane was 

transporting important archives of the Central Bank of 

China including international financial documents which 

are being transferred from Hong Kong to an interior city 

of Yunan. Repeated to Peiping, Hong Kong.

MEYER
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
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( CONFIDENTIAL) "

JL A RAPHRASB

A telegram at April 14, 1939, from the American 

Consul at Yunnanfu reads substantially as follows:

On the afternoon of April 13 nineteen Japanese 

bombers visited Mengtz. The first group consisting of 

fourteen planes bombed the city and then attempted to 

bombard air field but missed. After the departure of 

the first group a second group of five bombers appeared 

and bombed the field. Damage in the city is reported to 

have been extensive. No first hand reports have as yet 

been received but loss of life is believed to have been 

slight. The railway station at Mengtz (on Chinese-owned 

branch line) and neighboring villages were also bombed. 

At the time of the first raid it is reliably reported 

that all the Chinese training planes, cadets and instruc

tors (including four Americans) were on the field as they 

had almost no warning. Between the first and second 

raids the planes were able to take off so that when the 

second raid came the field was empty. Aviation officials 

in Yunnanfu are convinced the Japanese bombers came via 

Indochina in order to avoid Chinese information network.
It la reported in Yunnanfu that a Eurasia plane en 

route from Hannai to Yunnanfu encountered Japanese planes 

(presumably the second group of bombers mentioned above) 

as it crossed the border into China and was forced down 

by
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by them. It made an emargenoy landing in northern Indo

china near Laokay. The pilot is reported to have received 

a alight head wound.

International financial documents and other important 

archives of the Central Bank of China which are being 

transferred to a city in the interior of Yunnan Province 

from Hong Kong were being carried by the Eurasia plane, 

according to information received by the American Consul.

793.94/14893

Mt, 
FE:EfcC:JTS 
4-17
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
AC -----------------
A portion of this tele
gram must be closely para-p.RQM 
phas e<T',obef or e being communicated 
to anyone. (Br.)

Hankow via N. R

Washington

Secretary of State

Rec’d 3:0

7 193H

Dated April 3-5, 1939

Di vit

FAfl E4STJ

D^artment tt

90, April 15, 1 p.m, ■
(GRAY) There has been here during^the past few

days greater military activity than

the Japanese occupation. There has

conceal these military activities

any observed since

been no attempt to

The movement is

similar to that which was noticeable at Kiukiang prior 

to the Nanchang offensive, although on a slightly larger 

scale. Most of the arriving Japanese troops who have

been seen are apparently newly outfitted. These mili

tary preparations are believed to presage an offensive 

in the Han Rivei' sector and operations against the 

Chinese forces in the vicinity of Hankow who are re

793.94/I 4894

ported to have increased in number and to have enjoyed 

recent minor successes.

Two. There has been likewise during the past few

days much political activity. General Merioka has 

returned from Shanghai and has been holding a series of 

conferences with high military officials stationed here
*Ti

and from elsewhere. It is reported that he has since
>

s ecr etly
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AC - 2 - #90, April 15, 1 p.m., from Hankow 

secretly left for Tokyo for a confErEncE on policy. 

It is announced that a municipal government is to be 

established at Wuhan on April 25 hEadEd by Ch^ng Jen 

Li, 13th son Of the ceIEbrat Ed VicEroy, Chang Chih 

Tung. (END GRAY)

Three. A JapanESE military source insists that 

Wu PeI Fu is duE herE very shortly on a political mis

sion. Wu’s followers in this city continue, however, 

to deny that he will cooperate with the Japanese (my 

March 25, 10 a.m.). The same Japanese military source 

intimated that the Japanese interpose no fundamental 

objection to connection Wu is said to have with Chiang 

Kai Shek and suggested that the administration of at 

least Central China would have to be ultimately en

trusted to the Chinese.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai.

JARVIS
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 90) of April 15, 1939, from the 

American Consulate General at Hankow reads substantially 

as follows :

During the past few days there has been greater 

military activity in Hankow than has been observed at 

any time sinoe the Japanese occupation. There has been 

no attempt to conceal these military activities. The 

movement is similar to that which was noticeable at Klu- 

klang prior to the Nanohang offensive, although on a 

slightly larger scale. Most of the arriving Japanese 

troops who have been seen are apparently newly outfitted. 

These military preparations are believed to presage an 

offensive in the Han Hiver sector and operations against 

the Chinese forces in the vicinity of Hankow who are re

ported to have increased in number and to have enjoyed 

recent minor successes.

There has been likewise during the past few days 

much political activity. General Merioka has returned 

from Shanghai and has been holding a series of conferences 

with high military officials stationed in Hankow and from 

elsewhere. It is reported that he has sinoe secretly left 

for Tokyo for a conference on policy. It is announced 

that a municipal government is to be established at Whan 

on April 25 headed by Chang Jen Li, 13th son of the cele
brated
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brated Viceroy Chang Chih-tung.

Although the supporters of Wu Pei-fu in Hankow keep 

on denying that Wu will cooperate with the Japanese, a 

member of the Japanese military insists that very soon 

Wu will be in Hankow on a mission connected with political 

matters. This same Japanese suggested that it would be 

necessary finally to turn over to the Chinese the adminis

tration of Central China at least and he left the impres

sion that the Japanese have no fundamental objection to 

the connection which Wu Pei-fu is said to have with the 

Generali ssimo•

793.94/14894
feS^zjps
4-17
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must bE 
cierâEly paraphrased be-ROM
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (br)

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

April 15, 4 p.m.

Foochow via N. R.

Reference is made to my telegram of April 13, 5 p.m., *4
CD

nine Japanese warships carrying an unknown number of CM

aircraft are reported to have arrived at mouth of Min CD

River within the past twenty-four hours. This Morning an 

airplane dropped two bombs at Pagoda anchorage six miles •£» 
CD

from Foochow killing a woman and a child but doing slight CO 
tn

property damage. The airplane then flew over Foochow for 

a short time before returning.

All middle schools in Foochow have been ordered by 

the Government to move out of the city by the end of April.

It is rumored that the Japanese are attempting to make 

a landing at Chuanchow between here and Amoy and that 

fighting is in progress.

The British Consul informs me that he has received

one radio message from the British warship anchored off 

Sharp Peak reading "can we do anything?" He has asÿ-^d^J; 

to stand by. Ct fe*

Due to atmospheric conditions the naval radio station 

at this Consulate has been unable to contact the Destroyer
at Swatow
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MA -2- tElEgram # -, April 15, 4 p.m. from Foochow via N.R 

at Swatow since yesterday 6 p.m. and all messages are 

consequently delayed.

Sent to Peiping, Shanghai and Chungking.

ROWE

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GPO From

MA . Foochow via NÆ.
This PElegram must be ' ’ z
closeljr paraphrased Dated Aoril ^5,1939
before being communicated JT
to anyone. (Br) Rec»d llio/a.m.

Secretary of State /

Washington /

April 15, X p.m. /

Reference isymade to my te/egram of April 13, 5 p.m., 

nine Japanese warshrbs carryingr an unknown number of aircraft 

are reported to have arrived Zt mouth of Min River within 

the past twenty four hours./This morning an airplane 

dropped two bombs at PagoW anchorage six miles from 

Foochow killing a woman amck a child but doing slight 

property damage. The ^.rplaiQE then flew over Foochow for 

a short time before ZeturninX.

All middle schools in Foo\how have been ordered by 

the Government to/move out of theXcity by the end of April.

It is rumored that the Japanese are attempting to make 

a landing at Onuanchow between here a\d Amoy and that 

fighting is Zn progress. \

The British Consul informs me that he has received 

one radier message from the British warship anchored off 

Sharp Mak reading "can we do anything?” He has asked it to 

stand/>y. ,
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

PARAPHRASE ^HKNTIAL

A telegram of April 15, 1939, from the American

Consul at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

The Government has ordered that all middle schools 

in Foochow move from the city by the last of this month. 

There are rumors to the effect that the Japanese are try

ing to effect a landing at Chuanchow (between Amoy and 

Foochow) and that fighting is going on now. It is report

ed that on April 15 or the night of April 14 nine Japanese 

warships carrying an unknown number of airplanes reached CM 

the mouth of the Min River. An airplane bombed Pagoda 

Anchorage with two bombs on the morning of April 15. 

Little damage was inflicted on property but a child and 

a woman were killed. Pagoda Anchorage is six miles from X5 

Foochow. )

Since six p.m. on April 14, the naval radio station 

at the Consulate has not been able to make contact with 

the destroyer at Swatow on account of atmospheric condi

tions. All messages have been delayed as a result. The 

Consul has been informed by the British Consul that he 

has received from the British war vessel anchored off 

Sharp Peak one message asking whether It could do any

thing. The British Consul has asked that it remain in

readiness.

793.94/14895
* FE:EGC:JPS 
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Secretary of State

Foochow* s

April 15

and state

GRAY

V/ashington
AFFAIRS

Please furnish the

PEIPING VIA N. R

Dated April 16, 1939

April 16, 1

Rec’d 3J1Q, p.m. 15th

From

Commander in Chief”par”ap ase of

priority April 14, 10 p.m., and its priority

4 p.nij, both received here at 11 p.m. April 15th

that the Embassy suggests that he consider the

availability of sending a naval vessel to Foochow to

render such assistance to the Consulate as the Commander of

the vessel and the Consul may deem necessary and feasible

under the conditions existing there

SENT TO SHANGHAI
S ent ~to 'shanghai .

Repeated to Chungking and Foochow for the Commander in

Chi e.f o
CSB
DDM

LOCKHART



In addition, and among other things, point 
might be made that Mr. Lysons falls into the 
common error of failing to distinguish between 
action (or lack of action) of the United States^ 
and action (or lack of action) by American 
nationals. If the American Government were 
shipping arms, munitions, etc., to Japan, 
instead of its being merely American nationals 
who are doing so (in the absence of any pro- sxj 
hibition either in the treaty or in our laws), N) 
there might be a stronger basis for Mr. 
Lysons’ argumentation.

C
However, regardless of the^yalidity of 

Mr. Lysons’ thesis, the memorandum which Mr. 
Lysons has submitted contains a very interest
ing discussion of the background of the Nine 
Power Treaty and other matters relating to 
that treaty and is well worth careful reading 
by way of refreshing our memories and adding 
to our familiarity with points which have arisen 
or may arise in connection with interpretation 
and application of that-treaty.

Stanley Hornbeck

PA/HîSKH:ZMK
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DEPARTMENT(JFSTMÏThe counselor

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

versation yesterday afternoon of more than two hours in

which the author of the brief, Mr. Lysons, Senator Schwellenbach,

Dr. Hornbeck and I took part

The heart of Mr. Lysons’ statement is his contention that

because the Mine Power Treaty obligates our Government to re

spect the sovereignty et cetera of China and to provide the

opportunity for China to develop and maintain an effective

and stable government, it is within the authority of the Pres-

■Hornbeck indicated

E»
C

ident to take such steps as he may deem proper to restrain

or control Japanese aggression in China. Hornbeck and I

gorged that no such
IÉlàust be dealt with

authority exists and that the situation

by Congress if it

that sometime ago

clusion

I promised that I would discuss

is dealt with at

you reached that

all

con

the subject with you

for the purpose of obtaining your definite opinion and then

793.94/1 4897 
F/ FG 

z

to put me in position to do this as soon as possible since

C RWM:AEM

Mr. Lysons* stay in Washington is limited

communicate with Senator Schwellenbach, and I will^thank you

F7 ?
^3 ‘

Yours very sincerelyyi ' 

to
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The Legal Adviser

W
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2>& 1 ' ' I ‘>Apr 11 13,
1 i '■4riûws .a*-' •

- Mr* M0°re: ( APR 14 1839

I do not consider that the position taken in the^memo- _Z
•^MOOgSZTl 

randum submitted by Mr. Lysons is tenable.

The provision in numbered paragraph (1) of Article I 

of the treaty obligating the Contracting Powers "To respect 

the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and 

administrative integrity of China" is an undertaking by each 

party to the treaty, other than China, to respect the sov

ereignty, etc. It does not constitute an obligation on 

the part of each to see to it that all the other parties 

shall observe the provision.

The meaning of the provision in numbered paragraph (2) 

of Article I referred to by Mr. Lysons, under which the 

parties to the treaty agree "To provide the fullest and 

most unembarrassed opportunity to China to develop and 

maintain for herself an effective and stable government" 

is a little less certain. The question at once arises 

as to how the Powers expected to provide China with the (
■'"'H opportunity mentioned. The answer, in so far as it is X U 

indicated, is to be found in other provisions of the treaty.

By the same Article I the Powers undertook to use their 

influence for the purpose of establishing and maintaining 

the
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the principle of equality of opportunity for the commerce 

and industry of ’’all nations” throughout the territory of 

China, and to refrain from taking advantage of conditions 

in China in order ”to seek special rights or privileges 

which would abridge the rights of subjects or citizens of 

friendly States, and from countenancing action inimical to 

the security of such States”.

By Article II the Powers agreed not to enter into any 

treaty or arrangement among themselves, or with any Power or 

Powers, "which would infringe or impair the principles stated 

in Article I."

In Article III it was agreed that in order to apply 

more effectually the principles of the Open Door in China 

for the trade and industry of all nations, the Contracting 

Powers would not seeknor support their nationals in seeking 

(a) any arrangement which might purport to establish in 

favor of their interests any general superiority of rights 

with respect to commercial or economic development in any 

region of China; and (b) any monopoly or preference which 

would deprive the nationals of any other Power of the right — 

to undertake any legitimate trade or industry, or to par

ticipate with the Chinese Government or local authorities 

"in any category of public enterprise.”

By Article IV the Powers agreed not to support any 

agreements by their nationals designed to create Spheres of

Influence
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Influence or to provide for the enjoyment of mutually ex

clusive opportunities in parts of Chinese territory. By 

Article VI they agreed to respect China's rights as a 

neutral in time of war to which China is not a party, and 

by Article VIII they agreed to invite other countries having 

treaty relations with China to adhere to the treaty.

It was by means of these various undertakings, and 

perhaps others not expressed, that the Powers were to pro

vide "the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to 

China to develop and maintain for herself an effective and 

stable government". The agreement was in the nature of 

a mutual undertaking. It is not believed that it could 

successfully be maintained that the United States or any 

other Contracting Party took upon itself the duty of seeing 

to it that the undertakings should be carried out except 

in the manner provided in Article VII of the treaty, that 

is to say, to communicate with each other in a "full and 

frank" manner whenever a situation arises which, in the 

opinion of any one of them, involves the application of 

the stipulations of the treaty. But however this may be, 

the treaty does not give the President authority to place 

an embargo on the shipment of commodities to Japan. He 

could, of course, declare if he should so desire that the 

treaty is being violated by Japan and call upon the exporters 

not to ship commodities, but his action would not have the

force
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force of law and. might or might not be observed by shippers. 
Moreover, such a step by the President might have far-reaching 

consequences in the relations between the United States and 
Japan. It is a step which, in my opinion, should not be 

undertaken without Congressional authorization. What I 
have just said, of course, has no bearing on the authority 

of the President to embargo the shipment of arms, ammunition, 

and implements of war in the event that he should find that 
a state of war exists in the Far East.

Le 894.34/ . 
GHH.-AD
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Analysis of today's Far East war and the European 

threat of world war is convincing of the potency of the 

Nine power Treaty as the all-sufficient vehicle of return

ing the world to the avenues of peace.

This analysis discloses a concert of action be

tween Japan, Germany and Italy, and its effectiveness.

Timed to correspond with the moves of Italy or 

Germany in sections of central Europe where obstacles 

might be interposed by Russia, Britain or France are 

Japan's moves and threats against the Far East interests 

of these respective powers — Siberia, Hong Kong and 

Indo China, rendering these powers impotent against the 

madmen of central Europe and enabling them to continue 

their ruthless march almost at will.

This is the story of their accomplishments of 

today, to be continued tomorrow and so long as this 

see-saw is permitted to function.

The result? World conouest, economic and 

Military, by this triumverate.

The preventive?

Stop Japan. This for a two-fold reason — 

its ease of accomplishment and the fact that Japan is 

the base, and her fall will be the fall of the tri

umverate .

The means of employing the Nine Power Treaty- 

in this accomplishment are simple.
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Article I of the Treaty, paragraphs 1 and 2,

impose upon the signatories, including the united States, 

these obligations:

(1) "To respect the sovereignty, the independence, 
and administrative integrity of China."

(2) "To provide the fullest and most un
embarrassed opportunity to China to develop and 
maintain for herself an effective and stable 
government."

By Article VI of the Constitution that instrument, 

together with all duly enacted laws and treaties, are declared 

to be "the supreme law of the land."

By decisions of the Supreme Court a treaty:

"Operates of itself, without the aid of any 
legislation, state or national." Asakura v.
City of Seattle, 265 U.S. 332 (68 L. Ed. 1041)

"Is to be construed in a broad and liberal spirit, 
and where two constructions are possible, one re
strictive of rights that may be claimed under it 
and the other favorable to them, the latter is to 
be preferred." Asakura v. City of Seattle 
(supra)•

"Is to be executed in the utmost good faith, with 
a view of making effective the purpose of the 
high contracting parties." Sullivan v. Kidd, 
254 U.S. 433-468.

"Binds the nations and all the subjects and 
citizens thereof." Poole v. Fleeger, 11 peters 
U.S. 185-209.

Background of the Treaty

In such enactments, knowledge of all possibly 

influencing historical events prior to and contemporaneous 

therewith, is of as great — or greater — weight in seeking 

its true meaning, than is the bare analysis of the words of 

the enactment. (63 Cyc 857)

Such events of official knowledge leading up to l 

the enactment of this treaty were;

-2- • '
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(a) Japan's 21 Demands on China of 1915, aimed at 
taking over the sovereignty and integrity of China 
and destroying her independence.

(b) The secrecy of these demands and Japanis denial 
that she was approaching China on any political sub
ject whatever.

(c) That Japan, when cornered, gave out a completely 
false statement of the nature of these demands, in
dicating their purpose to be friendly cooperation with 
and assistance to China.

(d) That Japan's illegitimate designs on China through 
these demands had been temporarily halted by president 
Wilson's ultimatum of May 13, 1915.

(e) That Japan had consistently held to its official 
program of 1914 (forerunner of the 21 Demands, and 
which program became public through the official 
Memorial of the Japanese Black Dragon Society) to 
create disturbances throughout China by encouraging 
and financing war-lordism and other uprisings, and 
promoting smuggling to the deprivation of China's 
revenues, pledged to liquidate foreign loans.

All this with the expectation that this would 
bring Japan the "opportunity to alter China's re
publican form of government into a constitutional 
monarchy which shall necessarily be identicalin all 
its details to the constitutional monarchy of Japan," 
(quoting from the Memorial) with Japan (as further 
programmed in the Memorial) in an advisory capacity 
in all departments of the government, civil, political, 
educational, military, and financial.

(f) Of the Lansing-Ishii Agreement of 1917, slyly 
imposed upon the United States.

In addition to these matters of official record the

Conference knew;

(g) That Japan, following the World War, was prepar
ing to move in on China under these demands; and that the 

World War had enriched her to a degree enabling her 
to advance these designs, while the other war par
ticipants had been impoverished to a degree render
ing them impotent to stay her hand.

(h) That the necessity of balking Japan's program 
against China was the motivating cause for the 
Washington Conference, and was the reason for in
cluding Belgium, Portugal, and the Netherlands in 
the call.

(i) Of the Vicompte Ishiii statement of 1914 and the 
1917 statement of Vicompte Motono, Japanese minister 
of foreign affairs, that "the creation of a large and

-3-
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efficient Chinese army would be a serious question for 
J ap an."

(j) That the Lansing-Ishii Agreement of 1917 recogniz
ing the special concession to Japan in limited dis
tricts in China, was immediately promulgated by Japan 
with the false interpretation that the agreement was 
not for "some special concession to Japan in these or 
other parts of China, but Japan's special position in 
China as a whole." e

(k) That Japan's program of studied deception and 
fraud in conduct involving China had been confirmed 
in the May, 1918, statement of Marquis Okuma, author 
of the 21 Demands, that "morality and sincerity do 
not govern a country's diplomacy, which is guided by 
selfishness, pure and simple."

(1) That, as stated in 1918 by Thomas F. Millard, 
famous Shanghai correspondent of American and British 
newspapers, "students of politics and conditions in 
the Far East, and foreigners who live there, almost 
without exception, feel that unless that part of the 
world is somehow relieved from the pressure of the 
imperial amibitons of Japan, another war, which beyond 
doubt will involve several of the western powers in
cluding America, is inevitable; and that it was con
sidered by them as "a part of the business of the 
United States for its own security, if for no other 
motive, to help settle it rightly."

(m) That, as further stated by Mr. Millard, "of late 
years the right of foreigners to do business in Japan, 
has been made largely nominal by the enforcement of 
interpretations and regulations that compel them to 
take the Japanese into partnership," later squeezing 
out the foreign partners.

(n) That the realization of Japan's program, perhaps 
even the undertaking of it with prospects of success, 
would lead to another world war, the Orient being a vir
gin field as the base for realignment of international 
political and trade conditions.

(o) That Japan's subjugation of China by whatsoever 
means, from the deceptions of diplomacy, as in the 21 
Demands, to uncontrolled military attack, as in forcing 
withdrawal of its anti-Japanese trade boycott, meapt 
Japan's regimentation of China's raw materials and 
horde of almost wagelese workers; and that Japan's 
control of world trade, thus portended, meant the 
reduction of Occidental labor to a choice between 
unemployment and degradation to Asiatic standards of 
wages and living.

(p) That japan charged chiefly against the United 
States the responsibility for the obstacles thrown in 
the way of its program in China, these charges being v

-4-
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so belligerent and war provocative that the United 
States adopted a policy of appeasement toward Japan, 
first taking form in our Immigration "Gentlemen's 
Agreement" of the Roosevelt Administration which, in 
our Immigration Act of 1921, was translated into 
legislative enactment; of Secretary of State Bryan's 
appeal to the California Legislature against the en
actment of the anti-Japanese school attendance 
legislation.

(q) Of the Lansing-Ishii Agreement as part of this 
policy.

Summing up these and many similar known circumstances, 

the Conference knew of Japan's unalterable and defiant pur

pose to take over the sovereignty of China either qt the ex

pense of world war or with that as the result.

In this atmosphere and with the rare statesmanship

of the Conference, the world, having full appreciation of the 

demands of the situation, and particularly of Japan's perfidy 

and untrustworthiness, had the right to expect from the Con

ference, an effectual block of Japan's purpose, a block de

pendent in any degree neither upon Japan's will nor subject 

to her stay; a block under the full and exclusive control of 

the other obligors of the treaty or any one of them.

The Nine power Treaty met this expectation.

Interpretation of the Treaty.

In the light of the knowledge thus shed, and of the

Constitutional provision and the court decisions, let us seek 

the interpretation of the first clause of Article I of the 

Treaty, which obligates the signatories:

"To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the 
territorial and administrative integrity of China."

"Sovereignty" is defined as the "supreme authority"

of the state. 33 CJ 395.

According to Chief Justice Marshall, "it is susceptible

-5-
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of no limitation not imposed by itself" * * * all excep

tions to the full and complete power of a nation within its own 

territories must be traced up to the consent of the nation it

self. They can flow from no other legitimate source." 

Schooner Exchange v. McFaddon, 7 Cranch 116.

"Respect" is defined in the dictionary "to hold sacred 

or inviolable; as, to respect the sanctity of a house of 

worship."

Does one respect the sanctity of a house of worship by 

going into that house unbidden, taking over the services and 

conducting them against the will of the membership? Or re

spect the sovereignty of a nation through similar misconduct?

Does one respect the sovereignty of a nation by going 

into that nation against its sovereign will and forcibly taking 

over its affairs of government?

Or, does one nation respect the sovereignty of another 

nation in knowingly supplying to a third nation the instru

mentalities and munitions with which to forcibly take over that 

other nation's government?

Our Guilt in Treaty Violation.

This is precisely what we are doing toward China. And 

in so doing we are filling the role of both accessory and 

accomplice.

If, in this treaty breaking assault on China's 

sovereignty, our knowingly supplying to another nation the 

munitions whi ch that other nation explodes does not con

stitute us co-violator of this trelaty obligation, then our 

penitentiaries are occupied with many innocent inmates whose 

only offense was to hand to another the gun with which to
i 
î

!
-6-
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commit a murder.

And, if guilty, who can stay our hand from withdrawal 

from such guilt?

Who can deny our right, to halt at our shore-line, the 

exports which constitute such guilt? Keeping their supplies 

at home, in compliance with our own treaty obligation, dis

tinguishes it from an embargo.

Were this not true we would be in the ignominious 

position of submitting our conduct to the regulation of 

another, and of coercion into law violation.

Contemporaneous Construction Rule.

That such right was our contemporaneous construction 

of the treaty, is indicated by an occurrence of 1924.

In that year, in reversal of our "appeasement policy" 

of prior to the treaty enactment, we repealed the immigration 

"Gentlemen's Agreement" act of 1921; and did it in the face of 

Japan's treath of "consequences" should the Congress dare to 

do so.

This act was undoubtedly the administration opinion, ex

pressed contemporaneously with the treaty enactment, of its 

virility, and its sufficiency as giving us, and us alone, the 

right to direct our policy in the "respect" of China’s 

sovereignty.

How was this "respect" to be evidenced? Certainly in 

the light of our world war experience, intervention by arms 

in her favor was unthinkable. Knowing Japan’s lack of waaf 

equipment within her own borders, what more natural than the 

only other alternative, denial of supplies to her, should be 

considered to have been in the minds of the treaty framers?

-7-
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Hence, with our ability to negatively keep Japan within bounds, 

came our courage in defying her immigration complaint.

Obligation of Affirmative Aid

In complement to this negative obligation of respect,

is this affirmative obligation to aid China:

"To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed 
opportunity to China to develop and maintain for 
herself an effective and stable government."

This affirmative obligation, we have complied with to

the extent of credits to China, our whole citizenry applauding.

Could any lesser degree of approval be expected of our 

compliance with the negative treaty provision?

Treaty Obligation several, Not Joint.

It has been assertetd that this treaty is a joint, as 

distinguished from a several, instrument; that is, that it can 

be invoked only through joint action of the signatories.

There are three answers to this contention.

First, the very heart of the treaty, the obligation to

"respect" the sovereignty of China — a matter of conscience — 

is necessarily a provision of severality . Otherwise, it would 

imply the use of force, if need be, to bring about this joint 

"respect."

The second answer is incorporated in Article VII of the

Treaty, which provides:

"The Contracting Powers agree that, whenever a situa
tion arises which in the opinion of any one of them in
volves the application of the stipulation of the present 
Treaty, and renders desirable discussion of such ap
plication, there shall be full and frank communication 
between the Contracting Powers concerned."

Such conference, called by the United States, was held

at Brussels, presumably for "communication" between the powers, 

as action under that article is limited thereto.
-8-
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It will be noted that the two conditions imposed as a 

premise for such "communication" are connected by the con

junctive "and. " Therefore, both conditions — the arising 

of a "situation," and the desirability of its "discussion" — 

must be present as a basis for the "communication."

Third, the treaty was directed against Japan, one of 

the signatories. It was well known to the Conference that 

China was under threat from no other source. To say that the 

treaty could be invoked only through joint action of all, 

including Japan, would have been self-contradictory. The 

purpose of the treaty would have been defeated at its in- 

ception.

Our Duty Emphasized.

The results it would bring — world peace and secur

ity — emphasize our duty to discharge this treaty obligation. 

Material Benefits to Us.

From the very material standpoint of self-interest 

our aid in this day of distress would bring us thousand-fold 

returns, the inborn Chinese trait of gratitude being pro

verbial. An instance in point;

Years ago Chin Gee Hee, a pioneer Seattle Chinese 

who acquired here a knowledge of railroad construction, built 

a railroad in the interior from Canton. It is the only 

American standard-gauge road in China, necessitating the 

purchase in this country of equipment and supplies.

The reason? in the Pacific coast anti-Chinese 

movement of 1886, he and his family were saved from the 

mSb by a "home guard" hastily organized by youthful James 

Hamilton Lewis (late United States Senator from Illinois)

- 9 -
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and others. Hundreds of thousands of dollars poured into 

our commercial avenues, have been our reward; to Chin Gee Hee, 

from us, honorary life membership in the Seattle Chamber of 

Commerce.

This road is today one of China's war wrecks to be 

included in the program of reconstruction amounting to billions 

of dollars to Japan if China falls to her; to China's savior, 

if that fate is prevented, as Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's 

recent conference with British authorities confirms.

Let Us Set an Example.

In this day of treaty flouting and of rulers running 

wild, bespeaking the possibility of a world of savagery and 

even a threat to civilization, it is time that an example be 

set of self-treaty observance and orderly cohduct.

This opportunity is ours today, coupled with the duty 

so to do.

Executive Action Authorized.

Defining the duties o”f the president, the Constitution 

(Art. II, Sec. 3) provides:

"He shall take care that the laws be faithfully 
executed."

A treaty, as we have seen, is a law, on parity of 

supremacy with the provisions of the Constitution itself.

"It depends, for its observance, on the honor of the 
nation obligated." Edye v. Robertson, 112 U.S. 580.

Public Sentiment in Approval.

An executive decree halting these munitions and sup

plies at our water's edge would be complied with instantly by 

the vendors and shippers.

If not, our people — mothers, fathers, those holding
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dear the principles of Christianity, morality and decency, 

those alarmed for world future through the increasingly 

deadened sense of responsibility to law, our whole citizenry— 

would rise as one person and demand to know the reason why. 

A Policy of Honesty.

In discharging this duty through such decree or 

proclamation, we should be honest with the world and, more 

important, honest with ourselves. As suppliers of the 

munitions and materials for this war of cruelty, inhumanity, 

debauchdry and rape — committing the initial wrong — we should 

apply to ourselves the Biblical admonition of the mote and the 

beam: "Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy., brother ' s

eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye."?

The crux of the situation is public sentiment, its 

favor in China's support is assured if such support is given 

a form to avoid complications with Japan; non-war provocative. 

This form should be the assessment against ourselves, as sup

pliers of materials, the blame for treaty violation. Dismiss 

Japan from thought. Omit her name from the decree or 

proclamation stopping these exports. 

A Proclamation of Peace.

Such proclamation would be a proclamation of peace; 

our withdrawal from war. The distinction between laying the 

blame against ourselves, or against Japan, marks the difference 

between regulation of our own conduct, and attempting the 

regulation of the conduct of another independent Power. The 

latter smacks of a willingness to war, if need be; and our 

people will not permit themselves to be drawn into war in 

such a cause.
-11-
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This is confirmed by the somewhat adverse reaction to 

public appeals heretofore made on this latter theory.

The common right, on the other hand, to regulate our 

own conduct, with no possibility of war involvement, is a 

right which the people will assume as a matter of course. 

All Materials Are Treaty Violative.

Important in this connection is that the exports 

which we may stop under the treaty are not limited to war 

materials.

The treaty injoins respect for the sovereignty of 

China. That sovereignty is violated by the entry into China, 

against her sovereign will, of materials for any purpose, 

even the most commendable. Our contribution to such entry 

constitutes our treaty violation.

Our proclamation of withdrawal from this war would, 

in my opinion, bring an approving response of a volume and 

of an approach to unanimity not exceeded in any event of 

recent times.

The preservation of humanity, of civilization, of 

Christianity, of internatiohal honesty, world peace and 

future world security through assurance of treaty respect, 

are worthwhile objectives.

America Should Lead the Way.

Let America lead the way to the accomplishment of 

these humane objectives, by executive order, courageously 

denying, and denying at once, export of those materials 

which are being employed for their destruction.

—12**
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CA TELEGRAM RECEIVED

;5<>

This t el Egram must~tre
clos Ely paraphrased be- CHUNGKING VIA N R
fore being communicated e-rom
to anyone (Br) Dated April 17, 1939

L. 0. Smith, Reuter correspondent, who has just

returned from a six weeks tour of the area under Yen

Hsi Shan’s control which roughly comprises the southwest 

quarter of Shansi province gathered the following impress

ions :

793.94/I 4898The people have been well organized and mobilized 

for resistance along the lines advocated and used by the 

Chinese Communists but with complete absence of Communist 

influence and political doctrines: their ,morale is high. 

Yen Hsi Shan, who maintains his main base in Shensi, has 

his own army of nine divisions totaling 80,000 men: in 

addition he commands three central and three independent 

brigades of approximately 20,000 regulars and also forint 

idable forces of irregulars and self-defense corps. Q7 

Supplies of light arms and ammunition appeared abundqnt./b 1 

Guerrilla tactics in which Shansi troops excel are used 

almost exclusively, Japanese influence is restricted to 

railway which is kept open to traffic by the stationing t| 

of t| 
0
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CA 268 from Chungking (section 1)..

of Japanese troops and Chinese mercenaries at block 

houses which have been constructed at intervals of 

two miles along the railway.

(END SECTION ONE)

PECK

NPL EMB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CA °'° From

This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone (Br)

CHUNGKING 1̂ VIA N. R. 

Dated April 17, 1939 

Rec’d 1:15 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

268, April 17, 10 p.m. (SECTION TWO)

Informant who is believed to be a competent observer 

came to the conclusion that the Japanese are definitely 

on the defensive in southwest Shansi for want of troops 

and that efforts to clear that area as well as other 

portions of Shansi will prove a long and costly if not 

impossible task. He stated that the Chinese authorities 

who seem to possess an excellent espionage service, told 

him that Japanese troops now in the province number at 

least 180,000 but are able to do little more than keep 

the lines of communication open.

The informant also interviewed leading military off

icials in Sian who expressed the view that the Japanese 

would probably attempt to invade Shensi by way of the Han 

River Valley rather than Shansi but added that they would 

have to overcome three separate army corps (including 

those of Li Tsung Jen and Hu Tsung Nan) in achieving 

this objective. Smith stated that the Japanese air raid

at Sian
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5527

CA *«2--268 from Chungking, Sect. 2*i

at Sian on March 7 during which heavy bombs were 

dropped in the center of the city resulted in 4,000 

casualties including 1,000 killed. Cheng Chien, Director 

of the Generalissimo’s Sian headquarters and Chiang Ting 

Wen, Chairman of the Province, narrowly escaped death 

in this raid, while three generals and 55 other officers 

who were attending a military meeting at the time were 

killed.

Repeated to Peiping.

(END ÔF MESSAGE)

PECK

NPL EMB
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( GŒF1DOTUM '' -1)28

WTO;-- 
^7'j,

A telegram (no, 368) of April 17, frw the 

Aster loan Embassy at ChunrlrinF reads mb»t ant tally ae 

follœ® J
After touring the area under the ©entrai of Yen 

Hei-ahan for el* weeks the Petits* oorrespondent (Mr. L. C. 

f«sitb) ha® j«et returned to Ohrnphinr, Thi® area co-?»- 
arises roughly the soutkwsrt -umrter c* the prowirce of 

Phansl. XwwBesions yrlned by ’<r« Trsith who is thought 

to bs a ©rwfetent observer ar? ar -’’’ollwss
There seemed to b® ?■ plentiful rupily of «-munition 

and light »r»% Yen ’T*tw»»htn, rtwe principal brae is 

maintained ir ??henrt ^rortnoe, «trmnde, In addition to 

hi® own nrwy of 30*0^0 «en (nine **iri«icmw)e fomidEbl© 

foroes ©f self-defense noroe «rd * ireful err tnl alee 

three independent end three eentrel brtrader. These 
bripedee total smnrarlsetely 30*000 rcf-ulare, aaeyriii® 

tsetter are used aimert entirely. In thtr kind of ta«- 

tiee *hsnsi troone enoel. The moral© of *h* p*bple is 
hich. They hare been well mobilised and ary*nlsed for 

re®t«t**tw eXer.r the lîr.rs u®r»d and ndraonted by the 
Chinese ûsrwnnietf». Fœerer, flerwemiet polit teal doo-» 

trines and influence are entirely absent. There le no 

Japanese influence eroept nlcmy the railway, Jtapanee© 

soldiers end Chinese jaercerwiries stationed at block 

henisss which here been built two aile® a art bIoaf th© 
railway keep the line open tc traffic.

77^.

According
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aocording to ânith» there were 4,oao casualties» 

inciting 1.000 killed, as a result of the heavy h»bt 

la ths center of Sian -hiring the Jaganeoe air 

raid on that city on ^areh T. Fifty-eifht officers» 

ineluding three generals, who were attending s military 

meeting at the ties were killed in this raid and the 

Chalrean of the ^revinoe (Chiang Tingwsa) ar»d the 

Streeter of the Sian aeadcuarters of the Sanerallésl«a 

(Cheng nhlen) narrowly eeaapeà death»
leading military offieialo in Man «boa Smith in

terviewed expreeaed the opinion that the Ran Mvcr t al
ley rather then Shansi waulc he likely to the x-uotc 

by whieh the Japanese would try to invade *be«uul Fiuvlnce 

These ailltnry officials remarked, however, that in 
gaining their objective the woulu find it umscs-
sary to defeat three different ashay corp®, inaludln^. 

these of M Teunr-nstti and *4 leung-jan.
said that he han oeen told vy Ia« 

authorities who annear to have a very fine esoiunàfr» 

servis© that» although there are at least 1^003 Japa
nese trono# in Shansi at the posent tt®<» those troops 

are not able to do nus>h mure than keep ©pen toe llaea 

of msun test ion# The oonelueion reached by fâaith was 

that for want of troops the «tepwaaee are dcsflnitwly »«i
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the defensive *n the southwestern of Shansi «md 

that it «ni be < eoetly and Xonf task, if not an i®» 

?©eeible one, t© elear that -art af 8'hansi &® wll ae 
other parte ef the prwlvne»

W3.94/1*W

FE:Christenson:HES ^re
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PAP TELEGRAM RECÉWÉD
 TSINANFU VIA TSINGTAO

N.R.
VIA

GPO From Dated April 14, 1939

Rec’d 1:15 im. April

Washington

Secretary of State

5 p.m.16, April 14

17

DiviMon of 
AR EASTERN AFFAIRS

f'R 1 8 1939
Department u! Si

k

My telegram No 13, March 30, 4 p.m.

One That guerrillas and regular Chinese troops

are active in widely separate areas of Shantung as

alleged by Chinese rumors is confirmed by reports from

Japanese military sources published in

Clashes reported during the

the -Quasi'

last few days

at Feicheng 33 miles south of Tsinanfu and at Changkite

the same distance east of here. The Japanese also

admit encounters at Tehping and Linyi in northern 

Shantung at Tunga in the western part of the province and 

at Feihsien, Tenghsien and Taievchwang in Southern 

Shantung., sg
Two. Naturally the Japanese claim consistent w 

victories. However, while the Japanese military report 

clashes in the vicinity of Feicheng as early as-April 

2nd and 3rd, the Consulate is reliably informed that 

the office of the Provincial Commissioner of Recon

struction is in receipt of no (repeat no) official 

communications from that place for over a week, which

would
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PAP -2- 16, April 14, 5 p.m. from Tsinanfu

would indicate that the Japanese are not (repeat not) 

in control there.

Three. A recrudescence of Chinese military resis 

tance in Shantung is said by Consulate’s Chinese con

tacts to have been timed to coincide with the Chinese 

attack on Kaifeng and to take advantage of Japanese 

troop withdrawals to meet increased demands on the 

Soviet border.

Repeated to Chungking by mail to Peiping and 

Tientsin.

HAWTHORNE 

omission

CSB
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D'V'SI™ OF Astern Affairs 

April 20, 1939.

«jïï sg '? gianoe at 
eworia5! S Ho°n? '
Kong's despatch no. 412 S ’ 
Kerch 18, l93e ln ; °f 
strong plea ls made fo?
of^the “united°stat Part
all treat/Seater?!

FE:Ps6field
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‘•W n'

No. 412

. I *•

Subject:

S&:

AMERICAN CONSUTÂTË~GËnW5E"

Hong Kong, March 18, 1939* q

The Secretar

Z /

Honorable

recently publishedthat

ON

Hong Kong Comment on American Attitude 
Towards Protection of Interests n the 
Far East

APR 2 5 1939

I have the honor to report

statements, credited to members

officials of our Government, on

JT

o

f’

of Congress and other

what should be our

attitude in the protection of American interests in

the Far East, have naturally evoked considerable

comment in Hong Kong where interest and curiosity in

Ameâ^can reaction to Far Eastern developments are 

gsnars.lly quite lively and prone to expression.

\r o Much of the comment is, of course, more trite

Ihaj^ ; otherwise. However, the actual existence of

790.94/I 4900

active concern is assumed to be of interest to

enclose an editorial 
of March 18t^ 1939, 

which is representative of the more substantial of the

the (Department, and I accordingly

from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST

comment on the general subject. This particular news-

paper is thought to be the most conservative of all

those published in Hong Kong, and its editorial^ are

likely on occasion to represent a cross section of -n
local official thought on the news and events of the

day

' • -.^i3
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- - 2 -

day. The theme of the comment enclosed, as well as 

of most of that of related kind which we have heard 

or read, is that it would "be in the best interests 

of the U.S.A, to act in concert with all other law- 

abiding nations to call a halt to (international) 

aggression and lawlessness wherever they may break 

out" •

Very respectfully, /)

Addison E. Southard 
American Consul General

Enclosure î

1. Editorial from the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST 
of March 18, 1939.

Distribution:

In quintuplicate to the Department;
Copy to Embassy, London;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

800 
AESsem
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No.412 dated March 18, 
1939, from Addison E. Southard, American Consul General 
at Hong Kong, entitled "Hong Kong Comment on American 
Attitude Towards Protection of Interests in the Far East".

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST
March 18th, 1939.

America’s Interests agents in the U.S.A., is that 
American interests in China do 
not amount to very much, and 
that it will not be worth 
America’s while to defend them, 
as in doing so she may be in

volved in a war with Japan, in
which case America will have to 
spend very much more money! 
than she has actually put into j 
China. This is undoubtedly : 
true. But one fact has always . 
been lost sight of by those who i 
think in this way. Jhey should I 
never forget the colossal sum of • 
money that America liasWready i 
spent and will héve to spend on ’ 
her rearmamen/ progra 
years to come-^and all 
of the feeling/ of une 
about her Security J 
Japanese aggifession afc

of the various states in the 
U.S.A, are so divergent, and the 
population so large, that it goes 
without saying it must take _a 
little time before American 
public opinion can crystallise 

[ into anything definite enough to 
1 be called American Far Eastern 
(policy. There are grounds for 

, however, that the

andtors J. H. Lewis
^ynolds truly reflect 

ican] opinion of American 
ests In the Far East, there 
ly one logical thing for the t 
ed States Government to ! thinking^* however,°* that the 
namêly, withdraw all Unit- ^American public is gradually but 
States troops from the steadily realising that, what hap-

If 
R. 
Am 
inte 
is
Un 
d 
ed _ ____________  _______x-
Orient In the protection of ' penTin this " part o^ the world 
American interests in China, not be without/ts influence 
disputes short of an actual clash on tbe destiny uZ the U.S.A, 
have arisen frequently between | For one thing, the world is so 
the armed forces of the United J together that a plague of 
States and the Japanese during a lawlessness in one place is sure 
the last eighteen months. There k t0 spread to other places sooner 
were times last year—the sink- fl or laten and vast spaces are no 
ing of the Panay, for example— [I protection against contamina- 
when it seemed that the ; tion> fact has dawned on 
action of the Japanese^ military [ most American leaders of 

‘-opinion, an(j there are few now 
who do not admit that Japanese 
aggression in Manchuria in 1931 

I has been responsible for the 
rape of Abyssinia, the break
down of the League, the bare
faced intervention of Germany 
and Italy in the Spanish Civil 
War, the scrapping of the 
treaties of Versailles, Saint Ger
main and Trianon, the shame
less dismemberment of Czecho
slovakia, and other lawless acts

in riding rough-shod over Ame
rican rights and interests in 
China might have led to some
thing more serious than sharply 
worded protests from Washing
ton. Clashes were, of course, 
to be expected, much in the 
same way as it is to be expected 
that the mere presence of police
men among a crowd of law
breakers may produce violence. 
On the other hand, if America 
is determined at\ 
avoid conflict wi 
ese, no matter h<

all costs to
Toncm ' OWVttJMtt, <*I1U UV11X31 C4VLO

1 thremw 'Un the continents except Aus-
..„ -j--— w* ma% tralia. These occurrences have I trample oH American rights and ■ brought home to Americans that, 

। interests I in Ch|na, and no vnjess something effective is
I rnnttn». i-rtKo-f- tWniv» oVQYltliol _ . ° ....

vol
1 matter Ju x xü • « 4- i < unless someinmg enecuve ismatter what tHeir eventual !done to gtop this Hot into law- 
jPohcy against thé U-S.A. may jessnes3 jt wjn not iong be- 
'be, then oj courseJpeace between fore the splendid isolation of 
, America dnd Japan can be pre- i America is invaded boldly 
1 served ; aiÿ m thjt case Senator • by international brigands. ,^o 
। Reynolds ^as perfectly nghti । secure berself against future 
saying thè other day. The 'aggregg^ jf for nothing elge, 
; whole of il® no. w rt w0ldd therefore be in the best

i interests of the U.S.A, to act in

me in 
cause ;

inty 1 
which

_„x.____  ______ Jd law
lessness have i brought about. 
Looking at thé matter purely in 
terms of dollars andfeents, it 
should be cheaper for the U.S.A, 
to do something nov# to put a 
stop to Japanese aggression and 
lawlessness that let $ie madness 
run its successful j course. It 
would seem therefore that 
America’s true interests lie, not 
in folding her arms and buying 
a short-lived peaeë by throwing 
money into rearmament, but in 
vigorous action against all treaty 
breakers. By doing s£, America 
will contribute not only to the 
peace of the 
peace.

► worl<^ but her own 

—Vox Humana.

spilling tilt: muuuyvJL single svn 
of a United^'States mother.” I 
There is, however, reason for 
believing that/ Senators Lewis 
and Reynolds do tnot represent 
majority opinion in America. ?

Being a democracy, the U.S.A, 
has usually been slow in assert
ing herself in a matter of 
international concern ; and es- 

t pecially is this so where the 
scene of trouble is so far re
moved. as China. The interests

concert with all the other jaw- 
abiding nations to calf a halt to 

f aggression and lawlessness 
wherever they may breakout.

But there is another thing 
1 which has made Americans I 
realise that they cannot be in- |l 

4 different to what goes on in i 
j China. The argument invariably 
! marshalled by isolationists, । 
• pacifists and pro-Japanese
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
RFP --------------_
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated From Dated 
to anyone. (D)

Washington

765, April 18

R ec *d

Secretary of State

NOTED
CTION ONE)1 p.m

^PAKYOf j

APFWFT1939

Paris

April

10î55 ^m.Uivision of 
fAft EASTERN AFFAIRS

W'APR 181939
F / *>
XDepartment ef State

SECRET AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY.

The Chinese Ambassador Wellington Koo asked to see 

me this morning and made the following statements to me.

On the 29th day of March, under explicit instruc

tions from his Government, he had called on Leger, 

Secretary General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs 

and had made a series of verbal proposals on behalf of 

the Chinese Government. On the same day the Chinese 

Ambassador in London had made similar proposals to the 

British Government.

Leger had requested him to present the proposals 

In written form and he had given Leger a confidential kJ 

memorandum containing them on April 4th. The British . 

Government had not asked for a written proposal but had 

taken note in writing of the statements of the Chinese 

Ambassador in London.

KLP -nBULLITT
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PAP PARIS
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased bfi«* FROM Dated April 18, 1939
fore being communicated
to anyone» (D) Rec*d 11:05 a»m«

Secretary of State

Washington

765, April 18, 1 p.m. (SECTION TWO)

Koo then gave me a copy of the memorandum which

he had presented to Leger on April 4th

Inasmuch as it seems to be of the highest im-

portance that these proposals should be kept secret

I cannot telegraph them in a non-confidential code

and it would be improper to repeat a written proposal

of another government in a confidential code. I will

therefore send you a copy of the memorandum in question

[ by pouch tomorrow, and submit herewith summary 

The opinion is expressed in the memorandum that

Japan is attacking China not only to conquer China but

also to eliminate and destroy all influence and

interests in the Far East of other powers. The war

between China and Japan is regarded as an integral part

of the effort of the totalitarian states to overwhelm

the democracies

In the event of war in Europe it is believed that

Japan will attack the territorial possessions of France

and Great Britain in the Far East

BULLITT
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be Paris
closely paraphrased be- From 
fore being communicated Dated April 1$, 1939
to anyone* (D)

; Rec*d 12:50 p.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

765, April 18, 1 p.m. (SECTION THREE).

The Chinese Government proposes in view of the 

threat of war in Europe that there should be immediate 

practical consultation between the Frenchj- British and 

Chinese Governments for joint action in the Far East 

against Japanese aggression and offers tocollaborate 

fully in the preparation of a plan.

For the purpose of facilitating discussion the 

Chinese Government presents the following concrete 

proposals to the French Government,.

One. That China, France and Great Britain .should 

cooperate immediately in military and economic measures 

and later that the Soviet Union should be asked to join 

them, and that the United States should be asked to take 

parallel action.

BULLITT

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
cj
'This tel Egram must "be ” Paris 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated from I>ated April 18, 1939 
to anyone. (D) ' ’

Received 11:12 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

'•Washington.

765, April 18, 1 p.m. (SECTION FOUR).

Two, That China should agree to supply all the 

man power including military effectives and materials 

at her disposal and the French and British Governments 

should send to the Far East all available air and 

naval forces for the joint prosecution of the war. 

China, France and England should each appoint a mili

tary representative with full powers to adopt a mili

tary plan and direct its fulfillment.

Three. China, England and France should take 

joint measures to maintain their respective trade and 

currencies and to apply jointly to Japan economic . and 

financial sanctions. Each state should appoint an ece- 

nomic representative with full powers to decide on any 

change to economic plan and direct its fulfillment.

Four. China, Great Britain and France should 

promise not to agree to a separate armistice or a 

separate peace with Japan®

When I had read the memorandum I said to the

Chinese
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-2-, -"765, April 18,,1 p.m.(SECTION FOUR) from Paris

Chinese Ambassador that a most important point seemed 

to me obscure# The memorandum seemed to be based on the 

assumption that England and France were already at war 

with Japan. As this was not the case I should be 

glad to know why the memorandum had been drawn in this 

form.

BULLITT
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This TELEGRAM received
closely paraphrased be-____ __ Paris
fore being communicated
to anyone. (D) Dated April 18, 1939

From „ ,Rec’d 1:05 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

765, April 18, 1 p.m, (SECTION FIVE).

The Chinese Ambassador replied that the entire 

memorandum was based on the premise that war certainly 

would break out in Europe and would be followed by a 

Japanese attack on British and French possessions in 

the Far East. The Chinese Government was proposing 

engagements to be taken in advance of war to become 

effective only in case of war.

In conclusion the Chinese Ambassador said that 

General Chiang Kai Shek and all the members of the 

Chinese Government were most hopeful that the President 

might use his influence to promote favorable consideration 

of this proposal by the French and British Governments. 

He went on to say that on the 12th of April he had called 

on Leger to ask for the opinion of the French Government 

with regard to the proposals contained in his memorandum 

of April 4. He had received the reply that owing to 

intense preoccupation with affairs in Europe it had 

been impossible for the French Government to give the

Chinese
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:*:U334

**2- #765, April 18, 1 p.m. (SECTION FIVE) from Paris.

ChinESE proposal propEr considErationi ’

ThE ChinESE Ambassador in London had rECEivEd 

nothing but thE rEply that thE British GovErnmEnt rEgardEd 

thE proposal as intEnsEly intErEsting and thE promisE 

that it would bE givEn carEful study.

ThE ChinESE Ambassador EndEd his convErsation by 

rEmarking that he had comE to see me bEcausE hE had 

rECEivEd a communication from Chiang Kai ShEk instructing 

him to ask mE to assist him in furthEring chE projEct. 

(END MESSAGE)

BULLITT

KLP
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JR TELEGRAM RECEIVEDThis telegram must de Paris
closely paraphrased-hE^s- 
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (D)

Dated April 18

Division of X 
FAB EASTERN AFFAIRS p

Secretary of State

Washington

From REc’d 1:40

APR 18 1939
noted

p.m

ft PR 1 31939 
4/-. )

department ef StateS

770, April 18, 6 p.m. (SECTION ONE)

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY. j

I asked Leger this afternoon if he had replied to (0
01 

the memorandum presented to him on April 4th by the ,•
, . <0

Chinese Ambassador (referred to in my 765, April 18, 1 p.m./fj^ 

He replied that he had as yet given no answer to the —

Chinese Ambassador but that the British Government had (0
O 

replied last night to the similar demarche made by the fQ

Chinese Ambassador in London.
b 1W.

The British had said that they would be unwilling to 173 

enter into any agreement now with the Chinese Government 5 fë 
ZB 

based on the hypothesis that if Great Britain should

become involved in war in Europe Japan would attempt to 

seize British possessions in the Far East, The British 

Government had stated further to the Chinese that they 

had hopes that the presence of the American fleet in the 

Pacific might prevent a Japanese attack on British 

possessions in the Far East.

BULLITT

CSB

-- - -
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

RFP
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- From 
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (D)

Paris

Dated April 18, 1939

Rec’d 1:50 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

770, April 18, 6 p.m. (SECTION TWO)

In case Japan should attack British possessions 

in the Far East and in case no assistance from the 

United States should be forthcoming the British Govern

ment had decided that they could bring no assistance 

to their possessions in the Far East until the success

ful conclusion of war in Europe.

Leger went on to say that the French reply to the 

Chinese Government would be along the same lines. * I 

then suggested to him that it was most unfair for the 

French Government to continue to place a transit tax 

of 4^ on goods destined for the Chinese Government in 

transit through French Indo-China. (See my 766, April 

18, 2 p.m.) He agreed this was stiff; but added that 

the justification for it was that Indo-China was com

pelled at the moment to rely on its own revenues for 

its defense.

BULLITT

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
Thia telegram must be From Paris 
clos Ely paraphrased be- 
fore bEing communicated Dated April 18, 1939
to anyone. (D)

Rec’d 2123 p*m. 

Secretary of State,

Washington.

770, April 18, 6 p.m. (SECTION THREE).

Leger added that the French Government had cut 

off all deliveries of iron from French Indo-China to 

Japan after the seizure of the Spratley Islands 

by Japan. This measure was proving to be ruinous 

to the finances of Indo-China and to the welfare 

of the local population. Moreover, the Japanese 

were obtaining the iron they needed from British 

possessions in the Malay Peninsula,

The French Government therefore had proposed to 

the British Government that this source of supply 

to Japan should be cut off. The British Government 

had replied that this could be done easily by raising 

the export tax on this iron but had added that it 

could see no utility in cutting off exports of iron 

from these French and British possessions so long as 

Japan could obtain all the supplies of iron she might 

need from the United States.

Leger said that he had been informed that the

British
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^■532

-2- #770, April 18, 6 p.m. . (SECTION THREE) from Paris.

British Government was about to ask the Government of 

the United States if something could not be done to 

cut off supplies of iron from the United States to Japan.

Y/e then had some discussion of the problem of 

bringing pressure to bear on Japan, Germany and Italy 

by buying through joint action by the French, British 

and American Governments certain essential war materials» 

I venture to suggest that this question is worth studying*. 

(END OF MESSAGE).

BULLITT

KLP
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE__________893.796/26a_________ ______  for_____ telegram..# 266^.no.oii...

FROM___ China (Chungking)______  (____Pfifik_......... ) DATED.........._ April-JL5-»-X939.
TO NAME 1—1127 oro

Sino-Japanese conflict.
REGARDING:

Eurasia plane number nineteen was forced down by 
three Japanese bombers near Laokay April 13. 
Another Eurasia plane forced down near Lanchow 
April 14.
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REB
PLAIN & GRAY

Chungking via N, R, 

Dated April 15, 1939 

Rcc'd 1:18 p. m.

Ecretary of State

Washington.

266, April 15th, noon.

Reliable sources confirm press reports that Eurasia 

plane number nineteen was forced down by three Japanese 

bombers which machinegunned it over Chinese territory 

near Laokay on Yunnan-Indo-China border April 13. Pilot 

injured on head either by bullet or as result of bumpy 

landing. No other casualties.

Another Eurasia plane made forced landing 

on emergency field near Lanchow April 14th, reportly 

owing to damaged aerolon. No casualties. Damage not 

s erious.

Local Eurasia office states three of their planes 

now laid up, two still in operation.

Repeated to Hong Kong by mail to yunnanfu.

PECK

RR

CSB
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a. The Japanese operation“ASSlhst Hane fall of
that city on L.areh 87. Three divisions, part of a fourth and probably 
motorised elements of other units were employed. The scheme of maneuver
involved a holding attack to the west, in the direction Yunsheiu—’unlng 
to protect the exposed right flank, direct pressure do«m the line 
ïungheiu—hanahang, and a break-through and subsequent anclrcltwwnt of 
(Juachang by a highly nobile force in the direction Yunghsiu—Saoan—ifen- 
chong. This last force fulfilled its mission completely and the Chinese 
defense collapsed. Casualties on both sides soon to have been fairly 
heavy, but not sufficient to cripple any major units. Subsequent to 
the fall of Henchang, the Japanese moved security forces a few miles to
the south and faced two divisions to the west on the front >uning—Kaoan 
where they are pressing lightly against stiff Chinese roslstanee.

Comment. The capture of Hanchang interrupts the Chekiang— 
Hunan railway. In a more highly organised army than the Chinese, tills 
event would effect seriously the operations of units in Chekiang, south
ern lâbwol and eastern Klangs!. It is not believed however that in this 
case it will be more than a military inconvenience. The economic effects 
are more serious. Hunan end its antimony trade ore out off from the 
seaport of Wenchow, and most important of all, the import of salt into 
Kiangs! and Ewn provinces from the coast is seriously hindered.

Chinese circles anticipate the resumption of the Japanese of
fensive on Changsha from Ranchang and Yochow, respectively ISO and 80 
ailes distant. There are at present 13 Japanese divisions in the Cen
tral China theater, of which four are in the iianchang area and two around 
Yochow. It is believed that two or three more of the 13 could be snared 
for an operation against Changsha. This i«tould seen to be an inadequate 
force for such nn extensive operation, but the Chinese are genuinely 
apprehensive. ’3o©a color is given to their fears by the Japanese as- 
sumption of the defensive along the lirai liver and Ylng-han Hallway, which 

•Ô in turn suggests a reooneentmtion for offensive action elsewhere.

b. On hereto 31 - April 1 the Japenese Canton expedition launched 
what was apparently a punitive end pacification expedition to the west 
of the Pearl River delta, where a similar operation took place in the 
a ;• Varan of 1938. .After landing at Fakkai, the Japanese advanced and cap
tured the tow of ijonçaoon some four ailes distant. A strong Chinese 
reaction ensued and the Japanese were thrown out of Fongnoon by April 2. 
They counterattacked en the 3d, recapturing the city, -which they now hold.

793.94/ 14904
 

F/F
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The operation hta been exceedingly coatly, and in view of th» limited 
strength of the Canton expedition, it 1» liable io prove anbarrassing.

o. The Japanese push to the south «ctors the Chien Tang 11 ver 
from liaagohow, Chekiang, which was made with limited strength, hes been 
repulsed.

d. guerrilla Situation. In chans! the t^iorrilles seem to be Moro 
than holding their own against the Japanese. In the lutnfjjai--liaii«chow-- 
.mnking area the guerrillas are active but not particularly effective, 
laewhero in central China and in Msungtuag the guerrillas do not pre

sent any various or organised threat. In Central hope! and in the flat
lands of uhantung th® Japanese apparently have the upper hand, are ex
tending their control and are having seme success in organising Chinese 
gendarmerie. In this last area nothing has materialised from orders 
given by the National Uovensaent for an intensification of the guerrilla 
effort.

e. Chengchow, Loncn., has been repeatedly boabed by Japanese avia
tion in the course of which the American alawion station there has Leon 
hit. bhile Chengchow is an important Military objective, repeated in
stances of damage by bonblng to foreign institutions has convinced many 
observers that a systematic effort to destroy these evidences of foreign 
influence is in process.

8.
a. The Japanese have resumed throng train service between Feiping 

and ukow, the Hwni River bridge at >’®ngpu finally having been repaired, 
■'silrly reliable reports indicate that construction of a railway, Via 
Uhde—Kiakhta—Urge has been completed. This lends color to an unveri
fied report that a supply road, Urge—Lanchov, has been opened, supple
menting and perhaps supplanting the Lergiopol—Tihwa—Lanchow route.

b. On Marsh «5 Mr. Lun Fo, Irosidcnt of the Legislative Tuan and 
the Russian Ambassador left Chungking by air, prosunubly for Moscow. It 
is believed that Mr. >un*a mission is to obtain additional assistance 
from th® Soviet Vnion.

c. on March S6 the Chinese Oovsrnnent announced suspension of ser
vice on the Salt Loans. Siis is probably a conséquence of the loss of 
the lieichow (Klangsu) mit fields.

d. Oa Marsh 30, the tonlvoroary celebration of the Xafomod Oovern- 
neat at Nanking developed into the 4th nesting of the United Council of 
the republic of China, action taken by the Cotmoil included a repudia
tion of any foreign loans made or to be nude to the Motional Governaent 
and a denunciation of any foreign powers assisting Chiang Kai-shek. Wide
spread indications are apparent that the puppet govwrnmmts aro sponsoring

cONFJDEmrAr
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anti-occidental agitation with special emphasis against the British.

e. On Darch 30 the Japanese iJovernisent incorporated the finnan 
Islands in the south China Sea as a part of the Japanese empire and 
placed than under the administration of the Taiwan (Fomosan) Govern
ment. The press, probably intentionally misinformed, reported that 
this action pertained only to the Spratly group (8°34' 1Î. Let., Ul°66* 
£. Long.). However the State Department has been informed officially 
that Japanese jurisdiction has been asserted over an Irregular and ex
tensive sea area included between the 111th and 117th meridians and the 
7th and 12th purallftlB of latitude, the greatest dimnaitme of which 
arc about 350 miles from east to weet and 275 miles from north to south. 
Spratly Island is on the western edge of the area, which extends at one 
point to within SC miles of the îil&tsn (P. I.) coast, and is only 
slightly farther removed from Borneo. In the past fronce has claimed 
sovereignty over Spratly Island and certain other islands in Its vici
nity, although apparently her pretensions do not cover the entire are®, 
the eastern section of which seems to have been a true no-man*s-land. 
?ruaae has protested Japan’s action formally and Great Britain has ex
pressed concern thereat. It la understood that Japan will reply to 
France asserting prior claim to the islands involved end physical occu
pation by Japanese nationals, something which the French have neglected 
to do.

Cornant. -ho Japanese are known to have cont«japlat«d the ac
quisition of this area for at least three months.

The area is off tie i»rU'« trade routes, is & notorious navi
gational dnn@»r spot, and meh of it has been unsurveyed. It is known 
to contain many reefs and islands, with almost no economic resources, 
and it is believed without suitable sites for Military sir or submarine 
bases. /‘resumbly the limited facilities necessary to a Couth Pacifie 

\ eoanercial air lins could be readily established on one of the islets. 
; potentialities for the operation of tender-based aviation oy sub- 

iiiirlnca should, be ^ood. JUrthenaorw, when hold by JspuTas a closed 
I area, with its reefs and shallows known only to the Japanese, its tac

tical and strategical value to the is^wrial navy is obvious.

chile the occupation tonds to flank out the Bhillpplno®, the 
strategical threat involved, in terms of sensitive terrain and sea routes 
adds to the existing danger from Formosa but is not comparable to the 
latter in weight, 'uhgyn. franca and Great Britain ere concerned the ease 
iXBOte. serious. The advance marks a new farthest South for Japan along 
the Asiatic coast. Her grip on the China Sen is strengthened» She now 
blankets the east coast of Indo-Chlna and is in a position to strike 
with son® effect, if not heavily* toward Borneo and the narrow waters of 
L?alaya. Aa usual, ths Japanese action was tlmd to take advantage of 
tlA prooccupatlou of Great Britain and Fraar-e with Sirops. It is impos
sible to determine whether it represents opportunism on the part of Japan 
or whether it was coordinated with the activities of the Axis powers.

CONFIDENTLY *
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t • Ob April Ê It «M umowwa at Moscow that an agzeemnt had 
been reached on the Husao-Jayaneoe fisheries question for the current 
year. Essentially a ccapronise, the agreensnt gave the Huesiana the 
following advantagesx short tom, a slight increase in rentale and tacit 
admission of the right to abolish Japanese vested interest la specific 
fishing lots. On ths other hand the Japanese are confimed for the 
year la what is substantially the obtaining allocation of lota and the 
collateral issues which the Russians injected into the negotiations have 
been dropped.

Cornent, The obvious Bignlficanoe of the agrewaant la that 
Japan and Hussla are in nôTOT U go to war with each other at present, 
fie fares Japan is concerned, ths extant of her present comltnsnts in 
China would seen to be sufficient to explain her desire for peace to 
the north. However, Chinese officials and the Chinese press have been 
quick to couple the agreement with the Japanese occupation of the Sin- 
nan archipelago and to oharaoteriso the two «venta as definitely indi
cating a shift toward the south in Japan's march of «spire, with conse
quent peril to Great Britain and France. The concept presented by such 

x an interpretation conns, of course, within the bounds of possibility. 
^lt nay even be extended to include the idea of a neutral hussia, con

ciliated by the Axis powers. But available infcreation pointing toward 
this tsndeney must still be regarded as ineoncluelve.

CONFIDENTIAL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

This telegram must be from 
closely paraphrased be- FOOCHOW VIA PEIPING & N.R
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Secretary of Stated:

April 18, 11 a

Washington

Rec’d 3 :2<

*1 Division ofOi 
B EASTEBB affairs 
^191939

Japanese planes

Dated April 18, 1939

&

bombed forts near barrier yesrerday

and two motorboats from Japanese war vessels burned 

four loaded lighters tied up to foreign merchant ships 

at Sharp Peak and set fire to a launch.

S.S. PROSPER boarded and papers examined.

Many Chinese are leaving Foochow but quiet and 

order prevail despite frequent air alarms.

U.S.S. EDSALL expected to arrive 19th. Sent to 

Peiping, repeated to Embassy Chungking, Shanghai.

WARD O , ,

CSB
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of April 18, 1939, from the American 

Consul at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

In spite of frequent air alarms order and quiet 

prevail In Foochow. However, many Chinese are leav

ing the city. The S.S. Prosper was boarded and the 

whip*« papers were examined. It is expected that the 

U.S.S. Edsall will arrive on April 19. On April 17, 

four loaded lighters tied up to foreign merchant ves

sels at Sharp Peak were burned by two motorboats from 

Japanese war vessels. A launch also was set on fire 

by the motorboats and the forts near the barrier were 

bombed by Japanese airplanes.

793.94/14905 
■
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You will wish to see this important letter from

Mrs. George A. Fitch, sending us a copy of a letter she has

received from her husband.

With good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Edward H. Hume, M.D
Director

793.94/14906

Doctor Stanley Hornbeck, 

Department of State, 

Washington, D.C.
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SHANGHAI 'flFFlN CLUB

' V -M YORK

EXTRA BULLETIN

Monday, April 10, 1939

REMINDER

VERY INTERESTING TIFFIN TOMORROW, TUESDAY. DON’T MISS ITJ

DR. EDWARD HUME will address the Club at the May Tiffin, Tuesday, 
May 9. Ladies will be invited. BE SURE TO RESERVE THE DATE.

COMMUNICATIONS

The following letter from Mrs. Geo. A. Fitch, transmitting a letter 
from George, is so full of courageous spirit and vivid interest that 
it seems wise to get it to the membership while it is still crisp:

April 1st, 1939.
Dear Friends in China and out:

My part in this must be kept to a mere news-sheet, as I have a 
rather lengthy story from George to send you.

As you see, I am in the Capital. The Committee on Non-Participa
tion in Japanese Aggression, of which Col. Henry L. Stimson is 
chairman, asked me to come here. Of course, "henry" didn’t ask 
me, but the committee did, and here I am! I left California with 
ten thousand signatures to a petition to stop the flow of war 
materials to Japan. I expect other petitions to roll in until I 
have at least 50,000 signatures from my part of the Pacific Coast, 
protesting our infamous traffic with an aggressor nation. I find 
the "boys" on Capitol Hill are pretty much afraid of offending 
Japan and getting involved in war. Why don’t they think of how 
we are offending 450 millions of Chineso people? I don’t want 
them to fight for China, or against Japan, but just to stop 
helping the Japanese military machine destroy peace-loving China. 
It sounds so simple to me. They make it so complicated. I am 
told a few personal letters mean more than many petitions. Have 
you written your Senators and your Representatives?

I amy be addressed as above for two weeks, then at China Informa
tion Service, 945 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., for two more weeks 
(as they will forward mail whenever I leave), - or at all times 
at 101 N. Hill, Pasadena, where my parents are staying with my 
boys.

Before leaving Pasadena, I made good on a promise to speak to my 
Bobby’s sixth grade, studying China as a project and doing a good 
job of it. The teacher told Bobby he might introduce me. So, 
as I came into the room, Bobby walked to the front and with a 
little 3-cornered smile said; "That’s my Mother at the back of the 
room. She’s lived in China about twenty years, so I suppose she 
knows a lot about it; and you probably will, too, by the time she 
gets through!" Then the teacher said, "Tell them something about 
your father, too, Robert." Another little smile, and Bobby went 
on: "Well, I don’t want to boast, but my Father was mayor of the 
Nanking Safety Zone, and now he’s up in Chungking, and the Nanking 
people (who live in Chungking now) have given him a gold medal and 
a big banner, and had a banquet attended by 500 people." At home 
that evening, Bobby was telling my Mother about it: "I was pretty 
good, Grandma, - so good Mother had tears in her eyes. But I guess 
that was because I talked about Daddy!"

George left by freighter on November 16th. He arrived in Chungking 
West China, on January 26th. Going in by China’s "back-door" 
meant steamer from Hongkong to Kaiphong, narrow-gauge railway thru 
French Indo-China to Kunming, Canitol of Yunnan province. Then 
two days by bus to Kweiyang, Kweichow; and waiting there till a 
truck came along bound for Chungking. He might have flown from 
Hongkong in seven hours, but he wanted to see "free China", and 
now he writes you of it.

My plans for return are nebulous. I’ll write again as they develor 
Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Geraldine T. Fitch
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Chungking, China’s New Capital - February 12, 1939.

An amazing city, this! Here we are at the very head of the mighty 
Yangtze Gorges and on the threshold of China’s richest, most populous 
and farthest west province, Szechuan. Together with Yunnan and 
Kweichow, in the southwest, these vast provinces were until quite 
recently considered too remote and anapproachable by the Chinese of 
eastern China and so little attention was paid to them.

To reach Chungking it was necessary to brave the dangers of the trip 
up the Gorges, where still lie the wrecks of many powerful steamships 
especially built for hardships of this voyage, not to mention the 
thousands of junks that have been shattered on the rocks or sucked 
under by the great whirlpools. To reach Yunnan one had to take a 
circuitous trip through French Indo-China and then travel three days 
by rail to reach its capital, Kunming, high on its mountain plateau. 
Today not only do the ’planes of the C.N.A.C. (American) and the 
Eurasia Company (Germany) come in and out of these cities daily, but 
new motor roads, from various directions and coming through this 
mountainous country many hundreds of miles, have opened up this 
little-known West in a way never dreamed of five years ago. For 
over these roads have come tens of thousands from the Japanese oc
cupied areas to the east -- thousands on foot, thousands by truck or 
bus or motor car, some by chair. And with the, besides government 
officials, have been many leaders of industry, technical experts, 
scientists, skilled artisans, educationists, students.

The impact of this trained, modern, progressive mass from the East 
on the conservative, undeveloped West is already startling in its 
results. More conservative changes are being made in a year than 
would perhaps have been made in fifty years had it not been for this 
great migration from the East. Mme. Chiang Kai Shek rightly says: 
"Here our country will make up for more than it has lost, for we 
shall build faster and surer upon the foundations already laid, and 
erect the edifice of a rejuvenated nation — a new, strong, and 
robust China."

That is not an idle boast; with the enormous resources of these 
western provinces, in manpower, in mineral and agricultural wealth, 
now stimulated by trained and devoted minds, China can continue to 
progress while at the same time sending fresh divisions of soldiers 
to harrass the Japanese in guerilla warfare until the latter are 
exhausted. In these three provinces alone there is an area mere than 
twice that of all Germany and a population of something like eighty- 
five million people — a people that arc industrious, hardy, inured 
to hardships, loyal.

It took me just over a month to get here from Hongkong, for instead 
of taking the ’plane, which would have made the entire trip in seven 
heurs, I came overland, for I wanted particularly to see Kunming and 
Kweiyang, the two southwestern provincial capitals. Two days by 
Dutch ship brought me first to Haiphong where I had to spend an 
entire day getting my few things through the French Customs. Here, 
too, were some 1200 American trucks awaiting final permission from 
Paris to leave for China -- trucks so urgently needed on these new 
West-China roads. Fortunately the necessary permission came through 
while I was there. Another day or two in Hanoi, the capital of Indo
China, where I ran into a number of old friends, including Dr. 
Robertson and Mr. Taylor of the League of Nations, and dined with 
Dr. T. C. Tai of the Bank of China; then three days on the narrow
gauge railway, through spectacular scenery, and I was in Kunming. 
This was my first introduction to "free" China—and I was profoundly 
impressed by what I saw.

Even more than Szechuan had the province of Yunnan been considered 
remote and backward. But today it is going forward by leaps and 
bounds. I found perhaps fifty of my old friends in Kunming, most of 
them "refugees", but most of them were doing things. One of them 
showed me his new cotton mill, the only one in the province, a model 
in every respect. The workers were better housed than most university 
students and worked in eight hour shifts instead of twelve. Soon 
the mill was to be increased eight-fold for its present output could 
supply only an eighth of the demands of the province. Another friend 
was head of the health administration and with his staff rapidly 
laying plans for conquering malaria which is such a scourge in certaii 
parts of Yunnan. Then there were the engineers.

On New Year’s Day, just before my arrival, they had broken ground for
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two new railways, one to the north to Connect with the Chungking- 
Chengtu Railway, another to Lashio, 700 miles to the west in Burma, 
both railways to be completed within two or two and a half years in 
spite of the very mountainous regions they traverse. And these, by 
the way, are only two out of seven important railways which China is 
building at this time. Then there were the motor roads—a new one 
shortly to be completed to Chungking which will cut the present 
distance between these two cities by half. Even before I left twenty 
Russian trucks, driven by sturdy, sheepskin coated north-westerners, 
arrived over this road, having come something like 2,000 miles from 
Lanchow, China’s northwestern "back door", to get military supplies. 
It seemed incredible, but there they were, all lined up in front of 
the Y.M.C.A. I talked with some of the drivers—the trip had taken 
thirty days but they had come through without an accident.

Other roads were also pushing out, and of course there was that 
famed road to Burma over which our Ambassador recently traveled and 
more recently Bishop Ralph Ward on his return from Madras to Chengtu. 
Its 720 miles, much of it through exceedingly difficult terrain, was 
completed in six months, an engineering triumph. Even while I was 
there an English commercial traveler blew in from Rangoon in an 
ordinary taxicab— "The Paris Taxi Co., ’Phone 459", it was labeled. 
It caused quite a sensation on the streets of Kunming! The Central 
Aircraft Co. (Curtis-Wright) too, were moving their factory and staff 
of four hundred by trucks over this same road to the Burma border 
where they would be safer from air attacks than they were in Kunming, 
and before long it was expected that a large fleet of British trucks 
would start transporting cargoes over this same road. And just before 
I left it was reported that Imperial Airways would soon make Kunming 
a port of call. Then there were the four silk experts I met; they 
had brought ten thousand mulberry seedlings from Chekiang and planted 
them (anything will grow on that wonderful plateau) and in a couple of 
years were expecting to produce the best grades of silk in sufficient 
quantities to capture the very important Burma and India trade from 
Japan.

In Kweiyand, capital cf the neighboring province of Kweichow to the 
east, which took me three days through magnificent scenery to reach, 
traveling by a hospital truck, I found the same spirit. The province 
is much pooere than Yunnan, however, so net as much progress had been 
made as yet; but I found the Governor, Wu Ting Ch’ang, former Ministei 
of Industry, full of enthusiasm for his work, as were also his deputy, 
Dr. Y. T. Tsur, who is an old friend of mine (we dined together fre
quently while I was there and talked late into the night), and the 
various Commissioners. Dr. James Shen, head of what was, with the 
exception of P.U.M.C., the finest hospital in China, Central Hospital 
cf Nanking, had re-established himself and his staff here with nothing 
but the most primitive sort of equipment but was working wonders with 
what he had and what his ingenuity invented.

At the National Health Administration they proudly showed me the salt 
they had made chemically pure from the coarse Szechuan product which 
they had used in the recent cholera epidemic; and they were using bear, 
oil in their incubators as imported kerosene was too expensive. In 
the National Medical College and also in Yale-in-China, they were 
using all sorts of improvised devices and students were working on 
tables which in many instances consisted of the rough boxes in which 
some of their equipment had been shipped when they fled from the East. 
But I never saw a keener bunch of students anywhere. And at no time, 
since this war began, have I heard a single work cf complaint from 
anyone.

In the midst of all this change and progress, the pervading spirit of 
optimism and gc-ahead, it seemed absurd to think that Japan could 
possibly subdue China. This spirit was unbeatable; China could never 
be conquered. And yet....if America continues her present assistance
to Japan by selling her the high-test gasolene she must have for her 
bombers and pursuits, the scrapiron for her shells and deadly shrapne 
the copper for her cartridges, and all the rest of it, why shouldn’t 
the same thing happen to Kunming, to Chungking, to Kweiyang and all 
these other fair cities in new unoccupied China, that happened to 
Nanking and Canton and Hankow? Even now they are within bombing 
range, they have already received their baptism of death and des
truction from the air — brave, hopeful Kweiyang just shortly after 
I left it. It burns one up to hear of the merciless bombing of a 
city like that when it is making such a heroic struggle to get ahead, 
especially when you have just spent a week or so there and have a 
personal affection for many of those who are pioneering the work.
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I have just sent a cable addressed to President Roosevelt, Secretary 
Hull, and others saying that the American community here is deeply 
concerned over this continued bombing of defenceless cities: "In 
recent raids on Kweiyang and Wanhsien hundreds of innocent civilians 
burned to death through the use of incendiary bombs, women and child
ren machine-gunned, one-third of the business districts wiped out, 
death and suffering appalling. Continued sale to Japan of American 
gasoline, scrap iron, etc., facilitates these outrages, making us a 
virtual partner in Japan’s crimes on China. In the name of humanity 
and world peace we appeal for immediate action prohibiting this traffic

Here in Chungking we feel pretty safe, for we are protected by an 
almost perpetual haze that hangs like a pall over the city, and while 
there aren’t yet sufficient shelters to protect the entire population, 
there are many deep caves that have been blasted out of the solid rock 
on which the city stands and in addition the Government is spending 
some four hundred thousand dollars (Chinese currency) on a subway 
which ultimately should provide room for all. Anyway, it will take 
more than the destruction of cities to kill the spirit of these 
people. They are determined to carry on to the very last; any com
promise would mean literal enslavement to Japan. They have the ex
ample of Korea to show them what submission would mean; and if Wash
ington was able to win out four years after Valley Forge, why should 
not they, they say, even if it takes ten years, — or a hundred.

In the meantime, though, is America going to continue her "partnership’ 
with Japan? I pray God, No! I hope every friend of China in America 
has written his Senators and Representative letting them know where 
he stands on this issue and that organizations are continuing to send 
their resolutions to the President and State Department. I was con
vinced from my visits to Washington that we would get no action until 
we let our voices be heard in sufficient numbers. The present situ
ation is intolerable to all true patriots. America is in grave danger 
of losing its soul in its misdirected desire to be neutral. And what 
shall it profit a nation if it save its life and lose its soult

I wish I had time to tell of my very interesting conversations with 
the Generalissimo and Mme. Chiang Kai Shek at dinner with them a 
couple of nights ago, also with Dr. H. H. Kung at a luncheon he gave 
me, with Dr. Wang Chung-hui, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and others; 
but I must save that for the next time.

/s/ GEORGE A. FITCH.

The following interesting letter was received, April 7, from our 
fellow-member, George Parker:

"I wish to advise that I am leaving the States today bound for British 
India where I expect to be situated for some time.

"I therefore would appreciate your noting my change of address for 
the benefit of receiving the "Tiffin Club" notices and also for 
publication in the next Bulletin. New Address: c/o National City 
Bank, Bombay, India. This is a forwarding address which will serve 
to reach us during our travels thru that part of the world.

"I am going out as the sales representative for a number of American 
manufacturers, mainly in the interest of the Eagle Pencil Company of 
New York and London.

"Regret not being able to attend next week’s tiffin for I would have 
enjoyed one more opportunity to say cheerio.

"Will look forward with interest any news of the organization’s 
activities and extend my best wishes for its continued success.

"With best personal regards and my greetings to all,

"Very sincerely yours,

”/s/ G. A. Parker."
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April IS, 1939.

Dear Doctor Hume:
I hare received your letter of April 12, 1939, 

and I appreciate your courtesy in sending me the copy 

of the Bulletin of the Shanghai Tiffin Club of New York. 

I have found very interesting Indeed Mrs. Fitch’s 

letter and the enclosure thereto which appear in the 

Bulletin.
Yours sincerely,

Edward H. Hume, M.D., 
Director, Christian Medical 

Council for Overseas Work, 
156 Fifth Avenue, 

/z..<•> New York, New York.
OR

793.94/14906
 

F/i-G

AM 17

FE
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
AC GRAY APR 1 R

One. ThÉ ASAHI states this morning in a feature 

article that its American correspondent has telegraphed 

that the President has under consideration the sending 

to the Japanese Government of a message similar to that 

sent to the German Government and that the Department 

has the project under study. It is conjectured that 

the approach to Japan was withheld owing to the visit 

of the ASTORIA and that it may be made after the depart

ure of that vessel. It is further stated in the article 

that it is the opinion of the Japanese Government that 

the observations in President’s message to Germany and 

Italy were intended to apply also to the situation in 

the Far East. The article then discusses various points 

including a probable Anglo-American understanding with 

regard to the disposition of naval forces, conditions in 

Europe, et cetera; it anticipates that Germany and'Italy 

will return a negative reply to the United States'.an|u 

that Japan would, if similarly approached, take th'e "Same

position
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AC - 2 - #185, April 19, 3 p.m., from Tokyo 

position.

Two. I understand that the Foreign Office today 

informed the foreign correspondents that the ASAHI story 

was regarded as a piece of "journalistic imagination". 

The Foreign Office spokesman also stated that the Japan

ese Government regards the forthcoming return of the 

American fleet maneuvers to the Pacific as a routine 

movement and views it with unconcern.

GREW

KLP
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AMEMBASSY,
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Telegram Sent

^cpartnwHt of ^tate

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL ÇODE 

XnONCONFIDENTIAL CODE X

PARTAIR
PLAIN

Washington, 
e®APRI9PM5« April 19> 1939.

r.-Qiçs
( Japan^L \L^!;DS

’’Gray"

/’>/ Your 185, April 19, 3 p.m

New York^Times of Aprilz19" carried^ an account Of the^

AsaAi zarticle< /
/ / / ' /The Secretary zin reply to a question at his press

conference In regard t o'the reportzsaid that lie hadZnothing 

on the sub ject/ /SecretaryzEarly zat the‘White House ^when 

asked about thezreport faid that zhe could not /comment/^ 

officially zon the (lapanese^press Zstory‘which zso far aszhe

793.94/14907

knewZhad no Official foundation f

D. O. R.—No. 60 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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REB TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- CHUNGKING VIA N.R.
fore being communicated From
to anyone. (A) Dated April 19, 1939

Secretary of State

CONFIDENTIAL

Washington

274, April 19

^33

793.94/14909

One. McHugh reports that he learned very con

fidentially from Chiang’s emissary himself that when 

the British Ambassador passed through Hong Kong on 

April 8th he was handed a memorandum which informant 

had just brought down from Chungking and which con

tained the following proposals from Chiang Kai Shek : 

(One) that constructive peace is indivisible 

between Europe and China, id est, it cannot come to 

one area until it is achieved in the other; (two) that 

if Japan should make a proposal that Great Britain and 

France should recognize and cooperate with Japan’s 

position in North China in exchange for a promise from 

Japan not to join a Rome-Berlin military alliance or 

attack Hong Kong or Indo-China, Great Britain and France 

should disregard such a proposal; (three) that because ■-'*

Great -n

11 
0
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CORRECTED PAGE

AC - 2 - #274, April 19, 9 a.m.,fi?om Chungking

Great Britain and France would not be able to spare 

troops or ships to defend their interests in the Far 

East, China would be willing to supply both troops 

and labor corps in return for arms and munitions; 

(four) Generalissimo hopes therefore that collective 

security will be extended to the Far East and suggested 

that conversations be started for a mutual assistance 

pact between Great Britain and France; (five) he feels 

that the advantages of such an arrangement would be 

(a) to have a deterring effect on Japan prior to the 

outbreak of hostilities in respect to acts of aggression 

against Hong Kong or Indo-China and (b) that it would 

also deter Japan even after the 

(END SECTION ONE)

PECK

CSB
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REB

2-#274, From Chungking, Apr,19,9a.m.

Great. Britain and France would not be able to spare 

troops oK ships to defend their interests in the Far 

East, China would be willing to supply both troops 

and labor corps^ln return for arms and munitions; 

(four) Generalissimo hopes therefore that collective 

security will be extended to the Far East and suggested 

that conversations be started for a mutual assistance 

pact between Great Britain an<!k France; (five) he feels 

that the advantages of such an arrangement .would be 
(a) to have a deterring effect on Jaxan^Jt£^the 

^^^^^^^respect to acts of aggressiorK against 

Hong Kong or Indo-China and (b) that it w\ild also 

deter Japan even after the \

(END SECTION ONE)

PECK

CSB
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REB
:bb3b

closely
fore being communicated
to anyone. (A) Dated April 19, 1939

From Rec’d 9:45 a. m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

274, April 19, 9 a.

outbreak of war from taking ^4*L in support of the

totalitarian powers.

Two. McHugh’s informant stated that Clark-Kerr 

offered little comment but expressed the view that such 

a pact might tend to alarm the Japanese and undo the 

efforts which the British tried to prevent within the 

last few months to forestall Japanese signature to !
i 

a formal military alliance with Germany and Italy in ’ 

lieu of the existing anti-Comintern Pact.

Three. Although the informant agreed that the 

foregoing suggested apprehension and distrust on the 

part of Chiang of the future actions of Great Britain 

and France, he stated that Chiang had appeared calm and 

confident and had not clearly indicated the possession 

of any immediate information to support such suspicion.

That despite present widespread rumors to the 

effect that the British Ambassador to Japan came to

Shanghai
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REB

2-#274, From Chungking, Apr.19,9a.m 
(Sec. Two)

' Shanghai to convey and discuss with his China colleague

the peace terms for transmission by the latter to the

'Chinese Government, the above person stated that

Clark-Finn gave no indication of such a mission.

McHugh states that the British Ambassador informed 

him here last November and again reiterated to him in 

Shanghai in Jaiuory that he intended tc return to 
Chungking about this time as a routtue/rf^à’< On the 

latter occasion Clark-Kerr discussed at same length the

change of attitude toward Japan which his Tokyo colleague

experienced last November plus the Britishhad finally

efforts from F4- to stall off Japanese adherence to

a military alliance. Any role as a special peace emissary 

at this time is therefore believed doubtful although he 

is very probably equipped with ample information on

which to base informal discussion of the present

Japanese attitude a peace compromise

Five. Similar rumors as to Madame Chi,ang Kai 

Shek’s recent visit to Hong Kong are likewise doubted 

by McHugh who spent the last ten days with her and 

Donald there and returned with them on the 17th. They

did not see Clark-Kerr when he passed th.rou.gh Hong Kong

nor
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REB

3-#274, From Chungking,Apr,19,9a,m 
(Sec. Two)

nor was the question of peace mentioned at any time. 

f"" Six. It is requested that the substance of thFl 

foregoing be made available to the Navy Department. 

Peiping please similarly convey to the Naval Attache 

and Shanghai to the Commander»-in-Chief. Peiping 
repeat to Tokyo.

(END OF MESSAGE)

PECK
KLP

(•») Apparent omission
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Confidential l’^H[)LNnAL

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (no. 274) of April 19, 1939, 

from the American Embassy at Chungking reeds substantially 

as follows:

The Assistant Naval Attache (McHugh) regards as 

probably unfounded rumors to the effect that the recent 

visit of Madame Chiang Kai-shek at Hong Kong was connected 

with negotiations for peace. He passed the last ten days 

at Hong Kong with her and W. H. Donald, returning with 

them on April 17 to Chungking. The subject of peace was 

not once referred to and they did not meet the British 

Ambassador to China on the occasion of his passage through 

Hong Kong. Moreover, the Generalissimo's emissary (who 

met Ambassador Clark-Kerr at Hong Kong) himself told 

McHugh that notwithstanding the current widely prevalent 

stories to the effect that the British Ambasrador to Japan 

had come to Shanghai for the purpose of conveying and dis

cussing with Clark-Kerr the peace terms for transmission 

by Clark-Kerr to the Government of China, Clark-Kerr 

evidenced no sign of having such a mission. McHugh says 

that five months ago at Chungking and again at Shanghai 

three months ago. Ambassador Clark-Kerr told him of his 

Intention to make a routine visit to Chungking about this 

time; and on the second occasion the Ambassador discussed

in
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in considerable detail the efforts made by Britain since 

December to keep Japan from adhering to a military alliance 

with Germany and Italy, as well as the change in attitude 

toward Japan which Ambassador Craigie had finally undergone 

in November 1938. Accordingly, while Clark-Kerr is most 

probably provided with information fully adequate to serve 

as a basis for an informal discussion of Japan's present 

position toward a peace compromise, it is doubted that 

he has at this time any role as a special emissary for 

peace.

The same informant told the Assistant Naval Attache 

in strict confidence that when Clark-Kerr visited Hong Kong 

eleven days ago he was given a memorandum which the 

informant had Just brought from Chungking and which embodied 

proposals from the Generalissimo to the effect that: (a) 

constructive peace for Europe and China is a single issue 

which is not susceptible of separation; (b) Aa France and 

Britain would be unable to spare vessels or armed forces 

to protect their Far Eastern interests, China, in exchange 

for munitions, would be prepared to furnish troops and 

also labor battalions; (c) Britain and France should ignore 

any proposal which Japan might make that Britain and France, 

in return for Japan* s promise to refrain from adhering to 

a military alliance with Germany and Italy and from 

attacking Hong Kong and French Indochina, accord recognition
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of and cooperation with the position of Japan In north 

China; (d) accordingly, the Generalissimo hopes that col

lective security will be extended to Include the Far East 

and suggests that discussions be commenced with a view to 

concluding a mutual assistance pact between Britain and 

France; (e) it Is the Generalissimo’s opinion that an 

arrangement of this nature would have the advantages of 

(1) exerting - prior to the outbreak of war - a restraining 

influence on Japan with regard to the taking of aggressive 

action against Indochina or Hong Kong and (2) also 

Inducing Japan to refrain - even after hostilities started - 

from Immediate action In the way of supporting Germany and 

Italy. According to the informant, Ambassador Clark-Kerr 

had little comment to offer in regard to the Generalissimo's 

proposals, expressing, however, his opinion that the pro

posed mutual assistance pact might serve to arouse Japan's 

anxiety and nullify the endeavors undertaken by Britain 

In recent months to forestall Japan's adherence to a formal 

military alliance with the totalitarian powers in place of 

the present pact directed against the Comintern.

According to the Informant, the Generalissimo had 

seemed calm and confident and had given no clear indication 

that he had any immediate Information to Justify distrust 

and apprehension on his part of the future French and 
British
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CGNFiDENTIAL

British course of action, though, as the Informant agreed, 

it would seem suggested by the foregoing that he might 
harbor such suspicion.

793.94/14909

£tf.
FE:E(BC:HJN 

4/21 FE.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
FROM GRAY

Foochow via Peiping & N, R

Dated April 17, 1939

Rec’d 4:30 a.m.,20th

Secretary of State

Washington

April 17, 11 a.m»

. V Division ofM 
( iAti BS'CTl AFFAtRS 
L /fcPP 2 0 !93'X

! ? apartment el■

Local conditions quiet

Japanese planes flew over Foochow yesterday and 

this morning without bombing. Coast in Lienkang region 

reported bombed and shelled yesterday. Only four

Japanese warships now reported to be present

Sent to Peiping, repeated to Chungking notably 

chock operations in naval code

LOCKHART

KLPîGW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

PAP FOOCHOW VIA PEIPING AND N.R
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br)

Dated April 18, 1939

Secretary of Static

April 18, 10 a.m.

Washington

Rec’d 4:30 a.m. April 20

AFFAIRS

1939

Japanese naval launches continued disturbances at 

Sharp Peak today commandeering two formerly Chinese merchant 

vessels SS PROSPER of Norwegian registry and PIPINA Greek 

along with Chinese crews. Bombing and machine gunning by 

Japanese aircraft in the vicinity of the barrier.

His Majesty’s Ship SCOUT remaining at Sharp Peak.

WARD

RR :DDM
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

PA B A P H B A S S

A telegram of April 18, 1939, from the American 

Consulate at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

H.K.S. SCOUT is remaining at Sharp Peak. Japanese 

airplanes are carrying on machine gunning and bombing 

operations near the barrier. Japanese naval launches 

are continuing disturbances at Sharp Peak where they 

commandeered two merchantmen which were formerly Chinese 

and their Chinese crews. These merchantmen were P1PIHA 

of Greek registry and PROSPER of Norwegian registry.

793.94/14911
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PAP
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

FOOCHOW

April 20, 1939

Rec’d 10:18 a.m.

ACTION : USS EDSALL

PASSED BY COMSOPAT TO CINCAF AND USS BULMER FOR INFO 
PASSED BY CINCAF TO OPNAV FOR INFORMATION

0018. Launches from Jap warship have been causing 

disturbances at Sharp Peak last two days. Yesterday they 

burned four lighters. Today they took over two merchant 

vessels PROSPER of Norwegian and PIPINA of Greek registry 

commandeering crew of former. Aerial bombings along lower 

river continued today. HMS SCOUT, is remaining at "Sharp 

Peak.* 2200’

CSB

Ç0

795.94/14912
 

ra
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TO BE TRANSMITTED 

X CONFIDENTIAL CODE X

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

PLAIN

Washington, ftp»»

April 19, 1939>
AMEMBASSY, ; ---- —---- --------

; This cable ^assent in confrductial Î
PARIS (France). ; It setuid æ o’tfullt ■

j ***** owmynicatwi ta anytne. 7)
II I IlllUWt—mu: -J—-*.’

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE AMBASSADOR/

On April ^15zthe Chinese Ambassador/herezmade an^ 
approact/to the Department/along the lines'èet forth in/ 
your telegram Ainder /referenced The Department "finds / 
helpful/the comments/and/information/communicated/in your
telegram/

793.94/I 49 I 3

i^8s# w

FE:MMH;ejl FE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator njr M.,-------- 19________________
D. C. R.—No. 60

1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 890.00/139 for Memorandum

State Department
Far Eastern Division

from____ ________ ____ ______ (-Salisbury____ } DATED____April 13, 1939.
TO NAME 1-1127 gpo

Situation in the Far East: Sino-Japanese conflict. REGARDING:

Developments of past week, in summary.

793.94/ 
14913

FRG.
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TELEGRAM  ̂RECEIVED

EG ~------------- GRAY

/ ' From Hankcw via N. R.

s Dated April 20, 1939
X.‘ 4 ■ ' 

Rec’d 7:45 a.m.,April 21
Secretary of State,

Washington • Ê&>TFÎ$ AFFAIRS |
21 1939 J

94, April 20, 4 p.m. V \ôepartn?ew <<v3^ J
<\A \ b

My 90, April 15, 1 p.m^

One. Japanese military movements northward continue. 
(0

The troops, estimated at a division or more, are said to Qj 
•

be young conscripts from Japan. They are accompanied by <0
• ■ much artillery and mechanized equipment. A large quantity \

of supplies is arriving and being shipped north.
(0

Two. The Chinese forces in Southern Honan and —
4^

Northern Hupeh are reliably reported to be well equipped 

and exhibiting high morale. They have more than held 

their own against the Japanese heretofore hemming them. 

It remains to be seen how they will fight against the 

heavier arms being thrown against them.

Three. Japanese reinforcements, rumored to be th&t#< v-;;1 
20th division from South Shansi, are being sent to
YOyang, Hunan, presumably for a drive on Changsha to be [6 

coordinated with an offensive from Nanchang.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai.

JARVIS

WWC :GW
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of far Eastern Affairs

May 12, 1939.

Batavia’s despatch no. 188 of March 10 encloses a translation of an article written by a Dutch journalist in Tokyo for publication in a newspaper in Batavia. In it the writer likens the situation in the Far East to a poker game, in which France is getting pretty badly taken into camp by Japan. He states that France actually had no agreement with Japan re Hainan, but considered herself bound to what she regarded as a tacit understanding, which Japan disregarded when it suited her to do so.

({So)FE:Ward:REK
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NO. 188 THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Ofijl 'MiP
American Consulate general 

Batavia, Java, 
March 10, 1939.

L>( SUBJECT: AFTER THE OCCUPATION OF

r>,nps sent

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

o

SIR:

Washington.

I have the honor to transmit

sible interest to the Department

from the days when I

attached

a copy of

DeparW.- sJ of

HAINAN

as of pos

a trans-

Netherlands

Division Of - \-
R WXZ/W IFF AH’S i

11939

►Ration into English of a letter sent by the 

journalist J. Fabius from Tokyo, to be published in

ie Batavia newspaper, ”Het Batavlaasch Nieuwsblad"

tfhich bore the above title

Mr. Jan Fabius is well known to me personally

was in Tokyo He is a journalist

lo has many unusual avenues of information whose ac-

curacy is not always reliable.

Respectfully yours,

Erie R. Dickover, 
American Consul General,

795.94/14915
 

F/W
B

Enclosure : 
Translation

File No. 800
AHH/ltk.

Original and 4 copies to the Department.

V
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Translation.

BATAVIAASCH NIEUWSBLAD. Wednesday, March 8, 1939.

AFTER THE OCCUPATION OF HAINAN.

An unbelievable French blunder.

The Japanese are playing masterly poker.

Letter from Tokio by J. Fabius. February 14, 1939.

Up to the present time the French have always em
phasized that the transportation of munitions along the 
Haiphong - Yunnan railway had been forbidden on the basis 
of an agreement with Japan. This agreement was said to 
contain as a counter provision the assurance of Japan that 
it would not occupy Hainan.

It was quite remarkable, however, that the Japanese 
never mentioned any such agreement and spoke only of a 
freewill offer of the French to stop the transportation 
of munitions. The powerful official and semi-official 
campaign against the so-called bad faith of the French, 
who, according to the Japanese, were allowing such trans
portation with open eyes in spite of everything, appeared, 
however, to contain something of the French asseveration 
concealed in it, since it was obvious that Japan was prim
ing itself to free itself from its obligation not to oc
cupy Hainan on the grounds of French perfidy in regard to 
some agreement or other. Last week the French ambassador 
let slip that an agreement had actually been signed in 
October, 1937.

I have now learned from absolutely reliable sources 
that in fact there never was any such agreement at all, 
however unbelievable it may sound for me to say so. The 
French committed the egregious blunder of entering into 
a one-sided agreement not to allow munitions to be trans
ported over their railroads without extracting from the 
Japanese any counter-promises or agreements whatsoever! 
In other words, the whole matter from the Japanese side 
was nothing more than a "gentleman’s agreement" and the 
statement of the Gaimusho made on October 28, 1938, was 
entirely in agreement with the facts.

It is and remains a riddle how the authorities in 
Paris could ever have been so crassly stupid. Little 
wonder, then, that this "agreement" caused a violent dis
pute between the Quai d’ Orsay and the Governor General 
of Indo-China. Rightly the authorities in Indo-China 
accuse their diplomats in Paris of having thrown away 
their strongest card; and now they are tearing out their 
hair puzzling how to carry on.

The protest of both French and British Ambassadors 
was, as might have been expected, emphatically rejected

by
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by Arita, who asserted that 
for purely military reasons 
thought for an instant that 
there indefinitely.

the occupation took place 
and that no one in Tokyo 
the Japanese would remain

This called down upon his shoulders the anathemas 
of the military organ, the Kokumin, which called it an 
evidence of weak diplomacy, since the army had not the 
least intention of ever recalling the troops that were 
occupying the island and, on the contrary, Intended to 
reinforce them.

The Asahi also uttered practically the same words. 
But in my opinion all that denial was quite unnecessary 
because the efforts to form a new Government in the is
land at once, the request submitted by the people there 
in which Japan was entreated to protect them from the 
Kuomintang, the Immediate appearance of an anti-communistic 
newspaper there, all point out clearly enough the inten
tions of the occupying forces.

The game is being played with great virtuosity, al
though the long delay in carrying out the plan indicated 
that the authorities were not certain as to the advisability 
of the step. The British might conceivably have been 
awakened out of their stupor by the act. That danger is 
now, however, past; they did nothing at all but weakly 
protest, and telegrams from London indicate that England 
feels but little enthusiasm for a naval demonstration, 
since Hainan is Chinese and there were no English inter
ests established there. That Hong Kong is threatened in 
both a military and economic sense appears to be no longer 
any concern of EnglandI

Ho sooner had it appeared certain that neither France 
nor England had any intention of doing anything about it at 
all than there appeared in the Japan Times a leader showing 
the Italian right to occupy Tunis. This, added to the
fact that both Italy and Germany had been informed before
hand of the Japanese intention to occupy Hainan, leads many 
to believe that the act was done in full realization of the 
state of affairs in Europe and that it has a close relation
ship to what is going on there.

In a previous letter we have already hinted at all 
this; at that time we were unable to speak more clearly, 
since we had been given the information that Japan was about 
to occupy Hainan under the seal of confidence.

Italy will now watch with interest what France and 
England will do. If England remains cool and calm or 
fails to support France in its actions, Mussolini will draw 
his own conclusion and will, perhaps, take more active steps 
in the Mediterranean.

Others believe that this is merely an oriental diver
sion; an effort to tie France up in the Orient, perhaps to 
induce her to despatch part of her fleet to defend Indo
China, leaving the field clear for Mussolini.

Those
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Those who argue thus fail to understand that the 
whole play is a great game of bluff -- political and 
diplomatic poker. Any one who has ever played that 
noble game knows quite well that it doesn't matter what 
cards you hold in your hand if only you put up a good 
bid with a straight face and an assured manner. Up to 
now the Japanese have been playing magnificent poker. 
The poker playing reader will understand that the per
son with the weakest cards can win every pot if he only 
has the biggest bluff and takes excellent care never to 
allow himself to be "seen” by another player. As soon 
as they were certain that their opponents had no good 
cards in their hands at all, the Japanese with a friend
ly smile called "I'll see you" and then the French real
ized what a good card they had thrown away in 1937.

All this time the Japanese left the whole world in 
the false understanding that they had indeed closed an 
agreement with the French in 1937 concerning Hainan. 
Tokyo never said in so many words, "We have agreed not 
to occupy Hainan", they merely let it be assumed from 
the things they did say and from the way in which they 
said them. Paris, on the other hand, soon enough real
ized what a howler had been made and did not dare, partly 
for domestic political reasons, ever to say anything 
openly about it. They held onto their cards and went 
on bidding hoping for the best. What they had done was 
to draw to a four card heart flush and get a diamond — 
it looked red and fine until they came to examine it a 
little more closely! But you can't four-flush the 
Japanese.

The French have thus lost the first pot and lost 
badly. We are now all watching for the next round of 
cards. Dare the French now reopen the Yunnan railway 
for the transportation of munitions? Dare they in that 
case wave aside a Japanese protest as the Japanese waved 
theirs aside? Dare the English show that they are in 
this matter on the side of the French? Dare they des
patch a couple of cruisers to the East to support the 
French action there? If they do, Japan will merely 
reiterate that her occupation of Hainan is only temporary 
and Mussolini will moderate his demands in Tunis and 
Corsica. Everything depends now on whether those in 
London and Paris have the backbone in them to do some
thing instead of merely babbling platitudes at conferences.

In any case, it will be more and more essential as 
time goes on to connect up closely events in the East with 
the situation in Europe. The British are already bitter
ly regretting having refused the Italian suggestion in 
1937 of forming a United European front in the Far East.

Meanwhile, everyone is anxiously discussing the pos
sibility of the entente between Japan and the totalitarian 
states developing into an offensive and defensive military 
treaty. The fact that the German and Italian Ambassadors 
always visit the Department of Foreign Affairs together 
is, of course, being openly discussed here. It is rumored

that
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that the military clique here has been urging such an 
alliance, but that the authorities in Berlin and Rome 
prefer to watch and wait a little longer.

Translated by Dr. A. H. Hamilton, American Clerk, 
American Consulate General, Batavia.
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CA
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This tel Egram must be
clos Ely paraphrased be- FRofS^TOW VIA N R
forE being communicated

General Hia Ching Chung, garrison commander for (^)

Kwangtung Province recently appointed by Chiang Kai Shek 

has ordered the following: the immediate evacuation to 

interior points of safety of all persons over sixty, 

children under fifteen, and all sick and unemployed; the 

destruction of all highways into Swatow; removing factory 

793.94/ 14916

equipment and all schools to inland places; all able- 

bodied Chinese to be prepared to bear arms if necessary. 

The Mayor told me yesterday afternoon that this is purely 

a precautionary measure not based on the belief in an 

early Japanese attack butmnerely to remove non-Essential 

people and industries to the hinterland with as little 

hardship as possible; the electric plant, water works, and 

any activities Essential to the proper functioning of the 

city will not be disturbed nor will every highway be destroy

ed. I do not believe that the linen industry or any other
, **i American interests will be affected to any extent by these’t'x. 

>'è & -n 
orders. It is estimated that probably 17,000 will remain w 0 
in the city. Repeated to Peiping, Chungking. £

EMB NPL
YOUNG
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paraphrase

A telegram (no. 5) of April 21, 1939, from the American 

Consul at Swatow reads substantially as follows:

The destruction of all highways into Swatow and the 

removal immediately to safe points In the interior of all 

children under fifteen, all sick and unemployed persons 

and all persons more than sixty years old have been ordered 

by the garrison commander for(Eastern^?) Kwangtung 

Province (General Hla Ching-chung) who was appointed a 

short time ego by General Chiang Kai-shek. General Hla 

has ordered also that all able-bodied Chinese be ready to 

bear arms if necessary and thet all schools and factory 

equipment be moved to points in the interior. Estimates 

are that 17,000 persons are likely to stay in the city. 

The Consul is of the opinion that these orders will not 

greatly affect any American interests, including the linen 

industry. On April 20 the Consul was informed by the 

Mayor of Swatow that General Hia’e orders were not based 

on a belief that the Japanese would attack in a short 

time but were entirely precautionary measures and designed 

only to remove to the Interior with as little injury as 

possible the non-essentisl industries and people. Every 

highway will not be destroyed nor will any activities, 

such as the waterworks and electric plant, which are 

essential to the proper functioning of the city be disturbed. 

793.94/14916 X^
FE:®ÇJ>HJN 4/24 FE
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/
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CJ
This, telegram must be
closely paraphrased be* From 
fore being communicate^ 
to anyone< (br) /q 

/ 
< o.

NR

1939
Received 3 î03 p«nU f

April 21, 10 p.m.

Dated April

Secretary of State

Washington

Foochow via

Visiting officers of Edsall left Foochow 7 a'.m.

21,

vision of

/pI?^?1939

intending to sail at noon but standing by<>

Three severe air raids here today with sporadic 

machine gunning. Casualties about sixty. No American

property reported damaged. Customs godowns bombed, damage 
y o/i 4/

estimated at (A) 300,000 by a Commissioner of Customs»

Bombings cut off electric current.

Skeleton government is moving to Yenping before

April 25.

The Japanese seem determined to stop all shipping 

and intimidate this port.

Rumors are current that Formosans in Foochow have been 

organized to terrorize foreigners, especially the British, 

in case a Japanese invasion.

Sent to Peiping, repeated to Shanghai and Chungking.

■w

ROWE fit?
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Confidential COHf BtNT iAl

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of April 21, 1939, from the American Con

sulate at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

It appears that the Japanese are determined to 

Intimidate Foochow and to stop all shipping. On April 21 

there were three severe air raids on Foochow with 

scattered machine gunning resulting In approximately 

sixty casualties. There was no damage to American prop

erty reported. The Commissioner of Customs estimated 

the damage to customs godowns which were bombed at 

(7)300,000. The electric current was cut off by the 

bombings.
The Formosans In Foochow have been organized to 

terrorize foreigners, especially the British, If there 

Is an invasion by the Japanese, according to current 

rumors. Before April 25 the skeleton government Is 

removing to Yenplng. The Edsail Is standing by although 

Its visiting officers Intending to sail at noon left 

Foochow at seven a.m.

793.94/14917

FE:E(»C:HJN
4/22
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fs TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- — 
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br) from

Secretary of Stately

Washington./

Tsingtao via N, R

Dated April 22, 1939

FAS ELWH AFFAIRS po>

85, April 22

RECrd/5*47 p.m

Information from Americans arriving in Tsrngtao

from Kaifeng this week indicates fighting which occurred

two weeks ago at Kaifeng of scant if any importance. 

Travelers made rail journey from Kaifeng to Hsuchow in 

12 hours and connected with night train to Tsinan.

Two. Japanese are building railway from Kaifeng 

to Sinsiang and also reported to be building railway 

from Kaifeng to Hsuuchang thus providing through 

communication on Peiping-Hankow line through Kaifeng.

Sent to Chungking, Peiping; by mail to Tokyo.

KLP SOUTHARD

793.94/14918
 

F/FG
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CSWFiDEN

£.A. n * P g R A S I

A UlCfTM (no. 35) of April 22, 1J33, fro® the 
Mierloan Consolai» at Tslnptao reads substantially as 
fOl14® SI

A railway is toeing constructed to Sinslang fro® 
Kaifeng by the Japanese who m reported also to be 
building a line to îTsuehang from Kaifeng. Through caa- 
Mun.to?.tion ie thus provided on the Pelplng*Hankw 
Railway through Kaifeng. The fighting which took place 
at Kaifeng the first week in April was of little if any 
importance. The above inforsatio» was received fro® 
Americans who just recently arrivai in Tslngtao. from 
Kaifeng. These Americans made the trip in twelve hoore 
from Kaifeng to «enehow by train, connecting with the 
night train to Tsinan.

T33.W14918

AEo^“®,8'tens on jHES 
4—34
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 25, 1939.

Chungking's 282, April 22, 9 sun., 
states Inter alia that the Chinese 
Minister for foreign Affairs asked 
Mr. Peck to let him have the earliest 
important information he might receive 
(1) in regard to the possibility of 
China's receiving some mark of sym
pathy and approbation, official or 
semi-official, on the part of the 
United States in the event that 
China joins the bloc of nations com
prising Great Britain and the Soviet 
Union linked in a non-aggresslon 
understanding and (2) in regard to 
such neutrality legislation as might 
be enacted in the United States.

The telegram would appear to 
call for no action by the Department 
at the present time.

793.94/14919

EE: Ballantine;HES
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED f
JR --------
This telegram must -be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Secretary of State

Washington

282, April 22, 9 a.m.

tü'rîOPE

Chungking via N 
From

Rec*d 9r a.m

't)41

Minister for Foreign

telephone whether I had

from (0

Dated April 22, 1939
/ ' • '

On April 20, the Chinese

Affairs inquired of me on the

any information concerning the news reports

Tokyo that the President might cause a note to be

addressed to the Japanese Government in the general

sense of the communications addressed to Germany and
4^ 
(0

Italy one week ago. The Minister said he would be
<0

glad to talk with me on the subject. During our

conversation on April 21 the Minister said that since

his inquiry he had received a report of the recent

interview of the Chinese Ambassador with the President

which answered his question. He said that the President

had observed that the news resume • in question ( to

retranslate the Chinese phrase employed by the Ambassador

in his report) had been "fabricated with a purpose" and

that the President had added the comment that his

approaches to Hitler and Mussolini and

that H
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-2- #282, April 22, 9 a.m., from Chungking.

that there might be war in Europe but that even in this 

event China might regard the future with some optimism 

because a war would empel Japan to mobilize large forces 

against Russia and if general peace discussions took 

place Japan would no doubt want to be included. 

The Minister said he thought there was a growing 

& in Japan for.

(END SECTION ONE)

PECK

EMB:R0W
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ----------------
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- -Chungking via N, R. 
fore being communicated ’"ROM
to anyone. (A) p*"T>ated April 22-, 1939

■ Rec rd 8 zf.m. I । 
’ A ‘

Secretary of State, f \iv'i'
vr uj l. ï ÜtbAHÎsst*,! ,.,VWashington. L—  ' vj'

282, April 22, 9 a.m. (SECTION TWO), 

termination of hostilities if a way could be found 

to accomplish this without loss of prestige such as 

through the intermediation of third powers. China, 

of course, would not sue for peace but he recalled 

the fact that China had more than once broached the 

summoning of an arbitration on Far Eastern matters. 

The Minister mentioned the fact that Japanese news 

despatches had expanded on the interpellation in 

Parliament which resulted in the statement of the Prime 

Minister that the British Government would keep in 

mind the possibility of extending the "non aggression 

movement" to the Far East, He thought this another 

indication that there is in Japan a growing desire for 

peace.

The Minister informed me that tha Chinese 

Government had recently suggested to the British 

Government that China be included in the bloc of nations

invited
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-2- #282, April 22, 9 a.m. (SECTION TWO) from Chungking.

invited to join the non aggression understanding 

but had indicated that China could not do this unless 
Russia joined it and thu^^J^wns awaiting the outcome 

of the discussions between Great Britain and Russia. 

He expressed the hope that if China joined this group 

of nations there would be some mark of sympathy and 

approbation, official or semi-official, on the part of 

the United States.

Reverting to the subject of the Chinese Ambassador’s 

conversation with the President the Minister said that 

the Ambassador had expressed the hope of the Chinese 

Government that whatever neutrality legislation might be 

enacted would not be to the advantage of Japan and to 

the detriment of China and that the President had 

replied that he thoroughly understood the situation.

The Minister asked me to let him have the earliest 

important information I might receive in regard to either 

of the subjects he had discussed and I promised him I 

would.

In reply to a question he told me he had held 

an hour’s conversation with the British Ambassador 

who arrived in Chungking on April 19 but they had not 

discussed any possible terms for ending the hostilities.

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Peiping. 

Latter mail to Tokyo. (END MESSAGE)

PECK
EMB jROW
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MEMORANDUM OF TEE PRESS CONFERENCE, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 1939

JAPAN
At the press conference this afternoon, a correspondent 

enquired whether the Secretary could say anything about press 
reports from Tokyo to the effect that this Government is con
sidering sending an appeal to the Japanese Government similar 
to the message addressed by President Roosevelt on April 14 
to Chancellor Hitler and Premier Mussolini. The Secretary 
replied that he had nothing on the subject.

CHINA

A correspondent, noting that the Chinese Ambassador had 
called upon the President this morning, said that this was 
the second time in the last couple of weeks that the Chinese 
Ambassador had called at the White House and enquired whether 
there was anything special up with China at the moment. The 
Secretary replied that he did not know anything unusual in 
that connection.

PRESIDENT’S APPEAL TO HITLER AND MUSSOLINI

A correspondent enquired whether the Secretary had any 
further comment to make on the additional reaction from abroad 
to the President’s appeal of April 14 to Chancellor Hitler 
and Premier Mussolini. The Secretary replied that he had 
not seen a great deal more than the correspondents had found 
in the press. Remarking that Chancellor Hitler had indicated 
he. would make his answer on April 28, a correspondent enquired 
whether there was any indication from Rome when Premier 
Mussolini's reply would be forthcoming. The Secretary said 
he thought the Department had received nothing more than had 
appeared in the newspapers. Asked whether the Department 
had been officially notified that the German answer would 
be made on April 28, the Secretary said he had no recollec
tion of receiving anything on the subject.

A correspondent said that the Hungarian Foreign Minister, 
visiting in Rome, was quoted as having said in an interview 
this morning that the President's appeal, so far as Hungary 
was concerned, was "an unwelcome surprise." Asked whether 
Hungary had made any similar statement to this Government, 
the Secretary said that he recalled nothing of that nature.

M. J. McDermott.
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- Canton via N. R.
fore being communicated From
to anyone. (br) Dated April 23, 1939

Information emanating from Japanese sources iijjlicates 

that the most severe fighting yet to take place in 

Kwangtung has been occurring on the Tsungfa-tsengshing 

front where five Chinese divisions are said to have been 

engaging an unknown number of Japanese. Casualties on 

both sides are said to have been heavy.

Reports of increased guerrilla activity close to 

Canton have been received during the past week and 

bombing has been heard. Very recent movements of 

Japanese troops in the direction of Samshui tend to confirm 

reports of increased Chinese pressure near there. Tension 

and more rigorous treatment of Chinese civilians in Canton 

by Japanese sentries has been observed and aircraft have 

been active..

It is believed that Chinese military activities 

with particular reference to above are primarily designed^ 

to harass the limited Japanese forces in this region and ■ 

possibly also to divert Japanese attention from the West

River

793.94/14920
 

F/FG
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River delta. The prevailing rainy season handle 

Japanese aircraft.

Repeated to Chungking,Peiping, Hong Kong.

MYERS

ROV?
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 47) of April 23, 1939, from the 
American Consul General at Canton reads substantially 
as follows:

During the past week bombing has been heard and 
intensified guerrilla activity near Canton has been re
ported. Aircraft have been active. Tension and more 
severe treatment by Japanese sentries of civilian Chinese 
in Canton have been noted. Japanese aircraft are handi
capped by the prevailing rainy season. Color is given 
to reports of greater Chinese pressure near Samshui by 
movements of Japanese troops in that direction very 
recently. According to information coming from Japanese 
sources there has been taking place on the Tsungfa-Tseng- 
shing front the most severe fighting which has yet taken 
place in K’vangtung Province. Five divisions of Chinese 
are reported to have been engaging an unknown number of 
Japanese troops on this front and both sides are reported 
to have suffered heavy casualties. To harry the limited 
Japanese troops in this area and maybe also to turn the 
attention of the Japanese from the delta of the West River 
is believed to be the primary object of Chinese military 
activities with special reference to the above.

793.94/14920

FÏÏ:ËqJb:JPs 
4-25
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE------------ .755d.»S4/2.7...----- ---------------------- FOR_______ Despatch..$187

FROM-------- J3a±ajrijSL------------------------- (...Dlckover_____ ) DATED J^.r.«...l.Qj.l939...
To name t_I127

REGARDING: Japanese occupation of the little island of Hainan occasioned 
little comment in the Netherlands Indian press. Confidential 
memorandum indicating the Governirmt*s interest in the matter.

793.94/ 1492!

fp
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SPAMSt OoowoaUon o£

The Japanese occupation of the island of Hainan 

occasioned little comment in the Netherlands Indian 

press, although there is plenty of evidence that the 

Government and the people of the Indies have not over
looked this extremely important step on the part of 

Japan. The Government*8 interest is indicated by the 

enclosed confidential memorandum, with accompanying 

map, drawn up by the Adviser on East Asiatic Affairs 

to the Netherlands Indian Government for the informa

tion of the Government. The memorandum is in the na

ture of a historical survey of the events leading up 

to the occupation of the island and an exposition of 

its strategic importance. While the Department un
doubtedly possesses all of the information contained 

in the memorandum, the complete text, as translated 

by this office, is being transmitted, as indicative 

of the apprehension felt by this Government over the 

latest Japanese southward advance” move.

AS

- a -

As an indication of the popular interest in the 

Japanese occupation of Hainan there are enclosed two 

cartoons, one from the JAVA BODE of February 18, 1939, 

and one from the SIN PO (a Chinese-owned, Malay lan

guage newspaper) of March 4, 1939. The first represents 

Japan as an octopus, with tentacles stretching out 
over China, with one tentacle on Hainan and with an
other tentacle reaching out toward the Philippines. 
The second depicts Japan as an armed blue-jacket, 
striding along a line of stepping stones marked «Hai
nan”, «Philippines”, «Singapore”, and "Indonesia”, 
and casting a menacing shadow before him as ho goes.
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//^ MR. HOk|feEc^^\

DEPARTMENT OF STATE ~ 1939 }) \
2 ~ «Ç >7 * !'

Adviser on Political RELATiok^piffjyy ap 

' March 8, 1939.

FAR EASTERN RELATIONS: POUCY:^^^^?^ 
---------------------------------------------------------------- * 6/^

A QUERY ON — ff 1
" W Jj 

In the conducting of our relations

of the Far East, and especially with Japan, we are 

making our principal objective that of discouraging 

interference by Japan with American interests in China. 

In the field of action, we are constantly making repre

sentations to the Japanese authorities. In the course 

of so doing, we are in effect constantly pointing out 

to the Japanese how they might, while going ahead with 

their aggression against an attempted conquest of China, 

avoid encountering substantial opposition by and from 

the United States.

Query: Is it more important to this country that 

interference with American interests in China be temporarily 

prevented than that Japan’s attempted conquest of China 

be not consummated? Are the injuries which the Japanese 

are doing or might do to American interests in China of 

more consequence to the United States than the disregard 

by Japan of her treaty pledges to this country and the 

violation by Japan of various and sundry basic principles 

in which this country believes? Is Japan’s violation of
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her pledges with regard to the open door a greater offense 
against this country than Japan’s violation of her pledge 
not to resort to war in pursuit of national policy?

Suppose that, for the time being, Japan listened to 
our remonstrances and took our advice that she refrain from 
interference with American interests in China; and suppose 
that Japan were to succeed in conquering China; would we 
not be confronted with this situation: first, Japan would 
have achieved her conquest o a ,te certain of her

pledges to us and violence to our principles, and, second 
and thereafter, Japan would, in conformity with her concept 
of the "new order in Asia”, largely destroy such of our 
interests in China as had up to that time survived?

Ought we not, in the field of action, broaden the 
scope of and perhaps shift the emphasis of our policy? 
Ought we not concern ourselves more about the problem of 
seeing to it that Japan does not conquer China than tcu 

discouraging interference by Japan with American interests 
in China?

Must we not, toward safeguarding both our interests 
in China and our interests in general, assert ourselves 
toward ensuring the continuance of Chinese sovereignty in 
China (as distinguished from acquisition by Japan of a 
substantive control over China and the Chinese)?

It
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It has been a traditional policy of this country 

to contend for and contribute to the survival of China 

as an independent state ("integrity of China"); this 

country’s policy in that respect has been coupled with^ 

in fact was conceived as a supplement to and a means 

toward making goody^our policy of contending for and 

giving support to the principle of equality of commercial 

opportunity ("open door") in and with regard to China. 

If we want equality of opportunity in China, we must 

have a China.

Both the principle and practice of the open door 

and the principle and practice of non-aggression (order 

with and under law) are at stake in the Japanese-Chinese 

conflict. It is not sufficient for us to contend for 

the open door. If China is conquered, we will have no 

open door.

It is easier to give assistance to China than to 

place obstacles directly in the way of Japan.

We have already given a certain amount of assistance 

to China. Ought we not be making it a definite part of 

our policy to add to the measure and the methods of 

assistance by this country to China?

fhe British Government is at this moment taking a 

new step toward assisting China (currency loan). This 

Government has given the British Government an assurance 

that
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that we would study possibilities of action here with 

a hope that we would be able to take some new and 

parallel step in the same direction. Is not the moment 

at hand when, if at all possible, we should be taking 

some such step?

Stanley.K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

FOOCHOW VIA N.R.
From

Dated April 24, 1939

Secretary of S’da-tci.^’'

April 24, 4 p

Washington

Rec’d 12:45

5 193‘d
Department

p* m,

Foochow has been unmolested since bombings o

April 21 but Kienow was bombed April 22 and 23.

American losses from destruction of customs go-

793.94/I 4923

downs so far reported yuan 2500*

All remaining government authorities except police 

and tax bureau are moving to Yenping tomorrow but 

customs, postal and salt staffs are staying. As a 

result of representations by the British Consul and 

myself a representative of the Foreign Affairs Section 

will remain in Nantai.

All roads around Foochow are to be made impassably. 

but launch service will be maintained with Yenping.

General Pai Tsung Hsi left Foochow 21st. While 

here he encouraged general exodus from Foochow which 

increases daily. He conferred with Generals Oh’eni 

and Ku Chu Tung at Kienyang April 19. T{
It m

0
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2-From Foochow, Apr.24,4p.m.

It is reported but not confirmed that within one 

week electric and telephone service will be dis

continued, plants dismantled and equipment removed 

to the interior.

Admiral Li Shih Chia, in command of Miwahy 

fortifications, tells me that he believes that Japanese 

activity locally will be at present limited to destroy

ing import trade and no (repeat no) land attack on 

Foochow is imminent.

A Japanese cruiser, two destroyers, and a trans

port are reported to have just arrived off Matsu Island

USS EDSALL departed on April 23 and His Majesty’s 

Ship SCOUT has been replaced by destroyer DELIGHT, 

Sent to Peiping, Chungking, Shanghai.

ME

CSB
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(CONFIDENTIAL) /

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of April 24, 1939, from the American 
Consulate at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

It is reported that two Japanese destroyers, a 
cruiser, and a transport have just arrived off Matsu Island. 
On April 23 the U.S.S. Edsall left. The British destroyer 
Delight has taken the place of H.M.S. Scout.

On April 21, General Pai Tsung-hsi left Foochow. On 
April 19, General Pai conferred at Kienyang with Generals 
Ku Chu-tung and Ch’eni. While in Foochow General Pai 
encouraged a general exodus from the city. This exodus 
increases each day. With the exception of the tax and 
police bureau all the Government authorities remaining in 
Foochow are moving to Yenping on April 25. However, the 
salt, postal and customs staffs are remaining in Foochow. 
A representative of the Foreign Affairs Section will stay 
in Nantai as a result of representations made by the Ameri
can and British consular officers. Launch service with 
Yenping will be kept up but all the highways in the vicinity 
of Foochow are to be rendered impassable. There are 
unconfirmed reports to the effect that telephone and electric 
service will be stopped within a week and the plants taken 
down and the equipment moved to the hinterland.

On April 22 and 23 Kienow was bombed but since the 
bombings on April 21 Foochow has not been molested. Ameri
can losses reported so far amount to yuan 2500 as a result

of
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of the destruction of customs godowns.
It is the opinion of Admiral Li Shih-chia (commanding 

L’inahy fortifications), as expressed to the American consular 
officer, that no land attack on Foochow is imminent and that 
at the present time Japanese activity at Foochow will be 
limited to destroying import trade.

FE.4$C:REK 
4/26/39
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM

PAP FOOCHOW VIA N.R.
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br)

Dated April 25, 1939

April 25, 4 p.m

Secretary of St.

Washington

Rec'd 8:41

Z ’ivi. V'!i o3-VÏ
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS '}

ü-üïîênt cf S'

Three aerial attacks today did more damage than

any previous raids on Foochow. J^hsu^ities so far 

reported to be 170 including 40 fat-). Several bombs

dropped in the business section of Nantai on hotels

apartments, shops, etc, and three large fires are still 

burning. About 60 buildings demolished. Telephone 

service off and no electric current.

795.94/I 4924

Sent to Peiping. Repeated to Shanghai and Chung

king,

ROWE

RR :WWC

Apparent omission
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Confidential

paraphrase

A telegram of April 25, 1939, from the American Con

suls te at Foochow reads substantially as follows:

Several bombs were dropped on shops, apartments, 

hotels, et cetera, in the business section of Nantal 

during the course of three air raids on April 25 which 

did more damage than any of the raids on Foochow in the 

past. Three large fires are burning still; there is no 

electric current and telephone service Is cut off;
I 

approximately sixty buildings were destroyed. So far 

there have been 170 casualties reported, including 40 dead.

793.94/14924

FE:EdC:HJN 4/26
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